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TO HIS EXCELLENCY REUBEK E. FENTON,

OoBWHOr o/ the State of iTete- Tork.

Sm :

I HAVE the honor to submit to your Excellency Volume IV., Part

I., of the Report upon the Palaeontology of New-York, containing the

descriptions and figures of the Brachiopoda of the Upper Helderberg,

Hamilton, Portage and Chemung groups. The species are illustrated by

figures drawn and engraved from original specimens collected by myself

or under my direction, or those derived from other authentic sources.

The completion of the printing has been delayed much longer than I

could have anticipated, and the volume should properly have been issued

in the early part of 1865.

The plates of this volume, which number sixty-two, with several

intercalated ones, are not yet completed, and some time will elapse

before they can be finished.

The manuscript, containing descriptions of the Crinoidea, Crustacea,

Gasteropoda, Cephalopoda, etc. of the higher rocks, forming the fifth

volume of the work, was delivered to the custody of the Commissioners

having charge of the work in September of last year.

I have the honor to be,

with great respect,

your obedient servant,

AiiBANT, March 1867. JAMES HALL.
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PREFACE.

The present volume contains descriptions and figures of all the well

determined species of Brachiopoda of the Upper Helderberg, Hamilton,

Portage and Chemung groups of New-York. Some few extra-limital species

have been introduced in illustration of the character of neighboring but

identical or analogous geological formations, and all these are from well

authenticated positions. In several examples of this kind, the same spe-

cies has subsequently been obtained within the limits of the State ; and

we have every reason to believe that most of those, until now known

only in Ohio and Canada West, will ultimately be found within the

State of New York. In some instances, forms previously described as

distinct species have been united under a single specific name. It may
perhaps, hereafter be necessary to pursue the same course in regard to

a few other examples, when the collections shall become sufl&ciently

extensive to enable us to determine the changes produced by physical

conditions, or by the geographical and geological distribution of species.

Although the larger part of the collections used for this volume were

made many years since, much new material has been obtained during the

past few years. The number of new species, however, is not large, and

probably no considerable number will be added to the list of those

already known. These later collections have been of great importance

for the better determination of the geographical distribution of species,

and have confirmed some views on this subject advanced by the author

many years since.

While the calcareous formations carry essentially the same fauna

from Eastern New-York throughout the length of the State, through

Canada West and the State of Ohio, till these limestones disappear

beneath the higher formations on the border of Indiana, we find impor-

tant changes supervening in the fauna of the sedimentary strata.
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In Eastern New-York, the coarser eediments of the Hamilton group

present proportionally few Brachiopoda ;
and in some localities are com-

paratively barren of all fossils. The Lamellibranchiata, which are the

characteristic fossils of the coarser sediments of this group, gradually

diminish in number as the finer materials supervene, and the addition

of a larger proportion of calcareous matter is accompanied by the advent

of great numbers of Brachiopoda, together with Corals and other fossils

which are unknown in the eastern part of the State. So great is this

change, that were a collection of fossils from the Hamilton group in the

counties of Albany and Schoharie to be compared with a collection from

the same group in Genesee and Erie counties, the number of species com-

mon to both would be less than has been sometimes indicated as passing

from one geological formation to another.

The same conditions hold true in a more marked degree in the Che-

mung group, which, in the counties bordering the Hudson river, is

nearly destitute of animal fossils, but contain many plant remains.

Farther to the westward, a few lamellibranchiates and brachiopods

appear, and their number constantly increases to the central counties of

the State, beyond which the Brachiopoda greatly predominate over all

the other organisms. Nor is this all
; not only do the Brachiopoda

increase in number of species and of individuals, but the species are

almost entirely distinct from those in the more eastern localities of the

group. We notice, moreover, that in these western localities within the

State the prevailing fossils present a " carboniferous aspect," or are of

generic and specific forms much resembling the prevailing fossils of the

acknowledged Carboniferous rocks of the West. We find also among them

a few forms which might readily be mistaken for Carboniferous species ;

and in one or two instances, there is scarcely room for specific separa-

tion. Here again, in a more emphatic sense, do we find the fauna of the

same physical group of strata so entirely unlike at points three hundred

miles distant, that there are probably no identical species. At the same

time, the entire Chemung fauna of the western counties of New-York

presents more analogy with the fauna of the so-called Carboniferous
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rocks in the West, than it does with that of the strata of the same absolute

age in Eastern New York and in the adjacent portions of Pennsylvania.

Having already, many years since, presented these views, it is not neces-

sary to go farther into the discussion in this place, but merely to remark

that further observations and the examination of more extensive collections

have confirmed the opinion then expressed, namely, that the distinction

between the Devonian and Carboniferous systems is one of geographical
rather than geological diflference.

In the study of the Brachiopoda, a few changes have been found neces-

sary, beyond what has already been published in the Annual Reports upon
the State Cabinet ; and some additions have been made to our knowledge

of the characters of established genera. In the Genus Chonetes, the

observations first made by Coimt Keyserling (but subsequently doubted) of

the oblique direction of the tubular spines as they penetrate the substance

of the shell along the cardinal line, have been confirmed.

In the shells of productoid form, which are sometimes referred to

Productus and sometimes to Strophalosia, it has been shown that the narrow

area and other external features of the latter genus are accompanied by
the vascular imprints of the former. The numerous forms of this character

give, to the fauna of the Chemung group, an expression quite similar to

that of some of the Carboniferous rocks of the Mississippi valley.

Some additional knowledge has been obtained, regarding the structure

of the internal spires in the Genera Atiiyris, Meristella, and allied forms.

It has appeared desirable to separate, under the sub-generic term

Stenocisma, many of the species hitherto referred to Rhynchonella ; and

the Genus Leioriiynchds has been adopted for certain forms heretofore thus

referred.

Under the pentameroid type it has been found necessary to propose, as

distinct genera, Pentamerella, Gypidcla, Anastrophia and Amphigenia,
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while the Genus Stricklandinia is retained for certain forms. It is also

proposed to distinguish these allied genera, together with Camabopuoria, as

a family Pentamerid^.

The Genus Crtttonella has been sustained by the character of its in-

ternal loop ;
while the strophomenoid form, Tropidoleptus, is found to be

more nearly allied with the Terebratulidoe than with any other family of

the Brachiopoda.

Of the genera described or discussed under the several families, nearly

one-half are those which have been proposed from the study of American

species of Brachiopoda, and it is believed that they are well-founded in the

characters of the typical species. In some of the genera here named, much

yet remains to be done in the study of their internal structure, before we

shall be prepared to assert positively their entire characters and relations.

The printing of this volume was begun in 1862
;
but delays beyond the

control of the Author have prevented its appearance until now. The

plates of the volume are still unfinished at this date, and some considerable

time will elapse before their completion. It is hoped that these illustrations

may prove acceptable to the student in Palaeontology. With the exception

of a few plates, the lithography has been executed by Mr. F. J. Swinton,

whose ability and long experience have enabled him to present the work

in a very superior manner. The drawings have been made with great care

and fidelity by Mr. R. P. Whitfield, who has excelled both in the accurate

delineation of the character and markings of the species, and also in the

preparation of specimens to illustrate the internal structure.

I am greatly indebted to Mr. John Paterson, for his careful supervision

of the volume as it has been passing through the press, and more especially

for his kind attention to this matter during some periods of my personal

absence.

My acknowledgements are due to many gentlemen for the use of

specimens given or loaned to me for study, while the work has been in

progress, and of some of these, mention has been made in the body of

the work. It is especially gratifying to me to acknowledge the liberality
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of Dr. G. A. WiLLiAJis, formerly of Hardy county, Virginia, now of Boon-

ville, Missouri; and of Dr. James Knapp, of Louisville, Kentucky. Dr. C.

RoMiNGER, of Ann Arbor, Michigan, has very liberally given me the use of

many specimens illustrating the internal structure of species; and he has

placed at my disposal his collection of European and American Brachiopoda

for further use in completing an introduction to the study of American

Palaeozoic Brachiopoda, which is already advanced, and will appear as a

supplement to the present volume. I have been indebted to Mr. S. S. Lyon,

of JefTersonville, Indiana, for the means of illustrating the interior of Meeis-

TELLA, (S. G. Pentagonia), as well as for other specimens. I have received

from Mr. 0. H. St. John, of Waterloo, Iowa, interesting specimens of

Brachiopoda, from the Hamilton and Chemung groups of that part of the

country. For the illustration of several forms among the Spiriferid^, I

have been permitted the use of specimens from the collection of Col. E.

Jewett. From Mr. Joseph Sullivant, of Columbus, Ohio, I have received

specimens from the Corniferous limestone of that vicinity ; and to the late

Dr. Mann, of Milford, Ohio, I have been indebted for many interesting

specimens. Tlirough the kindness of Prof. Wright, of Hamilton and Mr.

J. De Cew, of Cayuga, Canada West, I have received many specimens of

interest from the Corniferous limestone of that region.

It has been to me a great satisfaction, that through many years, I expe-

rienced the uninterrupted liberality and kind interest of the late Ledyard

LiNCKLAEN, o( Cazenovia, whose devotion to geological science never ceased ;

and it is with a sad heart that I here record this memento of one whose

noble manhood was everywhere acknowledged, and whose quiet, but per-

sistent advocacy of an advancing science, has produced many good and

permanent results, and has exerted an influence not to be forgotten.

Maech, 1867.





Note.—In the earlier pages of this volume, printed in 1862, a few species of the

genera Linqula and Discina were described from the Waverly sandstones of Ohio, there

having been at that time no sufficiently well marked limit established between the western

extension of the Chemung Group and these beds. Farther comparison of species of other

genera led to a doubt of the propriety of uniting these formations on zoological considera-

tions alone, and some species from the Ohio formation, previously described by me, as well

as others at that time under investigation, were omitted from the volume for this reason.

It is true, however, that certain species found in the Waverly sandstones and associated rocks

of Eastern Ohio, are apparently identical with forms occurring in the Hamilton and Chemung

Groups of New York ; but these are comparatively so few, that their recurrence can only

be regarded as due to a repetition of the same or similar physical conditions in the two or

more epochs.

At a later period, I have compared the moUuscan fauna of the Waverly sandstones with

that of some of the conglomerates, at or near the summit of the Chemung Group in Alle-

gany county, New York, and the adjacent parts of Pennsylvania, which contain numerous

lamellibranchiate shells. But in all these cases a farther investigation has proved the

occurrence of Spirifera Vemeuilii, a characteristic fossil of the Chemung Group in the same

association, while the lamellibranchiate forms, with few exceptions, are altogether of distinct

species. In the collections of the Geological survey these fossiliferous conglomerates were

arranged as a part of the Chemung Group, while the coarser non-fossiliferous rocks of sim-

ilar character in Allegany and Cattaraugus counties were considered as outliers of the car-

boniferous conglomerate. We have since learned, however, that the conglomerate of the

southwestern counties of the State is a constituent member of the Chemung Group. The

red shaly and arenaceous strata, sometimes observed beneath the conglomerate, are merely

subordinate beds of little significance and in no way related to the red rocks of the Catskill

Oroup, to which they have sometimes been referred. The red sandstone, or fine conglom-

erate, sometimes becoming an impure iron ore, which at one time was referred to as the

probable attenuate extension of the red sandstone of Tioga, belongs, for the most part or

entirely, to the Chemung Group.

From late investigations in the Geological Survey of Ohio, Dr. Newberry has shown

that the beds containing Spirifera Vemeuilii do actually pass beneath all the strata bearing

the characteristic fossils of the Waverly sandstones, and are separated from them by a

black shale. This position established, puts at rest any doubts as to the relation of these

beds, and until wo possessed some ascertained fact of this kind, all discussion upon the ques-

tion could lead to no definite result.
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The descriptions and illustrations of the fossils in the third volume of

this work include those from the Lower Helderberg group and the Ori-

skany sandstone
;
while the first part of the present volume, following

the formations in the ascending order, will embrace the Bbachiopoda of

the following rocks and groups :

CHEMUNG GROUP ;

PORTAGE GROUP, The Genesee slate, forming beds of passage ;

TtJLLY LIMESTONE andHAMILTON GROUP, including the

UPPER
HELDERBERG GROUP, including the

Marcellus shale ;

cohniferocs limestone,
Onondaga limestone,
Schoharie orit, and

Cauda-galli grit, which rests upon the

Oriskant sandstone.

The CAUDA-GALLt GRIT is almost a non-fossiliferous rock ; a few frag-

ments of plant-like fossils, and the peculiar surface markings of the slaty

laminae, from which the name is derived, being the only objects resem-

bling organic bodies which have fallen under my observation. A single

specimen of Platyceras, similar to P. tortuosum of the Oriskany sand-

stone, has been found in this rock.

The passage from the Oriskany sandstone to this "Grit," or (as it

usually occurs in many localities) arenaceous shale, or shale, is very

abrupt and strongly defined. The rock itself is usually a dark or nearly

black slaty grit, weathering to a grayish or brownish gray color, with

strong lines of jointing or lamination nearly at right angles to the bed-

[
Pal^ontoloot IV.] 1
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ding; and these being often close and well defined, while the lines of

bedding are obscure, give it the appearance of nearly vertical stratifica-

tion. This character prevails even when distant from any metamorphic

influences. These features distinguish the rock from any other in the

series; and even in its smaller outcrops, the vertical lamination has

been found a valuable guide in its identification.

In the upper part we find a ^adual increase of calcareous matter, with

a diminution of the argillaceous material
;
and it passes, by almost im-

perceptible gradations, to the Schoharie grit, which is marked by the

presence of numerous fossils. The upper beds of the Cauda-galli grit, and

also the lower beds of the Schoharie grit, preserve those peculiar mark-

ings which have been termed Fucoides cauda-galli.

From the base of the Schoharie grit, we begin our investigation among

the fossils. In this rock we find, for the first time, a small number of

speciee which pass upward through the limestones of the Upper Helder-

berg group, and are more abundant in the Hamilton group('). At the

same time, also, we find a few species which are apparently identical

with some which we have known in the preceding rocks. These, however,

are so few, and being comparatively rare, the large number of new spe-

cies of the -same genera makes them inconsjiicuous, and we have essen^

tially a new fauna.

One of the most marked features of the change of fauna at this period

is the introduction, or appearance for the first time, of numerous species

of the Genera Cyrtocekas, Gyroceras, etc., with strongly lamellose or

fluted surfaces, and which are often ornamented by nodes er spines.

Some of the Orthoceratites are marked by sharp lamellose rings, and

some of the Gasteropoda are spinifcrous. The Trilobites of the Genera

(1) Among those which begin their existence in this rock, occurring likewise in the Upper

Helderberg limestones and passing into the Hamilton group, Orthis vanuxemi?, Streptorhyri-

ckus chemungentis, Strophtnnetia demissa, S. perplana ^ S. crenistria, Spirifera fimbriata* ,

Atrypa impressa = a variety of the A. reticularis ? while a larger number of species arft

conuDon to the grit and to the limestones above.

* Two individuals of this species have been found in the Oriskany sandstone.
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Dalmania and Phacops are remarkable for their spiniferous character
;

while the Lic;ias and Acidaspis, yet known only in fragments, are gf

the most extravagant forms of those genera.

Whatever may be the ultimate decision relative to the line of separa-

tion between Silurian and Devonian systems, the base of the Schoharie

grit offers a much more decided limitation below, than does the Oriskany

sandstone. The new fauna bears less relation to the preceding, and many
of the new types are of a strikingly distinct character. In the Oriskany

sandstone, we have a considerable number of species which first appear

in the Lower Helderberg group ; and the connection between these two

formations is much more intimate than between the Oriskany sandstone

and the Schoharie grit.

Since the faunae of the Schoharie grit and of the succeeding forma-

tions, more especially as far as the Hamilton group inclusive, have so

many features in common, I have grouped the fossils together, with a

view to a more perfect zoological arrangement ; and, in the first place,

I introduce the Brachiopoda of all these formations, designating under

each description, as well as in the title of the plate, the rock from which

they have been derived.

In arranging the plates, I have followed to some extent the order in

which the fossil genera appeared in time, taking care nevertheless to

preserve the proper zoological arrangement. The following pages, there-

fore, with the accompanying plates, will present a pretty full illustration

of the Brachiopoda now known in these groups, before named, within

the State of New-York.

I have sometimes found it necessary to go beyond the limits of the

State, to secure specimens fit for the illustration of species known to

occur within its limits; and a few extra-limital species have been intro-

duced for the purposes of comparison. In doing this, however, I have

taken great care, as I have always heretofore done, to avoid deriving

specimens from any portion of the country, or any State, where surveys

have been going on, in which a department of palajontology has been

organized, and whence we might have reasonable expectation of seeing

the fossils described and illustrated.
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The following list, in the order in which they are described, embraces

all the genera of Brachiopoda at this time known to me in the rocks and

groups previously noticed on the first page, and from which species are

described in this volume.

LINQULA,
DISCINA,

CRANIA,
PHOLIDOPS,
ORTHIS,

STREPT0RHYNCHU8,
STROPHOMENA,
8TR0PH0D0NTA,
CHONETES,
PRODUCTUS = PRODUCTELLA,
SPIRIFERA,
CYRTIA and CYRT^NA,
TREMATOSPIRA,
BHYNCHOSPIRA,
BETZIA?,

NUCLEOSPIRA,
ATHYRIS,
MERISTA,

MERISTELLA,
ATRYPA,
C(ELOSPIRA,

RHYNCHONELLA,
STENOCISMA,
LEIORHYNCHUS,
LEPTOCCBLIA,
CAMAROPHORIA,
PENTAMERUS,
PENTAMERELLA,
GYPIDULA,
AMPHIGENIA,
RENSSELiERIA,
TEREBRATULA,
CRYPTONELLA,
CENTRONELLA.
TROPIDOLEPTUS,
VITULINA.

.*, There are one or two other genera, which may be ultimately included in

the list occurring in these formations.
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Genus Lingula (Bkuguieke).

Up to the time of commencing the printing of this volume, I do not

know of more than a single species of Lingula in the Schoharie grit,

and but two in the Upper Helderberg limestone.

Several species occur in the limestones of the Lower Helderberg group,

and which have been already described
; but none are known to occur

in the Oriskany sandstone, and but three species between that rock and

the Marcellus shale or base of the Hamilton group. Collections of con-

siderable extent have been made, and over a large area of country ;
and

judging from these, the shells of this genus were extremely rare in the

early epochs of the Devonian period in this country. The species are for

the most part rare in the Hamilton group, so far as my examinatons have

extended, and one only is known to be abundant.

LINGULA OF THE UPPEE HELDERBERG GHOUP.

Lingula ceryx (n.s.)»

PLATE II.

A single specimen has been obtained, three-fourths of an inch in length

by half an inch in breadth. Very little of the shell is preserved ; merely

suflBcient to show that it was marked by fine concentric striae, with the

cardinal margin thickened. The cast has a distinct oval impression a

little above the centre, showing the mark of a muscular callosity at that

point.

This species resembles in form the L. dknsa of the Hamilton group, but has not

the strong radiating striae of that species, while the subcentral muscular callosity

is also different.

Except that this is the only representative of the genus known to me in the

Schoharie grit, I would not have thought it worth while to designate the species

from a single imperfect specimen.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit : near Clarksville,

Albany county, New-York.
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Linjfiila desiderata (n.s.).

PLATE II.

Shell robust, elliptical, convex, the width equal to about four-sevenths

of the length, the greatest width being above the middle of the shell.

ScRFACE marked by fine and closely arranged concentric striae; the

interior of the shell, and the cast, showing strong radiating striae-

Length a little less than half an inch.

The specimen is apparently a dorsal valve, -which is truncate, aud perhaps a

little imperfect at the beak. In its general form it resembles L. ligea, but is wider

above the centre and more convex, while it is larger than any specimens of that

species in the collection. The presence of radiating strja; has not been observed

in L. ligea. Other specimens are required for a satisfactory determination of its

character.

Geological formation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone of the Upper

Helderberg group, at Lapham's mill, Ontario couuty, N. Y.

J Liii^la nianni (n.s.).

PLATE XL

Shell somewhat obovate, the cardinal end being narrower and rounded ;

gradually expanding in width for more than two-thirds the length,

becoming slightly narrower below, with the baso-lateral angles very

abruptly rounded : basal margin nearly straight. Surface marked by

fine close concentric striae, which are scarcely elevated above the

smooth glossy surface. Shell thin : valves nearly flat.

One specimen measures three-fourths of an inch in length by half an

inch in its greatest width, while the width one-third the length below

the posterior end is three-eighths of an inch.

Two separate valves are all that have been seen of this species, but it differs

sufficiently from all the others in these strata to be readily recognized. This and

one other are the only species of Linoula, at this time known to me, in the lime-

stones of the Upper Heldei'berg group.

The specimens were received from Dr. R. P. IVIanx, of Milford, Dclawai-e county,

Ohio.

Geological formation and locality. In limestone of the age of the Upper Hel-

derberg limestone, in Delaware county, Ohio.



LINGULiE OF THE HAMILTON GROUP.
*

LIXGUL^ OF THE HAMILTON GROUP,

IKCLVDINO THS IIABCEI.I.US SHAI.S.

Lingula exilis.

PLATE I.

Lingula exilit : Hall, Thirteenth Report of the Begents on the State Cabinet, 1860, p. 76, f. 2.

Shell broad-ovate, moderately convex, length little greater than the

width ; apex obtuse ; cardinal margin obtusely rounded
;
sides regu-

larly curving ; base broadly rounded. Surface lamellose, with irregular

rugse or lines of growth.

The specimens obtaiued are imperfect at the beak, or in some other part. The

shell is very broad
;
and the great width at the apex, and broadly rounded cardi-

nal extremity, distinguish it from all other forms of the Hamilton groujj, or of

the rocks of New-York. In the normal condition, the umbo appears to have been

quite prominent ;
but the specimens occurring in the thinly laminated strata are

much flattened.

It is associated with DisciXA and Conularla, similarly with those of the Ti"en-

ton group in New-York.

Geological formation and locality. In the MarccIIus shale, near Bindgcwater ;

and an imperfect specimen has been found in the shales of the central part of the

Hamilton group, in Schoharie county, New-York.

Liii^ulii ligea.

PLATE L

Lingula ligea : Hall, Thirteenth Report of the Regents on the State Cabinet, 1800, p. 76.

Shell narrow elliptical ; length equal to twice the width ; sides regu-

larly curving; extremities subequal ; margins of the valves thickened.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae, and by a few obscure or obso-

lete radiiiting strias. The more convex valve shows, along the inner

margin, a narrow shallow groove as if the edge of the opposite valre

closed just within its margin.
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Tho shell u of more equal width throughout and more symmetrically oval, and

also much larger than tho L. spatulata of tho Genesee slate. It is likewise more

prominent along tho centre of tho upper half of the shell. One valve (the ventral ?)

appears to have been more convex than tho other.

Geological formations and locality. In the shales of the upper part of the

Hamilton group, on the banks of Seneca lake.

Liiigula ligea, var.

PLATE II.

The specimens from the lower part of the Portage group are larger

than those from the Hamilton group, and have the sides somewhat

straighter; while the cardinal extremity is not so rounded, and slopes

in nearly a right line on each side of the beak. The surfaces are not so

well preserved as in those of -the Hamilton group. This may ultimately

prove to be a distinct species.

Geological formation and locality. In tho arenaceous shales of the Portage

group : at the falls below Trumausburgh, New-York.

Liiigula imhcforiiiis.

PLATE I

Lingula palte/ormU : IIall, Thirteenth Report of the Regents on the State Cabinet, p. 76.

Shell broadly subovate ; sides sloping in a nearly straight line from the

beak to half the length of the shell, convex at the umbo and depressed

below, the length a little greater than the greatest width, rapidly

expanding for about two-thirds the length of the shell, below which

it is abruptly rounded : shell thick. Surface marked by strong concen-

tric lamellose striae, and, in the exfoliated surface, by fine radiating

strisa.

This species, in general form, resembles the L. spatiosa of the Lower Hclder-

berg group, but differs conspicuously in the surface strife
;
and among a conside-

rable number of specimens, the dimensions are the same as the specimens figured,

being nearly two-thirds the length of the Lower Helderl)crg species.

Geological fomuUion and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group ;
asso-

ciated with numerous known fossils in a loose fragment of rock, found in the

valley south of Cayuga lake.
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Lingula leaiia ( n. s.).

PLATE n.

Shell robust, ovate, subattenuate towards the beak
; margins gradually

expanding and curving from the beak for about two-thirds the length,

where the shell has its greatest width. Lower half of the shell very

depressed
- convex, becoming more convex towards the beak. Shell

comparatively thick, lamellose.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae and faint interrupted radiating

striae, which are more conspicuous and continuous in the exfoliated

shell. The length of an apparently full grown individual is eight-tenths

of an inch, and the greatest width eleven-twentieths of an inch.

This species is conspicuously distinct from any others in the Hamilton and

Chemung groups, except L. palaformis, from which it differs in its greater propor-

tional length and more attenuate form towards the beak. So far as known to me, it

is a rare species.

Geological formation and locality. In some calcareous layers in the Hamilton

shales, in Bristol, Ontario county, N.Y.

Lingula iiiaida ( n. s.).

PLATE IL

Shell linguiform, elliptical, greatest width a little more than half the

length, narrowing gently towards either extremity, obtusely rounded

and produced below, and more acutely converging towards the beaks.

Surface very gently convex below and a little more convex on the umbo,

marked by fine threadlike striae which are sometimes crowded in fa-

scicles. No radiating striae are preserved in the specimen.

The specimen described is apparently a ventral valve, and preserves some remains

of the muscular impression. In form it resembles the L. ligea, but is less convex,

and the lower part of the shell is more produced, so that the strise make a more

extended curve than on that species; and they are likewise coarser.

The typical forms of L. ligea are about half an inch in length and one quarter of

an inch in width; and the L. maida has a length of more than three-fourths of an

inch, with a widih of nearly l)alf an inch.

Geological formation and locality. In the Moscow shales of the Hamilton group :

at Moscow, N.Y.

[ Palxontolooy IV.] 2
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Liiijriila punctata ( n. s.)-

PLATE L

SiiELL subclliptical, length and breadth as three to two
;

sides pax-allel ;

base subtruncate ;
cardinal slopes abrupt, and but little curved

; um-

bones prominent, somewhat flattened in the middle below the longitu-

dinal centre, the flattened space expanding towards the base. Ventral

valve a little more convex than the opposite.

Surface marked by concentric wrinkles
;
the entire structure punctate

or subpunctate, sometimes corrugate, with extremely fine stria?. Mus-

cular impressions, in the cast or partially exfoliated shell, subcordate

below, with numerous diverging foliate imprints above.

The length of the shell varies in different individuals from one-half to three-

fourths or even seven-eighths of au inch, and the width of the larger specimens is

half an inch. The surface marking is peculiar and characteristic, the apparent

punctate structure being caused by two sets of concentric or irregularly wrinkled

striae, leaving minute pits between them. In this character, which is preserved more

or less even upon the casts or exfoliated surfaces, the species is readily identified.

It resembles in general form the L. rectilateris of the Lower Helderberg group,

but is less rounded on the cardinal slopes and less convex on the lower half of the

shell, while the base is much more abruptly truncate.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group : Mon-

telth's Point, on Canandaigua lake; and near Summit in Schoharie county, N.Y.

Liiigula iiuda ( n. s.).

PLATE IL

Shell subelliptical ; length nearly twice as great as the width
;
sides

Bubparallel, very slightly curving, the greatest width near the centre ;

base truncated ; cardinal slopes rounded, the ventral valve a little

more pointed and more convex than the dorsal valve. Dorsal valve

nearly flat. Ventral valve, in exfoliated specimens, marked by a de-

pressed line down the centre, with indications of foliate muscular

impressions upon each side. Surface marked by fine concentric striae,

which, on the margins, are crowded and wrinkled.
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This shell resembles L. punctata in form, but is proportionally narrower : it is

truncate in frout in the same manner; the umbo is a little narrower, and it has not

the flattened space below the middle so distinctly indicated. The surface marking,

however, is always a more distinctive character. The largest specimen examined,

little exceeds half an inch in length.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, asso-

ciated with L. punctata : near Monteith's Point, on Canandaigua lake.

Lingala densa ( n. s.).

PLATE II.

Shell subelliptical ;
sides almost exactly parallel for more than half the

length of the shell, abruptly curved at the basal angles, and the base

nearly straight or slightly curving ; cardinal margins gently curving.

Middle and upper part of the shell prominent and rounded
; one valve

(ventral?) showing a slight longitudinal depression when exfoliated,

with fine wrinkled muscular impressions. Valves somewhat abruptly

flattened and compressed below the middle.

Shell comparatively thick, compact, and very closely and finely striated

concentrically, with undulating striae, the exfoliated shells showing

radiating striae.

This species has nearly the same form as L. punctata^ but is more robust and more

abruptly elevated along the middle of the upper half of the valve : the flattening

is only near the lower extremity, and does not extend upwards in a triangular form

as in that species. The absence of puncta, and the close scarcely elevated fine striae,

are distinguishing features.

Geological formation and locality. In the .upper part of the Hamilton group,

near Summit, Schoharie county; occurring in large numbers in some semi-arenaceous

layers on the small stream flowing in a gorge known as " Bear Gulf."
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LiiiiTula delia ( n. s.)-

PLATE IL

Shell elliptical, twice as long as wide ;
sides gently curving ;

base very

regularly rounded ;
cardinal slopes abrupt, nearly straight : substance

of the shell very thin. Surface marked by extremely fine concentric

striae, and, below the centre of the shell, by numerous undulations,

which are stronger on the middle and become obsolete on the sides.

In the ventral? valves, a strongly impressed linear indentation marks the

centre of the shell from near the beak more than halfway to the base.

This feature is observed in the best preserved specimens seen, as well

as in partial casts. An apparently adult specimen measures nine-tenths

of an inch in length, and five-tenths in the greatest breadth.

This species difiTers conspicuously from all others of the Hamilton and Chemung

groups, except the L. maida, which is proportionally shorter, with more attenuate

cardinal extremity and stronger surface strise.

In general form, this species bears some resemblance to Lingula ovata of M'Coy

( British Palaeozoic Fossils, PI. 1 L, f 6), having the same slender form; but the

sides are not so straight, and the front is more curved. It has not, however, the

robust form of that species as represented in figure 1, Plate in, of the Synopsis of

the Palseozoic Fossils of Ireland.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the upper part of the Hamil-

ton group, near Canandaigua lake.

Lingula- alveata ( n. s.).

PLATE n.

Shell subelliptical ;
sides curving, broader below the middle, somewhat

abruptly expanding and curving from the beak for more than one-third

the length of the shell.

Two separate valves examined (one of them a cast), are flat, and have a

somewhat elevated or thickened border, extending from the beak,
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within which is a distinct groove nearly parallel with the margin an d

reaching half the length of the shell : the centre is marked by a longi-

tudinal linear impression for more than half its length ; and the cast

of one specimen preserves the mark of a thin septum, which extends

from just beneath the beak three-fourths the length of the shell.

One specimen is nearly an inch and a half long, and the other one inch and one-

eighth. The thickened border and thin median septum are distinguishing features.

There are somfi peculiarities in these specimens, which lead me to suppose that

a full knowledge of their characters and interior structure may authorise their

separation from the ordinary forms of Lingula.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, Ludlow-

ville, Cayuga county; and in a sandstone near Fultonham, Schoharie county.

Lingula spatulata.

PLATE I.

Lingula tpatulata : Geological Reports of the Third and Fourth Districts, N.T., 1842 & 1843.

Shell small, subspatulate or subelliptical, moderately convex, attenuate

towards the beak, the ventral valve being more acute
; greatest width

across the middle of the shell
; length (which is scarcely three-tenths

of an inch) about twice as great as the width. Surface marked by fine

concentric striae, and, in the exfoliated shell, by faint. radiating striae.

This little shell, without any very conspicuous features, is usually recognized

without difficulty by its small spatulate form. It is frequently abundant in the Ge-

nesee slate, and, so far as known, is confined to that rock; though its associate, the

Discina lodensis, occurs in the black slaty layers in the Hamilton group below.

Geological formation and locality. In the Genesee slate, near Lodi and Bigstream
Point on Seneca lake; and near Ogden's Ferry, on Cayuga lake.
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LIXGULiE OF THE CHEMUNG GROUP.

Linsrula nielie ( n. s.).

PLATE I.

Shell elliptical ; length and breadth about as three to two, the width

often a little greater ; moderately convex, the umbo prominent, and

below it begins a narrow flattened space, which, very gradually wide-

ning, reaches to the base. (This feature is noticed on the ventral valves.)

Sides curving, the margins flattened or a little recurved. Beak of the

ventral valve extended and acute ; and in partially exfoliated speci-

mens there is a depressed sublinear area reaching more than one-third

the length of the shell, and margined on each side by a sharp line.

The specimens, which appear to be the ventral valves of the same species,

are obtuse at the cardinal extremity, and proportionally wider towards

the base. The most extreme example of this kind is shown in fig. 3,

while fig. 4 is the extreme of the other form. The surface characters

are the same in all the specimens, and, on the exterior shell, consist of

fine concentric striae which are crowded at intervals into ridges, giving

an undulating surface. On the exfoliated fossil, the concentric wrinkles

are preserved with faint impressions of the striae
;
and obscure radia-

ting coarser striae mark the surface, becoming stronger towards the

margins, and terminating just within the edge in minute depressions

or puncta.

This species, in some of its forms, resembles the L. spatulata, but is larger, and

also very distinct in the details of its surface markings.

This species occurs at Chagrin Falls, Ohio, in strata of the age of the Chemung
group.
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Lingnla cajahoga (n. s.).

PLATE I.

Shell subelliptical ; length and breadth about as five to three
; sides

nearly parallel, narrowing a little towards the cardinal margins ; beak

obtuse ; cardinal slopes very little inclined
; base abruptly rounded.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae, and, on the exfoliated surface,

by fine obscure radiating striae.

A single valve ( ventral ? ) is very convex along the middle for two-thirds

of the length ;
the front rather depressed, and the entire margin, from

the cardinal extremities, flattened. This specimen is in sandstone.

Another imperfect specimen in soft shale has nearly the same pro-

portions, but is flattened, and the cardinal slopes less nearly rectangular

to the axis.

The species is a well-marked and very distinct form, occurring in the thin arena-

ceous layers at Cuyahoga Falls, and in the green shale at Akron, Ohio, in strata

referred to the upper part of the Chemung group of New-York, or Waverly sand-

stone group of Ohio.

Ge^TS DlSCIJfA ( Lamarck).

This genus, though occurring in the Lower Helderberg group and in the

Oriskany sandstone, is at present known to me in a single species only,

in the Schoharie grit and in the Upper Helderberg limestones. It is known

in two species in the Marcellus shale : one species is very abundant in

the Hamilton group, and another in the Genesee slate
;
while the other

known species are not of frequent occurrence.
'
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DISCING OF THE HAMILTON GROUP.

Disciiia niinuta.

PLATE L

Orbimla minula : HAit, Geological Report on the Fourth District, 1843, p. 180.

Shell minute, subcircular, plano-convex. Dorsal valve moderately con-

vex, except near the apex, which is more abruptly elevated ; apex of

the dorsal valve excentric, and directed forward. Ventral valve flat
;

foramen excentric, with sometimes a slight sinuosity in the margin on

that side of the shell. Surface marked by fine crowded and wrinkled

striae.

In well-preserved specimens the surface is black and shining, but this

condition is not always maintained.

The specimens have usually the greater diameter one-twentieth, varying to three-

twentieths of an inch. The species is extremely abundant in some layers of the

Marcellus shale, but is not known to have any great vertical or horizontal range.

Its extreme minuteness distinguishes it from any other species known to me in the

New-York formations.

Geological formation and locality. In the Marcellus shale : near Avon, N.Y.

Discina liuniilis ( n. s.).

PLATE n.

Shell of medium size, circular or subcircular, very depressed-convex on

the dorsal side ; apex subcentral. Ventral valve flat, with apex sub-

central ;
foramen apparently submarginal.

Surface, from the apex halfway to the margin, marked by fine concentric

strice, and outside of this by a few comparatively distant sharp elevated

striae, with the intermediate spaces scarcely perceptibly striate.

Two specimens only of this species have been recognized : the larger of these

has a diameter of more than ^n inch
;
and the smaller one, about three-fourths

of an inch. They are more nearly circular than any other species in the Marcellus

shale and Hamilton group, except the D. minuta. The D. lodensis is sometimes

circular ;
but its prevailing form is broad oval, and it is always closely and fine-

ly striated, and, in this feature, very distinct from the present species.
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Geological formation and locality. In the Marcellus slate, near Bridgewater ;

and in the shales of the Hamilton group, on Canandaigua lake.

Disciiia grandis.

PLATES I & IL

Orbicula grandW : Vanuxem, Geological Report Third District, 1842, p. 152-3, f. 4.

General form broadly and transversely elliptical, plano-convex or

concavo-convex. Dorsal valve sometimes extremely elevated
; apex

subcentral, a little on one side of the transverse axis. Ventral valve

usually moderately concave ; foramen reaching from the centre or near

the centre towards one side, but varying somewhat in different indivi-

duals.

Surface marked by fine concentric strias, crowded near the centre, and

more distant and sharply elevated towards the margin.

This species is recognized by its large size, and in the ventral valve by the

direction of the foramen being in the shorter diameter of the shell. This valve

is somewhat unequally concave, and, on the side of the foramen, often a little

convex. The dorsal valves of two specimens, which appear to be of this species

(one of them with ventral valve attached), are very different in their degree of

convexity, and may prove distinct.

In different specimens, this species has a transverse diameter of one inch and

a quarter to one inch and five-eighths, with a longitudinal diameter of one inch

and an eighth to one inch and a quarter.

The original figure of Vanuxem, given below, is of the ventral valve. A single

specimen retaining the two valves in connexion, has been observed
;
while a

separate valve of this, or an allied species, has been found in the same associa-

tion. So far as the collections yet obtained furnish evidence, this species is very

rare • and but a single fragment (and this may be questioned ) has been found

to the west of Cayuga lake.

• This name was overloolccd at the time of describing the species in the Orisljany sandstone, and will bo

superseded for that species, the one under consideration having precedence. I propose for the Orislcany

form the name Ditcina ampla.

[ Paljeontoloqy IV.] 8
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BisciNA GHAMiis ( V'anaxem).

Geological formation and locality. In the compact arenaceous shales, at Caze-

novia, and at Pratt's falls in Onondaga county ;
and a single fragment has been

found near Moscow, Geneaee county.

Disciiia rauilalli ( n. s.).

PLATE n.

Ventkal valve circular or nearly circular, gently concave within the

margin : foramen large, marked by a broadly oval depression on the

exterior surface, which reaches half the distance from the apex to the

margin.

Surface marked by strong rounded concentric ridges with sharp depres-

sions between, and sometimes with finer concentric striaB upon the

coarser ones
;

all of them crossed, on the posterior margin of the shell,

by fine radiating striae or vascular impressions, which enter into the

substance of the shell. On the anterior half of the shell, the concentric

striae become partially obsolete. From a constricted ridge, which exter-

nally marks the place of a median septum in the muscular impression,

there diverge strong rounded radiating ridges, separated by narrow

abrupt depressions which extend nearly or quite to the margin of the

valve.

The single specimen known is a partially exfoliated exterior surface of a ven-

tral valve : the margin of the anterior portion is somewhat broken and worn

away. Certain appearances indicate that the dorsal valve lies beneath this ventral

valve, imbedded in the matrix, and the two pressed closely together.

This species is a large and remarkable form
;
the transverse diameter is nearly

three inches, and from the apex to the posterior margin is one inch and a half.
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The anterior side being broken off, we infer, from the ordinary proportions of

these shells, that it has been at least as long as the posterior part, which gives a

longitudinal diameter of three inches. The concentric striee are stronger than in

any of the other species in these rocks, and the strong radiating ridges are a

very distinguishing feature.

This is the largest well-authenticated Discina that I know; though I have a

discoid fossil under consideration, possessing the general appearance of Discina,

which in its greatest diameter is four inches.

Geological formation and locality. In the arenaceous shales of the Hamilton

group : near Schoharie.

Discina duria ( n. s.).

PLATE IL

Shell subcircular or oblate, the transverse diameter usually the greater.

Dorsal valve convex
; apex elevated, subterminal. Ventral valve flat

or concave, the apex excentric
;
foramen comparatively large, oval,

with margins depressed. Shell thin.

SuKFACE marked by fine concentric striae, and the cast by folds or wrin-

kles in the same direction.

This species closely resembles the D. newberryi, from Cuyahoga falls, Ohio ;
but

that shell is somewhat thicker and stronger, with the apex of the dorsal valve

more elevated. The specimens of the present species observed are likewise

smaller. The presence or absence of the radiating stri^ on the cast, which are

probably caused by the soft parts of the animal, cannot be relied upon as cha-

racteristic. The length of the largest specimen is about three-tenths of an inch,

with a width of seven-twentieths of an inch.

The most characteristic specimens of this species which have been seen, are

adhering to other fossils
;
and its identity with Discina might be questioned, but

for the preservation of four individuals (one of them a ventral valve) upon a

specimen of Pleurotomaria sulcomarginata. The same species occurs in Canada

West, attached to Spirifer.

Geological formation and locality. In the Hamilton group : at Hamilton
;
on

the east shore of Seneca lake, N.Y.
;
and in Canada West.
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Discina sencea ( n. s).

PLATE II.

DoBSAL valve broadly oval
; apex about one-third from the posterior

margin, and, in a specimen six-tenths of an inch in length, is elevated

one-tenth of an inch above the plane of the margins.

Surface marked by concentric, somewhat regular folds or wrinkles in

the larger specimens, and, in a smaller one, the surface is similar, but

less uneven ;
the concentric markings being more like undulations of

the surface, than the ordinary striae of Discina.

Two specimens of dorsal valves only have been seen : they have the same form

as D. media and D. lodensis; but the apex is much more elevated, and the surface

strias are not of the same fine and regular character, though, the specimens being

partial casts, this feature may be somewhat obliterated. One of the specimens has

a length of six-tenths of an inch, with a width of five-tenths
;
while the smaller

one has a length of one-fifth, and a width of one-sixth of an inch.

These specimens occur in the same shale with the other species, which are al-

ways flattened, while both the old and young of this maintain their proportions

as described. With the single larger specimen, I hesitated to characterize the

species ;
but finding a small one of the same form and character, I can scarcely

indicate it as a variety of either of the other species which it resembles in general

form.

Geological formation and locality. In the upper part of the Hamilton group :

on the east shore of Seneca lake.

Discina media ( n. s.).

PLATE II.

Compare Dueina lodenili, pa. 22, pi. 2.

Shell broadly elliptical or subcircular, variable in form. Dorsal valve

very depressed-convex ; apex excentric, pointed, and inclined towards

the posterior border. Ventral valve flat, or a little convex just anterior

to the foramen
; foramen narrow, directly in the longitudinal axis of

the ehell, or often a little oblique.
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Surface finely and evenly striated by fine regular elevated striae, distant

from each other more than twice their width. The apex of the dorsal

valve is about one-third, and sometimes less than one-third the length

of the shell from the posterior margin. Perforation of the ventral valve

narrowly oval or sublinear, about one-third the length of the shell from

the posterior margin, and extending .towards the edge of the shell.

This species resembles in form the D. lodensis of the Genesee slate
;
but it is

more coarsely and distantly striated, and does not present the radiating folds or

undulations observed in that species. The position and relations of the apex and

foramen are similar to those of the D. lodensis; and it is possible that conditions

of the sediment, and other physical causes, may have affected the external cha-

racters, and that we have only a well-marked variety of that species. The species

is not uncommon in the Hamilton group, both in the bluish shales and in the

dark slaty beds, which are of the same character as the Genesee slate.

A single specimen of a ventral valve, found in the upper part of the Chemung
group in Steuben county, possesses characters so entirely similar to those of the

Hamilton group, that I can find no means of separating it.

The oval form and excentric position of the apex are suiEcient to distinguish

the species from others of these groups. The elliptical specimens measure half

an inch, or more, in length, with a width of nine-twentieths of an inch.

Geological formation and locality. In the Hamilton group, on the shores of

Seneca lake near Ovid, and in the upper part of the group on the shores of the

Canandaigua lake
;
and in the green shale of the Chemung group in the south

part of Steuben county, at Troupsburgh.

Discina (sp.?).

PLATE n.

A small nearly circular specimen of a ventral valve, occurring in the

Marcellus slate, is marked by fine crowded and scarcely distinct striae :

the apex is excentric, being scarcely more than one-third the length of

the shell from the posterior margin ; with a short, narrowly oval

foramen.

This specimen is unlike any other one before me, and maybe a distinct species;

but I hesitate to designate it without more material.

Geological formation and locality. In the Marcellus slate : near Bridgewater ,

N.York.
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Discina tuUia ( n. s.)-

PLATE II.

Dorsal valve elliptical ; apex excentric, elevated above the plane of the

margins of the shell nearly one-eighth of an inch
; length half an inch,

and breadth little more than three-tenths of an inch.

ScBFACE marked by fine crowded striae.

A single specimen of the dorsal valve only has been seen, but its proportions

of length and height distinguish it from any other species in the rocks of New-

York.

Geological formation and locality. In the Tully limestone near Ovid, Seneca

county, N.Y.

Disciiia lodensis.

PLATE II.

Orbicula lodentu : Hall, Geological Report Fourth District, p. 223.

— — : Vanuxim, (xeological Report Third District, p. 168.

Shell broadly oval-ovate or subcircular, narrower towards the posterior

end. Dorsal valve very depressed -convex ; apex minute, excentric,

less than one-third the length of the shell from the posterior margin.

Ventral valve flat towards the margins, and somewhat abruptly ele-

vated at the apex ;
foramen linear, extending more than halfway from

the apex to the margin, and sometimes causing an undulation of the

edge, or slight emargination.

ScEFACE finely striated concentrically by close crowded and little elevated

BtrisB, and, on the anterior half of the shell, by faint radiating folds or

undulations. In partially exfoliated specimens, radiating marks of the

vascular impressions are perceptible. Specimens rarely show the con-

centric striae to be crenulated by delicate radiations, a character which

undoubtedly existed in all perfect shells.

In the partially exfoliated shells, the apex of the dorsal valve shows a
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narrow indentation on the anterior slope ;
and in ventral valves in

similar condition, there is sometimes a lobed muscular impression just

anterior to the foramen.

This species is very abundant in certain localities of the Genesee slate. The
oval-ovate forms rarely or never exceed nine-twentieths of an inch in length, by
eight-twentieths in the greatest width. The largest subcircular form obtained has

a length a little less than half an inch, with a width of full half an inch in its

greatest diameter, the posterior end being truncate.

In form and proportions, this shell scarcely diifers from the D. media, but is

smaller than the generality of that species, the striae much finer and closer, and
it possesses the faint radiating folds which do not appear in that species.

Geological formation and locality. In the Genesee slate, above the Hamilton

group : near Lodi and Bigatream point, Seneca county, N.Y.

Disciiia truiicata ( n. s.).

PLATES I & n.

Shell ovate, the anterior end broader : valves depressed-convex. Dorsal

valve with the apex near the posterior margin, and directed backwards
;

posterior margin very abruptly rounded or truncate. Ventral valve

with the apex submarginal ;
foramen extending nearly or quite to the

posterior margin, which is indented.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae and faint radiating undefined

lines.

This little species scarcely ever exceeds two-tenths of an inch in length ;
while

the greatest breadth, which is anterior to the middle, is nearly the same. The

dorsal valve has the appearance of a Lingula, with flattened margin extending

beyond the beak : the ventral valve .shows a submarginal foramen. The muscular

impressions (which are faintly preserved )
differ from the ordinary Discina, but

are too obscure to afford means of separating it from the genus.

In some specimens the posterior margin is abruptly rounded, while in others it

is straightly truncate. It may, perhaps, have been an elongated form of tliis shell

which is figured as Lingula concentrica in the Geological Report on the Fourth

District.

Geological formation and locality. In the Genesee slate : near Lodi, and at

Bigstream point, Seneca county.
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DISCING OF THE CHEMUNG GROUP.

Discina iieglecta ( n. s.).

PLATE I.

Shell elliptical. Dorsal valve convex : elevation of the apex above the

plane of the margins about one-twelfth of an inch
; apex situated about

one-third the length of the shell from the posterior margin.

Surface marked by crowded wrinkled concentric striae.

A single specimen of the impression of the dorsal valve measures seven-tenths

of an inch in length, with a width of six-tenths of an inch. The dorsal valve of

another specimen of similar character is more nearly circular, the concentric

etrise are thin and elSxtated, and the interior shows a linear muscular impression.

Other specimens are required for a full determination jof the characters of the

species. It is a more robust form, with the apex more elevated, than the D. lo-

densis; and the specimens maybe compared with D. seneca.

Geological formation and locality. In the arenaceous shales of the Chemung

group, from the Inclined Plane at Ithaca, Tompkins county, N.Y.

Discina eliiiira ( n. s.).

PLATE II.

Dorsal valve very convex, transversely broad-oval ;
breadth about seven-

tenths of an inch, and length half an inch : apex excentric, or about

one-third from the posterior margin. Ventral valve unknown.

Surface marked by extremely fine crowded striae.

This specimen of the dorsal valve only, is noticed in anticipation of obtaining
materials for a full illustration. In the elevated dorsal valve, position of apex,

and fine striae, it bears some resemblance to the dorsal valve of D. grandis.

Another specimen of similar character, but with the apex a little more de-

pressed, has a length of half an inch, with a transverse diameter of about one

inch. This specimen is essentially a cast in sandstone, and its surface markings
are not clearly preserved ;

but it shows no important dilference from the pre-

ceding one, and for the present I unite the two under the same designation.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Chemung group : near

Elmira, N.Y., and in sandstone of the same group near Wellsborough, Pa.
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Discina alle^hania.

PLATE I.

DUcina alleghania : Hali, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 77.

Shell broadly elliptical or nearly circular. Dorsal valve depressed conical;

anterior side broadly and equally convex ; apex placed at a little more

than one-third the length from the posterior end of the shell, slightly

inclined backwards ;
the posterior slope concave, and the shell flattened

towards the margin.

Surface marked by fine regular concentric lamellae, which are distant

from each other two or three times their width.

This large species is one of the finest and most beautiful of the genus, nearly

equal in size to the D. ampla of the Oriskany sandstone, and differing from that

one in the posterior position of the apex and the more abrupt sloping on the

posterior side, while the concentric striiB are much finer and more closely ar-

ranged. It differs from the large circular form D. discus of the Lower Helderberg

group, in the greater elevation of the dorsal valve, and absence of radiating stride.

This species differs from the D. grandis of the Hamilton group in the position

of the apex of the dorsal valve, and in the direction of the foramen relative to

the greatest diameter of the shell.

Geological formation and locality. In the Chemung group, Hobbieville, Allegany

county, N.Y.

Discing allxshaxia.

Dlscina newberryi ( n. s.).

PLATE L

Shell subcircular or broadly ovate, sometimes oblate : apex situated near

[
Pai.jjoxtologv IV.] 4
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the posterior margin or less than one-fourth the length of the shell

therefrom, prominent, being from less than one-eighth to one-quarter

of an inch above the plane of the margins. Ventral valve slightly con-

cave ; apex excentric ; foramen large, oval, with the margins deeply

depressed. Shell comparatively thick and strong.

ScRFACK marked by fine concentric lines, which are very faint in young

shells, but become stronger and rise into distinct sharply elevated striae

in older specimens.

Where partially exfoliated, the shell shows intermediate fine radiating

striae ;
and in older specimens, the interior of the shell, and likewise

the cast, is marked by strong radiating vascular impressions. The

structure of the shell is strongly lamellose. The casts of the dorsal

valve show a narrow longitudinal muscular impression on the anterior

side of the beaks. The length varies from one-eighth to one inch.

For these specimens, I am indebted to Dr. J. S. Newberry.

Geological formation and locality. Abundant in a ferruginous band about 110

foet below the Conglomerate at Cuyahoga falls, and in the green shale and shaly

sandstone at Akron, Ohio.

GEXL'S CRMIA (Retzius).

Up to the present time, the Genus Crania has not been recognized in the

New-York collections, from any rock below the Schoharie grit.

The extensive and long continued explorations in the^Lower Helder-

berg group, which resulted in the discovery of many rare and obscure

fossils of that formation, we may suppose would have brought to light any

species of this genus which might have lived in the area of investigation.

Still we are far from being warranted, by this negative information, in

the inference that this genus did not exist in the preceding periods in the

New-York strata, since we know of its occurrence in rocks of the age of

the Niagara group in Indiana. At this time we know of but two indivi-

duals in the Schoharie grit, notwithstanding that collections have been

made from that rock during the past twenty-five or thirty years.
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CRANIO OF THE UPPER HELDERBERG GROUP.

Crania aurora ( n. s.).

PLATE III.

A cast of Trochoceras, from the Schoharie grit, preserves the impres-

sions of two individuals of a species of Crania, which were apparently-

adhering to the interior of the shell of the outer chamber of this cepha-

lopod.

Ventral valve subquadrate, approaching a circular form ; lateral margins

slightly curved, and the two extremities abruptly rounded, the posterior

one least curved : margins thickened. The impressions of the anterior

muscles are nearly united in a transversely subelliptical scar : posterior

adductor scars distant, not well defined in the specimens.

No other specimens of this or any other species of the genus are known to me,

at this time, from this formation.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit, in the town of Knox,

Albany county.

CRANIO OF THE HAMILTON GROUP.

Crania hamiltonite.

PLATE III.

Crania hamiltoniiB : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 77; and f. 4 & 5, p. 76.

Shell broadly oval or subcircular. Dorsal valve subconical
; apex sub-

central or excentric, pointed in well-preserved specimens, often worn

or decorticated. Exterior surface of dorsal valve marked by concentric

lamellose striae. Ventral or lower valve marked by four strong impres-

sions of the adductor muscles, which are variable in form : the poste-

rior ones are distant ;
the anterior ones approximate, diverging above

and assuming a somewhat cordiform appearance, the pit for the pro-

tractor muscles occupying the space between. Vascular impressions

strongly digitate.
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This species is found adhering to valves of Jlthyris, Tropidoleptus, Strophodonta,

Spirifer, ^vicuJa, Orthoceras, etc., and separated valves are also free in the shales.

The form of the shell is very mnch influenced by the form of the body to which

it adheres. The dorsal valve is often regularly oval and symmetrical, rising to a

low subconical form, with the apex excentric on the posterior side. Some speci-

mens are irregularly subcircular, witli the surface wrinkled and uneven.

In a single specimen adhering to a Tropidoleptus, the form of the plications of

that shell are carried into the dorsal valve of the Crania, conforming in part to the

curvature of its margin as the shell increased in size. The form of the ventral

valve is influenced not only by the contour of the body to which it adheres, but

by the small bodies growing upon the same surface. In a single example, the

central portion of the posterior margin is produced in a narrow extension be-

tween two Spirorbides, which prevented the shell from growing in that direction.

The dorsal valves are not unfrequently partially covered by an adhering

^tt/opora-like body ;
and the small Spirorbis angulatus is likewise found adhering

to them.

In some of the specimens, the form and character of the interior of the ventral

valve resembles that of the C. obsoleta of Goldfuss, from the Eifel, which is of

Devonian age.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, in the

region of Canandaigua lake and on the shores of Seneca lake
;
at Bethany and

Covington, Genesee county ;
Richmond and Bristol, Ontario county ;

and in Erie

county. Likewise at Cazenovia and Hamilton in Madison county, and elsewhere

in New-York, as well as in the Hamilton group in Maryland and Virginia.

Crania crcnistiiata.

PLATE III.

Crania erenutriata : IIall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 78.

D0B8AL or upper valve very depressed-conical, subcircular ; apex central

or subcentral, a little inclined.

Surface marked by sharp elevated crenulate striae, reaching almost to

the apex (which is quite smooth), and increasing by interstitial addi-

tions.

This species is rare, and four specimens only of the dorsal valve are known at

this time. The character of the itria; gives the fossil, when partially obscured by
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adhering shale, the appearance of the exterior of the small funnelshaped fronds

of Fenestella. The strife are similar to those of Crania {Pseudocrania) divaricata

of M'CoY, a Silurian fossil
;
but the form and position of apex is very distinctive.

The ventral valve of this species has not yet been discovered, unless it may
occur among the imperfect and obscure specimens which have been referred to

C. hamiltonice.

Geological formation and locality. In shales of the Hamilton group : Alexander

in Genesee county ;
on the shore of Canandaigua lake in Ontario county ;

and at

Eighteen-mile creek on Lake Erie, N.Y.

Crania gregaiia ( n. s.).

PLATE in.

Shell small, obliquely very depressed-conical, subcircular or oblate, nar-

rower at the posterior end
; apex at the posterior third of the shell.

Surface apparently smooth.

This small species occurs from the size of a pin's head, to those having a

transverse diameter of a little more than a tenth of an inch, with a longitudinal

diameter a little less than one-tenth of an inch. On a single valve of a large

bivalve shell, nearly forty individuals of this species can be seen, together with

the remains of several ventral valves of one of the larger species.

It may be possible that these small fossils are the young of C. hamiltonia, which

have commenced their existence upon the same body which sustained the parent

shells.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, in

Bristol, Ontario county.
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CRANIO OP THE CHEMUNG GROUP.

Crania Iconi.

PLATE III.

Crania leoni : Hah, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1860, p. 78.

Shell subcircular, transverse or slightly elongate. Dorsal valve convex.

Ventral valve concave, variable in form, more abruptly recurved to-

wards the margin. Hinge-line straight, equal to a little more than one-

third the greatest width of the shell. Muscular impressions of the

posterior adductors in the dorsal valve near the cardinal angles ;
the

anterior ones near together and a little behind the centre, with two

minute impressions a little anterior to the centre, marking the place

of the retractor muscles. Ventral valve with the posterior adductors

corresponding to those of the dorsal valve ;
the anterior adductors

occupying a subcircular area, and barely separated by an elevation

marking the place of the protractor muscle.

This species is known only in the condition of casts of the interior. The

dorsal side is moderately convex ; the apex apparently a little excen-

tric on the posterior side.

A single cast of a dorsal valve among the specimens is more regularly

elliptical, a little more convex, and without the straight hinge-line :

this one may perhaps be a distinct species.

There are, likewise, in the rocks of the Chemung group, some other specimens

of the character of Ckania
; but, unfortunately, I have at this time no specimens

in a condition to admit of their being satisfactorily described.

Geological formation and locality. In the Chemung group ; Leon, Cattaraugus

county, N.Y.
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Genus Piiolidops ( Hall).

All the known species of this genus are small shells, usually occurring

as single scale-like valves or discs, and in two instances only have I seen

specimens with the valves conjoined. The specimens appear not unlike

the dorsal valves of a small species of Discina
;
but being calcareous, they

have not the corneous lustre of those shells
; and when conjoined, there

is no evidence of a foramen in either valve. The interior shows a strong

muscular callosity, and the casts bear a strongly marked impression of

the same.

Piiolidops areolata ( n. s.).

PLATE III.

Shell broadly subovate or scarcely circular, wider on the posterior third,

broadly rounded behind and more narrowly rounded in fi'ont.

The cast of one valve ( the dorsal valve ? ) shows a deep ovate or sub-

cordiform muscular scar, which is nearly surrounded by an elevated

areola, and partially divided by a median ridge from above. The opposite

(ventral?) valve has a larger muscular scar, which is auriculate above,

with the surrounding areola divided at the lower or anterior margin.

Surface somewhat abruptly flattened on the posterior side, and more

gently sloping on the front of the valve.

One specimen has a length a little less than one-fourth of an inch, with

a width across the middle nearly the same. The only specimens known in

the Schoharie grit are casts, and we have not therefore seen the exterior

of the shell. In casts of two individuals, the muscular impressions present

some differences in form, and in the depth of the impressions of the

parts, probably indicating the characters of dorsal and ventral valves.

This species closely resembles one in the Oriskany sandstone, from which it
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diflTers in being more ovate, as well as in the form and division of the muscular

scar, and more depressed posterior side*.

Geological formation and locality. In Schoharie grit : at Clarksville and Knox,

Albany count}-, N.Y.

Pliolidops liaiiiiltoiiia;.

PLATE III.

Pkolidopt kamiltoniir : Hail, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet. 1860, p, 92.

Shell regularly and uniformly ovate, broader near the posterior end :

apex excentric, little elevated, and slightly inclining to the posterior

side.

Substance of the shell thin, and flattened towards the margins. Surface

marked by fine closely arranged lamellose striae. Interior smooth,

except an ovate, somewhat auriculate, and sometimes slightly bilobed

prominence beneath the apex, which marks the muscular impression.

The casts of the interior show a comparatively large muscular impres-

sion, which is shield-shaped or subovate and somewhat auriculate, or

with a deeper impression on each side above the middle. In one (dorsal?)

valve, the impression is a little bilobed near the lower end
;
and in

another, which appears to be the ventral valve, there is a faint radiating

or digitate impression on the lower half of the muscular scar. The

surface, when magnified, shows indications of minute interrupted ra-

diating striae.

This species is the smallest of any described
; having a length of fourteen-

liundredths of an inch, with a width of twelve-hundredths in the widest part.

It is not rare, but we find only separated valves.

The observations upon this genus, under the generic description, will shoAV

the facts regarding the known species, and their geological range (See Introduc-

tion to this volume).

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group at Darien

in Erie county, at Moscow in Livingston county, and other places in Western

New-York.

* For a dctcriptlon of the Oriskany sandstone species, P. arenariui, gee Addenda to this volume.
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Genus Ortiiis ( Dalman).

orthides of the upper helderberg group.

There are three, or perhaps more, species of Ortiiis occurring in the

Schoharie grit, which are the lowest beds of the group ;
but since the

specimens are almost invariably in the condition of casts of the interior,

a satisfactory determination of their specific characters is attended with

many difficulties. It has been only by preserving the casts of the interior,

with such impressions of the exterior surface of the shell as could be

obtained, that the characteristic features of two species have been pretty

well ascertained. One of these occurs in considerable numbers, while the

other is extremely rare : the first resembles a species found in the lime-

stone above the grit, but known only in few examples ; while the other

is quite distinct from any known above the horizon of the grit. A third

species, of peculiar characters, has been seen only in a single specimen of

the cast of the ventral valve
;
while some impressions of the exterior of

a shell have not been identified with either of them.

In the limestones above the Schoharie grit we have at least five well

marked species, in addition to those just mentioned.

The Orthides of this group of strata do not present any important

differences, in general features, from those of the group below : they are,

however, far less numerous, both as species and individuals. Two of the

species are of the type of Orthis oblata ; and two others are of the type of

O. subcarinata of the Lower Helderberg group, while Orthis propinqua of

the Upper Helderberg limestone resembles Orthis multistriata of the Upper

Pentamerus limestone of the same group.

In the details of form, surface markings, area, and muscular impressions

of these diSerent species, there are sufficient means of identification, and

of distinction from those before described.

Some of the species in the limestones of this group have a wide geo-

graphical distribution, but no one of them has proved to be of common

[ Paleontology IV.] 5
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occurrence in the Stute of New-York. This limestone formation, within

the limit-s of the State, being for the greater extent a firm and subcrystal-

line rock, has yielded few specimens of as great perfection as those of the

Lower Helderberg group.

A. S|)fcie8 ot tne lypo of O. tlegantula and V. Btibcarinata, witli the dorsal valve Jiearly

flat :

Orthis fcloeis, Ortiiis lenticularis.

Ortliis peloris ( n. s.).

PLATE IV.

Shell plano-convex ;
the dorsal valve nearly flat, and subcircular or

slightly transverse : ventral valve somewhat semielliptical, very con-

vex on the umbo, the middle regularly convex and sloping to the front

and sides ;
cardinal line equal to or greater than two-thirds the greatest

width of the shell. Area of moderate height, the beak of the ventral

valve extending little beyond the area line.

Surface marked by fine somewhat evenly bifurcating striae, which curve

towards the margins, and a few terminate on the area line of the

ventral valve.

The specimens are casts of the interior, with impressions of the exterior : from

these latter, casts have been taken, which have served for the description of the

exterior surface of the shell.

The internal cast of the ventral valve is highly convex
;
the greatest convexity

being above the centre, sloping gently to the front and more abruptly to the sides.

The ranscnlar impression is comparatively small, subelliptical in form, the lon-

gitudinal being a little greater than the transverse diameter, deeply bilobed by
the callosity of the adductor muscle, and the sides somewhat distinctly lobed iu

about three divisions. The surface of the cast, below the muscular impression, is

faintly marked by the vascular impression, and the margin strongly striated.

The distance from the beak, or filling of the rostral cavity, to the lower side of

the muscular impression, is less than half the length of the cast.

The cast of tlie dorsal valve is nearly flat, with an oval muscular area which is

deeply divided in the centre from the pit made by the cardinal process and its

extension along the interior of the shell, whence it becomes bifurcate. The mu-

scular impression is transversely divided by a ridge, extending on each side from

the median line, as in species of the typo of Orthis cleganlula.
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The casta of these two valves, which I have placed under one designation,

have not been found in actual connexion
;
but the character of the ventral valve

requires a dorsal valve of the form described, and vice versa; wliile the two oc-

curring in the same locality, and of equal rarity, I can feel little hesitation in

considering them of the same species.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit : at Clarksville and

Knox, Albany county, N.Y.

Ortliis lenticularis.

PLATE V.

Orlhis Uriticularit [1 ] Vakuxem, Geological Report Third District p. 133, f. 4.

Compare Orthu tolitaria of the Hamilton group.

Shell suborbicular or subquadrate, sometimes suboval, greatest width

above or below the middle, subplanoconvex : hinge-line equalling or

greater than two-thirds the greatest width of the shell
; cardinal extre-

mities rounded. Dorsal valve varying from very depressed-convex to

moderately convex in the upper part, more or less abruptly depressed

towards the cardinal extremities, which are a little deflected ; gently

curving towards the middle ofthe sides, and the centre marked by a sinus

which begins at the beak and expands so as to produce a broad depres-

sion in front : area linear, the beak projecting a little beyond the area

line. Ventral valve very convex, sometimes obtusely subcarinate along

the centre ; greatest convexity near, or a little above the middle of the

valve, curving very abruptly to the front and to the sides (or, when

carinate, it is irregularly depressed ),
and curving more gently towards

the beak : area of moderate width, a little incurved ; foramen com-

paratively large, wider than high ;
beak incurved over the foramen.

Surface finely striated with rounded subequal radiating strias, which bi-

furcate at intervals, and sometimes every fifth, sixth, or seventh one

is more prominent than the others : about sixteen to twenty-two stria3

in the space of two lines, the stria3 wider than the spaces between them,

and crossed at unequal distances by subimbricating lines of growth.

Entire surface finely papillose, and, on the worn surfaces, punctate.
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The interior of the ventral valve preserves very strong dental lamellte,

and a strong callosity for the attachment of the cardinal muscle.

I refer this species to the 0. lenticularis of Vanuxem with some little doubt,

since the original specimen in the State Collection has been lost. The form de-

scrilicd by Mr. Vanuxem is similar to that of figs. 1 and 2 of Plato v, which is

subquadrato, the front being sometimes rounded and sometimes straight. The

other forms ( figs. 3, 4 and 5), which I find myself compelled to refer to the same

species, are more robust, with the greatest width below the middle, and a much

greater convexity of both dorsal and ventral valves.

In form, this species resembles the 0. subcarinata of the Lower Helderberg

group ;
but the strias are finer, the area larger, and the muscular callosity and

dental lamellae are stronger ;
while the narrowing towards the hinge in the more

robust forms is a character not observed in that species.

The specimens ordinarily seen have a length and breadth of a little more or

less than half an inch, with a depth of about one quarter of an inch
;
while the

largest specimens have a length and breadth of three-fourths of an inch, with a

depth of about half an inch.

Geological formation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone of the Upper

Helderberg group : at Leroy, Genesee county; near Caledonia, Livingston

county ;
two miles south of Vienna, and at Shortsville, Ontario county, N.Y.

B. Species of the type of Orthis hybrida and O. oblata, with the dorsal valve more

convex than the ventral :

Orthis alsus, Orthis ( sp. ?
),

Orthis mitis, Orthis vanuxemi?

Orthis livia, Orthis semele,
Orthis cleobis.

Orthis alsas ( n. s.).

PLATE IV.

Shell somewhat semielliptical in outline : cardinal line equal to, or

more than two-thirds the greatest width, which is near or just below

the middle. Dorsal valve more convex than the ventral, the greatest

convexity being about the middle, sloping almost equally to the sides

and front, and less rapidly to the beak, while it is flattened or concave

towards the cardinal angles. The centre is marked by a sinus from the
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beak, which gradually expands to the base of the shell. Ventral valve

depressed -convex, and nearly flat in the middle of the lower half:

beak small and neatly defined, projecting slightly beyond the area-line ;

area narrow sublinear, a little inclined
; foramen partially filled by the

strong cardinal process of the opposite valve. Area of the dorsal valve

comparatively large, equal to two-thirds the width of the area of the

ventral valve, flat or lying in the plane of the margins of the valve.

Surface marked by fine, somewhat unequal, bifurcating stri£B, about

eight or nine in one-fifth of an inch, much curved on the upper lateral

margins.

The casts of this species are of the character of 0. oblata of the Lower Helder-

berg, and others in the Hamilton group ;
but the hinge-line and area are much

more extended, distinguishing this species from any in those strata with similar

muscular impressions.

The cast of the dorsal valve, when the impression of the area is not preserved,

is not readily distinguishable from some of those mentioned
; though in well-

preserved specimens, the depression down ther centre, and also across the middle

of the muscular impression, is more strongly marked than in those species.

The muscular impression of the ventral valve is proportionally small, being

usually less than half the length of the vftlve
;
but it is almost always strongly

defined, which, with the long hinge-line, are marked features.

This species occurs in the Schoharie grit in the condition of casts of the inte-

rior, with impressions of the exterior surface, usually as separated valves, and

rarely with the impression of both valves in their natural relation. From one of

these specimens, a cast in sulphur has given the exterior form and proportions of

the fossil, as well as the surface markings ;
and a single dorsal valve, retaining

the shell, has been found among the entire collection from this rock.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit : at Clarksville, Knox,
and other places in the Helderbcrg mountains in Albany county, and also in

Schoharie.

Oithis niitis ( n. s.).

PLATE V.

Shell suborbicular, of moderate convexity ;
area about half the width of

the shell
; length and width about as four to five

;
cardinal extremities

rounded. Surface somewhat coarsely striated.
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The cast of the ventral valve is depressed-convex above, depressed along

the centre below, with a median groove from the adductor scar nearly

to the front of the shell. Muscular impression elliptical, occupying less

than half the length of the valve, and about one-third the width :

lower half of valve marked by strong vascular impressions.

Two spociinens in the State Collection, having respectively the length of about

one-half and five-eighths of an inch, are referred with hesitation to this species.

The cast of the ventral valve possesses characters which distinguish it from any

species of which I know the interior. It is possible that these may be the young
of O. livia, of which I do not know the interior at this time.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit, in Albany and Schoharie

counties, N.Y.

Orthis liria.

•PLATE V.

Ort\ii livia [? ] Billihos, Canadian Journal of Industry, Science and Art, No. xxvii, p. 269, 1860.

A single well-preserved specimen, measuring one inch and one-tenth

in length by one inch and two-tenths in width across the middle, presents

the following characters :

Shell suborbicular, front and sides rounded : cardinal line and area equal-

ling nearly half the width of the shell ; cardinal extremities rounded.

Dorsal valve of medium convexity, most convex above the middle, and

curving gently and evenly towards the front and lower lateral margins,

more abruptly sloping and scarcely concave towards the cardinal ex-

tremities ; without perceptible mesial fold or depression : dorsal area

small, flat or lying in the plane of the margins of the valve, about one-

half as wide as the ventral area ; dorsal beak projecting slightly beyond
the edge of the area, but not incurved. Ventral valve moderately con-

vex, the greatest convexity about one-third the length from the beak,

flattened or depressed below, and slightly concave towards the front

and sides : ventral area of moderate size, inclined backwards
; ventral

beak neatly defined, incurved, and projecting slightly beyond the area

line.
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Surface marked by fine subangular striae, which increase by bifurcation,

and are strongly curved on the upper margins '. spaces between the

striae wider than the ridges, and, when exfoliated, showing finer strise.

Six to eight striae in the distance of two lines.

This fossil presents so many characteristics of O. livia ( loc. cit.), that I have
referred it to that species ; though in some respectsjt exhibits differences, which

may indicate a doubt of its identity. The dorsal valve, which appears to retain

its normal form, has its greatest convexity above the middle, and the ventral

valve is more depressed towards the front
;
but these are characters which I

conceive may be subject to variation, without indicating specific differences. In

the specimen described, the ventral valve has been accidentally compressed.

Compared with 0. vanuxemi, the dorsal .valve is not so convex; nor does it

show a mesial sinus so common in that species, while the beak is shorter, not

rising so nearly to the same height as that of the ventral valve
;
a character

common in good specimens of that shell. It differs from 0. leucosia in the same

respect, and in having the area of the dorsal valve flat
;
while in that species it

is slightly incurved, and the form is narrow towards the beak. Orthis penelope is

more oblate, the beaks of the two valves more nearly equal, and the strite in

this and the two other species are finer and more rounded.

The 0. livia has been very elaborately described in the Canadian Journal, 1. c.

Geological formation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone of Western

New-York.

Oithis sp.?

PLATE V.

Shell orbicular or transversely subelliptical, the length and width about

as six to seven : cardinal line less than half the greatest width of the

shell ; extremities rounded and curving outwards, the lateral margins

abruptly rounded, and the basal margin broadly rounded. Dorsal valve

moderately convex, somewhat flattened in the middle, the greatest

convexity a little above the middle, curving regularly to the lateral

and basal margins ;
dorsal area very narrow. Ventral valve less convex

than the opposite, the greatest convexity near the beak, sloping gently

towards the front and sides, becoming slightly concave towards the
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Sdrface marked by even rounded striss, which, at intervals, show small

tubular openings, while the intermediate space is minutely papillose or

punctate according to the condition of the surface.

The specimen described has been a little compressed, but it appears to have

possessed a broad shallow sinus on the ventral valve, very similar to 0. ohlata

of the Lower Helderberg group : the stria) are stronger and more rounded than

in that species.

The length of this specimen is nearly six-eighths of an inch, and its width

seven-eighths of an inch
;
but it 48 probably not an. adult individual, and, without

more material, I hesitate to characterize it, since it belongs to a group of Orthides

of which there are numerous closely allied species.

Geological formation and locality. 4n the Corniferous limestone of Western

New-York.

Ortliis yanuxeiiii? .

PLATE V.

Orthi* vanuxemi, Hall. See tho game under IlamiUon group.

A single specimen of a ventral valve, from the limestone, possesses

characters undistinguishable from those of 0. vanicxemi. This specimen,

however, is the only one of the species which has come under my ob-

servation from the limestone. Numerous imperfect casts and exfoliated

shells bear close resemblance to the species, and may prove to belong to

the same.

Geological formation and- locality. In the limestone of the Upper Helderberg

group, near Caledonia, Livingston county, N.Y.

^ Ortliis seiiieic ( n. s.).

PLATE V.

Some imperfect specimens showing the interior of the ventral valve,

and also a small specimen of the ventral valve, possess characters ap-

proaching very nearly to O. vanuxemi. From the same locality there have

been obtained casts of a dorsal valve, which are more elevated in the
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middle, with tlie apex more produced than in that species. These casts

give indications of a median sinus with an elevation on each side of it,

and thence an abrupt slope to the cardinal extremities, and curving to

the front and lower lateral margins.

In this character, they more nearly resemble the dorsal valves of Orthis leucosia;

while the muscular impressions of the ventral valves, from the same locality,

are broader than in that species. The hinge-line of a ventral valve is three-fifths

the greatest width of the shell, which is greater than in either 0. vantixemi or O.

leucosia, while the striae are also much coarser. This specimen occurring with the

others, while no other form of ventral valve has been seen in the same association,

indicates the probable relations of the other specimens.

Although the material in my possession is too imperfect for a complete de-

scription, I have indicated the prominent features of the species, in order to call

attention to the occurrence of this form in the limestones of the Upper Helder-

berg group.

Geological formation and locality. In the Onondaga limestone : near Clarence

hollow, Erie county, N.Y. I have seen a similar form from the limestone near

Columbus, Ohio.

Oitliis cleobis ( n. s.).

PLATE V.

Shell broadly semielliptical or subquadrate, the cardinal line being

straight, and extending fully two-thirds the width of the shell; cardinal

extremities rounded. Dorsal valve having a little more than the medium

convexity ;
the greatest elevation about the centre, from which it

slopes almost regularly to the beak, the front, and the lower lateral

margins ;
while towards the cardinal angles it is more abrupt, and

becomes slightly concave. Ventral valve depressed-convex above, flat-*

tened at the sides, with a broad shallow sinus which becomes deeper

towards the margin.

ScEFACE finely striated ; the striae much curved upwards at the sides.

In the cast of the dorsal valve, the distance from the beak to the lower edge

of the muscular impression is about one-half the length of the valve : the area

is in the plane of the lateral margins, comparatively large, having a width of

[ Pal^sontolooy IV.] 6
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about '18 of an inch. The cast of the ventral valve shows a large flabelliform

muscular impression, from the base of which to the apex of the cast is about

two-thirds the entire length, while its width is about throe-fifths the width of the

shell. The cicatrix for the cardinal muscle is very strong ;
and below it is a nar-

row sinus, indicating the existence of a strong median ridge. The ventral area is

unknown, but it has probably been considerably larger than that of the dorsal

valve.

The description is drawn from the casts of two valves, which, in some parts,

preserve a little of the shell.

The long hinge-line is a characteristic feature of the shell
;
while the large

area of the dorsal valve, and its well-marked muscular impression, distinguish it

from nearly all the other species. The muscular impression of the ventral valve

is remarkably large and rigidly flabelliform, with the margins strongly defined.

The casts are associated in a thin band of limestone of peculiar character,

leaving no reasonable doubt of their being of the same species ;
while another

ventral valve, referred Avith some doubt to this species, was likewise found in the

same horizon, in the lower beds of the series.

This species, in its large muscular impression, is similar to Orthis musculosa of

the Oriskany sandstone
;
but the dorsal valve is not so convex, the hinge-line is

much longer and the dorsal area much larger.

Geological formation and locality. In the Onondaga limestone : near Williams-

ville and Clarence, Erie county, N.Y.

Ortliis Idas.

PLATE V.

OrthU equivalvu : Haw., Tenth Report of the Regents on the State Cabinet, 1857, p. 109.

Shell subcircular or subquadrate, the hinge-line equalling two-thirds

the greatest width ; sides somewhat straight ; front broadly and re-
•

gularly rounded, the greatest width a little below the middle. Dorsal

valve moderately convex, the greatest convexity above the middle,

with a shallow sinus from the beak for half the length of the shell, and

curving very gently to the front and lower lateral margins, sloping a

little more abruptly in the upper part, and the surface becoming con-

cave towards the cardinal angles : dorsal area on a plane with the

margins of the shell
; cardinal process large and strong. Ventral valve
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convex in the upper part of the centre, depressed in the middle, and

concave towards the base and lower lateral margins? cardinal angles

deflected : ventral area inclined backwards, of medium height ;
fora-

men wider than high ;
ventral beak projecting a little beyond that of

the opposite valve.

Surface marked by subequal rounded radiating striae, which bifurcate

two or three times before reaching the margin. There are about ten

striae in the space of two lines near the beak, eight in the middle of

the shell, and five or six near the margin. Length of specimen a little

more than an inch and a half; greatest width about an inch and three-

fourths.

This species is extremely rare, and I have but one good example. In this the

depression of the ventral valve below the middle may be in part due to accident,

and I have indicated this by an interrogation in the description. It is readily

distinguished from any other species in these strata, by the long straight hinge-

line and subequal valves.

In form and general aspect it resembles a Streptorhynchus, to which genus it

may possibly belong, though the striae have the character of those of an Orthis.

Geological formation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone at Williamsville,

N.York.

C. Species of the type of Orthis resupinata, O. multistriata, etc., with the dorsal valve

extremely convex.

Orthis propinqua.

PLATE V.

Orthis propinqua : Hall, Teath Report on the State Cabinet, 1857, p. 110.

Shell somewhat transversely elliptical or subquadrate, the front truncate

or emarginate, and the sides little curved, varying from moderately to

extremely gibbous : hinge-line equalling or a little greater than half

the width of the shell. Dorsal valve the larger and much the more

gibbous ;
the greatest convexity a little above the middle of the length,

curving abruptly to the sides and beak, and a little more gently to the

front ;
sometimes a little concave just within the cardinal angles :
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area inclined to the area of the opposite valve, and about one-half or

two-thirds as wide ;
dorsal beak full, broad and rounded or obtusely

pointed, extending a little beyond and slightly incurved over the area.

Ventral valve less gibbous than the dorsal, very prominent on the

umbo, sloping very abruptly to the cardinal angles and more gently

towards the lateral and baso-lateral margins, flattened in the centre ;

the lower half marked by a gradually increasing, broad, and undefined

sinus, which gives a strongly curved outline to the front margin : beak

more acutely pointed and incurved ; area elevated and incurved, its

length equalling or greater than half the width of the shell. The beaks

of the two valves are approximate.

Surface marked by fine unequal striae which increase by interstitial

additions, and are crossed by fine equal concentric striae, and, at un-

equal intervals, by stronger imbricating lamellose lines of growth. In

certain conditions of the surface, the striae show tubular openings at

the concentric lamellose lines. There are from eight to ten of the larger

striae in the space of two lines ;
and by counting the finer intermediate

striae, there are sometimes from thirteen to eighteen in the same space.

The cast of the dorsal valve shows a subquadrate or quadrate-ovate

muscular scar, with a deeply marked border and longitudinal median

groove :• a groove passes from the centre of the median line obliquely to

the lower lateral angles, dividing the adductor muscular scar. The va-

scular impressions radiate from the muscular impression in broad bands,

dividing several times before reaching the margin of the shell.

This species approaches so closely the O. multistriata of the Upper Pentamerus

limestone of the Lower Helderberg group, that it is very difficult to distinguish

them, the form and surface charactess being generally almost the same. Some-

times, however, the ventral beak and area in this species is a little more arcuate

than in O., multistriata, and the dorsal valve is usually more gibbous, while in-

ternally they present well-marked differences. In this shell, the vascular im-

pressions bifiircate once, twice, or even three times, before reaching the border
;

wliilc in 0. multistriata, they pass down the front without bifurcation.

Tlic Orthis TULLiENsis of the TuUy limestone is another form very difficult to

be distinguished from this one
;
but it is generally more gibbous, and presents

internal differences
;
the divisions of the vascular impressions pass down the
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front of the dorsal valve nearly parallel to each other, or slightly converging ;

while those of the present species, as well as of 0. multistriata, are divergent.

Geological formation and locality. Limestone of the Upper Helderberg group :

New-York and Ohio.

ORTHIDES OF THE HAMILTON GROUP.

The Hamilton group, throughout the extent of its calcareous shales, is

every where marked by the presence of one or more species of Orthis.

The O. vanuxemi is the most abundant, while two allied species are of

frequent occurrence. In the more eastern localities in the State of New-

York these fossils are less common, and are usually in the condition of

casts of the interior; affording, however, specimens not less instructive

than those where the shells are entire.

In some localities in Western New-York, the prevailing species often

occur in a profusion equal to the more common forms in the Lower Hel-

derberg group in Eastern New-York.

A. Species of the type of Orthis elegantula, Orthis perelegans, etc., with the ventral

valve nearly flat or depressed-convex.

Orthis lepidus, Okthis solitaria.

Ortliis solitaria.

PLATE VI.

Orthit tolUaria : Hah, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1860, p. 60.

Compare Orthi$ lenticularu, Yahuxex, page 8S, this volume.

Shell subcircular, a little transverse : valves unequally convex
; hinge-

line about two-thirds the greatest width of the shell. Ventral valve

highly convex in the middle and above : beak small, prominent, slight-

ly incurved ;
area low and well defined. Dorsal valve depressed-convex,

most prominent near the umbo, with a broad shallow mesial sinus at

the front, which rarely extends beyond the middle of the valve : beak

small, not prominent ;
area linear.

Surface marked by fine radiating bifurcating striae and strong concentric

lines of growth.
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At the tiino of describing this species, I had no authentic specimens of Orthis

lenticuiaris ;
nor was I aware of the variety of forms which I have since obtained

and examined, and referred to that species.

The Orthis solitaria is probably only a variety of form, or rather a greater

extreme of the subquadrate forms figured on Plate V of this volume. With a

single individual for examination (no other of the same having been obtained),

there may remain some doubt as to the positive identity ;
and I have therefore

permitted the description to remain, the plate having been engraved before those

forms of 0. lenticuiaris were collected.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group : at York,

Livingston county, N.Y.

Orthis lepidus.

PLATE VI.

OrlhiM lepidut : Hali, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1860, p. 78.

Shell small, transversely subelliptical, somewhat ventricose : cardinal

line little less than the greatest width of the shell
;
area proportional-

ly large ;
beaks distant. Ventral valve very convex, regularly curved

from beak to base : ventral beak prominent, pointed and slightly in-

clined. Dorsal valve depressed-convex, marked by a distinct mesial

depression, which, in some specimens, extends nearly to the beak :

dorsal beak small, pointed, but little incurV^ed.

Surface marked by fine radiating striae, which are crossed by concentric

striae and a few stronger lines of growth.

This is the smallest species of Orthis yet known in the Hamilton group, and

is easily distinguished by the great transverse diameter, the large area, the

prominent ventral beak, and the distinct dorsal sinus. It is of the type of the

preceding species, but differs in its greater width, more elevated ventral beak,

and larger area. The specimens observed do not exceed a quarter of an inch in

width.

The species bears some resemblance to the young of 0. perelegans; but the

beak is more elevated, and the area larger. It is an extremely rare form, having

been found in but a single locality and in few individuals.

Geologial formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, on the

shore of Canandaigua lake, Ontario county, N.Y.
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J?. Species of the t3'pe of Orlhis hybrida and Orthis obiata.

Orthis vanuxemi, Orthis leucosia, Ohthis penelope, Orthis cyclas.

Oitliis yaiiaxemi.

PLATE VL

Orthis tanuxemi : Hail, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1857, p. 136.

Shell subcircular or transversely suboval, compressed : hinge-line very-

short ; margins of the valves crenulated within from the external strife ;

interior minutely punctate. Dorsal valve convex : beak scarcely dis-

tinct from the cardinal border, not incurved
; cardinal process promi-

nent ;
area flat or slightly inclined to the ventral area, and about two-

thirds as wide. Ventral valve nearly flat or a little concave towards the

front, moderately convex in the umbonal region : beak small, extending

little beyond the opposite beak, arched, and rarely incurved over the

area
;
area very small, less than half the greatest breadth of the shell,

arcuate ;
foramen comparatively large, triangular, and partly filled by

the cardinal process of the other valve : teeth prominent.

Surface marked by fine, closely arranged, radiating tubular striae, which

are perforate at intervals, increasing both by implantation and bi-

furcation, and are crossed by very fine indistinct concentric striae, and,

at greater intervals, by more distinct, concentric, imbricating lines of

growth : entire surface granulate or punctate, under a magnifier. Striaa

from twelve to sixteen in the space of two lines near the beak, and

from seven to nine in the same interval near the margin.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows a strong cardinal process, which

is continued in a prominent rounded median ridge for half the length of

the shell, where it sometimes divides, or gradually becomes obsolete :

there are sometimes visible low transverse ridges, which divide the

muscular impression. The crural processes are prominent, and sustained

below by strong oblique ridges. In the interior of young specimens, the

marks of the external striae are visible nearly or quite to the muscular

impression ; while in older specimens these marks extend little beyond

the margin.
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The interior of the ventral valve is marked by a large fl.abelliform

muscular impression, which reaches from one-half to two-thirds the length

of the shell. The central or adductor impression is sometimes simple,

and sometimes longitudinally divided by a slight median ridge which is

stronger below. In the older shells, the ovarian spaces are pustulose. The

dental lamellas are strong and divergent, supported below by the ridge

which margins the muscular impression. Vascular impressions are rarely

seen, extending beyond the muscular area. Under a lens, the interior

surface is distinctly punctate. In all well preserved specimens, the exte-

rior shows minute tubular openings in the striae
;
and when the striae are

much worn, these also are seen to be tubular
;
while a farther wearing of

the surface shows more distinctly the minutely punctate character of the

shell.

This species resembles the figures of 0. michilini of Laveille
; but, compared

with European specimens thus labelled, it presents many points of difference.

The 0. vantcxemi is the most common and abundant species in the Hamilton

group. The largest specimens have a length of about one inch and one-eighth,

with a width of an inch and a quarter.

Geological formation and locality. In the calcareous and arenaceous shales of

the Hamilton group, in Central and Western New-York. Among the best locali-

ties, are the shores of Cayuga, Seneca and Canandaigua lakes
;
Moscow

; Darien,

and Eighteen-mile creek
; ranging through nearly the entire thickness of the

group. In the more arenaceous shales farther east, it is common in the form of

casts. It has been recognized in Maryland and Virginia ;
and specimens from

Iowa have not been proved distinct from this species.

Ortliis leucosia.

PLATE VI.

OrthU lettcotia : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 18G0, p. 80.

Shell broadly ovate, greatest width below the middle, somewhat obtusely

pointed at the beak
;
cardinal area short and small, being less than

half the width of the shell : beaks approximate. Dorsal valve much

the more gibbous, the greatest convexity above the middle, longitudi-

nally marked by a median depression which is sometimes obsolete ;
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area scarcely more than half as wide as the ventral area, slightly in-

clined inwards. Ventral valve gibbous towards the umbo, depressed-

convex in the centre and flattened towards the front
;
the front margin

straight, or without sinus
;
area less than a line in width

;
foramen

very broad, nearly twice as Avide as high ;
beak slightly incurved and

neatly pointed.

Surface marked by fine, radiating, bifurcating striae, which are crossed

by finer concentric strias, and by more distant subimbricating lamellose

lines of growth. Minute tubular openings are observed upon the surface

of the striae in nearlj^ all conditions of preservation, sometimes giving

a subimbricated appearance to the lines. Besides these, well preserved

specimens show minute pores or puncta, distinct from the punctate

structure of the shell
;
while the shell about the margins of these ap-

pears to have been extended, to form slender seta, the bases of which

are sometimes preserved. In weathered specimens, or in those v/here

the striae have been partially dissolved by the decomposition of iron

pyrites, these characters do not appear.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows a prominent cardinal process,

which is continued in a strong median ridge for about half the length of

the valve, below which are sometimes seen a few vascular markings. The

impressions of the adductor muscles are, rarely, faintly separated by a

transverse undefined elevation.

The muscular imprint in the ventral v.alve, which extends for two-

thirds or more of its length, is somewhat broadly oval, flabellate, and

deeply marked by the adductor muscular scar. The external striae usual-

ly mark the inner margins of the valves, and, in young shells or thin

specimens, are visible as far as the muscular impression.

This species is closely allied to the 0. vanuxemij and may perhaps prove only

a variety of that ppecics. In authentic specimens the shape is more ovate, the

cardinal extremities less rounded, and the sides sloping almost directly to near

the middle of the shell
;
the dorsal valve is more gibbous, and the umbo and

area are more inclined inwards, as may be seen by comparing the profiles of figs.

3 e and 3 k, Plate vi, with a corresponding figure 3 c on Plate vii. Tlie veutral

[ Paleontology IV. ]
7
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valvo 18 also more gibbous, and the separated valves are conspicuously deeper

than in 0. vanuxcmi.

This form is comparatively rare, occurring in few localities and having a li-

mited range, while the other has a wide geographical and great vertical range.

In one locality, great numbers of tliis species have been found limited to a ver-

tical range of a few inches
;
while the other species occurs in the beds above

and below at the same place, with scarcely an individual mingled among these.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, at

Eighteen-mile creek, Erie county ;
on the shores of Canandaigiia lake, Ontario

county, New-York
;
and Cumberland, Maryland.

Ortliis peiH'lope.

PLATE VI.

OrlhU pentlope : }1\ll, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1800, p. 79.

Shell large, oblate, proportions of length and breadth usually as four to

five, plano-convex; hinge-line about two-fifths the width of the shell;

cardinal extremities regularly rounded. Dorsal valve regularly convex,

the greatest convexity about the centre, with a very slight mesial de-

pression or flattening along the centre : beak small, rising but little

beyond the general outline of the shell ;
area little more than half aa

wide as the ventral area, not incurved, and lying nearly in a plane

with the anterior margin of the valve. Ventral valve depressed-convex

above, sometimes a little gibbous towards the umbo, flat or often con-

cave in the middle and below, the front without sinuosity : area in

the larger specimens nearly one-eighth of an inch in widtli
; foramen

broad, twice as wide as high, and nearly filled by the strong cardinal

process of the opposite valve
;

ventral beak obtusely pointed and

scarcely incurved.

Surface marked by fine radiating bifurcating stria?, which are strongly
— ''?bed upwards near the cardinal extremities, and crossed by fine

pomtecl I.

- . - . •

jilf3> giving a slightly rugose appearance in well-preserved

., ., , beside these are closely arranged lamellose lines of
the more gibbous, .

,, k 1 h '"S strisD have often the appearance of being broken
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or interrupted, from the peculiar manner in which the pores open upon
the surface.

Interior of the ventral valve marked by a subcircular or broadly ovate

flabellate muscular impression, which occupies more than half the

length and breadth of the valve, and, in old specimens, is extremely
thickened from its anterior margin nearly to the border of the palleal

impression ; the ovarian spaces distinctly pitted, pustulose or rugose,

in curving ridges. Dental lamellae strong and prominent, merging below

into the raised border of the muscular impression.

Interior of the dorsal valve showing a strong prominent cardinal process,

which is continued in a median ridge sometimes nearly to the front of

the shell. In some specimens, low transverse ridges separate the ad-

ductor muscular scars
;
while in other specimens, and particularly the

older ones, this division is scarcely distinct, and the muscular impres-

sion is broadly oval, with its lower margins showing foliate impressions

as in the muscular impression of the ventral valve.

This species reaches a larger size than 0. vanuxemi; often measuring more than

one inch and three quarters in transverse diameter, while the largest specimens

of O. vanuxemi seldom measure more than one inch. It differs also in the character

and strength of the radiating strias
;
the muscular imprint in the ventral valve is

usually broader and more strongly marked ;
the cardinal and brachial processes

of the dorsal valve are stronger, and directed towards the opposite valve; while

these, in 0. vanuxemi, are inclined forwards, or into the cavity of the shell.

In specimens of the larger and medium size, the ventral valve is quite flat or

concave below the middle. The tubular character of the stria? is more strongly

developed than in 0. vanuxemi or 0. leucosia; while in the finer punctate texture

of the shell, there is no distinction perceptible. In all the authenticated specimens

of this species, the cardinal line of the dorsal valve is straigiiter, and the beaks

not approximating. The strong similarity between the three species above named

will render it difiicult in many cases to determine them.

Geological formation and locality. In the calcareous shales of the Hamilton

group, at Eighteen-mile creek and Hamburgh, Erie county ;
Alexander and

Pavilion, Genesee county; York and Moscow, Livingston county; and on the

shores of Canandaigua and Seneca lakes.
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Oillil^i cyclas.

PLATE Vn.

Orthu cyclat : Hail, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1860, p. 78.

Shell small, var3'ing from subcircular to transversely subelliptical, mo-

derately convex : beaks appressed, not distant
;
cardinal line rather

less than one-half the greatest width of the shell. Ventral valve convex,

most gibbous neaf the umbo : beak small, slightly incurved
;
area ra-

ther low. Dorsal valve the less convex, sometimes marked by a shallow

depression : beak very small, slightly projecting beyond the cardinal

line
;
area narrow.

Surface marked by strong sharp prominent striae, which are both bi-

furcated and implanted, often appearing fasciculate near the margin

of the shell.

The largest specimen of this species which I have seen is a little more than

half an inch in length, and above six-tenths of an inch in width in its greatest

diameter. The length of the area is about one-third of an inch. The distinguishing

features of this shell are its usually nearly circular form, the sharply prominent

striie, and the comparatively great length of the cardinal line.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group at York

in Livingston county ; Pavilion, Genesee county ;
near Bellona, and on Canan-

daigua lake in Ontario county, N.Y.

Oitlii.s idoneu!^ ( n. s.).

PLATE VIL

Shell subcircular, a little wider than long, both valves convex and nearly

equal in length : hinge-line a little more than one-third the greatest

width of the shell
;
the extremities rounded into the general contour

of the shell, which is a little oblate. The dorsal valve is regularly

convex above the middle, with a scarcely perceptible flattening along

the median line, and becoming flattened below : beak small
;
not in-

curved; area flat, about half as wide as that of the ventral valve.
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Ventral valve convex near the beak, becoming broadly flattened below

the middle, and sometimes ( perhaps from pressure) a little concave

towards the margin ;
front without (or Avith a scarcely perceptible) si-

nuosity ;
area of moderate width, a little concave, and the beak slightly

incurved : the foramen is large, and nearly filled by the cardinal process

of the opposite valve.

Surface marked by fine bifurcating subangular striae, which are marked

by poriform openings upon the surface, and with the intermediate space

finely punctate. There are a few lamellose lines of growth in the midde

of the shell, and a larger number on the margin.

This species is one of the type of 0. oblata and 0. vanuxemi, differing from the

latter as 0. discus does from the former. Although its measurements differ but

little from 0. vanuxemi, its expression is that of a more nearly circular shell, and .

it has maintained this form from its earlier stages of growth. Owing to this

feature, the striae along the hinge-line curve a little more abrupt upward.

This species differs more distinctly from 0. vanuxemi than either 0. leucosia or

O. penelope; though it is not easy to point out these distinctions, or illustrate

the same in figures. It is probably identical with the species described from the

Corniferous limestone on page 39, and figured on Plate v, f. 5
;
but that one is

a little distorted by pressure.

Geological formation and locality. In the Hamilton group at Moscow, and atj

Eighteen-mile creek on Lake Erie.

In species so similar as some of the Orthides of this and other groups,

it is difficult to point out characters by which they may be distinguished.

The measurements of proportions, although often valuable, will be of

little use if too far relied upon ;
while the degree of fineness or coarseness

of the strioB, or the number of striae within a certain space, will serve to

distinguish species when there is considerable difference in the strength

of these features, but I do not consider that this can be relied upon in

species approaching each other.

I have given below some measurements of proportions of parts, and

of number of striae, of authentic specimens of several species, for the

purpose of showing the degree of variation observed. I should mention,
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however, that in the measurement of striae in the space of two lines, on

some of the more finely striated species, it is scarcely possible to include

the same number of striae between the points of the compasses at any

two places upon the surface.
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ORTIIIS OF THE TULLY LIMESTONE.

There is a single species of Orthis, the 0. tullimsis, which is quite cha-

racteristic of. the Tullj limestone. It is unknown in the Hamilton group

in New-York, or in any rock below. Though of the type of 0. multistriata

and 0. propinqua, it is usually readily distinguished from either of these in

its exterior characters, but more particularly in its muscular and vascular

impressions. Its geographical distribution is very restricted, so far as

known. It occurs in Onondaga and probably in Madison county, and in

Cayuga and Seneca counties
;
while it is not found on Canandaigua lake,

or at any point west within the State of New-York. The Orthis iowensis

of the Hamilton group in Iowa is a very similar and perhaps identical

species, its differences being possibly due to physical causes and wide

geographical separation.

Orthis tiilliensis.

PLATE VIL

OrthU tullientu : Vanuxem, Geol. Report Third District New-York, 1848, p. 163.

Compare Orthu ioirentu, Gcol. Report of Iowa, Part ii, p. 488.

Shell rotund, transverse or nearly subcircular, the length and breadth

about as seven to eight or eight to nine, the depth varying from two-

thirds to seven-eighths of the length ; hinge-line and area a little less

than two-thirds the width of the shell. Dorsal valve the larger and

very gibbous, the greatest gibbosity a little above the middle, sloping

very abruptly to the beak, and more broadly curving to the front and

sides : front sinuate in older specimens ;
the area inclined towards the

area of the opposite valve, and the beak distinctly incurved, extending

slightly beyond the limit of the area. Ventral valve somewhat gibbose

above the middle, becoming gradually depressed, and marked by a

broad undefined ^inus which gives a more or less curved outline to the

front according to the gibbosity of the shell : area elevated and slight-
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ly incurved, the beak gently incurved over the area (and, in some

specimens, more incurved than is shown in the figures) ;
the beaks of

the two valves are approximating.

The surface is marked by fine equal or subequal striaj, and a few

scarcely lamcUose concentric lines of growth, the bifurcations of the

stria) producing scarcely visible inequalities. The texture of the shell is

punctate. The number of striae in the space of two lines varies from

twelve to sixteen.

The cast of the dorsal valve shows a broadly ovate muscular impression,

which is slightly divided by a longitudinal depression : from the lower

part of this muscular impression the vascular markings extend in a

narrow band, slightly spreading and diverging below. In this respect it

differs from the 0. propinqua and 0. multistriata, where the muscular im-

pression is usually more quadrate, and the vascular impressions are al-

ways diverging from the muscular area and are more divided. In some of

the younger specimens of O. propinqua, the muscular impression of the

dorsal valve is more ovate than that given fig. 39, Plate v.

The muscular impression in the ventral valve of this species is narrow

ovate-lanceolate, with the limits strongly defined.

Externally this species differs from 0. propinqua in its finer and more even

striae, as well as in its external form; the greatest width in that species being

below the middle, while the margin thence, towards the hinge-extremities, is

more direct. In 0. tulliensis, the greatest width is about the middle, and the

outline is pretty regularly curved.

The figures on Plate vii illustrate the usual form and character of adult speci-

mens. The younger ones are less gibbous, but they are usually in such imperfect

condition that my collections have not afforded specimens fit for illustration.

Geological formation and locality. In the Tully limestone at Tully and Tinker's

falls, Onondaga county, and at Ovid in Seneca county.
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ORTHIDES OF THE PORTAGE AND CHEMUNG GROUPS.

In the Report on the Fourth Geological District of New-York, I de-

scribed one species of Orthis from the Portage group, and two species

from the Chemung group, and identified a third with a European species.

The specimen from the Portage group consists of a partial cast, which is

finely striated, resembling the surface-characters of Okthis
;
but a farther

examination proves it to belong to a distinct genus : and the Portage

group, therefore, has not thus far furnished to the collections any species

of Orthis.

In the Chemung group, within the limits of tjiis State, we know several

species of this genus, which occur more commonly in beds of the lower

and central parts of the formation. In the higher beds of this group, we

have at this time few evidences of the occurrence of Orthis
; while several

species of Productus and Spirifer are seen in the central and higher beds

more frequently than in the lower part of the group.

In their geographical distribution, the larger and more conspicuous

species appear to be comparatively limited, since I have not found them

in the eastern prolongation of the group in Delaware county ;
nor

have they been often found in Chautauque county. One or more of the

species are common in many localities in Tioga, Chemung, Steuben

and Allegany counties, and less frequent to the westward
; while some

smaller forms are not uncommon in the neighborhood of Leon> Randolph
and Conewango in Cattaraugus county. So far as investigations have

progressed, it has not been found practicable to identify the individual

beds containing these fossils to the west of Cattaraugus county ; and at

localities still farther west, we find a different association of fossils in

beds wh#!h appear to be in the same horizon.

Note. The investigations in the Chemung group are unfinished, and we may
obtain farther information before the close of this volume. In the mean time, the

necessity of printing obliges me to send the descriptions of these species to the

press.

[ Fausontolooy IV.] 8 •
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Oitlils carinata.

PLATE Vin.

OrthU earinata : Hall, Geol. Report Fourth District New-York, 1848, page 267, f. 1.

Shell transverse, often much wider than long, subplano-convex : hinge-

line nearly or quite equal to three-fourths the greatest width of the

shell, and about equal to its length ; cardinal extremities rounded. The

dorsal valve is very convex or gibbous, with a deep rounded sinus in

the median line, abruptly curving towards the cardinal line and some-

what more gently to the front, depressed and scarcely flattened at the

cardinal extremities. Ventral valve nearly flat, or rising from the base

to the umbo with little convexity : median line carinate, with a ptrong

and defined angular ridge, front abruptly sinuate
; area comparatively

narrow, a little ciu-ved near the beak : foramen wide.

Surface marked by fine radiating striae, which increase by bifurcation

and interstitial additions, and are strongly curved upwards to the

hinge-line : texture punctate. The specimens are mainly casts, and the

lines of growth are obscure.

The cast of the dorsal valve shows a wide subquadrate muscular im-

pression, divided by a rounded median ridge, and transversely by a low

ridge on either side, after the manner of 0. elegantula and others of that

type. The socket plates are strong and very divergent, and the«cardinal

process is apparently triplicate : the area is narrow and flat.

The cast of the ventral valve is nearly flat on the sides, with, a defined

angular carina along the median line. The muscular imjiression is sub-

quadrate, deeply bilobed below, and slightly lobed at the sides. The dental

lamellae are strong and triangular.

In specimens which have sufiered no compression, the length is about

three-fourths the width
;
but in some individuals, the width i§ nearly

double the length. The specimens are usually more or less distorted by

pressure, and are likewise mostly in the condition of casts ;
so that all

the characters of the species cannot be given. The dorsal valve is more

convex than others of this type of Orthis, and the median sinus more

strongly developed.
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In many of its characters this species assimilates with the following, and it is

possible that intermediate forms may connect them, though I have not at present
the means of making this comparison fully.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs in some beds of brown
sandstone near Paintedpost, New-York, and has not been obtained in any other

locality.

Ortliis tioga ( n. s.).

PLATE VIII.

Referred to OrthU interlineata, Sowebbt, in Report on the Fourth Geological; District New-Tork, p. 263.

Shell transverse, broadly elliptical, about two-thirds as long as wide :

length of hinge-line a little greater than half the width of the shell
;

the. extremities rounded into ff general curved outline. Dorsal valve

convex, the greatest elevation near or above the middle on each side

*of a well-marked mesial sinus
;
sometimes a little flattened at the sides,

and regularly curving to the front. Ventral valve very gently convex,

with sometimes a slight mesial elevation : area of medium width, with

the beak slightly incurved ;
foramen wide.

Surface striated : striae angular, often fasciculate, curving upwards on

the hinge-line.
 

The shell is rarely preserved ;
but when it is seen, the striae are an-

gular, and every second one in the upper part of the shell, and every

third or "fourth one in the lower part of the shell, are stronger and more

prominent : concentric striae fine and closely arranged. In the casts, the

character of the striae is tolerably well preserved in the fasciculate ar-

rangement, and in the curving upward at the sides and on the hinge-line ;

while on the margin, they are much more strongly impressed than on the

middle of the cast. When the cast is preserved in fine shale or shaly

sandstone, the surface is minutely punctate ; and the shell, when pre-

'served, -has the same character.

The muscular impression in the dorsal valve is usually but faintly

defined in the casts, which preserve the impression of a strong cardinal

process, bifid at the extremity. The socket plates are strong and widely

diverging, and the area is extremely narrow. In the cast of the ventral
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valve, the muscular impression is subpentagonal, deeply bilobed below
;

the bases of the divisions rounded, and the sides slightly indented. The

area is narrow, incurved in the middle, and extends about two-thirds the

width of the shell.

This species resembles Orthis carinata; but among numerous specimens col-

lected, none of them are more than two-thirds the length and breadth of the

specimens of that species known to me. The dorsal valve is not so gibbous as in

0. carinata, nor the sinus so well defined
;
while the striae are much stronger upon

the surface of the .cast. Notwithstanding these differences, however, I am prepared

to find specimens which may show the unity of these forms as one species.

This species occurs in the shaly sandstone and shale, and sometimes in semi-

calcareous bands, near Factoryville in Tioga county, along the Cayuta creek, at

Chemung-narrows, near Elmira, at Horseheads, and at Buck's quarry. It occurs

also in Allegany county at Philipsburgh, and near Leon and other places in

Cattaraugus county, New-York.

Orthis iiiipressa.

PLVTE VIII.

OrthU impreiia : Hail, Gcol. Report Fourth District New-York, 1843, page 2G8, and flg. 2, p. 267.

Compare OrlhU tulliensu, Vasuxeh, Geol. Report Third District, p. 55.

Shell rotund. Dorsal valve very gibbose, wider jjhan long, sinuate in

front : hinge-line about two-thirds the width of the shell. Ventral

valve moderately convex at the sides, somewhat flattened on the umbo,

with a broad undefined sinus which becomes deeper towards the front,

the margin of the shell being sometimes abruptly incurved : area of

moderate height, a little incurved at the beak.

The surface is very finely and evenly striated, and the texture of the

shell is minutely punctate.

The cast of the dorsal valve shows a strong, somewhat quadrilobate

muscular impression, limited by strong and widely diverging socket-

plates, with the vascular impressions somewhat narrow and extending

below it to the margin of the shell. The surface of the cast preserves fine

even striae. The cast of the ventral valve is broadly sinuate in the middle

below, with a triangular or subovate deeply bilobed muscular impression,

which is subject to considerable variation in form and proportions.
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This species has many characters in common with Orthis tulliensis; diifering

chiefly in the broad flattened or depressed ventral valve, which has a broader and

more defined sinus along the centre, and also a large and deeply divided muscular

impression which is sometimes lobed. It is possible that these characters, which

are subject to variation in the specimens before me, may be only differences caused

by the conditions of life in the 0. tulliensis at a later geological period.

The Orthis tulliensis occurs in the TuUy limestone in the central part of the

State, principally in Onondaga and Cayuga counties. It has not been found in the

Hamilton group ;
and in the thin bands of TuUy limestone it is associated chiefly

with Rhynchonella subcuboides, a fossil restricted, as far as known, to that horizon.

Between the Tully limestone and the Chemung group Ave find interposed th^

Genesee slate and Portage group, which together make a thickness of eight

hundred to one thousand feet : in these beds, no species of Orthis is at present

known.

The species of this type, from the 0. multistriata of the Lower Helderberg

group to this one from the Chemung group, bear many characters in common, and

under some circumstances it might be difficult to distinguish them. The 0. multi-

striata has subequal striae, approaching in this character to the 0. tulliensis, which

it likewise resembles in form
;
but the beak of the ventral valve is more produced,

and the area is less divergent from the plane of the longitudinal axis
;
while the

dorsal area is not so high, and the sinus in front is more abrupt. These features

are shoAvn in figs. 2 a - 2 t of Plate xv, Vol. iii, Pal. N.York. In the same species,

figs. 2 k - 2 r, the muscular areas are similar to those of 0. tulliensis; that of the

ventral valve being a little more strongly lobed and more angular in outline, while

that of the dorsal valve is but slightly different in form. The vascular impressions

proceeding from the base of the muscular area are, however, quite distinctive in all

the casts seen, and may be compared in figs. 2 I, o, p ( loc. dt.), with fig. 5 of Plate

VII, Vol. iv, which represents the constant character of 0. tulliensis as well as of

the western form, 0. iowensis. The differences between the 0. tulliensis and 0.

propinqua have already been pointed out, and, in a considerable number of indivi-

duals, these characteristips are reliable
;
but when we find crushed and distorted

specimens of the two species, they are not easily distinguished.

The Chemung specimens are never entire : they are generally distorted, and the

shell is rarely preserved to any extent. In the distorted specimens, the muscular

impressions of course participate in the abnormal appearance ;
but in several well

preserved" specimens of the ventral valve, there is a much greater variety of form

and proportions of this part than has been observed in any one of the species

before described.
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Gtological formation and locality. This species occurs in the shaly sandstone

and Bomicalcareous bands of the Chemung group, at Ithaca and Cayuta creek
;
at

Chemung-narrows, and near Elmira
;

also at Philipsburgh in Allegany county, and

at Leon and elsewhere in Cattaraugus county.

Ortliis leoncnsis ( n. s).

PLATE VIII.

Shell transverse, somewhat broadly elliptical. Dorsal valve with a dis-

. tinct longitudinal sinus, and having the base more or less distinctly

truncate in the middle
;
the sides, for a little way below the beak, are

sometimes straight, but usually curved. Ventral valve regularly convex

in the middle and upper part, sometimes a little depressed towards the

base and elevated along the median line : muscular impression oval

or ovate, and sometimes visibly lobed. The area is much shorter than

the width of the shell. The surface is marked by rather strong striae,

which are more or less preserved upon the cast.

The strength of the muscular markings, as well as of the striae, vary

considerably, depending on the thickness or strength of thp original shell.

The species bears some resemblance to the young of O. tioga; but the muscular

impressions are diflferent, and the sinus in the dorsal valve is quite unlike that one.

A considerable number of specimens have been found, but among them there are

no large individuals, and it would appear that the species never attained a large

fiize.

Figs. 8, 4 & 5 of Plate Vili are illustrations of the dorsal valve.

Fl08. 6 & 7 are the ventral valves.

Fig. 8 represents the surface of a larger ventral valve which may possibly be of this species,

as it occurs in the same association.

Fig. 1, O. leonensisl is an enlargement of a oast of the ventral valve, where the muscular

impression in much stronger than usual, and the surface below is much flattened ; a

feature which may possibly have come from great thickening of the shell, or it may
be a different species.

Geological formfltion and locality. In the arenaceous beds of the Chemung

group, near Leon, Conewango, and Randolph in Cattaraugus county.
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Orthis thieinei?

PLATE VIII.

Orthis thiemei? White, Journal of the Boston Soc. Nat. History, Vol. vii, p. 231.

Among the Orthides from Cattaraugus county are some casts, that

bear 'a very close resemblance to this species of the arenaceous beds at

Burlington, Iowa. The ventral valve is flattened or depressed in the

middle below the muscular impression, and the sides are narrowed to-

wards the hinge-line, which is shorter than the width of the shell.

The casts of ventral valves referred to this species occur in the same beds with

0. leonensis; and it is not impossible that the dorsal valves like fig. 5, Plate viii,

may belong to the same.

Geological formation and locality. Arenaceous beds of the Chemung group, near

Leon, Napoli and New-Albion, Cattaraugus county.

Orthis leucosia?

PLATE VIII.

Compare Orthii leucotia, Plate vii, p. 48, this volume.

Figsi 9 and 10 are representations of the exterior of the shell of a

dorsal valve, and the cast of a ventral valve, which occur in a specimen

of olive shaly sandstone, labelled as from Steuben county. The specimen

contains, besides these, the impression of a Pkoductus and of Leiorhtn-

CHUS, giving the character and aspect of the Chemung rocks ; but it is

the only specimen in which this Orthis has been observed, and it seems

to me possible that it may have been derived from some of the higher

and more arenaceous beds of the Hamilton group in the eastern part of

the State, where the lithological characters of the two formations are

very similar.

•
I
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GEXIS SXREPTOKIIYXCIirS (King).

The Genus Streptorhynchcs was published in 1850 by Prof. King, to

include some peculiar formS of strophomenoid shells ; one conspicuous

character of which is that the umbone of the larger valve is irregularly

twisted. The genus possesses features somewhat intermediate to Orthis

and Strophomena ;
and for want of a full understanding of these'charac-

ters, the species have been referred, first by Davidson, and after him by

other authors, to the Genus Orthisina. Regarding the twisted or distorted

beak as one of the essential features of the genus, there are regular forms

liaving internal characters corresponding with the typical species of the

genus, which on the one side have been forced among the Orthis, while

others have been placed among Strophomena.

As at present constituted, the genus will include such forms as I have

described in the third volume (Pal. New-York) under the names Stropho-

mena woolworthana and S. radiata, which are probably identical species.

Going back to the Niagara form S. subplana, we find that it also may be

included under the Genus Streptorhynchds ;
and among the Lower Silu-

rian forms, Strophomena recta, S. defleda, S. jilitexta* and some others, may
be included in the same group ;

these latter showing the lowest indica-

tions of those features of the hinge-structure which are more strongly

developed in the species of later geological periods.

The shells of this genus are semicircular or semielliptical, concavo-

convex or plano-convex, and sometimes with both valves convex : they

are externally striated with rounded bifurcating threadlike stria), which

are crossed by fine concentric lines; and in some forms the stronger

striae are distant, with finer radiating and concentric striae cancellatiug

the intermediate spaces. The ventral beak is sometimes produced and

bent or twisted, and the fissure beneath the beak is closed or partially

closed by a solid deltidium, while the area is subject to great variation.

A narrow area often exists on the dorsal valve, but this is not a constant

character.

• Sco Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1863.
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I shall endeavor to show, in another place, that the species now refer-

red to this genus may be arranged in three natural groups, though it may
be questioned whether this limitation can always be determined by the

exterior characters of specimens.

In the Report on the Fourth Geological District (1843, p. 266), I de-

scribed, under the Genus Strophomena, three species ( S. bifurcata, S.

ardostriata and S. pectinacea) which now prove to belong to the Genua

Streptorhynchus. These determinations and descriptions were made from

few specimens, but the characters were unlike, and were deemed suffi-

ciently constant to entitle them to specific distinction. Larger collections

of specimens have enabled me to make more extensive comparisons, and

I am now convinced that these forms graduate into each other, and even

take a much wider range than was exhibited in the specimens illustrated.

I am moreover satisfied that the Strophomena chemungensis of Conrad is a

Streptorhynchus, and specifically identical with those just enumerated,

having precedence in point of time.

In the Tenth Report on the State Cabinet (1857), I described Orthis

perversa, which belongs to the Genus Streptorhynchus ;
and in the Report

for 1860, I described Orthisina ardostriata and O. alternata, both of which

are of the Genus Streptorhynchus. In the same year, Mr. Billings

described the Streptorhynchus pandora of the Corniferous limestone ; an

appropriate name, perhaps, when we reflect that this is but another form

of a species to which all those just mentioned must be referred.

More extensive collections have shown that it is quite impossible to

accumulate any considerable number of specimens of any one of these

types, without encountering variations which lead to other forms lying

intermediate to that one and the other most nearly allied form, until

finally it becomes impracticable to draw lines of specific distinction

between them.

To begin with the oldest form at present included in this group, the

S. pandora, which occurs in the Schoharie grit and Corniferous limestone,

we have usually, but not always, a symmetrical form, differing but little

( if at all ) from S. woolworthana of the Lower Helderberg group. We are

able to trace this form in the Hamilton group, where, although rarely

[ I'aljEontology IV.] 9
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attaining the dimensions which it has in the limestone below, it possesses

nevertheless all the essential characters of that one in its symmetrical

form, and can also be traced into the imsymmetrical forms where the

area is unequal and the beak distorted, but where no two individuals are

precisely alike. From these unsymmetrical forms which I have termed

S. (Orthisina) arctostriata, to those where the striae are more unequal, the

gradation is imperceptible ; and the S. ( 0.) alternata, in its typical form,

is not more abundant than are the intermediate varieties.

In the Chemung group, we have a much greater degree of variation

among those which I have referred to the same species. The symmetrical

forms, like S. pandora of the Corniferous limestone, can be traced every-

where ; and in the arenaceous beds, they sometimes so much resemble

those of the Schoharie grit, that specimens laid together might not be

readily separated. We find among these a greater or less degree of pro-

minence in the muscular impressions, or of the ridge dividing the mu-

scular impressions, and also of the cardinal process, which may have a

greater or less extension, and the small ridge between the two t)ranches

of this process may be prominent or otherwise. From these forms there

is a very simple gradation to such as S. bifurcatus, where the striae are a

little stronger and more regularly bifurcating : these are often nearly,

but rarely quite, symmetrical. The type of S. pectinacea is readily reached

by a partial suppression of some of the striae and a greater development

of others
; leaving the larger and more prominent ones with two, three or

more smaller ones between them.

Such forms as S. ardostriatus have the striae nearly equal, and quite

thin and sharply prominent ; but even in these there are finer inter-

mediate striae, but the interspaces are so nearly equal that the surface

presents a pretty uniform aspect, though there are many gradations.

Specimens of this kind have usually broad convex dorsal valves, which

are sometimes depressed in the centre.

In the form of S. pectinacea, we have a near approach to the Orthis in-

equalis of the sandstones beneath the Burlington limestone in Iowa and

elsewhere. The Burlington specimens are usually very symmetrical ; but
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the general form, and the alternation of coarser and finer striae, corre-

spond very nearly with the specimens in the Chemung group of New-

York ;
and with the materials before me, I can find no specific distinc-

tion.

The variety of forms heretofore described as species have been studied

at different times and under different circumstances ; and it has only
been after the entire series from the successive formations were brought

together, with large accessions of individuals, that their true relations

could be established.

Two other species of Streptorhynchus have been described from the sandstone

of Burlington, Iowa. One of these, in a single specimen examined, presents some

marked differences
;
but having no extensive collections from that place for com-

parison, I do not know what variation either of them may present on farther

examination.

Streptorhynchus cheI^^ngensis.

PLATES IV, IX & X.

Stropkomena chemungensU .• Conrad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Vol, viii, pa. 357; pi. 14, f. 12. 1848.

SiTophomtna bifurcata : Hall, Geol. Kep. 4th Dist. New-York, p. 266, f.2. 1843.

Stropkomena arctottriata : Hall, Ibidem,' p. 266, f. 3. 1842.

Stropkomena pectinacea : Hall, Ibidem, p. 266, f. 4. 1842.

Ortkit perverta : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 87. 1847.

Strtptorkynckut pandora : Billisos, Canadian Journal, [N.S.], No.xxvii, p. 226. 1860.

<< •• BiLLisos, Geology of Canada, p. 369. 1863.

OrikUina arctottriata : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 80. 1860.

OrtkUina alternata : Hall, Ibidem, p. 81. 1860.

Ortkit inequalit and Ortku pravut : Hall, Geol. Report of Iowa, Part ii, pa. 49, pi. 2, f. 6.

The following is the description of the species given by Mr. Conrad :

" Semiorbicular. Inferior valve ventricose : superior valve slightly con-

"
cave, with a prominent umbo ; radii very numerous, prominent, eub-

"
equal ;

umbo of inferior valve ventricose, summit not prominent ;

"
hinge-angles nearly rectangular ; margins extending in a very regular

" curve from the cardinal extremities. .

" Locality : Chemung-narrows, New-York. Devonian."

This description is applicable to many of the specimens of the Chemung group,

but the figure given is proportionally longer than those among my collections.

There is, however, no other species in the Chemung group to which the description

applies.
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t

. Var. A. Streptorliyiiclius pandora.

PLATES IV & IX.

S(r(p(orAyiirAtu pandora : Billinos, Canadian Journal, p. 226. 1860.

>• « BitLiNQS, Geology of Canada, p. 369. 1863.

Comp&re Streptorhynehut [Sirophomena] woolworthana
, Hall, Tenth Report State Cabinet, p. 8. 1857.

•• «< < <• Hall, Pal.Ncw York, Vol. iii, pa. 192, pi. 16,
f. 1 & 2. 1859.

This shell, in its symmetrical form is somewhat semioval, the length and

width being about as four to five. A well-formed specimen, of one inch

in length, measures one and a quarter inches in width : hinge-line

equal to the greatest width of the shell, and forming right angles

with the sides, which are usually nearly straight ;
the front broadly

rounded : cardinal extremities sometimes a little salient, and some-

times rounded. Ventral v.alve convex on the umbo, the greatest con-

vexity being at the apex, from which the surface slopes in a regular

plane to the sides and middle of the shell, becoming slightly concave

below the middle and along the front : area large triangular, extending

the entire length of the hinge-line, and inclining over the dorsal valve

at an angle of about 110°. The foramen has been large, about twice as

wide at the base as the height, and is closed by a convex deltidium.

Dorsal valve moderately convex, a little flattened towards the cardinal

extremities, and curving towards the sides and front ; area narrow and

linear.

Surface striated by numerous fine strongly elevated striae, which are

increased by bifurcation and interstitial additions, and crenulated by
fine closely arranged concentric striae.

The interior of the ventral valve is marked by strong dental lamellae

and a broad flabellate muscular impression, which, in well-preserved

flpecimens, shows the cordiform imprint of the adductors, and a short

low mesial septum in the upper part.

The interior of the dorsal valve preserves deep dental sockets, with

thick socket-plates which support the duplicate cardinal process, each

division of which is grooved at the extremity. There is likewise a small
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process between the two branches of the cardinal process ; and below

the hinge-line, the flabelliform muscular impression is divided by a low

rounded mesial longitudinal ridge or obsolete septum.

The ordinary size of specimens, in the Corniferous limestone, is about

one inch in length by one and a quarter inches in width ; while others

measure one inch and an eighth in length, by an inch and a half in width.

The largest individual observed is a cast in Schoharie grit, which mea-

sures nearly two inches in width.

I have referred this species to the S. pandora of Billings, with which it cor-

responds in general form and character; though the author remarks that "Our
" shell closely resembles S. crenistria in external form, but diifers in not having
" the radiating striae crenulated, and further in the form of the occlusor muscular
"
impressions in the dorsal valve. According to Davidson's figure, there is a small

"
process between the two branches of the cardinal process, which does not exist

" in ours."

The radiating stria;, in all this group of shells that have fallen under my ob-

servation, are crenulated by concentric striae'; and in well preserved specimens of

this species, these crenulating striae are very distinct. The median process is well

preserved in our specimens, and forms one of the slight distinguishing features

between it and S. woolworthana ; though I am not disposed to regard this as a

constant character, or one of specific importance.

Externally there is very little difierence between the S. woolworthana of the

Lower Helderberg, and the species under consideration in its symmetrical forms.

Among the few difierences observable are the slightly depressed apex of the ven-

tral valve, giving the greatest elevation a little below that point in the Lower

Helderberg species ;
while the area is narrower on that valve, and a little wider

on the dorsal valve. The striae are perhaps a little finer in S. pandora, but these

characters are subject to much variation. In the interior, the muscular impression

of the ventral valve of S. woolworthana is proportionally a little larger, and that

of the dorsal valve perhaps not so distinctly defined
;
but this feature may vary

from difference in the thickness of the shells. In the dorsal valve of iS". pandora, the

socket-plates are stronger than in the Lower Helderberg species, and are thickened

about the base of the cardinal process, projecting beyond the line of the area,

while the processes are not (usually) each doubly grooved as in S. woolworthana;

and while in that one there is no median process, the Upper Helderberg species

preserves that feature very distinctly, often reaching as high as the lateral divisions

of the cardinal process.
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Notwithetanding tliose slight differences, I feel disposed to recognize the

two as distinct; though, adopting the line of argument which has been used in

regard to the Lower and Upper Helderberg Strophodontaj*, I should be compelled

to regard the S. pandora as identical with S. woolworthana. There will be found,

moreover, among the species of several genera of the Brachiopoda from the Lower

and Upper Helderberg formations, a like degree of similarity as I have already

flhown to exist between the Niagara and the Lower Helderberg species.

The conditions prevailing during the epoch of the Upper Helderberg formation

wore very similar to those during the Lower Helderberg, the two being separated

by the Oriskany sandstone and Cauda-galli grit. There was, during the older period,

a greater amount of shaly matter deposited than during the later period, which is

almost wholly calcareous, and we have in the entire fauna an adaptation to these

conditions.

The 8, pandora first appears in the Schoharie grit, where it occurs in considerable numbers,

although generally in the condition of casts. It has, in this part of the formation, attained a

diameter of nearly two inches in some of the larger specimens. Figs. 11 - 19 of Plate iv

represent its usual condition in this rock. Fig. 12 is drawn from a cast of a ventral valve,

made in a natural mould in the stone. Figs. 11, 15 & 16 ar oasts of the dorsal valve, while

13 & 18 are casts of the ventral valve. Fig. 14 is an artificial mould of the interior, from a

cast in stone, and docs not fully represent the cardinal process. Fig. 19 represents a specimen

with the sides more regularly carved than usual.

The figures on Plate ix, from 18 to 25 inclusive, are of specimens from the Corniferous

limestone ; showing the dorsal, ventral, and profile views of a symmetrical specimen, with the

interior of the two valves, hinge-line, etc.

The figs.
19 - 23 of Plate x are illustrations of the casts of symmetrical forms from the

Chemung group, and which difiier in no essential degree from the S. pandora of the Corni-

ferous limestone.

The casts from the Schoharie grit show stronger muscular impressions, owing to the thicker

hell ; while the Chemung forms, having lived among sediments containing little calcareous

matter, have had a thinner shell, and consequently the muscular imprints arc less conspicuous

in the cast.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit at Schoharie, Knox-

villo, Clarksville and other places, and in the Corniferous limestone at Clarksville

and Schoharie; at Eastman's quarry south of Utica
;
in Ontario county, and at

Clarence-hollow and Williamsvillo in Western New-York
;
and in Canada West

;

being coextensive with the Limestone formation in this State and Canada.

* BiujHos in Canadian Journal, Jaly, 1861.
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Var. B. Streptorhynchu^ arctostriata.

PLATE IX.

Orthitina arctostriata : Hall: Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1860.

Shell semicircular or semielliptical, frequently unsymmetrical, the

proportions of length and breadth varying in different individuals :

hinge-line straight, nearly or quite equal to or greater than the greatest

width of the shell ; sides nearly rectangular to the hinge-line, or

curving inwards. Ventral valve more or less convex towards the umbo

and sometimes in the middle, curving downwards or flattened towards

the front and sides of the shell : beak often distorted
;
area vertical

or inclined forwards or backwards, usually unequal on the two sides of

the foramen, which is closed by a strong convex deltidial plate. Dorsal

valve depressed convex, sometimes nearly flat and sometimes very

convex, with a narrow linear area : socket-plates strong, and supporting

the cardinal process, which is double and has sometimes a faint ridge

between the two divisions, which are themselves very short.

Surface marked by sharp close radiating crenulated striae, which increase

mainly by interstitial additions.

The shells which I have heretofore referred to this species are represented by
individuals varying from one-fourth to three-fourths of an inch in length, and having
a width of from one-fourth to one-third greater than the length.

The examination of a larger collection than I had before me when the species

was first described, has ^own that the convexity of the ventral valve is very

variable : the extent of the area is likewise subject to much, variation; and the

beak is sometimes symmetrical, and varies from extreme distortion to a scarcely

perceptible obliquity of the apex. In some specimens there are strong lamellose

lines of growth, and in others these lines are scarcely visible. The dorsal valve

varies from nearly flat to very convex
;
and in some specimens the length and

breadth are almost equal, while the cardinal process is scarcely developed beyond

the plain socket-plate, which is bent outwards, and sometimes scarcely divided

at the apex. The surface striae are, in some specimens, more rounded and pretty

equally developed, while in others they are very sharp and unequal. Finally, we

can trace the gradation from the unsymmetrical and distorted specimens, to those

which are not distinguishable from well-marked specimens of S. pandora as it

appears in the Schoharie grit.
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Theae Tariations arc illustrated on Plato ix, where figures 1 & 2 are typical forms of the

peoicfl, in some of which the area is inclined forwards.

FiQS. 3, 4 & 5 are views of dorsal valves which are proportionally longer, but have a regular

convexity.

Fias. 6 & 7 are of a larger dorsal valve of similar form, but more irregular exterior.

FlQB. 8 A 9 are the dorsal and ventral valves of a slightly distorted specimen.

Fia. 10 u a ventral valve which is slightly unsymmetrical.

FiQ. 11 is a symmetrical ventral valve, which has the form of area and muscular impression
of S. pandora.

Via. 12 is an enlarged figure from a cast in arenaceous shale. The strioB appear coarser than
in the softer shale.

In a slab with numerous specimens, the apices of some are a little distorted, and others are

quite symmetrical.

Geological formation and locality. This variety occurs in the Hamilton group,

at York, Moscow, Pavilion, Darien, Cauandaigua lake, and Bristol, Ontario county ;

and near Tully, Onondaga county.

Var. G. Streptorhynchns perversa.

PLATE IX.

Orthi* perverta : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1857, p. 97.

Orthisina altemata : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, 1860.

Shbll Bubelliptical, wider than long ;
the cardinal extremities rounded,

and the hinge-line less than the width of the shell. Length and width

about as two to three ; the sides curving shortly, and the front broadly

rounded. The ventral valve is very convex at the umbo and the beak

distorted, somewhat depressed below the umbo, and nearly flat or un-

equally depressed-convex on the middle and lower part : area nearly

vertical, with the apex inclined or arcuate
;
foramen closed by a pro-

minent convex pseudo
- deltidium. Dorsal valve rounded, convex or

Bometimes gibbous; the greatest convexity above the middle, and

sloping abruptly to the hinge-line, sometimes flattened or a little de-

pressed in the middle towards the front.

SoBFACB marked by distant elevated striae which increase mainly by
interstitial additions, and the intermediate spaces are crossed by ele-

vated concentric undulating striae.

In my description of this species, I remarked that it "is of the tj'pe of Orthif
"
umbraculum, and presents the irregularities of form common to that shell."
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The speciea described as Orthisina altemata is not distinct from this
;
and al-

though without larger collections of specimens, it is impossible to draw lines of

specific distinction, yet the prevailing forms may be separated into two groups;

leaving a few which are not so readily referred to either of them, or which may
be intermediate forpis, uniting the two and likewise including S. pandora.

I have adopted the name S. pandora as applicable to the symmetrical forms of

the Schoharie grit and Corniferous limestone, and some of those in the Chemung

group : while the S. arctostriata and iS. perversa are more characteristic of the

Hamilton group.

Figs. 13 & 14 are examples of the dorsal valves of this variety.

Fio. 15 is an irregular form of the same.

Via. 16 is an intermediate form of the ventral valve, with the striae intermediate in distance

and the cardinal angles bat little rounded,

Fia. 17 is the dorsal valve, which is quite symmetrical in form, but with distinct striss and

rounded hinge-extremities.

Fio. 26 is a very convex dorsal valve with slightly rounded cardinal extremities, and having

comparatively distinct striaa. The umbo is very prominent ; below which it is

flattened in the middle, and slightly depressed towards the front of the shell.

Geological formation and locality. Tl^is variety occurs on Seneca and Cayuga

lakes, Moscow and Hamilton, in the Hamilton group. Fig. 17 is from the same

group, in the village of Pabius, Onondaga county. Fig. 26 iS from the Corniferous

limestone at Williamsville, Erie county. In the latter, the striae are more nearly

equal.

Var. D. Streptorliynchus pectinacea.

PLATE X.

Strophomena pectinacea and S. bifurcala ; Hail, loc. cit.

Shells usually symmetrical, often unsymmetrical, semioval, with the

hinge-extremities sometimes a little salient, often truncate and some-

times rounded.

The dorsal valve is moderately convex, or sometimes gibbous. The

surface is marked by distant, very prominent striae, with two or three

finex ones between them. The hinge, and other features of the shell, are

the same as in other varieties of the species.

The well-marked specimens are usually small or of medium size.

[ Pal-kontolooy IV.] 10
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Among a large number, the gradations to S. bifurcata, where the striae are

regularly bifurcating and of nearly equal size, are almost imperceptible.

It is apparently as the individuals become larger that there is an increase

in the gibbosity of the dorsal valve, while at the same time the striae

become somewhat regularly alternating in size, and in some specimens

nearly equal, but retaining a sharpness of outline not observed in

specimens from the limestone.

It was to those specimens with sharp equal striae and gibbous dorsal valves that

I originally gave the name Strophomma arctostriata ( Report of Fourth District
).

Specimens of this kind approach, both in form and expression, the figures of

Streptorhynckus crenistria, illustrated by Mr. Davidson ( Monograph of British

Carboniferous Brachiopoda), where figs. 2 & 8, Plate xxvii, may be compared with

figs. 8, 11 «fe 14 of Plate x of this volume. The British Carboniferous specimens

are larger than ours of the Chemung group.

The gradations of form and character are pretty well shown on Plate x. Figs.

1-6 are of the smaller forms, having the prevailing surface-marking chanicteristic

of S. pectinacea- The ventral valve fig. 2, and the cast of ventral and dorsal valves

respectively figs. 3 & 5, are more like S. bifurcata.

In figs. 7 & 8 we have gibbous dorsal valves, somewhat depressed towards the

front, and with the striae subequal or alternating ;
and fig. 10 is the ventral valve

of similar character.

In the figs. 11 -
17, we have specimens with somewhat unequally convex dorsal

valves : the ventral valves are irregular towards the umbo, and the beaks more

or less distorted ;
while the area presents much variety in its degree of elevation.

In fig. 18, we have a ventral valve with the striae as regular and even as those

from the limestone
;
and in the casts, figs. 19 -

23, we have symmetrical forms with

oven striae, and with form of muscular impression undistinguishable from those of

the Schoharie grit, the only distinctive feature in those from the Chemung group

being the tenuity of the shell.

The varieties illustrated on Plate x are common and often abundant in the

Chemung group, having a considerable vertical range, and in horizontal range are

almost coextensive with the formation within the limits of the State. They are

most abundant and present greatest variety of form in Chemung, Allegany and

Cattaraugus counties.

Following the comparison of the New-York Chemung species with similar forms

of the Waverly sandstone* of Ohio (which I have regarded as of the same age),

• The term "
tubcarboniferout" haH been applied by gomo authors to these sandstones. This is a very

pemicioui nomenclatare, as the terra is equally applicable to all rocks below the Carboniferous period.
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I am unable to find any characters by which the specimens from the two localities

"may be separated into distinct species or even marked varieties. In my collections

from Ohio, the specimens of Streptorhynchus are comparatively less common than

in similar collections made in the Chemung group of New-York. In the rock still

farther to the west, the sandstones of the "Knobs" near New-Albany, I find a

Streptorhynchus of similar form and proportions, varying chiefly in the more

distinct crenulation of the striae. This feature, however, appears to me oftener due

to the nature of the matrix in which the fossil is imbedded, than to any original

difference in the shell itself.

Whether these forms can "be traced into the large species of the upper sand-

stones of the Knobs and of the Keokuk formation {Orthis keokuk, which Mr.

Davidson has identified with Streptorhynchus {Orthis) crenistria of Europe), re-

mains still undetermined. My collection does not furnish intermediate forms suf-

ficient to justify such a conclusion at the present time.

The large specimens from the higher part of the sandstone and the concretio.

nary bands of limestone near New-Albany have always a thin median septum in

the ventral valve, extending from the apex more than one-third the length of the

shell. The cardinal process of the dorsal valve has, moreover, at its base, on one

side, a short vertical ridge ;
while between these, and immediately below the

process, the valve is a little thickened on the inner side. The dental sockets are

nearly filled up, leaving a thin accessory ridge on each side of the cardinal pro-

cess. The shells have been so thin that the casts show very little muscular marking-

The illustrations of S. crenistria of Europe, which I have seen, do not presenl

the distinct median septum in the ventral valve, which is seen in the large speci-

mens referred to.

Specimens from the Keokuk limestone show a large muscular impression in the

ventral valve, which is divided by a longitudinal septum reaching to the base of

the imprint. The same feature exists in specimens of all dimensions from the Coal

measures.
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Oeniis STUOPIIOMENA (Rafinesque).

The Genus Strophomena of Rafinesque has for its type the S. rugosa =
S. rhomboidalis, Wahlenberg ;

a species which ranges from the Lower Si-

lurian to the base of the Carboniferous system inclusive, appearing under

various aspects in the successive geological stages. The species has been

already fully illustrated in the preceding volumes of this work, and it is

only necessary to give the more important among the varieties of form

in the succeeding formations.

Restricting the genus to such forms as may properly be grouped with

ihe typical species, we find no species of Strophomena proper in the

Devonian; and indeed it may be doubted. whether any other species of

this genus occurs above the Middle Silurian.

StropluHiu'iia rlioiiilM>i(lalis.

PLATE XII.

Dritte Anomltcn art mlt breiter schlosskante : Hcpsch. Naturgeschichte des Niedcrdeutscliland, 1781.
Vol.i, pa. 15, 1.1,1, f. 7 &8.

Jtnomitet rhomboidalis : Wablenbebq, Acta Soc. S. UpsaliensU, 1821, Vol. viii, pa. G5, n" 7.

Producta depreita : Soweeby, Genera of Shells; & Min Conchologj', 1826, Vol.v, pa. 80, pi. 459, f. 3.

Producta depretta : Hisimgeb, Vet. Acad, llandlingar, 1820, p. 33.

Productxa dtprtttut : Demujios, Diet, dcs Sctenueii uaturulles, 1826, Vol.xlvii, p. 853.

Leptana rugusa ; Dalman, Vet. Acad. llandlingar, 1827, p». 106, pi. 1, f. 1.

Ltptana depretta : Id. lb., pa. 107, pi. 1, f. 2.

Strophomena rugosa : Bromn, Leth.geognostica, 1885, Vol.1, pa. 87, pi. 2, f. 8.

Producta dtprtssa : Phillips, Geo! . Yorkshire, ia30, Vol.ii, pa. 215, pi. 8, f. 18.

Producfus depressvs : De8hat(:s, Lamarck animaux sans vertebres, 2d edition, Vol. viii, p. 380.

Ltptana rugosa and L.depresta : Hisinoer, Leth. Succica, 1887, pa. 09, pi. 2, f. 2 & 3.

Orlhis rugosa ; Von BccH, Ueber Delthyris, 1837, p. 30.

Ltptana .- Fiscreb, Oryct. da Goiiveniement du Moscou, 1837, p. 142.

Ltptana deprtssa : J. Soweebt, in Murchison Sil. System, 1839, pa. 623 & 636, pi. 12, f. 2.

L. ttnuistriata [?] : Id. lb., pa. 646, pi. 22, f. 2 a. .

L. rugosa : Id.. Trans. Geol. Soc. Loudon, 1840, 3d series, Vol. v, pi. .W, f. 4.

Orthis rugosa : Eicbwald, Sil. System in Esthland, p. 102.

Ltptana rugosa : Phillips, Pal. Fossils, 1841, pa. 57, pi. 24, f. 95.

Ltptana dtprtssa : De Korinck, Desc. An. fossiles de Belgique, 1842, pa. 215, pi. 12, f. 3 - 6; and

pi. 13, f. 6. . '

Ltptana dtprtssa : G. B. Soweeby, Conch. Manual, 1842, pa. 71 & 300, f. 206.

Orlhis rugosa : D'Archiac ct De Verneuil. Trans. Geol. Society London, 1842, 2d series, Vol. ii,

part 2, p. 89»i,
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Strophomena depressa : Vanuxem, (Jeol. Report Third District New-Tork, 1842, pa. 79, f. 5.

S. undulata .- Id. lb., p. 139, f. 3.

S. depressa . Hai.l, Geol. Report Fourth District New-York, 1843, p. 77, f. 5; and p. 104, f. 2.

Orthis rugosa : F. C. RcEMER. Rhcin. Uebergangsgebirge, 1844, pp. 85 & 90.

Leptxtia depressa : De Vekneuil, Geol. Russ. aad the Ural, 1845, Vol. ii, pa. 234, pi. 15, f. 7.

Leptana tenuUtriata : Haix, Palseontologj' of New-York, Vol. i, p, 108.

Leptcena depressa .- Hall, Palajontology of New-York, 1852, Vol. ii, p. 257.

Strophomena rhomboidalis : David.son, Intr. Nat. Hist. Brachiopoda.
" " : Ib., Monograph of the British Carboniferous Brachiopoda. p. 119. 1860.

Strophomena rugosa' : Hall, Palajontology of New-York, Vol. iii, p. 195. 1859.

The shell is more or less semielliptical or subquadrate, varying greatly

in its proportions of length and breadth : hinge-line straight ; car-

dinal extremities sometimes rounded, sometimes acute and slightly

produced. The valves are geniculated, and the proportions of the flat-

tened part or disc and the recurved part of the shell are very variable,

insomuch that the geniculation is sometimes little more than one of the

strong concentric wrinkles.

The surface of the flattened portion is marked by concentric (and

sometimes interrupted ) wrinkles, which, following the curve of the

outline, are bent outwards, and often become obsolete on the cardinal

angles. These concentric wrinkles are very variable in number, being

from six to fifteen or sixteen upon specimens from the same rock. The

entire surfece is covered by radiating threadlike striae.

In young specimens there is usually a round foramen in the apex of

.the dorsal valve, which becomes closed at a later period. The triangular

foramen of the ventral area is partially closed by a deltidium and the

apex of the ventral valve.

This species is not of frequent occurrence in the Schoharie grit, but is found

everywhere in the Corniferous limestone. The principal varieties are illustrated in

figures 16, 17 & 18 of Plate xii, the two latter being essentially casts of the

interior. In all the collections made in New-York, we have no specimens of this

species from the Hamilton or Chemung groups.

•
I adopted the name S. rugosa in the third volume of tlie Palaeontology, recognizing it as the ty])ical

species of the genus, and' thus named by Rafixesqiie. The name of Wahlenbero has precedence in

time, and will include those lower silurian forms described as Strophomena or Leptcena teit^utriata.
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Genus Stroimiodoxta ( Hall).

The Genus Strophodonta was originally proposed for strcphomenoid

shells, having a crenulated hinge-line, without foramen in the area of

the ventral valve. The internal characters were not at that time fully

known, and therefore could not be included in the description.

In S. demissa, which was regarded as the type of the genus, the area

of the ventral valve is free from any indication of foramen
;
the dental

lamelltB are partially or essentially obsolete, and the divaricator muscular

impressions are spreading flabelliform without limitation by an elevated

ridge. In the dorsal valve, the cardinal process is bifurcate from its origin,

and is directed backwards beneath the area of the ventral valve. On the

lower side of this ventral area there is a bilobed callosity or process

which is more or less prominent and embraced by the divisions of the

cardinal process of the opposite valve ; thus strengthening the articulation

of the valves, or assisting in keeping them in position. The divisions

of the cardinal process often extend so far beneath the area as to form

conspicuous pits in the substance of the shell within the umbonal cavity.

The valves are so closely articulated by the interlocking of these pro-

cesses, that the separated ventral valves are usually broken in the mid-

dle of the area : this happens also to other species, and it is compara-

tively rare to find the inner margin of the ventral valve entire. This

accident is probably caused by the pressing or crushing of the dorsal

valve into the cavity of the ventral valve, while the central portion of

the two, remaining firmly united, carries away the middle of the ventral

area, which is thinner on each side of the median.

In the S. reversa of Iowa, this bilobed process of the ventral area is

very conspicuous ;
and in some specimens of this and of S. Icpida, the

central process remains very prominent, while the margin of the area

on either side is indented by the branches of the cardinal process of the

opposite valve. In these species we not only have no evidence of trian-

gular foramen, but there is an absolute thickening on the lower side and
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a process extending therefrom, which, in its indented front margin,

leaves a space for the protrusion of a minute pedicle.

The question of the presence or absence of a foramen, or the smooth

or crenulated hinge-line, might not alone or together be of sufficient

importance to indicate a distinct genus ; but taken collectively with the

form of the muscular impressions and other points, we find so wide a

difference from the typical species of Strophomena, that it appears to me
the separation is required. Were we to unite typical Strophomena with

the forms I have designated Strophodonta, we could, with equal pro-

priety, unite many of the Streptorhynchus in the same group.* .

The distinction among the genera or subgenera of the strophomenoid

shells does not, in all cases, appear to be satisfactorily determined; and •-

we may be often disposed to regard a newly-observed feature as characte-

ristic and reliable for generic determination, when the same may be

found in species where the associated characters are incompatible.

Among other examples we find one or more forms with crenulated hinge-

line, where the area is well defined on both valves, with the triangular

foramen closed by a convex deltidium, but otherwise resembling Strep-

torhynchus.

It may be doubtful how far the presence or absence of dental lamellae

should influence our considerations in determining the generic relations ;

and whether the form of the cardinal process, its extension backwards

or inclination forwards, should influence the decision.

Among the forms which I have designated Strophodonta, we have a

group of species, following the typical form in their internal characters,

in which we may enumerate S. demissa, S. inequiradiata, S. cmcava, S.

hemispherica, S. nacrea, and some others.

. In another group of nearly flat species, we find the partial or entire

absence of foramen" and dental lamellaa, with broad spreading muscular

•In the Canadian Journal of July 180], Mr. BiLiiitas. in endeavoring to prove the identity of Stro-

PBODOHTA and Stroi'DOhkna, has given as an illustration of the latter genus the S. filitexta. which is a

Stbeptorhynchi-s. If the cJiaractcrs of the recognized Genera Steophomena and Streitobuynchus are

go similar as to deceive this acute observer, it may be supposed that differences of equal value between

Stbophodosta and STRonioMENA may have escaped notice.
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impressions, as S. perplana, S. textilis, S. alveata, and in the Lower Helder-

berg group the S. beckii.

•There are still some other forms which make a distinct natural group,

in being all resupinate, and in having the dental lamellae continued in

an elevated border which nearly surrounds the divaricator muscular

impressions. We have but two representatives of this group in the higher

formations, the S. ampla and S. viduus, the former of which is perhaps

identical with S. headleyana and S. pundulifera of the Jjower Helderberg

group. The S. leavenworthana, which is a very marked species, belongs to

the same group ;
and by a little extension of the characters, the S. striata

of the Niagara group may be included : the two latter have a cardinal

process more like SxREPTORirYNCHUs. By a farther step, we may include

the species I have described as Strop/lodmta semifasciata, which has an area

on both valves, and on each one a triangular foramen closed by a convex

deltidium. With all these features of Streptorhynchds, together Avith a

cardinal process similar to other species of that genus, I have found

that the hinge-line is crenulated for one-third the length on each side of

the centre. The principal ground on which this one could be separated

from Streptorhynchus is the crenulated hinge-line ; although the striao

are somewhat dissimilar, and we do not fully know the ventral muscular

impressions. Were we to admit that Streptorhynchus may have a crenu-

lated hinge-line, then going one step further, and taking the form of

muscular impression and cardinal process, leaving out of consideration the

closed area, we may include in the Genus Streptorhynchus other species

enumerated in this group. This would leave for Strophodonta a more na-

tural assemblage of species than are at present united under that genus.

In every one of the characters used to distinguish Strophomena, Stro-

phodonta, Lept^na, and Streptorhynchus, there are gradations or varia-

tions on the one side or the other, which ally the species so far that it

becomes often no easy task to indicate the limits of the genera ;
and the

additional information obtained from the internal structure of numerous

apecies has not served to clear up the difficulties.
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Stropltodonta deniissa.

PLATES XI & XII.

For description and references, see the same species under Hamilton group, p. 101.

Tffls species, which has been made the type of the genus, first appears in

the Schoharie grit, where it is not of unfrequent occurrence.

The figures 14, 15 and 16 of Plate xi, are illustrations of specimens found in this rock. The specimens

usually occur as casts of the interior and impressions of the exterior of the shell. The coarse ma-

terial of the rock prevents the preservation of the muscular impressions with that degree of

distinctness which we find in the same species in the Hamilton group, where the material is finer.

At the same time it is probable that the shell has been thinner in the Schoharie grit than in the

higher formations, since the striae are more strongly marked on the casts.

Figure 15, Plate li, is a cast of the interior of a ventral valve, and figure 14 shows the character of

the exterior shell of the same irom a cast made in the natural mould.

Figure 16 is a dorsal valve, which is very thick and strong, occurring in a more calcareous portion of

the rock.

Figure 17 is a cast of the interior of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impressions.

Commencing in the Schoharie grit, the species occurs in the Corniferous lime-

stone in the form and condition represented on Plate xii, figs 1- 5 : it is rarely

seen of larger dimensions. It attains its maximum development in the Hamilton

group, occurring in great numbers, and sometimes attaining a length of one and a

half by one and three-fourths inches in breadth. It continues in the Che-

mung group, where, in the arenaceous beds, it exhibits a character similar to

specimens from the Schoharie grit.

Strophodonta alyeata.

PLATE XI.

Strophodonta alveata : Hall, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 36. 1863.

This species is known only as casts of the interior and impressions of the

exterior. In the young shells, the casts of the ventral valve are slightly

convex ; while ir older specimens they are flat or slightly concave, with

the margin more or less recurved. The form is semi-elliptical, and the

[Pal^ontoloot IV.] 11
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hinge-line is sometimes a little longer and sometimes a little less than the

width of the shell.

The occlusor muscular imprints are small and deeply marked, and the

impressions of the divaricator muscles form together an elongate-ovate scar,

with the sides nearly straight, and each division showing two or three lobes.

Near the exterior margin of the valve there is a depression reaching from

the hinge-line entirely around the front of the shell, indicating a callosity

upon the interior of the valve, which is marked by striae and by vascular

impressions in well preserved specimens.

The cast of a dorsal valve of the same form, and associated with the

ventral valves, shows the imprint of the submarginal callosity, with vascu-

lar markings and a crenulated hinge-line : the Tjardinal process is bifurcate,

and directed outwards as in other species of the genus.

The length of the shell is from one-half to three-fourths of an inch, with

a somewhat greater breadth.

Figure 3, Plate xi, is a young individual in which the ventral valve has a slight convexity, and the

muscular impression is but faintly defined in the lower part ; while in fig. 2, an older specimen, it is a

little concave, with a strongly defined muscular impression.

-The characters of the species, as represented in the figures of the ventral valve,

arc constant in as many as nine or ten individuals under examination, and they

show no near approach to any other species in the collection. Fig. 1 is the inte-

rior of a dorsal valve, which has been referred to this species from its association

and similarity of form, while the vascular impressions also correspond in the

two valves.

Geological formation and localities. In the Schoharie grit at Clarksville, and at

Knox, Albany county, N. Y.

Stropliodonta callosa.

PLATE XI & XX.

Strophodonta callota : Hau, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 36. 1868.

Casts of the ventral valve are semi-elliptical, longer than wide or with

nearly equal length and breadth, very convex or gibbous ; across the
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middle of the valve, the width of the shell is greater than at the hinge-
line. The area is comparatively wide and much elevated in the centre

;

the hinge-line strongly crenulated. Muscular impressions comparative-

ly large and deeply marked, separated by a rather wide groove which

reaches more than halfway to the base of the shell.

The entire margin of the valve (in the casts) is elevated in a narrow-

band, within which it is abruptly depressed ; and the space between the

callosity and the muscular impression is marked by punctate vascular

impressions.

In five well-marked individuals, like fig. 9 a, 6, of Plate xx, the casts are rarely more

than half an inch in length, and are readily recognized by their great convexity, nar-

row elevated border, and comparatively short hinge-line.

A dorsal valve found associated with the ventral valves is represented on Plate xr, fig. 4,

which is enlarged from a mould in the gritstone : it has the margin abruptly recurved,

with a callosity extending along the border. The cardinal process is slender and bi-

furcate.

In comparing a larger number of specimens, it appears that the well-marked

S. callosa may pass by several gradations into another form which is even more

numerous in individuals than the form described. In the absence' of the shells, it

may be impossible to decide satisfactorily ;
but it appears not improbable that

the S. callosa (as originally described )
is an extreme variety of a more regularly

convex shell which is proportionally shorter, and sometimes possesses the callo-

sity near the margin in a moderate degree, but is often free from such marking.

The prevailing form is the following ;

Stropliodonta callosa, var.

PLATES XI & XV.

Shell semielliptical. Ventral valve regularly convex, the greatest con-

vexity about the middle of the shell : hinge-line straight, strongly

crenulated, varying from a little less to a little more than the width of

the shell ; apex elevated above the hinge-line ;
area of moderate width.

In the casts there is a narrow longitudinal mesial depression, often

reaching more than halfway to the base ;
the apex is distinctly bilobed ;

the marks of the occlusor muscles make two well-defined prominences ;
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and the divaricator muscular impressions are broad, spreading, and some-

what truncate on their lower margins. The lateral and basal margins are

vsually a little more strongly marked by the impressions of the surface

•triaa ;
and sometimes there is a partial or entire elevation of the part,

or a callosity more or less defined.

Figures 6 & 7, Plate XI, arc of the natural size of the shells.

Figures 9 A 10 of Plate xi are illustrations of an extreme form of the cast of this shell,

where the median depression is much wider than usual, and the lateral margins show

a partial callosity,

A oast taken from an impression of the dorsal valve, which occurs in the same association

with the ventral valves, gives the characters shown in figure 8 of Plate xi, differing

but slightly from figure 4 : this difference may be owing to the imperfect preservation

of the parts in a coarse material.

Among the collections are two or three specimens, which, preserving the shell

more or less completely, have the size and form of the casts. In one of these, where

the shell is apparently entire, the surface of the middle and lower part of the shell

is marked by distant elevated striaj with wide interspaces, which do not show

radiating striae, but are marked by concentric striae. On the umbo, the surface is

marked by wide radiating bands without distinct strisB.

In another partially exfoliated specimen, the surface near the margin of the

shell shows minute striae between the coarser ones
;
and the same characters are

partially shown in one or two other specimens.

In the collections before me there are about thirty specimens with the characters

described, and all these are of nearly the same size
;
nor can I trace any connexion

between these and any of the larger forms. Notwithstanding, therefore, that I am

opposed to creating new species where it can bo avoided, and knowing that the

species of this genus have been unnecessarily multiplied, I must regard this as a

distinct and well-marked form. In its dimensions, it corresponds with the next

described species, but differs in its surface markings and form of muscular im-

pressions. It is nearly of the same size as S. nacrea, but differs in the greater

convexity of the ventral umbo, and in the form of the muscular impressions as

well as in the surface-markings.

The illustrations on Plate xv show the form of muscular impression, surface

trie, etc

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit at Clarksville and Knox

in Albany county. The species is not at present known in the Corniferous limestone.
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Strophodonta parva.

PLATES XI & XV.

Strophodonta parva : Hxll, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 37. 1863.

Shell small, subhemispheric, a little wider than long : hinge-line equal-

ling or shorter than the width of the shell; cardinal extremities

rounded. Ventral valve gibbous : umbo elevated above the area-line ;

apex incurved ; area linear.

Surface marked by few rounded or subangular costae, which are simple

on the upper part of the valve, but each one dividing into two or three

above, or in the middle of the shell, and are often farther divided on the

margin ; those of the ventral valve often increase by subdivision,

while those of the dorsal valve increase by intercalation. The larger

strise are covered by fine undulating or interrupted longitudinal striae,

and are sometimes marked by a sharp elevation along the middle.

The casts of the interior of the ventral valve rarely show the muscular

impression with much distinctness; the surface being marked as if by

fascicles of fine striae, with sometimes a sharp elevated one between. The

apex is bilobed; the occlusor impressions small and well marked, and

the divaricator muscular imprints are broad and spreading.

Impressions of the exterior of the dorsal valve are common, and are

readily distinguished by the strong subangular costae on the upper part,

while they become grooved and increase by intercalation on the lower

part of the mould.

In exfoliated specimens, the surface has the aspect of those with fa-

scicles of striae and sharp elevated striae between.

The form and proportions of the species seem to be pretty constant,

rarely exceeding and usually less than half an inch in width. The ordinary

condition of the specimens is that of casts, or of impressions of the ex-

terior shell
;
while in the more calcareous part of the rock, specimens

preserving the shell have been obtained.
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The form .and proportions are not materially unlike those of S. callosa; but the

tria) are much stronger, the muscular impression of different form, and the surface

of the casts much more distinctly marked by the impressions of striae.

Figure 5 of Plate xi is from the impression of a dorsal valve ; and figure 11 of the same

plate b a cast of the ventral valvo enlarged two diameters, showing the muscular impression

and marks of the striae. Farther illustrations are given on Plate xv.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit, at several localities in

Albany and Schoharie counties.

Strophodonta crebristriata.

• PLATE XL

t Strophomena crtbrittriata : Cohrad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Vol.viii, pa. 254, pi. 14, f. 3.

SfiELL semielliptical ; length and greatest width nearly as two to three.

Ventral valve convex or moderately gibbous, more elevated in the

centre : hinge-line straight, with the extremities usually a little sa-

lient
;
area linear and finely crenulated

;
the beak slightly prominent,

and a little incurved. Dorsal valve concave, following the form of the

ventral valve.

SoRFACE marked by £ne crowded striae which regularly bifurcate from

their origin, or sometimes in fascicles of threes which again subdivide.

Mr. Conbad's description of S. crebristriata is as follows :

"
Semi-orbicular, with fine crowded bifurcating radii

;
inferior valve ventricose,

"
slightly depressed or flattened in the middle

;
sides depressed or concave to-

" wards the hinge margin, the extremities of which are slightly salient and not
"
very acute

;
summit of the umbo elevated above the hinge-line." This species

is cited as occurring both in the Schoharie grit and in the limestone above.

The specimens described are all from the Schoharie grit. The smaller ones are

about half an inch in length, and the larger ones of the same character are an

inch in length by one inch and a half in width. In the younger specimens, and

those of medium size, the cardinal extremities are a little salient, and this charac-

ter prevails in nearly all the specimens.

I had referred the smaller specimens, with some hesitation, to the Strophomena
crebristriata of Cornad

;
but the gradations to those of larger size are quite im-

perceptible, and all must be included under one designation.
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Figure 12 represents a young individual, and figure 13 is twice enlarged.

The figures 18 & 19 are ventral and profile views of a large individual, and the fasciculate

striae upon the inner surface of the shell are shown in figure 20.

The specimen figure 21 is a larger individual, with similar crowded striae and rounded

cardinal angles.

In the well-marked specimens of this form, I have not been able to learn the

character of the muscular impressions ;
and in one small specimen only I have

seen a short bifurcating cardinal process.

Among some obscure specimens from the same localities are some casts of dorsal

valves which are much elevated, or obtusely subcarinate along the centre, with

duplicating striae. One of these shows a cardinal process and muscular impression,

aa illustrated in figure 23 of Plate xi. This may be identical with the preceding

form.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit at Clarksville and Knox

in Albany county, and at Schoharie.

Stropliodonta inequiradiata.

PLATES XI, XII & XIII.

Strophodonta inequiradiata : Hail, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 113. 1857.

Shell semielliptical or semicircular, more or less gibbous, approaching a

hemispheric form ; cardinal extremities sometimes salient, but often

rounded, and the cardinal line less than the width of the shell below.

The ventral valve varies from moderately convex to gibbous, often

forming a somewhat regular arch from beak to front, usually with the

greatest convexity above the middle, depressed and often concave.be-

tween the umbo and the cardinal extremities, which (in perfect shells)

are somewhat salient : beak a little elevated above the hinge-line, and

incurved ;
area very narrow, linear and finely crenulate. The dorsal

valve is concave, often in a less degree than the convexity of the

ventral valve ;
the disc sometimes very slightly concave, and abruptly

deflected or almost geniculate towards the front.

The surface presents much variety of character and aspect, both in the

original shell and in its partial or entire exfoliation. The striae on the

ventral valve are often coarse and uneven, somewhat fasciculate, and
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often rising in ridges which in the exfoliated shell do not show the divi-

sions. Some specimens have the striae sharp and slender, and nearly

equal, with wider plain intermediate spaces. On the dorsal valve the

atrial are pretty uniform
;
the stronger ones being distant, sharp and

elevated, with wide intermediate spaces marked by extremely fine regular

triaj, from the midst of which, as the shell increases, the elevated striae

arise, dividing the space in which the smaller striae are constantly in-

creasing by intercalation.

The modifications in the expression of the surface strisB, in the specimens, are represented

OB Plate XI, figures 25, 20, 30 & 31, and on Plate xiii, figures 6-8. In the lattet

figures the striae are uneven, and rise in ridges with irregular interspaces.

In figure 29, Plate xi, which is a oast of the ventral valve, there are regular interspaces

between the fine elevated strias, a character more usually observed in the dorsal valve.

The muscular impressions of the ventral valve show narrow elongate scars for the occlusor

muscles, and the divaricator muscular impressions are spreading, flabelliform, and deep-

ly striated. In many of the oasts, the lower part of the specimen is marked by strong

vascular impressions, which are shown iu figures 26 & 27 of Plate xi. The muscular

impressions of the dorsal valve are narrow and elongate, and the cardinal process is

usually comparatively slender. The interior surface of the valves is granulose or pu-

Btulose.

This species approaches the S. patersoni; and in some specimens, it is not easy

to decide the specific diflferences. In the latter species, the muscular impressions

of the ventral valve are smaller and shorter, while the wide interspaces between

the stronger striae on the ventral valve are characters not observed in any of the

numerous authentic specimens of S. inequiradiata : at the same time, there are

many obscure specimens in the Schoharie grit and Corniferous limestone, which

it is difficult to refer satisfactorily to either of the species described.

The S. inequiradiata is entirely distinct from the S. inequistriata of Conrad, with

wkioh ft has been sometimes united*, as will be shown under the description of

that species in the Hamilton group.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit in Albany and Scho-

harie counties
;
and in the Corniferous limestone of the Helderberg mountains,

Schoharie, Cherry-valley, and other places.

* It ii perhaps unfortunate that the name has the same sign!0cation.
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/ Stropliodonta patersoni.

PLATES XII & XIII.

Strophomena (Strophodonta) patersoni : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 114. 1857.

Shell semioval. Ventral valve convex, becoming gibbous in the middle,

somewhat deeply deflected at the sides and front
; sometimes marked

by a few radiating undulations or folds, which afiect both ventral and

dorsal valves towards the front : hinge-line straight ; extremities often

salient.

Surface marked by distant elevated radiating strife, and the intermediate

spaces by undulating fine striae, and crossed by short abruptly arching

wrinkles which are interrupted by the strong radiating striae. The

finer radiating striaa on the ventral valve are from three to ten or

twelve between the stronger ones
; while on the dorsal valve the spaces

are wider, and there are from ten to twenty finer striae between the

stronger ones. The finer striae are crossed by equally fine concentric

striae, giving the entire surface a delicately cancellated appearance.

The short interrupted arching wrinkles vary extremely in strength;

usually becoming obsolete towards the front of the shell, and in some

specimens are scarcely or not at all perceptible.

In young shells the cardinal extremities are very salient, the ventral

valve moderately convex, usually becoming more so as the shell increases

in size, but sometimes continuing of moderate convexity till more than

half grown ;
but in such specimens, the margin is sometimes abruptly

inflected. Older specimens become very gibbous, and sometimes longitu-

dinally wrinkled.

In one specimen partially preserving the shell (fig. 2, Plate xiii), the

muscular impression of the ventral valve is of the same form as in S.

inequiradiata, but smaller. In a mst preserving the striae upon the margin,

as in characteristic specimenFof the species, the muscular impressions

are likewise small, but exhibit the same form as the one figured. In a

[ Pai..«ontoloot IV.] 12
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single dorsal valve, recognized as of this species, the cardinal process is

slender, the parts narrowly diverging, and continued in a narrow rounded

elevation to the middle of the valve. No defined muscular impressions

are visible in this specimen.

The figures 9, 10 & 11, Plate xii, and figures 1-5, Plate Xlii, illustrate some of the

usual forms and the preceding characters of this species.

Notwithstanding that these characters can be traced through the various stages

of growth offering differences from the ordinary forms of S. inequiradiata, there

may still remain some doubt whether a large collection may not show intermediate

forms which will unite the two.

The Lepttma stephani of Barrande has a similar wrinkled surface in some of the

individuals, though the intermediate finer striaa are not shown in the figures. In

these two shells, the muscular impressions are quite distinctive
;
and the figure 7 6,

Plate X, Barrande, approaches in character to some varieties of S. inequiradiata.

Some varieties of the species under consideration may be compared with S. cor-

rugata, Portlock s'p. (not of Conrad).

The species differs in form of shell, character of striae, and muscular impressions,

from the S. inequiradiata.

Geological formation and locality. Rarely in Schoharie grit, but not uncommon

in the Corniferous limestone, in the Helderberg mountains, Schoharie
;
in Ontario

county; and at Stafford in Genesee caunty and Williamsville in Erie county. It

has likewise been recognised among the collections made at the Bake-oven on the

Mississippi river, in Illinois.

Stropliodonta hemisplicrica.

PLATE XIV.

Strophomena {Strophodonta) hemitpherica : Hali, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 113. 1857.

Shell subhemispheric, semielliptical in outline : hinge-line equalling or

greater than the width of the shell
;
cardinal extremities sometimes

salient and auriculate
; length and breadth about as four to five : in

the larger specimens the length is about two inches, with a breadth

of two and a half inches. Ventral vaiae gibbous, the elevation of the

curvature being often equal to half the length of the shell, sometimes

very abruptly declining to the front : umbo moderately, or sometimes

more extremely elevated
; apex incurved ;

area narrow ; margin ere-
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nulated. Dorsal valve moderately concave on the upper and middle part

of the shell, a;nd abruptly deflected or geniculate towards the front.

Surface marked by fine radiating strise, which are somewhat unequal on

the upper and middle portions of the ventral valve, but are fine and

regular towards the margin. In some specimens of the dorsal valve,

the striae show a tendency to the alternation of three or four finer ones

with a distinctly stronger one between
;
but in the greater number of

specimens, the striae are fine, close, and mostly equal in strength. The

radiating striae, when perfect, are crenulated by extremely fine con-

centric striae : sometimes a few obscure concentric wrinkles mark the

umbonal region, and some specimens show undefined longitudinal folds.

In the ventral valve, the occlusor muscular impressions are strongly

marked in elongate semielliptical imprints ;
while the divaricator muscu-

lar impressions are elongate flabelliform, often reaching half the length

of the valve. The specimen figured on Plate xiv is shorter than usual.

In the dorsal valve the muscular impressions are strongly marked, and

divided by a low median ridge, which is continued above as a rather

strong bifurcate cardinal process : hinge-line rather coarsely crenulated.

This shell diflfers from S. inequiradiata, in attaining a larger size, and in being

more gibbous on the ventral valve. The strise are finer and more equal, and the

muscular impressions larger ;
while the vascular impressions, so common in casts

of that shell, have not been observed in this one.

Its fine and nearly equal striae, as well as its greater gibbosity, distinguish it

from S. patersoni. It approaches very nearly the S. concava of the Hamilton group;

and the two have so many characters in common, that I have hesitated to continue

them as distinct species. A larger collection of the limestone specimens are

needed, before a satisfactory comparison can be made.

The figure 2 a on Plate Xiv illustrates the exterior of a dorsal valve, where the cardinal

extremities are anriculate. The profile view, figure 2 6, is a little less gibbous than

usual.

The interior of the dorsal valve is shown in figure 2c; and the cardinal view, figure 2 d,

shows the muscular impressions of the ventral valve.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs in the Schoharie grit in

Albany and Schoharie counties, and not rarely in the Cornifereus limestone in

nearly all localities of this formation throughout the State
;
and I have a specimen
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from Port Colborne, Canada West, which is apparently identical with it. The finest

and best characterized specimens which I have seen are from the Falls of the

Ohio
;
and it occurs in almost equal perfection at Columbus and Sandusky, Ohio.

Stropliodoiita pcrplana.

PLATES XI & XIJ.

Strophomena perplana : Conbad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Vol.vHi, p. 257. 1842.

Stropkomena crenUtria : Uall, Gcol. Rep. 4th District, p. 171, f. 4.

For description and references, sec the same species under the Hamilton group.

A comparison of large numbers of specimens of this species, from the

base of the Lower Helderberg to the Hamilton and Chemung groups

inclusive, embracing those described under several different names, has

satisfied me that they must all be referred to a single species. There

is, however, a similar species in the TuUy limestone, which in the cha-

racter of its surface striae, the pustulose or punctate interior surface of

the valves, and the form of the muscular impressions, is very distinct

from this oqe. ^

This species begins its existence, so far as at present known, at the commence-

ment of the Schoharie grit, where it is not infrequent. It occurs as casts of the

interior
;
those of the dorsal valve being the more common. It appears in the

Corniferous limestone, where it attains large dimensions. It was a ventral valve of

this species imbedded in limestone, having the surface rather better preserved

than usual, to which I originally gave the name of S. crenistria.

The figure 22 of Plate xi is a cast of the ventral valve from the Schoharie grit.

Figures 13 & 14 of Plate xil are a small and large specimen of the shell, with nearly

even striae, as it occurs in the Corniferous limestone.

Figure 15 is a cast of the same species, where the muscular impression is very large.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit, at Clarksville and

Knox, Albany county and at Schoharie, in the limestone at Williamsville and

Clarence-hollow, Erie county ;
at Louisville, Kentucky ;

and in Indiana.

/
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Stropliodonta inequistriata.

PLATE XII.

Strophomena inequUtriata : Conbad, Jour. Acad. Nat. 3ci. Phila., Vol. viii, pa. 254, pi. 14, f. 2.

This species was originally described by Mr. Conead from the Moscow

shales of the Hamilton group, where it occurs in considerable numbers.

Among the collections from the Comiferous limestone are a few specimens

quite undistinguishable from those of the Hamilton group, and which I have

referred to this species.

The figures 6 & 7 of Plate xn are ventral and dorsal views of a well-marked indivi-

dual, which is of the ordinary size of the species.

Figure 8 is a profile view of a very gibbous specimen, which has a more strongly
marked surface, resembling 8. patersoni ; but the specimen is much more gibbous

than any authentic individuals of that species.

Farther illustrations are given on Plate xviii.

Geological formation and locality. In the Comiferous limestone, near Cale-

donia, Livingston county.

Stropliodonta anipla.

PLATE XIV.

strophomena (Strophodonta) ampla : Hail in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 111. 1857.

Strophomena ampla .- Billings in Canadian Journal.

Strophomena ampla : Geological Report of Canada, p. 868. 1863.

Compare Strophodonta headleyuna, S. puncluli/era, and S. cavunibona : Pal. New York, Vol.iii,

pp. 186-188.

Shell large, broad, semioval or subsemicircular ; length from two-

thirds to three-fourths as great as the width; hinge-line equalling or

longer than the width of the shell below, with extremities often a

little salient. Ventral valve concave, with a slight convexity about

the umbo, and very rarely a mesial elevation extending from the beak

nearly to the front of the shell. Dorsal valve convex in the middle.
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sloping to the margin, and flat or concave upon the umbo : hinge

extremities often slightly deflected to the dorsal side.

Area of the ventral valve from one to two lines in width, and variously

inclined to the plane of the lateral margins of the shell, transversely

striated and the inner margin crenulated for about half the distance

from the centre to the cardinal extremity ;
the remaining portion

marked by a narrow groove (the latter feature not always distinct).

The foramen is closed, a smooth triangular space marking its place,

with a narrow callosity along its centre. Area of the dorsal valve

narrow and linear throughout.

Surface marked by angular subequal interrupted or rugose striae, which

are often made to appear more equal and uniform by the partial exfo-

liation of the shell. The striae are bifurcated two or three times before

reaching the margin, and they are sometimes increased by intercala-

tion. As usually preserved, they rise at intervals into sharp ridges

or elongate nodes; and in well-preserved specimens, these are pro-

duced into short spines.*

When the shell is exfoliated, the surface between the striae is marked

by minute pores or tubular openings, which communicate with pustulose

elevations on the interior surface of the shell. In the entire cast, these

pores mark the surface with considerable regularity, varying in size, and

uniformly larger below the middle where the valve is more abruptly

deflected.

The muscular impressions of the ventral valve are very large and broad,

and the margins distinctly limited by a curving elevated border. It is

divided in the middle by a more or less developed septum, which termi-

nates in a prominent callosity beneath the place of the foramen : this

callosity gives a bilobate character to the cast of the rostral cavity. The

place of the occlusor muscles is strongly marked, and that of the divari-

cator muscles distinctly lobed. The muscular imprints are about two-

thirds as long as wide, and the width is often nearly equal to half the

• This feature is rarely preserved in parts of tlic surface in our specimens ;
but Mr. Biilinos has figured

« •pecimcn with the entire surface covered with short spines (Canadian Journal, loc. cit.).
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width of the shell. The muscular impressions of the dorsal valve are

narrow and elongate, and are separated by a rounded median ridge which

divides above and continues in two diverging processes, the full extent of

which is not shown in any of our specimens.

This species of the Upper Helderberg group offers no important differences from

the S. headleyana of the Lower Helderberg rocks, although that species has not

been observed in the intermediate formation of the Oriskany sandstone. It may
be doubtful, moreover, whether a more extensive series of specimens would not

show that this form, the S. headleyana, S. cavumhona, and S. punctulifera are all of

one species presenting variations of size, degree of convexity, width of area, and

differences of surface markings, due to the influence of the sediment and other

surrounding conditions which affect the development of animal life. »

In the Lower Helderberg specimens of S. headleyana, so far as observed, the

concavity of the ventral valve is usually uniform
;
and only in two specimens from

the Corniferous limestone have I observed an elevation along the middle, which,

in one specimen, is raised into an angular ridge. The muscular impressions of the

specimens in the Corniferous limestone are always proportionally larger than those

of the Lower Helderberg formation.

4

The figures 1 a-i on Plate xiv illustrate the gradations in size, from a specimen three-

fourths of an inch to one of two inches and a quarter in length.

Figure 1 i is an impression of the dorsal valve, showing the punctate surface and the

cavities of the cardinal process.

In figure 1 g the triangular space indicating the usual position of the foramen is diffe-

rently tinted, and the narrow callosity is shown along the middle. The striated or

crenulated portion of the area is likewise limited, as shown in the figure, though

less distinctly in the specimen. The inner edge of the area is indented on each side

of the middle, corresponding to the branches of the cardinal process, as shown in

figure 1 h, while the callosity beneath the centre protects that portion which is

more prominent.

The figure 1 » is a cast from the Schoharie grit.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit, in Albany and Scho-
*

harie counties
;
and in the Corniferous limestone in the Helderberg mountains-

and at Schoharie
;
at Cherry-valley ; Onondaga-hoUow ;

Clarence-hollow : Wil,

liamsville
;
and in all localities of the limestone.
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STROPHODONT^ OF THE HAMILTON GROUP.

As already indicated, several species of Stropiiodonta pass from the

Schoharie grit and Corniferous limestone to the Hamilton group. The

principal among them are the S. demissa, S. perplana, S. inequistriata and

S. nacrea : of these, the two first pass into the Chemung group. It may,

perhaps, be questioned also whether the S. hemispherica of the Corniferous

limestone may not assume the form to which I have given the name S.

concava in the Hamilton Group.

Those species which begin their existence below the horizon of the

Hamilton group, and pass into the Chemung group, have their greatest

development in the Hamilton group, in number of individuals, in size,

and in development of parts, with perhaps the exception of the extrava-

gant forms of S. perplana in the Chemung group.

Stropiiodonta concaya.

PLATE XVL

Strophomcna (StropKodonta) coneata : Hall iq Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 140. 1857.

Also S. concava : Idem, p. 115. 1857.

Shbll large, from two to three and a half inches wide on the hinge-line,

concavo-convex or subhemispheric, broadly semielliptical or subcircu-

lar, sometimes subtriangular from becoming narrowed in front. The

proportions vary from nearly equal length and breadth to a width one-

fourth to one-third greater. The hinge extremities are sometimes

salient, but often rounded.

Ventral valve varying from moderately to extremely convex, and be-

coming gibbous in the middle, rounded upon the umbo and little elevated

above the hinge-line, with beak small and scarcely incurved : in some

specimens, the centre of the valve is elevated in a median ridge.

Dorsal valve usually almost flat or slightly concave in the upper and

central portions, becoming suddenly deflected towards the margin ;
in

some specimens, regularly concave.
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Area of the ventral valve nearly on a plane with the axis of the shell,

ahout a line in width, gently narrowing towards the extremities, ver-

tically striated, with the margin crenulated for more than half the

distance from the centre to the extremities. Area of the dorsal valve

almost rectangular to that of the ventral valve, very narrow and nearly

linear throughout, sometimes narrower in the middle, striate and cre-

nulate as in the opposite valve ; with a small, smooth triangular space

beneath the apex.

The surface of the ventral valve is marked by sharply elevated, strongly

crenulated striae, between which are sometimes one or two less elevar

ted striae similarly crenulated, and still finer striae between the latter.

In other specimens there are wider spaces of finer equal striae between

the stronger ones ; and, in still other examples, the striae are nearly

all strong and sharply elevated, with few finer ones, which soon rise

to the strength of the others. Close undulating concentric striae cover

the whole surface. The dorsal valve is marked by distant sharp ele-

vated striae, between which there are from three to six and rarely ten

finer striae, which are very finely crenulated by concentric striae.

In some specimens the ventral valve is marked by an irregular fold or

ridge down the middle, and there are sometimes a few incipient plica-

tions on one or both sides towards the margin of the shell. These plica-

tions likewise affect the dorsal valve.

The interior of the valves is finely pustulose. The divaricator muscu-

lar impressions of the ventral valve are large and spreading, about as

wide as long, extending nearly half the length of the valve, and deeply

striate ;
while the occlusor impressions are elongate-ovate or cordiform,

and strongly marked. The muscular impressions of the dorsal valve are

strong and divided above by a rounded ridge which supports the strong

bifurcate cardinal process, each division of which is bilobed, and the sur-

faces roughened for the muscular attachment.

Some of the more characteristic forme of this species are illustrated on Plate xvi. In a

. large number of specimens, the convexity of the ventral valve is less than in the

figure given.

[ PaLvKOntohooy IV.] 18
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This Bpecies is closely allied to the S. hemispherica, differing in the surface

marking, and to some degree, in the muscular impressions ;
and it is impossible

to determine how far these modifications may extend, without a large series of

apecimens in better preservation than usually found. In the Hamilton group, the

species is subject to considerable variety of form and convexity, but is always

readily recognized among the other species of the group. In the collections there

IB a single example of a dorsal valve, which is moderately concave for a little more

than half its length, with some obscure concentric wrinkles
; beyond this, it is

deflected almost at right angles to the plane of the upper part of the shell. The

muscular impressions are shorter and wider than usual, and the cardinal process

is shorter and stronger. In comparison with the prevailing forms, this might have

been regarded as a distinct species.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs rarely in the Comife-

rous limestone in New-York, and is very common in the soft shales of the Hamil-

ton group in all the localities from Cayuga lake westward to Lake Erie. It is

apparently limited to the upper beds of the group, or to the Moscow shale, and

is comparatively rare below that horizon. At the present time, it is unknown to

me in any position higher than the Hamilton group.

Stropliodonta perplaiia.

PLATES XI, XII, XVII & XIX.

SIrophomena perplana : Coxrad, Jonr. Ao»d. Nat. Sciences, Vol. viii, pa. 267, pi. 14, f. 11. 1842.

Stropkomena phrittriata : Conhad, nt sup. p. 2o9.

Strophomena delthyrU : ut sup. pa. 258, pi. 14, f. 19.

Stropkomena crenUtria ; Hall, Report Fourth Greological Dist. New-York, p. 171, f. 4. 1848.

Strophomena (Strophodonta) fragilis : IIali, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 143. 1857.

Strophodonta fragilU : Hall, Report Geological Survey of Iowa. pa. 496, pi. 8, f. 6a, 6c. 1858.

Shell semielliptical ; the length varying from two-thirds to three-fourths

the width, which is from half an inch to two inches ; slightly concavo-

convex, and often nearly flat : hinge-line equalling or often a little

greater than the width of the shell below ; the extremities usually

somewhat salient, except in extremely old'shells. Margins of the shell

often a little contracted just below the hinge-extremities, making the

width less than below ; but the sides are frequently nearly straight

for half their length, and the front broadly rounded with the margin
attenuate.
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Ventral valve very little convex, the greatest convexity above the

middle of its length, with frequently a few obscure concentric wrinkles

near the apex, and sometimes upon the body of the shell : apex

scarcely rising above the hinge-line, and slightly incurved. Dorsal

valve gently concave, and often nearly flat.

Area of the ventral valve usually less than a line in width, inclined at

an angle of 40° to 50° to the plane of the margins and curved in the

upper part, vertically striated in its whole extent and crenulate on

the inner margin ; sometimes a flat triangular space in the place of a

foramen, with a narrow callosity in the middle, but this feature is not

always observable. Area of the dorsal valve about half as wide as that

of the ventral, gently curved outwards, leaving an angle between the

two of more than 90° : the centre is marked by a narrow callosity or

an impressed space.

Surface covered by fine subequal striae, those of the ventral valves being

the finer, extremely sharp and often gently undulating, increasing

both by bifurcation and intercalation, and crossed by fine, even

concentric striae. In some specimens the longitudinal striae rise at fre-

quent and regular intervals into minute granules, evidently the bases

of minute spines, which have covered the surface of the ventral valve.

The dorsal valve is marked by fine even rounded striae which are can-

cellated by close concentric striae, and the same obscure concentric

undulations as are observed on the surface of the ventral valve. Very

rarely there is some interruption to the regularity of the striae, appa-

rently owing to an injury which has often caused the concentric striae

to curve towards that point, and the radiating striae to converge, ma-

king a kind of seam or cicatrix?.

In specimens of the same species from Illinois and Iowa, the striae on

the ventral valve are less sharp, and arranged in fascicles of four to six

finer ones between the stronger and more elevated striae. In the speci-

mens from the Chemung group, the striae are often very irregular, rising

at intervals into elongate pustulose elevations, and again subsiding to

delicate lines.

/
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The interior of the ventral valve is marked by large flabelliform di-

Tftricator muscular impressions, extending more than half the len^h of

the shell ;
narrow above, with sides nearly straight, curving below and

deeply divided in front, each division showing four or five lobes. The

occlusor impressions are two semioval elevated spots a little below the

apex, the centre becoming a thickened ridge or process lying beneath

the place of the foramen, with a cavity on each side for the insertion of

the bifurcate dorsal cardinal process. The muscular impression is exca-

rated in the substance of the shell, the margin in the upper part being

elevated and marked by a row of pustules. In young shells the muscular

impressions are often indistinctly limited, but in the older shells are

very well defined. The muscular impressions of the dorsal valve are dis-

tinctly but not strongly marked : these are separated above by a median

ridge which divides in the bifurcating cardinal process, and this is

supported on each side by an oblique pustulose ridge which gradually

iperges into the surface of the shell.

In general, the shell is readily recognized by ile nearly flat form and

fine nearly equal striae. In the muscular impressions of the interior, it

resembles 8. beckii ofthe Lower Helderberg group, but is never so strongly

wrinkled. The smoother specimens of that species in limestone are not

easily distinguished from the ordinary forms of this one as they occur in

the Corniferous limestone.

The original of S. perplana of Conrad was from the Onondaga limestone of the

Upper Helderberg group, a specimen about five-eighths of an inch in width.

The iS. jduriitriata of the same author was described from an impression of the

ventral valve in arenaceous shale
;
and similar specimens from the same vicinity

as the original show that it does not differ from the S. perplana, while casts of

that species occur in the same association. The S.fragilis, Hall, was described

from specimens in the calcareous shale of the Hamilton group in Western New-

Tork, and from the same horizon at Rock island in Illinois.

The Strophomena delthyris of Conbad, from the Chemung group, is doubtless a

large individual of S. perplana, since I find that similar large casts of this species

occur in the same formation.
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The figures of Plates xi & xii have already been referred to, pages 81 & 87.

Figures la-Id Plate xvii are of the ordinary forms of the species from the Hamilton

group of New-York.

Figure le shows an enlargement of the area.

Figure If represents the surface characters of the Illinois and Iowa specimens.

Figures Ig and lA are interiors of the ventral valve.

Figure It is a cast of the ventral valve of a large specimen.
The figures lk,u are of the interior of the dorsal valve enlarged.

Figures 1 n-o are enlargements of the striae of New-York and western specimens.
On Plate xix, figures 15- 19, are illustrations of the species as it has been observed in

the Chemung group.

Geological formations and localities. This species is found in the Schoharie grit

of Albany and Schoharie counties, in the condition of casts of the interior with

impressions of the exterior surface. It is found in the Comiferous limestone, usually

smaller than the medium size of specimens in the Hamilton group, but rarely in

larger forms : occurring in the Helderberg mountains
;
at Schoharie

;
at Cherry-

valley, and at Williamsville, N.Y.
;
and near Columbus, Ohio ;

and at the Falls

of the Ohio river.

In the Hamilton group, it is found at numerous localities throughout the extent

of the outcrop. In the eastern part of the State, it usually occurs in the condition

of casts of the interior with impressions of the exterior. In the calcareous shales

on Cayuga and Seneca lakes, at Moscow, York, Pavilion, Darien, and at Eighteen-

mile creek, the shell is preserved in great perfection. Wo find the species in the

same horizon at Rock island, Illinois
;
and near New-Buffalo, Iowa.

In the Chemung group, it is found at Chemung-narrows ; along the line of the

Blossburg railroad, and at other places.

Stropliodonta demissa.

• PLATE XVII.

Strophomena demUsa : Coskad, Journal Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. viii, pa. 258, pi. 14,

f. 14. 1842.

Slrophomena (Strophod[>nta) demista : Hall in Tenth Keport on State Cabinet, p. 137. 1847.

Strophodonta demiita : Hall, Report Geological Survey of Iowa, pa. 495, pi. 3, f. 6. 1859.

Strophomena demUta : Billings, Canadian Journal, 1861.

<• " " Geology of Canada, p. 867. 1868.

Shell semielleptical, u-sually wider than high, length and breadth often

nearly equal : hinge-line equalling or greater or less than the width

of the shell below, abruptly contracted beneath the extremities,

which are often auriculate ; in some specimens the sides are nearly

straight, and parallel for more than half the length of the shell.
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Ventral valve regularly convex, often gibbous; greatest elevation

nearly central, and sometimes subangulated along the middle : umbo

small and prominent, with the apex slightly incurved and extending

beyond the plane of the area
;
surface a little concave towards the car-

dinal angles, which are slightly deflected. Dorsal valve moderately

concave, rarely following the convexity of the opposite valve
; some-

times an undefined median depression extends from beneath the apex

to the front of the shell.

Area of ventral valve variable, usually of moderate width, from tItf to

-^ of an inch wide in the centre, having a low triangular outline, con-

cave in the middle and for a considerable distance on each side of the

beak, strongly striated transversely and more faintly longitudinally,

sometimes marked along the middle by a subangular elevation
; inner

margin crenulated for nearly its entire length. There is no foramen,

but sometimes a smooth triangular space beneath the beak. Dorsal

area narrow and usually linear, sometimes wider and sometimes nar-

rower in the middle, and the margin for a short space free from crenu-

lations. The planes of the two areas are inclined so as sometimes to give

less than a right angle between them, but generally a greater angle,

and along the middle the two are often nearly in the same plane.

Surface marked by numerousT^ovvded strife, about nine or ten of which

are much stronger and more elevated on the umbo of the ventral

valve, with finer ones coming in between and on either side : striae

frequently increasing by intercalation and bifurcation, until they

become very numerous and much finer at the margin. On the

dorsal valve, the stria3 are similar to those of the ventral valve. In

well-preserved specimens, fine concentric striae cover the entire sur-

face, but the greater number of specimens do not preserve these mark-

ings. The coarser striae are sometimes seen separated on the middle

of the shell, each one presenting the appearance of a fascicle of striae,

which, spreading, cover the lower part of the shell with extremely

fine crowded striae.
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The interior of the ventral valve, and casts of the same, show a large

flabelliform divaricator muscular impression, which is somewhat widely

separated in front, and each division distinctly lobed. The occlusor

muscular impressions occupy a semielliptical space on each side of a

narrow central depression, the marking on either side being double in

well-preserved specimens. The upper extremities of this impression are

close under the arch of the umbo, and separated by a smooth space from

the divaricator impressions.

Beyond the muscular impressions, the interior surface is minutely

pustulose, the points being more prominent just without their limits
;

beyond which, the course of the vascular impressions can be distinctly

traced.

In the 'dorsal valve, the anterior and posterior occlusor muscular

impressions are very conspicuous and deeply marked, and often limited

by an elevated ridge, a narrow longitudinal ridge dividing the two pairs.

On each side, and below the muscular impressions, the surface is marked

by small pustules or tubercles
;
and beyond these the surface is minutely

pustulose, the vascular impressions becoming distinct towards the

margin. The cardinal process is divided from the base, the divisions

strongly diverging.

The varieties of form and gradations of size usually observed in this species

are illustrated on Plate xvii. In the greater proportion of New-York specimens,

the hinge-line is usually extended very little, if at all, beyond the width of the

shell below
;
but in the western specimens, figs. 2 h and 2 i, the extremities are

much produced. In these specimens the striae do not diminish towards the margin,

as in those from more eastern localities.

In figure 2 r the area is purposely broken away to show the extent of the

occlusor muscular impressions. The absence of foramen, or callosity marking its

place, is shown in several of the figures.

Beginning its existence in the Schoharie grit, this species there attains its full

size
;
but its muscular markings are rarely well developed in the specimens from

that rock, probably owing to the tenuity of the shells.

In the Corniferous limestone, the specimens (as far as they haye come under

my observation) do not reach the full dimensions of the species, but are thick

and robust, having a high degree of convexity.
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It is common and even abundant in many localitieB of the Hamilton group,

vhere it reaches a perfection and degree of development not elsewhere observed.

In the eastern part of New-York, in the arenaceous portions of the group, it is

usually seen in the condition of casts of the interior
;
and its more perfect deve-

lopment is in the calcareous shales beyond the Genesee valley. In Illinois and

Iowa, in the calcareous shale of the same horizon, it is abundant. It occurs in the

Chemung group at several localities in Western New-York, but is by no means a

conspicuous fossil.

Geologicalformations and localities. This species is found (as already observed )

in the Schoharie grit, Corniferous limestone, Hamilton and Chemung groups. In

the Hamilton group, some of the principal localities are Darien in Genesee county,

and Eighteen-mile creek in Erie county ;
likewise on Seneca and Cayuga lakes,

and at some more eastern localities.

It has been found in the same horizon in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia ;

at Rock island ( Illinois), New-Buffalo and Pine creek ( Iowa). ^

Stropliodonta nacrea.

PLA.TE XVIII.

Strophomena (Strophodonta) nacrea : Haxl, in Tenth Regents' Report on State Cabinet, p. 144. 1857.

Strophotnena lepida : Haix, Geol. Report Iowa, Vol.i, part 2, pa. 498, pi. 8, f. 3 a, b, c. 1858.

Shell small, semielliptical, having a brilliant nacreous lustre* : hinge-

line crenulated, equalling or a little less than the greatest width of

the shell below, and sometimes terminating in more or less distinct

angles. Dorsal valve concave. Ventral valve sometimes regularly con-

vex, flattened at the margins, often depressed-convex in the umbonal

region and abruptly arched towards the front : beak very small and

depressed : area very narrow, linear, without foramen. The area of the

dorsal valve is often nearly as wide as that of the ventral valve.

SoEFACB apparently smooth, but under a lens showing very faint con-

centric lines of growth, with sometimes obscure traces of radiating

lines.

The muscular impressions in the ventral valve extend more than half

the length of the shell. The divaricator muscular imprints are deeply

• The shell bas often a brownish or coppery metallic lustre, probably owing to the staining of the

Mrface from the decomposition of iron pyrites.
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depressed, elongate-ovate, narrowing above and somewhat widely sepa-

rated below ; while the occlusor impressions are narrow-ovate spots on

the thickened portion of the shell, and below these extends a narrow ele-

vated band separating the other impressions. In the dorsal valve, the ante-

rior and posterior occlusor muscular impressions are small and not

strongly defined. The cardinal process is slender, bifurcating, with a

narrow rounded ridge extending from its base down the middle of the

valve. The interior of the shell, excepting the muscular impressions, is

studded with prominent scattered granules or papilla3. IThe crenulations

on the hinge-line are rather distant, but conspicuous.

Even in fragments this species may be always distinguished from its

associates by the peculiar lustre.

This speciea bears some resemblance to Orthis lepis of Bronn, but is much less

distinctly striated than well-preserved specimens of that shell, and the crenula-

tions of the hinge-line are only about half as many as in the European species.

The generally smooth surface and strong lustre of the two, in specimens before

me, give a similarity in external appearance, which is not confirmed by a compa-

rison of the details. Observations of a larger number of specimens has shown

that there are no constant characters by which the New-York and Iowa forms

can be separated from each other, and the S. lepida therefore becomes a synonym.

Geological formations and localities. In the shales of the Hamilton group on the

shore of Lake Erie, at Darien, York, and on the shore of Canandaigua lake. It

occurs in the same formation at Rock island, in Illinois
;
and is cited by ]JIr.

Billings as having been found in the Hamilton shales in the town of Bosanquet in

Canada Wgst. It also occurs in the Comiferous limestone at East-Victor and at

Lapham's mills in Ontario county, New-York.

[
Paljeontology IV.

I
l4
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Stropliodoiita inequistriata.

PLATE XVIIL

Strophomena inequislriata .- Conrad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, 1842, Vol viii, pa. 254,

pi. 14, f.2.

Strophomena inegtiislriaia : Hall, Geol. Rep. 4th District, 1843, p. 290, f. 4.

Compare Orthit inlerttrialis : PniLLirs. Pal. Fossils, 1839, pa. Gl, pi. 25, f. 103 a, b, c. d.

Strophomena {Strophodonta) inequislriata : Hall, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 142. 1857.

Shell semioval or somewhat semicircular in outline : hinge-line extended

beyond the width of the shell below
;
extremities acute, sometimes

auriculate. Rarely the sides are nearly straight below the auricu-

late extremities, and the basal curve rather straightened on each side

and produced in a subnasute extension in the middle.

Ventral valve usually regularly convex, and often more gibbous in the

middle and abruptly arched towards the hinge-line, depressed-convex

on the disc, with the margin towards the front more abruptly curving ;

sometimes gently sloping towards the front and abruptly constricted

on the sides below the cardinal extremities, which are deflected to the

ventral side : the beak is small, scarcely prominent on the hinge-line.

Dorsal valve moderately concave, often more deeply concave ; some-

times moderately concave in the upper and middle part, and suddenly

deflected towards the front.

Area of the ventral valve narrow-linear, extending to the extremities

of the hinge-line, striate vertically, with the inner margins crenulate

from one-half to two-thirds the length from the beak to the extremi-
"

ties : foramen none ;
a slight linear elevation extends across the

area. Dorsal area scarcely more than half as wide as the ventral area,

and, in very perfect specimens, having a narrow elevated ridge cross-

ing it in continuation of that of the opposite valve.

Surface of the entire shell marked by slender distant elevated striaD,

which are increased by interstitial additions
;
the interspaces occupied

by much finer closely arranged striaj, which are scarcely visible to the

naked eye, and crossed by fine concentric stria3.
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In the interior of the ventral valve, the occlusor muscular impressions

occupy a narrow subquadrangular elevated space just beneath the apex ;

while the divaricator muscular imprints occupy a short broad space on

each side, and are limited by nearly vertical or slightly curving ridges

which have in some degree the appearance of dental lamellae : within

the limits of these ridges, the muscular imprints are not strongly marked.

In the dorsal valve, the posterior occlusor imprints are broad and extend-

ing far towards the cardinal line, and often limited externally by a low

pustulose ridge : the anterior impressions are small and narrow, sepa-

rated by a narrow mesial ridge and margined by diverging elevated

ridges, which, above the impression, are united in the mesial ridge from

which proceeds the bifurcating cardinal process : the divisions of this

process are broad and somewhat flattened vertically or a little obliquely,

and sometimes grooved on the inner side and distinctly bilobed at the

extremities.

The condition of the muscular imprints is subject to considerable

variation; for in some specimens those of the anterior occlusors are

raised in two prominent processes to a height greater than the enclosing

ridges, and sometimes the imprints remain depressed, and the enclosing

ridges are extremely elevated, arching over and nearly enclosing the

muscular area. Just without the muscular areas, in both valves, the inte-

rior surface is rather strongly pustulose, and beyond this it is finely

pustulose in lines corresponding to the external striae; while the dorsal

valve, more often than the ventral, is marked by strong vascular

impressions.

This species bears such a close resemblance to the figures of Prof. Phillips

cited above, that in my Report of the Fourth Geological District of New-York I

regarded the two as identical. I am now disposed to doubt the propriety of this

reference. It varies much in the convexity of the ventral valve
; being in some

individuals extremely gibbous, and in others very moderately convex. The area

is subject to some variations in width, perhaps .owing to compression ;
and in

some specimens, the area of the dorsal valve is nearly as wide as the ventral area.

The general surface character of the convex valve is much like that of good

specimens of Strophomena alternata of the Trenton limestone, but it does not
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appear to bo subject to such extreme variations in respect to the striae. It resem-

bles very closely, in its surface markings, the S. textilis, but is always smaller, with

a more extended hinge-line, and never so flat as that species. In the same respects

it is not very dissimilar to some of the other species of the Upper Heldcrborg and

Hamilton groups ;
and it has been confounded with S. inequiradiata, which is a

much larger shell, ^vith different internal characters. Its surface strisB are more

delicate than any of the other species, and its muscular impressions are peculiar

in form and details, and entirely unlike those of any other species, as shown in

figures 2 A, i, k, on Plate xviii.

The general characters of the species and varieties of form are shown in figures

2 a-k, on Plate xviii.

After critical comparison of all the other species of the Hamilton group, I am
convinced that the species of Mr. Conrad is the one I have here described and

illustrated, although not entirely corresponding with the original description.

Geologicalformations and localities. This species occurs in the Corniferous lime-

stone somewhat rarely, but is common in the Hamilton group, and is at present

unknown in any higher position. It is common in localities along the shores of

Seneca, Cayuga and Canandaigua lakes
;
at Moscow

;
York

;
Pavilion

;
Darien

;

Eighteen-mile creek, and numerous other places in the Hamilton group. Its locali-

ties in the Corniferous limestone have already been enumerated on page 88.

Stropliodonta textilis.

PLATE XVIII.

Strophomena (Strophodonta) textilit : Hail, 5n Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 141. 1847.

Shell very thin, nearly flat, transverse, semioval, sometimes nearly as

long as wide, the length being from two-thirds to four-fifths the width
;

hinge-line equalling or sometimes a little greater than the width of

the shell below, with salient angles.

Venteal valve slightly convex. Dorsal valve gently concave.

Abea of the ventral valve narrow, almost linear, and extremely narrow

towards the extremities, vertically striated, with a narrow callosity in

the centre ; the inner margin crenulate for about two-thirds its length.

Area of the dorsal valve linear, scarcely half as wide in the middle aa

that of the opposite valve.
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Surface marked by distant slender elevated radiating striae, which are

increased by interstitial additions ; and the interspaces are marked by

five, six or more extremely fine striae, which are cancellated by finer

concentric striae. There is apparently no essential difierence in the

surface markings of the two valves.

In the ventral valve, the occlusor muscular impressions occupy very

narrow spaces just beneath the beak : the divaricator muscular impres-

sions are large flabelliform, each one divided into several lobes, and

margined on each side for a part of their extent by a pustulose ridge ;

while the anterior limits are not usually well defined. In the dorsal

valve, the posterior occlusor imprints are large semioval and concave,

defined by a slight thickening of the shell, and separated by a rounded

mesial ridge which divides below
;
the marks of the anterior occlu-

sors being at the lower extremities of this divided ridge. The cardinal pro-

cess is bifurcate from its origin, and comparatively slender.

The interior surface, beyond the muscular impressions, is marked by

somewhat distant minute elongate papillae which are arranged in lines

in the direction of the striae. The interior of a single dorsal valve shows

also prominent radiating folds ; but this feature may not be constant.

This species may be readily distinguished by its nearly flat form and large

size. The surface striae are similar to those of S. inequistriata, and to those of the

dorsal valve of S. concava and of S. inequiradiaia. The muscular impressions of the

ventral valve are similar to those of the S.perplana; but the interior of the dorsal

valve of that species exhibits a shorter cardinal process, and a diflerent disposi-

tion of the muscular impressions. The latter are very similar to those of the

dorsal valve of S. inequistriata, as is shown in figures 2 A and d of Plate xviii
;

while there is a great contrast in the ventral valves of the two species, as shown

in the cast of S. texhlis, figure 4, and the interior of S. inequistriata, figure 2 & of

the same plate.

Figures 3 a, b, c, of Plate xvin illustrate the usual forms of the species ;
while

figure 4 is unusually extended on the hinge-line.

Some farther illustrations of the interior are given upon Plate xix a.

Geologicalformations and localities. This species is known in the Hamilton group

on the shores of Seneca and Cayuga lakes
;
Mud creek and West-BIoomfield,

Ontario county ;
York and Moscow, Livingston county ; Bethany, Covington and

Darien, Genesee county ;
and the shore of Lake Erie. It occurs also in the Tully

limestone
;
and a single dorsal valve has been seen from the Corniferous limestone.
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STROPHODONT^ OF THE CHEMUNG GROUP.

Stropliudonta cayuta (n. s.).

PLATE XIX.

Referred to S. interttrialu of Phiiltm, Gcol. Rep. 4th District New-York, p. 266. 1848.

Shell semielleptical ; length and breadth about as three to five, while

in some specimens the length is nearly equal to the M'idth
;
sometimes

the width on the hinge-line is twice as great as the length : cardinal

extremities usually more or less produced, and often auriculate.

Ventral valve usually of moderate convexity, sometimes but slightly

convex on the upper half of its length, and abruptly inflected towards

the front; while there is frequently a longitudinal ridge down the

middle. In the shaly beds, this valve is compressed and only gently

convex. The dorsal valve is usually very gently concave.

Area of the ventral valve narrow-linear, and the inner margin crenu-

lated for more than half its length. The dorsal area is barely a crenu-

lated line.

Surface marked by distant sharp elevated striae, between which are

four, five, six or more extremely fine striae, which are increased by

interstitial additions.

The interior of the ventral valve, as shown in casts, is marked by a

broad bilobed divaricator muscular impression, which is wider than long,

spreading from the apex, and surrounded by an elevated rim. The occlu-

Bor muscular impressions are minute spots just below the apex of the

umbonal cavity. The divisions of the muscular impression are deeply

striated in the cast, and often show subordinate lobes near the margin.

The surface around the muscular impressions is papillose.

This species bears much resemblance to S. inequutriata of the Hamilton group

in its external characters, but the ventral valve is not so regularly convex, and

tho dorsal valve is less concave
;
while in the muscular impressions it differs con-

spicuously. In the coarser sandstones of the Chemung group, the specimens of this

sbcll are usually smaller and more convex
;
while the strife are not so regular and

oven as in those from the more shaly portions of the formation. It is scarcely
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knOAvn except in the condition of casts, the shell being rarely preserved in any
of the epecimens obtained.

The figures 1 - 5 on Plate xix show the ordinary forms of casts of the ventral

valve
;
no casts of dorsal valves in a condition to be illustrated, have been

found up to this time.

Geological formation and localities. In the Chemung group, on Cayuta creek
;

near Elmira
; along the line of the Blossburgh railroad

;
near Bath in Steuben

county, and in other localities in the southern counties of the State.

Strophodonta nmcronata.

PLATE XIX A.

Btrophodonta mucronata : Conrad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol.viii, p. 257. 1842.

The description of Mr. Conrad is as follows :
—

" Winged : inferior valve convex-depressed, with crowded unequal
"

radii, and very fine transverse wrinkles
;
umbo flattened

; apex on
" a line with the hinge-margin ; hinge extremities acutely angulated."

The species which I have identified with this one is a semioval shell,

the proportions of length and breadth varying considerably, the hinge-

line often extended beyond the width of the shell. The ventral valve is

very depressed-convex, and the dorsal valve nearly flat. The area of the

ventral valve is extremely narrow, and the inner margin crenulated for

about half its length. The surface is marked by distant sharp elevated

striae, with the interspaces occupied by numerous finer undulating striae.

The muscular impressions are faintly marked ;
those of the occlusor

muscles occupy a minute space near the apex of the cast ;
and the diva-

ricator muscular impressions are elongate and spreading, and partially

limited by an oblique pustulose ridge on each side, in form and cha-

racter like those in S. perplana, but less strongly defined. The cardinal

process of the dorsal valve is slender, and supported at its base by an

oblique ridge on each side, between which the muscular markings are

faintly impressed.

This shell has the general form and the tenuity of S. perplana; but the muscu-

lar markings are not proportionally as large in the ventral valve, and the cardinal

process of the dorsal valve is much more slender and less diverging. The surface
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8tri» aro of the character of S. inequistriata, S. textilis and others, a condition

sometimes assumed by S. perplana in the Hamilton shales of Iowa
;
but we have

that species in the same association with this one, showing its characteristic

muscular impressions, with a somewhat wider area than S. mucronata, and the

surface striae even or raised at intervals into elongate nodes, but never having

the elevated striaa and equal interspaces with finer striae shown by this species.

Although it is not always (and in some localities not often) produced at the

hkige-extremities, it is the only form which I can identify with Mr. Conkad's

description. The S. elmira is too convex on the ventral valve, and moreover rarely

occurs except in casts which give the strong muscular impression a prominence

that would not have been overlooked in the description.

Figures 5 and 5 a, Report ( p. 266) of the 4th District of New-York, are of this species,

and not identical with 5 6, c, which are of the S. cayuta.

The figure given by Mr. Vanuxem (Geol. Report of the 3d District, page 174, figure 1)

is of this species, found in the neighborhood of Ithaca.

Geologicalformation and localities. In the Chemung group, at Chemung-narrows ;

at the Inclined plane of the railroad near Ithaca
;
near Elmira and Bath

;
and

also at Cortlandville and many other localities in the central and southern parts

of the State.

Stropliodonta Cflelata (n. s.).

PLATE XIX.

Shei,!- resupinate, semielliptical or semicircular ; the cardinal extremities

extremely produced.

The cast shows that the ventral valve is concave, being moderately

convex upon the umbo, and sloping gently downwards to below the

middle ; beyond which, the anterior portion is abruptly deflected.

The area is of moderate width, flat and striated, with the margin crenu-

lated for nearly its entire length ;
the crenulations elongate and a

little oblique.

The divaricator muscular impressions form a broad flabelliform scar,

which is once and a half as wide as long, and has been nearly surrounded

by an elevated rim. Each division is marked by eight or nine distinct

lobes. The occlusor impressions occupy semioval spots in the upper part

of this area, and are separated by a narrow ridge, which becomes broader
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above and is truncate at its extremities. Outside of the muscular impres-

sion, the surface is punctate or papillose ; and from the commencement
of the abrupt curvature, it is marked by strong vascular impressions.

The cast of a convex dorsal valve found in the same strata shows the

marks of a strong nearly vertical cardinal process, with remains of socket

plates and strong impressions of the occlusor muscles.

Since we know but this species in the Chemung group mth a concave ventral

valve, it is inferred that the convex dorsal valve may belong to the same species.

The specimens are illustrated in figures 7 and 8 of Plate xix.

Geological formation and locality. In some arenaceous beds of the Chemung

group, to the northwest of Elmira.

Stropliodonta perplana var. neiTOsa.

PLATE XIX.

Strophomena nervosa : Hall, Geol. Report of 4th District, p. 266, f. 1.

Strophomena delthyrit : Conrad, Jonr. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Vol. viii, pa. 258, pi. 14, f. 19.

Shell very depressed, subplano-convex ; semielliptical, with hinge-

extremities often extremely produced.

Ventral valve very slightly convex
;
and dorsal valve barely concave.

Surface marked by sharp elevated undulating striae, which are irregu-

larly bifurcated, and often swelling at unequal intervals into node-like

expansions.

The casts, as far as observed, are undistinguishable in character from

-those of S. perplana.

In describing from the general form of the shell and surface characters, no one

would suspect this to be of the same species as the regularly striated S.

perplana of the Hamilton group and Corniferous limestone. A comparison of

numerous imperfect specimens retaining some portion of the shell, as shown in

figures 15 and 16, together with casts of the interior of the same, has left no

doubt as to the propriery of referring them to S. perplana.

Figure 14 is from the original specimen of S. nervosa, and is a cast of the ventral

valve in soft olive shale
;
while figure 15 is part of a specimen retaining the shell

essentially entire.

[ PAL^ONTOLOOy IV.] 15
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The casts figures 17, 18 and 19 preserve the usual characters of the casts of

the voutral valve of S. perplana; the marks of strire, as far as seen, being more

regular than those of the shell figure 15. These casts I infer to bo similar to the

apooimcn from which Mr. Conrad described Strophomena delthyris, loc. cit.

Geological formation and localities. These specimens present the usual aspects

of this species and variety in the Chemung group in Tioga county; near Ithaca,

and along the line of the Corning and Blossburgh railroad. The more characte-

ristic forms of those designated S. nervosa were found near Bath, and at

Campbelltown in Steuben county.

Strophodonta deniissa.

PLATE XIX.

[ Described page 101 of this volume, Hamilton group.]

The condition of this species, in the Chemung group, is illustrated in figures

8-12. Figure 8 is a somewhat distorted cast of a ventral valve whicli shows no

muscular markings. Figure 10 is a similar cast, a little more extended on the

hinge-line; while figure 9 is extremely extended at the cardinal extremities.

Figures 11 and 12 are views of a cast of a ventral valve scarcely differing in

condition from the better preserved specimens in the Hamilton group.

The casts and impressions of this shell in the Chemung group frequently show

broad radiating folds, as partially illustrated in figure 9
;
and the central portion

is often produced into a nasnte extension.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs on Chemung creek and

at Chemung-narrows ;
also near Jefferson in Steuben (Schuyler) county, and near

Bath
;
and in Cattaraugus and Chautauque counties.

Strophodonta suhdemissa.

The species described by me as Strophomena {Strophodonta) subdemifsa, in the

Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, is only a variety of the S. demissa, as I sug-

gested at the time. The conditions existing in the specimens then examined have

been found in a greater or less degree, and connected with other modifications, in

nearly all the specimens from Illinois and Iowa.

Strophodonta plicata.

Strophodonta plicata : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 90. 1860.

This species, which was founded on a well marked specimen from rocks of the

age of the Hamilton group at Iowa city, has been obtained at Indcpcndonco,

Iowa, and a specimen kindly forwarded to mo by Mr. Orestes St.John.
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Gemus C'hoiveTES (Fischer, 1837).

The Genus Chonetes, having the general form of Strophodonta or

Strophomena and Lept^na, is distinguished externally from those forms

by the tubular spines on the outer margin of the ventral area
;
and from

Productus by the manner in which these spines are disposed. In some

species, however, in addition to these, the surface of the shell is studded

with small spines as in Productus. Internally it has been shown by Mr.

Davidson to possess characters which ally it with Productus; and it

connects more nearly, by form and general features, the families of

StROPHOMENID^ and PRODUCTIDiE.

In the ventral valve, the area is narrow but well-defined, with a

distinct foramen which is partially closed by a pseudo-deltidium, and the

remainder of the space is filled by a cardinal process from the opposite

valve. In the bottom of the cavity there is a longitudinal median ridge,

and on each side and close to it are the occlusor muscular impressions:

the divaricator impressions occupy a wider space, and usually are not

very well defined in their limits, though having the same general form

and features as those of Strophodonta.

In the dorsal valve, the teeth-sockets are well marked. The cardinal

process is entirely unlike that of the preceding genera, being simple at

its base, and bifid or grooved at the extremity ;
while the lateral divi-

sions usually reach nearly as far as the central portion of the process,

and are separated from that by a groove more or less distinct. Sometimes

the lateral or accessory lobes are distant from the extremity, and sepa-

rated in like manner by a gi'oove.

In one or more of the slender forms of the process, these lateral lobes

are situated at some distance from the apex, and appear like minute

processes on the sides. At its base, the cardinal process is continued in

a slender median ridge. The double occlusor impressions are small, and

from between them proceeds an elevated vascular marking which

assumes a reniform shape ;
this being a distinguishing feature of the genus,

which allies it with Productus.
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The interior of the shells are strongly pustulose or papillose : the

little granules are arranged in the direction of the strioo and along the

grooves of the exterior striae, which often become defined elevations

upon the inner surface of the shell.

So far as we at present know the species in the rocks of this coun-

try, the genus begins its existence in the shales of the Clinton group,

where a single species has been found. There is no species known in the

Lower Helderberg group, and but a single one in the Oriskany sand-

stone. Two species are known in the Schoharie grit, and three others

are common in the Corniferous limestone ; while others are added to the

number in the Hamilton and Chemung groups. Several species are known

in the Carboniferous limestones and in the Coal measures.

For the most part the species are of small size, and, when well pre-

served, it is not very difficult to distinguish them
; but in their various

conditions of preservation, such as partially exfoliated and more or less

worn shells, casts of the interior and impressions of the exterior, in a

matrix varying from pure limestone to calcareous shale, and through the

arenaceous shales to a nearly pure sandstone, the specific relations often

become difficult of determination.

In a very large proportion of the specimens coming before me for

investigation, the cardinal spines cannot be seen, or are but imperfectly

preserved. Their comparative strength or direction often furnishes means

for specific distinction ;
but I have not been able to satisfy myself that

the number of spines on the hinge-line is of specific importance, for

these are sometimes unequal on the two sides of the apex, and their

development seems often to be promoted or retarded by the irregular

growth of the shell. The number of these appendages does not depend on

the size of the shell; some of the larger species having only three or

four spines on each side of the beak, while in the smallest specimens of

the group in our rocks (C. lepid'a), I am able to count six spines on each

Bide ;
and in C. scitula, as many as six or seven, the bases only of many

of them being preserved in the substance of the shell as tubular

openings.
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In many specimens the spines can be seen to originate near the inner

margin of the area, or along the hinge-line, and can be traced in the

substance of the shell in an oblique direction inwards, at first nearly

parallel with the margins of the foramen
;
and it is only after becoming

free, that they take a vertical or obliquely outward direction.

The nature of these tubes penetrating the substance of the shell, has

been pointed out by Count Von Keyserling*, and shown in his illustra-

tions of Chonetes comoides ; but this function has been doubted by Prof.

De Koninck, who regards their obliquely inward direction as a con-

trary indication.f In many of our specimens, however, I am able to

trace these tubes through the substance of the shell from the hinge-

margin (their opening into the interior being a little within the

margin), beginning near the triangular foramen, and penetrating the

shell to the upper edge of the area in lines parallel to the sides of the

foramen. Those nearest the centre are more closely arranged than those

at a greater distance : the former appear on the exterior as minute pus-

tules, sometimes very close to the apex of the shell
;
and in receding

from the centre, they become more prominent, and attain the character

of spines. In some examples, the obliquity of the tubes within the sub-

stance of the shell is seen to become less and less on receding from the

apex, and they are often curved outwards before reaching the surface ;

but the connexion of these tubes with the spines is unmistakable.

In numerous examples of the casts left by the destruction of the ven-

tral valve, the form of the tubes is well preserved in the infiltrated

matter ;
and in these casts we often find evidence of the tubes near the

centre, where no spines are visible on the exterior surface of the shells

of the species, as in Chonetes logani and C. scitula.

*
Geognostiche Beobachtungen auf eiuer Reise in das Pctschora-land : By Count Alexander Von

Keyscrling, 1846.

t
" These grooves do not appear to me to be produced by the cardinal tubes, as Mr. Dk Keyserliwo

thinks, because in thi.'i case they should take an opposite direction : I am led to believe that they depend

solely on the successive growth of the shell." Recherces sur les Animaux Fossiles, p. 190.
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CHONETES OF THE UPPER HELDERBERG AND HAMILTON GROUPS.

Clumctes lieinisplierica.

PLATE XX. Fio. 6.

Ckonelti kemitpheriea : Hail, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 116. 1867.

Compare Strophomena gibbota, Cosead in Annual Geol. Report, 1841, p. 54.

Shell transverse, semielliptical or somewhat semicircular, the greatest

width being on the hinge-line, which is often much extended and

conically auriculate at the extremities.

Vbntkal valve very ventricose or subhemisjjheric, excluding the extre-

mities ;
the umbo prominent, rising considerably above the hinge-line,

with the apex incurved. The hinge-line is marked by three, four or

more spines on each side of the middle.

Dorsal valve unknown.

Surface marked by numerous regular rounded strias, some of which

bifurcate near their origin and then continue simple throughout their

length ;
a few bifurcate on the middle of the shell, and near the margin

there are sometimes intercalations of other striae.

The cast of the ventral valve preserves the striae with almost the same

distinctness as the exterior shell
;
and the depressions between them

are marked by distant oblong pores, which indicate papilla of the same

form on the interior of the shell.

In a specimen of ordinary size, there are about 50 to 54 rounded

striae, and 7 to 9 (and rarely 12 or 14 in young specimens) in the

space of two-tenths of an inch, so few of which bifurcate that the gene-

ral aspect is that of simple striae.

Some specimens, which appear to be younger individuals of this

species, are of moderate convexity, and the striae are finer and a little

more angular than in the larger and older specimens.

The figures 6 a, b, represent the ordinary forms of this species.
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The description of Slrophomena gibbosa, given by Mr. Conrad, is as follows :

"
Subtrigonal ;

inferior valve with back and umbo very prominent and the sides
"
compressed ;

surface with numerous equal slightly undulated strife which
" bifurcate on the umbo

; hinge-extremities prominent and angulated. Locality :

"
Helderberg, in Onondaga limestone."

The striaB in C. hcmispherica are not undulated, and they rarely bifurcate on
the umbo.

Geological formation and locality. In the Schoharie grit, in the Helderberg
mountains and at Schoharie, and rarely in the Corniferous limestone.

Chonetes arcnata.

PLATE XX.

Chonetet arcuata : Hall, Tenth Report on the Stat*Cabinet, p. 110. 1857.

Shell semielliptical or approaching to semicircular
;
the cardinal extre-

mities often extended and auriculate.

Ventral valve arcuate, extremely gibbous or ventricose, with usually a

shallow undefined longitudinal sinus extending from the umbo to below

the middle or near the front of the shell, often constricted near the

cardinal extremities : umbo more or less gibbous, and raised in a

gentle elevation above the hinge-line, with the beak incurved. Hinge-

line, in casts, apparently crenulate
;
and on the exterior margin are

ten or twelve tubular spines, directed obliquely outwards.

Dorsal valve profoundly concave, following nearly the convexity of the

opposite valve, and having the centre a little elevated, corresponding

to the mesial depression.

Surface marked by fine even rounded striae, which increase both by

bifurcation and intercalation, crossed by extremely fine concentric

striae, with sometimes stronger subimbricating lines of growth.

The surface of the cast in the ventral valve is marked by closely

disposed oblong pits or pores, from the papillose inner surface of the

shell. There is a constricted line extending from the apex, gently rece-

ding from,the hinge-margin and curving inwards at some distance from

the cardinal extremities, and thence to the front of the shell, leaving the

portion outside of this a little more elevated.
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The muscular impressions consist of a narrow central scar just below

the apex of the beak, for the occlusor muscles, with a central elongate

oval scar marking the place of the divaricator muscles
;
while there are

two elongate ovate or pyriform scars, one on each side of the apex, and

spreading laterally just within the limit of the constricted line, figure 7/.

The figures 7 a -J" illustrate the usual form and convexity of the species. The character of

the cast of the ventral valve is shown in figures 7 e,f, where the marks of the internal

tubes of the area are conspicuous.

The cardinal spines are rarely visible, owing to the incurved margin which usually Icavca

these appendages imbedded in the stone. In one specimen, however, five or six spines

are seen on one side of the apex. The shell of the area is penetrated from the interior

by numerous comparatively large cylindrical tubes, some of which terminate in elon-

gate spines upon the exterior margin. In one specimen, fifteen of these tubes may be

counted on one side of the apex. In the casts or partial casts of the shell, these tubes

give the appearance, of coarse crenulations.

This species is distinguished from C. hemispherica by being a little less promi-

nent on the umbo, and by the shallow sinus, as well as the more numerous and

much finer strias. The cast does not preserve the marks of the striae so conspicu-

ously, while the surface is more abundantly pitted, without being sensibly

arranged in distinct lines.

Geologicalformation and locality. This species has been found only in the Cor-

niferous limestone, near Williamsville and Clarence-hollow in Erie county, N. Y.

Clionetes acatiradiata.

PLATE XX.
.

Strophomena acutiradiata : HAit, Geol. Report 4th District New York, p. 171. 1843.

CKonttet acutiradiata .- Hall in Tenth Keport on the State Cabinet, p. 117. 1857.

Shell nearly semicircular, sometimes a little more than twicei as wide

as long; the cardinal extremities produced.

Ventral valve moderately convex, sometimes a little gibbous in the

upper part, and frequently flattened or depressed at and below the

middle : umbo little elevated above the hinge-line ; greatest convexity

above the middle, from whence it curves gently to the front, somewhat

abruptly depressed towards the cardinal extremities, which are subau-

riculate and nearly flat. In two individuals, there is a distinct longi-

tudinal sinus in the middle of the valve.
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Dorsal valve unknown.

Surface marked by regular subequal rounded or subangular striae, which

are often irregularly bifurcated towards the margin or increased by

intercalations, and sometimes are nearly simple throughout their

length below the umbo, those of the cardinal extremities being very

irregular or nearly obsolete. Hinge-line marked on each side of the

centre by four or five strong tubular spines which are directed obliquely

outwards.

The sinus in the ventral valve is not uniform, and though evidently a

normal character where it occurs, it cannot be relied upon for characte-

rising the species.

Thig species resembles the C. hemispherica; but the form of all the specimens

is nearly semicircular, the cardinal extremities nearly "flat, and it is never so gib-

bous on the.umbo, while the striae are finer and the cardinal spines more oblique.

In the surface markings, this species is more nearly like C. coronata, but its

form in the specimens known is quite distinctive.

Geologicalfonnation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone, near Williams-

ville
;
Clarence-hollow

;
and Stafford, New-York

;
and in the same limestone at

the Falls of the Ohio.

Chonetes lineata.

PLATE XX.

Strophomena lineata : Vanuxeh, Geol. Report of the 3d District New-Tork, p. 139. f. 6. ( The figure

6 is placed by mistake at the side of a section of Ichthyodorulite, f. 7.)

Chonetes glabra .- Hall ia Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 117. 1857.

Compare Strophomena crebrUtriata, Conead, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. viii, pa. 254,

pi. 14, f. 3.

Also Chonetet tcitula, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 147.

Also Strophomena lineata, Cohbad, Annn 1 Report, 1839, p. 64.

Shell subhemispheric, semioval in outline, with the cardinal line

equalling or greater than the greatest width of the shell below.

Ventral valve very convex, often ventricose, a little flattened in the

middle, regularly curving to the front and lower lateral margins, more

abruptly depressed at the sides, with the cardinal angles somewhat

flattened and often a little deflected to the ventral side.

[ PAI..«0NT0L00y IV.] 16
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Dorsal valve concave, the concavity less than the convexity of the

opposite valve. The area is narrow, that of the dorsal valve* being a

bare line : the ventral area is tAvice as wide in the middle as near the

extremities. Cardinal spines small, and usually but slightly oblique to

the hinge-line, rarely more than two or three visible on each side of

the beak.

Surface marked by numerous slightly elevated rounded striae, a few

of which are more prominent near the beak, and increase by bifurca-

tion and intercalation till the number on the margin becomes from

fifty-four to sixty or more. The striae towards the cardinal angles are

less conspicuous, and sometimes from exfoliation are not at all visible.

The entire surface in well preserved specimens is marked by extremely

fine concentric striae.

The cast is a little constricted within a line about two-thirds the

length from the beak, the middle being more gibbous, while it is a little

expanded beyond this line. The surfacg of the cast is punctate, moderately

marked by striae, becoming more strongly marked at the constrictiou

and from thence to the margin. The interior of the valve preserves

similar markings, the surface being papillose or pustulose. The muscular

impressions of the ventral valve are sometimes defined, and there is a

median longitudinal ridge. The interior of the dorsal valve is pustulose

in lines corresponding to the striae. The muscular impressions and base

of cardinal process are not defined in any specimens observed.

After an examination of a large number of individuals, I find the variation in

number of stria3 too great to offer any reliable character for specific distinction.

The species is doubtless the one figured by Mr. Vanuxem (loo. cit.); and I am

disposed to believe that the Strophomena crehristriata* and S. lineata of Conrad

(loc. cit.) may be the same species. It is most nearly allied to C. yandellana, and

may perhaps be regarded as identical with that species. There are, however, cer-

tain differences which are constant in all the specimens examined. The C. lineata

is always more gibbous ( See figs. 3/ and 4 d, Plate 20) : in C. yandellana the cavity

of the ventral valve is more regularly concave, and loss distinctly constricted

• I have already referred with doubt a species from the Sclioharie grit to S. crehristriata of Conrab i

bat since that description has been printed, I have had reason to question the correctness of my refe-

rence. It is impossible to determine positively the species to which some of these descriptions refer.
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than in C. lineata. In the dorsal valve of the former, the muscular impression,

base of cardinal process, etc. are strongly defined, while they are not so in C.

lineata.

This species diflfers from C. pusilla in its much finer and more numerous striae
;

while it is smaller and more rotund than C. scitula of the Hamilton group.

The characters of the species are illustrated in figures 3 a-f, on Plate xx.

Geological formation and localities. In the Corniferous limestone at Oneida

falls, and abundant between Jamesville and Manlius in Onondaga county, and in

the north part of Seneca county. It is less abundant in the eastern localities of

the Corniferous limestone, and also- in the extreme western localities
;
but it has

been found on the Indian Reservation near Bufi"alo.

Clionetes yandellana.

PLATE XX.

Chonetet yandellana : Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 118. 1857.

Compare C. lineata, ut sup. page 121.

Shell semioval, more or less gibbous : hinge-line equalling the greatest

width of the shell.

Ventral valve regularly convex, abruptly depressed towards the cardinal

angles, which are nearly flat and very slightly deflected to the ventral

side.

Dorsal valve with the concavity a little less than the convexity of the

opposite valve.

Area of the ventral valve parallel with the longitudinal axis of the shell,

nearly twice as wide in the middle as near the extremities : foramen

comparatively large, with margins projecting, and the opening filled

by the cardinal process of the opposite valve. Dorsal area extremely

narrow, being barely a defined line.

Surface, marked by fine somewhat equal strioB, which increase by

bifurcation and intercalation till there are from sixty to seventy on

the margin of the shell. The cardinal margin of the ventral valve

bears three or four short oblique spines on each side of the centre.

The interior of the ventral valve shows strong dental lamellae, and the

muscular impressions are pretty well defined. The dorsal muscular
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impressions are well defined, and between "them there is a strong mesial

ridge which is extended in a bidentate cardinal process. The lower half

of the surface is strongly papillose.

In general form, this species differs little from C. lineata (compare figures 3

o-/and 4 a-g, Plate 20). It is less gibbous, and not flattened on the middle of

the ventral valve
;
while the interior presents more strongly defined markings.

In a collection of more than twenty specimens entirely separated from the lime-

stone, which were sent me by the kindness of Dr. James Knapp, of Louisville,

Kentucky, the general form and moderate convexity are preserved, and it is

rarely that more than three spines are seen on one side of the centre
;
but this

feature is subject to variation, and the spines are sometimes unequal on the two

sides of the same specimen.

All the difierences indicated between this and the preceding species, I can

readily believe may be produced in the sam^ type by the diflferent conditions

of sea bottom, geographical distance, and other causes.

Geological formation and localities. In the hydraulic beds of the Corniferous

limestone, at the Falls of the Ohio, Louisville ( Kentucky), and Jeffersonville

(Indiana).

Chonetes mucronata.

PLATES XX & XXL

Strophomena mucronata : Hall, Geol. Report 4th District New-York, p. 180, f. 3. 1843.

Chonetei laticotta : Hall in Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 119. 1857.

Shell small, semioval, moderately convex, nearly flat (often flattened in

the shale and gibbous in the limestone) : cardinal line equalling or a

little greater than the width of the shell below ; the extremities

sometimes salient.

In the original specimens of this species from the Marcellus shale, the

ventral valve is slightly convex or nearly flat, one-fourth to one-third

wider "than long : the hinge-extremities are rarely a little produced,

but the spines lying in the direction of the hinge-line often gite it the

appearance of extreme extension.

The dorsal valve is very moderately concave or nearly flat.

The surface is marked by twenty to twenty-four or twenty-six nearly

simple subangular striae, which are not so wide as the spaces between

them. Sometimes one, two or three of these striae are bifurcated towards
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the margin. The radiating striae are crossed by extremely fine concentric

elevated striae.

The cardinal margin shows two and rarely three spines on each side

of the centre, which are abruptly bent outwards so as to lie nearly

parallel to the hinge-line, and the outer one extending much beyond the

cardinal extremity. The area is very narrow.

The figures 1 a-g, Plate xxi, are of this species from the Marcellus shale
; the profile

view is from a specimen which is much more convex than usual.

When destitute of the cardinal spines, this species resembles the young of

Tropidolepius carinatus; but is readily distinguished when the cardinal spines are

present, and their direction is a characteristic feature of the species.

The shell described as Chonetes laticosta occurs in the Corniferous limestone

and in the Hamilton group : the form is similar to C. mucronata of the Marcellus

shale. The ventral valve is often quite gibbous, regularly rounded in the middle,

suddenly depressed towards the cardinal angles, which are flattened and rarely

extended beyond the width of the shell. The dorsal valve is moderately concave,

sometimes very gently concave in the upper part of the valve and more abruptly

curved towards the front.

The surface is marked by from twelve to twenty usually simple rounded or

Bubangular stria;, a few of which bifurcate towards the margin, or are increased

by intercalation of one, two or three others towards the margin, and have a

greater or less space between them. This gives considerable variety of aspect to

the surface
;
and in all the individuals in the limestone, the striae are fewer and

stronger than in those from the Marcellus shale. The specimens from the Hamil-

ton group more nearly resemble those from the limestone.

The cardinal margin is marked by two or three spines on each side of the

apex, with rarely indications of a fourth spine nearer the apex. These spines are

bent abruptly downwards, and directed outwards almost parallel to the hinge-

line, and in some instances the outer one appears to be a continuation of the

cardinal extremity (see figures 1 a-c, Plate 20; and figure 1 a-g, Plate 21).

The area of the ventral valve is narrow and linear, and the dental lamellae

are prominent. In the interior there is a strong median angular ridge or septum

reaching more than half the length of the valve. The dorsal area is scarcely more

than the thickness of the shell. The cardinal process is narrow and scarcely bifid

at the extremity, and is supported on each side at its base by an oblique ridge,

and continued in a median longitudinal ridge.
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The interior of both valves is strongly pustulose, but the muscular markings

are not defined in the specimens examined.

In many of the smaller specimens from the Corniferous limestone, there are

but from twelve to sixteen strong rounded strife, and the ventral valve is very

gibbous (figure 2, Plate 20). In some specimens the cardinal extemities arc con-

siderably produced, but this is not a common feature. The species is sometimes

associated with C. lineata and C. lepida in the same fragment of stone. In the

Hamilton group, it has been found more frequently in the harder semicalcareous

beds.

The great variation in convexity, number of striae and general aspect, leads

me to suspect that the following (C dejlecta) may perhaps be only another phase

of the same species.

Geological formation and localities. In the Corniferous limestone of Manchester,

Ontario county ;
at Williamsvillo and Clarence-hollow

;
and on the Indian

Reservatioh to the southeast of Buffalo in Erie County. These localities furnish

the gibbous forms with strong striae designated C. laticosta. In the Marcellus

shale, the species is found at Avon in Livingston county, at Crooked creek near

Darien in Genesee county, and at Alden in Erie county. It occurs in the Hamil-

ton group at Pratt's falls, and in other localities in Onondaga and Madison

counties.

Chonetes deflecta.

PLATE XXI.

Chonetes deflecta : Hall in Tenth Report on Stat« Cabinet, p. 149. 1857.

Choneles gibbosa : Id. Ibid. p. 145. 1847.

Shell semielliptical ; length and width as four to five or eight to nine,

but rarely proportionally wider.

Ventral valve extremely gibbous, regularly arched, the greatest eleva-

tion being about the middle of the length ; abruptly depressed towards

the cardinal angles, which are flattened, with the extremities deflected

to the ventral side. The umbo is a little elevated above the cardinal

margin, and the minute apex (in perfect specimens) projects a Kttle

over the area.

Dorsal valve deeply concave, but not equalling the convexity of the

ventral valve.

Area of the ventral valve narrow, with the exterior margin declining in

a gentle curve to the extremities : the triangular foramen is partially
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closed by a pseudo-deltidium, and the aperture occupied by the cardi-

nal process of the opposite valve. Dorsal area more than half as wide

as the ventral, and marked in the middle by a wide triangular

callosity.

Surface of the ventral valve marked by from twenty-six to thirty or

thirty-four subangular or sometimes rounded stria3, which are often

irregularly increased by bifurcation or intercalation towards the

margin. In those with fewer striae, they are sharper, more abruptly

elevated, and only half as wide as the interspaces ;
while in those

with a larger number, the striae and interspaces are equal, but some-

times the striae become fuller and more rounded, and the interspaces

proportionally less in width. The striae on the dorsal valve correspond

essentially with those of the ventral valve, and there is a considerable

space at the cardinal angles of each valve destitute of striae. Fine

closely arranged concentric striae are visible on the surface of well-

•

preserved specimens.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows a slender elongate cardinal

process which is scarcely bifid at the extremity, and has on each side, a

little below the apex, a minute lateral process for muscular attachment.

The dental sockets are limited on the upper side by a narrow ridge, and

on the lower side by a stronger oblique ridge which supports the base of

the cardinal process. The two pairs of occlusor muscular imprints are

distinctly marked; and outside of these, the vascular impressions are

pretty well defined. Beyond the vascular impressions the surface is

covered by elongate papillae, the marks of the strias being scarcely

distinct.

The interior of the ventral valve shows strong dental lamellae
;
a some-

what broad and angular median ridge terminates above the middle of the

valve. The occlusor muscular impressions have not been observed ; and

those of the divaricator muscles are wide and spreading, but not dis-

tinctly defined. The cavity of the shell is abruptly rounded below, and

the shell abruptly deflected at the sides, leaving the cardino-laterai

margins nearly flat. The surface ia finely pustulose in the middle, a little
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more coarsely pustulose along the deflected line, and nearly or quite

smooth towards the margins.

In the examination of a large number of specimens, the varieties are so

extreme that it seems to me difficult to indicate reliable characters for separa-

ting this from C. mucronata or C. laticosta; the most distinctive feature being the

finer strisB.

In the specimens referred to C. deflecta there are usually a larger number of

strisB, and in some specimens nearly twice as many as the prevailing number

in well marked specimens of C. mucronata. The area of the dorsal valve is like-

wise much wider in the former than in the latter
;
while the interior of the dorsal

valve shows stronger muscular imprints, and the surface is not definitely marked

by the striae.

The original of C. gibbosa is a large very convex specimen, with numerous

regular even rounded 'striae (fig. 8 b,c, Plate 21), and is more extended on the

hinge-line than the usual forms of C. deflecta (fig. 7 a, h, c, Plate 21).

The illustrations on Plate xxi, figures 1 a-g and 8 a-c, present the usual varieties of

form observed in these shells.

Geological formation and localities. In the Hamilton group, on Canandaigua

lake
;
and at Ludlowville and Kidder's ferry on Cayuga lake

;
at Moscow, York,

Covington and other places in Western New-York.

Cbonetes pusilla.

PLATE XXL

Chonelet pvtilla : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 149. 1857

Compare Chonetea deflecta and C. mucronata.

Shell small, semielliptical, the length and width being about as two to

three ;
the hinge-line usually about equals the greatest width of the

shell below.

Ventral valve gibbous, regularly convex on the umbo and in the middle

and lower part of the shell, more abruptly depressed towards the

hinge-extremities, which are obtuse and rarely a little extended :

area narrow.

DorsAL valve with the concavity nearly corresponding to the convexity

of the opposite valve : area linear, scarcely exceeding the thickness

of the shell.
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StTBFACE marked by somewhat regular even rounded striae, which, are

little elevated, and become obsolete on the cardinal margins : from

twenty to thirty striae may be counted on the margin of the shell, and

in most of the individuals they are apparently simple throughout the

greater part of their extent. In some specimens the striae are conspicu-

ously bifurcated, and also increased by interstitial additions. In well-

preserved surfaces, fine crowded concentric striae cross the radiating

striae. The cardinal margin exhibits bases of two or three and rarely

four spines on each side, their extent or direction unknown.

Interior of the valves unknown.

This small Chonetes was referred by Messrs. Norwood and Peatten to C.

armata, but it does not correspond with the figures and descriptions of De

KoNINCK.

In general aspect of form, and convexity of the ventral valve, this species

resembles C. deflecta; but all the specimens I possess are smaller, and the strias

more depressed. I am disposed to believe, however, that a larger collection of

specimens from western localities may prove that this form is but another phase

of the same species, induced by geographical and physical conditions, and

that in reality the eastern and western forms are but varieties of one and the

same type.

Geological formation and locality. In limestone of the age of the Hamilton

group, at the Bake-oven, Illinois.

Chonetes setigera.

PLATE XXL

Slrophomtna ttiigera : Hau, Geol. Keport 4th District New York, p. 180. 1843.

ChoneUt aetigera .- Hau, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 150.

Shell semielliptical ;
the cardinal line equalling the greatest width of

the shell, and rarely extending beyond.

Ventral valve moderately convex, rarely a little gibbous in the middle ;

umbo scarcely rising above the hinge-line ;
the greatest elevation is

above the middle of the shell, and gradually sloping to the front and

baso-lateral margins ; while it is a little more abruptly depressed in

the upper lateral portions, and flattened on the cardinal angles. The

cardinal margin is furnished with three slender tubular spines on each

[PAL.BONT0L00Y IV.] 17
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side of the apex : these are bent a little outward as they leave the

shell, and then rise almost vertically, or with a slight curve from the

direction of the hinge-line.

The surface is marked by from 36 to 40 or 50 slender rounded or sub-

angular striaB on the outer margin. In the upper and middle portions

of the shell, the striae are increased by bifurcation and intercalation.

The radial striae are crossed by fine concentric striae.

This species occurs in the same black shale with C. mucronata, and may bo

distinguished from it by the more numerous and more frequently bifurcating

strias, which are likewise more angular. The direction of the cardinal spines, when

present, is always a characteristic feature.

At one time I compared this species with C. scitula; but it is a very marked

and distinct species, and not readily confounded with any other. In the con-

centric striae it resembles C. logani, but the laminae are closer, less undulating,

and apparently do not affect the entire structure of the shell as in that species.

Numerous specimens of casts and impressions of the exterior shell in the Che-

mung group appear to be of this species : these will be illustrated on Plate 22.

Geological formation and localities. In the thinly lamenated black Marcellua

shale, at the base of the Hamilton group near Caledonia, N. Y.
;
and in the higher

beds of the same group, as well as in the Genesee slate, on the outlet of Crooked

lake
;
but it has not proved an abundant species in any of the localities examined.

Chonetes scitula.

PLATE XXL

ChoneUt icitula : Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 147. 1857.

Compare Chonetes lineata, etc. this Vol. p. 121.

Shell transverse, semioval : hinge-line often not quite equalling the

greatest width of the shell ; cardinal angles rarely a little salient.

Venteal valve moderately gibbous in the middle, and regularly curving

to the front and basal margins ; the gibbous portions narrowing

towards the hinge-line, and the umbo little elevated
; abruptly depres-

sed towards the cardinal angles, which are nearly flat and sometimes

a little deflected at the extremities.

Dorsal valve with a concavity less than the convexity of the opposite

valve ; the cardinal angles flat.
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Aeea of the ventral valve narrow and distinctly wider in the middle,

the exterior margin gently curving : foramen partially closed by a

convex deltidium, and the aperture filled by the cardinal process of

the opposite valve. Dorsal area linear, half as wide as that of the

opposite valve.

SuKFACE marked by fine subequal striae, which are often alternated in

size towards the margin. Of these, from 15 to 20 may be counted near

the beak, while from bifurcation and intercalation there are from 50

to 60 on the margin, becoming obsolete towards the cardinal extre-

mities. The striae are sometimes sharp and angular, and sometimes

rounded : fine concentric striae are visible on well-preserved specimens.

The cardinal margin of the ventral valve is furnished with two or

three spines on each side towards the extremities, and as many more

towards the beak, so that the bases of five can be readily counted, and

sometimes six ; while there is a minute point on each side of the apex,

which may be another spine ;
and this, if preserved, would give twelve

or fourteen spines on the cardinal line.

The interior of the dorsal valve is strongly pustulose, with a somewhat

broad depression along the centre, in the middle of which there is a

slender mesial ridge. The muscular impressions are not strongly defined,

but the limits of the vascular impressions are clearly seen. The cardinal

process is short, and the inner margin of the hinge-line is thickened and

rounded. The ventral valve shows a slender median ridge and two strong

dental lamallae. The muscular impressions are not strongly defined in

specimens seen.

This species is closely related on the one side to C. lineata and C. yandellana,

and on the other to C. lepida. With the latter it is frequently associated
; differing

from it, however, in its large size and the uniformly convex surface of the ventral

valve, while that one has a depression along the middle. The striae are more pro-

minent than in C. lineata, and there is no flattening of the umbo and central por-

tions of the ventral valve. It is nevertheless desirable to make more extensive

comparisons of the interior structure than I have been able to do with my
materials.

Geological formation and localities. In the Hamilton group, on the shores of

Cayuga and Seneca lakes
;
at Ludlowville, on the shore of Canandaigua lake, at

Moscow, at Hamburgh on the shore of Lake Erie
;
abundant near Oneonta, and

other- localities.
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Chonetes lepida.

PLATE XXL

Chonetu lepida : Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p, 148. 1857.

Shell small, scarcely transverse, semielliptical, subhemisplierical :

hinge-line about equalling the width of the shell below.

Ventral valve more or less gibbous, with a longitudinal depression along

the centre in well-marked specimens ; curving abruptly to the front

and sides, with cardinal angles scarcely flattened.

Dorsal valve following the curvature of the opposite valve, with a lesser

concavity.

Area of the ventral valve narrow, distinctly wider in the middle, and

sloping with a gentle curve to the cardinal angles. The foramen is

small, partially closed by a pseudo-deltidium, and filled by the cardi-

nal process of the opposite valve. The dorsal area is scarcely equal to

the thickness of the shell.

Surface marked by slender angular bifurcating strije, of which there

are ten or twelve near the umbo and twice as many on the margin,

and in some specimens a larger number. Two of the stria), on each side

of the centre near the beak of the ventral valve, are larger and more

prominent than the others : the space between them is depressed and

occupied by two or three smaller striae, which are given off from the

larger ones on each side. The larger striae are more prominent near

the beak than on any other part of the valve, and give an almost

bicarinate aspect to the umbo, with a distinct sinus which becomes

obsolete near the base of the shell.

The hinge-line usually shows two or three spines on each side of the

centre ; but in some individuals, the bases of five spines can be distinctly

seen on each side of the beak.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows a longitudinal depression, and

the course of the striae is well defined and strongly papillose.

The cardinal process has not been seen in its connexion with the

dorsal valve. Some casts of the ventral valve show a gibbous centre,
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which is constricted along its upper and lateral margins, and is marked

by a longitudinal depression indicating the place of the median ridge

and muscular impressions, while they are depressed towards the lateral

and basal margins.

The original specimens designated as C. lepida are very small shells of almost

hemispheric form, and one of the characteristics is the mesial depression of the

ventral valve. The striae are rather strong, angular, and, from dividing below,

have the appearance of being fasciculate. More extensive collections have brought

together a large number of individuals
;
and while the characteristic features are

preserved in most of the specimens, there are others of the same size which seem

like the young of C. scitula; but the well-marked specimens of this species have

a convexity which precludes them from acquiring by growth the form and con-

vexity of C. scitula in its characteristic phases.

Geological formation and localities. In the Marcellus shale near Darien in Erie

county, and in the Hamilton group at Ludlowville and Ogden's ferry on the shore

of Cayuga lake : it is often abundant at the outlet of Crooked lake, and at

Hamburgh on the shore of Lake Erie, and occurs also in numerous other localities.

Clionetes coronata.

PLATE XXL

Strophomena carinata (Scrive coronata) : Conead, Jour. Acad. Na. Sci. Phila., Vol. viii, p. 257, 1842.

Not Strophomena carinata, Conead, Annual Report on the Palaeontology of New-York, p. 64. 1839.

Strophomena tyrtalU : Conbad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, pa. 254, pi. 14, f. 1. 1842.

Compare Chonetet littoni, C. maclurea, C. tuomeyi and C. martini, Noewood and Pkatten on the Geniu

Chorete.s, pp. 25, 28 and 29, pi. 2, f. 4, 8, 9, and 10. 1855. Journal Academy of Nat. Sciences,

Philadelphia, Vol. iii. 1864-5.

Shell transverse, somewhat broadly elliptical, the hinge-line being

sometimes shorter than the width of the shell and the cardinal angles

rounded : in others it is often equal to the greatest width of the shell,

and its form is semioval, with the lateral margins nearly rectangular

to the hinge-line, the width being about once and a half as great as

the length. The cardinal angles are sometimes produced in short acute

auriculate extensions.

Ventral valve varying from moderately convex in the younger shells,

to very gibbous in the older ones
;
often a little flattened below the

umbo, and this plane space gradually widening to the front. Sometimes

there is a shallow undefined depression along the middle of the valve.
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The outline of the valve presents a very regular convexity, while it is

abruptly depressed towards the cardinal extremities, which are flat-

tened and a little deflected to the ventral side.

The dorsal valve is variably concave, sometimes following nearly the

contour of the ventral valve, but often very moderately concave or

nearly flat in the middle and upper part, and more suddenly deflected

towards the front and lateral margins, flattened at the cardinal extre-

mities, and a little concave just below the hinge-line.

The surface is marked by numerous closely arranged slender subequai

striae, which are bifurcated or increased by intercalation, and are con-

tinued on the cardinal extremities to within a little distance of the

hinge-line ; beyond which, the surface is marked by lamellose con-

centric stria3. In well-preserved surfaces, the radiating stria) are crossed

by undulating concentric striae ; but in the greater number of speci-

mens, these are not preserved, and the radiating strias have a fibrous

appearance.*

The cardinal margin of the ventral valve is furnished with five, six or

seven oblique tubular spines on each side of the apex, though usually

only three or four are visible. The ventral area is usually narrow, subli-

near, though often perceptibly triangular; the foramen is of moderate

size, partially closed by a convex pseudo-deltidium, and the lower part

occupied by the cardinal process. The dorsal area is linear, often more

than half as wide as the ventral area, with a triangular space in the

middle occupied by the cardinal process.

The interior of the ventral valve shows strong, very diverging dental

lamellae, a narrow median ridge with narrow oval occlusor muscular

impressions, while the divaricator muscular impressions are wide and

spreading; sometimes lobed or striate, and not very strongly limited

on the distal margins. Outside of these, are the broader vascular areas ;

beyond which, and sometimes within their limits, the surface is strongly

pustulose. The casts show the reverse of these features in a median

depression and widely diverging dental impressions ; the surface being

*
Probably Trom • partial solution of the surface by iron pyrites.
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deeply pitted outside of the vascular markings, and the margin strongly

striate. In other specimens, the marks of striiB and the pitted or punc-

tate surface extend over the larger part of the surface, the striae sometimes

continuing to the apex.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows deep dental sockets, with small

occlusor muscular imprints and wide vascular areas which are but faintly

marked ; while outside of these the surface is strongly pustulose. There

is a slender median ridge joining the base of the strong cardinal process :

this process is deeply grooved in the middle, both on the inner and the

exterior face, and the lateral process on each side is separated from

the central one by a similar groove on the exterior or cardinal face.

There is considerable difference in the length of this process in different

individuals, and it is sometimes constricted below the lateral process;

and in other specimens, the parts are equal. The surface is more or less

marked by the exterior striae, depending on the thickness of the shell;

and not unfrequntly the concentric striae are beautifully preserved upon

the interior surface.

In the character of the surface striae, there are many minute diffe-

rences among a large number of individuals. Sometimes an entire surface

will be seen to have the striae all bifurcating, or with few intercalated

ones ;
while others have all or nearly all the increase by intercalation.

The figures 10 a- g illustrate the principal varieties of form of this species, as it occurs

in the calcareous shales of the Hamilton group in Central and Western New-York.

Figures 9, 11 and 12 are from the typical specimens of C. tuomeyi, C. martmi and

C. madurea of Norwood and Peatten, given for comparison with those of New-

York.

The species described by Mr. Conrad as Strophomena syrtalis (Ice. cit.) seems

to me not specifically distinct from C. coronata. It is known in the eastern and

central parts of the State, occurring in some harder layers, usually much com-

pressed or lying in groat numbers together. The shell is generally partially exfo-

liated, or presents the interior surface, giving the character described by Mr.

Conrad of "
minutely tuberculated ribs." The extreme flattening of the shells,

packed together in great numbers, is due mainly to pressure ;
and in the same

localities, a shell or cast found in softer shale outside of the mass, preserves a

moderate convexity. Under these different aspects, it is not surprising that this.
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form should have been regarded as a distinct species. The casts show the impros-

sion of a strong cardinal process and widely diverging dental lamella;, with

deeply pitted surfaces towards the exterior margin. Some of these forms are illu-

strated on figures 13 a- d on Plate 21
;
and some of the larger individuals on

Plate 22.

In these specimens, the cardinal extremities are often extended beyond the

width of the shell below, as shown in figure 13 6, c; but the greater number

preserve a form similar to that given by Mr. Conrad.

I have before me at this time, through the kindness of Dr. Norwood, the origi-

nal specimens from which C. martini, C. maclurea and C tuomeyi were described,

as well as others corresponding to C. littoni; together with a considerable col-

lection made by myself at the same locality from which they were obtained.

After careful comparisons of all those from the western locality,* I am unable to

recognize any specific difierence among them
;
and they correspond as closely

with C. coronata of New-York, presenting the same varieties of form, hinge-exten-

sion, convexity, and flattening or depression of the middle of the ventral valve,

and the same variety in the bifurcation and intercalation of striae. I feel compel-

led, therefore, to regard them all as varieties of the eastern type.

The C. konincki of Norwood and Pratten, I am disposed to believe only a

variety of the same form. A specimen from the original locality, near Jonesboro,

Illinois, labelled by Dr. Norwood, presents no reliable characters for separation

from some of the specimens from the Bake-oven.

The original of C. tuomeyi, figure 9 a, b, of Plate xxi, may be compared with

the young of C. coronata, figures 11 a,b, of the same plate; and C. maclurea, figure

11, maybe compared with C. coronata, figure 10 A, and others of the same;
while C. martini, figure 12, may be compared with C. coronata in figure 10 e, or

with figure 13 c. The C. littoni is intermediate in size between C. tuomeyi and C.

maclurea, and may be compared with C. coronata, figure 10 g.

The general aspect of all the western specimens, which are in limestone, is

that of having coarser and stronger strise than the C. coronata of the soft shales

of the Hamilton group in New-York. A careful measurement of the stria) on diffe.

rent parts of the shell, in a number of specimens from the central and western

counties of this State, shows that they range from 9 to 15 strios in the space of

two-tenths of an inch
;
the majority being from twelve upwards in the centre,

and from nine upwards near the front and basal margin of the shell. As a rule,

the smaller specimens have the finer strioe.

Specimens of C. tuomeyi give from 9 to 12 striaD in the space of two-tenths of

an inch : C. maclurea, which is larger than C. tuomeyi, gives 10 and 11 striaa in

* The Bake-ovcD, Illinois, on the Mississippi river.
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the same space; and C. martini, 12 and 13 in the middle and 9 on the front.

Specimens which were recognized by Messrs. Norwood and Pratten as C. coronata,

from the same locality with the preceding species, give from 9 to 12 strise in the

space of two-tenths of an inch
;
in four specimens, the number 9 occurring four

times, 10 four times, 11 twice and 12 once.

Chondes syrtalis of Conrad gives from 8 to 15 striae in the same space, one

large individual (figured on Plate 22) giving 6 in front, 8 in the middle and 9 at the

side. The smallest specimen measured, gave 14, 15 and 16, while the larger ones

gave fewer strise (8-12) in the same space. These measurements, if of any value

at all, serve to confirm the view that all these varieties are but a single species.

Geological formation and localities. This species in its typical forms, occurs in

the calcareous shales of the Hamilton group on the shores of Cayuga, Seneca and

Canandaigua lakes
;
at Moscow and York, Livingston county ;

at Darien and

Eighteen-mile creek, Erie county, and at other localities. In the form denominated

C. syrtalis, it occurs in the harder shales at Cazenovia and Hamilton in Madison

county, in Otsego county at several places, ahd at Fultonham and Summit in

Schoharie county. It occurs in large numbers, associated with other known fossils

of the Hamilton group, at the Bake-oven on the Mississippi river in Illinois.

Clionetes logani, var. aurora.

Chontttt logani : Norwood and Pratteh, Jour. Acad. Natural 'Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. iil. 1858.

(Memoir, pa. 30, pi. ii, f. 12, a, b, c.)

The following description is given as above :

" Shell small, transverse ; having its greatest breadth near the cardinal

" border. Dorsal valve inflated ; without a sinus ; covered with about

"
thirty rugose ribs. Ears small and scarcely separated from the dorsal

" vault ; beak rather large and recurved. Ribs flattened and crossed

"
by fine lines : many of them are dichotomous. Area and ventral

" valve unknown. Traces of tubes can be seen on the cardinal edge,

" but the number cannot be ascertained. Dimensions : length, 6 milli-

*' metres ; breadth, 9."*

• The foBsil is cited as occurring in the middle portion of the Mountain limestone series; but I have

been Informed that this is an erroneous reference, and I have since rtceived specimens, labelled by Dr.

HoRWOOD, from the Oolitic beds of Burlington, Iowa. The species is probably limited in its upward range

to the lower calcareous beds of Burlington, and to the same horizon in the Mississippi valley. I have given

a very different species under this name in the Iowa Geological Report, having accepted labelled specimens

as authentic, without relying on the description and figure cited.

[ Paljiontoloqy IV.] 18
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In the TuUy limestone of New-York, we have a Chonetes which I am unable

to distinguish by any positive specific characters from the C. logani of Burlington

and other western localities..

The shell is moderately concavo-convex, semielleptical, the length

and breadth being about as 6 or 7 to 9
;
the cardinal angles scarcely

extended beyond the width of the shell. The ventral valve is moderately

convex, sometimes gibbous a little above the middle, with the umbo

prominent, regularly curving to the front and abruptly depressed towards

the cardinal angles. The dorsal valve is regularly and moderately con-

cave in the middle and lower part, and flattened towards the cardinal

extremities.

The surface is marked by from twenty to forty low rounded costae,

many of which are dichotomous towards the margin. These costas some-

times become obsolete towards the cardinal angles, but are often distinct

nearly to the hinge-line. The entire surface is marked by elevated undu-

lating concentric striae which are sometimes equal to the space between

them; but, when partially exfoliated (and sometimes in other condi-

tions), are narrower than the intermediate spaces.

The margin of the cardinal area preserve four (or six ?) somewhat

strong oblique spines ;
the area is narrow. The interior of the dorsal

valve is papillose, with a short cardinal process. Casts of the ventral

valve are very convex in the upper part, with a narrow slit marking the

place of the median septum, and, below this, preserving the marks of the

bifurcating striae, and sometimes the concentric striae are visible near

the margin.

In the shaly and calcareous rocks of Medina county, Ohio, there is a

similar form of Chonetes, undistinguishable by any external characters

from the specimens from the Tully limestone, except that the cardinal

angles are sometimes a little more produced than is usual in that rock. In

one specimen, equal in size to the largest from the Tully limestone, there

are about forty costae on the margin, and these are crossed by elevated

striae of precisely the same character. In numerous casts of the ventral

valve, in the same association, there are characters similar to those

noted in the Tully limestone specimens ;
the central or upper convex
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portion being distinctly limited, while towards the margin the imprints
of striaB are a little more definite than in the others. These slight diffe-

rences between specimens occurring in limestone, and those in arenaceous

beds, are almost universal in other examples of identical species occur-

ring in the different sediments.

In the yellow sandstone of Licking county, Ohio, there are similar

casts of Chonetes ;
and I have a piece of sandstone from near Bedford,

Ohio, preserving several casts of the same species. These specimens from

the several localities show, along the area line, the casts of five or six

tubes on each side
;
the three inner ones are parallel to the sides of the

foramen, while the others are less oblique. The three, nearest the apex

are not known to be produced into spines, but probably form minute

pustules on the margin of the area.

In authentic specimens of C. logani from Burlington, there is great

variation in the convexity of the ventral valve
;
the smaller and younger

being moderately convex, while the older ones are ventricose. The num-

ber of costaD varies from twenty to forty. There are two spines (and rarely

indications of a third) on each side of the beak. The area shows evi-

dence of the oblique tubes observed in the casts.

The interior of the dorsal valve is papillose, with the striae more or

less strongly marked. The muscular and vascular impressions are often

pretty well preserved. The cardinal process is short, and supported oh

each side by an elevated ridge, with or without an obsolete median ridge,

giving the appearance presented by the cardinal process in some of the

species of Streptorhynchus.

We have, therefore, a species of Chonetes, so far as we can judge by all visible

features, ranging from the Tully limestone to the base of the Burlington lime-

stone
;
or from the top of the Hamilton group to beds directly in conjunction with

the base of the Carboniferous limestones, as known in Iowa and the Mississippi

valley.

I have been indebted, in the first instance, to Ledyard Lincklaen, Esq., of

Cazenovia, for species of this fossil from DeRuyter ;
and subsequently it waa

found by Mr. Whitfield at Tully.

Geological formations and localities. In the Tully limestone, at Tully, Onondaga

county, and at DeRuyter, Madison county, New-York; in Cuyahoga, Licking and

Medina counties, Ohio. The typical forms of the species-occur at Burlington,

Iowa, and at Quincy, Illinois.
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CHONETES OF THE CHEMUNG GROUP.

In certain localities of the Chemung group, within the State of New-

York, there are numerous specimens of Chonetes
; but they occur in the

condition of casts of the interior, or of impressions of the exterior of the

shell. The strata containing them present all the phases of argillaceous and

arenaceous admixtures, sometimes a soft evenly laminated shale, and

Bometimes a coarse ferruginous sandstone. The fossils therefore present

a great variety of aspect, and very different degrees of perfection and of

prominence in the characteristic markings.

This condition, moreover, renders it the more difficult to make satis-

factory comparisons with specimens retaining the shell, and occurring

in other kinds of sediment. Notwithstanding these difficulties, I have,

after much labor, satisfied myself that the greater part of all the speci-

mens found in the Chemung group may be referred to three of the forms

described from the Hamilton group : these are C. scitula, C. lepida and

C. setigera. The two former, which I have sometimes been disposed to

regard as perhaps identical species, maintain in the Chemung group the

same differences that they show in the Hamilton group. There are a few

obscure remains which do not appear referable to the preceding, having

more numerous striae than C. scitula and approaching in character C.

illinoisensis.

In the higher strata of the Chemung group in Chautauqua county, and

in similar beds at Meadville, Pa., a very marked and distinct species of

Chonetes has been found. In its larger examples it equals in size and

has the general form of C. coronata of the Hamilton group, but is readily

distinguished by having a truncate apex and the surface studded with

Blender spines.

In extending our researches beyond the limits of the State of New-

York, we find in the shales and sandstones of Eastern Ohio (which in

part I regard as representing the Chemung group), one or two species

not known in New-York : these, however, are associated with the C/io-
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netes logani, which I have shown to occur in the Tully limestone of New-

York ; and although distinct species, are not in themselves evidence of

a higher geological position.

From the fact that the three species first indicated have this great

vertical
ran^e,

we might infer that they would also show a wide geogra-

phical range; but this does not seem to hold true regarding them, in the

line of exploration which has been followed.

The Chonetes coronata which is known in Eastern, Central and Western

New-York in the Hamilton group, is also known in the same horizon in

Illinois and Iowa
; but it has not been recognized in the Chemung group

of New-York, Pennsylvania or Ohio, nor elsewhere in that horizon.

If we regard the Chonetes pusilla as a variety of C laticosta or C. deflecta,

that species has a wide geographical range, since it occurs on the Missis-

sippi river in Illinois
; but it has not been found in New-York or else-

where above the horizon of the Hamilton group. On the other hand, the

C. logani, which begins its existence in the Tully limestone or the upper

limit of the Hamilton group, ranges on the west to the base of the Car-

boniferous limestone, though unknown in the Chemung group of New-

York.

I may, in the subsequent pages, call attention to other similar examples, in

reference to geological and geographical distribution of species.

Chonetes scitula.

PLATE XXII. ,

[
Reference page 130 of this volume.]

This species, in the shaly beds, preserves impressions of the exterior

and casts of the interior, showing the characteristic surface markings, the

spines of the area margin, etc.

In the coarser sandstones it is somewhat larger and coarser in its mark-

ings; and sometimes the striae are nearly equal, presenting a character

of surface observed in the Hamilton group.

The casts of the ventral valve show the filling of the minute tubes

which correspond to those seen in the shell of the specimens from the

Hamilton group.
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This species occurs in the lower beds of the Chemung group near Trumans-

burgh, and at the Inclined Plane near Ithaca
;
at Paiuted-post and along the line

of the Blossburgh railroad to Pennsylvania ;
at Grass-valley and Connewango in

Cattaraugus county ;
at several localities in Chautaqua county, New-York, and

at Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Clionetes lepida.

PLA.TE XXII.

[ChoTietes lepida, p. 132 of this volume.]
r

This species occurs in the Chemung group, mostly in the condition of

casts ;
and is distinguished from the casts of C. scitula by its smaller size

and mesial depression.

In one or two localities it has been found with the shell preserved,

and will probably be found in this condition in many places in the

freshly quarried stone, beyond the influence of the weather.

The principal localities where it has been observed in this group are

Great-valley and Connewango in Cattaraugus county, and Forestville in

Chautauqua county. Rarely it has been observed in the specimens from

Meadville, Pennsylvania.

Choiietes setij»:era.

PLA.TE XXILj

[Chonetes setigera, p. 129 of this volume.]

This species, which occurs in the Marcellus and Genesee slates, has

not been found among the collections from the Chemung group in New-

York ; but it occurs associated with C. scitula, and other fossils of the

Chemung group, at Meadville, Pennsylvania.

The specimens consist of casts of the ventral valve and impressions of

the exterior of both valves. When the cardinal spines are present, the

species is readily identified ; but it may be distinguished from C. scitula

by its greater proportional length, and by the rounded coarser striae, and

usually greater convexity of the ventral valve towards the apex.
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Chonetes mnricatus (n. s.).'

PLATE XXII.

Shell of medium size, semielliptical, moderately or sometimes deeply

concavo-convex : hinge-line usually less than the width of the shell,

with the cardinal angles rounded.

Ventral valve moderately and regularly convex, sometimes gibbous;

sides often nearly straight or a little inclined towards the hinge-line ;

the front broadly rounded, somewhat flattened towards the cardinal

extremities which are indistinctly auriculated, frequently obliquely

truncated on the umbo, with the apex sliglitly raised above the hinge-

line. Area narrow, sometimes attaining a greater width, and extend-

ing to the cardinal extremities.

Dorsal valve moderately or deeply concave and following essentially

the contour of the opposite valve, being a little shorter on the hinge-

line, which is marked by a very narrow linear area
; apex obliquely

truncated, corresponding with the ventral valve.

The surface of the ventral valve is concentrically striated (probably

only by the lines of growth) and with wrinkles along the cardinal mar-

gins, which become more or less obsolete on the body of the shell. The

cardinal margin of the ventral valve is usually marked by a row of about

four to six spines on each side of the apex, while the folds on the ears

are similarly ornamented. On the body of the shell, the spines seem to.

have been more sparsely distributed ; but towards the basal and baso-

lateral margins they are closely disposed in concentric rows. The spines

on the body of the shell are slender, and apparently of moderate length.

I have not been able to discover spines upon the dorsal valve, though

concentric wrinkles mark the cardinal angles in the same manner as on

the ventral valve, and the exterior is indented by fossets which cause

pustules on the inner surface of the shell.

The specimens consist of casts or impressions of the interior and

exterior ;
and the characters are drawn from these, and from wax im-

pressions taken in the natural mould.
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The cast of the ventral valve shows a sub-linear or low angular area,

with a narrow foramen which has been covered by a pseudo-deltidium.

The apex is bilobed, and there are cavities made by the teeth
; dnd

proceeding a little obliquely from these are gradually decreasing grooves

diverging a little from the hinge-line, indicating an oblique ridge in the

shell. From the outer extremity of these marks, a curving line parallel

to the lateral margins of the shell indicates the limits of vascular impres-

sions. The occlusor muscular imprints are two narrow elongate subtri-

angular or semioval scars, and directly below are some minute vascular

markings which separate the wide flabelliform divaricator muscular im-

pressions : these are faintly striate, and, when well preserved, are dis-

tinctly lobed, though usually not well defined on the exterior limits. The

entire surface is striato-punctate.

The interior of a dorsal valve retaining the shell is papillose, becoming

punctate on exfoliation, and showing pustules on the anterior margin.

The impression of the exterior sometimes shows a truncate apex and

the imprint of a cardinal process which is bilobed, and each division

again divided (as shown in the figure).

A cast made from a mould of the interior of the dorsal valve (fig. 00)

shows a slender median septum, which terminates in the cardinal pro-

cess (the two principal lobes only being shown in that view). From near

the base of the process on each side proceed the reniform vascular

markings. The occlusor muscidar imprints are minute elevations on each

side of the median septum. The entire inner surface is striato-punctate.

The larger specimens are usually moderately convex ; but some smaller

ones are rather gibbous, possessing otherwise the characters of the larger

individuals.

This species has the general form and proportions of Chonetes fischeri ; but is

distinguished by the broadly truncate apex, the wrinkles on the ventral and dor-

sal valves, and more especially by the presence of spines on the cars and upon
the body of the shell : it has likewise a more distinct area on-the ventral valve.

The C. fischeri has the apex of the ventral valve often somewhat unequally do-

preesed, and sometimes apparently a little irregularly produced and eubtruncate
;
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wliile its surface markings, when entire, consist of fine closely arranged striae,

and in a partially exfoliated condition it is marked by two sets of excentric

lines crossing each other, which give a very peculiar aspect ;
while the absence

of spines upon the surface readily distinguishes it.

I have seen that species only from the beds below the Burlington limestone, at

Burlington ;
and we do not know what modifications may take place in its cha-

racters in distant localities.

The Chonetes muricata, in its truncate apex and spiniferous surface, has the

external aspect of Strophalosia
;
but a careful examination shows all the dis-

tinctive features of Chonetes. A single specimen, partially preserving the shell

on the hinge-line, shows an area on the ventral valve of nearly a line in width in

the centre, the dorsal area being about one-third as wide.

Geological formation and localities. In the arenaceous and semicalcareous beds

of the Chemung group, at Ellington in Chautauqua county, New-York
;
and at

Meadville, Pennsylvania.

In addition to the species which are clearly recognised in the Chemung group,

there are casts of the interior and impressions of the exterior of one or two

others which cannot be satisfactorily referred to any known forms, and which

are not in a condition to be described as distinct species.

In the eastern part of Ohio there is a species of Chonetes occurring in beds

from sixty to one hundred feet below the Carboniferous conglomerate, and in a

position somewhat higher than the beds from which the principal part of the

fossils in New-York are obtained, which bears a close resemblance if not identity

with the C. illinoisevsis. It occurs in association with C. logani, and is distinguished

by its larger and more gibbous form and finely striated surface, having from 80

to 120 fine subequal striae upon the surface of the ventral valve. When exfoliated,

the surface is finely and regularly punctate between the striae. The cardinal

margin bears jjiiree or four slender diverging spines on each side of the beak (not

"five or six oblique spines on each side of the beak,"). as in C. illinoisensis.

Paljsontology IV. 19
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REMARKS ON THE GENERA PRODUCTUS AND STROrHALOSIA.

Among the genera of the Family PRODUcxiDiE, there are recognized at

the present time the following : Chonetes, Productds, Strophalosia and

AcLOSTEGES ; the two latter being considered by Mr. Davidson as sub-

genera of Prodcctus.

The Genus Chonetes has already been noticed in the preceding pages ;

and from its marked characters, there is usually little danger of con-

founding it with any other of the Productida3. The Genus Productus, in

its typical and varied forms, is characteristic of the Carboniferous period :

a few species are known in the Permian, while other similar forms in the

Devonian, which were formerly considered as Ppoductus, have lately

been referred to the genus or subgenus. Strophalosia of Prof. King.

Productus, which is the oldest established genus, includes species

described as semicircular or semioval concavo-convex shells, with spini-

ferous exterior surface, straight hinge-line, without an area on either

valve, and without teeth or sockets. The interior characters, though with

a general resemblance to Strophodonta, have in addition certain other

points by which they are distinguished. Notwithstanding that the spe-

cies of Productus have usually the shell more or less closely studded

with spines, and generally a row of spines just below the hinge-margin

of the ventral valve, there are some species referred to this genus which

are nearly destitute of spines, and others upon which no spines have

been detected except on the ears or near the cardinal margin. Species

having this exterior character are usually more extremely gibbous or

ventricose in the ventral valve than any species of Lept^na, Stropho-

donta or Chonetes, and the dorsal valve is more deeply concave.

Strophalosia is described as differing externally from Productus in

sometimes having a truncate apex, and by the presence of an area of

greater or less extent on each valve, with a foramen which is more or

less closed by a deltidium. In the interior, it is said to be characterized

by teeth in the ventral valve and teeth-sockets in the opposite valve
;
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while the disposition of the reniform vascular impressions of the dorsal

valve is a distinctive feature.

In reference to the Genus Pkoductus, Mr. Davidson remarks as fol-

lows :

" All well authenticated species of Productus, hitherto examined, have shown
" themselves to be edentulous

;
but whether this character was general and

" without exception, may remain a question for further consideration : anyhow,
" the dorsal valve must have turned on its hinge-line with as much precision as
" in Chonetes, which possessed regularly articulating teeth. It has been often

" asserted and believed that Productus might be distinguished from its subgenera
"
by the total absence of an area

;
and although this is the prevalent character

" of the genus, still in certain species, such as P. sinuatus, a perfectly developed
" area is generally present in the ventral valve. There exists also an occasional

"
tendency to the formation of hinge-area in several species ;

as may be seen, for

"
example, in the remarkable example of P. semireliculatus, of which a repre-

" sentation is given in Plate xliii, fig, 5."*

These observations of Mr. Davidson are of later date than his " Intro-

duction to the Natural History of the Brachiopoda."

One of the important features of distinction between Pkoductus and

Stbophalosia has been stated to be the different disposition of the reni-

form vascular impressions in the dorsal valve. The accompanying figures

represent this character in two species of the latter genus, as given by

Mr. Davidson in his Introduction.

FlO. 8. SlEOPHAlOgIA OOLDfTMIl. FlO. 4. StEOPHALOSIA MOBEIglASA.

In examining the species occurring in the higher formations of the New

York rocks, which I had supposed might be referred to the Genus Stbopha-

•
Monograph of British Carboniferous Brachiopoda, p. 136. 1861.
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/

LOsiA, I find evidence of a narrow area with small teeth and sockets in

the greater number of the species ; although these features do not usually

appear, except upon the most critical examination. The disposition of

the reniform vascular impression, however, does not correspond with

that of Strophalosia ; but in all the species where this feature has been

observed, it is similar to that shown in figures 5 and 6.

6
'

6

Fio. 5. Productklia oscsta. Fio. 6. Peoductella steiatula.

B C. Tooth-socket and socket plate. ( Enlarged to two diameters).

/. Cardinal process. 0. Anterior and posterior occlusors. V. The rcniforra vascular impressions.

V. This letter refers to the faint diverging impression proceeding from the extremity of the mesial sep-

tum of P. onusta. A similar marking has been observed in another species, but no connexion with the

reniform vascular impressions has been observed.

Neither of these species are known to have the/ apex of the ventral

valve truncated. In another species, with extremely gibbous and arcuate

ventral valve and deeply concave dorsal valve, the disposition of the

reniform impression is precisely like those illustrated
;
and in none of

the species under investigation have we seen the least evidence of reni-

form impressions like those of figures 3 and 4, which are illustrations of

Permian species of Strophalosia.

It is clear, therefore, that this character could not be relied on for

distinguishing the genus, if we were to include in it our Devonian spe-

cies ; for in the three species referred to, the imprint has the same direc-

tion and termination as shown in Aulosteges, except perhaps that the

muscular scars may be a little nearer the hinge-line ; and in this respect

it is not very dissimilar to some species of Productus,^ as shown in P.

costatus (figure 7).*

• Productut longupinu* and P. pustuloiut have a similar form of the reniform impression. See Uavid-

•oa's Monograph of Brituh CarboniferoxuBrachiopoda. ,
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I have moreover ascertained that the American forms of P. cosfatus

have often a well defined area on the ventral valve, and a narrow area

on the dorsal valve, extending nearly the entire length of the hinge-line ;

and in some specimens, this is as distinct as the area of Strophodonta or

of Chonetes. There is of course a foramen, which is open in the examples
observed ; though in Mr. Davidson's figure of P. semireticulatus, cited

above, the foramen is closed by a deltidium. The specimens of ventral

valves of Productus, which I have been able to examine, have no true

teeth or extensions from the margins of the foramen
;
but sometimes a

callosity extends obliquely backward and unites with the interior of the>

shell, being in fact as much a representation of dental lamella3 as we
have in some species of Strophodonta.* The accompanying figure 8 illus-

trates the hinge-area of P. costatus ;
and figure 7 is of the interior of a

dorsal valve, showing the muscular and vascular impressions.

7 8

Fia. 7. PaoDUCTUs costatcs.

Interior of the dorsal valve to show the reniform

vascular improssions, cardinal process and the

oblique callosity C.

Fio. 8. Peoductds costaics.

Dorsal view of a specimen showing

the hinge-area.

Thus we see that the species referred to Productus may have all the

characters of Stropiialosia except the hinge-teeth and sockets, and the

disposition of the reniform impressions ; while the New-York species,

possessing teeth and sockets, have not the disposition of the reniform

vascular impressions which are given by European authors as characte-

ristic of Strophalosia.

In glancing at the species of Productidae illustrated on Plates 23, 24,

• See Strophodonta demissa, S, reversa, S. nacrea and others.
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25 and 26 of this volume, one cannot fail to be impressed with the pre-

vailing greater width on the hinge-line, and consequent modification of

form in the American Devonian species, as compared with the Stropha-

LOSiA of the Permian system in Europe. But while the greater part, and

perhaps all of these, have a narrow cardinal area and small hinge-teeth

and sockets, I conceive that their exterior character and expression are

much more like true Productus than are the Permian species of SxROPnA-

LOSIA ; and one of the most marked features consists in the conspicuous

ears with rows of spines, as in Carboniferous Producti ;
while their

anterior extension and highly arcuate forms assimilate them much more

with Pboductus than with Strophalosia.

In the Upper Helderberg group, the Productidse of this character

make their first appearance in the American geological series, and con-

tinue with increasing numbers through the successive formations to the

Carboniferous limestone. There are a few individuals of two species in the

Corniferous limestone, and more in numbers of individuals and of other

species in the Hamilton group ;
but it is diflScult to find specimens in a

condition favorable for satisfactory investigation. A few specimens have

been obtained entirely separated from the rock
; but nearly all are

imbedded, with the ventral valve adhering to the matrix fo that the

hinge and interior structure can rarely be seen ; while the dorsal valves

almost uniformly adhere by their exterior surface, leaving only their

interior for examination.

In the Chemung group, the specimens occur mostly as casts of the

interior and impressions of the exterior, and these are frequently much

distorted. In some of the softer compact shales of this group, we find the

shell partially preserved, but still in such condition that the entire cha-

racters cannot be discovered ; and it is only in some fresh exposures of the

semicalcareous bands that we are able rarely to obtain specimens of more

natural appearance and better preserved surface.

Under circumstances of so much dijBficulty, it is with much hesitation
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that I approach the final disposition of the species of this character in

our formations.*

It would appear that the Genus Strophalosia has been founded upon
characters derived entirely from Permian species, in which the interior

structure has been well preserved. Of the few European Devonian species

of this genus which are cited, I have seen no illustrations of the interior
;

and these have probably been referred to the genus from the generally
similar form, the presence of a narrow area, and minute teeth and sockets,

which are characters found in identical or similar forms in the American

strata. It is probable, therefore, that had the interior of these species

been observed, they would not have been placed among the Permian

SiROPHALOSiiE, but rather among the Producti, to which they seem more

nearly allied.f

It appears to me that we have in the Devonian period the incipient

manifestation of the productidian type, which became modified in the

later Carboniferous period, where, with conditions favorable to its exces-

sive development, it has assumed extravagant forms and proportions,

but here and there indicating the characters of its prototype in the

presence of an area and foramen, among species of a genus which is cha-

racterized by the absence of these features. In the still later Permian

period, with changed conditions, we have an approximate return to the

earliest forms of the species, or to the prototype ;
and in reality the

foundation of the genus lies in the Devonian forms which have been

referred to Strophalosia.

It would appear that the presence, rather than the absence of charac-

ters, should be the foundation of generic description and determination ;

• Those who have the best right to criticise the worli, from having themselves labored in a similar field,

will appreciate the difficulties to be encountered ; and they will only need to be assured of my earnest

intention to dispose of the specios without prejudice or partiality to previously expressed opinions. With

larger collections before me than I had when originally describing the species under the preceding genera,

I have seen canse to modify in gome instances the views formerly maintained, and I believe I have shown

no leniency towards species proposed by myself on insufficient materials ; but I am quite unable, at the pre-

sent time, to reduce the species of this type from these formations, to the limits indicated by European

authors who have examined American collections.

t Prof. Dk Kohihck, in his
" Recherches des Auimaux fossiles," has not recognized the Genus Steo-

rBAt,osiA ; and the Devonian forms similar to those of our rocks are by h'im placed under Pbodpctds.
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and in that view Puoductus possesses fewer characters, and in the absence

of hinge-area, teeth and sockets, is less complete than the forms pos-

sessing these appendages. Nevertheless the great development of forms

and number of species constituting the Genus Peoductus during the

Carboniferous period, has acquired for it the importance and distinction

which it must retain ;
and any subdivisions proposed must have reference

to the characters of this genus as established.

On a critical examination of the genera of the Family Productidaa,

we shall »find that Chonetes is distinguished by well-marked and impor-

tant characters : having an area on each valve and a row of spines upon

the margin of the area of the ventral valve, which is one of the distin-

guishing external features, though it has been ascertained that spines

sometimes occur upon the body of the shell.

The separation of the genera or subgenera StTiophalosia and Auloste-

GES from Pkoductos is based upon less important differences. The former

has an area on each valve, a foramen in the ventral valve covered by a

deltidium, with teeth and sockets, while the reniform vascular imprints

have a different direction and termination. The latter has a wide area

on the ventral valve, a foramen closed by a pseudo-deltidium, with no

teeth and teeth-sockets, and with the reniform vascular impressions

extended far towards the anterior margin of the valve, and sometimes

abruptly recurved.* The typical species of Aulosteges is very similar to

Stkophalosia in external form. Both are from the Permian system, and

the differences between them consist in the presence or absence of teeth

and sockets, and the different direction of the reniform impressions.

While the typical and fully developed forms of Stkophalosia in the

Permian System have a large area on the ventral valve, with a narrow

area on the dorsal valve
;

all the New-York species have a very narrow

area on each valve (often so narrow as to be no greater than the thick-

ness of the shell), with the other general differences pointed out. These fea-

tures alone might not be sufficii'nt to indicate a distinct group ;

- and a

* The disposition of the renirorm impressions is not essentially diOcrcat from that of some species of

Pbodoctvs; and the presence of an area and covered foramen, and the absence of teeth andtceth-sockoti

•re the distinguishing features.
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little extension of the characters of Pboductus or of Steophalosia might
include them; but while Strophalosia and Aulosteges remain dis-

tinguished by such small differences, these forms also, I conceive,

should be separated from the former, both on account of the ex-

ternal differences and from the direction of the reniform vascular

impression, which has been regarded as an important feature in the

Productidae. These differences I consider as scarcely less important

than those upon which the other subgenera have been separated ; and

from their external form and internal structure so nearly resembling

Productus, I would propose for the Devonian species having narrow

hinge-areas and small teeth and sockets, with reniform vascular impres-

sions of the form of those illustrated, the name Productella.

Subgenus Productella (n. s.g.)

Shells having the general form of Productus, but uniformly with a nar-

row area on each valve, a foramen or callosity on the ventral area,*

small teeth, and more or less distinct teeth-sockets.

The reniform vascular impression, rising from between the anterior

and posterior occlusor muscular impressions, curves gently outwards,

and following a curvature somewhat parallel with the margin of the

shell to below the middle of its length, is abruptly recurved, and the

extremity turned a little backwards teminates about half way |)etween

the margin and the anterior extremity of the mesial septum.

The cardinal process, seen from the inner side, is bilobed, and from

the exterior side each of these divisions is usually bilobed.

These shells differ from Strophalosia in the extremely narrow linear cardinal

area, greater extension of the hinge-line, more extreme arcuation or ventricosity

of the ventral valve in many or most of the species, and especially in the direc-

tion and termination of the reniform vascular impressions, which resemble those

of Aulosteges and of some species of Productus. It differs from Productus in the

constant presence of an area, hinge-teeth and sockets.

• In the specimens affording the most satisfactory evidence of area, etc.. the foramen is open; hut in

some specimens the impression only remains, and there is the appearance of a narrow indentation below

the heak, so that it ii impossible to determine whether the foramen has been open, or closed by a

delttdium. :
'-

•jo

[ Paleontology IV.] 20
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PBODUCTELL.E OF THE CORNIFEROUS LIMESTONE AND HAMILTON
GROUP.

Productella subaculcata.

PLATE XXIIL

Pnductut subaevleatm : Murchisoh, 1840, Bull, do la Soc. Geol. de France,Vol. xi, pa. 256, pi. 2, f. 9 a,b,e.

Ltpttmafragaria : J. de C. Sowebbz, 1840, Transac. of the Geol. Society of London, 2d series, Vol. ,
pa. 704, pi. 56, J^

5 and 6.—— oblongaf : Idem, Ibid, pi. 53, f. 29; not Pandeb.
,

Producta : Phu.lips, 1841, Pal. Foss. of Cornwall, pa. 59, pi. 25, f. 100.

Producttu tpinulostu (partim) : Db Konihck, 1843, Desc. des Anim. foss. du terr. carb. de Belginm,

p. 183 (flg. cxclnsis) ; not Sowebbt.— nibacuUaltu (partim) : De YBBNEiriL, 1843, Russia and the Ural Mountains, Vol. ii, pa. 282, pi. 16,

f. 9, a, 6,0.

(partim) : De Ketseblino, 1846, Relse in das Petschora-land, pa. 203, pi. 199 (fig. ex.).

Strophalotia subacuhata ; KiBO, 1846, Ann. and Mag. of Nat. History, Vol. xviii, p. 28.

Producttu tubaculeatut : De Kohinck, 1846, Mem. de la Soc. royale d6s Sci. de Liege, Vol. iv, pa. 249,

pi. 16, f.4o-d.
" " De Kobihck, Recherces sur les Anim. fossilea, 1847, pa. 142, pi. 16, f. 4Ja, 6, e, d.

Ventral valve gibbous; length and breadth about as seven to eight :

hinge-extremities angulated, and the margins being contracted a little

below form small ears, while below this contraction the sides are

regularly curved and the front is broadly rounded. The umbo is con-

siderably elevated above the hinge-line, and the apex incurved.

Surface marked by closely arranged concentric striae, and studded with

slender rounded spines. On the upper part of the shell, and on the

ears, these spines are round at the base, and rise directly from the sur-

face. On the middle and lower part of the valve, there is a slight ele-

vation of the surface a little above the base of the spine, but not a de-

fined ridge. The number of spines on the individual figured has been

sixty or more.

The following is the description of this species, given by De Koninck :

" Shell small, semiglobose, rounded. Dorsal valve not sinuate, very
"
gibbous, rather regularly arched. The surface is ornamented with a

"
great number of very faint striae of growth, and scattered over with

" tubes of which there usually remains only the circular or slightly elon-
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"
gated bases. The distribution of these tubes has no regularity : they

" are cylindrical, rather short, and appear to have followed a direction
"
parallel to the curvature of the valve : they are more closely arranged

" towards the little ears than upon other parts of the surface, and, upon
" each side of the beak, form a range of four or five tubes directed back-
"
wards, extending a little distance beyond the cardinal line. The ears

" are very small and fragile, and are terminated exteriorly in an obtuse
"
angle. The cardinal line is shorter than the transverse diameter. On

"
careful examination, we observe an extremely narrow area, divided in

" the middle by a triangular opening which is obliterated and hidden by
" the beak when the shell is placed upon its dorsal valve. Nevertheless
" the beak is very short and little prominent, although gibbous at ii

"
little distance from its extremity, and neatly separated from the

" ears by a sudden curve. The ventral valve is entirely embraced
"
by the dorsal valve, \n which it is deeply inserted, and which it fol-

" lows in all its contour : it is garnished with some concentric wrinkles,
" somewhat strongly defined upon the ears and upon the sides. Little
" rounded fossets are irregularly distributed, and correspond to the ori-

"
gin of the tubes of the other valve."

" Dimensions. Average length, 16 millimetres. Proportions of length,

breadth, height and thickness=100 : 113 : 65 : 20. The total number of

tubes varies from 25 to 50."

Prof. DeKoninck remarks that this species is known in America by the name

of Strophomena lachrymosa. The Strophomena lachrymosa of Conrad was described

from the Chemung-narrowa in New-York, and is a larger shell, with different cha-

racters from any one known to me in the Corniferous limestone of New-York or of

the West, and does not at all resemble the figures of P. subaculeatus given by this

author.

Geological formations and localities. This species has been cited by M. DeVee-

NEUiL as occurring at Charleston landing and Lewis creek in Indiana, and as tra-

versing the Hamilton, Portage and Chemung groups. The specimen figured on

Plato xxiii is from the Corniferous limestone at Jeffersonville, Indiana
;
and I pre-

sume is identical with specimens from Charleston landing.

I am unable to identify it with any species in the Hamilton and Chemung

groups of New-York, though resembling some of those which I have placed under

P. shumardiana. A larger collection of specimens may possibly show a passage

from the one to the other.
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Productella navicella.

Productut navictUa : IIau in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 172. 1867.

Shell small, Bubelliptical ; length greater than width : hinge-line a little

less than the greatest width of the shell.

Ventral valve extremely gibbous in the middle, arcuate : beak very
much incurved and projecting a little below the hinge-line. The umbo

is elevated above the hinge-line about equal to one-third the length of

the shell : sides sometimes nearly parallel for one-half their length

below the hinge-line, sometimes gradually curving outwards. Dorsal

valve extremely concave.
~

ScRFAOB marked by fine undulating concentric striaa, which are some-

times interrupted by irregular lamellae. On the umbo and the cardinal

extremities there are numerous minute cylindrical spines which rise

almost directly from the surface, or with a scarcely perceptible ele-

vation of the surface just above them. Below the umbo, the ridges

above the spine-bases become more elongate and conspicuous, while

on the middle and sides of the valve, and towards its lower margin,

these become elongate costse ;
and from them rise rounded spines, some-

times interrupting the continuity of the costse, which at other times

continue below the spine with some abatement of their strength.

There are rarely spines rising from between the costoe, and sometimes

the lattef continue for some distance without spines.

The specimens referred to this species are distinguished by the narrow elon-

gate form and extreme arcuation. No area, teeth or teeth-sockets have been

observed, as th? specimens are not in a condition to admit an examination of

these parts.
• The typical specimen is from the Hamilton group, and I have referred to the

same species several specimens of similar form and proportions from the Comife-

roa« limestone, which are more distinctly marked by continuous radiating costa6,

some of which are bifurcated on the sides. All the individuals now referred to

this species are small shells
;
and though we might suppose the conditions in the

Comiferons limestone to have been favorable to their development, yet no speci-

mens have been found larger than those figured on Plato xxiii.
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One or two specimens of larger dimensions in the Hamilton group have a simi-

lar surface-marking, but a different form.

Geologicalformations and localities. In the Comiferous limestone in Schoharie

county, and in the Hamilton
groug at Moscow and Pavilion, New-York.

Productella sliumardiana.

PLATE XXin.

Productus skumardianus : Hall, Geol. Report of Iowa, Vol. i, Part ii, pa. 499, pi. iii, f. 9, and pi. vii, f. 1.

Producliu tpinuHcostus [in part] : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 173. 1857.

Products concentricut : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 180.* Geological Report of Iowa

Vol. i, part ii, p. 517.

Productut pyxidatvt [partim Tel totom] : Hall, Geological Report of Iowa, Vol. i, part ii, p. 498.

Shell concavo-convex, subhemispherical, wider than long : hinge-line

nearly or quite equalling and sometimes greater than the width of the

shell below.

Ventral valve very convex, gibbous in the middle and on the umbo,

which is abruptly narrowed towards the beak, and the apex incurved

over the hinge-line ;
the sides abruptly depressed towards the cardinal

extremities, which are flattened and more or less auriculate. In one

specimen observed, the apex is minutely truncate, and there is a

barely perceptible line at the junction of the two valves, which indi-

cates an area.

Dorsal valve concave, often corresponding essentially with the ventral

valve ;
but sometimes nearly flat in the upper and central portions, and

abruptly deflected towards the margin.

The surface of the ventral valve is marked by intermittent radiating

ridges, gradually rising from the surface and terminating below in

elongate spines ;
while upon the upper part of the shell, about the

umbo, there are scarcely perceptible elevations of the surface above

the bases of the spines. There are sometimes one, two, or more spines

upon the ears, but this does not appear to be a constant character :

the entire surface is marked by close concentric undulating striae.

• The Geological Report of Progress referred to in this and one or two other instances was communi-

cated to the Governor as the law required, but it was not published, and the matter was incorporated in

the Tolomes cited.
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The dorsal valve is marked by few or many interrupted radiating

ridges, but no spines have been observed attached to them.

The specimens are usually from half an inch to six-tenths of an inch

wide ;
one well-formed specimen measured j\- inch in length and |i inch

in width.

The interior of the dorsal valve is often pretty regularly convex^ and

sometimes nearly flat in the upper part and "abruptly deflected towards

the front. The surface is marked by interrupted ridges and fine concen-

tric striae, with a bilobed or bifurcate cardinal process and faint indica-

tions of teeth-sockets.* The muscular impressions have not been dis-

tinctly observed ; but the reniform vascular impressions in the Iowa

specimens are similar to others of the genus. The interior of the ventral

valve is unknown.

After a careful comparison of specimens from the Corniferous limestone and

Hamilton group, with those from Burlington in Iowa and the town of Louisiana

in Missouri, I am unable to find any difiercnces which I believe to be of specific

importance ;
and am therefore compelled to regard those of New-York as identi-

cal with those of the West. A specimen from the Corniferous limestone of Ohio is

scarcely distinguishable by any character of form, or even in the color of the rock,

from specimens of the Oolite limestone at Burlington in Iowa
;
and a well-formed

specimen (figure 35, Plate 23) from the limestone of the Marccllus shale is dis-

tinguished from the Iowa specimens only by its dark color. In each, the surface

striae and the ridges at the base of the spines, as well as the form and measure-

ments, correspond. It may be observed, however, that the prevailing form of the

specimens from Burlington is somewhat broader than those from the Corniferous

limestone, and that in the latter the ears as well as the spiniferous ridges are

often more prominent.

In comparing a considerable number of specimens of Productus shumardianus (rom

Burlington, Iowa, I find the form of the shell pretty constant
;
but there are

sometimes more or fewer spines on the umbo, while in some specimens this part of

the shell has scarcely any spines. There is a similar irregularity in the distribu-

tion of spines upon the body of the shell, and not unfrequently we find it almost

destitute of these appendages, and scarcely separable from the forms I have de-

scribed as Productus pyridatus. The same difiercnces are observable upon the

dorsal valves of which we usually have tho interior surface exposed ; sometimes

few, and sometimes numerous nodes, indicating the fossets of the exterior.

* In the gT«ftter mimber of Individuals examined, it is impossible to determine that teeth-sockets do

exist; the appearance, even under a lens, indicating their absence.
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Specimens of this species, both from Iowa and New-York, have in some instances

shown a very minute truncation at the apex ;
and in one or two individuals

there is a barely perceptible indication of an area, which extends on either side

half-way from the apex to the extremities.

This species has usually been referred to P. murchisonianus of De Koninck

(which is also represented as having a narrow area, and belonging properly to the

Genus Strophalosia). In the comparison of numerous forms which have been

described as distinct species, and which he refers to this one. Prof. De Koninck

remarks as follows :

" The greater number of these species have been established only upon imper-
" feet specimens, and require a rigorous revision by their authors. The P. mur-
" chisonianus to which we must refer, according to M. De Vehneuil, the Stropho-
" mena pustulosa of Mr. Hall, is easily distinguished from the preceding species*
"
by its area,! by the less profound insertion of its ventral valve, by the less con-

" siderable number of its tubercles, and by its transverse wrinkles. It is not
"
always so easy to separate it from the P. subaculeatus."

The species described by me as Sfropftomena pustulosa has been alluded to

under, the preceding species, and appears to me to be the dorsal valve of a smaller

species of Phoductella, the P. truncate. I can scarcely suppose that such extreme

variations occur in the same species, as are shown in these two forms
;
and if so,

we must confess that we have very feeble means of discriminating species among
this group of shells. In the eastern part of the State, where the P. truncata is

abundant, I have not seen the larger forms, though they occur in the same asso-

ciation on the shore of Lake Erie
; yet in that locality we have at least fifty of

the smaller forms where we find one of the larger, and but rarely an individual

which might be doubtfully regarded as in an intermediate stage of growth.

Geologicalformations and localities. It will be observed that this species ranges

from the Comiforous limestone to the Oolitic limestone, at the base of the Bur-

lington limestone in Iowa. It occurs at Williamsville in the Corniferous limestone,

and in the same rock in Ohio and in Illinois. It is found in the limestone of the

Marcellus shale on the shore of Lake Erie above BuiTalo, and in the shales of the

Hamilton group at the same place ;
at Pratt's falls in Onondaga county ;

at Mos-

cow in Livingston county, and other places. It occurs in the same horizon at

• Produetiu gerardi.

t Among the illustrations of this species by Prof. De Koninck, pi. xvi, flg. 3/, shows a narrow area and

mtnote foramen; while flgs. 3 4 and 3 e, which are similar views of other specimens, do not show an area,

and have every external appearance of bejng true Peodcotcs. The Strophomena membranacea of Van-

vxsM, supposed by that author to be identical with Leptana membranacea of Phillips, is also cited by

Prof. D« Koninck as one of the synonymes under Produetut murchisonianus. The species referred to by

Vakuxem is illnstrated under Productella hirtuta of the Chemung group, and is certainly very distinct

froni either of those In the Hamilton group or Corniferous limestone.
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Hamburgh (Illinois) and in the town of Louisiana (Missouri), and in the calca-

reous beds at the base of the Burlington limostono at Burlington (Iowa).

In the Tully limestone there is a Very extreme form, which, after careful com-

parison, I can only regard as a variety of this species, having the front greatly

produced. The beak is extremely incurved, and can only have been minutely if at

all truncated.

Productella spinulicosta.

PLATE XXIII.

Productut tpinulicotta : Hau, Tenth Report on the Stat« Cabinet, p. 178. 1857.

Shell broad, semielliptical or somewhat orbicular ; hinge-line generally

a little less than the greatest width of the shell.

Ventral valve varying in shells of different size, from moderately to

extremely gibbous in the middle, with the beak strongly incurved.

Dorsal valve moderately concave in its upper part, and becoming more

concave or arcuate towards the front.

Surface marked by fine strong concentric striae, which are sometimes

crowded and wrinkled on the body of the shell. There are several rows

of interrupted ridges or spine-bases, which in entire specimens support

slender spines. The ears are strongly wrinkled, and support a row of

four or five spines just below the hinge-line*

The distinction between the species and the authentic specimens of P. shu-

mardiana is not such as to entirely satisfy me of their specific difference. The

specimens originally referred by me to this species are smaller than the prevailing

. size of P. fhumardiana at Burlington, Iowa, and some of the younger individuals

are somewhat broadly truncated at the apex. The spiniferous ridges are usually

longer and more prominent than in the Burlington specimens.

Geological formation and localities. In the calcareous bands of the Marcellus

shale and in the shales of the Hamilton group, on the shores of Lake Erie, Cayuga
and Seneca lakes and other places.

Productella trancata.

PLATE XXIII.

Productxu truncattu : IIall in Tenth Report on tho State Cabinet, p. 171. 1857.

Strophomena puttuloia : Hall, Geol. Report Ith District New-Torlt, p. 189, f. 4. IS-IS.

Not Productui piutulonu : VuiuAva.

Shell small, concavo-convex : hinge-line equalling or less than the

greatest width of the shell.
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Ventral valve gibbous in the middle, broadly truncate on the umbo,

regularly curving to the front, abruptly depressed at the sides, and

forming narrow flattened ears at the cardinal extremities. A narrow

linear area, and a perceptible foramen or callosity under the beak.

Dorsal valve moderately concave, minutely truncate at the apex, with

a thickening of the hinge-line in well-marked specimens.

Surface of ventral valve wrinkled at the hinge-line, marked by a greater

or less number of spiniferous ridges, supporting slender spines of mode-

rate length. There is usually a row of two or three spines on the ears

just below the hinge-margin, and they are often closely arranged about

the limits of the truncation on the umbo, and more sparsely on the

middle and lower part of the valve. The dorsal valve is wrinkled along

the hinge-line, and the surface covered by numerous elongate spinife-

rous pustules, bearing, when "perfect, long slender spines. The entire

surface of both valves is marked by fine closely arranged concentric

striae. Interior of the dorsal valve wrinkled and pustulose, with a con-

spicuous depression at the umbo, and a short bifurcating cardinal

process.

This little shell is extremely abundant in the calcareous bands of the Marcellus

shale the individuals sometimes lying in absolute contact or close proximity through

layers of considerable extent. They vary in size from the diameter of less than

one line to a quarter of an inch, and rarely to three-eighths of an inch. Notwith-

standing the great numbers of specimens, I have not yet been able to trace them

to any larger size than those illustrated, though they may attain greater dimen-

sions. In the larger specimens they very much resemble the young of Productus

(Prodndella) shumardianus ; but they are much more gibbous, the truncation is

broader, and the area more conspicuous. ,

The species described by me as Strophomena pustulosa from the Marcellus shale,

is apparently the dorsal valve of this species, some of the- specimens being illus-

trated on Plate xxiii. Some of these valves are larger than any of the ventral

valves which have been elsewhere seen
;
but since we know no other species in

that association, I have referred them to the same.

On the authority of M. De Verneuil, the S. pustulosa has been referred to the

Productus {Strophalosia) murchisonianus oi Bf. Koninck, which is likewise regarded

as identical with the species I have described as Productus shumardianus.

[ PAI.iEONT0L00y IV.] 21
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The illustrations on Plate xxiu, figures 18, 19 & 20 are enlarged three diameters, and

those from 12-17 are enlarged two diameters. The interior of the dorsal valve show-

ing the cardinal process, is enlarged six diameters.

Figure 23 represents the impression left in the stone by a dorsal valve, with the area

and minute foramen of the ventral valve. This one is a little less broadly truncate,

and presents otler slight differences from the ordinary forms of this species.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs principally in the calca-

reous beds of the Marcellus shale, and in the shale itself. It is found in largo num-

bers near Schoharie, and also near Manlius in Onondaga county, at Avon in Liv-

ingston county, and on the shore of Lake Erie above Buffalo. It occurs also in the

shale of the Hamilton group near Tully in Onondaga county.

Pioductella duiiiosa.

PLATE XXIII.

Produclut dumotiu : Hall, Fourteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 99. 18G1.

Compare Producttu ipinulicosta .- Hall in Tenth Report on tlie State Cabinet, p. 173. 1857.

Compare Productu* thumardianui : Geol. Report of Iowa, Vol. i, part ii, pa. 499, pi. 8, f. 9, and pi. 7

f. 1 ; and this volume p. 150.

Body of the shell subovate, and, including the ears, somewhat hemi-

spheric ; length and width about equal ;
the hinge-line usually a little

less than the greatest width of the shell.

Ventral valve extremely gibbous or ventricose in the middle, contracted

at the umbo, which is prominent, with the beak strongly incurved

over the hinge-line. The middle and lower part of the shell is regu-

larly arching, and almost vertically depressed at the sides of the umbo

to the narrow flat ears. Dorsal valve more or less deeply concave, cor-

responding nearly with the opposite valve.

The surface of the ventral valve is marked by numerous slender spines,

the bases only of which are usually preserved. The spines on the umbo,

and a row on the ears, rise almost vertically from the surface
; while

below this the surface is marked by short rounded ridges, each of

which terminates in a slender spine. Towards the front of the shell

the ridges are continuous, being only slightly interrupted by the

growth of the spines. The bases of the spijfes are more or less distinctly

arranged in concentric rows, and vary greatly in their number and

proximity to each other. The entire surface is marked by closely
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arranged undulating concentric strias. The dorsal valve, in its upper

part, is marked by rounded fossets, while on the middle and lower

part the depressions become elongate grooves. No spines have been

observed.

A careful examination of the hinge-line of the ventral valve has shown

a narrow area, with foramen and small teeth. In one specimen, preserv-

ing the two valves, there is a barely perceptible separation of the mar-

gins for a short distance along the middle of the hinge-line ; while in

another similar specimen, there is no such separation perceptible.

This species is from half an inch to an inch in length and diameter. The varia-

tions in its different stages of growth, and the variable number of spines upon
its surface, render it diflScult, with the materials before me, to point out the cha-

racters which separate some of the smaller specimens, on the one hand from P.

navicella, and the other from some forms of P. shumardiana.

Geological formation and localities. This fossil occurs in the Hamiiton group,

at Tinker's falls and Delphi falls in Onondaga county ;
at Bellona in Yates coun-

ty ;
on the shore of Canandaigua lake

;
at Moscow in Livingston county ;

and

near Hamilton in Madison county, New-York.

Prodactella exanthemata.

PLATE XXIII.

Producttu exarUKematut : Hall ia Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 174. 1857.

The original of this species is a moderately concave dorsal valve, the

interior of which is closely studded with pustuliform elevations, indi-

cating fossets on the exterior of the shell. Near the umbo these eleva-

tions are nearly round, becoming oval below, and sometimes forming

short oblique wrinkles. The cardinal process is distinctly bilobed ; and

there are obscure indications of teeth-sockets.

The characters are dissimilar to those of the interior of valves of well-marked

specimens of P. shumardiana^ though many of the dorsal valves of that species

show numerous short ridges on the interior surface
;
but I have not been able to

find a gradation to this character. Among the collections from the Corniferous

limestone, there are several other dorsal valves with a similar cardinal process,

and round pustuliform elevations in the upper part of the shell, while they
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become elongated below, with nnmerous oblique wrinkles. It is equally difficult

to unite these with typical forms of P. shvmardiana, though ultimately all these

varieties may be found to constitute only phases of a very variable species.

Some examples of dorsal valves, similar to the typical forms of P. exanthamata,

have been found in the Chemung group ;
but all these are moderately concave,

and never approach the form of typical P. shumardiana.

Geologicalformation and localities. In the shales of the Hamilton group, on the

shore of Seneca lake
;
and at Tinker's falls, Onondaga county.

Productella tuUia ( n. s.).

PLATE XXIII.

Shell broadly ovate, subhemispheric ; hinge-line equalling or a little

less than the greatest width of the shell.

Ventral valve ventricose with the apex extremely incurved, and much

producfid in front.

Dorsal valve more or less gibbous, often moderately concave in the

upper and middle portions, and abruptly, deflected and produced in

front.

Surface of ventral valve marked by scattered slender spines. Specimens

of the dorsal valves are nearly all of the interior, strongly wrinkled

on the hinge-line, with numerous pustuliform elevations, which be-

come elongated on the front of the valve. Between these stronger eleva-

tions are numerous fine and sometimes coarser radiating striae which

become more distinctly visible as the shell is exfoliated from the

inside, showing that they pertain to the exterior surface. The cardinal

<-' process is bifurcate, and of considerable length.

The interior of the dorsal valvo is recognized by numerous pustuliform ridges

and distinct intermediate striae, the latter a character not observed in any other

species.

The fignres 41-44 illustrate the usual form and features of this species as it occurs in the

Hamilton shales.

Geological formation and localities. In the Hamilton group, near Tully and

Delphi falls in Onondaga county. A single dorsal valve of larger size and mode-

rate convexity is from the Tully limestone.
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Pi'oductclla subalata.

PLATE XXIII.

Productut tubalatus : Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 174. 1847.
" "

Greological Report of Iowa, part ii, pa. 500, pi. 3, f. 10.

Shell semielliptical or semicircular, usually much wider than high ;

hinge-extremities equalling or less than the width of the shell. Ven-

tral vajve ventricose in the middle, gibbous on the umbo and towards

the beak
; extended, flattened and auriculate at the hinge-extremities :

beak incurved over the hinge-line. There is a distinct narrow area*

extending for more than half the length of the hinge-line.

The surface is marked by fine concentric striaB, with indications of radia-

ting striae within the substance of the shell. The cardinal margins and

the ears are marked by strong wrinkles which are often visible on the

body of the shell. The spines are variable in number, often crowded

together on. the ears and adjacent portions of the shell, and irregularly

scattered upon the middle and anterior part of the valve.

This species is noticed in this place from its great similarity to the P. rarispina

of the Chemung group of New-York. The specimen figured (PI. xxiii, f. 49) is a

ventral valve above the prevailing size, with a greater extension of the hinge-line

than usual.

Geological formation and locality. In the calcareous shales of the Hamilton

group at Rock island, Illinois.
,

Productas? (sp.).

PLATE XXin.

A single dorsal valve, of comparatively large size, occurs with P. spi-

nulicosta, near Bellona in Yates county. When entire, it has had a length

of about one inch and a quarter, with a width of an inch and a half The

interior of the shell is exposed, but the cardinal process is broken ofiF,

and there are no teeth-sockets visible. The surface is marked by slender

pustuliform ridges, which become more elongate as they recede from the

hinge-line, and on the middle and lower part of the shell are bifurcated,

and show finer ridges between.

This specimen cannot be clearly identified with any described form
;
but in

the absence of other material, I hesitate to indicate it as a distinct species.

Geological formation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, near

Bellona, Yates county. ,
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Productella liirsata.

PLATE XXIV.

Stropkomena membfanacea : Vanuxem, Ucp. 3d Geol. Dist. New-Tork, p. 1C8, f. 4 and 6.

Not Lejilana membranacca : PHiLLirs, I'al. Fossils, p. GO, f. 101.

Not Produttui mtmbranaceiu : Hall in Tenth Report on the Stat« Cabinet, p. 175. 1857.

Shell semielliptical, concavo-convex : hinge-line equalling or a little

less than the width of the shell; length and breadth about as 8 to 10

or 12, or as 9 to 11, and, from natural or accidental causes, varying to

length and breadth equal.

Ventral valve convex in the middle, gibbous on the umbo, gradually

curving to the front and lower lateral margins, and abruptly depressed

towards the cardino-lateral margins, which are nearly flat and broadly

auriculate, with extremities usually rounded. Dorsal valve moderately

concave, flattened towards the cardinal extremities, which are always

rounded.

Surface marked by fine imbricating concentric striae. On the ventral

valve there is a row of somewhat strong, diverging, nearly straight

spines on each side just below the hinge-margin ; and the entire sur-

face (except sometimes the umbo and more prominent portions of the

valve) is covered by numerous slender spines, the bases of which form

small elongate pustules on the surface. There is some evidence of an

extremely narrow area on the ventral valve, and of teeth-sockets in the

dorsal valve.

In a cast of the ventral valve, the occlusor muscular imprints are nar-

row and semioval, but no distinct impressions of the divaricator muscles

have been observed. There is doubtful evidence of the presence of hinge-

teeth. The interior of the dorsal valve is marked by numerous fine elon-

gate papillae, and towards the margin these are very closely arranged,

giving a peculiar striated aspect to the surface (a feature more percepti-
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ble in specimens from the shaly beds than in those from the arenaceous

portions of the group). In the midst of these are the coarser pustules

indicating the spine-bases of the exterior surface. The cardinal process

is short and strong, bilobed at the extremitjj with each division less

deeply lobed. The process is supported at the base by an oblique ridge,

which is often not visibly separated from,the hinge-margin, but in rare

examples has shown obscure evidence of teeth-sockets. There is a slender

median septum, which is not always preserved, on the interior surface

of the dorsal valve.

This species is subject to considerable variation in form, being often much

extended on the hinge, and nearly once and a half as wide as long, while in other

examples the length is nearly equal to the breadth : those with the length and

breadth nearly equal, are the most gibbous in form. Not unfrequently the

shell appears to have been unequally developed on the two sides- of the apex.

The species is distinguished from its associates by its wide moderately convex

form, concentric striae and very slender spines, the bases of which are usually

but little extended on the surface. The interior is more finely papillose than the

other species.

I believe this to be the species which Mr. Vanuxem regarded as identical with

Leptana membranacea of Phillips, and which has been recognized as Productus

{Strophalosia) murchisonianus by Dk Koninck. I am quite unable, however, to find

corresponding characters, and am therefore constrained to adhere to the specific

designation applied by me in 1857.

Figures 1-9 illustrate the prevailing forms of this species. The dorsal valves all show

the interior surface, while the ventral valves partially preserve the exterior, but in

many of them the shell is more or less removed by maceration and solution. The

spines on the surface are rarely preserved, but in some specimens the row of long

spines near the hinge-margin is seen in part, as illustrated in twx) of the figures. Fig-

ure 9 is a ventral valve, which is more rotund and shorter on the hinge-line than

usual. ,

Geological formalion and localities. This species is of common occurrence in

the green arenaceous shales of the Chemung group at Philipsburgh and Rockville

in Allegany county ; along the line of the Corning and Blossburgh railway ;

and at Covington, Pennsylvania.
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Productella hirsata, var. rcctispina.

PLATE XXIV.

A group of figures at the lower part of this plate were originally sepa-

rated, under the impression that they were a distinct species ;
but later

examination has induced me to unite them with this as a variety, till

more positive differences can be ascertained. They occur in a fine fissile

and almost slaty sandstone in the Chemung group in the south part of

Steuben county, and a few specimens from other localities have the same

characters : these hold a somewhat higher position in the series than

those from Philipsburgh. The condition of their preservation in a coarse

matrix has given a somewhat different aspect to the surface markings,

and the spines on the hinge-line, when preserved, are vertical
;
while

in the specimens from Philipsburgh and the Blossburgh railroad, the

spines are always directed obliquely outwards. The same feature of dis-

tortion or inequality on the two sides of the beak prevail in all the spe-

cimens from this locality in Steuben county, as well as in those of Alle-

gany county and other places. The casts or impressions in this rock

have a more coarsely pustulose or wrinkled surface
;
and in some imper-

fect specimens of the same type from Meadville ( Pennsylvania), the

valves have had a diameter of more than two inches, and the surface is

strongly wrinkled on and near the cardinal margins.

A single individual in a semicalcareous matrix from Troup's creek near the

Pennsylvania lino, in the vicinity of the sandstone specimens, preserves the sur-

face characters in greater perfection than any specimen elsewhere observed. An

enlarged view of a portion of this shell is given in one of the figures.
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Productella boydii.

PLATE XXIV.

Productus boydii : Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 179. 1857.

Shell of medium size or larger, transverse, varying from semielliptical

to broad-oval from the rounding of the cardinal extremities ; cardinal

line less than the width of the shelL

Ventral valve varying from moderately convex to gibbous in the middle

and towards the umbo, with a more or less defined mesial depression

extending from the umbo to the front of the shell, which is sinuate,

somewhat gently curving to the front and taso-lateral margins, abruptly

depressed on the cardino-lateral slopes, and extended into wide ears

which are more or less distinctly rounded at the extremities.

Dorsal valve moderately concave, with a distinct longitudinal mesial

elevation corresponding to the depression of the ventral valve, and

giving the basal margin a sinuate outline. Cardinal extremities round-

ed, and the cardinal line much shorter than the width of the shell.

Surface concentrically, striated, and marked by numerous elongate pus-

tuliform spiniferous ridges supporting slender elongate spines, while

there are one or two rows of stronger curving spines on the ears. The

interior of the dorsal valve is marked in like manner by pustuliform

nodes, indicating fossets on the exterior surface, which sometimes

have their length transverse to the shell, or producing short transverse

wrinkles. In some specimens, faint radiating striae mark the surface of

the shell.

The casts of the ventral valve show the marks of the occlusor mus-

cles near the apex on each side of the mesial depression, which, on the

interior of the shell, would be an elevated ridge. The divaricator muscu-

lar impressions are deeply striated, wide and spreading, extending nearly

to the middle of the length of the shell. The interior of the dorsal valve

shows a narrow mesial septum, but the cardinal process has not been

determined. The whole interior surface is papillose or punctate.

[
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(T This species is distinguished by the promiftent and rather distant spiniferous

tubercles, by the shallow median depression of the Central valve, and also by the

Btrong curving spines on the cardino-lateral margins. In an examination of twenty
or thirty individuals of this species, I am unable to find any variations or grada-
tions that would indicate an approach to any other species. The shell appears to

have been very variable in form in its normal condition, and this variation has

been increased by pressure during the consolidation of the matrix. The form of

the valves does not vary greatly from those of P. hirsutus, but it is usually pro-

portionally shorter on the hinge-line.

The specimens, though occurring in considerable numbers, have not afforded

satisfactory means of determining the character of the hinge, or the presence or

absence of an area.

Geological formation and locality. In the Chemung group at Philipsburgh in

Allegany county, and near Elmira.

Prodactclla rarispina.

PLATE XXIV.

Productut rarispinus : Hail in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 178. 1857.

Shell semielliptical ;
the proportions of length and breadth as 6 to 8,

as 7 to 10, or sometimes equal ; hinge-line equalling or a little greater

than the width of the shell.

Ventral valve ventricose, somewhat flattened or slightly depressed in

the middle, curving abruptly to the front, and a little more gradually

to the baso-lateral margins, abruptly depressed on the cardino-lateral

slopes and expanded into ears which are strongly deflected at the

extremities.

Dorsal valve deeply concave in the middle, flattened or slightly concave

on the cardinal angles.

SuBFACE marked by fine concentric striae, and sometimes, in partially

exfoliated shells, there are appearances of radiating striae. The ears

are strongly wrinkled, and support several comparatively strong round-

ed spines, and others of similar character are scattered over the sur-

face. These spines rise directly from the shell, Vith a pustule-like

elevation on all sides, but not raised in elongate nodes as in most of v.

the species. The dorsal valve also bears marks of a few similar spines.
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A careful observation of the hinge-line of the ventral valve discloses

an extremely narrow flat space, which may be regarded as an area with

a narrow open aperture ; but so obscure are these features, that, unless

examined with great care, they may be readily overlooked.

The cast of the ventral valve shows elongate semioval imprints of the

occlusor muscles on the umbo, and wide spreading strongly striate diva-

ricator muscular impressions.

In the interior of the dorsal valve we find a slender mesial septum

which terminates in a bilobate cardinal process, the shell being some-

what thickened at the sides, and probably having minute dental sockets ;

but these have not been distinguished. The entire interior surface of both

valves is minutely papillose, and these points become more elongate on

the middle of the shell, and finally towards the front are extended in

extremely slender striae, which are likewise impressed upon the cast.

The figures 19-23 of Plate xxiv illustrate the usual form and condition of this spe-

cies ; one specimen preserving two of the spines, and showing the bases of others on

the surface of the valve.

This species occurs in the same beds ^vith P. hirsute and P. hoydii, and is rea-

dily distinguished from either of these by its greater gibbosity and fewer spines ;

while the casts may be recognized by the extremely fine papillae, and their exten-

sion in capillary striaj. In general characters, it resembles P. subalata of the Ham-

ilton group at Rock island, Illinois
;
but it is much more convex, and the ears less

extended than the usual form of the specimens from the western locality. The

specimens before me are not in a condition for satisfactory comparisons of the

two forms in all their parts ;
but I would suggest that such comparisons be insti,

tuted, with a view to determine the relations of the species.

Geological formation and localities. In the arenaceous shales of the Chemung

group at Philipsburgh in Allegany county, and on the line of the Corning and

Blossburgh railroad.
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Productella laclii'}iuosa.

PLATE XXV

Stropkomtna iachrymoia : Cosrad, Jonr. Acad. Nat. SciencesPhiladelpbia, Vol. viii, pa. 26G, pl.ll, f. 9.

Shell ovoid or subhemispheric, semielliptical in outline; the propor-

tions varying from nearly equal length and breadth, to width nearly

once and a half as great as the length : hinge-line equalling or less

than the width of the shell
;
extremities angulated or rounded.

Ventral valve varying from moderately gibbous to vei:y ventricose ;

the umbo sometimes a little .elevated above the hinge-line and often

extremely elevated and incurved, often flattened in the middle, more

or less regularly arching from beak to base, abruptly depressed at the

sides of the umbo, and spreading into more or less expanded ears,

which are usually deflected, and rarely extend beyond the width of

the shell below : basal margin regularly arched, or sometimes nearly

straight in the middle.

Dorsal valve moderately or more deeply concave, following in some

degree the curvature of the opposite valve. In some specimens it is

nearly flat in the upper and middle portions, and abruptly deflected

at the margin.

Surface of ventral valve (where the shell is partially preserved) marked

by fine concentric striae, and, upon the ears, by strong concentric

wrinkles, which become obsolete or are but faintly marked on the

body of the shell. There is a row of four or five round spines rising

from a little below the cardinal margin on each side of the beak ; and

surfaces of the casts are [marked by- numerous slightly elongate spini-

ferous tubercles, from which rise somewhat slender spines. These spi-

niferous tubercles are sometimes principally arranged in lines along

partially continuous ridges. The dorsal valve is strongly wrinkled on

the hinge-line, and sometimes these marks are continued across the

valve in considerable strength; but the specimens examined do not

show spine-bases. The casts or impressions of the exterior show pus-

tules which indicate fossets on the exterior surface of the shell.
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The interior of the valve is finely papillose and papillose-striate, so

that some of the casts have a minutely interruptedly-striate surface.

The cast of the ventral valve preserves irregular and somewhat elongate

semioval imprints of the occlusor muscles, and the impressions of the

divaricator muscles are deeply striated, "wide spreading, reaching the

inner margin of the wings, and extending for more than one-third the

length of the valve. The cardinal process of the dorsal valve is bilobed

in the middle, and each lobe is again divided, leaving a quadruple imprint

on the stone.

This shell is subject to much variation in the convexity of the ventral

valve, and also in the distribution of the spiniferous tubercles. The larger

number of specimens are ventricose, a little flattened and rarely depres-

sed along the middle.

Mr. Conrad has described the ventral valve of S. lachrymosa as "
ventricose,

"
depressed towards the hinge-extremities ;

disc slightly flattened in the mid-

"
die, marked with numerous elongated tubercles arranged in radii which

"
profoundly bifurcate

; hinge-line not salient at the extremities, angulated,
"
sab-margin with prominent tubercles

;
umbo ventricose; summit above the

" cardinal line. Locality : Chemung-narrows, New-York, Devonian- shale."

The specimens in my collections from the Chemung-narrows are usually not

extremely ventricose, and the spiniferous tubercles are more elongate than in

most other species in the collection, sometimes becoming costae towards the

front of the shell. This feature is shown in some of the figures on Plate xxv,

while other figures illustrate the prevailing forms of those which I have referred to

this species from Cattaraugus county and farther west.

Notwithstanding the variable character of the species, it is for the most part

readily recognized among the others of the group ;
and it certainly has no very

close resemblance to any of the forms in the Corniferous limestone or Hamilton

group.

The casts show faint indications of an area, and of teeth in the ventral valve
;

but teeth-sockets are not visible in the dorsal valves of any specimens I have

thus far examined.

Geological formation and localities. In the Chemung group, near Factoryville

and Chemung-narrows, Chemung county ;
at Painted-post, and. near Bath in Steu-

ben county; near Conewango and Randolph in Cattaraugus cotinty, and near

Ellington in Chautauqua county.
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Productella laclir}mosa, var. lima.

PLATE XXV.

Slrophamena lima : Comead, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. viii, p. 256.

This species is described by Mr. Conrad as follows :

" Semiorbicular ; lower valve ventricose, depressed in the middle, most
"
profound towards the base ; surface with numerous elliptical tubercles

"
disposed somewhat in quincunx order ; umbo ventricose ; superior

" lateral spaces much depressed. Locality : Occurs with the preceding
"

species [ i. e. P. lachrymosa, at Chemung-narrows]. Differs from the

"
last in the depressed middle, much more numerous shorter tubercles,

"
etc. The size is nearly the same."

Among the collections, and associated with P. lachrymosa, are specimens cor-

responding with this description; but I find so many intermediate forms, that

with my present sources of information I cannot regard them as of a distinct spe-

cies. Characteristic specimens of these are figured in connexion with P. lachry-

mosa. The well-marked specimens are distinctly depressed in the middle, giving

the front a sinuate aspect ;
while the dorsal valves present a corresponding ele-

vation
;
the latter showing as a depression in impressions of the interior of the

valves, which are often the only condition in which we have them.

In these characters the shell approaches P. boydii; but the ventral valve is

usually more gibbous, the depression is much broader and becomes obsolete,

while the character of the spiniferous tubercles is very distinctive.

Geologicalformation and localities. In the Chemung group, associated with P.

lachrymosa, at Randolph and South-valley in Cattaraugus county ; Ellington in

Chautauqua county, and other places.

Prodnctella lacliryiiiosa, var: sti^iiata.

PLATE XXV.

Shell subovoid or hemispheric.

Ventbal valve ventricose, regularly rounded on the surface, sometimes

nearly flat towards the front ; hinge-line less than the width of the

shell ; umbo rounded and much elevated above the hinge-line ; apex

closely incurved.
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Dorsal valve large, somewhat regularly and sometimes deeply concave,

but with barely any indication of sudden deflection to the front.

Surface of the casts of the ventral valves finely striate or puncto-striate

longitudinally, the puncta more marked towards the base of the valve.

The ears are strongly wrinkled, with the bases of several spines upon

the folds ; these wrinkles extend in obscure undulations across the body

of the shell in its upper part. The entire surface is marked by narrow

elongate fossets which indicate the places of the spines, the slender

bases of which sometimes remain in the depression : in some indi-

viduals, there are oval pustules in place of the fossets. There is no

appreciable tendency to elongation of these pits or ridges towards the

front of the shell ; nor does the surface become costate towards the

margin, as those which I have referred to P. lachrymosa proper, from

Chemung-narrows.

The dorsal valves, associated in the same beds, are strongly wrinkled

on the ears, with the folds faintly marked on the body of the shell, which

is studded with numerous scattered shallow depressions corresponding to

the spines on the opposite valve. The cardinal process is distinctly

four-lobed.

This is one of the largest forms among the Chemung species ;
and I am inclined

to believe that it may ultimately be proved specifically distinct from P. lachrymosa.

Geological formation and localities. In the light-colored sandstones of the Che-

mung group, near Olean
;
and in a similar rock at Conewango, and in some de-

composing semicalcareous layers at Randolph and East-Randolph, Cattaraugus

county, New-York.

Productella speciosa.

PLATE XXV.

Prodvctut tpeciotut : Hall, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 176. 1857.

Shell broadly ovate, subhemispheric ; hinge-line less than the greatest

width of the shell, the extremities obtusely angular.

Ventral valve ventricose : umbo much elevated above the hinge-line,

with the apex closely incurved, regularly arcuate from beak to base and

more rapidly curving to the sides, abruptly depressed on the sides of

the umbo, and concave* between it and the narrow short ears.
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Dorsal valve moderately or deeply concave, and more abruptly curving

to the front.

Surface of ventral valve marked by fine concentric striae, and, on the

ears, by a few short wrinkles which become obsolete on the sides of

the umbo. There are marks of four or five spines on each of the ears

just below the hinge-line, and a row of tubercles or spine-bases along

the summit of the wrinkles as far as they extend. The body of the

shell is covered with as many as twenty-five concentric rows of spi-

niferous tubercles from beak to base : these are closely arranged, and

only become a little irregular towards the front of the shell. The sur-

face of the cast is minutely punctate.

The interior of the dorsal valve is strongly wrinkled on the hinge-

margin ;
and these wrinkles are indistinctly continued across the valve,

and studded with numerous concentric ranges of tubercles, which indi-

cate the place of fossets or of spines on the opposite side : the interme-

diate space is marked by distantly disposed papillas. The cardinal process

is strong at its base, and bilobed above. There are obscure evidences of

teeth-sockets.

This species resembles some of the forma of P. lachrymosa ; but the spiniferous

tubercles are smaller, more closely arranged and more numerous, while the umbo

of the ventral valve is narrower and somewhat abruptly attenuate. The dorsal

valve is studded with numerous tubercles on the interior surface
;
while in that

species the surface is papillose, with indistinct wrinkles and some distant eleva-

tions. In P. lachrymosa, the divisions of the cardinal process are more divergent,

and each division is again bilobed
;
while in this the divisions appear to be

simple.

The species was originally described from a well-formed ventral valve
;
the same

fragment of stone containing a dorsal valve of corresponding character. Numerous

individuals among later collections preserve a similar form and expression of

ventral valve, but none of them are quite so extremely arcuate. This feature,

however, is probably characteristic of the older shells, while the younger ones

would acquire this form from continued growth. A careful examination of all the

specimens from different localities has shown constant and reliable characters for

the determination of the species.

The illustrations show the prevailing differences of form and character among
the specimens of this species. ,
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Geologicalformation and localities. The original specimens are from the Che-

mung group, on Twenty-mile creek in Chautauque county. It occurs at Leon and

New-Albion in Cattaraugus county ;
and west of Olean in Allegany county, New-

York.

Productella striatula ( n. s.)

PLATE XXV.

Body of the shell subovate
;
outline semielliptical, the length equalling or

greater than the width ; hinge-line equalling, or sometimes a little

greater than the width of the shell.

Venteal valve deeply convex, ventricose in the middle and on the

umbo, abruptly depressed at the sides and the cardino-lateral angles,

forming small ears; regularly arching towards the front, which is

more or less produced : umbo elevated above the hinge-line, and the

apex closely incurved.

Dorsal valve somewhat deeply concave ; the upper part, to near the

middle of its length, often slightly concave, and abruptly deflected

towards the front : the deflected portion is sometimes more than half

the length.

Surface of ventral valve, where the shell is entire, finely striate con-

centrically, strongly wrinkled on the ears, and the folds usually be-

coming obsolete on the middle of the shell, but sometimes they are

retained in considerable strength. Numerous slender spines are dispo-

sed in somewhat regular concentric ranges along the front and middle

of the shell, while they are often irregularly disposed and sometimes

absent from the umbo and upper middle portions of the shell, but are

always present on the ears. When the shell is partially exfoliated, the

surface is marked by fine closely arranged radiating striae. Where the

shell is entire, the spines rise almost vertically from the surface, with

scarcely elongate ridges at their base, while in the exfoliated surface

they leave oval depressions around th§;.^pine-bases ; but this character

is subject to variation from the nature of the matrix.

The interior surface of the dorsal valve only is known ; this is finely

[ Paljsontology IV.] 28
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papillose or papillose-striate, without evidence, or with very slight evi-

dence of any inequalities of the exterior. (A few gentle pustule-like ele-

vations have been observed in one specimen.) The cardinal margin is

wrinkled, and the extremities rouqded. There is a short bilobed cardinal

process and a slender mesial septum, which reaches half the length of

the shell. The occlusor muscular impressions are distinctly visible; and.

from between them, on each side, proceeds the reniform vascular impres-

sion, which is at first slightly inclined forward, and, then curving down-

wards about half the length of the valve, is again shortly recurved, ter-

minating in a broader expansion, about halfway from the mesial septum

to the lateral margin of the valve.

lu the specimens examined, this is a neat and well-marked species. The ventral

valve, when having few spines, somewhat resembles the young of P. rarispina;

but it is a more delicate shell, with more slender spines. The shell is thin, easily

exfoliated, and presenting a very finely striate surface beneath, or on the partially

exfoliated portions. The greater proportion of individuals have the surface pretty

evenly studded with spines.

The dorsal valves associated in the same specimens of the rock with the ven-

tral valves are presumed to belong to the same species, and are known by their

abrupt deflection towards the front, the finely papillose-striate surface, and ab-

sence of pustules or nodes indicating fossets or spine-bases on the exterior surface.

Geologicalformation and localities. In some semicalcareous bands in the Che-

mung group at Cherry creek, Chautauqua county; and at New-Albion, Cone-

wango and Coldspring in Cattdraugus county. New-York.

Prodactella liystilcula (n. s.).

PLATE XXVL

Shell small, concavo-convex, semielliptical : hinge-line rarely equalling

and usually somewhat less than the width of the shell.

Ventral valve gibbous or ventricose, somewhat hemispheric, regularly

arching, sometimes a little flattened in the middle, abruptly depressed

towards the cardinal extrcynities, and produced in small scarcely

defined ears. The umbo is a little elevated above the hinge-line ; the

apex is often perceptibly truncated, and there is an extremely narrow

area.
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Dorsal valve moderately or deeply concave, often nearly flat in the

upper part, and more abruptly deflected towards the front.

Surface of the ventral valve, near the cardinal angles, marked by a few

comparatively strong wrinkles, which are sometimes continued across

the body of the shell, or appear as imbricating lines with finer inter-

mediate striae. These wrinkles are studded with very small slender

spines, giving a row along the hinge-margin, and extending in nume-

rous concentric lines over the entire surface of the shell. The inner

surface of the dorsal valve is marked by concentric wrinkles and

numerous ranges of pustules; but no spines have been observed.

The cast of the ventral valve shows a very narrow area, with a minute

central callosity and a bilobed apex, beneath which are cavities from the

removal of the teeth. The imprints of the occlusor muscles are narrow

elongate scars, and the wide divaricator muscular imprints are rarely

faintly preserved.

- The spine-bases are seen in the casts as minute pustulose elevations,

which become more elongate towards the front of the shell.

The impressions of the exterior of the dorsal valve frequently, show a

truncation of the apex (more conspicuously than some of the
'

ventral

valves, in which the truncation is beneath the arch of the umbo) ;
but

this feature does not appear to be constant. There is a pretty strong

bilobed cardinal process, with teeth sockets on each side
; but no median

septum has been observed. The cardinal process, in its exterior impres-

sion, shows that each division is grooved, or again lobed. The interior

of the valve is minutely papillose, the papillae becoming elongated

towards the front of the valve.

The figures illustrate the prevailing form and size of this species, which occurs in great

numbers. Figure G is in part a restoration ; giving, however, the ordinary length

and proportions of the spines. The interior of the dorsal valve, figure 7, is enlarged

two diameters.

Geological formations and localities. This species occurs in some hard arena-

ceous bed, at Forestville in Chautauque county ;
in a friable sandstone at Cone-

wango, and in some semicalcareous layers at East-Randolph, Cattaraugus county,

New-York.
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Pro<Iuctella costatula (n. 8.).

PLATE XXVI.

Shell subovoid, more or less elongate and often extremely arcuate :

hinge-line equalling or less than the width of the shell.

The ventral valve varies from a semielliptical moderately gibbous form

in the young, to extremely arcuate in the older shell. The young
shells are wider than long, and the older are much longer than wide,

but varying greatly in proportions of length and breadth, some of them

being extremely narrow.

The surface of the ventral valve is wrinkled on the ears, and closely

striate concentrically on the body of the shell. The umbo and upper

part of the valve are marked by numerous and regularly disposed elon-

gate spiniferous nodes, which support slender spines. These nodes

gradually become more elongated, and, below the middle, the surface

is marked by continuous slender costae, from which, at intervals, rise

slender spines. In the young shells, and the upper half of the older

ones, the costae are not present, and a few small but extremely arcuate

forms scarcely preserve this marking on the cast
;
but in the larger

specimens, the casts exhibit the costae in a very marked degree. The

casts of the ventral valve are finely puncto-striate.

The dorsal valves which we find associated with the ventral valves

described, have been deeply concave ; in the upper part they are

moderately concave, and more abruptly deflected towards the front. The

interior surface only is known, and this presents a short bilobed cardinal

process and short slender median septum. The cardinal line is scarcely

equal to the greatest width of the shell, and is terminated in short small

ears. There are three, four, or five somewhat strong wrinkles on the car-

dinal margin, which scarcely reach the centre of the shell. The entire

inner Burface is finely papillose-striate, and shows concentric striae ;

while it is thickly studded with pustules, indicating fossets on the exte-

rior surface. These in the upper part of the valve are oval, gradually
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elongating, and finally becoming continuous ridges towards the anterior

margin of the valve. The area, if existing, is not greater than the thick-

ness of the shell, and no evidence of teeth has been observed.

This species has some resemblance to P. dumosa of the Hamilton group ;
but

the costse are more slender, with fewer and more slender spines. The dorsal valvo

is very distinctive in its numerous fine pustules on the inner surface. The form of

the dorsal valve resembles that of the preceding species (P. slriatula) in its. form,

but is at once distinguished by its numerous minute pustules on the inner surface.

No reniform impressions have been observed.

In numerous specimens from several localities, this species is very constant and

well-marked in its characters. There are, however, a few individuals from a diffe-

rent locality, similar in form, but broader and somewhat flattened or depressed

along the middle of the ventral valve, while the surface is much more coarsely

pustulose.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs at Chemung-narrows in

Chemung county ; Randolph and East-Randolph, Napoli, Conewango, New-Albion,

and other places in Cattaraugus county, New-York.

Productella costatula, var. strigata.

PLATE XXVI.

Ventral valve wide, a little flattened along the middle from the umbo

to the front of the shell, extremely arcuate, broad and rounded near

the umbo ; the apex closely incurved.

SuBFACE of the upper part strongly pustulose in the cast
;
the pustules

elongated in the middle, and becoming continuous costa? towards

the front. The dorsal valve, in its interior and casts, is narrowly

deflected towards the front, coarsely pustulose above, and costate

towards the margin.

These forms approach to P. arctirostrata in the ventral valve
;
but the dorsal

valve found associated with that species is very distinct in form and characters.

The species, and this variety, bear much resemblance to P. arcuata of the sand-

stones and calcareous beds below the Burlington limestone : the costae in the

ventral valve of that species are stronger and continued nearly to the apex ;

while the dorsal valve is more nearly flat, and interruptedly costate in its upper

part, the deflected portion longer, with the costaa continuous.

Geological formation and locality. This form occurs in some sandy beds of the

Chemung group, near Cadiz in Cattaraugus county, New-York.
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Productella arctirostrata.

PLATE XXVI.

Productua arctirostratut : Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 177. 1867.

Compare Productella shumardiana of the Hamilton group, page 157 of this volume.

Shell subovate, extremely ventricose, the proportions of length and

breadth variable : hinge-line usually a little less than half 'the width

of the shell.

Ventral valve gibbous or ventricose : umbo very prominent and arching

over the hinge-line, flattened or slightly depressed in the centre, ab-

ruptly depressed at the sides, and extended into short ears at the car-

dinal extremities.

Dorsal valve moderately concave in the upper part, abruptly deflected

towards the front, and following the curvature of the ventral valve.

Surface covered by close concentric striae, with a few strong wrinkles

on the cars
;
and these are more or less distinctly shown, extending

across the shell, or marking the surface of the cast. The bases of a few

spines are usually seen on the ears of the ventral valve, and the umbo

and upper part of the shell are marked by short spiniferous ridges.

These ridges become elongated in the lower part of the shell, and

are finally almost or quite continuous towards the front. The dorsal

valve is similarly marked; the concentric wrinkles extends across

the shell, and the spine bases, which are mere nodes in the upper part

of the valve, become elongated towards the front.

The casts of the dorsal valve show a bilobed cardinal process, but its

character cannot be fully made out. The casts of the ventral valve show

small cavities, from the removal of the dental lamellae, and there is an

extremely narrow area visible.

The figures 19-21, illustrate the ordinary form of the ventral valves as they occur

in easts in sandstone. Figures IG and 17, arc of the interior, and u jirofile view of a

dorsal valve.

Figures 22 and 23, arc of a ventral valve and profile of the same, which is a large and

somewhat extravagant form. The flattening of the upper part of the valve is continued

in a broad depression to the lower part of the shell.
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This species bears some resemblance to the more extreme forms of Productella.

shumardiana of the Hamilton group, but it is a larger and stronger shell and

marked by strong concentric wrinkles. The material at my command is not.sufiB-

cient to make full comparisons.

Geological formation and localities. In the Chemung group, at Jasper in Steu-

ben county, and south of Cadiz.

Productella bialveata (n. s.).

PLATE XXVI.

Shell subovate or subhemispheric ;
the hinge-line about equalling, or

sometimes a little greater than the width of the shell below.

Venteal valve varying from moderately convex to extremely gibbous or

ventricose ; the greatest elevation being in a vertical line from a point

just below the hinge-margin when the shell lies with the opening of

the valve downwards, leaving the longest curve of the outline between

this point and the front. The umbo is prominent, with the apex closely

incurved over the hinge-line. Between the umbo and the cardinal

angles the outline is abruptly sloping, or sometimes so depressed as to

leave a concave outline at the sides of the umbo. The ears are broad

and not strongly -defined. In well-marked specimens there is a sinus,

which is wider and well-defined on the lower two-thirds of the valve,

and can be traced to the umbo.

DoRS.\L valve moderately concave, and marked by an elevation on the

lower half of its length, corresponding to the depression in the ventral

valve.

The surface of the ventral valve (judging from the casts) has been essen-

tially free from striae, except the lines of growth. The ears are marked

by two or three or more wrinkles and as many spines, while the body

of the shell shows no indications of spines till we approach the margin,

where there are or two or three rows of scattered spiniferous tuber-

cles. The dorsal valves examined are not in a condition to enable us

to determine whether fossets have existed, corresponding to the spines

of the ventral valve.
^
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This species is quite distinct from any of those already described. In its mesial

sinus, it resembles the P. boydii; but it is usually a much more convex shell, and

in all the specimens has fewer spines on the ears, and none upon the middle of

the shell. The spines and spiniforous tubercles are likewise of a diiferent charac-

ter, while the form and expression of the shell is very different. Occurring only as

casts in sandstone, the entire charact3rs cannot be ascertained.

Geological formation and locality. In sandstone of the age of the Chemung

group, at Meadville, Pennsylvania, associated with Spirifer disjunctus and other

fossils of the age of the Chemung group.

Productclla onusta (n. s.).

PLATE XXVI.

Shell large, broadly semiclliptical in outline, the length and breadth

about as four to five : hinge-line about equalling the width of the

shell, the convexity nearly hemispheric.

Ventral valve regularly convex, depressed-convex in the smaller indi-

viduals and ventricose in the older ones, regularly rounded and curv-

ing to the front and baso-lateral margins. Body of the shell abruptly

curving towards the umbo, which is elevated above the hinge-line,

and the apex closely incurved ; abruptly depressed, and concave be-

tween the umbo and the cardinal extremities, which are produced in

ears comparatively wide, nearly flat, and usually a little rounded at

the extremities. /

Dorsal valve broadly and deeply concave, corresponding to the ventral

valve, with the hinge-line comparatively a little shorter.

Surface of the ventral valve with obscure radiating and concentric striaa

and a few wrinkles on the ears, which are partially extended to the

body of the shell. These wrinkles of the cardinal margins are studded

with the bases of slender spines, and the entire surface is marked by

concentric rows of similar but smaller spiniferous tubercles. On the

shell, these rise almost directly from the surface without any elonga-

tion
;
but where the shell is exfoliated, the remaining pustules are

elongate.

The partially exfoliated ventral valve is peculiarly punctate or pitted,

as if by the most minute corrugation. The entire cast is puncto-striate,

presenting an imusual marking.
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The occlusor muscular impressions are well defined, semielliptical

and of moderate breadth, appearing to be duplicate ;
the surface imme-

diately below them is transversely corrugated over a small oval space.

The cardinal muscular impressions are wide and comparatively short,

flabelliform and deeply striated. The cast of the rostral cavity is grooved
on the upper side, and its extremity simple ; showing on each side, be-

neath the apex, cavities made by the removal of the dental » lamellge,

while the cardinal line presents no evidence of an area beyond the thick-

ness of the shell.

The interior of the dorsal valve is papillose above, becoming papillose-

striate towards the margin. There is a slender mesial septum, which
becomes stronger above, and terminates in a short cardinal process : on

each side of this are slightly oblique socket-plates, and between these

and the hinge-line are narrow teeth-sockets. The cardinal process is

distinctly bilobed, and each division is slightly divided or grooved at

the extremity. The occlusor muscular impressions are small oval-ovate

spots, but are not well-preserved in any specimen seen, yet the reniform

vascular impressions are sometimes strongly marked. In addition to the'

ordinary vascular impression, which terminates abruptly at some dis-

tance from the median septum, there is sometimes another mark of

similar character beginning at a little distance within the termination

of the reniform impression, and curving forward to the termination of

the median septum, and thence recurving it terminates on the other

side in the same manner as it began, describing part of an elliptic curve.

This shell has a very symmetrical form, and is the largest among the species

of this subgenus. It is readily distinguished from all others by its regular wide

form and equal convexity, as well as by its distantly disposed and very slender

spines, by the peculiar punctate structure of the exfoliated shell, and the striato-

punctate surface of the cast.

The form and character of well-preserved specimens are shown in figures 36, 37 and 38,

which give the outline, cardinal and profile views of a ventral valve. Figures 39 and 40

are cardinal views of the casts of ventral valves, showing the muscular impressions, and

one of them showing on each side of the beak th6 cavities made by the dental lamella).

Figures 30 and 31 are of the interior of two dorsal valves ;
and figure 32 is a cardinal

view, showing the contour of the interior.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the arenaceous and

semicalcareous beds at Conewango, at Napoh, and near New-Albion, Cattaraugus

county.

[ Pal^ontolooy IV.] 24
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GEKI'S NpIRIFERA (Sowerby).

The Genus Spirifera, established by Sowerby in 1815, embraces a very

natural group of shells, which are for the most part very readily distin-

guished by their external form and characters. The presence of internal

spires is tiot alone sufficient to distinguish them, since these organs are

common to other very distinct genera.

The prevailing and characteristic form of the shells of this genus is

somewhat trigonal ;
but they vary to subelliptical, ovoid and subcircular

in outline. The hinge-line may be shorter or longer than the greatest

width of the shell, and the cardinal extremities are sometimes obtusely

rounded, and often produced into wing-shaped extensions which termi-

nate in acute points. The surface is smooth, or marked by radiating

costa3, presenting a great variety of aspect and ornament
;
and the centre

of the valves is usually marked by an elevated fold on the one valve,

with a cprresponding sinus in the other : this feature, however, is

more or less obsolete in some of the species. The shell-structure is

fibrous.

The valves articulate by means of teeth and sockets. The beak of the

ventral or larger valve is more or less elevated above the other, and may
be straight or recurved. The area or space beneath the beak may be nar-

row or large, flat or concave, or inclined forwards. This area is divi-

ded by a triangular fissure, which is often more or less closed in its

upper part by a pseudo-deltidium. In the dorsal valve the area is narrow,

usually linear, with a wide fissure, which is partially filled by the car-

dinal process.

In the ventral .valve the triangular fissure is' bounded by vertical

shelly plates, which extend from the beak to the bottom of the valve,

and support, on ejich side at the base of the fissure, a short and usually

strong hinge-tooth. These fissure-walls are usually short diverging plates;

but they are sometimes nearly parallel throughout their length, and reach

to the middle of the valve. They sometimes converge so as nearly to
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coalesce, and again diverge, extending into the interior of the valve and

partially surrounding the muscular area. It often happens that the

pseudo-deltidium constitutes the exterior indication of the filling of the

rostral cavity; and in old individuals, at least, this portion of the shell is

quite solid. The occlusor muscular impressions are usually marked upon
the inner surface of the shell, and upon the cast, by a mesial longitudinal

oval scar; while the divaricator muscular markings occupy a wider

space on each side, which is often deeply and beautifully striated. The

general interior surface, beyond the muscular impressions, is usually

nearly smooth, or marked by the impressions of the external costse. It

not unfrequently occurs, however, that the papillose surfaces, indicating

the ovarian spaces, are strongly marked.

There is usually a slight median crest separating the muscular impres-

sions ; and in some species this becomes a distinct septum, reaching from

the base of the muscular area to the apex of the fissure, as seen in S. octo-

costaia* (Pal. N. Y. Vol. iii, p. 205).

In the interior of the dorsal valve we have the distinct dental fossets

just without the deltoid fissure, which is limited by the bases of the

crura proceeding from the cardinal muscular process. The crura, converg-

ing at a short distance from their bases, are bent backwards into the cavity

of the valve, and again recurved, making several turns, until they are

produced into two large conical spires which nearly fill the interior of

the shell, the apices being directed towards the cardinal angles. The

double occlusor muscular markings are often well preserved in the cavity

of the valve and upon the cast of the interior. The impressions of the

divaricator muscles are marked upon the median cardinal process, or, in

the absence of a distinct process, upon the apex of the notch or upon

either side (See Plate 36).

Besides the forms referred to the Genus Spirifera proper, there are at

least three modifications of the type which are recognised by Mr. David-

• Mr. Davidson has re]5arded the presence of a septum dividing the muscular area as characteristic

of Spieiferina. In the example cited above, the shell is silicified, and it is not easy to decide positively

its texture, but it appears to be fibrous. Should it prove to be punctate and a Spiripkrina, it would

carry this genus back to Silurian times.
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SON as subgenera : these are Spiriferina, Cyrt>«;na and Suessia. Of the

first and last of these, we have no recognised species in our Devonian

rocks : the Genus Cvrt^ena is recognised in two or more species.

The Genus or Subgenus Martinia was proposed by ,Prof. M'Coy to

include species of the type of Spirifera decora, S. elliptica, S. glabra, and

others of similar form, having a short hinge-line and rounded cardinal

extremities.* In the interior of some species of this type, I have recog-

nized some peculiarities in the dental lamellie
; but the want of speci-

mens for comparison leaves the question undetermined.

The Genus Amboccelia was proposed by me in 1860, for certain forms

having one valve flat or concave, and the other extremely convex. There

appear to me to be, in the typical species, some peculiarities in the mus-

cular impressions, which I regard as of importance. The fibrous texture

of the shell exhibits some peculiarities ; but I find, that in this respect,

it corresponds with a small doubly convex form resembling S. lineata from

the Hamilton group. These forms will be noticed more at length after

the descriptions of Spirifera proper.

The following species are arranged upon the plates, as nearly as prac-

ticable, in their geological order ; beginning with those of the Schoharie

grit, and ending with those of the Chemung group. Since many of the

species are common to the Schoharie grit and Corniferous limestone, and

few of the species pass into the succeeding formations, I shall follow the

apparent natural or chronological order in describing them.

•Mr. Davidson remarks, that "Prof. M'Cot's Genus Martinia was proposed for those siKJcies
" in which the hinge-line was shorter than the width of the shell, and dorsal edges of the cardinal area

"obtusely rounded with a smooth surface, and small spiral appendages; but the length of the hinge-
"

line is so very variable, even in specimens of the same sjxjcies, that on such a character it

" seems very unsafe to found a genus. The species are also both smooth and plicated, and the

"
disposition of the spiral appendages does not appear to be distinguishable from that of other Spirifers.

"
It will, therefore, be preferable to postpone the adoption of the section Martinia, until some more

"
tangible diiferencee can be pointed out" (Introduction, p. 81, 1854). The same opinions arc main-

tained by Mr. Davidsox in his later publications.
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SPIEIFERiE OF THE UPPER HELDERBERG GROUP.

^pii'ifcr (luodenaria.

PLATE XXVII & XXVIII.

Delthyris duodenaria : Hall, Geol. Report 4th District New-York. p. 171, f. 5. 1843.

Spiriftr duodenaria ; Hall, Catalogue in Report on State Cabinet.

Spiri/era duodenaria. cited by Billings, Canadian Journal, p. 256. 1861.
'

" "
Geology of Canada, p. 372. 1803.

Shell transverse, semicircular : hinge-line equalling the greatest width

of the shell
;
cardinal extremities obtuse or acute, rarely acuminate.

Valves subequally convex ;
area very narrow. Surface plicated.

Ventral valve moderately gibbous, arcuate, compressed towards the

cardinal extremities. Mesial sinus of moderate width and depth,

rounded or slightly flattened on the bottom ; umbo prominent, the

beak small, neatly curved over a wide triangular fissure, and reach-

ing to within half a line of the umbo of the opposite valve ; area con-

cave, sublinear, a little wider on each side near the centre.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, a little gibbous in the middle, and flat-

"
tened or sometimes slightly concave at the cardinal extremities. Mesial

fold rather narrow, rounded, prominent and strongly defined, some-

times a little flattened on the middle. The surface is marked by six

and rarely seven strongly rounded ribs on each side of the mesial fold

and sinus. The ribs gradually decrease in size and prominence from

the centre, and the outer ones are often scarcely elevated in young or

medium-sized individuals.

The entire surface is marked by lamellose concentric striae, giving a

papillose or subfimbriate aspect at their junction. It usually happens,

however, that the surface is smooth from jiartial exfoliation.

In the Schoharie grit, the cast of the ventral Valve shows a somewhat

narrow muscular area, with the sides subparallel for half their length

and contracting below. There are faint indications of a median crest.

In the interior of a ventral valve from the Corniferous limestone,

Plate 28, fig. 23, the muscular area is broad and rounded, with a distinct
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median crest. A cast of the dorsal valve shows rather shallow teeth-

sockets, with a strong callosity between them and the fissure, while the

apex is marked by muscular impressions.

This species ha.s ordinarily Ji width on th(> hin£»e-linc of :in ineh to an inch

and a quarter, sometimes reaciiing an incli an 1 a half; with a length of a1)out

three-fourths of an inch, and rarely of larger dimensions. It presents little variety

of form aud proportions ;
the younger individuals observed having three or four

ribs on each side of the mesial fold and sinus. The cardinal extremities are rarely

more extended than in the specimen figured.

In many of its features this .species resembles the S. ci/cloptera of the Lower

Helderberg group, but it is usually more extended on the hinge-line, with narrower

area and less conspicuous surface stria?. In casts of the dorsal valve, however, the

two are scarcely distinguishal)le. It is of the type of >S. speciosa of Sciilotheim,

with a narrower area and more ribs than the Eifel specimens, but corresponding

in tliis respect to the I^nglish Devonian specimens iigured by Mr. Davidson.

Geologicalformations and localities. Tliis species begins its existence, so far

as at present known, in the Schoharie grit, in which it is common in the form of

casts throughout the eastern part of the State. In the Cornifcroiis limestone, it is

known through all the extent of the formation within the State, and occurs in

Canada West, and in Ohio, It is unknown to me in the Hamilton group.

Spii'ifera macia.

PLATE XXVII.

Spirifer macra : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 134. 1857.

" •' New Species of Palaeoroic FossiU, p. 94. 1857.

Seiell transverse, semielliptical, semicircular or subtriangular ; hinge-

line equalling or greater than the width of the shell beloAv, the cardi-

nal extremities produced into mucronate extensions : valves unequally

convex.

Ventral valve more convex than the dorsal, gibbous above the middle,

sometimes regularly Qonvex or arcuate, but often less convex on the

lower half; compressed towards the cardinal extremities : mesial

sinus of moderate width, shallow, but sharply defined at the margins ;

beak much elevated and slightly incurved over the large fissure ; area

high, triangular, concave.
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Dorsal valve convex, often somewhat flattened, particularly at the sides,

and becoming concave towards the cardinal extremities : mesial fold

prominent and strongly defined, often much expanded in front ;
beak

small, little eleviited, area linear.

Surface marked by from ten to twenty slender well-defined plications

on each side of the mesial fold and sinus. In the youngest specimens

examined, there are no more than six or eight plications on either

side. The entire surface is marked by lamellose concentric striae, which

at intervals are crowded into imbricating lines of growth.

The casts of the ventral valve show the existence of strong short den-

tal plates enclosing a comparatively narrow muscular area. In the middle

of this area, in well preserved specimens, are two narrow and much

elongated occlusor impressions, with a slight crest between ;
but these

features are often entirely absent or obsolete. Th3 casts of the dorsal

valve show large teeth-sockets, and a distinct prominence in the centre

for the muscular attachment.

This species has the general aspect of S. mucronaia, but the plications arc a

little more prominent, iuul the concentric striag less strongly imbricating : the

principal point of difference, however, is in the elevated and incurved area of the

ventral valve.

The specimens from which the original description was made, wci'c casts of

small and poorl't' preserved individuals
;
but a larger and more extended collec-

tion has siiown all the gradations of form, size and condition illustrated on Plate

27, figure 17 being one of the smaller symmetrical specimens. Individuals from

the Schoharie grit, and from the limestone, often present considerable differences

in the relative convexity of the valves
;
and the area, either from compression or

other causes, shows some apparent variations in its height, as seen in figures 21

and 28, plate 27. In all cases, however, the height of the area is a distinguishing

feature. The casts in the Schoharie grit arc usually very imperfect and unsatis-

factoiy. The illustrations figures 22, 23 and 24, are from some of the better pre-

served si)ecimens.

Geologicalformations and localilics. This species occurs in the Schoharie grit

ill the Ilelderberg mountains, Albany county, and at Schoharie
;
and rarely in

Ihc Corniferous limestone in tho eastern part of the State. It is not tmcommon in

the (^)niiferous liujesfoue at Wiiliamsville and other places in the wcstei'n part

of the State, and 1 have a single specimen from Ohio. Its associates in the Scho-

harie grii are the S. duodcnaria and aS'. raricotitd.
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8|»irif'ci-a raricosta.

PLATE XXVII & PLATE XXX.

DtlthyrU raricotta : CoNRjm, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. of Philadelphia, Vol. viii, p. 262, pi. 14, f. 18. 1842.

Vellhyrit mdulalui : Vasuxeu, Geol. Report Third District New-York, p. 132, f. 3. 1842.

Shell subquadrate, semicircular or ovate, gibbous : hinge-line equalling

the width of the shell or often less
;
cardinal extremities rounded.

Surface strongly plicated. ,

Ventral valve most gibbous in the upper half, and sloping abruptly to

the cardinal angles, which are rarely a little extended and subauricu-

late : beak much elevated, and always incurved over the area which

is variable in elevation, sometimes being barely perceptible, while

in others it has a width of from one to two lines, and is marked lon-

gitudinally by a few strong striae. The mesial sinus is a broad rounded

dejiression, and reaches with the adjacent plications quite to the apex.

Dorsal valve gibbous, most convex in the middle, flattened or a little

concave towards the cardinal angles. The mesial fold is very promi-

nent and rounded or a little flattened in the middle, regularly arcuate,

and forming the small beak which is arched over the linear area.

Surface marked by two to four strongly elevated rounded or subangular

ribs on each side of the mesial fold and sinus. In one specimen, I have

seen a fifth plication towards the cardinal angle. The entire shell is

covered by strong lamellose or imbricating concentric stria3, which

are undulated upon the ribs and the intermediate depressions. These

concentric lines are sometimes quite regularly equidistant, but often

crowded and irregular in their distribution, and more or less promi-

nent at their edges. There are a series of fine closely arranged radia-

ting striae crossing the concentric lamellae, and giving in very perfect

shells a fimbriate aspect.

The surface is usually more or less worn, and only the stronger con-

centric lamellae are visible
;
and even these are often partially or entirely

obliterated. In some specimens, where the shell is well preserved, the

plications are rounded and not very prominent ; while they become more
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distinct, with a subnodose character, on the exfoliation of the shell. The

mesial sinus, is usually very wide at its base, sometimes equal to half

the length of the shell.

The proportions of the shell are extremely variable, the length being

sometimes greater than the width, while usually the width is somewhat

greater than the length ;
and in some individuals the length and breadth

are as two to three.

The casts of the ventral valve show a small rostral cavity with short

strong dental plates ;
the muscular area being small, quadrangular, and

divided through the middle by a distinct septum.

The interior of the shell of the ventral valve shows short strong hinge-

teeth and very short incurving plates below, while the bottom of the

cavity is divided by a distinct elevated septum.

The dorsal cast shows marks of dental sockets, with strong muscular

markings at the apex of the fissure.

This species is nearly allied with S.perlamellosa oi the Lower Helderberg

gi'oup, and is not always readily distinguished from that one. It is, however

usually proportionally shorter on the hinge-line, and more quadrate in form,

while it is not known to have as many plications as the older species.

The dimensions vaiy from half an inch in length and breadth, to an inch and

a half in length and breadth
;
while other specimens are an inch and a half in

width by an inch in length.

This species is not common in the rocks of New York, though having a pretty

wide distribution.

Geological formations and localities. This shell occurs at the Helderberg

mountains and Schoharie, in the Schoharie grit ;
and in the same region, in the

Cornifcrous limestone. It is known in the latter rock at Stafford, Caledonia, Wil-

liamsville in Western New-York
; Columbus, Ohio

;
Falls of the Ohio river

;
and

in several localities in Canada West.

[ PaljEontolooy IV.] 26
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Spirifera grierl.

PLATE XXVII & PLATE XXVIIL

Spiriftr gritri ; Hail, in Tenth Keport on the Stale Cabinet, p. 127. 1857.

•• '
)

New Species ol'Palaozoic Fossils, p 8". 1867.

Shell gibbous, transversely oval or sirbquadrilateral, sometimes longitu

dinally ovate, the proportions of length and breadth being very varia-

ble ; hinge-line usually shorter than the width of the shell, with the

cardinal extremities rounded : valves subequally convex.

Ventral valve gibbous or ventricose, most convex above the middle and

nearly opposite the center of the hinge-line, and sloping very abruptly

to the lateral margins ;
sometimes regularly arcuate in the entire

length, and often arched in the upper part and nearly straight below.

Umbo prominent and much elevated above the hinge-line : beak more

or less extremely incurved over the high arcuate area, which has a

length of from one-half to nearly two-thirds the width of the shell ;

mesial sinus wide and deep, subangular in the lower part.

Dorsal valve regularly arcuate, the greatest convexity near the middle

and regularly curving to the lateral margins : mesial fold prominent,

sometimes rounded, but usually more or less distinctly angular ;
beak

small, slightly incurved over a nearly vertical narrow area.

Surface marked by six, eight or ten more or less rounded simple plica-

tions on each side of the mesial fold and sinus
;
while there are three

or four distinctly bifurcating or dichotomous plications upon the fold

or sinus, giving six or seven at the margin of the shell. In perfect

specimens, the surface is covered by fine concentric lamellose striae,

which are crossed by delicate radiating striae.

This species is distinguished from most of the allied forms by its simple strong

plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus, while those occupying the

latter are smaller and bifurcating. Sometimes the middle plication on the summit

of the mesial fold is simple, in which case the fold is quite angular ;
while in

other instances it bifurcates, leaving a longitudinal depressed line on the middle,

giving it a more rounded outline. It is only on specimens which have suffered no

injury by wearing or exfoliation, that the fimbriate appearance of the concentric

markings is viiiible.-
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In some of the larger or older individuals, the plications are low and gently
rounded : in other specimens they are more prominent, while from exfoliation they
often become angular and more conspicuous ;

and the same appears to be true of

the dichotomous plications of the mesial fold and sinus. In two or three instances,

I have noticed in the ciists a partial bifurcation of one or two of the lateral plica-

tions. In some of the casts, or partial casts, the plications on the fold or sinus

appear to be partly or entirely obsolete. The interior of the valves is unknown.

The specimens before me vary from less than three-fourths of an inch in height

and Avidth, to an inch high b}' an inch or an inch and a half wide. I have seen a

single specimen two inches wide, and another of more than an inch and a half in

height and width. The illustrations, from figure 17 to figure 23 on plate 28, are

of the prevailing forms observed. Figure 29, plate 27, is of a cast from the Scho-

harie grit.

Geologicalformations and localities. This shell occurs rarely in the Schoharie

grit in the eastern part of the State, and in the Corniferous limestone at Clarence

and Williamsville in the western part of the State. I have seen a specimen from

Canada West, and it is known to occur at Sandusky and Columbus, Ohio
;
while

the better specimens have been obtained from the neighborhood of Dayton, Ohio,

and were given me by Judge Gkier of that place.

Spirifera ^regaria.

PLATE XXVIII.

Spiri/er grtgaria : Clapp, MS.
"

.
"

Hall, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 127. 1857.

Spiri/era gregaria : Clapp, Billings in Canadian J^rnal, p. 128. 1857.

Shell ventricose, subglobose, semioval or subquadrate in outline : hinge-

line equalling or less than the width of the shell ; cardinal extremities

truncate or rounded. Surface plicated.

Ventral valve the more gibbous, regularly arcuate from beak to front,

the greatest convexity at or a little above the middle, and curving

somewhat abruptly to the sides and more gently to the front : beak

much elevated, and the apex closely incurved over the fissure ; area

high, concave, and extending to the cardinal angles, where it is some-

times more than half a line high, often distinctly striated; mesial

sinus rounded or subangular, and much produced in front.

LoRS.\L valve very convex, with a strong mesial fold, either angular or

somewhat flattened along the summit, and sometimes marked by an
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indistinct groove : beak often considerably elevated and slightly incli-

ned over the hinge-line ;
area narrow except in the centre, where it

perceptibly widens.

SuKFACE marked by from six to ten strong rounded ribs on each side of

the mesial fold and sinus
;
the entire surface with undulating concentric

striae, which, towards the front, become strong zigzag imbricating

lines.

The interior of the ventral valve presents a well-defined oval muscular

impression with a low crest in the centre. The dental plates are often

much thickened, filling the entire rostral cavity and encroaching upon

the muscular area.

The width of the species ranges from one-half to seven-eighths of an inch, and

the length is sometimes a little greater but usually a little less than the width. In

the more gibbous specimens, the beak of the ventral valve is so extremely eleva-

ted that one-half the length of the valve is above the cardinal line. In the majority

of specimens, there are about six or seven plications on each side of the valve.

The variable gibbosity of the shell gives an apparent variation in the height of the

area, the beaks of the two valves sometimes approaching close to each other.

Some silicitied casts of specimens from Indiana, which I have referred with hesi-

tation to this species, have a very sjTnmetrical form : the beak of the ventral valve

is moderately elevated
;
while the mesial fold is marked bj^ a distinct longitudinal

groove', and there is a distinct angular elevation in the bottom of the sinus. The

specimens are extremely abundant in a mass of rock associated with Strophodonta

perplana ; and in their mode of occurrence have all the appearance of the species

as it is found near Louisville, Kentucky.

Geologicalformation and locality. This species occms rarely in Upper Hel-

derberg limestone, in Eastern New York, and becomes common in Genesee and

Erie counties. It occurs at several localities in Ohio, and at the Falls of the Ohio,

both in Indiana and Kentucky. This species has been found in Canada West, and

has been described by Mr. Buxmos among the Devonian fossils from that region.
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Spii'ifera oweni.

PLATE XXIX.

Spirifer owcni : Hall, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 129. 1859
" "

Description of Now Pal. Fossils, p. 89. 1857.

Shell more or less ventricose in its diflfereut stages of growth, somewhat

transversely oval, semielliptical or subquadrate : hinge-line about

equal to the width of the shell
; cardinal extremities rounded or sub-

angulated. Surface plicated.

Ventral valve scarcely so gibbous as the dorsal valve, its greatest con-

vexity above the middle of its length, and curving regularly to the

margins : beak much elevated above that of the opposite valve, and

arching over the fissure, but scarcely incurved
; mesial sinus shallow,

concave, usually well defined and reaching distinctly to the apex. Area

high, concave, elevated and continuing to the hinge-extremities ;
fora-

men large, reaching to the apex, and sometimes partially filled by the

thickening of the dental plates.

Dorsal valve the more gibbous, the greatest convexity in the middle,

and curving regularly to the front and lateral margins, and usually a

little flattened or sometimes concave towards the cardinal extremities :

mesial fold prominent, rounded, with a longitudinal depressed line

along the middle. Are* narrow, vertical or in the plane of the longi-

tudinal axis.

The surface is marked by from fifteen to seventeen rounded or suban-

gular plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus
;
and these are

crossed by distinct concentric striae, which become strongly imbricating,

or are marked in strong imbricating lines of growth towards the margin.

In well preserved specimens, there are distinct radiating striae. In many

of the silicified specimens, however, both the radiating and concentric

striae are partially or entirely obliterated.

The interior of the ventral valve shows two short and rather strong

teeth, with the rostral portion quite solid. The dental plates, reaching

to the bottom of the cavity of the shell, curve slightly outwards and
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partially enclose an oval muscular area, which in its upper part is divi-

ded by a short prominent median crest. In some silicified specimens, the

conical spires are partially preserved. The crura are widely separated at

their bases, and, converging somewhat abruptly, curve into the dorsal

valve, making twelve or more turns, and producing a short strong spire.

In well preserved specimens, the mesial fold and sinus are usually

sharply defined ; but in some of the more gibbous forms, the sinus is

very broad, and one or two of the plications on each side are involved

in the sides of the depression : at the same time the mesial fold is very

prominent, rounded, and sloping almost imperceptibly into the general

contour of the convexity of the valve.

This species is abundant in the neighborhood of Louisville and other western

localities. It has generally been referred to S. Icevicosta, Lajlarck sp. ( Terebra-

tulites ostiolatus, Scinx)THEiM), from wliich it differs in being less gil)bous with a

greater number of plications, and in having adcpressed line along the mesial fold

of the dorsal valve. It may be easily distinguished from 8. euniteines of Owen,
with which it is associated, by its narrower and much more arcuate area and less

angular plications. Some specimens show remains of a faint impressed line along
the centre of each plication.

Geologicalformations and localities. Limestone of the ago of the Upper Hel-

derberg : Falls of the Ohio, Charleston landing and other places.

Spirifera acuminata.

PLATE XXIX.

DeltkyrU acuminata : Conrad, Annual Report of the Palseontology of New York, p. 65. 1839.

Spiri/er acuminatus . (Conrad,) Hall in Tenth Report ou the Stale Cabinet, p. 135, 1857.

Compare Spirifer eultrijugatut, R<emer in DaH RhenischcUebergangsgcbirge, p. 76, pi. !v, f. 4, a, b,c. 1844

Also t Spiri/er cultTijugatut : (Rceher) Scnsca Pala;ontographica, Vol. iii, pi. xxiii, f. 1.

" •'
(R(emer) Davidson's Monograph of British Devonian Brachiophoda, p. 86.

Also DeltkyrU prora : Coskad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philadelphia, Vol. viii, p. 263. 1842.

" D. ACUMINATA. Shell subcordate, dilated transversely ;
valves Avith [radiating

" sulci : superior valve very prominent and carinatcd in the middle
;
carina

" not sulcated, slightly arcuate in length ;
lateral extremities rounded

;
ba«e

"
cmargiuatc ;

inferior valve profoundly bilobed
;

sulci not deeply impressed ;

" beak approximate. Length 2^ inches. Locality/ : Ilelderberg, in limestone.

" It rc8eml)le8 Atrypa acuminata (Sowerby).
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Shell large, ventricose, transverse, with the hinge-line usually less than

the width of the shell
;
cardinal extremities rounded or truncate, hav-

ing a subelliptical or subquadrate outline
; mesial fold and sinus ex-

treme. Surface plicated.

Ventral valve variably convex on the two sides, with a wide mesial

sinus, which is well defined in the upper part, becomes wider and

deeper and less distinctly defined in the middle of the shell, and is

produced in front into a long triangular extension
; gently or more

abruptly curving from the greatest convexity to the sides and cardinal

angles : umbo prominent, with the apex incurved over the wide tri-

angular fissure
;
area extending to the cardinal angles, with the mar-

gin rounded except towards the extremities.

Dorsal valve gibbous, highly elevated in the middle into a strong angu-

lar mesial fold, and curving from the sides of the fold to the margins

of the shell, except at the cardinal angles, where it is a little flattened

and projecting, so as to give a minute auriculate appearance; summit

of the mesial fold regularly arcuate from beak to base ; apex slightly

incurved over the narrow nearly vertical area.

Surface, on either side of the mesial fold and sinus, marked by from

sixteen to twenty plications, about four or five of which nearest the

centre are dichotomous from below the middle of their length ;
ribs

low, and rounded above, flattened below the middle, those towards the

margin very slender : the first ten or twelve ribs on each side occupy

the greater part of the valve. The entire surface is marked by delicate

concentric striae, which are often crowded into imbricating lamellose

lines towards the front of the shell. In very perfect specimens, these

concentric striae are papillose or fimbriated by fine radiating striae.

These fine surface markings, however, are usually nearly or quite

obliterated.

The interior of a ventral valve shows but a partial thickening of the

shell in the rostral cavity : the teeth are strong and short; the dental

plates spreading and margining the upper part of the ovate muscular
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area, which is broader above, and sometimes very much resembles this

feature in S. striatus.

The casts preserve strong and prominent marks of the muscular im-

pressions, and sometimes vascular markings outside of the muscular

area ;
while in other individuals, the papillose ovarian markings are

very distinctly preserved. In the cast of the dorsal valve there arc some-

times strong impressions of the occlusor muscular markings, and the

apex also shows the strias of the cardinal muscular attachment.

It does not appear, from Mr. Conrad's description, that he recognized

the dichotomous ribs; but this feature is often obscure or scarcely recog-

nizable in the specimens from the Corniferous limestone in New York,

owing to partial exfoliation or other causes ;
and in most of the smaller

specimens it does not exist, the division usually taking place beloW

the middle of the length. In full grown individuals, when the surface is

pretty well preserved, the duplicate character of the plications is a con-

spicuous feature. Somewhat rarely we observe a partial division of one

or more of the plications on different parts of the shell towards the

margin.

A Spirifer in the Hamilton group, which I have identified as the

Delthyris prora of Conrad, is clearly identical with this one of the Corni-

ferous limestone. The dichotomous character of the ribs, however, is

more conspicuous, and the division often begins above the middle of the

shell (See fig. 24, pi. 34), and becomes a conspicuous feature in specimens

of medium size
;
while in those of similar dimensions from the Cornife-

rous limestone, this character is scarcely perceptible.

Tliis species is readily distinguished from all the other Si'ikifeka in our strata,

by the extremely elevated angular mesial fold and deep sinus, which are bounded

by the dichotomous plications. In an imperfect condition, it might be sometimes

mistaken for S. maa-othyris, which, in its hinge-area and the upper part of the

mesial fold, sometimes simulates the S. acuminalua.

The young of this species are but moderately convex, \vith a broad depression

in front, as shown in
lig. 9, pi. 29. From tlxis condition, there are uU degrees of

variation to the more ventricose and extreme forms as shown in figs. 12, 13 and

14, of Plate 29.
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The casts show considerable variation in the form and proportions of the mus-

cular area, two examples of which are shown in figures 15 imd 16, Plate 29.

The cast of a ventral valve, Plate 34, figure 25, illustrates the character of a

well-presei-ved specimen from the Hamilton group.
This species has been recognised by Dr. F. Rcemer and M. de Verneuil as

. identical w^ith the S. cultrijugata of Europe. Without the means of comparing spe-

cimens, I had supposed the American and European species to be identical
;

but Mr. Davidson has recently called-attention to the existence of bifurcating ribs

in the American species, while " in all the figures published by Rcemek, Schnub,
" and Sandbergek of 8. ctiltrijitgatus, the ribs on the lateral portions of the shell

" are simple, and do not exceed about twenty on each valve
;
but in a specimen so

" named in my possession from the Falls of the Ohio near Louisvillej^ in America,
" and which I received likewise some jears ago from Herr F. Rcemek, the ril>s are

"
small, and in some places bifurcated, and numbering about twenty-four in each

" valve."

The original figures' of Dr. Rcemer represent the species with simple strong
rounded ribs on each side of the mesial fold and sinus

;
while the elevation in

front is triangular as in our specimens. In the figures of Schnub,* the sinus in

front is not triangular, but the sides approach to parallel, and the summit is

arched rather than angular. It appears to me, however, that M. Schnur has indi-

cated something like a bifurcation, or a depression along the centre of the larger

plications, in figures 1 a, i
; though it must be confessed that the general expres-

sion of the figures is somewhat different from our shell. The figures given by Mr.

Davidson (loc. cit.), and referred with doubt to this species, have " six or seven

"
strong simple ribs on each of the hiteral portions of the valve." This feature

would preclude its association with our specimens, and indicates a nearer approach

to some of the forms which I have referred to 8. macrothyris.

Mr. CoNKAD has given the length of 8. acuminatus as 2^ inches. The specimens

before me vary from one inch to two and a quarter inches in width, and from

three-fourths of an inch to an inch and seven-eighths in length.

Geologicalformations and localities. This species is not known below the Cor-

niferous limestone, where it has been found in Albany and Schoharie counties, as

well as at several localities in the central part of the State, and at Williamsville

and Clarence-liollow in the western part of the State. It occurs in the same forma-

tion at Sandusky and Columl)US, Ohio
;

at the Falls of the Ohio both in Louisville

and Jefft'rsonville, and at Camp creek, Indiana. It is found in the Hamilton group

•
PalsBontographica, T. iii, pi. xxxiii, f. 1, a, b, c.

[ PaLjKontoi.ooy IV.] 26
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in Schoharie and at Ilainilton, Cazenovia and Matlisoii
(
Madison county) ;

but is

unknown in this formation in the western part of the State. There is a cast of this

species in the cabinet of Marietta Collejje, Ohio, which, I infer from it.s cliaiacter,

has been derived from the southwestern extension of the Hamilton gioup, perhaps

iu Virginia.

Spiiifera niacrotliyrls.

PLATE XXX.

Spiri/rr maerothyris : Hali, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 132. 1857.

" "
Description of New Pal. Fossils, p. 92. 1857.

Shell large, moderately gibbous, transverse, semielliptical, the width a

little more or less than twice the length : hinge-line equal to the

greatest width of the shell ; cardinal extremities rounded or angular,

and produced. Surface plicated.

Ventral valve less gibbous than the dorsal, regularly arcuate from front

to beak, and curving gently to the lateral and cardinal margins : sinus

well defined above, and reaching to the small and neatly incurved

beak, becoming wider and deeper below and much extended in front.

Area concave, of moderate width, and extended to the cardinal extre-

mities
; margin angular : fissure very large.

Dorsal valve the more convex, the greatest convexity about the middle

of its length ; mesial fold prominent, angular in its upper part and

rounded towards the front, giving a highly arcuate outline to the mar-

gin ;
umbo much elevated and rising nearly as high as that of the

opposite valve
;
beak incurved over the nearly vertical area, which is

about a line in width.

The surface is marked by about ten or twelve strong low rounded pli-

cations on each side, which are simple from their origin, becoming less

prominent towards the margin of the shell : the first five or six on each

side of the fold and sinus occupy the greater pai*t of the anterior margin.

In well preserved specimens the surface is marked l)y fine closely

arranged concentric striaB, which are finely papillose from radiating

striae. The cast of the ventral valve presents a large ovate bilobed mu.s-

cular impression.
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This is a fine robust species, of which I have before me a dozen specimens in

vai-ious states of preservation, and presenting, in some respects, variations which

make me hesitate in referring them all to the same. In some which appear to be

well preserved, the area is comparatively narrow, while in others it has a pro-

portionally greater width. The plications ajso appear to be of variable strength,

and in some of the casts are much stronger than in the shells. In the larger indi-

viduals, the general characters are strongly defined, as shown in figures 16, 17

and 18, Plate 30
;
while the individual figure 19 was for a long time placed among

specimens of S. acuminata, owing to its prominent angular mesial fold, and form

of area, which correspond to that species ;
but in the curved instead of angular

sinus in front, and in the details of the plications, the two are quite distinct. In

the more minute surface markings, the concentric striae of 8. acuminata are

coarser, and the radiating striaj more frequently interrupted ;
but this feature may

not prove constant. In its entire form and full pi-oportions it is not likely to be

confounded with any other species of the higher formations.

In some of the casts of this species, we have very nearly the characters repre-

sented in the figures of 8. cultrijugata given by Mr. Davidson,* except that the

area is not so elevated in the middle.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs in the Corniferous or

Upper Helderberg limestone at Williamsville and Clarence-hollow, New-York
;

and near Columbus, Ohio.f It is unknown to me in the eastern part of the State of

New York.

Spiiifera unica (n. s.).

PLATE XXX.

Shell semielliptical ; length and breadth about as seven to ten. Surface

finely plicated.

Ventral valve moderately gibbous, with a broad deep sinus which is

undefined at its margins ; umbo prominent, much elevated above the

hinge-line, with the beak extremely incurved : outline curving gently

from the umbo to the front, and more abruptly to the lateral margins,

being concave between the umbo and the cardinal extremities. Area

rather low, concave, and scarcely extending to the cardinal angles.

*
Monograph of British Devonian Brachiopoda. Plate viii.

t Specimens were obtained from Dr. B. P. Mahh, of Hilford, Ohio.
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The surface is marked by about twenty or twenty-one somewhat slen-

der low rounded simple plications on either side
;
while the mesial fold

has seven or eight plications in its upper part, which bifurcate, and

become twelve or fourteen at the anterior margin. The entire surface is

marked by fine radiating strisB, and imbricating lines of growth near the

margin.

This species has been observed only in a single imperfect ventral valve
;
hut

its characters, in the individual, are quite distinct from any other species in this

formation
;
the lateral plications are more numerous than in any other, with a low

area, while the bifurcating plications of the siinis furnish ready means of distin-

guishing it from any other except the ^S". arenosa, which has a much more shallow

sinus with less elevated beak and broader umbo. The plications are likewise more

slender than those of that species in the Oriskany sandstone, and the surface is

marked by fine radiating strije, a teature which I have not observed in that one.

This species differs from <S'. divaric.ata (which has likewise plications in the sinus)

in the general contour of the shell, the deeper sinus and the simple plications on

the lateral portions of the shell, as well as the more minute surface marking,

which is quite distinctive.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone, near Clarence

hollow, Erie county. New-York.

Spiiifera disparilis.

PLATE XXX.

Spirxfer ditparilU : Hail, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 134. 1857.

" "
Description of New Species Pal. Fossils, p. 94. 1867.

Shell small, somewhat semielliptical ; length and breadth about as two

to three or three to four : hinge-line a little less than the greatest

width of the shell
;
cardinal extremities rounded.

Ventral valve gibbous, extremely elevated towards the umbo, abruptly

curving to the front, and sloping in a nearly straight or slightly

concave line to the cardinal extremities : sinus deep and angular ;

beak extremely elevated, and abruptly incurved over the high nar-

row fissure. Area high, triangular; margin rounded, the width about

twice the height.
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Dorsal valve moderately convex or nearly flat, with beak little elevated

and not incurved : area narrow and straight ;
mesial fold smaller than

the adjacent plications.

The surface is marked by five or six obtusely subangular plications on

the ventral valve, there being sometimes an unequal number on the two

sides. The plications of the dorsal valve are broader and rounded, not

reaching to the apex ;
the mesial fold being smaller than the adjacent

plications, depressed below their plane, and the sinus on each side wider

than the fold itself. The plications on each side of the sinus of the ven-

tral valve are much stronger than the others, and reach to the beak,

while the others do not. The finer surface markings are unknown, all

the specimens seen having been exfoliated.

This species is readily distinguished from all the others in our strata, by the

extreme disparity of the valves, and the broad and short plications, while at the

same time it has not the characters of Oirtlna.

The figures of this species are enlarged to two diameters.

Geologicalformation and locality. This species is only known to me in the

Comiferous limestone in the neighborhood of Williamsville and Clarence-hollow,

Erie county, New-York.

Spiiifera yaricosa.

PLATE XXX.

Spiri/er varicomt .• Hxll, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 130. 1857.

" "
Description of New Pal. Fossils, p. 90. 1857.

Shell somewhat semicircular or semielleptical ; length equalling or less

than half the width : hinge-line equal to the greatest width of the

shell, and terminating in salient angles or mucronate extensions. Sur-

face plicated.

Ventral valve much the more convex ; greatest elevation at the umbo,

and regularly curving to the front and lateral margins : mesial sinus

strongly defined, rather flat in the bottom ;
beak slightly arcuate. Area

high, nearly flat below and slightly concave towards the apex.

Dorsal valve moderately convex, with a prominent abruptly elevated

mesial fold, which is flattened on the summit and sometimes slightly
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depressed along the centre; the beak projecting a little above the

hinge-line, and with a narrow area gently incurved.

The surface is marked by from eight to ten simple and somewhat

abruptly elevated plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus :

these are crossed by strong lamellose imbricating lines of growth, which

give a varicose character to the surface, and where the shell is exfolia-

ted the plications are nodose.

In some specimens, distinct fine radiating striae can be observed.

There is often a retral curving of the concentric strias in the centre of

the mesial sinus, and sometimes a slight elevation along that line.

The original specimens of this species were obtained from a western locality ;

hut there are forms in Western New-York, which, though difForing slightly from

the originals, seem nevertheless referable to the same species.

In comparing this with other generally similar forms, I remarked in my original

description that this species differs from S. eurutet'nes of Owen, in being smaller

and more transverse, with more angular plications and stronger concentric lines of

growth ; also, in the greater prominence of the two plications bounding the

sinus, as well as the abrupt and angular mesial fold. It differs from S. segmenta in

its fewer and more i-ugose plications, as well as in the more abrupt mesial sinus,

and iu the inclination of the area.

The figures 1-4, Plate 31, are of tj-pical forms of this species, of which I have

more than a dozen individuals before me, all preserving the same characters with-

out material variation.

Geologicalformation and locality. In limestone of the age of the Upper Hel-

derberg limestone at Charleston landing, Lidiana
;

at Williamsville, etc., New-

York.

Spirifera vailcosa, var.

PLATE XXXI.

Shell having the general characters of S. varicose, but larger and more

gibbous ;
area higher, but similarly arcuate in the upper part. There

are ten or more plications on each side, which are rugose from strong

imbricating lamellae, and become somewhat nodose on partial or entire

exfoliation. Unfortunately only a few specimens of this variety have

been seen in New-York.
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Figure 23, Plate 31, illustrates the ventral valve of an individual of tliis spe-

cies. From the conditions of preservation, it does not represent the full length of

the valve in proportion to the width. Mr. Billings has recognized a similar form

in Cauada We.st, which he compares with S. miwronata. Our specimens are.very
unlike 8. muct-onata.

Geological formation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg (Corniferous)

limestone, near Williamsville, New-York.

SpirifiBra sc^enta.
PLATE XXXI.

Spirifer tt^mextu» : Hau, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 131. 1857.
" "

Description of New Pal. Fossils, p. 91. 1857.

Shell transverse, semioval ; length less than half the width : hinge-line

equalling the greatest width of the shell, and terminating in salient

angles. Surface plicate.

Ventral valve much elevated, subpyramidal, most prominent at the

beak, which is not incurved : sinus strongly defined, shallow and

nearly flat in the bottom, with the sides straight, giving a triangular

form, in which the sides are about once and a half as long as the base.

Area very large with sharply angular margins, a little inclined for-

ward, and nearly of the same size as the exterior of the valve : the

fissure is high and large, being nearly of the same dimensions as the

mesial ginus.

Dorsal valve depressed convex, and flattened towards the cardinal extre-

mities, larger than the ventral valve, semielliptical in form, with a

low but sharply defined mesial fold which is barely flattened upon the

summit. The proportions in height of area, length of dorsal and length

of ventral valves, is about as five, six and seven.

Surface marked by twenty or more simple rounded (or subangular) pli-

cations on each side of the mesial fold and sinus, the lateral ones of

which do not reach the beak, but run out along the margin of the

In its perfect condition the shell has been marked by fine concentric

striae, traces of which are still preserved, together with stronger imbri-

cating lines of growth.
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This species is associated with S. varicosa ; but inaylw distinpiiished from that

one l)y the more munerous aiul smoother pliciitioiis ;
a more depressed, smooth

aiid rounded mesial sinus
;
the anterior inclination of tiie area, and the propor-

tionally greater length of the ventral valve, (which is a little greater than the dorsal

valve in that species,) and much greater than the height of the area.

It also hears some resemblance to S. euruteines of Owen
;
but in that one the

area is vertical and considerably less in height than the lengtli of tlie ventral valve,

and the latter is longer thmi the dorsal valve
;
and although a smaller shell, the

S. segmenta has more numerous plications than 8. eurutetnes. Its nearest analogue

is the S. (uiffiista of the Ilanu'lton group.

The figures 5, G, 7 and 8, Plate 31, illustrate the form and proportions of this

species : the cardinal extremities have been broken oft'.

Geologicalfoi-mation and localit)/. In limestone of the age of the Upper Hel-

derberg, at the Falls of the Ohio, and at Charleston landing, Indiana.

8i)irifera arctise^iiienta.

PLATE XXXI.

Spirifer arctucgmentut : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 181. 1857.

" "
Description of New Pal. Fossils, p. 91. 1857.

Shell transversely semioval ; length less than one-third the width :

hinge-line equal to the greatest width of the shell, and terminating in

mucronate points.

Ventral valve the more convex, most prominent at the umbo, from

which it slopes regularly to the anterior and lateral margins : mesial

sinus angular, and distinctly defined quite to the apex of the shell
;

beak not incurved. Area flat, a little inclined forwards, striated longi-

tudinally ;
fissure narrow and open to the apex.

Dorsal valve depressed convex, scarcely flattened towards the cardinal

extremities : the beak and central portion of the shell, together with

the linear area, slightly incurved.

The surface of the ventral valve is marked by eight or nine angular

plications, which are slightly curved towards the front, and about three

of them only reaching the apex ; the remainder coalesce with an eleva-

ted ridge which borders the area. The plications on the dorsal valve are

pretty direct, the greater part of them terminating in the margin at a
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distance from the beak. Fine close concentric undulating striae mark
the entire surface.

This shell may be distinguished from the last, as well as from other somewhat

allied forms, by its larger and more angular as well as less numerous plications,

and in having a distinct linear ridge along the margin of the area of the ventral

valve : its foramen is Ukewise narrower, and the sinus deeper and more angular
than in S. segmenta.

The individuals observed are too few to determine what changes may superven®
from age and surrounding conditions

;
but with our present knowledge, it cannot

be united with any other similar form described.

Figures 9 and 10, Plate 31, are illustrations of the original specimen described.

Geologicalformation and localities. In limestone of the age of the Upper Hel-

derberg group, at Stafford, Genesee county ;
and at Shortsville, Ontario county,

New-York.

Spirifera euruteines.

PLATE XXXI.

DilthyrU (Spirifer) euruteines : Oweh, in Report o( Geological Explorations in Iowa, 'Wisconsin and

» Illiaois for 1859,* p. 74, f. 9, Plate 12.

Spirifer euruteinei : Owkr, Geological Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, p. 586,Tab.lii (exclu-

ding figures 2 and 2 a), figures 6, 6 a, b.

Shell semielliptical ; length and breadth about as six to ten : hinge-line

equal to the greatest width of the shell. Surface plicate.

Ventral valve subpyramidal, the elevation being nearly equal to half

the width, curving abruptly and equally to the front and lateral mar-

gins ;
the distance from the apex to the cardinal extremity and to the

front of the shell being about equal. Apex sometimes projecting slightly

over the area : mesial sinus shallow, well defined, and reaching to the

apex, sometimes a little flattened in the bottom. Area extremely ele-

vated, nearly flat or slightly concave above ;
fissure large and open

to the apex, the length of the sides being about once and a half the

width at the base.

" *
Report of a (Jeological Exploration of Part of Iowa, Wisconsin and Illinois, made under instructions

from the Secretary of the Treasury of the United States in the autumn of 1839 ; with charts and illus-

trations. By David Dale Owen, M. D., Principal Agent to explore the mineral lands of the United

States. Ordered to be printed, by the Senate of the United States, June 11, 1844."
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DoBSAL valve moderately and evenly convex with a well-defined low

rounded mesial fold ; beak, and margin of the valve in the middle,

slightly arched. Area narrow at the sides, but having the width of a

line in the middle.

SoKFACE marked by from sixteen to twenty plications on each side of the

mesial fold and sinus : these plications are rounded and well defined
;

about eight of them reach the apex on the ventral valve, and the re-

mainder coalesce with the angular border of the area. In perfect spe-

cimens the entire surface has been covered by fine concentric undula-

ting striae, which are crossed by fine radiating striae. The remains of

these, upon some of the silicified specimens, give a granulose surface.

The length of full grown individuals is a little more than three-fourths

of an inch, with a width of about an inch and three-eighths : the height

varies from three-fourths of an inch to a little less.

I have before me more than a dozen specimens from near the Falls of the

Ohio or from Charleston landing, among which there is very little variation in the

general features. The smallest individual of these has a length of a little more

than half an inch.

Dr. Owen first noticed this species in his Report in 1839. In 1841, I re-

ceived specimens from him with this name attached
;
and during many years, so

far as I know, the specimens from the Falls of the Ohio and from Charleston

landing were the only ones distributed under this name. In his Catalogue of Spe-

cies, appended to the Geological Report of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, page

628, Dr. Owen cites as localities " Pine creek
; Davenport ;

below Rockingham ;

New-Bufliilo
; Rapid creek

; Wapsinonox ;" and
" elsewhere in the United States,

Columbus, Ohio
;
Charleston landing, Indiana

;
Falls of the Ohio."

The figures 6 a, b (ut cit.) appear to me to be of the typical form, and may have

been made from Indiana or Ohio specimens ;
but certainly figures 2 and 2 a are

not of the same species. I have not seen specimens from Pine creek er elsewhere

in Iowa, which I regard as identical with those of Charleston landing, although

such may occur. I can only suppose that the similarity of form may have misled

Dr. Owen, and induced this reference
;

l)ut I believe it will be more just and

more satisfactory to retain the name 8. euruteines for the species to which it was

originally applied by Dr. Owen himself.
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Figures 14, 15, 16 and 17 of Plate 31 represent the characteristic features of this spe-

cies from the localites cited below.

Figure 18 is a ventral valve with the dorsal valve removed, except at the apex, and

showing the disposition of the crura and spiral arms.

Figure 19 is a cardinal view of a smaller individual.

Geological formation and localities. In the limestone of the age of the Upper

Helderberg group, at Columbus, Ohio
;
Falls of the Ohio (Louisville and Jeffer-

sonville), and at Charleston landing, Indiana.

Spirifera euniteines, var. fornacula.

PLATE XXXI (figures 11, 12 and 13).

Sp:riftrfornacula : Hall, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 164. 1857.

" "
Description of New Pal. Fossils, p. 114. 1857.

This species possesses the essential characters of 8. euruteines, with the area a

little more arcuate in the upper part ;
while the relative strength of the plications

offer no characters of specific importance : there are, in one specimen, nine, and

in another ten, in the space occupied by eight plications in S. euruteines proper.

In casts of this variety, the mesial fold is flattened on the summit and grooved

towards the upper part, and the sinus is more distinctly flattened on the bottom.

In one specimen the cardinal angles are produced and mucronate
;
but this may

likewise occur from the different surrounding conditions.

The figures 11, 12 and 13 are representations from a specimen heretofore de-

scribed under the name oi 8. fornacula.

Geologicalformation and locality. This form occurs in limestone of the age of

Ihe Hamilton group, and perhaps also in Comiferous limestone, at the Bake-oven,

on the Mi-ssissippi river, Illinois.

Spirifera nianni.

PLATE XXXI.

Spiriftr manni .- Haii in Tenth Report on tlie State Cabinet, p. 128. 1867.

Shell semielliptical or subquadrate ; valves very unequally convex :

hinge-line equal to the greatest width of the shell
;
cardinal extremi-

ties angular, and sometimes produced in acute extensions.

Ventral valve subpyramidal, the height often nearly equal to two-thirds

the length ; greatest elevation at the apex, and thence curving to the

front and lateral margins ; mesial sinus angular above, and rounded or
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flattened toward the front ; margins angular and sharply defined. Area

large and high, flat and inclined a little backwards or slightly concave ;

foramen large and open to the apex.

Dorsal valve more or less gibbous and sometimes only moderately con-

vex, curving to the front and lateral margins, and a little flattened at

the cardinal extremities
;
mesial fold moderately elevated, strongly

defined, and flattened or concave on the summit : the beak and adja-

cent portion of the margin is more or less arcuate, and the area is

concave for more than half its length on each side of the centre.

The surface is marked by ten or twelve plications on each side of the

mesial fold and sinus
;
the plications rounded or subangular, and some-

times subnodose on exfoliation. Portions of the shell preserved on some

of the specimens show strong lamellose concentric striaj, with faint

radiating striae.

All the 8 jecimens which have come under my observation are more or less

imperfect, and in the condition of partial or entire casts.

The figures 20, 21 and 22 are from a tyi^ical specimen of this species, from

which the shell has been mainly exfoliated.

Figures 24 and 25 are of a specimen from near Williamsville, New-York, wliich

has similar proportions and the same number of plications ;
but these are suban.

gular and a little nodose, while the mesial fold is more distinctly depressed in the

centre.

In some respects this form resembles S. varicosa ; but though much larger, it

has fewer plications.

There is another form much less gibbous and more extended on the hinge-line

than the two preceding specimens ;
of this, a large individual is illustrated in

figures 26-30. The proportion of area and length of shell are similar, the mesial

fold is flattened or concave on the summit, and the number of plications is the

same : it differs only in the lesser gibbosity of the dorsal valve and the greater

extension of the hinge-line.

Geologicalformation and localities. The specimens from which this species

was originally described were from Ohio, occuring at Sandusky and near Colum-

bus. In New-York, it is found at Williamsville, in the Corniferoue limestone.
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Spirifcra divaricata.

PLATE XXXIT.

Sfiriftr divaricalut : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 130. 1857.
" "

Description of New Species Pal. Fossils, p. 93. 1857.

Spiri/er tenuttut : Hall, Thirteenth Report on State Cabinet, p, 82. 1860.

Shell ventricose, somewhat rhomboidal or quadrilateral (looking upon
the ventral valve). Dorsal valve semielliptical : hinge-line less than

the width of the shell ; cardinal extremities obtuse or rounded
; area

large.

Ventral valve most convex above the middle, extremely arcuate from

the umbo to the base, abruptly curving to the sides : beak abruptly

arching over to the area ; sinus plicated, shallow above and becoming

rapidly expanded below, with the margins undefined and terminating
in a broad triangular extension in front. Area high, flat below, abruptly

arcuate above, and reaching to the cardinal extremities : foramen

large.

Dorsal valve regularly and strongly convex, with an angular mesial

fold, which is narrow above and expands towards the front, with bifur-

cating plications ;
sides regularly curving, and sometimes a little flat-

tened towards the cardinal extremities. Area rather wide, with the

beak and central portions of the valve arching over it.

The surface is marked by numerous fine bifurcating rounded or sub-

angular plications ;
the mesial sinus having on either side a stronger

plication, which bifurcates on one or on both sides. At the beak there is

a single plication in the bottom of the sinus, which sometimes continues

simple nearly or quite to the base ;
while the accessions take place

mainly from those on the sides of the depression, till they reach the

number of ten, eleven or twelve within the limits of the sinus near the

base. In a specimen of ordinary size, where the surface is well preserved,

there can be seen sixty or more plications with their divisions at the

margin of the shell. In some specimens from the Corniferous limestone,
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where the surface is partially or entirely exfoliated, the bifurcating cha-

racter of the striae is not observed ; and in one specimen, they appear

to have been nearly simple throughout.

The plications are crossed by fine imbricating lamellose striae, which

are abruptly arched backwards.

A cast of the ventral valve shows a large oval muscular area, which

is deeply divided by a rounded median crest, and strongly striated on

the lateral portions.

After exaiiiiuing all the collections that have been made, I am unable to point

out any specific diflference between the specimens originally described by me as

S- divancatus, and those subsequently described as 8. venustus, from the Hamil-

ton group. The specimens then before me were in the condition of the one figured

on plate 32 figure 1
;
while the Hamilton specimens, illustrated in figures 2-6,

offered at first view very little similarity with those of the limestone, and were

regarded as a distinct species. Other specimens from the limestone have a neai-er

approach to those of the Hamilton shales.

This shell, in its proper form and proportions, is one of the finest Spirifers in

the whole series, and is readily distinguished from all others by the bifurcating

plications and sharp zigzag concentric strise. The largest specimen geen has a

width of nearly three inches with a length of two inches, and a depth of one inch

and an eighth.

Geologicalformations and localities. In the Comifcrous limestone at Scho-

harie; at Stafford in Genesee county; at Williamsville and Clarence in Erie

county. In the Hamilton group, at York, Livingston county. I have seen a frag-

ment of this species from the limestone near Port Colbornc, Canada West.

Spirifera fimbriata.

PLATE XXXIII.

Dtlthyrit fimbriata : Cohbad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences Philadelphia, Vol. viii, p. 268. 1842.

Spirifer fimbriata ; Conead ; Biilinos in Canadian Journal, p. 259. 1861.

Shell transversely subelliptical, gibbous : hinge-line less than the width

of the shell ; cardinal extremities rounded.

Ventral valve gibbous in the upper half, regularly curving to the front

and sides ;
sinus well defined, usually shallow and rounded, sometimes

deep and angular, and much produced in front ; beak small and

incurved over the area, which is high and concave and extending
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about half the entire width of the shell : foramen often limited by a

sharp elevated border, which appears to be a projection of the dental

plates.

Dorsal valve gibbous, regularly convex on the sides, a little flattened at

" the cardinal extremities
;
mesial fold abruptly elevated in the lower

part, often but little elevated or scarcely defined in the upper part ;

beak small, slightly arched over the sublinear area, which is somewhat

concave.

Surface marked by from three or four to eight or nine low, rounded^

often obscure plications on each side : these are crossed by imbrica-

ting lamellose striae, which are sometimes wide or distant, and often

crowded. The concentric striae are studded with elongated nodes or

tubercles, which are thus arranged in parallel bands, more or less con-

tiguous, according to the distance of the concentric stiae.

The elongate tubercles may perhaps more properly be regarded as

interrupted radiating striae, which, in the perfect condition of the shell,

have doubtless extended in slender spines or setae. (They are termed by
Mr. Conrad short longitudinal striae.)

The area is strongly striated vertically.

It has been impossible to obtain the means of a satisfactory study of the interiors

of these shells. A cast of the ventral valve from the Schoharie grit has a deep and

subangular sinus and the costse rather strongly marked, with a subovate muscular

area which is depressed in the centre with linear elongate occlusor imprints, and

cavities at the sides showing short strong dental plates.

In another cast from the Hamilton group the muscular area is narrower, the

dental plates longer and thinner, with faintly marked ribs, and there is evidence

of a distinct median septum. The surface of the cast in both valves is strongly

marked by vascular impressions.

This species begins its existence (so far as we know) in the Oriskany sandstone,

where it has been rarely observed. It occurs in the Schoharie grit, and reaches it*

greatest dimensions in the Cornifcrous limestone
; having often a width of nearly or

quite two inches, with a length of an inch and a quarter. It is often well preserved

in the Hamilton group ;
but in this formation, it rarely attains a width of an inch

and a half It is not known in the Chemung group, though there is a representa-
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\ive form in that epoch. The species has a wide geographical range, being known

^roiighout New-York, Canada West, Ohio, in tho Mississippi valley, and as far

aouth !is Virginia.

The S.JinAriata is the first of this type in our formations, but is represented

by similar forms* to the close of the Carboniferous period.

In the illastrations of those Bpecies, the fragment 1 is from the Oriskany sandstone

the figures 2, 3 and 4 are from the Schoharie grit ; figures 5-11 are from the

Corniferoufi limestone : the remaining figures are from the Hamilton group.

Geologicalformation and locality. This species occurs in the Oriskany sand-

stone at Saugerties in Ulster county, and at Knox in Albany county, and probably
in Schoharie. It is found in the Schoharie grit in All)any and Schoharie counties,

and in the Comiferous limestone in the same region ;
and at Cherry-valley ;

Westmoreland, Oneida county ; Onondjiga-hoUow, Onondaga county ; Stafford,

Qencsee county ; Williamsville, Clarance, and other places in Erie county ;
in

Canada West, and at Columbus and other places in Ohio.

In the Hamilton group, it occurs on the shores of Seneca and Cayuga lakes,

and upon Canandaigua lake
;

at York and Moscow in the Genesee valley ;
and at

Darien; at Eighteen-mile creek, and other places in Erie county. Also in the same

group in Maryland and Virginia ;
and at Davenport and New-Buffalo, Iowa

;
ai

^ck-islaud, Illiuois
; ^nd elsewhere in the Mississippi valley.

Spirifera mucronata.

PLATE XXXIV.

Delthyrit mueronala : Cohrad, Ann. Report on the Geology of New-York.
" "

Vanuxem, Geol. Report Third District, p. 150. 1842.

" "
Hall, Geol. Report Fourth District, p. 198. 1843.

Spir}fera mucronata : Bilungs, Canadian Journal, May, 1861.

Shell more or less gibbous, semicircular, semioval, or triangular in out-

line ; cardinal angles sometimes truncate but usually extended, and

often extremely prolonged into mucronate points, giving a length of

hinge-line two, three or four times as great as the shell
;

sides straight

or curviag, the front straight or concave.

Ventral valve often scarcely more convex than the dorsal, but in very

gibbous forms becoming more unequal, gently curving to the lateral

margins. The beak is small, and incurved over the narrow linear area,

the mesial sinus is sharply defined quite to the apex, and limited by

angular plications which are stronger than the adjacent ones. The

• 8. pteudolintata and 8. leligtra, see Geology of Iowa, pp. 645 and 705.
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prevailing form of the sinus is shallow and rounded in the bottom : it

is sometimes flat and sometimes with a fold in the centre (See figure

11 ), and again it is angular (as in figures 19 and 20).

Dorsal valve moderately convex, sometimes becoming gibbous. The

sides are gently curving, and usually flattened towards the cardinal

margin : the mesial fold prominent and well defined, flat or rounded

above, sometimes with a median groove and again angulated in the

middle. The beak is incurved, and the area extremely narrow, about

one-third as high as that of the ventral valve.

SuEFACE marked by from eight or ten to twenty or more subangular pli-

cations on either side of the mesial fold and sinus : the plications are

not very prominent but usually well defined, the outer half of the

number not reaching the beak, but terminating in the callosity along

the area-margin. The plications are crossed hy numerous fine lamellose

stria), which become crowded together and closely imbricating towards

the front of the shell, sometimes presenting several interrupted lines

of growth.

The proportions are extremely variable, the length being in some

specimens about two-thirds as great as the width ;
while in others more

extreme, the width is three inches or more, measured on the hinge-line,

and the length is scarcely three-fourths of an inch. In one specimen

before me, with a width rather more than four inches on the hinge-line,

the length is less than three-fourths of an inch : this great lateral exten-

sion is not due to age. Some of the younger shells are extremely mucro-

nate, as shown in figure 3 ;
while in figures 1, 8, 10 and 11, showing

gradations in size, there is comparatively little extension on the hinge-

line.

The interior of the ventral valve shows short and rather strong teeth,

with scarcely any extension of the dental plates, and a small striated

muscular area, in the centre of which are the elongate occlusor muscular

markings.

In the dorsal valve, the cardinal process or callosity is well preserved,

[ PiLiBONTOLOGV IV.] 28
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and the teeth-sockets are large, while the bases of the crura are often

distinctly seen. The interior surface is usually papillose.

Geological formation and localities. This species begins its existence in the

Marccllus shale (figure 3) ;
and is abundant everywhere in the Hamilton gi'oup,

sometimes constituting thin layers to the exclusion of every other fossil. In the

eastern part of the State, in the arenaceous shales of this group, it occurs in the

form of casts
;
and this is its usual condition in Schoharie, Otsego and Madison

counties, while from Cayuga lake westward it retains the shell. In some places in

Canada West it is found to be the prevailing fossil, while scarcely any other

Spirifer occui-s in the same association. I have received specimens of this shell,

said to have been found near the Falls of the Maumeo river. It occurs likewise

in Maryland and Virginia.

In the Drift of Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, this species occurs moi-e frequently

perhaps than any other fossil.

The Spirifera bimesialis (
Geol. Report of Iowa, page 507, plate 4, figure 6

)
is

closely allied to 8. mua-onata, differing mainly in the much wider area and more

elevated beak of the ventral valve. The S. sudattemiata and 8. inutilis of the same

volume (pages 504 and 505, plate 4, figures 3 and 4) have similar external cha-

racters, with a shorter hinge-line and higher area than 8. bimesialis. These two

species are represented in form and proportions (except the extreme naiTow area)

by 8. mucronata, Plate 33, figures 19, 20 and 21 of this volume.

Spirifcra tullla ( n. s.).

PLATE XXXV.

Shell gibbous, subelliptical ; length and width about as two to three, or

as three to four : hinge-line equalling or greater than the width of

the shell ; cardinal extremities truncate or auriculate.

Ventral valve gibbous, the greatest convexity above the middle of the

shell, regularly arcuate from beak to base, curving abruptly to the

sides and a little flattened at the cardinal extreraitijs; beak strongly

incurved : sinus sharply defined quite to the apex, not deep, rounded

in the bottom. Area high, flat in the lower part and extending to the

binge-extremities, concave in the upper part.
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DoKSAL valve moderately convex ;
the mesial fold strongly defined, wide

below and narrow above, flattened and sometimes depressed upon the

summit ;
the lateral portions of the shell curving gently to the sides,

with the cardinal extremities flattened.

Surface marked by from sixteen to eighteen comparatively wide flat-

tened or low rounded ribs on each side of the fold and sinus
;
the

exterior ribs fine and obscure. In exfoliated specimens, and sometimes

in others, the ribs are subangular. The entire surface ( including the

mesial fold and sinus, and particularly the intervals between the pli-

cations) marked by fine continuous radiating striae ; while faint con-

centric striae are visible on the fold and sinus, as well as obscurely on

the costae, and more decidedly upon the cardinal extremities ; but

these are subordinate to the radiating striae.

The casts show the muscular area of the ventral valve to be elongate,

and margined above by long dental plates which are comparatively strong

as shown in figure 8. In another specimen, figure 9, there has been an

elevated median crest in the muscular area.

The figures 1 and G of Plate 35 illustrate the prevailing character.

In general aspect this species resembles S. medialis ; but it is more gibbous

and proportional I}-
less in width than the young of that shell, while the radiating

striie arc a distinctive feature. The area also is more arcuate than in any forms of

S. media Its.

It is with hesitation that I propose a new species of SpmiFERA, while I am com-

pelled to unite several that have hitherto been regarded as distinct
;
but in this

one the characters seem to be distinguishing, and irreconcilable with any of the

species heretofore described.

Geologicalformations and localities. In the shales of the Hamilton group, on

the east side of Skaneatcles lake, Owasco lake, Borodino, and in loose masses of

the rock near Tully, Apulia and other places in Onondaga county. It is not at

present known from more western localities.
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Spiiifera formosa.

PLATE XXVin.

Spirifer formoia ; IIall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 154.

Shell semielliptical or subquadrate, more or less ventricose : v. ives

about equally gibbous ; hinge-line equal to the greatest width of the

shell, with the extremities sometimes a little salient. Surface plicate.

Ventral valve most prominent above the middle and towards the umbo,

with the sides regularly curving to the margin ;
the beak small, and

neatly incurved over the area. Area rather high, continuing to the

cardinal extremities, concave, and striated longitudinally ;
fissure

large, wider than high : mesial sinus shallow, of moderate width, and

sometimes with an obscure depression along the centre.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, a little flattened or sometimes concave

towards the cardinal extremities : mesial fold but little elevated, flat-

tened upon the summit, and sometimes a little depressed in the middle

and continuing distinctly to the neatly incurved beak. Area distinct

of moderate height, and nearly parallel with the longitudinal axis of

the shell.

The surface is marked by from fifteen to seventeen slender rounded

plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus ; and these are

crossed by fine concentric undulating striae, which often become dis-

tinctly imbricate and stronger towards the margin. In well-preserved

specimens, remains of extremely fine radiating strife are found.

This is a neat symmetrical species, with a gracefully curved outline and salient

angles. In profile, the beak of the ventral valve projects but little beyond that of

the dorsal valve. The mesial fold, which is usually flat in the middle and lower

part of the shell, is often distinctly grooved along the centre in the upper part,

and this depression sometimes continues to the base.

Geological position and locality. In limestone of the ago of the Hamilton groups

Bake-ovcn, Illinois.
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Spirifera sculptilis.

PLATE XXXV.

Dtlthyris tatlptilit : Hall, Geol. Report of Fourth District New-York, p. 202. 1843.

Shell gibbous ;
valves subequally convex, semielliptical or subtriangular :

hinge-line longer than the width of the shell, and prolonged into

mucronate extensions; length about half the width on the hinge-line.

Surface coarsely plicated.
 

.

Ventral valve regularly convex, arcuate
; beak arcuate over a sublinear

area of moderate height, extending to the limits of the cardinal line ;

mesial sinus strongly defined, subangular.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, the greatest convexity in the middle

and regularly arcuate from beak to base; mesial fold abruptly and
,

strongly elevated, with the summit flattened or grooved ; beak in-

curved : area very narrow.

Surface strongly marked by three, four or five abruptly elevated angular

plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus, leaving a some-

what wide corrugated space at the cardinal angles. The plications

bordering the sinus are stronger, more elevated, and continuing dis-

tinct quite to the apex. The shell is concentrically marked by strong

imbricating lamellose striae, which are abruptly bent backwards and

much elevated in crossing the plications, giving them a subnodose

character. In the bottom of the sinus, these lamellose striae have often

a distinct retral bend, with a slight elevation indicating an incipient

plication which corresponds with the depression in the mesial fold.

ThJs species is readily recognized by its few strong plications, and the wide

space at the cardinal extremities marked only by the concentric strife. Compara-

tively few specimens have been found, and these are partially exfoliated.

In the figures illustrating this species, the dorsal valve is a cast.

Geological formations and localities. This shell, in its characteristic form,

occurs in a calcareous layer in the Hamilton shales, at Eighteen-mile creek. It is

found at Ludlowville in Cayuga county ;
on the east and west shores of Seneca

lake, and at York in Livingston county.
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Spirifera ziczac.

PLATE XXXV.

DtlthyrU zigxag i Hall, Geol. Report Fourth District, pp. 200 and 201. 1843.

Spiri/tr clio : HALL, in Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 93. 1800.

Shell transverse, gibbous or ventricose, semielliptical in outline, with

the hinge-line equalling or greater than the width of the shell below ;

the cardinal extremities truncate or auriculate. Surface plicate.

"Ventral valve the more convex, the greatest convexity being somewhat

above the middle, arcuate from beak to front ; sides regularly curving

to the lateral margins : sinus deep and wide towards the front, rounded

or flat in the bottom, produced in front, and sharply defined by the

adjacent angular plications, which are stronger than the others
; beak

incurved. Area elevated, concave, with the margin angular and curv-

ing to the cardinal extremities.

Dorsal valve moderately convex at the sides
;
the mesial fold abruptly

elevated, rapidly expanding below, flattened upon the summit, and

usually marked by a mesial depression. The lateral portions of the

shell curve towards the front, and are flattened or concave towards

the cardinal extremities.

Surface plicated by about eight, ten, or even twelve strong angular

costae, those towards the cardinal extremities being less elevated and

often obscure. The entire shell is marked by fine concentric striaB,

which at intervals appear to be crowded together into stronger imbri-

cating lamellae, sharply arched and elevated upon the costaB and upon

the mesial fold, and usually having a slight retral curve in the bottom

of the sinus. In well preserved specimens, fine radiating striae are

visible.

The teeth are short and not very strong. The dental plates form a

ridge along the margin of the fissure, and extend to the bottom of the

cavity in its upper part, and margin the muscular area for only a short

distance.
•
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This shell resembles S. sciilpHUs; but it is more gibbous and has a larger num-

ber of plications, extending quite to the auriculate cardinal extremities
;
the sinus

is also ^ider and the front more elevated. Usually only the coarse lamellae are

conspicuous upon the surface, the finer striae being obscure or covered by adher-

ing matter.

Figures 13 and 14 of Plate xxxv ofier characters which are apparently inter-

mediate, having coarser lamella than the original specimens of Spinfera zigzag;

and it was from specimens of similar form that I described 8. clio.

This species varies in dimensions from half an inch to an inch and a quarter in

width, with a length two-thirds to three-fourtlis as great.

Geologicalformations and localities. In the Hamilton group, at Moscow, York,

Gcnesco, Daricn, and Eighteen-mile creek, and less frequently on Seneca and

Cayuga lakes.

Spirifera granulifera.

PLATES XXXVI & XXXVII.

DMhyrU granulifera : Hall, Geol. R»port Fourth District New-Tork, pp. 206 & 207, f 1. 1843.

" congetta : Id. lb. f. 2.

Spiri/er heteroclUtu : Mabooc's Explanatory Text, etc. PI. 8, f. 7.

•< granulifera i IIall, Tenth Report on St&te Cabinet, p. 163.

Compare S. c/in<(mt, iD.lb. p. 167.

«« S. duplicata, Conkad, Jonr. Ac. Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol. Tlii, pa. 261, pi. 14, f. 16.

•• S. arcta i Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 161.

Shell semicircular, semielliptical or subcircular, ventricose, often be-

coming gibbous ; binge-line generally equal to tbe greatest width of

the shell ;
cardinal extremities obtuse, or sometimes rounded, rarely

extended : valves subequally convex ;
surface plicate.

Ventral valve less ventricose than the dorsal, most prominent near the

umbo, gradually sloping to the cardinal extremities ; beak moderately

elevated, somewhat pointed and incurved. Area of moderate height,

divided in the centre by a rather large triangular foramen which is

about as high as wide. Mesial sinus distinct and subangular in the

upper part, becoming a broad deep rounded depression in front, and

often having a slight groove along the centre, with sometimes a,n in-

dication of one or two small faintly-marked plications just within the

margins.
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Dorsal valve generally the most ventricose, the greatest convexity a

little above the middle, curving abruptly to the sides, and often a little

depressed just within and below the cardinal angles, which are there

slightly inflected. Mesial fold very prominent, rounded, and marked

along the middle by a distinct rounded depression which is sometimes

very deep, though in rare examples it is represented by only a flat-

tening of the fold : beak rather prominent and well marked. Area

somewhat large, extending to the extremities of the hinge-line.

SuBFACE marked by about twenty or twenty-two simple low rounded

plications on each side of the mesial fold and sinus, often becoming

quite flattened near the front margin of old or full-grown individuals.

The entire surface of the plications, fold and sinus, is covered by

extremely fine interrupted longitudinal striae, which form numerous

minute pustules or short slender spines, giving a strongly granulose

aspect to the shell. The striae are seen only on extremely well pre-

served surfaces ; while the granulose character is a common feature,

except on exfoliated or worn specimens. Numerous concentric lines of

growth and finer concentric striae cross the plications, and often be-

come crowded near the front margin of adult specimens.

Interior of the ventral valve with a broad and somewhat quadrangular
muscular impression, which varies much in size in different individuals,

and is often marked in the upper part with strong transversely radia-

ting striae, and in the lower part with longitudinal striae. The upper

part of the impression is bounded by strong dental lamellae, which

unite with the broad teeth above. The upper part of the valve is

thickened, the shelly matter often filling the rostral cavity, and ex-

tending as a transverse septum in the bottom of the fissure for one-third

or one-half its length. In the interior of the dorsal valve, the muscular

impressions are often well defined, with a faintly marked mesial sep-

tum through the centre.

This species is subject to considerable variation
;
some specimens being but

moderatel}^ convex, and others extremely ventricose. In some the mesial fold is

scarcely flattened, while in others the central groove is nearly half the depth of the

fold. There is also much difference in the height of the area and in the incurving

fo the beak; while in some individuals the cardinal angles are extended consider-

ably beyond the sides cf the shell, and in others they are shorter and rounded.
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Sjpirifer congesta (Geol. 4th District) is a specimen of this species having a short

hinge-line and very obtuse cardinal extremities, a narrow area, incurved beak, and

a mesial fold simply flattened instead of the usual groove ;
while the granulose

character of surface is scarcely perceptible. Sjnrif&r dintoni (10th Eep. on State

Cabinet) was founded upon small specimens of this species occurring in a band of

limestone, and having the granulose surface entirely removed by exfoliation, while

the plications and sinus have a sharper and more angular expression, and the car-

dinal extremities are more extended than usual
( See Plate xxxvii).

The specimens figured on Plate xxxvi illustrate the prevailing forms observed

in the calcareous shales of the Hamilton group in Western New-York. Smaller

specimens than figure 1 are extremely rare, while it is not often observed of greater

dimcniiions than fig. 10. The elevation of the beak of the ventral valve as shown

in figures 3 and 7 is the prevailing character; though in specimens like fig. 6 (aS.

congesta, ut
cit.),

the umbo of tlie dorsal valve is much more elevated, while the

beak of the ventral valve is less extended. The interior characters of the dorsal

and ventral valves of well-formed and full-grown individuals are shown in figures

11 & 12. Some casts of this and allied foi-ms are figured on Plate xxxvm a.

Geological formation and localities. This species is known in the Hamilton

group in Schoharie, Otsego and Madison counties, usually in the condition of casts.

It is coextensive with the Hamilton gi-oup in the State of New-York, occurring
on the shores of Cayuga, Seneca and Canandaigua lakes; at Geneseo, Moscow
and York in Livingston county; at Pavilion and Darien, Genesee county, and at

Eighteen-mile creek in Erie county, as well as numerous other places. The variety

with more angular extremities and mesial fold, which I have designated as S.

dintoni, is known only in a calcareous band at Eighteen-mile creek. The species

likewise occurs in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia.

f
SpIBIFEEA ORAKUUnKA
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Spirifcra niarcyi.

PLA.TE XXXVn.

Spxriftr mareyi : Hall, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 168.

Shell semicircular or subelliptical in outline, gibbous or moderately con-

vex
;
cardinal extremities extended, sometimes submucrohate : valves

subequaJly convex. Area variable in height. Surface plicated.

Ventral valve scarcely deeper than the opposj^te, except in young indivi-

duals ; very regularly arcuate, with sides sloping somewhat gradually

- from the beak to the cardinal extremities : beak usually prominent

and pointed, sometimes incurved. Area variable in height, more or

less incurved, often nearly flat, strongly striated longitudinally, the

inner portion finely marked by vertical striae
; fissure higher than

wide, one-third or more of the upper part closed by a strong transverse

plate or septum. Mesial sinus distinct but not deep, rounded or flat-
'

tened in the bottom, with subangular margins in the upper part which

become more rounded near the front.

Dorsal valve varying from moderately convex to gibbous, a little flat-

tened near the cardinal extremities in some specimens. Mesial fold not

very prominent, rounded on the top, distinctly defined at the margins.

Area of moderate width.

Surface marked by from twenty-four to thirty simple rounded plications,

which are little elevated and of moderate strength, crossed by fine

concentric lines, and marked (in some of the larger specimens) by a

fine longitudinal groove along the middle, or otherwise longitudinally

striated : this is not a constant feature. In both valves the sui'face is

marked by very fine elongate pustules, which become crowded towards

the front in old individuals. This gives a very marked and reliable

character when preserved as shown in fig. 18, Plate xxxvii.

The species presents considerable variations in height of area in the ventral valv«,

which in some specimens is large with an arched beak, and in others narrow with

the beak much incurved : in the latter variety, the valve is more gibbous. In

the original specimens described, the area is' nearly flat, with its exterior margin

sharply defined and the beak little incurved. The shells Vary also in the gibbosity

of the valves, in the extension of the cardinal extremities, and somewhat in tb«

•trength of the plications.
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The figures 10-16 illustrate the prevailing form and characters of this species.

Fig. 17 is of the interior of the dorsal valve : the interior of the ventral valve is unknown.

Fig. 18 is an enlargement of the surface.

Geological formation and localities. The original specimens described were

from the Hamilton group at Covington in Genesee county. It has since been found

among collections from the shores of Ca3aiga and Seneca lakes; at Dresden in

Yates county; on the shore of Cauandaigua lake, and at Geneseo and York in

Livingston county.

Spirifera niedialis.

PLATE XXXVIIL

Delthyru mtdialit : Hail, Gcol. Report Fourth District New-York, p. 208, f. 8. 1813.

Spiri/er medialis : Uall, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 164.

CotLpare Detthyrit oudocu/a, Cokbad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences, Philadelphia, Vol.viii, p. 262.

Shell subtriangular, semicircular or subelliptical : valves moderately

convex in young specimens, becoming ventricose in old shells
; hinge-

line usually extended beyond the width of the shell below, sometimes

mucronate at the extremities : surface plicate.

Ventral valve usually deeper than the dorsal : beak prominent, more

or less incurved. Area generally of more than medium height, longi-

tudinally striate and divided in the middle by the deltoid fissure, which

is twice as high as wide, and reaches to near the apex of the valve.

Mesial sinus of moderate width, reaching to the apex, rather deep,

generally rounded at the bottom, but sometimes a little flattened
;
the

margins subangular and distinct.

Dorsal valve moderately convex or gibbous, the greatest convexity

above the middle : beak small and slightly incurved. Area linear and

well defined ;
the lateral extremities of the valve a little deflected

along the hinge-line. Mesial fold prominent, rising abruptly at the

sides, rounded or slightly flattened on the top.

Surface marked by fcom twenty to thirty simple plications on each side

of the mesial fold and sinus. These are of medium size in full-grown

shells, being either low rounded, flattened, sharply rounded, or sub-

angular in different individuals ;
the principal ones are frequently

marked along the centre by a fine threadlike groove, a feature most
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common on the ventral valve. Numerous strong concentric lines of

growth mark the surface, and are very closely arranged near the front

in full-grown specimens, giving a strongly imbricate character to that

part of the shell.

Interior of the ventral valve marked by a somewhat quadrangular me-

dium sized muscular impression, which is bordered in the upper part

by strong dental lamellae : teeth prominent, of moderate strength. The

fissure is usually partially or entirely covered by a pseudo-deltidium,

and the upper part of the rostral cavity is often filled and solid, with

a strong plate or septum closing the bottom of the fissure for one-third

or one-half its length. In a single individual, the deltidial covering was

observed to be composed of successive arching and imbricating plates,

which, in the lower part, apparently consist of a double alternating

series. The muscular impressions of the dorsal valve are less strong

than those of the ventral, but often well marked, with a distinct

median ridge ;
teeth-sockets projecting into the cavity of the valve ;

lateral portions of both valves strongly marked by the plications.

SPIRIFEEA XEDIAU8.

This shell is subject to many and extreme variations in the extent of hinge-line,

convexity of the valves, height of area, and incurving of the beak : the plications

also vary in number and strength. It is an abundant form, coming next in number

of individuals to the S. mucronaia. The following species, described by me in the

Tenth Eeport on the State Cabinet, is probably only a variety of this species with

fewer and stronger ribs. In its ordinary or prevailing form and features, it is a

species readily recognized : it is only since larger collections have been examined

from numerous and widely-separated localities, that these extreme variations have

been observed.

Geological formation and localities. This species is found in casts in the coarser

shales of Otsego and Madison counties, and becomes common on the shores of

Cajuga and Seneca lakes and on the outlet of Crooked lake. It is found on the
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shore of Canaudaigua lake, and at Geneseo, Moscow and York in Livingston

county; at Covington and Darien in Genesee county, and at Eighteen-mile creek

in Erie county. It is extremely rare, if occurring at all, in more western localities-

Spiiifera medialis, var. eatonl.

PLATE XXXVni.

Spirtfer eatoni : Hau, Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 157.

Shell robust, semicircular or subelliptical, extremely ventricose ; hinge-

line equalling or less than the width of the shell below : valves sub-

equally convex : surface plicate.

Ventral valve much elevated in the umbonal region, sloping gradually

to the cardinal extremities, which are either obtusely pointed or

rounde^r Mesial sinus moderately wide, not deep, flattened on the

bottom, angular at the sides, and reaching to the beak. Area high,

straight or but little incurved, with a narrow deltoid opening reach-

ing to or near the apex of the valve : beak small, pointed, slightly

incurved.

Dorsal valve convex, a little flattened o]> slightly inflected near the

cardinal extremities : mesial fold well marked, rising abruptly at the

sides and flattened on the top. Area narrow linear.

Surface marked by from fifteen to eighteen simple rounded plications

on each side of the fold and sinus, with sharply defined narrow spaces

between, and crossed below the middle by strong imbricating lines of

growth.

Interior of the shell unknown.

There is probably no suflBcient reason for retaining this variety as a species, and

perhaps a large number, of individuals will show an insensible gradation from the

tjTjical forms of S. medialis to the more robust and ventricose forms with short

hinge-line and fewer plications.

Geological formation and localities. In the Hamilton group, on the shore of

Seneca lake; at York in Livingston county, and probably at other places.
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Spirifeia angusta.

PLATE XXXVIII A.

Spirtfer angtuta : Hali., Tenth Report on State Cabinet, p. 164.

Shell very depressed pyramidal, extremely extended transversely ; car-

dinal extremities attenuate, acuminate : valves very unequally convex,

with surface finely plicate.

Venteal valve proportionally very deep, forming nearly the entire thick-

ness of the shell : beak elevated and pointed, or slightly incurved at

the apex ;
the cardinal margins sloping very regularly to the hinge-

extremities. Area extremely elevated and inclined forward ; the full

height equal to the length from the beak to the front of the valve
;

longitudinally and vertically striate, divided in the middle by a fora-

men which is but little more than half as wide as high, and distinctly

grooved on the sides for the reception of the deltidial plate.

Dorsal valve very depressed-convex, with a narrow and low mesial fold

which is somewhat flattened at top : beak small but distinct, projecting

but little beyond the line of the hinge. Area extremely narrow, and

nearly rectangular to the area of the ventral valve.

Surface marked by about twenty-four to twenty-eight fine simple rounded

plications on each side, few of which reach to the beak. The plications

are crossed by very fine concentric rugose striaB, which are slightly

arched upwards on- the plications and on the mesial fold.

Interior of the valves unknown.

This species is usually readily distinguished by its extreme lateral extension, and

by the elevated and more or less receding area, which is usually nearly as high or

higher than the length of the ventral valve. There is frequently a slight incurvation

at the apex of the ventral valve, and sometimes the area is nearly vortical. In this

condition it approaches in general form to the young of S. medialis, which hiis

always a proportionally longer ventral valve.

The specimens of this species hare usually a length of an inch or an inch and a quarter (as

in the accompanjing figure) ; while the largest individual observed is that figured on Plato

XXXVIII A, which has a width of more than two inches.
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c>

Spibifeba xsavsTA..

This species may be compared with S. segmenta of the Corniferous limestone;

but I have not been able to identify the two as a single species.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Hamilton group

at Geneseo and York in Livingston county, and at Covington in Genesee county.

Spirifera macronota.

PLATE XXXVIII A.

DellhyrU macronota : Hah, Geol. Report Fourth District New-Torlc, p. 206, f. 5. 1843.

Spirifer macronolus ; Hall in Catalogue in Report on State Cabinet. 1859.

Shell transverse, subtriangular or broadly semielliptical ; hinge-line

much extended, extremities often mucronate : valves unequal in depth ;

area large ; surface plicate.

Ventral valve elevated at the beak, abruptly sloping to the front and

lateral margins, with but little convexity : slope of the cardinal border

very regular to near the extremities. Area one-third as high as long ;

more usually straight or very slightly arcuate, and longitudinally

striate : fissure about twice as high as wide, reaching to the apex of

the valve ;
beak minute. Mesial sinus rapidly widening, shallow, flat-

tened at bottom, with margins subangular especially in the upper part.

Dorsal valve varying from depressed-convex to gibbous, most convex

above the middle ; lateral extremities often inflected
; beak incurved,

not prominent : area linear. Mesia«l fold well marked, usually flattened

on the top, sometimes strongly rounded.

Surface marked by from twenty-five to thirty-fi^e slender simple ra-

diating plications on each side of the fold and sinus ; these are either

flattened or rounded : three or four only on each side reach to the

beak, while the remainder are lost on the margins of the area. The

valves are crossed by numerous strong concentric imbricating lines of
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growth, which give an irregular margin to the area, and are often

crowded near the front of the shell, causing an abrupt truncation of

the extremities of the ventral area.

Interior of the ventral valve with comparatively small but well-marked

muscular impressions ;
that of the dorsal valve not satisfactorily deter-

mined. The margins of the interiors of the valves are usually crenu-

lated by the plications and the stronger concentric lamellae of growth.

The fissure is sometimes partially covered by a pseudo-deltidium, and

closed by a solid septum for one-third of its length from the apex.

The characteristic features aud expression of the fossil are sbo^-n iu the ac-

companying woodcut.

SrialFEBA KACBONOTA.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs on the shore of Seneca

lake; at Bristol, Ontario county; at Gencseo and Moscow in Livingston county;
at Darien, Genesee county, and at Hamburgh and Eighteen-mile creek in Erie

county.

#

The three preceding species (Spirt/era medialis, S. angusta and S. ma-

cronota), in what may be termed typical specimens, are so clearly dis-

tinguishable one from the other, that Ave have no difficulty in designating

them. It is only in large collections of specimens that we find individuals

which are not readily referable to either of them. The young of S. me-

dialis are often much extended at the cardinal extremities
; and though

generally distinguishable from the young of S. macronota by the lower and

more arcuate area, yet there are gradations which often seem to unite the

two. A similar difficulty occurs when we attempt to separate S. angusta

from the young of S. macronota ; and there are numerous individuals, not

always, it is true, in a perfect state of preservation, which it is nearly

or quite impossible to refer with satisfaction to either of the species.
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Add to this resemblance in general form, proportions of area, etc., the

great similarity of surface characters, and the question seems scarcely to

admit of a solution without uniting all these as one species.

Regarding S. angusta as the young condition, we need only a less

development and arcuation of the area, with coarser plications, to make

it undistinguishable from a young S. medialis. Carrying on the develop-

ment in the same direction, shortening the cardinal extremities and

increasing the gibbosity of the valves, we have the S. medialis in its

typical form. Going still farther in the same direction, the cardinal

extremities may become rounded, the valves ventricose, and the area

•

arcuate, with still stronger plications, giving the var. eatoni.

In the younger forms we have those with the area slightly arcuate,

vertical and receding. If we regard these features as only conditions of

the same species, we may have those with the vertical areas developed

in the same direction, while the cardinal extremities continue much

extended, until we have the typical form of S. macronota. These forms

continuing, the area vertical or slightly inclined but scarcely arcuate,

may have the cardinal extremities shortened and the shell becoming

ventricose, presenting form and characters which it is equally difficult to

refer to either S. medialis or S. macronota. Again, we find here and there,

among the collections of Hamilton Spirifers, a form where the area is

vertical as in S. macronota, but the lateral extensions much less, and the

ribs fewer and perhaps a little stronger, suggesting a relation to S. euru-

tetnes and S. manni of the Corniferous limestone.

I am not at present prepared to assert the identity of all these forms;

but I can easily believe that larger and more extended collections, made

over geographical areas not yet explored, may show a much closer rela-

tion than we have supposed to exist between them.

I have endeavored, in Plates xxxviii and xxxviii a, to show all the

important varieties of form, selected from a collection of several hundred

individuals, and in which the specimens readily referable to 8. medialis

are at least ten times as numerous as those which can be referred to either

of the other species.

[
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Spiiifera acuminata.

PLATE XXXV : Fia. 24.

Spiriftr aeuminatu* : Cokrad, See page 198 of this volume.

DtlthyrU prora : Comrad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences Fliiladelphia, Vol. viii, p. 268.

" Upper valve trigonal, profoundly ventricose ;
ribs double, not very

"
prominent, eighteen or twenty in number ; mesial fold profoundly

"
prominent and acutely angular ; hinge-line shorter than the width

" of the shell : length one inch and five-eighths ; width two and a

" half inches,"

The only species in the Ilamilton group corresponding with Mr, Conrad's de-

scription, is one which I have identified with S. acuminata ; the dorsal valve of

this is shown in figure 24, Plate xxxv. The ribs are more conspicuously bifurca-

ting than in those from the limestone, and the muscular impression is larger; but

both these features are variable, and therefore cannot be relied upon for specifio

distinction.

The localities in the Hamilton group have been cited on page 202.

Spirifera subuiiibona.

PLATE XXXII.

OrthU tiibumbona : Haix. Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 168. 1857.

Jmbocatia ttihumbcna : Id. Thirteenth Report on the same, p. 71. 1860.

Shell small, more or less gibbous or ventricose
;
cardinal extremities

rounded : surface smooth, or finely striated concentrically.

Ventral valve ventricose in the middle, regularly curving towards the

basal and lateral margins : umbo much elevated above the opposite

valve, and beak abruptly incurved over the high area, which has its

lateral margins rounded or rarely defined, and sloping towards but not

reaching the cardinal extremities
;
more or less arcuate, and the eleva-

tion apparently variable. The foramen is higher than wide, and open

to the apex in all the specimens observed. There is usually a narrow

but not always distinct mesial sinus, reaching from the apex to the

base of the valve, where it becomes wider but without defined limits.
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Dorsal valve less gibbous than the ventral, somewhat regularly convex

in the middle, and curving towards the front and baso-lateral margins;

a little depressed or flattened towards the abruptly rounded cardinal

extremities : umbo slightly elevated above the hinge-line ;
area linear.

There is often a faint impressed line extending from the beak to the

base of the valve.

Surface marked by fine concentric lines of growth, which are sometimes

crowded into imbricating folds towards the front of the shell. In par-

tially exfoliated specimens the surface is finely and distinctly punc-

tated, as if in its original condition it had been covered by closely

arranged spinules. The texture of the shell is fibrous, but yet differing

from the fibrous texture of ordinary Spirifers.

This species is a miniature of the S. Uneata of the Upper Carboniferous beds,

having the same general aspect and characters of surface marking : it is, however,

usually a little more extended laterally, and the area continues more nearly to the

cardinal extremities. The punctate markings are comparatirely finer, and it has

not the regular concentric undulations which often mark the carboniferous species.

It has likewise a distinct impressed line or narrow sinus iu the dorsal valve.

The ventral valve alone has much the appearance of Amboccelia, and I had thus

referred the species from some crushed and imperfect specimens. Farther exami-

nations have brought out specimens in their true form and proportions; not only

from the calcareous beds near the base of the Hamilton group, but also from the

Tally limestone we have specimens undistinguishable from this one.

Geological formation and localities. In the calcareous bands of the Hamilton

shales, on the shore of Lake Erie; in the Tully limestone near Tully, and from

the same rock in Seneca county.

Spirifera arala.

Spiri/er arata : Uxtt, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 161. 1857.

I have already referred to this species under S. granulifera. The original speci-

mens designated as S. arata, upon re-examination, do not ofier satisfactory means

for separation from 8. granulifera ; and therefore it becomes unnecessaiy to con-

tinue the name.
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Spirt/era dupUcata.

Dtltkfrii duplicate i Cokrad, Jonr. Acad. Nat. Science! Philaddphia, Vol. viii, pa. 201, pi. 14, f. 16.

M •• : Id. lb., referred to under S. granuli/era, page 223 of this volume.

Since the precediug pages were sent to the press, 1 have observed, among soma

Bpccimcns from the coarser shales of the Hamilton group, the cast of a Spirifer

with duplicate mesial fold and angulated ribs, corresponding to the original de-

scription of S. dupUcata. The material at hand is not sufficient to determine \\a

specific value.

Sptrifera corticosa.

Spirifer eorticoia ; Hali,, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 160. 1857.

Of this species, I have not obtained sufficient matei'ial to satisfy me of its claim

to specific distinction. A well-mai'ked ventral valve, which I have referred to this

species, still remains unidentified with any other species ;
while two other M'ell-

marked individuals*, originally referred to the same, prove to be quite distinct

from this and every other species; so that in the present state of knowledge, I

propose to leave the specimens without illustration, and subject to future revision.

Sptrifera tenias.

Spirifer tenuit : Hju.l, Tenth Report on the Stale Cabinet, p. 162. 1867.

The specimens on which this species was originally founded are silicified in wholo

or in part, and it is impossible to know satisfactorily what cfiect the silicification

and partial solution of the shell may have had in removing or modifying suifaoa

characters. This species is therefore left undetermined for the present.

Spirifera pertenuts.

Spirifer pertenuis .- Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 163. 1867.

The specimens of this species are in a condition similar to the last, and ar«

consequently left for farther study.

• These are probably not from the Ilamilton group, though given to mo as authentic.
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SPIRIFER^ OF THE PORTAGE AND CIIEMUNG GROUPS.

The shales and sandstones of the Portage group, within the limits of the

State of New-York, are generally very deficient in Brachiopoda, and but

a single species of Spikifer is at present known to me in this formation.

This one is more like the European Carboniferous Spirifera glabra, than

any of the Devonian species figured by Mr. Davidson in his Monograph
of British Devonian Brachiopoda.

In the Chemung group, Brachiopoda are abundant, and Spirifbra is

very conspicuous among the other genera. Notwithstanding however its

abundance and wide distribution in this group, there are few species

known in the State, and of these, one only is common, the Spirifera verneuilt

= S. disjunda and its varieties, which extends from the southeastern

counties quite to the western limits of the State, and is equally abundant

in the adjacent portions of Pennsylvania along the southern and western

borders of New-York.

I have heretofore recognized, with doubt, the Spirifer mucronatd* in

the Chemung group in the southern part of New-York
; but a critical

examination of all the specimens from authentic localities of that forma-

tion has shown that the fossils thus referred belong to the S. mesacostalis,

and no true example of S. mucronata is yet known to me from the Che-

mung group.

It may be remarked in this place that the shaly sandstones or arena-

ceous shales of the Hamilton group in the southeastern part of the State

are lithologically similar to some of the Chemung beds, and not always

readily distinguishable therefrom. In these coarser beds of the Hamilton

group, the S. mucronata is often abundant in the condition of casts.

•
DeUhifrit mitcrofwrio? Geological Report of the Fourth District of New-York, p. 271.
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In the upper part of the Chemung group, and sometimes apparently

near the summit of the formation, there is a grayish or ferruginous con-

glomerate, often charged with fossil shells, among which there are usually

few Brachiopoda ;
and in some localities the general aspect of the fauna

is more nearly like that of the Waverly sandstone of Ohio, some of the

species being apparently identical with those of that formation and the

western extension of the same. I have, however, detected in this con-

glomerate casts of Spirifera mesacostalis and S. verneuili = S. disjunda, as

well as other forms which show its intimate relation with the Chemung

group.

These are the beds which I have heretofore indicated as those which

may become expanded in their western extension, and constitute in part

the fossiliferous sandstones and shales of Eastern Ohio
; while the Portage

and Lower Chemung beds, which do physically extend into that part of

Ohio, are less fossiliferous than in New-York, and their presence has

been overlooked by some observers. At the same time, there is a dis-

position not only to claim for the higher portions a distinct place in the

series, but to refer these beds to a distinct system. By whatever name,

however, they may be termed, they apparently constitute part of the great

group of argillaceous and ai-enaceous shales and sandstones which began

their deposition with the Marcellus shale, and terminate with the red

shales and sandstones of Pennsylvania, or at the base of the conglome-

rate of the Coal measures, as that formation exists on the borders of

southern New-York and the adjacent counties on the south and west*.

• I had intended, before the completion of the volume upon the Brachiopoda, to have made personal

investigations to determine more accurately the relations of these formations ; but have been for two

jears prevented from accomplishing anj field work of importance.
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Spii'ifera Isevis.

PLATE XXXIX.

Delthyrit ItevU : Hali, Geol. Report Fourth District New-York, p. 345, f. 1. 1843.

Shell ventricose, subcircular or semielliptical, with the cardinal extre-

mities rounded : length and breadth as two to three, or three to four
;

not plicate.

Ventral valve subventricose ;
the greatest convexity above the middle,

from whence it curves gently to the base and suddenly towards the

beak, which is abruptly attenuate and arching over the area : sinus

variable, often shallow, gently concave and scarcely defined; sometimes

becoming deep, subangular, and very broad in the lower part. Area

extending to the hinge-extremities, of moderate height at the sides

and rising abruptly towards the middle
; foramen partially closed by

an arching, very convex pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve depressed or moderately convex, with a wide and usually

undefined mesial fold which is much expanded below,leaving the an-

terior margin sinuate : sides of the shell somewhat regularly curving,

and a little flattened at the cardinal extremities.

Surface usually smooth, or marked only by concentric lines of growth.

In older shells there are sometimes a few obscure and undefined ra-

diating folds.

The interior of the ventral valve shows strong short teeth with the

dental lamellae much thickened, filling up the rostral cavity and ex-

tending along the sides of the upper part of the muscular impression •

the muscular space is small or of moderate size, deeply marked, and often

preserving a distinct median crest.

In the dorsal valve the muscular impression is small and narrow, and

usually not deeply marked. The cardinal process is strongly striated, and

this character is distinctly preserved in the cast.

This species, though occurring in considerable numbers at one locality and less

commonly in another, has nevertheless been seen only as imperfect or distorted
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specimens, or in the condition of casts. All the specimens which have the two

valves attached are more or less crushed, as shown in figure 3.

The specimens figured illustrate the usual condition of the species.

Figures 1 & 2 are casts of a dorsal and a ventral valv« of small size.

Figure 3 is a dorsal view of a specimen having the shell crushed.

Figure 4 is a cast of a large dorsal valve.

Figures 5 & 6 show the area and interior of the ventral valve.

Figure 7 is the exterior of a large ventral valve preserving the shell, and showing a remark-

ably wide subangular sinus, with obscure plications on the sides of the shell.

Figures 8-11 show the characters of the muscular impression.

Geological formation and localities. In the shale of the Portage grouj), near

Ithaca; and in a shaly sandstone of the same age, near Cortlandville, Cortland

coimty, New-York.

Spiiifera mesacostalis.

PLATE XL.

Dtlthyru metacottalU : Hall, Report of the Fourth Geol. District, p. 260, f.9. 1843.

Deltkyrit acuminata : Id. lb. p. 270, f. 6.

Not Ddlhyris i^uminata, Conbad, cited on page 198 of this volume.

Shell variable in form, more or less gibbous, semioval or subquadrate ;

cardinal extremities usually a little salient : surface plicated. The

width varies from once and a half to three times the length.

Ventral valve ranging from semielliptical and moderately convex, to

Bubquadrate and ventricose. In the less gibbous and more extended

forms the convexity is pretty regular in the upper part of the shell,,

curving more abruptly towards the front, and nearly flat towards the

cardinal extremities. The beak is small, and the upper part only ab-

ruptly incurved over the area, which is of moderate height : the sinus

is angular, varying in depth, and marked by a single defined fold in

the bottom, which is usually distinctly angular, but rarely rounded or

depressed. The fissure is higher than wide, and usually not closed by

a pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve very gibbous in the middle and pretty regularly convex

from beak to base, depressed towards the cardinal extremities, and
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becoming quite flat in the more extended forms : mesial fold usually

strongly defined, rising abruptly, above the surface on either side, and

marked along the centre by a deep groove. The area is narrow-linear.

Surface marked by from ten to fourteen rounded or subangular plications,

those on either side of the mesial fold and sinus being usually stronger

than the others. When the shell is fully preserved, and sometimes in

partial casts, the surface is marked by strongly arching lamellose striae

or lines of growth, which become much crowded towards the margin

of the valves.

Little is known of the interior structure of this species. A cast of the

ventral valve shows extended and not greasly divergent dental lamellae,

with a strong longitudinal median crest or septum in the muscular im-

pression.

The specimens under examination are nearly all in the condition of partial casts

or -with the shell more or less exfoliated; while all are in single valves, adhering

to the sandstone or shale in which they are imbedded.

The species is well marked and quite distinct from any other in this formation,

though showing a wider range of variation in forms and proportions than I had

originally supposed. The short forms with exti'emely extended and mucronate car-

dinal extremities, which are figured in the Report of the Fourth District, p. 270,

f. 5 & 5 a, prove, by several gradations of form, to be of the same species. This

variety resembles the Spirifera mucronata, for which it has no doubt sometimes

been mistaken.

Among specimens from Ithaca (N.York), there are numerous small individuals

of this species, which, on a cursory examination, might be regarded as the young
of S. mucronata. The specimens are for the most part casts, and the dorsal valve

shows the duplication of the mesial fold; but there is no (or scarcely any) in-

dication of the plication in the bottom of the sinus, although there is unmistaka-

ble evidence of a longitudinal septum extending from the beak to near the base

of the muscular impression, a feature not known to exist in S. mucronata. The

specimens are usually semielliptical and little extended on the hinge-line, but in

some individuals there is a great extension of the cardinal extremities. From

these small individuals there is an almost insensible gradation to the larger forms,

as shown in the illustrations on Plate xl. In the laterally extended forms the area

is low, while in the shorter and more rotund forms it is more elevated, as shown

in the figures. The more gibbous forms have been found in a compact sandstone on

the Genesee river, while the smaller and attenuated ones are fronl more easterly

[ Paleontology IV.] 31
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localities. The species has been collected in the shaly beds in the higher part of

the group near the southern limits of Steuben county, and it occurs in a coarse

sandstone and conglomerate in the upper part of the formation near Oloau in

Allegany county.

Geological formation and iocalities. In the Chemung group at Ithaca, and at

Bald hill south of Ithaca, Tompkins county; at Philipsburgh near Angelica, and

at Rockville in AUcganj- county; near Paintodpost on the Chcnunig river; at

Troupsburgh in Steuben county, neai* Olcan in Allegany county, and at liaudolph

iu Cattai-augus county.

Spirifera uiesastrialis.

PLATE XL.

Dtlthyru mesattrialu : Hall. Geol. Report Fourth District, p. 269, f. 1. 1843.

Shell large, semielliptical, more or less gibbous, with the cardinal angles

rounded or produced into mucronate extensions : surface plicated.

Ventral valve variable in its convexity, being gibbous or subventricose

in the upper part, curving gently to the front and baso-lateral margins,

while it is depressed or nearly flat towards the cardinal extremities.

Beak incurved over the area, which is of medium height and continued

to the cardinal extremities : mesial sinus rapidly expanding and be-

coming very wide below, in some specimens being of moderate depth

and in others very deep, and rounded in ,the bottom, with the margins

well defined.

DoKSAL valve more or less gibbous, often with a very regular convexity

when the cardinal extremities are not extended. In other examples

the central portion is somewhat regularly convex, and depressed or

flattened towards the extremities, which may be rounded, slightly au-

riciilate, or prolonged into mucronate points. The mesial fold becomes

rapidly expanded in its lower part, with the summit broadly rounded.

Surface clicate with about sixteen to twenty rounded ribs, which are

sometimes low and nearly flat, or become more strongly elevated in

Bome of the larger individuals. There are usually from eight to twelve

ribs on each side, which are conspicuous, while the remainder are at-

tenuate and obscure. The plications, together with the mesial fold and
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sinus, are conspicuously marked by fine regular radiating striae, and,

in rare examples, these have been observed to be cancellated by con-

centric striae.

Little is known of the interior of the shell, beyond the presence of

strong teeth and straight diverging dental lamellae.

The species presents considerable variety in its form and proportions; but there

is usually little difficulty in distinguishing it by the external characters, from any
other species in this formation. In its more rotund forms, it approaches the /S.

granulifera ; but the presence of longitudinal striae may usually be reco"-nized

in the ca.sts, while the broad rounded mesial fold without a depression, is a dis-

tinguishing feature.

Geological formation mid localities. This species has been found in Schoharie

and Delaware counties (New-York), several hundred feet above the base of the

Chemung group. Fine robust specimens occur near Cortlandville in Cortland

county, and a more delicate variety in the greenish shales north of Elmira. The

stronger forms, with extended cardinal angles, occur on Cayuta creek in Tioga

county.

Spirifera di!«jancta.

PLATES XLI & XLII.

Spirifera dUjnncta .- Sowebbt, Trans. Geol. Society, 2d series. Vol. v, pi. 68. f. 8; pi. 54, f. 12, 13. 1840.

" calcarata: Id. lb., pi. 53, f. 7.

" externa : Id. lb., pi. 54, f. 11.

<< gigantea : Id. lb., pi. 55, f. 1 - 4.

'• inornata: Id. lb., pi. 68, f. 9.

<• protenta : Phillips, Pal. Foss. of Cornwall, Devon & West-Somerset, pa. 69, pi. 28, f. 118
'• calcarata k. S. diijuncta : Id. lb., pi. 29, f. 128, 129. [1841.

ditjuncla : Id. lb., pi. 30, f. 129.

• gigantea .- Id. lb., pi. 30, f. 130.

•• grandava : Id. lb., pi. 80, f. 131.

< dittani : Phillips (not Sowebbt), lb., pi. 29, f. 127.

" verneuili : Mubchisos, Ball. Soc. Geol. France, Vol.11, pa. 262, pi. 2, f. 8. 1840.

" archiaci : Id. lb., pi. 2, f. 4.

"^ /ontdoW ; Id. lb., pi. 2, f.2. [1845.

Spirxfer ditjunctut : Murchison, Dk Veenecil and KBTSEKLiNO.Geol. Russia, Vol. 2, pa. 157, pi 4, f. 4

<• archiaci : Id. lb., pi. 4, f.6. 1845. [1845.

" murchisonianut' : De Koninck, De Veenedil & Ketseelino, Geol. Russia, Vol.2, pi. 4, f. 1.

• I have cited the synonymy to a great extent from Mr. Davidson's British Devonian Brachiopoda,

where the Spirifera murchUonianm ( Db Koninck) is given as one of the synonyms of S. disjunda.

I have not observed the explanation which allows this species to be a synonjrm of S. disjunda, and at

the same time a Cyrtia, Otrtina (Davidson, Quarterly Geological Jouriial, Vol.ix, pa. 355, pi. 15,

f. 6 -
9); but it appears to me that the species figured in the Geology of Russia is distinct from the

Chinese specimens figured by Mr. DATiDSOir.
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tpirifer ditjuncttu i Datidson, Quar. Jour. Gteol. Society, Vol. 9, pa. 354, pi. 15, f. 1 - 6. 1853.

•• vtrntuilii : M'CoT, Brit. Pal. Fossils, p. 376. 1862.

•< disjuneiiu : MunOHisoii, Siluria, 2d edition, p,299, f.4. 1859.

" barumemu: Soweebt, MSS.i Salter, Jour. Gcol. Society, Vol.19, p. 480.

Mpirifera ditjuncta: Davidson, Monograph Brit. Dev. Brachiopoda, p. 28, 1864.

Deltkyrit perlata : CoNRAD, Ann. Rep. on Palasontology of New-York, p. 54. 1841.

ckemungemu : Conrad, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. 8, p. 263. 1842.

. ditjuncta f Philups; Hall, Geol. Rep. 4th Dist. New-Tork, p. 269, f.8. 1848.

cutpidata : Hall (not Martin), lb., p. 270, f. 1. 1843.

acanthota: Id. lb., p. 270, f.2, 2 a. 1843.

\nermU : Id. lb., p. 271, f.4, 4 a; p. 270. 1843.

Compare Spiri/er whitneyi, Hall, Geology of Iowa, pa. 502, pl_. 4, f. 2. 1859.

Shell variable in shape, seinioval, semicircular or subrhomboidal : hinge-

line usually as long as the width of the shell (rarely shorter), with the

cardinal angles slightly rounded, moderately or extremely extended

into long attenuated or mucronate points. Valves convex, or more or

less gibbous : entire surface, including mesial fold and sinus, plicated.

Tbntral valve more or less convey, usually with a regular convexity on

the sides, but sometimes concave between the margins of the sinus'and

the extremities. The sinus is more or less deeply concave, rarely quite

shallow, usually rounded but sometimes angular in the bottom, and

the margins clearly defined : beak elevated and produced, moderately
incurved over the area, which is flat or concave and of variable height.

The fissure is often partially closed by an arching pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve moderately convex, sometimes a little concave towards the

cardinal angles : mesial fold distinctly defined, usually of moderate

elevation and convexity, sometimes subangular, and often divided by
a furrow down the centre : area very narrow.

ScRFACE marked by from twenty to forty or more simple rounded or

subangular ribs on each side, with nearly equal interspaces. The mesial

fold and sinus are each marked by about ten, sometimes twelve or

fourteen ribs near the front, which proceed from the bifurcation of two

or three at the apex of each valve*. When the shell is perfectly pre-

served, the entire surface is marked by fine contiguous concentric

striae.

• Mr. Davidson says the increase is by intercalation ; but strictly this is rarely true of our specimena.
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The interior of the ventral valve shows the presence of more or less

extended dental lamellse : these are sometimes short and divercrent.

enclosing a pretty broad muscular space, and often less divergent and

reaching nearly to the front of the shell
;
and the muscular imprint is

sometimes pushed very far forward, and enclosed in a narrow space.

The muscular markings are often well defined in the casts, but in some

of them the markings of the ribs are shown over the muscular space.

The fissure is closed for one-third or more of its length from the apex by
a thickened plate or septum, with the rostral cavity more or less ex-

tended behind it. In casts of the dorsal valve, we have the imprints of

the cardinal muscles and the cavities made by the bases of the crura.

This species has been recognized by European authors as Spirifera

disjunda, and identical with S. verneuili, etc., as shown in the synonymy.

From comparison of ours with European specimens of that species in my
own collection, I can find no important distinction ;

indeed the differences

in a few indviduals are not as great as those among our own Specimens

recognized as belonging to the same species. It is regarded in Europe as

a very characteristic Middle and Upper Devonian species; but in the

State of New-York, it is not known out of the Chemung group.

The Spirifera whitneyi is from beds of the age of the Hamilton group

in Iowa, and bears a very close resemblance to the S. archiaci as figured

in the Geology of Russia (ut cit). Some specimens of this form more

recently examined* show a variation in aspect and general characters

which induce the conclusion that this one also is only a variety of S.

disjunda, occurring at a lower horizon in the west than yet known in

New York
;
thus giving it a vertical range equal to the Middle and Upper

Devonian of Europe.

I have heretofore! given some of the varieties of this species under

distinctive names, which have been abandoned after the study of larger

collections. I have also been able to satisfy myself with regard to the

•
Specimens received from Mr. 0. St. John, of Waterloo, Iowa,

t Geological Report of the Fourth District of New-York, pp. 270, 271.
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identity of our species with those given by Sowerbt and Phillips under

different designations, and have adopted the synonymy given by David-

son, De Koninck, De Verneuil, Sowerby and others, under this species.

It has a wide geographical extent and great vertical range in the Che-

mung group, and presents a variety of form and proportions which it

would be quite impossible fully to illustrate. The more important phases

I have endeavored to show in the figures on Plates xli and xlu : the

greater number of these are of casts.

The predominating characters of the casts of ventral valves are shown in 1 - 4

and 7, 8, 10, 13, 19 & 20 of Plate xli.

In figure 5 we have a form where the dental lamella; are extremely extended

towards the front of the shell, and
fig. 15 is somewhat simihir. This extreme cha-

racter has been observed more frequently in the small gibbous forms, but it Hke-

wise occurs in the large and less convex ones. The extremely extended forms with

mucronate extremities are less common than the others; but in some localities,

nearly all the individuals found have that character.

The form represented by figures 19 and 20 of Phite xli, and by figure 19 of

Plate XLii, is that described by Mr. C!onrad as Delthyns perlatiis*, and is cited

by Mr. VANUXEMf as Delthyns prolata. The Delthyris chemunffenstsX of Conrad

is thus described :

"Delthykis chemungensis. Triangular, ventricose, with numerous slender ribs;

upper valve with the mesial fold Avide, convex or rounded and ribbed like the

sides, except that the ribs bifurcate, about thirteen in number; area of inferior

valve very wide; mesial fold profound. Length, one inch; width, one inch and

a half LocaHty, Chemung-narrows, New-York : in Devonian shale."

There is no other Spirifer known to me in the locality cited, or in the Chemung

group, which will correspond with the description, except the 8pinfera disjuncta.

One of the remarkable features in the dorsal valve is the duplication of the

mesial fold, or the marked longitudinal furrow along the centre. This feature can

be observed in all gradations; and while in some localities there is scarcely a

specimen to be found having this character, in other places it prevails in the larger

number of individuals. This depression is usually narrow and sharp, but in some

individuals it is broader, as shown in figures 13, 15, 16, Plate xlii. The fold is

• Annual Report on the Palaeontology of New-York, p. 54. 1841.

t Report on the Third Geological District of New-York, pp. 179, 185.

X Journal of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Vol. viii, p. 263. 1842.
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very rarely narrow and angular, as shown in
fig. 17. The casts usually preserve

more or less distinctly the marks of the plications, and are rarely almost smooth.

The following figures are those which were given in the Geological Eeport of

the Fourth District, and have not been repeated in the plates. They oflTer some

little variety of form and proportions from those already referred to.*

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Chemung group

throughout New-York, and in that part of Pennsylvania adjacent to the south-

western counties of this State. Among the particular localities may be mentioned

several places in Broome county; Cayuta creek in Tompkins and Tioga counties;

Factoryville, Chemung-uarrows, Chemung, Paintedpost and Elmira, in Chemung

county; near Angelica, Vandemark's creek, Olean, and other places in Allegany

county; Troupsburgh, near Bath, and elsewhere in Steuben county; at Sala-

manca, Allegany station, New-Albion, Napoli, Randolph, Connewango, Great-

valley, Leon, etc. in Cattaraugus county; at Ellington,, Twenty-mile creek, and

other places in Chautauque county.

In Pennsylvania, I have collected this species from Covington and localities

to the north of Blossburg, and Mr. R. P. Stevens has sent me specimens from near

Bradford. It is abundant at Meadville and vicinity.

• The illustrations in wood cuts were given in the Geological Report of the 4th District as 1 Dd-

tkyrit cuspidata, 2 and 2a; D. acarUhota, 4 and 4a; D. inermis.
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Spirifera alta ( n. s.)-

PLATE XLIIL

Shell semipyramidal, triangular in form from the ventral or cardinal sides,

and semioval in a dorsal view ;
cardinal line equalling the greatest

width of the shell, and sometimes produced in short auriculate exten-

sions : surface plicate.

Venteal valve extremely elevated, subtriangular ; height and width

about as three to five : sinus broad rounded in the bottom, and ex-

tended from beak to front. Area very large, triangular, acute, inclining

forward or nearly rectangular to the general plane of the dorsal valve,

strongly striated vertically. The fissure is large but comparatively

narrow, being more than twice as high as its width at the base, and is

closed by a concave transverse septum for two-thirds of its length from

the apex. The margins of the fissure are grooved, as in other species,

for the reception of a pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve large, somewhat semioval, depressed-convex or but mode-

rately convex at the sides, with a broad and well-defined mesial fold :

the cardinal angles are sometimes obtusely rounded or truncate, and

sometimes a little produced. Area comparatively wide, and strongly

striated vertically.

SoKFACB of the dorsal valve plicated by about twenty-five to thirty or

more low rounded ribs on each side of the mesial fold : in the casts,

half the number are often quite obscure towards the extremities. The

mesial fold and sinus are plicated, and the ribs are faintly preserved,

or sometimes barely visible in the casts. In casts of the ventral valve,

the plications are scarcely preserved except towards the margin.

There is a distinctly ovate muscular impression in the ventral valve,

•with indications of a low crest in the centre ;
while the dental lamellae

we only extended for half the length of the muscular space, yet they

continue to form the walls of the fissure to its base
;
but we have no

evidence of the teeth, except in the character of the teeth-sockets in
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the opposite valve. The casts of the dorsal valve show the marks of a

deeply striated cardinal process and elongate teeth-sockets, while the

muscular impressions are sometimes strongly marked.

This species is known to me only in the condition of casts of the interior, and

its usual appearance is illustrated in the figures on Plate XLin, Its general aspect
is much like that of the European Sjpirifera cuspidata, Maetin; but there are

important differences by which it may be distinguished : these are, the plications

on the mesial fold, the larger area of the dorsal valve, and the shorter extension

and greater divergence of the dental lamell£e by the sides of the muscular im-

pression. Some of these characters, I conceive, are not likely to change to those

shown by 8. cuspidata. In the concave septum closing two-thirds of the fissure

from above, it resembles that species as described by Prof. M'Coy, who mentions

the presence of a "deep-seated pseudo-deltidium."* In one of the figures given by
Mr. Davidson and referred with doubt to this speciesf, the cast shows a tubular

perforation in the filling of the fissure; and a gutta percha impression from the

same shows the mark of a foramen, but there is no positive evidence of a septum
which is so conspicuous in our specimens, and which I suppose to be the feature

characterized by Prof M'Coy as a deep-seated pseudo-deltidium. In our species, I

have not been able to discover any corresponding perforation; the only indication

of this being tte semicylindrical impression along the centre of the fissure (in the

cast), showing a callosity of the septum behind the exterior wall.

In form and proportions, this species bears a very close resemblance to one in

the Waverly sandstone of Ohio, and also to one in the fine-grained sandstone of

Burlington, Iowa; but of neither of these have I the necessary material for satis-

factory comparison. It differs from the S. subcuspidataX of ScroruR in the plications

on the mesial fold and sinus, and the wider area of the dorsal valve; and also in

the same characters it differs from the S. textus of the sandstone and argillaceous

limestone near New-Albany, Indiana.

Geological formation and locality. This fossil occurs in finegrained ferruginous

sandstone of the Chemung group, at Meadville, Pennsylvania ;
associated with

Spirifera disjuncta, S. prcematura, Streptorhynchus chemungensis \ar. pectinacea,

Choi'tes muricala, C ?, Productus {^Productella) lachrymosa, etc.

• • • • • .

triangular opening very large, often displaying the internal deep-seated pseudo-

deltidium (without perforation, leaving the only opening to the shell at its base);
• • •. McCot,

British Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 426.

t Monograph of British Carboniferous Brachiopoda, Plate ix, f. 1 & 1 a.

X Spirifer aubcuspidaius, Hall, Geological Report of Iowa, pa. 646, pi. 20, f. 6, i$ a distinct species,

and apparently identical with S. textus, Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 160 : 1857. See

Nineteenth Report on the State Cabinet, for remarks on this species.

[Pal.£ontolooy IV.] 32
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Spirifera prteiuatura ( n. s.).

PLATE XXXIL

Compare Spiri/er pstudolineatut, Hall, Geology of Iowa, pa. G45, pi. 26, f.4. 1859.

Compare Spiri/er kirltu, White & Whitfield, Proc. Bost. Nat. llist. Society, Vol viii, p. 293. 1862.

SuELL transversely oval or suborbicular ; hiuge-line shorter than the

width of the shell, with the cardinal angles rounded : surface not

plicate.

Ventral valve moderately convex, sometimes subventricose,"with a broad

and rather shallow sinus, the margins of which are not strongly de-

fined : beak moderately elevated and incurved ; area small, the lateral

margins undefined.

DoKSAL, valve regularly and moderately convex, with a scarcely defined

mesial elevation, which becomes broad and more conspicuous towards

the front of the shell.

Surface marked by numerous regular subimbricating concentric lines,

crossed by coarse radiating striaa : these are often continuous, but

always more conspicuous on the concentric lines or ridges, sometimes

giving a pustulose appearance to the surface.

The casts or partial casts sometimes preserve the radiating striae more

distinctly than the concentric lines. In the perfect shell, the radiating

fltriso were doubtless produced from the concentric ridges into minute

Bpinules.

The casts of the ventral valve show the cavities of rather slender but

•ometimes considerably elongated dental lamellae. The muscular area is

omewhat narrow, and only rarely are the parts well defined. There is

always a longitudinal impression indicating a median crest or low septum

from the apex of the rostral cavity.

The condition of the specimens is not such as to enable me to give a full
'

de-

cription of the species. They are either casts in fiiable ferruginous sandstone, or

partial ca.sts preserving some of the surface markings; while some specimens in a

shaly bed have been macerated till the surface characters are obscured. It clearly

belongs to the group of Spirifers of which S. lineata is the type, and is closely
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allied to S. pseiidoUneala of the Keokuk limestone. The specimens of 8. hirtus in

my possession are very imperfect, and do not afford fair means of comparison; but

I am much inclined to the opinion that an examination of a larger number of the

Burlington species with ours will prove them identical. Both are known to me

only in casts, and those from the western locality do not offer sufficient grounds for

a satisfactory specific distinction. I shall nevertheless indicate this as distinct for

the present; hoping to obtain material to show the identity of S. pseudolineata,

S. hirtus, and 8. proBinatura.

This species is associated with great numbers of 8. disjuncta, Streptorhynchus

chemnngensis var. pectinacea, Productus lachrymosa var., Chonetes muricata, O.

setigera, and a Chonetes with about fifty fine strise, with regular intermediate

puncta as in C. illinoisensis.

The lower line of figures on Plate xxxn are of this species in its condition of

casts, the smaller one partially retaining the shell.

The small figure above (fig. 32) is the ventral valve of a young individual, having

the beak unusually extended and the concentric undulations strongly marked.

Figures 32 and 33 are dorsal valves of this species.

Figures 34 and 35 are the casts of ventral valves, showing, in the space between,

the dental plates and extent of muscular impression.

Geological formation and locality. In the Chemung group at Meadville, Pa.,

and among specimens lately received from Oil Creek, associated with 8pirifera

disjuncta.

Some important considerations are suggested by the study of Spirifera prcBma-

tura, Spirifera alta, and their associates.

The species which I have here designated as 8pirifera prematura exhibits no

external markings which enable one to say that it is distinct from 3. hirtus of the

sandstones at Burlington, Iowa; nor does it present differences from 8. pseudo-

lineata which may not be reconciled with geographical influences, and with a

habitat nearer to the shore line and the essential absence of calcareous matter in

the sediments deposited. Its associates, however, are of different species from thoso

in the western locality; but still among the more conspicuous of these is 8pirifera

alta, Prodiwtus lachrymosa var., and Chonetes muricata, which have a carboniferous

aspect; and were it not for the presence of Spirifera disjuncta and one or two

others, the general aspect of the fauna might be termed carboniferous.

If again we look at the characters of Spirifera alta, an analogue or representa-

tive of Spirifera cuspidata, we have many points of similarity with one or more

epecies in the rocks of the "West and Southwest which are usually referred to a
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higher position. The high area and the transverse concave septum, which is not a

true pseudo-deltidium, allies it with Spirifera textus, in which we find similar fea-

tures. In the S. alia there has probably been an external convex pseudo-deltidium,

and between this and the septum closing the fissure there has been a narrow space.

This septum, which is an extension of the dental lamellae, has been thickened or

expanded on the inner side, as shown by the casts of the ventral valve; and in

several specimens there is a narrow semicylindrical depression extending nearly to

the beak of the valve.

In comparing this species with Spirifera textus, we find similar conditions, or

more properly an extension or amplification of the same features. In that species

there is a convex arching pseudo-deltidium, though rarely preserved in the speci-

mens. Beneath this there is a concave septum, and upon the inner face of this thero

is a tubular callosity; or, in other words, the inner lamina) of the septum become

fistulous, and enclose a cylindrical or subcylindrical space, which extends from the

base of the septum to near the apex of the valve*. But more usually the laminie

appear to be separated, and, extending inwards, are recurved, their edges some-

times joining to fonn a tube; but more frequently perhaps the margin of each one

is recurved upon itself, leaving the tube with -a slit along the lower side. In some

instances, however, these extensions from the inner face of the septum continue to

the bottom of the cavity, and, joining the external shell, leave a quadrangular tube

instead of a cylindrical one.

It is evident from what has been said, as well as from the illustrations given,

that there is a near approach to this character of S. textus, or an incipient step

towards \i,'va. Spirifera alta ; but the feature has not become fully developed. We
have the concave septum with a semicylindrical callosity on its inner face, but this

ridge ha.s apparently remained solid. The concave septum, however, must not be

confounded with the pseudo-deltidium : the latter is apparently an independent

growth of shelly (or sometimes perhaps scarcely solid shell
) matter, forming an

exterior plate from the apex of the fissure, covering to a greater or less extent tho

opening, but apparently not connected with, nor a part of the dental laraclloe or

substance of the area, while the septum is an outgrowth or lateral extension of tho

dental plates.

In the case of Spirifera alta, the extension of the septum is so great, that when

connected with the general form of the shell, its nearest analogue appears to be

Spirifei-a textus ; which, so far as I can now determine, is identical with the one

described by me as S. sufjcuspidatus in the Geological Report of Iowa. The latter

is a carboniferous species from tho Keokuk limestone, and closely allied to the

• It 18 upon this feature, or one of similar character, in its full developnient, that I understand Prof.

WiNcaELL proposes to found, the Genus Strimgotbtbis.
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Spirifera cuspidatiis of Europe; and the Chemung species thus reminds us of the

Carboniferous one, or has a carboniferous aspect.

If, in its full development, the presence of a septum and internal tube be re-

garded as of generic value, then we have in Spirifera alta the same appendages
in part, or in a partially developed condition; the distinct tube only being wanting.

But had we the means of examining the internal characters of the ventral valves

of all the species of Spirifcrs, we should probably fiud gradations from the solid

filling of the rostral cavity, with a greater or less extension of shelly matter in the

form of a septum in the fissure occupying a narrow space in its apex, till we reach

the development observed in 8. alta and S. textus.

To a considerable extent, we are able to prove this supposition. In the separated

valves of Spirifera radiata of the Clinton and Niagara groujis, there is a filling of

the rostral cavity, and a thickening of the dental lamellae which arc extended for

half the length of the valve. The narrow median crest of the muscular impression

is expanded and thickened towards the apex of the valve, but there is no evidence

of a septum. In Spirifera niagarensis there is a filling of the rostral cavity and a

thickening of the dental lamellaj, which ai-e distinctly separate, but no appearance

of a septum; and there is a low median crest in the muscular impression.

In the Lower Helderberg group, the Spirifera macroplmra has the rostral

cavity filled to a greater or less extent, and the dental plates extremely thickened

at their bases; while there is an obscure low median crest in the muscular impres-

sion, which sometimes becomes thickened and expanded above; and occasionally

there is a little filling of the upper part of the fissure, resembling the incipient

stages of growth of the septum. In Spirifera cycloptera the rostral cavity is more

or less filled and solid, with diverging dental lamella;; while the crest dividing

the muscular impression is very unequally developed, and there is no appearance

of a septum. In Spirifera perlamellosa the rostral cavity is filled to a greater or

less degree, the dental lamellae are short and strong, and there is a sharp elevated

median crest or septum in the muscular impression; but there is no indication of

the transverse septum. In Spirifera odocostata the dental lamellje are thickened,

and there is a vertical septum reaching from the apex of the rostral cavity to the

base of the muscular impression. In Spirifera marylandica of the Oriskany sand-

stone, there is sometimes a partial filling of the rostral cavity, with a reversed

conical crest in the upper part of the muscular area. Spirifera arenosa has strong

dental lamellfe; a filling of the rostral cavity in old shells; a low crest dividing

the muscular impression, which ,l5ccomes thickened in its ujiper part; a distinct

pseudo-deltidial covering of the fissure, but no transverse septum.

Among the Spirifcrs of the Upper Helderberg group, Spirifera acuminata has

usually only a moderate thickening of the rostral portions, divergent lamellaa of
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moderate strength, and no transverse septum. In Spii-ifera ou-cni the rostral cavity

is partially tilled; the dental lamellte are thickened; there is a reversed conical

callosity at the apex of the cavity, the attenuated continuation of which divides

the muscular area : the fissure is closed by a tliickcned plate or septum for one-

half its length from the apex. In Spirifera rmicosta the rostral cavity is tilled;

the dental lamellre are short and thick; the fissure is closed by a solid fillin"' for a

part of its length, while from the bottom of the cavity there rises a thin vertical

septum which extends to within one-third the length of the front of the valve. In

Spirifera gregaria the rostral cavity is more or less filled with thickened dental

lamolhe, and sometimes the incipient growth of a transverse septum is perceptible.

In several of the Spirifers of the Hamilton group the septum is well marked,
while in others there is an incipient development of the same character. In Spin-

fera gramtlifera the upper part of the rostral cavity is filled with shelly matter,

and this ai)parcntly encroaches upon the space below with the advancing age of

the shell. The fissure becomes partially filled, and a thickened plate projects a

little in advance of the solid filling of the beak; leaving behind it, or on the inner

side, a conical cavity directed towards the apex of the shell. The muscular area

is divided by a low longitudinal crest, which, in its extension towards the beak,

becomes wider, and is often much thickened towards its junction with the solid

shelly matter filling the rostral cavity. Looking at this from the apex of the shell,

it presents a subconical form, and is more or less abruptly attenuated towards the

centre of the muscular impression. This callosity sometimes becomes so prominent

as to produce an cmargiuation or indentation in the apex of the cast, and a similar

feature is sometimes observed in the casts of other species of SriRiFERA.

Regarding the S. granuUfera alone, there is little to attract especial notice,

beyond the general fact of a partial filling of the rostral cavity with the exterior

portion prolonged between the dental lamellae, but so much thickened as scarcely

to merit the term septum. In Spirifera marcyi this development of shelly matter

has the character of a true septum, closing one-third or more of the length of the

fissure from above, aad leaving an open rostral cavity behind it. In Spirifera

medialis and >S'. macronota there is a thickened transverse septum extending from .

one-third to one-half the length of the fissure from the apex, and this feature is quite

independent of the pscudo-deltidium. The rostral cavity lies behind this septun^,

and may be open or free from the accumulation of shelly matter to a greater or less

extent; but it is not uncommon to find nothing more than a thickening of the bas«

of the dental plates and a partial filling of the rostral cavity. This condition

changes to a greater or less extent during the growth of the shell; but a partial

filling of the fissure at its apex is probably more common than otherwise, parti-

cularly in full-grown individuals.
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lu the Spirifers of the Carboniferous rocks which I have been able to examine,
this feature is variably developed. In S. plena of the Burlington limestone, the

septum extends for more than half the length of the fissure; while it is less de-

veloped in 8. grimesi, and scarcely at all in 8. increbescens and 8. opima.

The shell texture of Spirifera is usually regarded as fibrous, and this is true

of all those I have examined in the older strata, though in some of the species of

the higher formations, characters have been observed, which, with imperfect means
of investigation, seem to be irregularly distributed ducts penetrating the shell. I

have not been able to examine the shell of 8pirif&ra alta, to learn whether any

changes have taken place in its texture, not observed in other species of Spirifeba*

but in 8. textus* where the septum and tube are developed, the shell is penetrated

by numerous pores or ducts which are somewhat coarser than the ordinary punctate

structure of some other Brachiopoda; and though not in actual contact, are often

arranged in regular order and frequently in close proximity to each other, not

essentially difiering from those wf Spiriferina as given by Dr. Carpenter. The

intermediate spaces have a distinctly and beautifully fil)rous or prismatic structure,

differing in no respect from ordinary Spirifers or Atiiyris.

It should be observed, in this connexion, that the dental plates, both in 8piri-

fera alia and 8. textus, reach to the bottom of the caVity, and partially surround

the muscular impression, which is precisely like that of ordinary Spirifers.

In these remarks, I have not intended to express an opinion of the generic value

of certain characters; but mei'cly to show, as it appears to me, a gradual or suc-

cessive development in certain parts, which finally becomes so wide a departure

from the characters of typical forms of Spirifera, as to deserve especial attention.

Nor can we deny that this progressive development of the septum and its mo-

difications keeps pace and corresponds with the geological succession; reaching its

extreme state, so far as now known, in the Carboniferous period, where it is con-

nected with a punctate texture of the shell.

In our investigations of the Chemung group in its more easterly extension in

the State of New-York, it has proved, throughout the greater part of its thickness,

to be comparatively barren of animal organisms, though often containing an abun-

dance of the'remains of land vegetation. As we progress westerly, the coarser

sediments have given place to finer materials, or are more or less intercalated with

shales or shaly and calcareous beds, while the coarser beds exhibit less resemblance

to shore deposits, and we find an increasing number of animal remains both of the

» , ___

• In this species, and in Spiriferina spinosa of Norwood &, Pratten, the pores or ducts are un-

equally distiibuted ; being, in some parts of the shell, closely crowded, while in others they are more

distant and often following the line of growth, though frequently irregularly disposed.

Prof Wi.vciiELL remarks, of the proposed Genus Stbingothtris, that "the shell is impunctate

in all conditions and under high powers."
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Brachiopoda and Laniellihranchiata, though there are usually few of any other

class. But these are not equally distributed, either vertically or horizontally.

Theje is one fact, however, which can scarcely fail to impress the collector of

fossils in this group of strata; which is, that in going westward, certain forms

which are abundant in some localities become rare or disappear altogether, so that

sometimes localities not very far removed from each other give almost entirely a

different set of species. Certain species which are common in Schoharie, Broome,

Tioga and Chenumg counties, I have not seen in Cattaraugus and Chautauque

counties; while many species which are common in the western counties are quite

rare or unknown to me in Tioga, Tompkins, and the counties east of these. Al-

though we may attribute this view in some part to our imperfect collections, it is

nevertheless in a great degree true.

Reasoning upon the nature and origin of the sediments, as well as upon these

observed conditions, we might expect to find a changing fauna as we recede from

the ancient coast line furnishing these materials, and which were then swept
into the wide ocean to the westward. While in some of the more eastern localities

we find species of the Hamilton group apparently mingling with th6se of the

Chemung group, the higher beds of Cattaraugus and Chautauque counties give

us an association of fossils having a more carboniferous aspect than those of the

higher beds in the eastern counties of the State.

As we proceed farther to the westward, these differences become more and more

marked; and in connexion with the contemporaneity of the sedimentary forma-

tions in distant localities holding dissimilar species, we must consider the gradual

lithological changes which have affected the character of the fauna. There can be

no longer any question that the higher arenaceous and argillaceous formations of

New-York and the adjacent portions of Pennsylvania and Ohio, when traced in a

southwesterly direction, become intercalated with calcareous bands; while the

coarse sediments give out, or are replaced in a great degree by calcareous or

argillo-calcareous deposits, containing some of the same species of fossils, with

an accession of other forms adapted to the changed conditions of life.*

In the extreme southwestern extension of the Palteozoic series, the interval

between the Upper Helderberg group and the Coal Measures, which in the North

is occupied by the Hamilton, Portage, Chemung and Catskill formations con-

Btiluting so marked a feature in New-York, Pennsylvania and Ohio, is there filled

by calcareous accumulations that have been considered, as belonging exclusively to

• I have already shown a similar condition existing at the period of the Coal Measures ; where some

calcareous bands of a few feet thickness in Ohio, Pennsylvania and Virginia, become expanded so that,

together with the associated calcareous shales, they embrace almost the entire formation tow.irds the

Rocky Mountains and in the far west and southwestern regions of the United States and in Mexico.
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the Carboniferous system; so that the limestones of this age are supposed to rest

directly ujjon the Silurian rocks, or with a thin intervening Devonian limestone.

But we can scarcely suppose that the lapse of time required for the northern

sedimentary formations remained unrecorded by fauna of some kind, while the

interval is filled by an accumulation of a thousand or more feet of calcareous

deposition.

It here becomes a matter of grave interest to decide what shall constitute the

fauna Devonian, and what may be regarded as t\xQfauna Carboniferous. Looking
ct the great number of Productus (for although I have used the term Productella

as indicating certain distinctions, the fossils are in all essential respects Productus)
in the central and western portions of the State, thcj^ alone would give a Carbo-

niferous aspect to the fauna. But when we find Spirifera disjuncta, and other fos-

sils of acknowledged Devonian age, we instinctively allow less than the due

importance to the Carboniferous evidence. Nevertheless we are forced to admit,

even within the State of New-York, a gradual diminution of the Devonian type,

and an augmentation of the carboniferous type, in the same beds as we go westward.

And finally, mc have every reason to believe that in those sedimentary formations,

between the Hamilton group and the Coal measures in the east, and between the

same group and the Burlington (Carboniferous) limestone in the west, the Devo-

nian aspect of the fauna on the one hand, and its Carboniferous aspect on the

other, are due to geographical and physical conditions, and not to diflerence in

age or chronological sequence of the beds containing the fossils.

This view of the case, which is consonant with the facts observed, will account

for the coming in of forms which we term Carboniferous, as we pui'sue our inves- ^

tigations to the westward.

The same opinions seem gradually to be obtaining ground in Great Britain, but

the idea is not new with me. It is now about fifteen years since I expressed simi-

lar opinions in a review and comparison of the Palaeozoic groups and systems of

Europe and America.

In some of the concluding paragraphs of the eighteenth chapiter of Foster &
Whitney's Report on the Lake Superior Land District, after having made a com-

parison of the species cited as common to the Silui-ian and Devonian and to the

latter and the Carboniferous system, I have said :

" The arenaceous and argillaceous deposits, which we trace uninterruptedly over
so wiiie an area, and which present to us such gryduul and almost imperceptible

changes in the fauna when studied continuously, would, if broken up and isolated

so (Iiat they could not be traced consecutively, pi'esent the same phases which are

exhil)it('d by the systems in Europe to which they are related. From all these

facts there seems to be but one conclusion, and that is, in the British Islands par-

ticnlarl)-, either there are I'cmarkable exceptions to the general law in the con-

tinuation of species from one to another, or there is no foundation for a dis-

tinction between the Devonian and Carboniferous systems."

[
Paleontology IV.] 33
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SUBGEIVUS AMBOCCELIA.

In the Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet*, I proposed the name

Amboc(elia as a generic designation for several species of fossils, of which

Orthis umhonata of Conrad was regarded as the typical form. This fossil

bears much resemblance to Spirifcr urii, Fleming ^ S. unguiculus, Phil-

lips
;
but I do not regard the identity of the two as demonstrated at the

present time. The European species has been placed by Kino and M'Coy

under the Genus Mabtinia of the latter ;
the typical species of which,

mentioned by M'Coy its author, are Spirifera decora, S. elliptica and S.

glabraf. These European species are not more nearly related to Orthis

umbonata than are some of our .own species, in which we observe the

ordinary characters of the Genus Spirifera.,

But there are a few points of distinction between these and the form

I have proposed to designate Amboccelia. Whether these are of generic

importance, may remain a question ; but they differ from those on which

the Genus Martinia was founded, and the allied species Spirifera urii =
.
S. unguiculus was only included under the genus at a later periodj ;

so

that if that one be proved generically distinct from Spirifera, it could

not supersede the type of the genus indicated by M'Coy.

In the ventral valve, the thickened margins of the fissure are produced

in short strong teeth
; but there is scarcely any extension of the dental

plates into the cavity, or below the inner margin of the fissure. -

In the dorsal valve, the bases of the crura continue attached to the

inner surface of the valve for more than one-third of its length, before

becoming free. There is a lateral projection from these crural bases,

• Thirteenth Annual Report on the State Cabinet of Natural History, pp. 71 & 72. 1860.

t Synopsis of the Carboniferous Fossils of Ireland, p. 139(1844). Mr. D a vinso.s', in his Monograph
of BritLsh Carboniferous Bracliiopoda, places S. decora as a variety of S. glabra, and S. elh'ptica as a

variety of S. lirtMita ; while Martinia oblata, M. ohlusa and M. symmetrica are regarded as simply
yarieties of Spirifera glabra, and Martinia mesohba and M. stringocephala as varieties of S. lineata.

X British Palaeozoic Fossils, p. 377. 1855.
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bounding the teeth-sockets. The cardinal process is elongate, lying be-

tween the crura, and is distinctly bifurcate or bilobed at the outer ex-

tremity as in Cyrtina. The muscular impressions are below the middle

of the valve, often near the front, and are usually distinctly quadruple.

The dorsal valve being depressed-convex, flat or concave, the spires lie

in the cavity of the ventral valve : no peculiarity has been observed in

those appendages.

With these remarks, I shall for the present leave the following species

under the designation of Amboccelia.

'

Aiubocoelia uiubonata.

PLATE XLIV.

Orlhit umbonata : Conead, Jour. Acad. Nat. Sci. PhiladaJphia, Vol. viii, pa. 264, pi. 14, f. 21.

" "
: Conbad; IIall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 167. 1857.

^mbocalU umbonata : ( Conbad sp.) ; Hall, Thirteenth Report on State Cabinet, pp. 71 & 72. 1800.

Orlhit nucleut : Hall, Geo). Report Fourth District, pp. 180 & 181.

Ambocalia nucleut : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 71.

Shell plano-convex, soniewhat semiorbicular or obliquely subconical,

rather wider than long ; hinge-line equal to the width of the shell or

rarely a little less, the cardinal extremities rounded.

Ventral valve gibbous, with the umbo extremely elevated and a com-

paratively large incurved beak : mesial sinus distinct, extending from

the beak to the front of the shell j
the area rather large, arched and

of considerable height, extending conspicuously to the cardinal ex-

tremities. The fissure is partially arched over by a pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve semielliptical, depressed-convex in the upper central por-

tions, concave below the middle and at the sides : apex scarcely ele-

vated above the hinge-line ;
area equalling the thickness of the shell.

There is no perceptible mesial fold, furrow or impressed line in this

valve.

Surface marked by very fine radiating and concentric striae ; the latter

sometimes becoming crowded, lamellose and imbricating towards the

front of the valves.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a comparatively strong tooth

on each side at the base of the fissure, which is continued in a callosity
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along its inner margins. I have not observed any extensions of dental

lamellao into the cavity of the shell. (There appear to be no proper dental

plates, but simply a thickening of the margins of the fissure.) Tha mus-

cular impression is in the upper part of the valve.

The interior of the dorsal valve usually presents a quadruple muscular

imprint towards the front of the shell, with the bases of the crura at-

tached along the inner surface for a considerable distance, and a bilobed

cardinal process.

The casts of the ventral valve sometimes show a median depression

in the upper part, and impressed lines slightly limiting the muscular

imprints, as if made by a blunt ridge in the shell ; but more frequently

there are no tnarks of this kind.

The small shell in the Marcejlus shale which I originally designated as Orthis

nvxleua, is, I conceive, only a smaller form of this species, in which the median

sinus is often very conspicuous, being narrow and sharply depressed. It sometimes

occurs in the compact calcareous beds of the Hamilton group in great numbers, of

a similar diminutive size; and in these the dorsal valve is more convex than usual.

In the shales of the Hamilton group this fossil is often extremely abundant, and

in a tine state of preservation. The illustrations of the interiors of the valves are

of specimens from this group.

2

Tim. 1, 2, 8. Dorsal, ventral and profile views ot Jmhocatlia umbonata. natural size, from the shales of

the Hamilton group.
Fio. 4. The interior of the ventral valve showing foramen, area, etc. enlarged.
Fio. 6. Interior of the dorsal valve enlarged, showing tlie foveal plates, dental sockets, and the quadri-

partite muscular impression; the valve slightly distorted.

Fio. 6. A similarly enlarged dorsal valve, showing some variations from the preceding.

Geological formations and localities. In the Marcelhis shale, at Avon and other

places. In the Hamilton group, it occurs everywhere from Schoharie county to Lake

Erie : among the principal localities may be mentioned the shores of Seneca and

Cayuga lakes; the shore of Canandaigua lake; Geneseo, Moscow, York, Covington,

Darien; and on the shore of Lake Eric at Hamburgh and Eighteen-mile creek.
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Aniboccelia umbonata, var. gregaria.

PLATE XLIV.

Orthis unguiculus : (Phillips sp.); Hall, Geol. Report Fourth District, pp. 267, 268. 1843.

Jtmbocalia gregaria : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 81. 1860.

The shell occurring in the Chemung group, and indicated by me as a

distinct species of this genus, possesses so many characteis in common

with the Hamilton forms that I hesitate to continue the specific designa-

tion.

The ventral valve is often more elongated, and the margins of the

mesial sinus are subangular. The dorsal valve is depressed convex, with

a distinct median sinus as shown in the casts. The casts of the interior

of the ventral valve show a longitudinal median crest in the muscular

impression, which is also often limited at the sides by a linear obtuse

impressed line, as if by some callosity on the interior of the shell.

Some of the specimens in the Chemung group attain larger dimensions

than any of those in the Hamilton, being often nearly half an inch in

diameter.

This form, -vvith its convex dorsal valve, bears much resemblance to the Sjpinfera

urii* of Europe, which, according to Mr. Davidson, passes from the Devonian

through the Carboniferous, and occurs in the Permian system. It is described by
Mr. Davidson as having a narrow mesial furrow in the dorsal valve, which is

"
nearly flat or slightly convex". This author remarks :

" The external surface,

where perfect, is covered with small spinules". Although the shell of this fossil in

the Hamilton group is apparently in a very perfect condition, I have been quite

unable to discover any evidence of the existence of spinules or their bases, a

character observed in Spirifers allied to 8. lineata.

Geological formation and localities. This variety occurs in the shales and shaly

sandstones of the Chemung group, near Binghamton, at Chemung and Chcmung-

narrows; near Elmira, at Corning, Paintedpost, and along the Corning and Bloss-

burgh railroad; at Jasper in Steuben county; near Olean in Allegany county; at

Randolph, Albion, and Connewango in Cattaraugus county; Gerrytown-corners,

Cherry-creek, Ellington and other places in Chautauqua county.

*Mrypa unguiculu>,BowERBT = Spirifera unguicu/o, Phillips, is regarded as asynonymof 5. unV.
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Aml)Oca>Ha prii>uiiiboiia.

PLATE XLIV.

OrthU pmumbona : Uall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 167. 1857.

Amboealia preeumbona : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet cited, p. 71. 1860.

Shell obliquely semiglobose or ovoid, the hinge-line less than the width

of the shell
;
cardinal extremities rounded : surface without plication?.

Vextral valve extremely convex or ventricose, with a shallow impressed

line which has nearly the character of a narrow shallow sinus : beak

large and incurved; area.of moderate dimensions, proportionally high,

with the lateral margins not defined; fissure partially covered by an

arching pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve moderately and evenly convex, usually without mesial fold

or sinus, the cardinal extremities rounded. Sometimes there is a narrow

impressed line down the centre of the valve.

Surface essentially smooth, or marked only by concentric stria3, Avhich

are sometimes crowded into imbricating folds. In rare examples, I have

observed towards the margin a kind of punctate marking, which does

not belong to the texture of the shell, and may indicate the bases of

seta ; but the evidence is unsatisfactory.

Little is known of the interior of the valves. The cast of the ventral

valve has a large often pustulose muscular area, margined by a thick-

ening of the shell ; without evidence of dental plates. The dorsal valve

has a bilobed cardinal process, with the bases of the crura extended along

the inner surface of the valve.

Ill many specimens of this shell the length and width are ncailj^ equal, the

dimeasions being about three-fourths of an inch. In some individuals there is an

extreme elongation of the ventral valve, Jis shown in figure 5 a of Plate xliv. Its

greater size and absence of mesial sinus, and proportionally shorter hinge-line,

distinguish this species from Ainhocoeh'a umbonata.

Geological fonruition and localities. This species occurs in the soft shales of the

Hamilton group, on the.shores of Seneca and Cayuga lakes, and upon Canandaigua

lake. Though sometimes abundant in certain layers in a few localities, it is far from

having the wide geographical range of the Amhocoelia umbonata.
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CyrtiA of Dalman, and CyrTIIVA of Davidson.

Following the general external characters of certain spiriferoid forms, as

described by Dalman in his definition of Cyrtia, those with semiconical

or semipyramidal ventral valves, high flat areas, with a narrow fissure

closed by a convex pseudo-deltidium, have been referred to that genus.

In some of these, there is a round perforation in the upper part of the

pseudo-deltidium ; but this feature may be present or absent, and has

not been regarded as of generic significance. The types of Dalman's genus

are the Cyrtia exporrecfa and C. trapezoidalis,' both, of Avhich are Silurian

species. Since the genus was proposed, several other European fossils

have been referred to it, and some American species have been added to

the list.

As early as 1853, Mr. Davidson, in his General Introduction to the

Study of the Brachiopoda, had expressed some doubt as to the value of

DalmanIs Genus Cyrtia
;
but it was not till 1858 that he proposed the

separation of certain species which had been referred to that genus, on

the ground of a want of correspondence in their parts with the typical

species of Cyrtia. These species, the Cyrtia heteroclita, C. demarli and C.

septosa, were found not only to possess the high area with closed fissure,

but also to show a peculiar modification of the dental plates of the ven-

tral valve, and the shell-structure is likewise punctate ;
while in the

types of Dalman's genus the shell is impunctate, and the dental plates

are similar to those in Spirifer.

In Cyrtina, as described and illustrated by Mr. Davidson, we have

small spiriferoid shells with the valves very unequal, the ventral valve

being extremely elevated and semipyramidal, with high area and narrow

fissure closed by a convex pseudo-deltidium, presenting the same aspect

with those heretofore referred to Cyrtia ; the dental plates converge

from the inner margins of the fissure, and uniting, form a single plate or

septum which reaches to the bottom of tire interal cavity, thus dividing

it into two parts.
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This arrangement leaves an enclosed triangular tube between the

pseudo-deltidiura and the converging dental plates. To these characters

may be added the punctate texture of the shell, which, so far as now

known, is accompanied in these forms by the external character and

internal arrangements described.

Besides these features, several of > our species have a median septum
in the fissure, in continuation of the central septum below the

junction of the dental plates. This septum is visible when the pseudo-

deltidium is removed, as shown in figures of C. rostrala*, and as seen in

many specimens of C. dalmani, as well as in C. biplicata and in C. hamil-

ionensis. This central septum, both above and below the junction of the

dental plates, may have the same origin : the coalescing, of these

plates allows the exterior lamina? of each to unite, and extending inward

form the septum dividing the cavity ; while the inner walls of the dental

plates are united and recurved, turning outwards to form the septum

dividing the triangular space beneath the pseudo-deltidium. .

The several species Avhich I have heretofore described as Cyrtia have

all a punctate structure, and, so far as examined, they have the arrange-

ment of the internal parts described in Cyrtina. It was not until after

the completion of the third volume of the Palaeontology of New-York

in 1859, that I received that part of Mr. Davidson's Monograph of the

Carboniferous fossils containing his arguments for the separation of the

genera and his description of Cyrtina. The characters of Cyrtina, as

given by Mr. Davidson, show its near relations with Spiriferina ; the

principal diiferences, as illustrated in figures of the latter genus, being

that the dental plates do not coalesce before reaching the bottom of the

cavity, the high median septum rising unsupported nearly to the plane

of the area.

In that volume I have described twb species under the name of Cyrtia,

both of which have the structure of Cyrtina ; and in one of these I men-

tioned the discovery of the spiresf, a feature which Mr. Davidson had not

_ .

•
PalsBontolopy of New-York, Vol. iii, pi. 9C, f. 2 rf, 3 a & 4 d.

t Cyrtia rostrala, Pal. New-York, Vol. iii, p. 429.
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observed at the time he published his description. In specimens of three

species (JOyrtina rostrata, C. hamiltonensis and C. dalmani), the spires are

oblique to the direction of the valves, their apices terminating in the

rostral part of the ventral valve. This feature is likewise common to

some species of Spiriferina, as has been beautifully shown by M. E.

Deslongchamps in his ^^Etudes Critiques sur les Brachiopodes nouveaux ou

pen connus," in S. rupestris, S. pinguis and S. hartmanni. The form of the

spirals is also more cylindrical than ordinarily observed in Spirifera,

and in this respect also resembling those of Cyrtina. The spiral coils in

some species of Spirifera are oblique to the axis of the shell, and this

feature has been shown by Mr. Davidson in Spirifera hisulcata ( British

Carb. Brachiopoda, PI. vi, fig. 17), and by Geinitz and Gutbier in a spe-

cies of Spirifera referred to S. cultrijugatus of Rcemer.* So far as at

present known to me, this genus does not extend below the horizon of

the Niagara group.

In view of these facts, it becomes necessary to make the following

corrections and references to previously described species.

Cyrtina pyraiiiidalis.

Spirifer pyramidalit : Hall, Palaeontology of New-York, Vol. ii, pa. 266, pi. 54, f. 7. 1852.

This gpecies is from the shale of the Niagara group.

Cyrtina dalmani.

Cyriia dalmani : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 64. 1857.

< " : Idem, Palaeontology of New-York, Vol. iii, pa. 206, pi. 24, f. 2.

From the shaly limestone of the Lower Helderberg group.

Cyrtina rostrata.

Cyrtia rottrata : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 64. 1857.

<< «• : Idem, Palaeontology New-York. Vol. iii, pa. 429, pi. 96, f. 1 - 6.

From the Oriskany sandstone.*

• Die Versteinerungen des Zechsteingeberges und Rothliegenden, oder des Permischcn Systems in

Sacksen : von IIanns Bruno Geinitz, Dr. Phil., und August Von Gutbier, Konigl. Sachs.- Major.

IIcll I by Dr. II. B. Geinitz, Tab. v, fig. 9.

[ Paleontology IV.] 34
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Cyitiiia hiplicata.

PLATE XXVII.

fjrlia biplitala .• Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 1C5. 1857.

Shell scmipyramidal (semielliptical in the dorsal view); length and

breadth about as two to three, with a height of area less than the length

of the shell : hinge-line equal to the greatest width of the shell.

Vjjntkal valve extremely elevated, semipyramidal, curving abruptly to

the front and sides : the length from the apex to the cardinal extremity

is often about the same as from the apex to the front of the shell.

Mesial sinus somewhat deep, subangular in the bottom, and defined at

the margins by a strong fold or plication : apex elevated, Sometimes

attenuate and slightly incurved over the high area, which is either flat

or slightly arcuate ;
fissure narrow and partially or entirely closed by

a convex pseudo-deltidium.

Dorsal valve depressed-convex, and sometimes nearly flat towards the

cardinal extremities : mesial fold moderately elevated, and strongly

defined by a furrow on each side
;
area extremely narrow.

Surface marked by numerous fine radiating striae, and sometimes by

distinct and even strongly marked imbricating lines of growth. The

entire shell-structure is punctate.
•

Where the shell is preserved, the mesial sinus is bounded on each side

by a distinct elevated fold having a depression on the outside of it, and

this feature is often shown in the casts. The median septum extends for

one-third or more of the length of the ventral valve, and its extension

is shown in the fissure beneath the pseudo-deltidium. From the little

that can be seen of the spire, in specimens examined, it is arranged as

in Spirifera. In this example the spire may be displaced so as to appear

in a transverse position. In two species where the position of the spires

are clearly determinable, they are directed towards the apex of the ven-

tral valve; but in these species the transverse extension is less than the

elevation of the valve, and I can conceive it probable, that in species of

the genus having a low area, with considerable lateral extension of the
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v.ilves, the spires may be directed towards the cardinal extremities as-

in Spirifeea.

The original specimen described was too imperfect to admit of a fidl description,

but the characters indicated have been observed in all the specimens obtained.

The illustrations, Plate xxvii, figs. 5-10, repi'esent the prevailing features of

the species.

Geological fofmations and localities. This species occurs in the Schoharie grit,

in Albany and Schoharie counties; and in the Corniferous limestone, at Williams-

ville in Erie county. I have also a specimen from the same rock in Michigan, re-

ceived from Dr. Rominoer of Ann-Arbor. Although having so wide a geographical

range, this species is a rare fossil.

Cjrtiiia crassa ( n. 8.).

PLATE XXVII.

Shell depressed-pyramidal (semielliptical in a dorsal view) ; length and

breadth about as three to four
; hinge-line equal to the greatest width

of the shell, with the extremities slightly rounded.

Ventral valve depressed-semipyramidal, convex, regularly arching from

the beak and cardinal area to the front
;
sinus broad and rounded in

the bottom
;
beak extended and slightly incurved over the area, which

has a height about equal to half the length of the valve.

Dorsal valve moderately convex, a little inflected or concave towards the

cardinal extremities
;
mesial fold broad, moderately elevated, rounded

above and strongly defined : area linear.

Surface marked on each side of the mesial fold and sinus by about four

strong, low, rounded plications, which are crossed by fine threadlike

concentric striae and a few imbricating folds. Shell-structure punctate.

A single specimen only of this species has been seen; but its gredt lateral ex-

tension, comparatively low area, and few strong plications, preclude its union with

any of the previously described species.

The figures 11 & 12 of Plate xxvn are a dorsal and ventral view of this species.

Geological formation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone, near Vienna,

Ontario county.
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Cyrtiiia liaiiiiltoiieiisis.

PLATES XXVII & XLIV.

Cyrtia hamiltonentit : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 106. 1857.

II « : Biiimos, Devonian Fossils of Canada West (Canadian Journal), p. 203. 1861.
'

Compare Cyrtia aeutirottra, Sbumard, Gool. Report Missouri, Part i, pa. 204, pi. c, f. 3. 1854.

Shell more or less triangular-subpyramidal ; hinge-line equal to the

greatest width of the shell ; proportions of length, breadth and height

variable, but frequently the width is equal to the length of the ventral

valve, and the height of area is equal to the length of the dorsal valve :

surface plicate.

Ventral valve quadrilateral in outline, obliquely subpyramidal, most

prominent at the beak, which is very variable in elevation and straight

or a little arched over the area, and not unfrequently attenuate and

distorted or turned to one side
;
mesial sinus wide and strongly defined,

rounded or subangular in the bottom : area variable, large and elevated,

plane or arcuate in different degrees with the lateral margins angular,

distinctly striate in both directions ;
fissure narrow, closed by a con-

vex pseudo-deltidium, which is perforated above by an oval or narrow-

ly ovate foramen.

Dorsal valve depressed-convex, with a broad more or less prominent

mesial fold, Avhich is bounded by broader furrows than those between

the plications, and is sometimes extremely elevated in front
;
beak

scarcely rising above the hinge-line : area narrow linear, but quite

distinct.

Surface marked by about six to eight (rarely one or two more) simple

rounded plications on either side of the mesial fold and sinus, and these

are crossed by very fine concentric lines of growth, which at intervals

become crowded and subimbricate, especially towards the margins of

older shells. The finer surface-marking is minutely granulose or papil-

lose, and the shell-structure distinctly punctate. In some of the larger

individuals there is an obscure elevation on each slope of the sinus,

resembling an obsolete plication.

The longitudinal median septum extends for more than half the length

of the ventral valve, and is continued into the cavity beneath the pseudo-
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deltidium. These features are shown in the casts and in transvers sections

<tf the valve. The dorsal valve shows a double or bilobed cardinal process,

with the strong crural bases supporting spiral arms, which are directed

into the two compartments of the ventral valve, and, making numerous

. turns, terminate in the rostral part of the shell.

I have heretofore compared this species with Cyrtina heteroclita (
= Calceola

heteroclita, Defr<\xce; Spinfera heteroclita, Von Buch, &c.); l)ut in that one the

plications are described as angular, and generally less numerous than in ours;

though the variety multipUcata, Davidson, has more numerous plications; and

this, with other characters, shows that the fossil undergoes valuations similar to

our own, and that it is a closely allied form holding a similar geological position.

The specimens in the Hamilton group of New-York are usually small, measuring
about half an inch in length and breadth; the largest one seen by me being a little

more than W of an inch in width, and about yi in length from the apex to the

^
front of the valve. In some Canadian specimens, the length and width are about

^ of an inch. The species has a wide geographical and considerable vertical range;

being known in the Schoharie grit (Plate xxvn, f. 1, 2 & 13), Corniferous lime-

stone, Hamilton and Chemung groups.

Figures 3 and 4 of Plate xxvn are from the Corniferous limestone of New
York.

I am indebted to Dr. James Knapp of Louisville, Kentucky, for the specimen illustrating

the spires, which is figured on Plate XLiv, fig. 50. This one is from the Corniferous lime-

stone, and presents six or seven turns of the spire ; while some specimens from the Hamilton

group have shown, on being cut through, ten or eleven turns of the spire.

The figures 26 - 33, Plate xliv, present the usual aspect of the species in the Hamilton

group in New-York, while 37 - 40 are of a larger individual.

Figures 34 - 36 are of a variety where the area is flat, and the plications more angular

than usual.

Figures 41 & 42 are of a large individual from the Hamilton shales of Canada West.

Figure 51 is of a specimen of this species from the Hamilton group of Iowa, received from

Mr. 0. StJohn ;
and I have similar forms from near Iowa city.

The transverse and longitudinal sections, showing the interior structure, are of speci-

mens from the Hamilton shales of Canada West.

Geological fornuitions and localities. This species occurs in the Schoharie grit,

in Albany and Schoharie counties, and in the Corniferous limestone of Eastern

and Central New-York, and at St.Marys and Cayuga in Canada West. In the Ha-

milton group, it occurs on the shores of Cayuga, Seneca and Canandaigua lakes,

at Moscow, York, Darien, Hamburgh and Eighteen-mile creek in New-York; near

Cumberland in Maryland ; abundantly at Widdcr station in Canada West
;

at

Independence, Kockford and Waterloo in Iowa.

I u the Chemung group, the var. recta occurs at Philipsburgh in Allegany co.
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C}Ttiiia Iianiiltonensis, var. recta.

TLATE XLIV.

Figures 36 an d37 of Plate xvii illustrate this form, which has a plane

flat area, without incurvation of the beak, and with angular plications.

This form is not uncommon hi the Hamilton group, and was for a long time the

only one known to me in the Chennnig group ;
but very recently I have received,

among a collection of Spirifera disjuncta from the southern part of the State,

u specimen which indicates that the species may have in this horizon the same

variations which it has in the formation below.

Cyrtina curviliiicata [?]

PLATE XLIV.

Compare Cyrtia ettrtilxneaia, Whitb : Proceedings of the Boston Society of Nat. History, Vol. ix, p. 25.

Shell rather large, obliquely subpyramidal : hinge-line equalling or

slightly less than the greatest width of the shell; length of dorsal

valve less than its width, and one-third greater than the height of

area of the ventral valve. Entire surface plicate.

Ventral valve obliquely subquadrilateral in outline, the apex turned to

the left : area much elevated, inclined backwards, slightly incurved.

The fissure has apparently been closed in the lower part, but the

pseudo-deltidium is broken away, and there is no evidence that the

upper two-thirds of the fissure has been closed at any recent period of

the animal's life.

Dorsal valve semielliptical, convex in the middle and flattened at the

cardinal margins ; mesial fold i)rominent towards the front.

Surface marked by about twelve or thirteen rounded plications on either

side of the mesial fold and sinus. The mesial fold has four or five low

rounded plications near the front, while there are four corresponding

folds on the sinus.

This species has the general form and proportions of the C. liamiUoriensis, and

occurs with that species in rocks of the age of the Hamilton group in the west.

It differs slightly in some of its proportions from the prevailing eastern forms of

that species, but not more than is observed among specimens of the same in col-

lections from New-York, Canada West, and the Western States. The distinsuishiii"'-

feature is iu the prvisence of plications on the mesial fold and sinus. The presence
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or absence of a pseuclo-dcltidium covering the fissure I should not regard as of

specific importance, and the distortion of the heak of the ventral valve is a feature

common also to the C hamiltonensis.

This species is probably the one described by Dr. White
;
but he speaks of the

shell as small, while the one under examination is larjre for one of the ccnus. It

has also a greater ninnber of plications, both on the fold and sinus as well as on

the sides of the shell. These differences may be due to age and condition.

The figures 53-55, Plate 44, illustrate the characters of this species. The sinus is unequal
in depth, but its limits are not quite sufficiently defined in the figure, and I have added a

dotted line (. . . .s) beneath, indicating the limit of the sinus on the right side.

Geologicalfonyiation and locality. In bedg of the age of the Hamilton group
near Iowa city, Iowa.

GeXUS TREMATOSPIRA.

Trematotpira : Hali. in Third volume of Pal. New-York, p 207.
" "

in Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 27. 18o9.»

This genus was originally proposed by me to embrace a few forms,

having a general resemblance to Spikifera, but without the extended

hinge-line and area
; or with the latter feature uncertain or undefined,

and wanting in the characters of a true area. Such at least is the cha-

racter of the specimens originally examined
;
some of which approach

in extended form to Rhynchonella.

Up to this time, comparatively few species are known
;
and of the

greater part of these, few individuals have been obtained, so that our

knowledge of the interior structure is still imperfect. In all the species

possessing the peculiarities of external form noticed, we find a punctate

structure of the shell; a character which alone is sufiicient to separate

them from SpiRiFf.RA proper, or from Rhynchonella.

The genus Was founded originally upon species from the Lower Hel-

derberg group of New-York, including a single species from the Niagara

group. I have, since that time, observed similar external features in

specimens from the Lower Silurian rocks of Ohio and elsewhere; while

a single species from the Hamilton group, first described by me as Atrypa

*The description of this and other genera of Brachiopoda,' printed in Vol. iii, Palaeontology of New-

York, in the years 1857 and 1858, were first published in the Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet

in 1859.
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hirsuta, has been found to have a punctate structure, with spires arran

ged as in Spirifera, and otherwise possessing the characters of Trema-

TOSPIRA ; and another species from the group has been added to the

number.

Desirous of avoiding too great a multiplication of genera, I at first

included under this designation species which it has since been found

necessary to separate on account of marked difference in form, and also

in the character of the hinge appendages. These latter species, under the

name of Ruynchospira, seem to me sufficiently distinct from Retzia to

be recognized at least as a subgenus.

In the present state of our knowledge of the heterogeneous assemblage

of material known under the name Retzia, it is quite impossible to

define the limits of that genus with any precision. Farther investiga-

tions, with better material, are required for this purpose ; for the deter-

mination by external form alone is not satisfactory. In the mean time, I

refer tlie following forms to the genera under which they are placed

according to the best information we have been able to obtain of their

structure and affinities.

Treuiatosiiiia gibbosa.

PLATE XLV.

Trematoepira gibbota : Hail, in Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 82. I8C0.

Retzia eugenia [?] Billisgs, Canadian Journal, p. 147. 1861.

Shell more or less gibbous : valves subequally convex, transversely

subelliptical, about once and a half as wide. as long; hinge-line less

than the width of the shell ; strongly plicate.

Ventral valve less gibbous than the opposite, somewhat abruptly

arcuate towards the apex, which is truncated by a circular foramen :

this is completed on the inner side by what appear to be depressed

deltidial plates, which at the same time form a flattened triangular

space or false area. Mesial sinus abruptly depressed in old shells, and

less conspicuouly in younger ones.
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DoBSAL valve gibbous, more convex than the opposite : beak abruptly

incurved, and concealed within the cavity of the ventral valve. Mesial

fold more or less conspicuous, sometimes scarcely raised above the

adjacent plications.

Surface marked by nine or ten strong angular plications : three of these,

in the centre of the dorsal valve, are more approximate and smaller

than the others, giving the character of a mesial fold which is some-

times scarcely elevated above the general contour of the surface ;

while the two central plications on the opposite valve are much smaller

than the adjacent ones, and abruptly depressed. The concentric

lamellae of growth, in crossing the plications, give a series of zigzag

lines ; and these often become crowded and very conspicuous on the

front of the shell. Entire surface finely granulose, and the shell struc-

ture punctate.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows a bilobed cardinal process, with

obscure indications of the crural bases. There is a distinct mesial septum

in the upper part of the valve. The muscular impressions have not been

satisfactorily observed.

The largest specimens of this species are about half an inch long and

five-eighths of an inch wide, while the depth in gibbous specimens is

little less than the length.

Thi8 shell has inuch tlie appearance of a broad gibbous Rhynchonella; but

the perforated l>cak, false area and punctate structure, serve to distinguish it

from that genus. I have referred this ehell to TKEMAXOsrraA, from the generally

similar character of the beak and perforation, and the pimctate structure of the

shell. I have not discovered the existence of spires ;
but my specimens are too

few to admit of the necessary examinations.

Geological formation and localities. This fossil has been found near Bellona,

Ontario county; near Geueseo and York, Livingston county; and at Pavilion and

Darien in Genesee county. New-York.

[Palaeontology IV.] 85
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Treiiiatospira liirsuta.

PLATE XLV.

Jtrypa hirsuta : Hall, in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 108. 1857.

Trtmatotpira hirsuta : Id. Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 101. 1860.

Jltkyru (?) ehloe : Billimosi Canadian Journal, p. 282. 1860.

Shell depressed-orbicular in the young state ; becoming subtrilobate by
the gradual development of a mesial fold and sinus, and often gibbous

in the older specimens ;
valves subequally convex ; hinge-line extend-

ing about two-thirds the width of the shell.

Ventral valve usually a little more gibbous than the opposite ; greatest

convexity above the middle of the shell, whence it curves regularly to

the apex, which is terminated by a circular foramen, or more often

truncated below by the summit of the opposite valve : contour regu-

larly curving to the cardinal and lateral margins. The mesial sinus

becomes gradually developed above the middle in full grown shells,

and is very conspicuous towards the front, having the sides curving

and rarely strongly defined. The false area is not visible beneath the

beak.

Dorsal valve regularly convex in young shells ; becoming elevated in

the centre, and a mesial fold gradually developing itself, till in old

shells it becomes very conspicuous towards the front. The sides are

pretty regularly convex, and curving towards the margins.

Surface marked by from thirty to forty simple low rounded striae, which

are obscure towards the beaks, but become larger and more conspicuous

towards the margin : these are crossed by fine close concentric lines

of growth, and more distant imbricating lamella;. The surface ordi-

narily preserved is granulose ; but when perfect, it is covered by
minute seta or spinules, the bases of which, remaining, give the papil-

lose character. Entire shell structure punctate.

The interior of the ventral valve shows two strong teeth, which are

extended in low plates along the sides of the rostral cavity to the mar-

gins of the muscular area, which is broad, flabelliform, and scarcely

defined on the front and lower lateral margins.
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The interior of the dorsal valve shows a strong deeply bilobed cardi-

nal process, with the bases of slender crura ;
the teeth sockets are large

and deep ; there is a low median crest or septum, Avhich is somewhat

Btrong above, but dies out about the middle of the shell. In specimens

which have been cut to show the spires, these appendages are slender,

with about ten or eleven turns on each side.

The proportions of length and breadth are about as three to four.

The largest specimen observed is a'little more than three-fourths of an

inch in length, by an inch and one-sixteenth in width
;
while many of

the specimens are less than half these dimensions. A well-formed speci-

men of about three-fourths of an inch in length by one inch, has a depth

of nine-sixteenths of an inch. A very gibbous specimen measures three-

eighths of an inch in length, nine-sixteenths in width, and half an inch

in depth.

The general aspect of this shell is similar to T. muUistriata; but the form is

usually less gibbous, the sinus more distinctly defined, and the striae are

esscntiallj' simple. It is distinguished externally from Atrypa, by the granulose

surface and punctate character of the shell.

This fossil is not abundant, though not exceedingly rare. It is principally

restricted to the western part of New-York, and has been found in Canada West.

Tbexatospiba niBSUTA (Hamilton group).

'i^P ^^^
10

Fios. 7 & 8. Dorsal and front, views of a specimen.
Fios. 9 & 10. Interior of tlie dorsal and ventral valves.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs on the shores of

Canandaigua lake and at Bloomficld, Ontario county ;
at York and Moscow, Li-

vingston county ;
at Paviliou and Darien, Genesee county, and at Eighteen-mile

creek in Erie county, New-York. In Canada West it occurs near Widdcr station

on the Grand Trunk railw.iy.

I have received this species from Dr. James Knapp, of Louisville, collected from

the coruiferous limestone at the Falls of the Ohio.

The following figures in wood are illustrations of some of the typical species of

TREM.\To.sprRA, froiu the Lower Helderberg group, described, and heretofore

given in the State Cal)inet Report.
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TftEMATOSPIBA MULTISTBIATA.

^^^^
FiOB. 1 & 2. Ventral and front Tlews.

Fio. 8. The interior of a rentral valve filled with stony matter, and ground so as to show the spires

Fio. 4. Tbehatospira perforata. The upper part of the shell enlarged, showing boak of ventral

valve, perforation and triangular space below.

Fios. 5 & 6. Trematospiba costata. Dorsal and front views of a specimen.

Genus Rhynchospira (Hall).

In the third volume of the PalsBontology of New-York (page 213), I

suggested this name as a subgenus of Trematospiba ; but subsequently,

from certain peculiarities of hinge-structure, general form, etc., I was

induced to propose it as a distinct genus. Although approaching the

typical species of Retzia, I am not satisfied of the identity of the two ;

and until we have better information regarding the latter genus, I pro-

pose to place under Rhynchospira those forms which are similar to R.

formosa of the Lower Helderburg group.*

Rhynchospira lepida.

PLATE XLV.

Rhynchotpira lepida : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 83. 1860.

Shell small, broadly suboval, with the valves subequally convex, and

the beak of the ventral valve extended.

•In the Sixteenth Report upon the Slate Cabinet of Natural History, pp. 53-59, 1 havo discu.sscd

the relations of Retzia, Tbeuatospiba, RuvxcnospiRA, with the materials at that time accessible

to me.
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Ventral valve broadly suboval, regularly convex, or with a scarcely

perceptible mesial depression. The beak is much elevated above the

opposite valve, gently arcuate, with the apex perforated, and the

space between it and the summit of the dorsal valve closed by two

convex deltidial plates which are excavated on their inner and upper

margins, forming an elongate oval perforation communicating above

with the opening of the beak.

Dorsal valve often nearly as wide as long, moderately convex, with the

greatest convexity a little above the centre. There is a slight depres-

sion along the middle in some individuals, but this is an obscure or

inconstant feature.

Surface marked by about twenty-four (varying from 20 to 25) simple

regular plications, which* are gradually enlarged towards the margins

of the valve. On the dorsal valve, two or three of the central plica-

tions are depressed, causing a slight sinus in front; but there is no

corresponding elevation on the opposite valve. The shell structure is

punctate throughout.

The interior structure is not known.

I Lave referred this species to Rhynchospira, from its generally similar aspect

to those of the Lower Helderberg group ;
but the large deltidial plates and double

perforation have not been observed in those species ; though in T. rectirostra,

there are deltidial plates closing the space below the apipial foramen. It is still

desirable to examine specimens for the presence of the spires or crura, as these are

unknown.

The prevailing form of the specimens is that described
;
but rarely there occurs

one that is more elongated. The species has the general aspect of Rhynchonella;
but it ii readily distinguished by the narrow deprcision of two plications on the

dorsal valve, and by the punctate structure of the shell, as well as by the forameJi

and deltidial plates when these features are preserved or exposed.

Geological fotination and localities. In the shales of the Hamilton group, on

the shore of Canandaigua lake, and near Bellona, in Ontario county, New-York.

RHYNCHOSPIRA NOBILIS.

Rhynchospira nobilis : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 83. 1800.

A re-examination of the specimens has left some doubt regarding the generic

relations of this fossil, and the description is deferred to another part of the

volume.
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The following figures ai-o ilUistFations of one of the typical species of Riitn-

CHOsriRA, from the Lower Helderberg group.

lUlrNCBOSPIRA FOBMOSA.

I

5 6

Fia. 1. Dorsal view, natural size. Fia. 2. Interior ot a dorsal valve, showing the cardinal process, etc.

Fig. S. Profile of figure 2, showing the recurved cardinal process,

Fio. .<. The ventral vnlve of the same species.

Fio. 5. A longitudinal section, showing the articulation of the valves, the origin of one of the crura,
the spire, etc.

Fia. 6. The upper part of two valves, showing the mode of articulation.

GeNLS IVlCLEOSPIRA* (Hall).

This genus was proposed by me to include a few small species of fos-

sils which had heretofore been referred to Spirifer, Atrvpa, Oktuis, etc.,

but which do not possess the true characters of either of these genera.

Since we know the peculiarities of its internal structure and the accom-

panying exterior, together with the punctate texture, there is no longer

any difficulty in recognising these shells among the other Brachiopoda.

The following are the important characters of the genus, as determined

from the examination of the species of the Niagara, Lower Helderberg

and Hamilton groups.

Shell depressed spheroidal or transversely elliptical, more or less

gibbous or ventricose, furnished with internal spires as in Spirifera ;

hinge-line shorter than the width of the shell; cardinal extremities

rounded : valves subequal, articulating by teeth and sockets. Ventral

valve having the beak slightly extended beyond the opposite valve, and

beneath it a triangular depression or area, which has sometimes a

shallow semispoonshaped form
;
on each side of which, at the base, is a

strong tooth. A narrow ridge or septum along the centre of the inner

• This genus was first described in the third volume of the Paleontology of New-York, p. 219, and

is copied on pages 24 and 25 of the Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet.
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side of the valve often extends from beak to base. Dorsal valve

furnished with a strong spatulate cardinal process, which, rising verti-

cally from the cardinal margin, is closely grasped at its base by the car-

dinal teeth of the other valve
;
and thence bending abruptly upwards,

and expanding, is projected into the cavity of the opposite beak, lying

close upon the underside of the false area. This process is grooved or

depressed in the centre of the upper side, so as to leave between it and

the arch of the ventral beak a narrow space for the passage of a pedicle,

a minute foramen being sometimes observed in the beak for its pro-

trusion. From the sides of this process, above the junction of the teeth

of the opposite valve, and at the point where it bends upwards, originate

the crural processes which support the spires. A deep cavity beneath

the cardinal process extends to the dorsal beak, where originates a thin

elevated septum often extending to the base of the shell. Muscular

impressions of the dorsal valve occupy a narrow oval space ;
those of

the ventral valve broader, flabelliform.

Under this genus I have described N. ventricosa, N. elegans and N. concentrir.a from the

Lower Ilelderbcrg rocks; N. pisiformis (Orthis pisum. Pal. New-York, Vol. ii, p. 450),

from the Niagara group ; and N. concinna
( Alrypa concinna. Rep. of the Fourth Geol. Dis-

trict of New-York, 1843, p. 200, f. 3), which are the species known to me at the beginning

of 1858.

iVucleospira concinna.

PLATE XIV.

Mrypa concinna : Hall, Geological Report Fourth District New-Tork, p. 200, f. 3. 1843.

Ifucteotpira concinna .- Hall, Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 25 and p. 26. 1859.

Shell depressed, subspheroidal, nearly circular in outline, the width

being usually' a little greater than the length ; valves subequal.

Ventral valve regularly convex, the greatest convexity a little above

the middle, and curving regularly to the sides and front
;
umbo pro-

minent, the beak neatly pointed and incurved over the apex of the

dorsal valve, leaving a space between which sometimes exposes the

narrow area. There is usually a narrow depressed line from the beak

to the base of the valve ; but this is sometimes partially absent, or so

faint as not to be readily observed.

L
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Dorsal valve regularly convex, sometimes gibbous, becoming a little

depressed towards the base, the greatest convexity being a little above

the centre : there is usually a depressed line along the middle of the

valve. The hinge-line is about one-third, and sometimes half as long

as the width of the shell.

Surface usually smooth or very finely papillose ; but in its perfect con-

dition, it is covered by numerous fine seta which are matted together,

and the interstices being filled with clay, it has a rough appearance ;

while under a lens, these seta give a finely striate aspect. Beneath the

fine papillose surface, the texture of the shell is minutely punctate.

. The interior of the ventral valve presents beneath the beak a low

depressed area, or false area, which is bordered on each side by a strong

tooth. The muscular area is somewhat broad, flabelliform, with the

margins lobed ;
the occlusor imprints in the centre are strongly marked

elongate oval spots, and there is a low median crest which often extends

to near the front of the shell. In the dorsal valve there is a strong wide

cardinal process, the inner face of which is mainly occupied by a broad

oval pad for the muscular attachment (see figure, Plate 45), extending in

a narrow callosity into the cavity below.

The teeth sockets are deep, and margined by a strong callosity which

forms the base of the process ; and from thence proceed the crura and

the slender spiral arms, which make about eleven or twelve turns in the

larger individuals. The muscular area is narrow, well defined, and lobed

below ;
while the inner portions, marked by the occlusor muscles, are

two sublinear spots. A slender crest extends along the middle of the

impression. The interior of the shell is somewhat pustulose.

The figures given exhibit the variations in size and proportions usually observed

among large collections of specimens.

Figure 33 is a cast from the Schoharie grit.

Figures 34 and 35 are from the Comiferous limestone ; and the succeeding figures are of

Hamilton group specimens.

The hinge-line of the two valves has been greatly enlarged, to show the parts descri-

bed ; and the casta of both valves have been enlarged two diameters, to show the character

and form of the muscular impressions.
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Geological formation and localities. This species is known in the Schoharie

grit, in Albany and Schoharie counties; in the Corniferous limestone at Lapham's
mill in Ontario county, at Caledonia in Livingston county, and at Williamsville in

Erie county, New-York, and J'alls of the Ohio; and in the Hamilton group, in the

vicinit}' of Apulia in Onondaga county, shores of Seneca and Cayuga lakes, Canan-

daigua lake, Geneseo, York, Moscow, Pavilion, Alexander, Darien, Hamburgh,

Eighteen-mile creek, and other localities in the western part of the State of New-

York.

I have received very fine specimens of the internal casts of this species from

Dr. G. A. WiLLi^iMS, collected in the Hamilton group of Hardy county, Va.; and

it likewise occurs near Cumberland, Maryland.

Note. In the arrangement of the preceding genera of the Family SpiRrFERiD^,

I have followed what appeared to be the most natural order
;
and since we pass

almost insensibly from Spirifera to Spiriferina and Cyrtixa, it is scarcely pos-

sible, from what we know, to remove the Genus Trejiatospira from the relation

in which I have placed it. The Genus or Subgenus Ehynchospira will therefore

follow, and all those forms referred to the Genus Retzia will come into the same

relation. I have placed in this association the Genus Nucleospira, which may,

perhaps, be move nearly related to the following than to the preceding genera.

So far as wc know, the structure of the spire ( though with some variations
)

is

similar in all these, and the presence of an area or false area may be recognized

in all or nearly all of them.

By this arrangement the Genera Atiivris, Merista and Meeistella, will be

farther removed from Spirifera proper, while it might appear that their relation

would be more nearly with the smooth Spirifers. I have followed this order of

arrangement, beginning with the Genus Atiiyris, because I had so arranged the

matter and the plates of the volume before having made the final studies of the

interior and the determination of the structure of the spires. It will be seen,

however, that the spires in Meristella are very nearly like those of Spirifera

proper, while those of Atiiyris show a vYi<Je departure in the character of the

loop and intercalated lamelhe. Regarding the Genus Meristella in all its charac-

ters as now determined, I would place it before Athyris in its relation to

Spieifera.

PaljEontoloot IV.] 86
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Geivijs Atiiyris (McCoy).

Mhyru, McCor, 1844. Spirigera, D'Obbiokt, 1847.

The Genus Athyris was established in 1844 by Prof, McCoy, upon

certain species separated from the Terebratul.e ; and when restricted

according to the original types of that author, includes a very natural

group of shells, but which nevertheless possess many external features

in common with the later established genera Merista and Meristella,

and from which the species are distinguished by important internal

characters.

• The shells of the genus are variable in form, being suborbicular,

transverse or elongate, subglobose or depressed, and sometimes suban-

gular. The typical species are depressed suborbicular. The structure of

the shell is fibrous; the surface in most species is strongly marked by

concentric striae, and some of them are strongly lamellose, with the

lamella) becoming fimbriate or pectinate. In this aspect, as well as in

general form, these shells have a resemblance to some of the Spirifers

with short area and rounded cardinal extremities. The surfaces are

sometimes indistinctly radiatingly striated
;
but these striae are usually

subordinate to the concentric striae or lines of growth ; and it may be

doubtful whether any well authenticated species of the genus has con-

spicuous radiating striae or costae.

The apex of the ventral valve is usually or perhaps always perforated

by a rounded foramen, the lower side of which is formed by the umbo of

the opposite valve. When the valves are separated, this foramen commu-

nicates with a triangular space, which opens into the main cavity of the

valve. Tbis triangular fissure, which in older shells is usually occupied

by the beak of the opposite valve, has at some time during the animal's

life been closed by deltidial plates.

The dorsal valve is furnished with a strong cardinal process, the

centre of which is often depressed and spoon-shaped, but sometimes thick-
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ened and convex. The crura proceed from each side of this plate ante-

riorly ;
while the posterior and lateral margins become more or les3

thickened, or elevated into ridges bordering the teeth-sockets.

The muscular area is somewhat variable in form
; but in the ventral

valve it is oval or ovate, more or less flabelliform. The occlusor mus-

cular imprints are marked upon the shell, and upon the cast, by a narrow

elongate scar; while the divaricator muscles occupy a wider space on

each side, and are usually strongly striated. In the dorsal valve the

muscular area is narrow, and often divided by a low longitudinal crest

or septum. The area outside of the muscular scars is papillose or papil-

lose-striate, and often beautifully marked by vascular impressions. The

spires are complicated by intermediate lamellae.

The European species of Athyris (A. pectinifera, A. roissyi and A.con-

centrica), as shown by Woodward, Davidson and others, have the spires

complicated by accessary lamellae, which, rising from the connecting loop,

are intercalated between the first and second turns of the normal

lamellae, and have their extremities free.

Although the presence of spires has been long known in the American

species, I believe no one has hitherto shown their analogy with the

European forms. In the determination of our species, however, and their

relations with Meristella, it became necessary to make a careful study

of all the internal characters upon which generic and specific distinctions

might be founded ; but since all the specimens were essentially solid, it

has been a labor of no little difficulty to determine accurately the true

character of these internal appendages. By carefully cutting down speci-

Inens of A.'spiriferoides, which is very similar to the A. concentrica of

Europe, the disposition of the spiral lamellae has been found as shown

in the following diagram, which represents only the central portion

of the spirals to the end of the first volution.
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AtHTEIS SPIRJFEKOTDES.

Central portion of the spires.*

The origin of the crura, or point of attachment to the hinge-plate, is

indicated in the figure at a, from Avhich the two lamella3 proceed for a

short distance in a nearly direct line forward, but are soon bent upwards

and recurved upon themselves as shown in the figure at b, whence they

are again bent downwards into the cavity of the dorsal valve. From this

point the lamellae follow very nearly a direction parallel to the external

contour of the shell, being the exterior bands indicated by the dotted

lines to c. Farther on, these become expanded and send off from each one

a projecting process at d, and thence are united in a solid plate at e,

forming the loop which connects the two parts of the spiral arms. It will

also be observed that the lamellae are twisted, the exterior part at d

becoming the interior at the point of junction of the two parts. This

plate, formed by the junction of the lamellae, is sharply bent backwards

almost in the plane of the longitudinal axis of the shell
;
and thence ris-

ing nearly at right angles, becomes bifurcated at/, giving origin to the

accessary lamellae g, which are recurved in a plane essentially parallel

to the first volution of the spire, and coalesce with it at the points indi-

cated by the dotted lines h, thus acting as an additional support to the

*I am indebted to the rare mechanical skill and artistic manipulation of Mr. R. P. Wuitfield for

the preparation of specimens illustrative of this and another species of Atiitris, as well as of tho

spires of Mebistella, ctc>
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primary lamellae of the spire in its first volution.* The lamellae are

represented as cut away at i, showing but a single volution. The remain-

ing portions of the spires consist of simple volutions arranged ia a conical

form.

Atlijris spii'iferoides.

PLATE XLVL

Terebratula tpiriferoides : Eaton, American Journal of Science, Vol. xxi, p. 137."1831.
" "

Id. Geol. Text Book, p. 46. 1832.

jtrr/pa concentrica i Conbad, Annual Report on Pal. New-York, pp. Ill, 112. 1838.
" "

Hall, Report on Fourth Geol. District New-York, p. 198, f. 5. 1843.

Spirigera spiri/eroides : (Eaton, sp.). Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 153. 1857.

I Terebratula concentrica : Vos BucH, Ueber Terebratula, T. 103, Berlin, 1884. Mem. Soc. Geol. France,
Vol. Hi, p. 214. 1839.

Spirigera concentrica : Billings, Canadian Jour. 1801, and Geology of Canada. 1863.

Shell varying from transversely oval to suborbicular and sometimes

subquadrate, depressed or subglobose, more or less deeply sinuate on

the ventral side, with a corresponding elevation on the dorsal side :

hinge-line short
;
the cardinal extremities rounded.

Ventral valve moderately gibbous, often regularly convex above the

middle, and becoming deeply sinuate towards the front, which is fre-

quently abruptly elevated, flattened or a little concave towards the

cardinal extremities in the wider specimens : umbo gibbous, the beak

incurved, and often directed in a line nearly rectangular to the plane

of the longitudinal axis, and covering the umbo of the opposite valve ;

apex perforate.

Dorsal valve gibbous, much more convex than the opposite valve; umbo

prominent, outline regularly convex above the middle and curving g-' .-

•
Although expressing no doubt regarding the investigations of European species which have shown

the free termination of the accessary lamellae, it seems to me more natural and as serving a practical .

purpose in the economy of the animal, to have them attached to the primary lamellae of the spires for

the purposes of support and strength. It should not be forgotten, however, that the accessary lamellae

are very slender near their point of junction, and may be easily separated or broken, and it requires

the greatest caution to preserve them entire. In specimens where these appendages are exposed from

natural causes, the chances would be much against their preservation entire.
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abruptly to the sides : the usually undefined mesial fold becomes

visible below the middle of the valve, and usually very conspicuous

towards the front, which is abruptly elevated.

Sprface marked by concentric lines of growth, and the lamellae often

extending and closely imbricated ; fine interrupted and scarcely dis-

tinct radiating striae, which appear like ducts within the substance of

the shell, mark the surface in many specimens. The upper part of the

shell is sometimes nearly free from imbricating lamellae, but they

become crowded towards the front.

The interior of the ventral valve shows two strong teeth at the base

, of the foramen, extending in strong plates to the base of the rostral

cavity, which is distinctly hollowed out for the reception of the pedicle.

The muscular impressions begin just at the base of the rostral cavity,

and continue to a little be*low the middle of the length of the valve, as

shown in fig. 27. These features are impressed upon the cast, as shown in

figures 29 and 30 ;
and the surfaces outside the muscular impression are

often beautifully and variously marked by vascular impressions which

are numerously ramified towards the margin, as shown in figure 30.

This character is often more extreme, and the ramifications are at least

twice as numerous as in this figure ;
a feature more faintly shown in the

lower part of figure 29.

The interior of the dorsal valve is furnished with a strong cardinal

process, the centre of which is often depressed and somewhat spoon-

shaped, but frequently thickened : it is bounded posteriorly by elevated

socket-margins, and the crural bases diverge from either side of the

anterior portion. The muscular impression is narrow elliptical, and

divided by a low median crest. These features are shown in figure 26
;

-rt:'*^
and the reverse or impression is well preserved in figure 28, which is a

cast of the interior of another dorsal valve.

The internal spires are often well preserved, and show about fif-.

teen turns : the two bands are connected at a point about half the length

of the shell from their commencement, by a sharply arched loop, in the

manner shown in the illustration given, and which is indicated in fig. 31.
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From this loop on the ventral side there is a bifurcation, from which

proceed accessary lamellae which are intercalated between the first and

second turns of the spire, as shown in the illustration under the generic

description.

The figures on Plate 46 present the principal varieties in form known to me in

the Hamilton group. The j'oung individuals in this formation are usually pretty

symmetrical, as shown in figure 5. They are generally not strongly lamellose, but

sometimes acquire this character before attaining their full size, as shown in figures

6, 7 and 10.

In figure 8 we have an extremely oblate form, where the width is much greater

than the length; and figure 9 shows a subquadrate regular form. We have similar

extremes in figures 11 and 12, where the first is a little longer than wide; and the

second, having the same length, has a much greater width and less depth. These

figures illustrate the extremes of form among the young and half grown indivi-

duals; while the full grown specimens of the oblate form are shown in figures

13 and 14.
'

Figures 15 - 19 illustrate the larger or apparently full grown forms of mode-

rate gibbosity ;
while figures 20 - 24 are of the more gibbous forms. Since these

varieties of form occur in the same localities, both being quite common, it is pos-

sible that they maj' indicate sexual differences.

Figure 2o is an extremely large form of moderate convexity and closely lamel-

lose surface.

The casts present equally great extremes in form and proportions ;
and the

mu.scular and other interior markings are subject to slight variation.

The dimensions of this shell vary, from specimens much smaller than figure 5

and having a length of a quarter of an inch, to those having a length of about 20

lines with a width of 22 lines, while the depth is less than 10 lines, or about the

same as that of figures 22 and 23.

After an examination of many hundreds of specimens, showing all the extremes

of form and character, I can find no means of specific distinction among them.

I have heretofore expressed an opinion that this species is distinct from the

Athyriii concentrica of Europe, judging from the more straight hinge-line and less

prominent beak of the ventral valve, as well as that the greatest breadth is above

the middle of the shell. In the European species also, according to figures and

specimens, the ventral valve is always proportionally a little more convex than in

the American specimens. I have scarcely seen any illustration of the interior of

European specimens; but the cast of a dorsal valve given by Mr. Davi1)SON in his

Monograph of British Devonian Brachiopoda shows a comparatively narrower

and more elongate muscular area, a form not approached in any degree by the
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numerous casts in my collection. Mr. Davidson says: "No defined septum ia

" observable in this [the dorsal
] valve, but a rudimentary mesial ridge divides

" the quadruple impressions of the adductor." In the " ventral valve the dental

"
plates are tolerably developed ;

while the adductor leaves a small oval scar

" towards the middle of the valves, and which scar is separated into two parts by
«' a minute mesial elevation, under and outside of which are seen the large impres-
" sions of the divaricator muscle."

In our specimens there is a thin defined septum in the dorsal valve, reaching

from the apex for more than half the length of the shell; and in the ventral valve

the dental plates are rather strongly developed, while the lower margin of the

adductor impression is considerably above the middle. These difiercnces, there-

fore, do not serve to change the opinion already expressed, and I shall retain for

the present the name originally proposed by Eaton
;
more especially since it has

priority in point of time.

The A. coucentn'ca is a characteristic fossil of the Upper Devonian strata of

Europe, but Mr. DAvrosoN remarks that it is not very common in Great Britain
;

and he says he has not seen it from the Middle Devonian of Newton and Ogwell
in Devonshire, whence it has been cited by Mr. Morris in his Catalogue ;

which

would leave us to infer that it is not common in that position. Our species begins

its existence at the epoch of the Coraiferous limestone, and is abundant in the

Hamilton group, but I do not know of its occurrence in the Chemung group. It

must rank, therefore, rather as a Lower than an Upper Devonian species in

America.

Geological formations and localities. This species occurs in the Cornifcrous

limestone in Albany and Schoharie counties, and rarely in the same rocks in the

•western part of the State. It is common in the Hamilton group, along Cayuga

lake, and at localities east of that line, though more often occurring as partial

casts. It is likewise common on the shores of Seneca and Canandaigua lakes, in

the Genesee valley at several localities, at Darien, Hamburgh and Eighteen-mile

creek, being more abundant in the latter place than any other locality known to

me. It occurs at AVidder station and Bosanquet in Canada West, in the same posi-

tion. It likewise occm-s in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia; principally, how-

ever, in the condition of casts of the interior. From Cumberland, Md., I have

received ppecimcns from Mr. Andrews, as well as from the collections of Mr. E.

P. Whitfield
;
and I am indebted to Dr. G. A. Williams for many fine casts and

a few specimens retaining the shell, from Hardy county, Va.
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Atliyris vittata.

PLATE XLVI : Figs. 1-4.

Mhyris rittala : IUll, Tliirtecntli Report on the State Cabinet, p. 89. 18G0.

Compare Jtlhyris concentrica, A. spiri/eroides. etc.

Shell ovate-subquadrate, gibbons, with the mesial fold and sinus distinct;

front con.spicuously sinuate : hinge-line short : cardinal extremities

rounded.

Ventral valve gibbous above, more convex than the dorsal ; umbo pro-

minent
;
the beak incurved and truncated in the plane of the longitu-

dinal axis by a round foramen, curving very abruptly to the cardinal

and cardino-lateral margins ;
the centre marked by a well-defined

mesial sinus, which is continued nearly or quite to the beak, and

becoming much deeper and subangularly margined towards the front.

DoKSAL valve a little less gibbous than the ventral, sides regularly curv-

ing; the middle of the upper part distinctly prominent, and developed

below in a strong mesial fold which is abruptly elevated in front.

Surface marked by regularly imbricating lamellose lines of growth,

which, on the better preserved surfaces, are finely crenulate on their

edges, and the intermediate spaces striate.

Interiorly tlie spires of this form, in their first volution and in the

acces.sary lamella?, are quite distinct from those of A. spiriferaides. The

accompanjing figure is an illustration of the first volution of the spires,

with the accessary lamellae.

Atbtbis vittata.

[ Pal-eontoi.ogv IV^.]

Central poriiou of the spires.

37
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The bases of the crura are shown at a, aud those projecting a short distance for-

ward make a somewhat abrupt retral curve, turning back in the direction indicated

by the dotted lines b ; and thence descending into the cavity of the dorsal valve,

follow essentially the curvature of its outline, as indicated at c, to a point anterior

to the middle of the length of the spiral curve. Here the branches of the loop are

given off at d; and these projecting vertically into the cavity, are turned abruptly

forward, and beyond the dotted line, form a solid pointed plate which projects far

towards the anterior limits of the spires at e. The posterior portions are produced

backwards, and gradually ascending, continue parallel and in close proximity as far

&sf, where they diverge, sending off a fillet on each side Avhich at g assumes

the curvature of the normal lamellaj of the spire, following the same course

into the cavity of the valve, and extending forward to the origin of the

process forming the loop, the}- are united to the proper spiral lamclltc at h, which

then continue simple as shown in their extension to i.

I had originally united this form of Athyris with A. spiriferoides of the Hamilton

group, regarding it only as a variety due to physical and geographical influences;

but when the internal structure presents such wide differences, I can scarcely

reconcile it with specific identity, if the distinction of species is to be preserved

upon any ground except that of arbitrary authority. In the examples before us, if

we admit such external and internal variations as incident to the species, it seems

to me very difficult to say where these variations may end, and characters of true

specific importance begin. At the present time I am not prepared to regard this

wide departure in the features of important internal organs as one of variety merely;

and while the external differences alone might not have been a sufficient reason

for specific distinction, I must regard them when thus combined, as entitled to this

consideration. Unfortunately the condition of the specimens is such as to afford

only rare opportunities of studying the interior.

The figures given (PI. 46, figs. 1-4) illustrate the general form and character

of the species as it occurs at the Falls of the Ohio. A farther comparison with

specimens from Iowa, which I have described as A. vt'Uafa, reveals -no external

differences beyond the smaller size of the last named species. Under those circum-

stances I prefer to refer the present one to the species already described, than to

add another name to the list of species. The specimens under examination present

many external characters in common Avith some of the European varieties of A.

concentrica.

Geological formations and localities. The original specimens upon which A.

vittata was founded were from Iowa city, in rocks of the age of the Hamilton

group, and it occurs likewise at New-Buffalo in the same geological horizon. The

species of the form figured on Plate 46 occurs in the Corniferous limestone at the

Falls of the Ohio, at Charleston-landing and other places.
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Atliyris cora.

PLATE XLVIL
MhyrU cora : Hali, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 94. 1860.

Shell depressed suborbicular or transversely broad-elliptical, moderately

gibbous ; valves subequally convex.

Ventral valve somewhat more elevated than the dorsal, gibbous upon
the umbo and much elevated above the opposite valve

; apex incurved
;

outline regularly curving to the cardinal and lateral margins ;
mesial

sinus more or less strongly defined, sometimes shallow and sometimes

subangularly depressed and reaching nearly or quite to the beak.

DoRS.\L valve a little less elevated than the opposite, regularly convex

and curving to the margins : the mesial fold is moderately elevated,

sometimes rather abruptly defined at its margin^, and flattened or a

little concave above. Surface marked by fine concentric lines of growth

and a few stronger parallel ridges or undulations.

The specimens are in the condition of partial casts, or with the shell

partially exfoliated, so that the original exterior is not fully known. In

these specimens, when the shell is exfoliated, there is a depressed line

marking the centre of the mesial fold, and in some specimens this fea-

ture occurs without any appreciable elevation. So far as can be observed,

the muscular impressions in the ventral valve are proportionally more

expanded than in the A. spiriferoides, and those of the dorsal valve wider.

The vascular impressions are sometimes very finely preserved beneath

the inner, laminae of the shell, and the surface of the cast is strongly

papillose*.

In a very symmetrical specimen, the proportions of length and width

of the dorsal valve are as eleven to fifteen, and the length of the ventral

valve of the same individual is a little more than twelve. The greatest

width of specimens is about jf of an inch.

Thi.s species differs from tlic A. spiriferoides in the character of the mesial fold

and simis, in the proportional greater convexity of the ventral valve, and greater

elevation of the umbo
;
and there arc probably other differences which would bo

discovered iu the perfect exterior, or in the entire muscular impressions.
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The figures 1-7 of Plate xlvii illustrate the general features of this species.

Oeologicalformation and localUi/. In the Iluiniltou group at Delphi, New-York.

A sin<»-lc specimen from the Chemung group Is undistiuguishablo irom those of

the lliuuilton group.

Atliyi'is angelica.

PLATE XLVII.

JilhyrU angelica : Hall, Fourteenth Report on the Stat« Cabinet, p. 99. 1861.

Shell ovoid, gibbous, transverse or elongate ; proportions of length and

width variable, the prevailing form longer than wide ; deeply sinuate,

with the beak very prominent ; hinge-line short.

Ventral valve gibbous, most convex above the middle
;
mesial sinus

usually extending nearly to the beak, becoming abruptly and deeply

depressed below the middle, and much expanded towards the front of

the shell ;
lateral portions of the valve gibbous, and abruptly curving

towards the margins : beak much elevated and curved over the umbo

of the dorsal valve.

Dorsal valve much shorter than the opposite, gibbous, transverse or as

long as wide ; the mesial fold usually not conspicuous above the lower

third of the valve : in the upper part the surface is a little more gibbous,

and the strife along this part are more straight or a little curved back-

wards, indicating the form during the successive stages of growth.

Surface marked by regular equidistant imbricating lamellas or lamelli-

form stria3, the edges of which in perfect specimens are projecting

and slightly crenulate. These lamella3 are marked by short inter-

rupted radiating striaj, as shown in figure 20.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a semicircular perforation at

the apex, opening on the lower side to a triangular fissure. The teeth are

strong, and continued in plates to the base of the rostral cavity.

The adductor imprints are strongly marked just below the rostral cavity,

and the divaricator imprints occupy an ovate space below and on each

side. Surface of cast, adjacent to the muscular imprints, strongly

papillose.
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The muscular imprints of the dorsal valve are not well preserved in

any specimens in my collection. There is a slender longitudinal septum

extending from the beak for one-half the length of the valve.

This species is distinguished from the otiiers here described by the great ine-

quality of the valves, aud by the lamellose strife which are not unlike those of A.

vittata in the Hamilton group of the west. The specimens are for the most part

poorly preserved, and occur as single valves ^thich are usually partially exfoliated.

Casts of the interior arc not unfrequent, but the material is usually too coarse to

preserve the finer markings.

The figures 9-13 of Plate xlvii illustrate the general characters presented by this spe-

cies from several localities in Allegany and Cattaraugus counties. Figure 14 is the cast of

a small ventral valve.

Figure 15 is the cast of an elongate form of the ventral valve. Figures 16-19 are illus-

trations of the cast of a gibbous form from the arenaceous beds in Cattaraugus county.

There may, perhaps, be some doubt whether this species will prove a true Athyris.

Geological formation and localities. This species is known to me only in the

Chemung group. It occurs in the Genesee valley at Philipsburgh and Eockville,

Allegany county ;
near Grcat-vallcy, Randolph and Cadiz in Cattaraugus county j

and at Mcadvillc in Pennsylvania.

Atliyi'is ? jiolita.

PLATE XLVII.

Atrypa polila : Hah., Report on Fourth Geological Dist. N. T. Tables of Organic Remains, No. 66,

fig. 5. 1843.

Shell subglobose or short ovoid, more gibbous in the upper part, with a

distinct mesial fold and sinus.

Ventral valve scarcely more gibbous than the dorsal, the greatest gib-

bosity above the middle, flattened near the beak and at about one-third

the length becoming depressed in an undefined sinus which expands

and becomes deeper towards the front
;
beak closely incurved over

the umbo of the opposite valve and perforated at the apex.

Dorsal valve with its greatest gibbosity a little above the middle, and

flattened in the centre, curving abruptly to the beak and lateral mar-

gins ;
a broad mesial fold becoming defined at about one-third the

length from the apex, flattened /above, and very little elevated at the

sides.
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Surface, in well preserved specimens, marked by fine close concentric

striiB, with indistinct radiating striae ; th^ concentric striae sometimes

crowded together in folds or ridges.

A gntta-percha impression from a mould of apparently the same spe-

cies, and from which the natural cast, figures 27 and 28, was taken, is

distinctly radiatingly striate, as shown in figure 30.

The cast of the ventral valve preserves evidence of moderately strong

teeth with dental plates reaching to the bottom of the rostral cavity,

where they are distinctly limited. The muscular area is only moderately

impressed, and the adductor imprints are cordiform : the surrounding

surface is papillose above and striate below.

In the dorsal valve the muscular imprints are elongate, situated about

the centre of the valve, and separated by a median septum. The surface

of the cast is more or less papillose-striate. In some of the casts the

muscular imprints and septum are scarcely visible, but the latter, when

entirely preserved, has extended below the middle of the length of the

valve.

This is a shorter and more rotund species than either of those described, and

maintains its proportions pretty uniformly. The smallest specimen measured has

a length of four lines and a half, and the original specimen figured (figs. 23-26,

pi. 47 )
has a length of eleven-sixteenths of an inch, with a Avidth Avhich is scarcely

less, and the depth is seven-sixteenths of an inch. A single ventral valve mea-

sures a little more than three-fourths of an inch in lenjrth.

Figures 21-26 illustrate typical forms of this species. Figure 31 Js a cast of the dorsal-

valve ;
and figures 27-29 are dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a well marked specimen,

wkich, however, has not its characters very strongly defined on the dorsal side.

The cast illustrating the interior characters, together with the gutta-percha

impression from the mould of the same, have so much the general aspect and

proportions of the A. polita that I have hesitated to separate them. All the

original specimens of A. polita are more or less exfoliated, though apparently

very nearly entire, but none of them give indications of continuous radiating stria?.

Although the striated surface is a departure from the prevailing surface characters

of Atiiyius, the cast does not present any features incompatible with a species of

thqt genus.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Chemung group
at Jasper, Steuben county ;

at Randolph and Albion, Cattaraugus county, and

other places in this group in Southwestern New-York.
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Genus MERISTELLA* (Hall).

This genus was described in the Thirteenth Report on the State

Cabinet in 1860, for shells which had heretofore been included under

the genus Athyris and subsequently under Merista. Differing from

Athyris, they possess the general external form and characters of Merista,

but have not the internal septum so characteristic of the latter genus.f

• Sec note on page 297.

t In discussing the relations of this group of shells with Athtbis and Merista above cited, I

have made the following observations :

Among the fossils referred for many years to Tkrebratl'la, Atrtpa, etc., European authors have

separated the Genera Atuvris and Merista; shells which have many eharacters in common, and

which were indeed at first united under Spirigera or Athyris, until in 1851 the Genus Merista was

proposed by Prof. Stess. In my later studies of the Brachiopoda of the American paleozoic strata,

I have referred to the Genus Athyris certain species which have a subglobose or ovoid form, with

lamellose surfaces, and without, or with scarcely perceptible radiating strisa ; while other forms, which

are less distinctly lamellose and always more or less distinctly radiatingly striate with fine concentric

lines of growth, I have referred to the Genus Merista. JIany of the latter have the general form and

surface characters of Merista (Atrifpa ) lumida, Dalman, but are less ventricose : they all have inter-

nal spires, and when perfect, the beaks appear to be imperforate. The radiating stria;, though visible

in well preserved specimens, are still more conspicuous in the partially exfoliated shell. Atn/pa tumida

of Dalman is cited by Davidson as one of the types of the Genns Merista.

I proposed last year (Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet) a separation of certain Mcrista-Iike

forms, under the name Camabium, on account of the presence of an arching transverse septum in the

ventral valve. Subsequently, a more careful consideration of the characters of Merista as given by
Mr. Davidson", and an inspection of his figures, have shown me that this arching septum, in its attenu-

ation towards the beak, is identical with the shoelifter process described as belonging to the Genus

Merista. An examination of numerous specimens of different species of those which I have referred

to the Genus Merista, shows no evidence of this process or septum ; and the deep muscular impres-

sion below the rostral cavity, and the thickening of this part of the shell, are characters incompatible

with the existence of the septum. Moreover I conceive that this arching septum, or the extension of

the shoelifter process into the cavity of the valve, would produce such a modification of the soft parts

of the animal that the inhabitants of these shells were generically distinct from those of the large

uninterrupted cavity of the shells which I have heretofore referred to Merista.

In order, if possible, to reach a solution of the question, I have had the shell removed from a solid

specimen of M. tumida (from Dudley, England), which is one of the types of the genus, and there is

certainly no evidence of the septum or shoelifter process, but, on the contrary, the presence of all.the

characters marking the American species which I have referred to Merista in Vol. iii, Pal. New-York.

At the .same time, the Merista (Terebratida) scalprum of Barrandb [JVi. herculea of Barrande, or

M. scalprum of Riemer], in the most solid of the specimens which I possess, readily reveals the

presence of the septum.
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The shells of this genus are oval, ovoid or suborbicular, elongate or

rarely transverse ;
valves unequally convex, with or without a median

fold or sinus; beak of the ventral valve often with a circular fora-

men, and incurved over the umbo of the dorsal valve. Area none
; valves

articulating by teeth and sockets ; surface smooth, or with fine concen-

tric lines of growth, and with very fine, indistinct or obsolete, radiating

striae.

Since this shoeliftcr process, or septum, was originally described by Prof. Suess as characteristic

of his Genus Mekisia, and the species designated by him as the tyf)es of this genus (the M. scalprum,

M.herculea of Barkande ) "do possess this feature, the genus must be retained for the species
" with the shoclifler process."

It would appear, therefore, that the Genus CAMAnii'M, proposed by me in the preceding Report,

possesses characters identical with Merista as originally described by Suess, but which have been

overlooked to some extent in consequence of the reference to.V. tumida as a typical form of the genus.
• • • • At the same time, as the .^7. tumida of Dalman, an English and Swedish species, in

common with numerous well-marked forms in our Silurian and Devonian strata, do not possess this

feature, we can no longer, with propriety, refer them to that genus.

With this restriction, the JIerist.t: proper consist of smooth, ovoid, circular or transvcr.sc shells,

with usually a cons|>icuous sinus upon the ventral valve, and a corresponding wide, often undefined,

mesial fold or elevation upon the dorsal valve ; the hinge articulation being not very different from that

of Athvris, to which they are allied.

The interior of the ventral valve, however, is strongly distinctive ; and the septum or shoeliftcr

process is not unfrequently shown in the cleavage of the beak of that valve, in solid specimens, where

the interior is inaccessible.

The fonns which I have regarded as Merista are similar to those above ; but instead of this sep-

tum, or shoeliftcr process, they have a deeply marked triangular muscular area just below the rostral

cavity of the ventral valve, which is bordered on the anterior side by a callosity of the shell, and on

the two other sides by the strong dental lamella;. This feature is not conspicuous in ATiiyni.s : the

dental lamelUe in that genus are shorter and lews strong, and the form of the muscular impression is

different. The dorsal valve of tho.sc shells now under consideration has a longitudinal median septum ;

a feature which is obsolete, or partially obsolete, in the species of Athtris. In the Camarium, or

Mkrista proper, the exterior of the ventral valve sometimes shows what appear to be two diverging

septa, somewhat similar to those in the dorsal valve of Pentamekus, which are the margins of the

shoclifter process.

The Mcristidaj begin their existence, so far as we know, in the rocks of the Clinton group ; and in

this and the Niagara group there are several species, while they are more numerous in the Lower

Ileldcrljcrg group : they occur likewise in the Upper Ilelderljerg rocks, and in the Hamilton group.

Merista proi)er, so far as we know, appears first in the Lower IIcMerbcrg period, while Atutris is

known in two sjwcics for the first time in the Hamilton group [also in Tjjpcr Ilelderberg grouj)].

Restricting, therefore, the signification of the Genus Mkrista to such forms as were originally

included by Prof. Suess under that name, it Iwcomcs necessary to designate those species of .s.imilar

form, but without the peculiar ai)pen<lage of the ventral valve, by another generic term ; and I would

therefore suggest the name Meristklla, projjoscd by me last year.J

t Tneirtb Report on the State Cabinet, p. 78.
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The interior of the dorsal valve is marked by the presence of a strong

hinge-plate or cardinal process ; and from the base of this proceeds a

thin longitudinal septum, which often extends for half the length of the

valve.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a triangular fissure below the

beak, which joins a semicircular perforation at the apex. At the base of

this fissure are two strong teeth, which extend in thickened or slender

plates to the bottom of the cavity, and curve around the upper part of.

the muscular area, which is broadly triangular or ovate.

There is sometimes a thickening of the shell at the base of the rostral

cavity, which abruptly limits the muscular impression; but there is

neither septum nor rudiment of one as in Merista.

In well;preserved specimens of M. haskinsi, where the apex is not too

closely in,curved, the ventral beak has a circular foramen, and the triangu-

lar space below, which is usually filled by the beak of the dorsal valve,

is closed by two deltidial pieces anchylosed in the centre. The latter

feature has been observed in M. barrisi, and probably existed in all the

species at some period of their growth.

The study of the interior has shown that the thickened bases of the

crura extend forward for a short distance, or bend abruptly to the

ventral side, but recurving, descend into the cavity of the dorsal valve,

following its contour and that of the ventral valve in their succeeding

volutions. In the bottom of the dorsal valve, the lamella?, in the course

of the first volution, are united by a loojj which is produced by the

extension of a slender process from the band on each side, and these are

united at a greater or less distance from their origin. Beyond this junc-

tion the parts of the loop again divide, and each one is produced in a

curving band which arches forward on the ventral side, and thence

returning is reunited to the sides of the loop at or near the junction of

the parts before noticed.*

• In the Canadian Journal of Industry Science and Art, for March, 1861, Mr. Billings has under-

taken to define the limits of the Genera Athtris, Spibigbea, Mekista, etc. ; strenuously objecting

to the introduction of the generic name Meiiistella. At the close of the same article, he proposed

[ Pal^ioxtology IV.] 38
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Tbese features are illustrated in the accompanying diagrams ; fig.
1 being an oblique lateral

Ticw of the central portion of the spires, and fig.
2 a view of the same parts from the dorsal

aide.*

MiRISTELT.A ABCUATA. MEBtSTELtA ARCtJATA.

Showing the first volatlon of the spires, with loop, etc Dorsal view of the central parts of the spiral lamelln.

In these figures, a indicates the origin of the crura ;
b the recurvation of the lamcllas,

which may be as represented, or with a simple retral bending without recurving upon itself

in some species ; c is the continuation of the lamellae, which at d give off the processes

forming the loop, and these become united at e and continue simple to/, where they bifurcate

and continue in the direction g, returning again to the centre, and reuniting with the loop at

h, or near the junction of the two parts before mentioned.

These characters of the spires and loop have been observed in the M. IcBvis, M. arciiata and

M.princeps of the Lower Helderberg group, and in the M. barrisi of the Hamilton group;

while the M. nasuta /presents a slight modification in the extension of the parts of the loop,

which ally it more nearly with Athyeis.

When compared with the spires of Athyris as shown in the figures already

given under that genus, as well as the illustrations of Davidson and other authors,

the differences are obvious. The parts of the loop in this genus, instead of curving

forward and there uniting and turning backward and bifurcating, to form the

accessary lamellae, are continued from their origin obliquely backwards into the

cavity of the ventral valve, and, then recurving upon themselves, are reunited

laterally ;
while in Atiivkis, they are intercalated between the first and second

turns of the spire, and coalesce with the l.amella; of the latter.

the generic name of CnARiONELLA; professing to "have ascertained the generic characters of the

so-called Alrypa or Athyris scitula," a species possessing the characters of Mkihstella, and none,

80 far as known, which do not belong to tliat genus. lie has subsequently united under the same name

several other species of the latter genus. It is scarcely necessary to add that the characters of hinge,

ss described and illustrated in the dorsal valve of Charionella by Mr. Billings, do not exist in any

species of this family (Spirifcrida:) of Brachiopoda.
• The words upwards and downwards, used in the descriptions of the spires in Atutris and

Mbristella, have reference to the position of the figures only, which are represented with the dorsal

tide below ; since the illustrations could be more satisfactorily given in this position.
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At the same time, an examination of the Niagara species referred by me to the

Genus Meristella presents a difi'erent condition of the interior, and shows the

lamclhe of the spires united by a simple loop only.

This feature is illustrated in the accompanying diagram, which represents a single turn

of the spiral lamellae, fro;n their origin at a, to i where the bands are cut off. The thickened

bases of the crura are represented at a; b is the point of recurvation, c the continuance of

the lamellae in the dorsal cavity, and d the expansion on the inner side into long processes

vhich unite at e, forming the loop.*

Meristina MAEIA i

Showing the first volution of the spiral lamellae.

The same characters have also been observed with equal distinctness in M. nitida of the

Niagara group. In neither of these species is there any indication of accessary lamellaj as in

Atuyuis, nor evidence of the extension of the loop beyond the point e; and we are there-

fore induced to believe that the simple character of the spires in these forms will constitute

another distinction, which may conveniently be termed Meristina.

91ciistclla nasata.

PLATE XLVIII.

Alrijpa nasnta ; Conrad, Ann. Report on the Palaeontology of New-Tork, p. 18.

Meristella natuta (Conrad sp.) : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 93. 1860.

MerUtella elism : Hall, Fourteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 100. 1861. Fig. 21 & 22, Fif-

teeuth Report. 1862.

MerUtella natuta : Hall, Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 100
i figs. 17-19, p. 161. 1862.

jllhyiis clara : BiLLiNos, Canadian Journal, p. 274. 1800.

Jthyrit Clara : Geology of Canada, p. 378, flg. 397. 1803.

Shell suboval, ovate or subrhomboidal, the greatest width near or a little

below the middle ; the length equalling or greater than the width.

Valves convex, the ventral valve gibbous. A nasute or linguiform

extension of the front in old shells.

• The point of junction in these parts varies in different species ; and even in what appear to be the

same species, the points of Jimction arc not id.!utical in all individuals.
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Ventral valve much the more convex, the greatest convexity being a

little t^ovc the middle, becoming gibbous and extremely arcuate in

old individuals, curving abruptly to the sides and cardinal margins,

and more gradually to the front : umbo extremely prominent ; beak

neatly rounded and closely incurved, standing at a right angle with

the plane of the axis, or in old shells directed forwards. The anterior

portion is produced into a nasute or linguiform extension, usually

without a sinus or any depression of the surface. In the young or half

grown individuals, this feature does not appear.

Dorsal valve less convex than the opposite, moderately and regularly

convex in the young shell, becoming in the old shells gibbous above,

curving regularly to the sides, and often a little flattened at the baso-

latcral margins ;
at about the middle of the length, or sometimes

above, the central portion of the valve becomes more gibbous, and

towards the front is abruptly elevated into a short rounded promi-

nent fold, corresponding to the linguiform extension of the opposite

valve. The beak is moderately incurved, lying close beneath that of

the opposite valve.

The general aspect of the surface is that of a smooth shell with a few

concentric lamellose lines. In perfect specimens, however, the entire

surface is marked by fine close concentric stria;, and usually by indis-

tinct radiating striae, which are often more conspicuous in the partially

exfoliated shell, and still more distinct in some of the casts.

The interior of the ventral valve preserves the generic characters in

a marked degree, in the open fissure beneath the beak, which is termi-

nated by a subcircular perforation ;
in the strong dental plates, and

deeply marked muscular impression, as shown in fig. 18 of Plate XLViii.

The inner surface surrounding the muscular impression is radiatingly

striated. The reverse of these features is shown in the casts of smaller

individuals, from the Schoharie grit, figs. 3 and 4, where the muscular

impression and rostral cavity are excessively developed ;
also in the

larger and more symmetrical figures 5 and G.
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Theinterior of the dorsal valve shows a strong cardinal process, with

a shallow spoon-shaped depression in the centre, margined by deep teeth

sockets. The muscular area is elongate-ovate, broader above, and divided

through the centre by a thin elevated septum. These features are shown

in fig. 17; and also in the casts of the dorsal side, figs. 1, 2, 20 and 22.

The crura apparently bend downwards from near their origin ;

thence recurving, they follow very closely the contour of the dorsal

valve, making thirteen or more turns in an individual of medium size.

Spires, slender and simple. The spires and median septum are shown

in figure 19.

In the young shell, this species is symmetrical and nearly circular; the

smallest measured specimen has a length and width of about half an inch.

The valves are very regularly convex, the dorsal valve becoming gibbous

in the upper part, with a scarcely perceptible undulation of the

front margin. Some specimens of an inch in length have an equal width;

but generally as the shell becomes older, the length exceeds the width.

The nasute extension in front is at first acute in most specimens, becom-

ing broader and linguiform in older specimens.
The figures on Plate xlviii, from 7 to 16 inclusive, show the prevailing form and features

of the genus.

The specimen illustrated in figures 23-25 is that which I have dcscnhei as M. elissa ;

but this is only an extreme form of M. nasuta with an unusual linguiftrm extension, a

remarkably gibbous and arcuate ventral valve, and a dorsal valve less convex, as in some

smaller individuals.

This species first appears in the Schoharie grit, where it is sometimes very fully

developed, but frequently is only obtained in meagre casts, like figures 3 and 4.

It is more abundant in the Corniferous limestone, here presenting its greatest

extremes in form and proportions.

This shell is described by Mr. Billixgs, loc. cit., under the name of Atliyns

clara ; but the same has been long known as Atrypa nasuta of Conrad, and I

preserve that specific name as having priority.

Both in general exterior form and internal characters this species bears much

resemblance to Meristella (^Atri/pa) lumida, Dalmax
;
but in that one there is a

more distinct sinus iu the ventral valve, while the umbo is more gibbous, the

beak larger and more incurved, and the entire shell is comparatively more

ventricosc. The muscular area in the ventral valve is of the same shape, but

narrower than the prevailing form in our species.
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Geologicalfo}'mations and localities. This species occurs in the Schoharie grit,

in Albany and Schoharie counties, usually of medium size and well marked cha-

racters, and sometimes attaining larger dimensions. It occurs iu the limestone of

the Upper Ilelderberg, in Albany and Schoharie counties, and at nearly all the

localities of that rock as far as the Niagara river
; particularly at Clarence and

"Williamsville in Eric county. It is found at several localities in Canada "West
;

also at the Falls of the Ohio and at Columbus and Millford, Ohio, and probably
at Sandusky aud other localities of the Corniferous limestone in the West. Some

large imperfect valves in the Hamilton shales of Central New-York may probably
be of this species.

Meristclla scitula.

PLATE XLVII.

Mrypa tcitula : Hall, Geol. Report of the Fourth District New-York, p. 171, f. 1. 1843.

Hot Mhyrit (?) scitula : Hall; Bilukqs in Canadian Journal (n. s.), No.uLvii, p. 278, f. 35 &. 86.

18G0.

Ckarionella circe : Bilusgs, Canadian Jour, (iv s.), No. xxxviii, p. 273, f. 100. 1861.

Not Terebratula circe, Bakbande {Spirigera circe, D'OaniasY), Naturwissenschaftlidie Abhandl.,

pa. 393, pi. 10, f. 6 (1857), which is apparently congeneric, and a true Meeistella.

Shell ovate or ovate*spatulate, compressed towards the base.

Ventral valve the more convex, sometimes gibbous above the middle,

depressed in the lower part ; umbo prominent, with the beak elevated

and incurved above the umbo of the opposite valve. The shell curves

gently to the base and baso-lateral margins, but becomes abruptly

incurved above the middle, and concave on each side for some distance

below the beak ; the proportions of breadth above are as six to five, or

seven to six.

Dorsal valve depressed convex in the lower part, more convex and

somewhat gibbous above the middle
; beak small and rather prominent.

Surface marked by fine concentric strite, which, from the usual partial

exfoliation of the shell, are often scarcely perceptible : more rarely

some remains of obsolete interrupted radiating striae are perceptible.

The shell, as it usually occurs, is smooth and glabrous.

This species has the usual features of others of the genus. It differs from 31. dot-is

in being less gibbous, with a lesser arcuation of the ventral valve, the ujiper

part less elongate and attenuate, and a less extensive flattening of the sides of tlio

ibcll.
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It differs from M. harrisi, in being less gibbous and proportionally broader. It

is more elongate than M. haskinsi, less rounded in the outline of the lower part,

and does not present the conspicuous rounded foramen of that species. It has not

proved a common species in the limestone, only a few specimens being known.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs in the Corniferous lime.

stone at Williamsville and Clarence-hollow, Erie county, N. Y.

Meristella doris.

PLATE L.

. Meristella doris : IlAti, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 84. 1860.

Charionella doris : Billings, Geology of Canada, p. 374. 1863.

Shell subovate, elongate, gibbous above and more or less compressed

below the middle, with the anterior and antero-lateral margins

attenuate and sharp ;
sinuate on the ventral side below the middle,

and the front produced in a broad extension.

Ventral valve a little more or less convex than the dorsal, gibbous above

the middle : a mesial depression, often beginning about the middle of

the length, becomes broader and deeper towards the front, sometimes

affecting nearly the entire width of the shell. This sinus is sometimes

barely perceptible, and is sometimes a narrow, almost linear depres-

sion in the upper part of the shell. The umbo is prominent and the

beak strongly incurved : an angular ridge extends from this point

obliquely on each side to below the extremities of the hinge-line, on

which the shell is bent abruptly (and on the upper part acutely)

inwards. The central upper portion of the valve is prominent, and

between this and the oblique ridge the surface is depressed or flat-

tened. The apex is usually apparently closed, but from accident or

otherwise it often presents a circular foramen : the triangular space

beneath is closed by deltidial pieces, or sometimes open.

Dorsal valve sometimes more convex than the opposite, usually gibbous

in the middle and above, and curving rather abruptly towards the

lateral margins, in the older shells it becomes a little flattened or even

concave near the edge. The central elevation continues to the frou

without becoming a distinct mesial fold.
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Surface marked by fine close concentric striae, beneath which are dis-

tinct radiating stria;, and the latter become more distinct on the

partially exfoliated surfaces.

The cast of the ventral valve shows a large rostral cavity, with evi-

dences of strong teeth and extended dental plates. The muscular ai'ea is

narrow and elongate. In the dorsal valve, the muscular imprint reaches

half way from beak to base of the valve
;
the septum scarcely reaches

60 far.

This shell is usually readily distinguished from the other species of the Upper

Heldcrberg and Hamilton groups by its elongate form, which is compressed

and laterally expanded towards the front
; by the remarkable arcuatiou of

the ventral valve, and the strong angular lateral ridge which extends from a

little above the middle to the apex, nearly iu the same curve as the junction of

the valves in their anterior half

In this feature, and iu the less incurvation of the beak, it is distinguished from

some varieties of M. nasuta ; and in the same manner it is distinguished from

M. barrisi and M. hasJdnsi, which are always proportionally shorter shells.

The figures 2-7 illustrate the characteristic forms of this species; figures 8-10 show

the extreme features of the larger individuals. The extreme length is about one inch and

three-fourths, with a width of a little more than an inch and one-fourth. Figure 11 is the dor-

sal valve of a large individual which is much broader than usual in proportion to its length.

Figure 12 is a cardinal view of a cast of this species, showing the median septum of tho

dorsal valve, and cavities made by the dental lamellae of the ventral valve.

A single specimen, figure 1, from the Schoharie grit, appears to bo of this species.

Geological formation and localities. This species has been chiefly obtained

from some loose masses of the upper part of the Corniferous limestone near

Williamsville, Erie county. One specimen only has beeu obtained from tho Scho-

harie grit,
iu Schoharie county.

Meristella banisi.

PLATE XLIX.

MeritleUa barriii : Hall, Thirteenth Report on ihc State Cabinet, p. 81. 1800.

Shell ovoid, more or less elongate and sometimes broadly ovate, gibbous :

valves subequally convex, sinuate in front.

Ventral valve, gibbous in the middle, the greatest convexity a little

above the middle of its length, and abruptly sloping to the sides, flat-
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tened below the middle, becoming depressed towards the front, which

in old shells is produced into a short linguiform extension : umbo

gibbous, the beak arching over the umbo of the opposite valve and not

closely appressed.

DoKSAL valve little longer than wide, varying from moderately convex

to gibbous, the greatest convexity being about the middle of its length ;

without distinct mesial fold, but abruptly elevated near the anterior

margin, corresponding to the depression on the opposite side.

Surface smooth, or marked by regular concentric striaa which are some-

times crowded into wrinkles near the margins of the valves. The

exfoliated shells sometimes show indistinct radiating striae.

The muscular impression in the ventral valve is triangular, and usually

not deeply marked. The dorsal valve has a distinct median septum which

extends nearly half the length of the valve : muscular area narrow,

elongate.

This species presents considerable variety of form, from almost sym-

metrically oval to broadly ovate with the greatest width below. The older

shells are for the most part gibbous, but some specimens are compressed in

the lower half of the length. The mesial sinus is not usually a very dis-

tinctive feature in half-grown shells
;
but in some individuals it begins

about the upper third of the shell, and affects the lower half and ante-

rior part of the valve.

The largest individuals have a length of about one inch and a quarter,

with a width of one inch
;
in other specimens, a length of one inch and

an eighth gives a width of one inch and a depth of three-fourths of an

inch. In a gibbous and somewhat elongate form, the depth and width

are as 5 to 6, and the length 8 J.

Figures 5-12, and 16 & 17, represent the most characteristic forms.

Figurc'B 13 & 14 are of an extreme form.

Figuie 20 is one of the broader forms.

Figures 21 & 22, dorsal and front views of a cast of this species.

Geologicalformations and localities. This species has been found chiefly in a

limestone of the Marcelhis shade, near Le Koy, N. Y. It occurs in the Hamilton

group, near York in Livuigstou county, New-York.

[
Palaeontology IV.] 39
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Mei'istella haskiiisi.

PLATE XLIX.

Merittella haikinti ; IIall, Thirlecnlli Report on the State Caliiuel, p. 84. 18G0.

Shell broadly ovate, more or less gibbous ; length and breadth nearly

equal, the greatest width anterior to the middle; slightly sinuate in

front. In many well-formed specimens the length and width are about

equal; when the length is greater, it is due to the extension of

the beak of the ventral valve.

Yemtral valve regularly convex, often gibbous above the middle, and

curving regularly to the sides and more gently to the front, which is

sometimes a little impressed at the margin by a broad shallow sinus :

beak elevated, slightly incurved and broadly truncated by a circular

foramen. The triangular space beneath the apex is occupied by delti-

dial plates, which appear to be closely anchylosed in the centre.

Dorsal valve usually a little wider than long, moderately convex in

young shells, gibbous in the middle and above in older specimens,

curving regularly to the sides and front, and scarcely affected by the

slight elevation near the anterior margin : beak short, and neatly

incurved beneath the deltidial plates of the opposite valve.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae, which are raised and thread-

like, and sometimes crowded together in fascicles •. these appear also

to be indistinctly radiate or crenulate. In exfoliated specimens there

are sometimes distinct radiating striae upon the surface.

The rostral cavity of the ventral valve is narrow, the teeth are of

moderate strength, and the dental plates reach the bottom of the cavity

and extend forward
;
the muscular area is broadly triangular and strongly

striate. In the dorsal valve the muscular area is ovate or cordiform, and

extends below the middle of the valve ; the low slender septum extends

a little beyond the muscular area.

This species is quite distinct, in its various phases, from the 31. barrisi, which

. is more gibbous, with the ventral beak more closely incurved. In well-preserved
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specimens, the beak of M. hasHnst is sufficiently elevated to allow the deltidial

covering of the fissure to be visible. In specimens where the surface is well pre-

served, the striae offer a distinguishing character.

The figures 23-35, Plate xlix, illustrate this species in its principal varities of form and

size. In figures 32 & 34, the deltidial plates beneath the foramen are visible.

Figure 35 is a partial cast of the dorsal valve, showing the filling of the rostral cavity
and the form of the mnscnlar impression.

Figure 36 is a partial cast of the dorsal valve, preserving in part the muscular impression.
The fossil figured in the Report of the Fourth District, p. 202, fig. 5, is probably an exfo-

liated specimen of this species.

GeoJogicalformation and localities. This species occurs in the shales of the

Hamilton group, on the shores of Seneca lake^ at Geneseo, York, Moscow and

Leroy, in Livingston county, and at Eighteen-mile creek in Erie county.

meiistella rostrata.

PLATE L.

•Alnjpa rotlrata : IlALt, Report on Fourth Geol. District of New-Yorlt, p. 202. f. 2. 1843.

Shell small or of medium size, ovate, rounded below and often subat-

tenuate above
;
valves subequally convex ; length and breadth about

as eleven to eight or nine.

Ventral valve scarcely more convex than the dorsal, a little gibbous

above the middle, gradually curving to the basal and baso-lateral

margins, while above the middle the edges are abruptly incurved :

umbo prominent; beak more or less strongly incurved over the umbo

 of the opposite valve ;
the lower part of the valve, and sometimes

r the entire length, marked by a shallow rounded sinus.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, somewhat more prominent above the

middle ; slightly or not at all elevated in front from the influence of

the sinus of the ventral valve.

Surf.ICE of partially exfoliated valves marked by conspicuous but slen-

der and distant radiating striaa : fine and closely arranged concentric

strife mark the entire surface, and towards the margins these are

crowded in strong folds.

Shells of this species are scarcely three-fourths of an inch in length

in the largest specimens observed. The proportions of length and breadth

vary considerably. --
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Figures 18 - 17 are illustrations of this speoios.

Geologicalformations and localities. This species occurs in calcareous beds in

the upper part of tlie Hamilton group, at Eighteen-mile creek
;
and in the Tully

limestone, near Ovid, in Seneca county.

Meristella nieta (n. s.).

PLATE XLIX.

Shell eubglobose, or very gibbous, short ovate ; the valves subequally

convex, marked by a conspicuous sinus in front j hinge-line about

two thirds the width of the shell.

Ventkal valve very gibbous ;
umbo prominent, with beak abruptly

nasute
;
the upper part of the valve marked by a shallow scarcely

defined depression, which becomes a deeply marked subangular sinus

in front.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, gibbous in the middle and above
; ante-

rior margin broadly sinuate, and the lower part of the valve marked

by a narrow median depression.

Surface concentrically striated, with faint indications of interrupted

radiating striae. In the specimens examined the Shell is partially

exfoliated, and the entire surface-characters cannot be ascertained.

The figures 1 - 4 of Plate xlix illustrate this species.

This fossil is referred to Meristella from its general form, the filjrous texture

of the shell, and the form of muscular area in the ventral valve.

Geologicalformation and localitiy. In calcareous bauds in the Hamilton group
at Delphi, Onondaga county, N. Y.

Meristella ?

PLATE XLVII.

The illustrations, figures 32 and 33 of this plate, are of casts of what

appear to be a species of Meristella from the Chemung group, though

no exterior of a similar shell has been found in the rocks of that

formation.
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Meristella anisalcata.

SUBGENUS ? PENTAGONIA (Cozzehs).

PLATE L.

Atrypa unitulcata: Conrad, Annual Report on the Palieontology of New-Tork, p. 56. 1841.

Rhynchonella unitulcata : (Conrad, sp.) Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 125. 1857.

jStrypa unirulcata : referred with doubt to Meeistella, and name Gonioccelia proposed, in
Fourteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 101. 1861.

Compare Pentagonia peersii, Cozzebs, Annals of the New-York Lyceum, Vol. iii, pa. 158, pi. x, f. 2 a, 6.

1846.

Shell subtrigonal, quadrilateral or sometimes subhexagonal in outline,

wider in front, with the sides sometimes sloping from the beak
;
and

in others, the hinge-line extended nearly straight, and the sides nearly

rectangular to it. A wide mesial depression on one side, with promi-

nent elevation on the other.

Ventral valve with a broad deep mesial sinus which occupies nearly

the whole width of the valve, and is bounded on either side by an

angular elevation which extends from the beak to the baso-lateral

angles. The portion of the valve outside of the limitation by the sinus

is abruptly inflected upwards, often nearly at right angles ; the umbo

is prominent, and the beak is incurved over the umbo of the dorsal

valve.

Dorsal valve gibbous in the middle ; the centre occupied by a prominent

mesial fold, from which the surface slopes abruptly to the lateral

angles, becoming more or less concave within the lateral and cardino-

lateral margins. The mesial fold is marked along the centre by a single

deep groove, which extends to the beak of the valve.

Surface marked by fine concentric striaa, and sometimes by strong

imbricating folds. In well preserved surfaces the striae and undulations

are bent backwards in the middle of the mesial sinus, indicating a

mode of growth in the shell corresponding to the sinus in the mesial

fold of the opposite valve. There are also slight indications of inter-

rupted radiating striae. In the specimen from the Hamilton group
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there are appearances of faint undefined continuous striae. The speci-

mens from the limestone are for the most part partially exfoliated, or

have the shells silicified, by which the finer markings are obliterated.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a perforation in the beak,

opening below into an angular space which has been occupied by the

beak of the dorsal valve, and thence communicating with the main cavity

of the valve. The base of the fissure is margined on each side by a strong

tooth which extends in strong dental plates to the bottom of the cavity,

and these are often continued in a thickened ridge bordering the muscu-

lar impression. The imprints of the adductor muscles are opposite the

bases of the dental plates, and below and on either side are the imprints

of the broad divaricator muscle.

In the dorsal valve the cardinal process is broad and strong, the crural

bases somewhat widely diverging, and the centre abruptly depressed ;

the teeth-sockets are large, and supported by strong lamellar callosities

which extend along the inner side of the valve nearly parallel to the

exterior margin. The muscular imprints are divided by a low distinct

septum.

This shell presents considerable variation in its forms and general aspect, though

always preserving its unmistakable character. In young and half grown shells,

where the hinge-line is but little extended, it has a general triangular form, as in

figures 21 and 22; when the hinge-line becomes extended and the sides nearly

straight with a moderately cui-ving base, it is quadrangular, as in figures 18 and 19.

Figure 26, upon the ventral side, is somewhat hexagonal ;
while figure 33 is

decidedly pentahedral in outline. There is rarely some little elevation in the cen-

tre of the mesial sinus, and sometimes a groove with an elevation on cither side.

The beak of the ventral valve is sometimes not closely pressed upon the dorsal

umbo, but is usually so, and sometimes to such a degree that the apex is depressed
into the groove of the mesial fold.

'

I have heretofore
(
Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 147

) called atten-

tion to some peculiarities near the cardinal margin of this species. In a cardinal

view of a well preserved specimen from the Upper Helderberg limestone of New-

York (fig. 28), there is a ridge on the cardinal margin crossing the hinge-line with

slight o})liquity, and occupying a space on both sides. In a specimen from the

Hamilton group, this fi)ld it more oblique, rising from near the beak, as shown
in figure 35, Plate h

;
while there is a second fold on the side of the shell.
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In a specimen from the Upper Helderberg limestones of the Falls of the Ohio

(fig. 32 of pi. l), the fold is sharp and clearly defined, slightly oblique and

limited to the dorsal valve, being intermediate in character to the former two
;

while the specimen is more gibbous than usual.

I have heretofore proposed (
loc.

cit.) to designate these varieties of Meristella

unisulcala, thus recognized, as var. uniplicata for the specimens from the western

limestones, and as var. biplicata for the Hamilton group form.

Geologicalfor nation and localities. This species is not uncommon in the Upper

Helderberg limestone, in Albany and Schoharie counties, and generally through-
out the extent of that formation within the State

; though nowhere abundant. It

occurs in the same limestone at the Falls of the Ohio, and in Canada West. In

the Hamilton group, it has been collected on the shore of Canandaigua lake. Casts

of the same species have also been observed in the Oriskauy sandstone.

Note. I would, in this connection, call the attention of the student to the illus-

trations of the internal spires of Athyris, Meristklla and JV^eiustina. The

modification of the parts are confined to the connecting loop of the crura
;
and

neither in these, nor in any of the genera of the Spikiferid^, is there any

important variation in the form of the spires proper, while there are various

modifications of the loop ;
and I am disposed to believe that others will yet be

found, perhaps even in the Genus Spirifeea itself. These modifications of the

form and direction of the parts become exceedingly interesting when compared
with the various forms of the loop shown in the several genera of the Family

Terebratulid^, the most of which began their existence upon the waning of the

spire-bearing forms, or acquired their fullest development in later geological

epochs where the Si'irifeiud.e are comparatively rare or entii-ely unknown. This

modification of crura and loop in the later genera is developed more extremely

in the absence of spires, which acquired their greatest development in medial

geological times, or about the Devonian or Carboniferous periods, almost at the

same time that the terebratuloid genera began their existence.
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Genus Atrita (Dalman).

SPIRIGEHINA (d'Orbiobt).

The Genus Atrtpa was founded by Dalman in 1827, to include a group

of paloBozoic shells which he described as "
inequivalve, biconvex, hinge-line

"rounded, beak of larger valve covering the base of smaller valve, apex
"
imperforate."

Under this genus the two first named species are A. reticularis of

LiNN^us and A. aspera of Schlotheim, both of which have a perforation

in the apex of the ventral valve, though it is often concealed by the

curvature of the beak. Notwithstanding that the name in its signification

is a misnomer, it has been very generally adopted, and for a long time

it was used by some authors to include species usually referred to Tere-

BRATULA, but which have only a remote relation to that genus, and are

now distributed under various generic designations.

Restricting the signification of the term Atrypa to forms congeneric

with those above referred to, we have a well-defined and strongly marked

group of shells which may be characterized as follows :

Shells suborbicular, transverse or elongated; valves articulating by
teeth and sockets : beak of the ventral valve produced and incurved;

the apex truncated by a small round perforation, which is sometimes

separated from the hinge-line by a deltidium
;
a false area in some

forms well-defined, but often not existing in the same species.* This

valve is more or less convex or nearly flat, sometimes with a broad and

well-defined sinus, and often with a scarcely perceptible depression.

Dorsal valve convex, often extremely gibbous; with or without a

mesial fold.

• This false area is formed by the thickening of the shell in the bottom and sides in the upper part,

and the final filling up of the rostral cavity above the line of the teeth ; the pedicel-groove being

Bometimes visible to the base of the area, but there is scarcely evidence of its passage beneath it, and

the apex is apparently solid. The condition of the shells examined, however, is such that there possi-

bly may have been a minute foramen in the living shell, which has been closed by mineralization in

th« fossil.
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SuEFACE smootli, striate or costate, and often strongly imbricated by squa-

mose lines of growth, whicli are sometimes produced in foliacious expan-

sions, nodes, or tubular spines. Structure fibrous.

In the ventral valve there is a strong tooth on each side at the base of

the broad fissure : these teeth are somewhat bilobed at their summit, with

a broad crenulated groove on the back : from the base of the teeth a curving

ridge extends forwards, and partially encloses a broad muscular area.

In the dorsal valve, the hinge-plate is usually or always divided in the

middle, with a distinct toothlike plate on each side, and the crura origina-

ting on the outside of these, close to the dental sockets; while on* the outside

of the latter, close to the shell margins, there is on each side a crenulated

fold, which occupied the groove at the base of the tooth, and this appears

to be of generic significance. The spires originating from the crura forrh

two large hollow cones which are directed into the cavity of the dorsal

valve, their adjacent sides being flattened, and the apices brought close

together near the centre of the bottom of the cavity. The extreme gib-

bosity of this valve in many of the older shells gives great space for the

development of the spires.

The crura are usually represented as having a pointed process from near

the base of the spires on each side, directed towards the centre. These

processes, however, unite in the cavity of the dorsal valve to form a loop

connecting the spires.*

•While this volume has been passing through the press, it has been shown by Mr. R. P. Whitf'ield

that the short processes usually represented near the base of the crura in the spires of Atryi>a are

directed into the cavity of th? dorsal valve, and are there united to form a loop, and that the character

of this loop varies in different species, or in forms recognized as simple varieties of Mrypa reticularis

(See Nineteenth Keport on State Cabinet). I have also received, some time smce, from Dr. C. Romijt-

OBB, of Ann Arbor, Michigan, a specimen of the /flrypa nodostriata, showing the spires, and which by
farther cutting has revealed the connecting loop. A specimen of ^. reticularis, sent me by Dr. Knapp,
of Louisville, Ky., from the Falls of the Ohio, preserves the spires and connecting loop, all heavily

covered by ^halcedonic quartz ; and another specimen from the same locality has, by a careful reinovai

of the ventral valve, revealed the spires and loop. The same features are also shown, although in a less

perfect manner, in a silicified specimen from the Hamilton group of Iowa, received from Jlr. 0. St.

John.
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The muscular area in the bottom of the dorsal valve is usually divided

by a median ridge; and in old shells of some of the species, this area

becomes very strongly defined.

The vascular impressions, in both valves, originate on each side near the

base of the muscular area, and divide into two principal trunks which

diverge towards the hinge-line and the front of the shell, and give off

numerous lat-eral bifurcating branches.

The prevailing and conspicuous forms of this genus have been generally referred

to two species, or rather to a single species, the Atrypa reticulana of Linnaeus and

its varieties-; though more recently the A. desquamata of Sowerby has been

doubtfully admitted as a dfstinct species. My own investigations do not lead to

the adoption of this view, though I admit that there are many difficulties in the

way of specific detcnnination, especially where the shells are exfoliated or com-

pressed ;
but the examination of large numbers of individuals, together with the

interiors of many of them, hiis compelled me to recognize as distinct species some

of those which are usually considered as varieties only. How far the complete

study of the interior structure, and of the spires, will sustain the separation of

species, remains yet to be determined.

In order for a satisfactory solution of all these difficulties, a series of observa-

tions should be made upon extensive collections of individuals from widely separated

localities in the same geological horizon, and also from different geological forma-

tions, to learn the effect of geographical and chronological influences. I conceive

that until such investigations shall have been made, we are not prepared for a

final determination of the questions of specific difference or identity.

Two species of this.genus are of common occurrence in the Niagara and one in

the Lower Helderberg group ;
and though I have referred the more common form

to A. reticularis, there is usually no difficulty in recognizing the specimens from

each formation, or in distinguishing them from those of the Upper Helderberg

and Hamilton groups. The same observations are almost equally true of those in

the higher rocks
;
but at the same time we find strongly marked features of dis-

tinction in individuals from widely separated localities of the same formation.
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Atrjpa iiiipressa.

PLATE LI.

Atrypa impreiia: Hail, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 122 (Pal. Fossils, p. 82). 1857.

Shell somewhat ovoid, often extremely gibbous ; length and breadth nearly

equal.

Ventral valve depressed convex in the lower part, becoming gibbous above,

more prominent along the middle, but without any defined elevation, and

without sinus, except in very rare examples where the extreme front

of the shell is bent upwards in the middle : beak closely incurved over

the umbo of the opposite valve.

Dorsal valve the larger, very convex, and becoming extremely gibbous in

full grown and old shells. A more or less distinct mesial elevation marks
' the lower half of its length : this is often flattened, giving an obtusely

ang"ular outline, and the centre is marked by a narrow depression : the

front is squarely truncate or impressed.

Surface marked by numerous radiating striae or costae, which are frequently

bifurcated, and crossed by numerous concentric lamellose lines of growth.

Thfe casts of the interior, which are more abundant than any other con-

dition of the fossil in the Schoharie grit, present considerable variety of

aspect. The cast of the ventral valve is usually a little convex, or nearly

flat outside of the muscular area, and often a little more prominent in the

middle than at the sides. The muscular area is broad flabelliform, wider

than long, depressed and smooth on each side above, with a central promi-

nence for the attachment of the adductor muscles, from which there is

usually a sharp carina extending to the beak : there is also a less conspicuous

ridge on each side, extending obliquely from the apex to the base of the

cavity left by the teeth. Outside of the muscular area the surface is

strongly papillose, and sometimes marked by vascular impressions.
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The casts of the dorsal valve present all the varieties from moderately

convex to extremely gibbous. In the younger and less convex forms, there

is usually a median depression more or less conspicuous ; the muscular area

is not sharply defined, but is distinctly bilobed, the upper parts deeply

striated, and a slender ridge in the bottom of the depression. In older

shells the muscular area becomes strongly defined and extremely prominent,

rising conspicuously above the general gibbosity of the upper parts of the

cast. The cast of the rostral cavity is neatly defined and limited on either

side by the imprints of the crural bases, while outside of this are the char-

acteristic crenulated impressions which mark this part of the hinge-line in

well preserved specimens of this and other forms of the genus.

This species has usually been regarded as a variety of the Atrypa reticularis,

which is recognized as so widely distributed in several geological formations. It

may be difficult to decide what form shall be assumed as the typical Atrypa reticu-

laris, among those which occur in all the formations from the Clinton group to the

Chemung group inclusive. When compared with the so-called A. reticularis of

the Niagara group, the form is more robust, the ventral valve without sinus, and

the dorsal valve flattened or depressed in the middle of the lower half of its

length, while the striae are finer and less conspicuous. The same is true when

compared with the A. reticularis from the Lower Helderberg group, and also with

those of the Corniferous limestone and Hamilton group.
•

Geologicalformation and localities. This form of Atrypa occurs in the Scho-

harie grit, at Schoharie, Knox, Clarksville, Coeymans and other places in New York.

It is not known to me in any other geological formation.

Atrypa reticularis.

PLATES 51-53 A.

jlnomia rtticultirU : LiSMJtos, Syst. Kat. ed. xii, p. 1132. 1767.

Ttrebratula ^ctinata, T. »ubtillU$ime ttriata, T. cancellata, T. minutittime ttriata : ScnROTER, Abhan-

dlungeu liber verschicdene Gegenstande der Naturgcschichtc. pi. lii. f 11-18, and pi, iv.,. f. 16-26. 1777.

TtTtbratula pectinata : BauoniERE, Ilist. Nat. Vers.j Testacds Eucyc. Method, pa. 242, plate iv. 1789.

jSnomita rtticitlarit: Wahle-ibkro, Nov. Act. Soc. Upssl., Vol. viil, f. 65, 66. 1821.

Ttrebratula affinit : Sowerbt, Min. Con., tab. 324, f. 2. Jan. 1822.

Bpiri/er sowerbyi: D» France, Diet., Vol. ix, p. 295, t. Ixxvi, f. 2 (valva brachiis spiralibus ornata).

Ttrebratula (itfa^tu) cancellata: Eichwald, Zool. i. 276, tab. iv, f. 11.

Ter$bratulUa priseui : ScnbOTBiiK, Nachtragen zur Petrcfactenkunde, p. xvii, f. 2. 1822.
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Terebratulites explanatus : Schloth., Ibid. pi. xviii, f. 2.

^trypa reticularis : Dalman Vet. Ac. Handl., pi. iv, f. 2. 1827.

" "
HisiNOEE, Letheie Suecica, pi. xxi, f. 11.

Terebratula prisca : Von BucH, Ueber Terebratulen, p. 71. 1834.

Atrypa affinis : Sowerbt in Murchison's Silurian System, pi. vi, f. 5. 1839.

Delthyris prisca: Fahrknb. in Bull. Mosc., p. 788. 1844.

Terebratulif (Mrypa) prisca : Fhilups, Figures- and Descriptions of the Palaeozoic Fossils of Cornwell.
Devon and West Somerset, pa. 81, pi. xxxiii, f. 144. 1841.

Terebratula in^erata : Phillips, Ibid, pa. 83, pi. xxxiii, f. 18. 1841.

Spiri/er affinis : Sowkbbt, Trans. Geol. Soc. Loud. 2d series, Vol v, pi. Ivii, f. 11.

Terebratula prisca : d'Abchiac et db Vehnkuil, Trans. Geol. Soc., Lond. 2d series. Vol. vi, p. 392.

" " A. RoEXER, Die Versteinerungen des Harzgebirges, pi. v, f. 11-13. 1842.

"
reticularis : de Vebnecil, Geol. of Russia and Ural Mts., Vol. ii, pi. x, f. 12. 1845.

Mrypa lentiformi* : Vakuxim; A. affinis, and tribulis, Hall, Geology of the State of New York. 1843.

Hipparionyx consimilaris : Vanuxem, Geol. Report of the Third District N. York, p. 132, f. 2. 1843.

Terebratula reticularis ; Barrande, Ueber die Brach. Silur. Schichten von Boehmen, pi. xix, f. 8. 1847.
'• "

BaoNN, Index Palaeontologicus, p. 1248. 1848.

Spirigerina reticularis : d'Oebio.nt, Prodrome, Vol. i, p. 99. 1849.

Terebratula prisca : Qoenstedt, Handbuch der Petrefactenkunde, p. 461, t. xxxvii, f. 1-4. 1851.

Atrypa reticularis: Davidsos, British Fossil Brachopoda, Introduction, Vol .
i, pi. vii, f. 87-93. 1853.

t Terebratula squami/era pars : Schmor, Dcnkeb und VoM Meter's Palaeontographica, Vol. iii, p. 181, f. 4
"

ijMjuamojo; Ibid, Vol. iii, p. 182, f. 5. 1853.

" zonata [?] Ibid, Vol. iii. p. 182. 1853.

Mrypa reticularis : Morris, Catalogue of British Fossils, p. 132. 1854.

jinomia "
Suarpe, in Haniey's

"
Ipsa Linnsea Conchylia,'' p. 127. 1855.

'

Spirigerina
"

M'Cot, British PaliEozoic Fossils, p. 379. 1852.

" "
Sandberoer, Die Brach. des Rhein. Schichten. in Nassau, pa. 61, pi. xxxiii, f.l. 1851.

Mrypa
" Woodward, Manuel of the MoUusca, p. 228, f. 144, 145; and plate xv, f. 21. 1856.

•' "
Hall, Report on the Geological Survey of Iowa, pi. vi, pp. 4, 5. 1858.

"
Hall, Nat. Hist, of New York, Paleontology, Vol. iii, p. 253, pi. xlii, f. 1. 1862.

" "
Davidsoh, Monograph of British Devonian Brachiopoda, part vi, p. 53. 1864.

I have heretofore referred to Atrypa reticularis a species of this genus in

the Niagara and Lower Helderberg groups, which is allied to, or identical

with one of those occurring in the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups.

There is, nevertheless, a character of individuality about the forms from

each of the geological periods, which serves to distinguish them from each

other ;
and whether this difference shall be recognized as specific or varietal,

is perhaps of little consequence at the present time. Taking our collections

from the geographical area of New York, we can readily recognize the

specimens from each of the successive groups or formations
; and I am not
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sure that with our present knowledge of their interior characters, it would

not be quite as satisfactory to consider thorn as distinct species.

"We may take a line of section from the Lower Helderberg to the Upper

Helderberg .limestones within the distance of two miles north and south,

and where the conditions of tiie sediments are nearly similar ;
and .we find

that the Oriskany sandstone has no representative of the species. The

Schoharie grit presents the form of A. impressa
—but this is distinct from

that of the Lower Helderberg limestone, and equally distinct from that of

the Upper Helderberg. We have, therefore, three forms which, in collec-

tions of hundreds of individuals, do not graduate into each other.

It is true, that tracing the Upper Helderberg limestone five hundred miles

to the southwest, we find the form of Atrypa reticularis changing; but it

does not approximate to that of the Lower Helderberg limestone or of the

Schoharie grit, nor do any of these forms resemble the one in the Niagara

group.

Several European naturalists, and more recently Mr. Davidson among

them (the latter with doubt), have admitted as a distinct species Atrypa

desquamata of Sowerby. So far as can be inferred from figures of that spe-

cies, it corresponds Avith the Atrypa {Hipparionyx) consimilaris of Vanuxem,

a form occurring in our Corniferous limestone, and whijch we have generally

regarded as a variety of Atrypa reticularis. At the same time, Mr. David-

son places Atrypa asperd, a much more distinct form as I conceive, as a

variety of A. reticularis.

Without attempting to represent more than a small part of the varieties of form

observed iu the higher formations, I have endeavored to give a fair expression to

those occurring in the Corniferous limestone (Upper Helderberg), Hamilton

and Chemung groups.

The specimens figs. 11-13, Plate LI, from the Corniferous limestone, illustrate the character of the

ordinary form and size of this species as it occurs in New York and Canada West. In these forms the

ventral valve is often without mesial sinus or depression, as shown in fig. 11, while it is conspicuous in

figure 13. The specimens of this general character seldom reach a much larger size in New York than

those above referred to, while in the west we have specimens preserving tlie same general aspect and

character of striae, with a much more gibbous dorsal valve, and a deep narrow sinus in- the ventral

valve. Closely allied to these forms is that represented in figs. 4-6 on plate 52, where the dorsal valve

is extremely gibbous, with the anterior portion elevated in the form of a distinct fold, while the vcn-
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tral valve is depressed in a broad deep sinus, which is flattened in the bottom and quite unlike the

preceding ones in form. This group, represented in figs. 11-13, Plate 51, and figs. 1-6 Plate 52, is

most nearly allied to Atrypa impressa of the Schoharie grit, but the specimens do not show the flatten-

ing of the middle of the dorsal valve, nor do we know that they have the extremely thickened shell,

allowing such depth of the rostral cavity as shown in fig. 8 of Plate 51. This peculiar feature has not

been observed in any other of the various forms of Atetpa obtained from our rocks.

In figs. 10 and 14-24, Plate 51, we have the representation of another group of Atrypaj, difieringin

some small degree from the preceding. In these the young are but moderately convex, broader in

form, with the striae coarser and more regularly bifurcating. So far as observed, they do not acquire

the gibbosity of the other forms, the older shells presenting a broad undefined depression of the ven-

tral valve, as shown in fig. 2Z, but never acquiring the character of a deep or abrupt sinus.

These forms are known in NewYork as occurring in the higher beds of the Corniferous limestone

near William-sville, in Erie county, and are characteristic of the hydraulic beds at Louisville, Ken-

tucky, and Jeflcrsonville, Indiana.

Contiuuiiig the character and mode of development observed in the specimens as

represented in the figures referred to, we pass to the forms designated by Vanuxem

&a A. constmilaris* (tigs. 9-12, plate 52), where the front of the dorsal valve is

often much elevated and deeply sinuate
;
the ventral valve has a broad mesial

depression, and the front produced. These are the representatives of the Euro-

pean form A. desquamata.

The varieties of form in.the ventral valve are shown in figures 8, 10, 11 and 12. Figure 9 is a profile

view of another individual, and figure 7 is-a dorsal view of the same.

The interior of the ventral valve of this form is shown in figure 51.

In s specimen of smaller size than figures 8 and 10, and of similar proportions, we have the muscular

and vascular impressions as shown in figure 12. There is really a considerable difierence between

the parts as shown in this specimen and in the cast of the ventral valve of ^. impressa as illus-

trateii in figure 9, pi. 1 ; but there is no important difference between figures 11, 12, except in

the proportionally greater length of the muscular impression in the latter.

The common forms of this species in the Hamilton group are illustrated on

Plate Liii, figures 3-11.

In the young specimens the beak of the ventral valve is elevated and perforated at the extremity, and

separated from the umbo of the dorsal valve, the intermediate space being occupied by a deltidium

as shown in figures 3, 4. This feature disappears in older shells, and the perforate apex is closely

appressed to the umbo of the dorsal valve. The hinge-line is longer and more nearly straight
'

than in specimens from the Corniferous limestone. The dorsal valve does not acquire the extreme

gibbosity, and the striie have a finer aspect. The mesial sinus usually impresses only the front of

the shell, and is but moderately developed, consequently affecting only the front of the dorsal valve.

•
Hipparionyx iAtrypa] coiuimilarU, Vanoxem, Report on the Third Geological District of New York,

p. 132, f. 2. 1843.
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Figures 5-7 illustrate the more symmetrical forms of ordinary size.

The iaterior of the ventral valve shows a large flabclliform muscular area, which is rounded in front

and curving to the rostral cavity. Neither in the specimens from this group, nor in those frtim

the limestones below, have I observed any thickening of the parts adjacent to the muscular area,

nor any false area, as in those of the Lower Holderberg group. The rostral cavity is usually large

and the shell thin; the truncation at the apex is often broad, as if for the protrusion of a strong

pedicel. This latter feature may be due to accident; but in separated ventral valves it contrasts

strongly with the usual thickening of the parts about the rostral cavity, as observed in the same

valves of the Lower Helderberg forms.

In the dorsal valve, as shown in figure 9, we have a well defined muscular area, divided longitudinally

by a low septum which becomes thickened in its upper part. The hinge-plate is divided, and pre-

sents on each inner margifi a tooth-like plate, between which and the crural bases there is a distinct

groove. The crura originate close to the apex of the shell and diverge abruptly ; the dental sock-

ets are deep in the lower part, and gently curving and narrowing towards the apex. Outside of

the socket, and extending along the margin of the shell, is a crenulate callosity, separated from

the edge of the shell by a narrow groove.

These features are more fully shown in the enlarged figure 7, of A. impressa, and

the same, together with the junction of the loop and crura, are shown in the

accompanying enlarged figure of A. reticularis of the Hamilton group.

AtBTFA BBTICITI.ARIS.

Interior of the upper part of the dorsal valve, showing the bases of the crura and connecting loop.

Figures 22 and 23 of Plate 53 a, show the relation of the spires; figure 22 represent these appendages

lying in the dorsal valve, and connected at their bases by the loop.

In figure 23 we have the ventral valve mainly removed, showing the dorsal side of the loop and the

apices of the spires which- are in contact. Each cone presents about twenty-two turns of the spi-

ral band.

In beds referred to the age of the Hamilton group at Independence, Iowa, this species, figs. 14, 15,

Plato 53, acquires a large size and presents some peculiarities, particularly in the straight extended

hinge and the subcarinate dorsal valve. These features have not been observed in specimens from

the Hamilton group of New York, though simulated by some specimens of the Chemung group
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as in fig. 19 of Plate 53. The specimen flg. 16, is a ventral valve of a large individual, from beds

at Waverly, Iowa, equivalent to those at Independence. It is less extended on the hinge-line,

and has been broken so as to show the spires.

Figs. 12 and 13 of Plate 53, are from Lime Creek, near Rockford, Iowa, in beds which are probably
of the age of the Chemung group. The specimens are gibbous and finely striated, with strong
lamellose lines, and much resemble similar forms from the Chemung group of New York.

This form of Atrypa becomes a little more robust in the Chemuug group, as

compared with those of the Hamilton group of New York, but retains generally

the same essential characters. Figure 17 is a dorsal view of a specimen from

that formation, and figure 18 is the imprint of the ventral valve in shaly sand-

stone, a common condition of the species in these rocks. Figure 19 is a broader

and more finely striate form with straighter hinge-line.

Geologicalformations and localities.—In the formations under consideration,

this species occurs in the Corniferous limestone of New York, Canada West, Ohio,

Kentucky, Indiana and Illinois. It is found in the Hamilton group of New York

and Canada West
;
and undeij an aspect similar to A. zonata of Schnur, in the

Hamilton group of Iowa and Illinois. It occurs in the Chemung group of New

York, more especially in the eastern or eastern-central portions of the State, and

also in rocks of the same age in Iowa.

Its localities are so numerous that it is scarcely necessary to name them in detail.

It is found in nearly every exposure of the Corniferous limestone from Albany county

to Black Rock, on the Niagara river. I have received specimens from Mr. Joseph

StTLLFVANT, from Columbusj from Dr. Mann and other sources, collected at Milford,

Ohio
;
from the Falls of the Ohio, by Mr. S. S. Lyon; and very fine specimens from

Dr. James S. Knafp, of Louisville. Specimens from Iowa, have been received from

Mr. O. H. St. John, besides collections by Mr. Whitfield, myself and others
;
I

have likewise obtained it at the Bake-oven in Illinois, where the Corniferous lime-

stone is intimately connected with calcareous beds of the Hamilton group.

In the Hamilton group of New York, it is not abundant in the arenaceous shales

of the eastern counties, but is common on Cayuga, Seneca and Canandaigua lakes;

in several localities in the Genesee valley, and at Darien, Eighteen-mile creek,

Hamburg, &c., on Lake Erie shore. It is less common in the Hamilton shales of

West Williams, Bosanquet and Widder, in Canada West. It occurs at Rock Islaud

in Illinois, at New Buffalo, Independence, and other places in Iowa.

In the Cherimng group it occurs on Cayuta creek, Ithaca, Elmira, Painted-post,

Bath, etc., but is rare or unknown in the more western localities of that formation

within the State of New York.
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Atr}i)a spinosa, vel. A. aspera.

PLATE LIII A.

Atrypa tpinota ; IIali,, Report on Fourth Greological District of New York, p. 200, f. 1 and 2.

Mrypa dumota : Id. lb. p. 271, f. 1.

Compare Tertbratulites atpera : Schlothem (Leonhard's Taschcnbiich, pa. 74, tab. 1, f. 7 : 1813 ) ; Nach-

tragcn Pctrcfaktenkunde, part 1, p. 863 (95); part ii, 68, tab. 18, f. 3. ALso T. explanata, idem.

'• Mrypa atpera: Dalmam, Uppst. och Beskrif af de i Sverigc funne Torebrat., Kongl. Vetens. Acad.

Handlingar, 1827 : pa. 128, tab. iv, fig. 3.

"
T<refrra<u/a(M7>er«: DeFrascb, Diet, liii, p. 164. 1828.

'• T. reticularis : Beonn in part, Ind. Paloeontologicus, p. 1249. 1848.

"
Mrypa squamota : Sowibbt, Trans. Geol. Soc. Lond., 2d series. Vol. v, pi. Ivii, f. 1.

" Terebratula (Atrypa) aspera: PHitLiPS, Pal. Fossils of Cornwall, Devon and West Somerset, p. 81,

pi. xxxiii, f. 114. 1841.

"
Spirigerina reticularit, var. atpera: M'CoT, British Pal. Fossils, p. 879.

*

"
Mrypa reticularis, Tar. aspera : Davidson, Monograph of British Devonian Brachiopoda, part vi,

pa. 57, pi. X, f. 6-8.

Shell robust, suborbicular or oviod ;
width greater or less than the length ;

radiatingly costate and concentrically lamellose or spinose ; hinge-line

often nearly straight, a little less than the width of the shell.

Ventral valve depressed-convex, becoming more convex in the upper part ;

nearly flat and often a little concave towards the lateral margins, and

cardinal extremities depressed or broadly sinuate in front : beak abruptly

rounded ; apex truncate and perforate, closely appressed and overlapping

the umbo of the opposite valve.

Dorsal valve convex, becoming gibbous in old shells, flattened or slightly

concave towards the cardinal angles, regularly curving to the sides and

• baso-lateral margins, and a little elevated in front, but Avithout any dis-

tinct mesial fold.

Surface marked by strong rounded radiating costao bifurcating at unequal

intervals, which are much stronger in the middle of the valve, and becme

obsolete or appear as gentle undulations towards the cardinal angles. In

the middle of the valves there are about seven or eight of these costa3

in the space of half an inch. The shell is also marked by strong concen-

tric lamellae, which are often about a line apart. In perfect shells these

lamell89, at the crossings of the costie, are often produced into tubular
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spines, which, when worn off, leave the ordinary lamellose surface. The

spaces between these projecting lamellae are marked by fine thread-like

striae.

In the separated valves, the hinge-line is often nearly straight, the mus-

cular area of the ventral valve is short and broad, the length from the apex

being about equal to the width. There is a slight thickening of the shell

at the base of the rostral cavity. The surface around the muscular area is

papillose, and limited by a thickened border, except in front, where

it is discontinued. Fine vascular markings are sometimes visible near the

margin. In the dorsal valve there is a thickened septum in the upper part

of the muscular area.

The spires of full grown individuals about fifteen turns in each.

In casts of this species from the Hamilton group of Maryland and Vir-

ginia, we find the same characteristic features preserved as above described.

I have adopted the uame Atrypa spinosa, although I think this may be identi-

cal with the species known as Atrypa aspera or Atrypa reticularis, var. aspera, of

European authors
;
but I wish to preserve for our shell a specific designation.

Prof. M'Ck)V, Mr. Davidson and other European authors adopt the opinion that

the variety A. aspera passes
"
by insensible gradations

" into well-marked A.

reticularis. I must insist, however, on a different status for our shell. Passing by

the specimens from the Corniferous limestone, where the shells are exfoliated and

changed by silicification (rendering discrimination not always so easy), we have

only to examine large collections from the Hamilton group to discover a constant

and well-marked distinction. I have collected and examined many hundreds of

specimens of Atrypa reticularis, from various localities of the Hamilton shales in

New York, and a smaller number of Atrypa spinosa. The former is much the

more abundant, and occurs in locality where the latter is not found, though fre-

quently I)oth occur in the same localities, and never for one moment will the

collector hesitate as to their distinct specific distinction.

The full-grown shells of A. spinosa are proportionally broader and more robust,

and from about twelve to twenty-five or twenty-six ribs may be counted on the

surface of each valve, according to the size of the shell and the degree of devel-

opment towards the margin. lu specimens of A. reticularis of similar size, more

than twice as many costne can be counted, while they do not become obsolete on the
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cardinal extremities as iu the other species. In A. spinosa the beak of the ventral

valve is shoiler, the hinge-line longer and more nearly straight, the musculai* area

proportionally shorter, and the adductor imprint comes down lower and is not so

clearly pointed. There are also some slight differences iu the interior of the dor.

sal valve
;
but the specimens examined have been too few and imperfect to render

the result satisfactory.

In the character of the internal spires the distinction is quite palpable : the

junction of the crura with the valve differs iu a small degree, as does the loop and

its connection with the crura
;
while we have about fifteen turns of the spire

where there are twenty-two in A. reticularis of the same size. The connecting

loop does not descend so deeply into the cavity of the valve
;
and in its junction

with the crura, as well as the form of the latter, it differs from A. reticularis.

In pursuing investigations to the westward, the contrast between this species

and A. reticularis, or its representative, continues to be equally or even more

strongly marked. In specimens from Iowa, the ribs of A. spinosa or aspera are

stronger and coarser than in specimens from New York
;
while the form referred

to A. reticularis has finer strias and approaches the A. zonata of Sohnuk (loc. cit).

In collections from the Hamilton group near Cumberland (Md.) and the adjacent

parts of Virginia, there are many casts and exfoliated shells of A. spinosa, but

none of them with the finer costro, or that can be referred to A. reticularis. Although

in these species from different localities there Is a palpable variation in the number

and character of the costse, the distinction between the two remains as strongly

marked as at first indicated.

In the hj'draulic limestone beds, which lie mainly above the coral-bearing beds

at the Falls of the Ohio; at Columbus and other localities in the State of Ohio, as

well as in Western Now York, there is a form of Atbypa wliich may be considered

as intermediate to the A. reticularis and A. spinosa or A. aspera. This form is

proportionally broader, less gibbous and moro strongly plicated than those which

we usually refer to A. reticularis—but we do not, in any locality, so far as I know,

find these varieties gi-aduating into each other.* These arc illustrated on Plate

51, figures 10-24.,

• I am not by any means satisfied that this variety may not prove a distinct species, or it may cor-

respond with some of the forms termed jitrypa aspera or A. prisca of Europe.f It will be observed,

in the illustrations on Plate Lt, that the form is somewhat different, the ventral valve more expanded,

t The form here referred to resembles two large expanded specimens from Refrath in Germany, re-

ceived under the name of Jjlrypa prisca.
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Figures 1-7, are from the Upper Helderberg limestone.

Figures 8-14, present the ordinary forms and phases of the species in the Hamilton group ; figures 8

and 9, retain the spines, and the others have them removed.

Figure 14, is of the interior of a well marked ventral valve.

Figure 18, presents the ordinary phase of this species in the Chemung group. There are sometimes

remains of short spines, as shown in the accompanying woodcut.

Figures 24 and 25, show the spiral cones of the interior viewed from the dorsal and ventral side re-

spectively.

Geological formations and localities.—This species occurs in the Corniferous

limestone, in nearly all the localities cited for A. reticularis. In the Hamilton

group, its principal localities are Moscow and York in Livingston county, Darien

in Genesee county, Hamburgh and Eighteen-mile creek in Erie county ;
likewise

on the shores of Seneca and Cayuga lakes, and eastward of these points. It occurs

in the same formation in Maryland and Virginia, in Canada West, and in Iowa

and Illinois. In the TuUy limestone, it is found at Tinker's falls, Onondaga coun-

ty, New York. In the Chemung group, it occurs in considerable numbers on Ca-

yuta creek at Factoryville ;
at Chemung, Chemung creek and Chemung-narrows,

and at Bath and vicinity ;
also at Elmira and northward of that place. It become*

rare or altogether unknown in the southwestern counties of this State.

and the costae coarser than in the Hamilton and Chemung specimens of /I. reticularis ; but these dis-

tinctions cannot be fully illustrated till we know more intimately the structure and character of all its

parts. While these pages are going through the press, 1 have examined more than a hundred speci-

mens of this form and of the finely costate species, and find no difficulty in separating them one from

the other though there are remarkable variations in individuals. In making the comparisons and

references to Atrypa reticularis, I have adopted that name for the more finely costate forms, but I am

compelled to e.xpress some doubt whether we fully understand the original of that species. After much
careful study of the interiors of several genera of Brachiopoda, including Atrypa, I still hesitate to

accept the general opinion regarding a species which is so well known, and is found abundantly in all

the formations from the Devonian to nearly the bottom of the Silurian system, and which has received

the following appellations :

jinomites reticularis, Wahlknbeeo, Nov. Act. Soc. Upsal, Vol. viii, p. 65.

Terebratulites priscus, Scblotheim, Petrefact., PI. Ixxxvii, f. 9.

Terebratula ajinit, Sowekbt, Miu. Conch. PI. cccxxiv, f. 2, etc., etc.

If this, in all its phases, be a single species, there are many of the species designated under other

genera of Brachiopoda, which hare no better claim to specific value, subject to the same rule.
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Atrypa hystrix.

PLATE LIII A.

Mrypa hystrix : Uall, Report of Fourth Geological District, p. 272, f. 2; p. 271. 1843.

Shell suboval, ovate or subcircular, usually flattened: surface acutely

costate.

The shells of this species are too imperfect and obscure to admit of

detailed description. The valves are usually much flattened, and the im-

prints are left in shaly sandstone or shale from which the shell has been

removed. The surface is marked by a few distant angular or subangular

ribs, Which are sometimes bifurcated, and are crossed by strong lamellose

strijB. In the perfect shell, long spines proceed from the lamellae at the

crossing of the ribs ; and when the shell is exfoliated, the ribs are nodose

from the spine-bases.

The collections furnish a single gibbous specimen of the dorsal valve, one

inch and a quarter long by about an inch and a half wide, with a depth

of about three-fourths of an inch, and other specimens of smaller size.

The young specimens of A. spinosa approach this form, as shown in figure 8 of

Plate Lin a, and it is possible that this may be an extreme variety of that species.

The specimens, figures 16 and 17, occur in localities 'vrhere forms like figure 18 are found, but there

are no palpable gradations; and among a hundred individuals like figure 18, and figure 1 of

page 325, there is no deviation which can be regarded as an approach to figures 16 and 17.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species is known only in the middle

and higher part of the Chemung group, and has been principally found to the

south and southwest of Bath in Steuben county.

^% From collections recently made in Iowa, we learn that in all localities the

distinction between Atrypa reticularis and the associated species is more strongly

marked than in the collections from New York, and there is nowhere any indica-

tion of gradation from the one to the other. In the higher beds of the series in

Northern Central Iowa, which may be of the age of the Portage or Chemung
formation of New York, the species identified with A. reticularis is more finely

cotitate, while thg other form approaches more nearly to the A. hystrix of our rocks

having a few coarse plications with spines ;
these appendages, however, are

rarely preserved.
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Atrypa psendomarginalis.

PLATE LIII.

Mrypa pseudomarginalit : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 84. 1860.

Shell trilebate, wider than long; surface plicated.

Ventral valve depressed-convex, gently curving to the sides; mesial sinus

deeply depressed in the lower part, and extending for more than two-

thirds the length of the shell
;
beak extending beyond that of the dorsal

valve and moderately incurved.

Dorsal valve regularly convex above, curving somewhat abruptly to the

sides
;
the mesial fold becoming conspicuous at about one-third the length

from the beak and rising into a prominent rounded lobe, which occupies

more than one-third the width of the shell in front.

Surface marked by numerous rounded bifurcating plications.

This species resembles Alrypa marginalis of Dalman, but is larger and more

robust thaa the specimens of that species which I have seen : the beak is less

attenuate, the mesial fold and sinus broader and not extending to the beak, and

the striae coarser and not so much recurved. From the Bohemian specimens under

the same name, it differs in the greater elevation and rounded form of the mesial

lobe, and the less angular plications. It has proved extremely rare in the rocks

of New York.

Oeologicalformation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg limestone at Scho-

harie, New York.
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GeiNTS CfflLOSPIRA (Hall).

I'he species published under the name of Leptocadia concava in the third

volume of the Palaeontology of New York, page 245, was subsequently

found to possess internal spires, arranged in a somewhat peculiar manner,

and connected by a strong loop. This feature rendered it necessary to

remove the fossil from the association in which I had placed it, w^ith Lepto-

calia imbricata and L. fldbellites, and I have proposed for it the generic name

CCELOSPIRA.*

This genus differs but little from Zygospira proposed by me in 1862,f and

it may be found desirable to unite the two under that designation, extending

the characters so as to include the types of both the genera ; but this can

only be done after the discovery and examination of other species which

may serve to unite the forms already described.

The shells of C(elospira are concavo-convex, having the ventral valve

convex or sometimes subangularly arching over the concave dorsal valve.

The surface of the shell is striated or plicated, with the plications simple

or bifurcating, and of which two or more in the centre of the ventral valve

are more conspicuous than the others, forming a more or less defined mesial

fold; upon the dorsal valve there is a corresponding depression. The

space between the valves leaves little room for the spires, and these append-

ages appear to be somewhat loosely arranged, with their apices approaching

each other. These shells are apparently fibrous in texture ; and on this

account, and from the position of the spires, they approach more nearly to

Atrypa than to Trematospira, to the latter of which they are more nearly

allied in external form.

The Terebratula harrandi of the Wenlock limestone of England belongs appa-

rently to the genus, being closely allied to O. disparilis (= Atrypa disparilis) of

the Niagara group (Palaeontology of New York, Vol. ii, p. 277), holding likewise

a similar geological position.

• Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 60. 1863.

t Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 154. 1862.
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CcBlospira concava.

PLATE LIIL

Ltptocalia concava : Hall, Pal. New-Tork, Vol. iii, pa. 245, pi. xxxviii, figs. 1-7. 1861.

Calotpira concava : Hall, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 60, with figure. 1863.

The specimens from the Upper Helderberg limestone at Caledonia,

New-York, and those from the upper portion of the Lower Helderberg

group in Oneida and Herkimer counties, do not show any differences of

specific importance, and I am therefore constrained to regard this species

as passing upwards from the Lower Helderberg formation
;
unless indeed

we may infer that some of the sediments of that epoch may have exten-

ded farther to the westward and this species have there existed, while

the superincumbent formations of limestone, in the absence of the Oris-

kany sandstone, have directly succeeded the older beds in such a manner

as to have become incorporated with them, or to have left no line of

demarcation.

A single specimen from Stafford in Genesee county is considerably

larger than any of those from other localities of the Corniferous lime-

stone or of the Lower Helderberg group, while the sinus of the dorsal

valve is narrower and less depressed. The material at present possessed

is insufficient to characterize it as a distinct species.

Geological fonnation and localities. In the Corniferous limestone at Caledonia

and other places in Western New-York, and also in the same formation in Canada

West.

[ Palaeontology IV.] 42
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The accompanying figures illustrate the interior of Ccelospira and Zygospika

FIc. t. A. view of the spires In Oki/»pira concava flrom the ventral side.*

Fix. 2. A view of the same (Vom the dorsal side.

Fig. S. A Tiew of the splrea of Zyoospika from the ventral side.

The Genus Uncites, which is characteristic of the European Devonian system,

has not occurred among the collections made in the State of New-York, and so

far as I know is not found in this country. Of the six genera of Spirifeiud.*;

enumerated in the preceding pages, which do not occur in Mr. Davidson's list,

five of them are likewise known in the Silurian formations of this countrj'. The

Genus Merista, which is cited as occurring in the Devonian of Europe, is not

known in our strata of the same age ;
and it is possible that the European forms

of that geological period may present the same modifications as with us, and fall

under the Genus Meristella. Although not recognizing the Genus Retzia, wliich

in Europe is characteristic of the Silurian and Devonian stages, we have in Trema-

TOSPiKA and Riiynchospira two allied genera. The other genera of this family

enumerated in Mr. Davidson's list are characteristic of more modern formations

than those from which species are here described.

• The disposition of the spirals in Cffii.ospiEA is not very dissimilar from the same appendages in

KoNiNCKiA, a Triassic genus of Brachiopoda.
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FAMILY RlIli\€IIO^ELLID^.

The Rhynchonellid.e are distinguished from the Spiriferid^ mainly

by the absence of calcareous spires; though Mr. Woodward includes

Atrypa in this family, remarking that the teeth and impressions are like

Rhynchonella, and that " the shells of this genus differ from Rhyncho-
" NELLA chiefly in the calcification of the oral supports, a character of

" uncertain value." Mr. Davidson and other authors have placed Atrypa

in the family Spiriferid^, and I see no reason for changing this disposi-

tion of the genus. The spires are in all respects similar to those of Spi-

RIFERA, the direction of their apices into the dorsal valve being simply a

feature of position. The muscular imprints are as much like those of

Spirifera as they are like Rhynchonella.

Leaving out the Genus Atrypa, the Family Rhynchonellid^ will include

no genus with calcareous spires ;
but from analogy with modern Rhyn-

chonella, they are supposed to have possessed fleshy spiral arms which

have not been preserved in the fossil state. This family, in its usually

accepted limitations, will include Rhynchonella (as at present under-

stood), Stenocisma, Leiorhynchus, Camarophoria , Pentamerus, and

Stricklandinia ; though I think there would be great propriety in

uniting the two latter genera with some others in a separate group.
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GEXIS RiiYNCIIOI^'ELLA (Fischer, 1809).

The species Rhynchonella loxia is made the type of this genus by its

author. It is only within a recent period that the name has been so

extensively applied to nearly all the ovoid or subtrigonal plicated, and

some smooth shells of all geological epochs, from Lower Silurian to the

most recent formations, and it has been recognized in twtf existing species.

In the Introduction to the Study of the Brachiopoda (page 95 of the

English edition, page 117 of the French edition), Mr. Davidson remarks:
" The Genus Rhynchonella is one of the oldest types of animal life,

"
having been repeated from the Silurian epoch up to the present period :

" two species are still found alive."

I have heretofore accepted the general views of palaeontologists

regarding this genus, and have described a number of species under it
;

but I have long been satisfied that in making such extensive application

of the term Rhynchonella, we were in danger of falling into an error of

scarcely less magnitude than that of referring all similar forms, with

many others, to the Genus Terebbatula.

Unfortunately the internal characters of R. loxia do not seem to be

known : at least I have not seen them illustrated
;
and though cited as

the type by Mr. Davidson, and figured upon the plate, it is not enume-

rated in his list of eighteen examples. Mr. Woodward gives as types

R. acuta, furcellata, spinosa, acuminata, nigrescens and psittacea ; species

enumerated in Mr. Davidson's list, but he does not cite R. loxia.

With the interior structure of the type of the genus unknown, while

the parts are illustrated from recent species, or from fossil ones supposed

to belong to the genus, we are not likely to make satisfactory progress

in the arrangement of the fossils usually referred to it. A careful study

of those fossils which have been cited as examples of genera, passing

through all the geological stages and still existing, has proved, in some of

them at least, that the assumption was not well founded ;
and I think
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we should hold such views with reservation. In the present instance, I

must be allowed to doubt whether R. loxia will be found to possess the -

characters of Lower Silurian and of existing Rhynchonell^
;
nor do I

consider the characters of the existing species as congeneric with those

of the older Silurian or Devonian formations. The necessity felt for some •

other designation to apply to some of these forms has induced the names

Hypothyris, Hemithyris, Cydothyris, etc.
;
but these do not appear to have

been founded on reliable structural, characters. That some subdivision

will become necessary, and will be adopted, I have no doubt; but such a

desirable end can only be consummated after the study of the interiors

of numerous specimens, with large collections for comparison.*

Although liaviiig adopted the name Ehynchonella for our Devonian species, I

have lately observed characters which api)car to me to separate them so widely
from the recent species of the genus, that I am compelled to substitute some other

designation.

Among genera of the same family, we must necessarily' make distinctions upon
the modifications of certain parts which they may all possess in common

;
and

the importance of these modifications of interior parts or appendages should not

be overlooked. Not only do the recent and fossil forms referred to Ehynchonella

possess great similarity in the ventral valve, teeth and dental plates, but they are

not very dissimilar from the same parts in genera of the SpiRiFERiDiE. It is in the

dorsal valve and its appendages that we find characters the most important and relia-

ble for generic distinction
;
and it is only necessary to follow these in the genera

of the Terebratulid.e and Smriferid.t:, to recall the most curious and interesting

modification of the parts which this valve sup^iorts. I am therefore inclined to

regard these modifications of generic importance.

In many of the fossil species referred to RirrxcHOXELLA, one of the most con-

spicuous features in the dorsal valve is the strong septum, which becomes broader

and often shows indications of division at the apex, or at least evidence of a

small and shallow V-shaped pit.

• The reliance upon external forms for the determination of generic affinities or differences, although

a compulsory condition in many instances, is far from satisfactory. As an example of this kind, I may
remark that having recently occasion to compare Ttrebratula sappho, Barbandb, with RhynchoneUa

snppho. Hall, the former presented so much of a rhynchonelloid aspect as to suggest the propriety of

"regarding the latter as a synonym. A careful examination of the Bohemian species, from cutting down

the solid fossil, has revelled the fact that it is furnished with calcareous spires arranged as in Atrypa,
the spires directed into the cavity of the dorsal valve, and the crura connected by a loop in a similar

manner.
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The recent species of Rhynchonella do not certainly furnish any evidence of

siuiilur characters, so far as I have been able to examine specimens or ilhistrations.

The dental phites of the ventral valve are not, it is true, essentially dift'eront in

fossil and recent RinNCiiONEiXA
;
but the same comparison may bo madi; with

other genera even out of the Family Hiiynchonellid^.

With these facts before us, I propose to revive the name Stenocisma* of Con-

KAD for the species under consideration, extending the term to include the typical

species Rhi/nchonella formosa of the Lower Helderbcrg group. This genus may
be characterized as follows :

•In his second Annual Report (page 59, 1839), Mr. Conrad, speaking of the rocks of New-York,

says : "The Genus Terkbbatula is wholly unknown, and the shells usually referred to that genus
"

I propose to group under the generic name of Stknocisma, derived from two Greek words signi-
"

fying narrow fissure, a character these shells possess under the imperforate apex of the larger
"

ralve, and which serves to connect the genus with Deltdyris, from which it diflers in having no
" cardinal area. This last-named character, on the other hand, connects it with the Genus Strygock-
" PHALUS. I refer to it the common Silurian bivalve, Ttrtbratula schlotheimii, Von Buck."

Notwithstanding the a.ssertion of imperforate apex, we have learned that many of these forms, and

probably all those which have been referred to Terebratula, have had at some period of their

g;rowth a perforate aj)cx. It was also a Lower Helderlxirg species (^Rhynchonella formosa) which was

referred by. Mr. Conrad to "the common Silurian bivalve T. sMolhetmii." I have in my po.sscssion

a lithographed plate of the fossils of the Lower Helderberg group by Mr. Conbad, with, the names, in

his own hand, written beneath the figures; the species I have since designated as R.formosa having

there been identified with Terebratida schlotheimn.

Although the generic characters were not fully described, and with imperfect reference to species, I

think it preferable to adopt this name instead of introducing a new one.

The name IIemithtbis, applied by some authors to certain rhynchonelloid forms, has been used to

include very heterogeneous materials ; and without citing a long list to prove this, I may mention

H.angutlifrons, M'CoY, H. subundtUa, M'Cor; H.
hemisphericff.,

var. seotica, M'Coy' ; all figured on

the same plate, and belonging to three distinct genera; the first named being undoubtedly a Meris-

TKLi.A, and having internal spires. This generic term, therefore, cannot be adopted unless redefined

•nd very much restricted in its application.
•
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Genus or Subgenus Stenocisma (Conrad— Hall).

Shells subtriangular, ovoid or subglobose; hinge-line short : beak of

ventral valve extended, attenuate or more or less arcuate and appres-

sed against the o'pposite valve. A mesial sinus and fold on the ventral

and dorsal valves respectively. Surface plicated with simple or rarely

bifurcating plications.

The valves are articulated by teeth and sockets. A strong median sep-

tum in the dorsal valve of many of the species, which becomes thick-

ened in its upper part, with a shallow triangular pit in the centre, and

the crura supported on each side : dental sockets crenulate. The teeth are

strong, with lamellae extending to the bottom of the valve, limiting the

rostral cavity, and sometimes partially surrounding the muscular area.

In casts of the ventral valve, the cavities made by the diverging

lamellae are very distinct; and in the dorsal valve, the place of the sep-

tum is strongly marked, the space being wide above, and within this

cavity at the upper part there is a small angular elevation of greater or

less extent, which originally filled a depression in the upper part of the

septum.

I would hy no means include all the palaeozoic so-called Ehynchonellfe under this

genus, for I uni satisfied that tiiere are plicated shells of similar form which have

a different intern.al structure
;
but it is absolutely necessary that this structure be

known, before we can make a proper disposition of the species.

RU} nclionella ( Stenocisnia ) tetliys.

PLATE LIV.

/ Rhynchonella tethyi : BiLLiNQS, Canadian Journal, p. 270. 1860.

Shell subtrigonal ovate, usually wider than long, sometimes length and

width equal.

Ventral valve depressed convex in the upper part, nearly flat at the

sides : mesial sinus beginning above the middle, moderately depressed

in young shells, and in older ones becoming deep in front and abruptly

curving towards the dorsal valve.
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Dorsal valve moderately convex in young shells, more convex and finally

gibbous in old shells : the broad mesial elevation becoming distinct

about the middle of the length.

Surface marked by from fifteen to eighteen angular plications of which

five or six are upon the mesial fold and sinus, and about an equal

number, or sometimes six or seven, on each side - the plications on

the dorsal valve near their extremities curve very abruptly to the

ventral valve. Fine concentric stria), which are undulated in crossing

the plications, mark the surface of the shell
; but this feature is rarely

preserved.

Some specimens from the Coruifcroiis limestone of Western New-York appear

to be of this species, but they are smaller than the figures of Mr. Billings. A

single large specimen from Port Colborne, Canada West, has five plications in

the sinus and six on the fold, with seven on each side.

I have received from Dr. Knapp of Louisville several fine specimens from the

limestone of the Falls of the Ohio, which I have referred to this species : one of

these has a length of eleven-sixteenths of an inch, with a width of nearly twelve-

sixteenths and a depth of half an inch. In another, the length, width and depth

are as 8, 10 and 5 respectively. A young individual has three plications in the

sinus and five on each side
;
while a smaller one has but two plications in the

sinus. I have been inclined to believe that this is only a different condition of

S. sappho of the Hamilton group.

Geological formaiion and localities. This species occurs in the Corniferous lime-

stone, at Stafford, Genesee county, and Williamsville, Erie county, New-York
; .

at the Falls of the Ohio
;
at Port Colborne and elsewhere in Canada West.

Rhynclionella ( 8teiiocisiiia ) billingsi (n. s.).

PLATE LIV.

Rhynchonella tkalia : Billino8, Canadian Journal, p. 272. 18C0.

Not R. thalia . D'Obbiosy. 1847.

Shell small, ovoid subtrigonal, truncated in the middle of the front and

rounded on each side
;
width greater than the length.

Ventral valve moderately convex ;
mesial sinus beginning a little above

the middle of the length of the shell, and marked by
" three simple,

acutely angular ribs
"

;
'beak elevated and acute.
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Dorsal valve convex ; mesial fold beginning above the middle of the

valve, and becoming prominent towards the front.

Surface marked by about seventeen or eighteen sharply angular plica-

tions on each valve, of which three are in the sinus and four on the

mesial fold ; concentrically marked by fine abruptly undulating striae.

The specimens which I have examined and referred to this species are somewhat

smaller than those figured by Mr. Billings. I am not quite satisfied that the spe-

cies is distinct from R. horsfordi of the Hamilton group ;
but specimens of the

latter of the same size have a greater number of plications on the fold and sinus,

and the shell is larger. Should it prove a distinct species, the name thali'a, being

preoccupied, must give way to another.

Geological fommition and localities. In the Corniferous limestone of "VYestern

New-York and Canada West.

Rhynclionella (Stenocisma) Carolina (n.s.).

PLATE LIV.

Shell ovate, moderately gibbous, a little produced in front and broadly

sinuate
; length and breadth about equal.

Ventral valve convex in the upper part, curving gently to the margins

and a little concave along the cardinal slope, sometimes nearly flat

below ; beak little incurved or nearly straight ; sinus beginning at

about one-third the length of the shell from the apex, very gradually

depressed and not abruptly incurved in front, making a broad shallow

sinus with curving sides, the limits of which are not strongly defined.

Dorsal valve moderately gibbous and regularly arcuate from summit to

base, the sides more abruptly curved ; mesial fold becoming defined

above the middle of the shell, its summit convex and the sides not

abruptly limited.

Surface marked by ^bout twenty to twenty-five obtusely angular plica-

tions ;
those of the margins becoming obsolete and about four or five

depressed in the sinus, with a corresponding number on the dorsal fold,

which are stronger than the rest ;
a single one on each side of the sinus

[
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and fold, partially depressed or elevated, and smaller than the others.

The shell has been marked by elevated thread-like concentric stris9.

Tho specimens described are essentially casts, the shell being partially pre-

sei'ved ou one of them. The species diflers from all the other I'hynchouclloid forms

of the limestone, in the broad scarcely defined sinus, which is not abruptly eleva-

ted in front
;
and in the undefined margins of the fold, which arc marked on the

slope by a less strongly raised plication. The beak is also more extended than in

the other species.

lu casts of the ventral valve, there is no important distinction between this and

other forms in regard to the dental plates, etc.
;
but I am induced to believe that

investigation upon more extensive material will prove the characters of the dorsal

valve to be so far distinct as to require generic separation.

Geological formation and localities. In the Corniferous limestone at Sandusky,

and near C!olumbus, Ohio.

Rli}iicIionelIa ? ( Stenocisnia ? ) royana (n. s.).

PLATE LIV.

Shell ovate, compressed ; beaks nearly equal : valves almost equally

convex above ;
the dorsal valve continuing in a pretty regular con-

vexity, and the ventral valve depressed iu a broad undefined sinus.

The surface is marked by about tvpenty-four or more slender plications

on the margin, the three or four central ones on the dorsal valve bifur-

cating once above the middle of the shell, and some of them again below

the middle : the same feature is more or less characteristic of the ven-

tral side. The plications upon the sides of the shell are simple and

become obsolete on the cardinal slopes, which are marked only by con-

centric striae. When perfect, the entire surface has been marked by fine

concentric striae.

The hinge-line presents obscure indications of an area on the ventral valve,

and the species is unlike anything else known iu the formation. It cannot be

referred Avith certainty to any known genus. It is extremely rare, and but a single

individual has been found.

Geologicalformation a7id locality. In the Corniferous limestone, north of Leroy,
New-York.
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Rh}nclioiieIla (Stenocisma) Iiorsfordi.

PLATE LIV.

Rkynchonella hortfordi : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 87. 1860.

Shell, in full-grown specimens, transversely subelliptical ; rostral por-

tion sometimes a little extended
;
front nearly straight or broadly

rounded ; length and width about as five to six or seven. Young shells

ovoid subtrigonal.

Ventral valve moderately convex, flattened and incurved in front
;
a

slightly depressed sinus, appearing about the middle of the length,

which is flat in the bottom and curving abruptly upwards in front :

beak moderately extended, abruptly acute and usually but little

incurved.

Dorsal valve very gibbous in old shells, sloping abruptly to the beak ;

depressed-convex in young shells. Mesial elevation defined below the

middle of the length.

Surface marked by about fifteen or sixteen to twenty-four well-defined

angular plications, of which four to six or seven mark the mesial sinus
'

and fold, which are deeply bifurcated in front. On the sides ajid

towards the cardino-lateral margins of the shell the plications are

less angular : concentrically marked by fine undulating striaB, which

are seen towards the front, but rarely on other parts of the shell.

The size varies from a quarter of an inch in length and five-sixteenths

in width to nine-sixteenths in length and thirteen-sixteenths of an inch

in width, according to age.

A specimen of half an inch in length from the limestone of the Falls

of the Ohio, sent to me by Dr. Knapp, which I refer to this species, presents

a strong interrupted line of growth above the middle, and has about

twenty-eight plications visible, of which four mark the sinus and five

the mesial fold.

This species differs from the li. (S.) saj)2)Jto in the finer, more numei-ous and

more angular plications ;
and is usually a much smaller shell. It can scarcely be

compared with any of the devonian forms of Great Britain, having only a remote
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resemblance to /?. pn'mipilaris or implexa. It is never abundant, and is often found

in a crushed and distorted condition.

Geological fonnations and localities. In the Hamilton group, at Moscow, York,

Gcneseo and elsewhere in Western New-York; also in the Marcellus shale at

Avon and other places.

Rliynclionella (Stenocisma) sapplio.

PLATE LIV.

Rhynehontlla tappko : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 87. 1860. .

Shell, in full-grown individuals, transverse, gibbous, subelliptical. Young

shells broadly subtrigonal, becoming short-ovate ; nearly straight in

the middle of the front, abruptly pointed at the beak : cardinal slopes

concave ; sides rounded to the mesial fold and sinus.

Ventral valve flabelliform, depressed-convex, rarely a little gibbous on

the umbo, flattened and depressed in the middle towards the front
;

the sinus becoming perceptible about the middle of the length : sides

nearly flat ; apex abruptly acute, and more or less incurved according

to age.

Dorsal valve gibbous, regularly arching transversely ; the mesial fold

becoming conspicuous only towards the front : in young shells only

moderately convex.

Surface marked by twenty to twenty-two or twenty-four plications

(fourteen or fifteen in the young shells), those towards the cardinal

margin less elevated ; about four to six mark the sinus and fold. In

old shells, the plications are grooved towards the front ;
and those of

the sides of the dorsal valve are very abruptly bent towards the ven-

tral valve, with a shorter and wider groove, and all deeply bifid for the

reception of the opposite plication. The shell is concentrically marked

by fine thread-like elevated strias, which are more conspicuous and

» strongly undulating towards the front of the shell, their remains being

often preserved in the casts.

Length and width, in full-grown shells, as seven to eight.
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This beautiful and symmetrical species differs from li. ho7'sfordi in its raove

robust character and stronger plications. It may be compared with the H. jlexistria

= R. tumida of Phillips, a Devonian species of Europe.

Geological formation and localities. From calcareous layers in the Marcellus

shale near Leroy, Genesee county ;
also in the Hamilton shales at Geneseo and

York, Livingston county ;
and at Eighteen-mile creek in Erie county. A specimen

I'eceived from Rev. E. J. Bush was obtained in the vicinity of Hamilton in Madi-

son county, New-York.

Rliynclionella (Stciiucisma) congregata.

PLATE LIV.

Jilrypa congregaia : Cokrad, Annual Eeport on the Palaeontology of New-York, p. 55. 1841.

Shell robust, varying from short-ovate to subglobose ; length and width

nearly equal or a little wider than long ;
front rounded or straight in

the middle
; apex pointed.

Ventral valve convex at the sides, depressed in the middle
; mesial

sinus often beginning at about one-third the length from the apex,

and becoming conspicuous towards the front : beak, in old shells,

closely arcuate over the apex of the opposite valve ; in young shells,

nearly straight or slightly incurved.

Dorsal valve gibbous in old shells, regularly convex in young specimens :

mesial fold scarcely conspicuous on the upper half of the shell, some-

times prominent near the margin ;
sides curving abruptly to the junc-

tion with the opposite valve.

Surface ( in young shells ) marked by only nine or ten distinct subangu-

lar or rounded plications ;
in older shells, by eighteen to twenty-two,

of which three or four occupy the mesial sinus and four or five the

mesial fold. In the two larger specimens observed, there are but three

plications in the sinus, and this is the prevailing number. Slender

concentric striae, sometimes a little imbricated in front, mark the sur-

face of the shell.

Casts of this species are more common than the shell ;
and those of

the ventral valve show the dental plates reaching to the bottom of the
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cavity, and margining the upper part of the muscular area, which is

often distinctly limited by the rostral cavity. In the dorsal valve there

is a distinct septum reaching half the length of the valve, its inner

upper edge partially divided, and leaving an angular prominence which

has been the filling of the depression in the septum.

The surface plications appear to be more angular in specimens from

the arenaceous beds
;
and the casts of the interior of some specimens,

which I have referred to this species,
•

present distinctly angular

plications.

This species is readily distiiigiiisbed from R. {^8.) sappho by its more rotund

or ovoid form and more rounded pb'cations. The ventral valve is more convex,

and never so flat at the sides
;
while the ends of the plications, ciUTing upward

to meet the margin of the dorsal valve, form a distinctive feature, apparent in the

profile views. In this respect, it bears more resemblance to some of the rotund

forms of the Lower Helderberg group, as for example the R. pyramidata.

In some of its conditions as casts in a ferruginous argillaceous sandstone, this

species bears much resemblance to the R. {8.) contractu of the Chemung group ;

but that species is never so rotund, the sinus is deeper, and the plications are

angular.

Mr. Coxrad's description of ^^ry^a coM(7re^ato is as follows :.

"
Suborbicular,

" with about fifteen rounded costte crossed by wrinkled lines
;

lesser valve with
" the central part flat, slightly elevated, except towards the base, where it is more
"
prominent, wide at base and rapidly narrowed above, with four flattened ribs

;

" inferior valve Avith a regularly concave depression in the middle. Locality. Conk-
" lin's Falls, near Apulia, Onondaga county."

This species is spoken of as " the most abundant fossil in a formation of shale
"

(Table of formations, No. 22) ;
and since the above described species of Ehyn-

CHONELLA is the only one which is at all common iu the neighborhood of the

locality named, I have referred it to Mr. Conrad's species.

Geological fonnations and localities. In the condition of casts of the interior,

this species occurs abundantly in some calcareo-arcnaccous or partially shaly bands

of the Hamilton group, near Fultonham and Summit in Schoharie county, at the

Unadilla forks in Otsego county and near South Onondaga. It is found in the

TuUy limestone near Tinker's fails. A single specimen, of small size, is from a

calcareous band in the Hamilton group at Alden in Erie county.
I have received several very good specimens from Rev. E. J. Bcsn of Hamilton

in Madison county.
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Rhynchonella ( 8tenocisma ) prolifica ( n. s.)-

PLATE LIV.

Shell subtriangular-ovate ; length and width about equal : front roun-

ded, with a shallow sinus and gentle elevation, depressed in young
shells and becoming gibbous in older ones.

Ventral valve depressed-convex in the middle, elevated or a little gib-

bous on the umbo, curving to the sides and gently depressed in a

shallow sinus below the middle : apex slightly incurved.

DoKSAL valve equally convex with the ventral, sometimes a little more

convex, the difference increasing with age ; regularly convex as far as

the middle of the shell, below which the mesial fold becomes more or

less elevated, but rarely rises conspicuously above the general outline.

Surface marked by about twenty tO twenty-tvo, sometimes twenty-four

angular plications, of which three occupy the mesial sinus and four

the mesial fold. Sometimes a few imbricating lines of growth are visi-

ble, but the finer surface markings are unknown.

Length usually less than half an inch, and few individuals exceed this.

The casts of the interior show short and rather slender lamellae in

the ventral valve, and a short septum in the dorsal valve.

This species is a very common one iu the eastern part of the State, usually

occurring in the condition of casts of the interior. It is distinguished by its slen-

der angular or subangular ribs
;
the shallow sinus which is gently cuiTed upwards

in front, and the nearly straight or little curved beak, while the length and breadth

arc usually about equal in young specimens.

In young specimens there is no perceptible sinus, and sometimes but sixteen

plications visible. Some very young specimens from the western part of the State,

which may be of this species, have only about twelve plications. Specimens from

the Hamilton group of Iowa, received from Mr. O. Sx. John, are of very similar

character to those of New-York, but Avith more elongate beak.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs abundantly in some

compact beds in the shales of the Hamilton group, near Fultonham in Schoharie

county ;
and is equally or more abundant in some decomposing ferruginous beds

near Cooperstown in Otsego county. Small individuals (which I have referred to

this species in its young state
)
occur at Moscow and York in the Genesee valley,

and elsewhere in Western New-York.
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Rli} iicliouella ( Steiiocisiua ) dotis ( n. s.).

PLATE LIV.

Shell subtriangularly ovate, wider than high, rounded in front, or some-

times truncate in the middle ; a shallow mesial depression and mode-

rate elevation in front.

The dorsal valve is more or less gibbous, and the plications at the

sides are curved abruptly to the margin of the ventral valve.

The plications are subangular or rounded, and about eighteen may be

counted in the larger individuals. The surface has been marked by fine

concentric stri£B, and one or two imbricating lines of growth near the

front.

In two partial casts the plications are subnodose at the junction of

these imbricating lines, where they are abruptly incurved on the margins.

The largest specimen observed has a width of half an inch, with a

length of seven-tenths and a depth of one-quarter of an inch.

This shell resembles the preceding one in its general outlines, being propor-

tionally a little wider : the ventral valve is a little more flattened on the sides,

the ends of the plications not so much curving to the dorsal valve, and the sinus

curving more abruptly in front. The beak is very slightly incuived.

Geological formation and localities. The most characteristic specimens of this

species have been found in a calcareous layer in the upper part of the Hamilton

group, at Eighteen-mile creek on Lake Erie
;
and others from Geneseo and York

in Livingston coimty, New-York.

Rli}Tichonella ( Stenocisiiia ) carica ( n. s.).

PLATE LIV.

Shell round-ovate
; length and width about equal, rounded in front.

Ventral valve moderately convex above the middle, curving gently to

the lower lateral margins and abruptly to the cardinal slope, regularly
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arcuate from beak to base along the gently depressed mesial sinus,

which bears four plications in the bottom, and one on each side par-

tially included, giving it an undefined outline.

Dorsal valve gibbous, somewhat regularly convex in the middle and

upper part, and interrupted only on the lower third by the moderately

elevated mesial fold ;
the plications on the lower lateral margins

strongly curving to the edge of the ventral valvel

Surface marked by about thirty subangular plications on each valve ;

of which four and partially a fifth are depressed in the sinus, giving

five prominent and a sixth less elevated on the mesial fold. The finer

markings are not preserved in the specimen examined.

From a partial cast of the apex of the ventral valve, it appears to

have had short dental lamellae.

This species bears much resemblance in its general form to R. (S.) Carolina of

the Comiferous limestone
;
but it is more rotund, the sinus less wide and not

reaching so far towards the beak, the plications less angular and more numerous.

I have a single specimen only, received from Rev. E. J, Bush, and this one has

the appearance of being an adult shell, measuring nearly three-fourths of an inch

in lenorth and having about the same width.

Geological formation and locality. In the Hamilton gi'oup, near Hamilton,

Madison county, New-York.

The following species from the Tully limestone is given in this connexion on

account of its geological position and relations, although it does not appear to me

to be quite congeneric with the preceding and following sijecies. Leaving it under

the Genus Rhtnchoneixa for the present, I nevertheless believe that when its

internal characters shall be fully known, this one and a few others will constitute

a distinct genus. In its young condition this species has much the aspect of Leio-

KHTNCHU8, and might readily be mistaken for a species of that genus.

[ Pal^ontoloot IV.] 44
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Rliynelionella Ycnustnla.

PLATE LV.

Jitiypa cuhoidtt : Vahuxkx (non Sowebbt), Geol. Report Third Dist. New-York, p. 163, f. 1.

•• M ! Hall, Gool. Report Fourth Dist. New-York, p. 215 and 216, f. 1.

Compare Atrypa cuboidet .- Sowerbt, Geol. Transactions, 2d series. Vol. v, pi. Ivi, f. 23.

Also <• '• FaiLin, Palssozoic Fossils of Cornwall and Devon, pa. 85, pi. ^exxIt

f. 160.

Also Tertbratula crtnulata : Id. ib. p. 85, f. 152.

A\ao Atrypa tubcuboidet, D'Oebiony = jl. cuboidet, Philips (non Sowerdt), Prodrome, Vol. i,

p. 93, n. 884.

Shell in the young state oval or ovate, with, a moderate or scarcely per-

ceptible sinus, and few or no plications except upon the middle of the

shell ; becoming gibbous, rotund or subcuboid, with the width a little

greater than the length, and the depth from two-thirds to three-fourths

as great as the length, with a deep sinus and the surface entirely pli-

cated ; cardinal line extending for two-thirds or three-fourths the

width of the shell.

Ventral valve in young shells a little less convex than the dorsal, and

moderately or scarcely at all depressed in the sinus. In older shells

the ventral valve is moderately convex in the middle above, and

abruptly depressed in the broad deep sinus, while it is flat or concave

towards the lateral margins. Umbo moderately elevated, with the

beak minute and closely appressed. The cardinal margins are often so

abruptly incurved as to give the appearance of a narrow area on each

side of the apex.

Dorsal valve in young shells a little more gibbous than the opposite,

and without defined mesial elevation ; becoming more gibbous with

the growth of the shell. In full-grown specimens the dorsal valve is

very gibbous, with a defined mesial fold reaching above the middle

of the shell, sharply truncate in front, and usually bearing six or seven

plicaations; the sides of the shell curve very abruptly and almost ver-

tically to the opposite valve. The apex is very abruptly incurved

beneath the beak of the opposite valve.

Surface in young shells marked by about four plications in the mesial

sinus
;
while there are from ten to fifteen on the sides of the shell,
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which are often obscurely defined. In old shells there are forty or

more rather broad, rounded, moderately elevated plications, of which

from six to eight are depressed in the sinus, and a corresponding num-

ber elevated on the mesial fold. These, as well as some of the lateral

plications, are usually bifurcated above the middle, but occasionally

below. Those near the margin, and particularly on the fold and sinus,

are flattened and longitudinally grooved. The plications are crossed

by fine concentric striae which are not visibly imbricating.

The casts show a small rostral cavity, bordered by short and rather

thin dental lamellae, with an elongate-ovate muscular impression, and a

moderately or scarcely elevated septum in the dorsal valve. The surface

shows a beautiful ramified system of vascular markings, the main trunks

of which curve around .the papillose ovarian spaces, and thence bifurca-

ting are distributed according to the divisions of the plications, giving

a branch to each one, and these again usually subdivide towards the

extremities. The central and subordinate lateral groovings of the exte-

rior of the plications correspond to the vascular markings and their

subdivisions.
'

The smaller specimens measure sometimes less than half an inch in

length and breadth
;
while the full-grown shells measure from seven-

eighths to nearly an inch in length, with a width sometimes exceeding

an inch, and a depth frequently of three-fourths of an inch.

This beautiful fossil occurs in considerable numbers in several localities of the

•Tally limestone, and in full-grown individuals is readily distinguished ;
but the

immature phases are not so easily recognized.

This, species was identified by Mr. Vanuxem with the Terebratula cuboides of

SowERBT
;
and the same name with doubt was used in the Keport of the Fourth

District. M. A. D'Orbigny has separated the species originally described by

SowKRBY from that described under the same name by Philips (loo. cit.), propo-

sing the name Atrypa svbciiboides for the latter, citing at the same time the

American species as identical.

The British species has a different aspect and has more plications on the mesial

fold and sinus, which is proportionally more elevated in front
;
while in the exfo-

liated shell all the plications are more angular. It becomes necessary, therefore,

to propose a distinctive name for the American species. Although having a geue-
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ral rcseml)lance to some of the more gibbous forms of the Lower Helderberg

group, this species is so distinct as to render its identification easy.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs in the Tully limestone,

at Tully and at Tinker's falls in Onondaga county ;
at Ovid in Seneca county ;

at

Benton and Penn-Yan in Yates county. New-York.

Rli}TichonelIa ( IStenocisma ) exiiiiia.

PLATE LV.

Jtrypa tximia : Hall, Report on the Fourth Geol. District of New-York. Illustration 66, flg. 4.

Shell ovate : valves subequally convex in young shells ;
the dorsal valve

becoming gibbous in older shells.

Ventral vdlve moderately convex on the umbo, becoming somewhat

gibbous in older shells ;
at about one-third the length from the beak,

becoming depressed in a wide defined sinus, which bears from four to

six plications, and usually not abruptly incurved in front : beak

incurved and not closely appressed.

Dorsal valve regularly and moderately convex in young shells, more

convex, or a little gibbous in the middle, in old shells ;
mesial fold

becoming visible about the middle or above the middle of the shell,

and often quite prominent near the front.

Surface marked by about twenty-six, to thirty or more, angular plica-

tions, of which from four to six are depressed in the sinus and a cor-

responding number elevated on the fold. The plications become

obsolete on the cardinal slopes, and gradually increase in size to the

centre. The shell is usually exfoliated, so that the finer surface

markings are not preserved.

The partial casts of the dorsal valve show the presence of a median

septum reaching half the length of the shell. The apex of the ventral

valve appears to have been perforate in the young shells.

In this species the young have the form and proportions of Ji. (S.) jrroUfca of

the Hamilton gi-oup ;
but they are more finely plicated, and attain the size of the

larger specimens of that species before the sinus becomes much developed.

Geological fonnution and locality. This species occurs in the Chemung group,

at Ithaca
;
and is mainly confined to a single stratum, in which it is abundant.
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Rhynclionella (Stenocisiua) stephani.

PLATE LV.

Shell varying from subtriangular-ovate, with length, and width about

equal, to rotund or subglobose, with width greater than length ;
more

or less deeply sinuate in front.

Ventral valve depressed-convex or but moderately convex above, curving

gradually to the lower lateral margins and more abruptly to the car-

dinal slope, where it is a little concave ; becoming depressed in a

broad undefined sinus, which begins at about one-third to one-half the

length from the apex ; curving gradually in young shells, and very

abruptly in older ones, to the elevated front of the dorsal valve : beak

slightly incurved, except in the older and more gibbous specimens.

Dorsal valve prominently convex and regularly arcuate from beak to

base in young and full-grown shells, but becomes extremely gibbous

in old shells, with a prominent fold on the anterior half of the valve.

Surface marked by about twenty-eight to thirty-two angular plications,

of which four, five or six are depressed in the mesial sinus and a cor-

responding number elevated on the mesial fold. The sinus and fold are

not distinctly limited, but a smaller and less elevated plication bounds

the fold and sinus on either side.

The specimens described are casts or exfoliated shells which do not

preserve the finer surface markings. The casts show the impression of

short dental lamellae in the ventral valve and a strong mesial septum in

the dorsal valve, reaching somewhat more than one-third the length of

the shell.

This species bears considerable resemblance in form and proportions to the

R. (8.) eximia, but is more angular in its outline and more coarsely plicated.

Geoloffical formation and localities. This species occurs in the Chemung group

near Ithaca, associated with E. {S.) eximia
;
at Philipsburgh in Allegany county,

and also in Cortland county, New-York. It is found near Bedford, Pennsylvania,

whence I have received some specimens from Dr. R. P. Stkvens.
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Rli}iichoiicIla (Stcnocisma) doplicata.

PLATE LV.

jitrypa dupKeata : Hah, Report on Fourth Gf«ologic8l District of New-Tork ; Fossils of the Chemung
group, Illustration Ixvii, figs. 2 & 2 a. 1843.

Shell depressed-suborbicular or subquadrate j length and width about

equal : valves subequally convex.

Ventral valve convex on the umbo, with beak strongly incurved ; sides

moderately convex, sometimes a little flattened at the baso-lateral

margins and very abruptly incurved on the cardinal slopes : mesial

sinus beginning near the apex and becoming deep and angular below

the middle, usually marked by a single plication, and much produced

in front.

Dorsal valve convex, most prominent about the middle or below the

middle of its length, curving to the sides and produced in nearly a

direct line to the front.

Surface of the dorsal valve usually with two prominent plications sepa-

rated by a deep groove, which is continued frora the mesial fold, with

one or two obtuse plications on either side, sometimes a single one

scarcely defined. On the ventral valve there is usually one plication

only in the sinus, which is margined by angular folds
; and outside of

these there is one, and rarely more, indistinct folds or undulations of

the surface. Rarely there are two plications in the sinus, one smaller

than the other, with three of unequal size on the mesial fold.

In well-preserved specimens, the surface is marked by fine elevated

concentric striae and faint radiating strias.

Of the interior, little is known beyond the fact that the dorsal valve

is furnished with a distinct median septum, showing some peculiarities

at the junction of the crura ; while the ventral valve shows short blunt

dental lamellae. Should the entire interior characters become fully known,

this will probably prove to belong to a distinct genus.
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The shell is usually about three-eighths of an inch in length and breadth, rarely

attaining the length of half an inch.

It is abundant in certain layers in a few localities
;
but a& far as known, it does

not occur east of the Genesee valley.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs in the Chemung group,
at East-Randolph and Connewango in Cattaraugus county ;

at Cherry creek and

at Howard on Chautauque creek, and more abundantly at Dexterville in Chautau-

que county. New-York.

Rh^TicIionella (Stenocisma) contracta.

PLATE LV.

Atrypa contracta : IIall, Report on the Fourth Geol. District of New-Tork. Illustration Ixvi,

flg.3o. 1843.
Not Rhynchonella contracta of D'Orbiobt.

Atrypa laticotta and var. as aborc : Illustration Ixvi, flgs. 1 & 2.

Kot A. laticotta of Pniiiips, loc. cit.

Shell transversely oval or subquadrate ; length and width about as seven

to ten, or nine to twelve, abruptly and deeply sinuate.

Ventral valve prominent upon the umbo, with beak abruptly incurved

and closely appressed against the umbo of the opposite valve, gently

declining to the lateral and baso-lateral margins, and often nearly flat

in the last named -portions ; the centre abruptly depressed into a

broad deep sinus, with sloping sides which are free from plications ;

extremely produced in front, with a broad linguiform extension which

fills a corresponding depression in front of the dorsal valve.

Dorsal valve somewhat gibbous in the middle, regularly convex trans-

versely ; the mesial fold becoming prominent a little above the mid-

dle, and continuing almost horizontally, or slightly ascending, to the

front
;
the sides curving more or less abruptly to the ventral valve,

according to the convexity of the shell.

Surface marked by about sixteen angular plications, varying from six-

teen to twenty ; of which three are usually depressed in the mesial

sinus, with a corresponding number on the mesial fold. The four pli-

cations of the fold originate as two at the apex, each becoming divided,

the two central ones being usually stronger than the two lateral ones.
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The shell when preserved shows fine concentric striae, and towards the margin
a few crowded imbricating folds : the latter arc frequently preserved in casts of

the interior. In many casts there are no more than fifteen or sixteen plications

visible, those towards the margins being obsolete.

In young and half-grown specimens, found associated with the others, there are

sometimes but two plications in the sinus and three on the mesial fold (rarely a

single one in the sinus) ;
while sometimes there are four plications in the sinus,

when the shell is only of medium size.

The casts show a distinct mesial septum reaching nearly half the length of the

dorsal valve, and in the ventral valve a short rostral cavity with short dental

lamellae.

This species, though usually preserving its distinctive characters, presents con-

siderable variety of aspect in its different conditions, and in diflereut sediments.

The plications are usually subangular or obtusely angular ;
but in some specimens

they are quite rounded above, while in others they are abruptly angular, and the

entire shell has a less expanded form. It often happens, in those forms with more

angular plications, that there are no more than five or six on each side of the

mesial fold and sinus
;
and even the broader forms sometimes present this charac-

ter. The plications on the lateral portions of the shell are sometimes grooved.
This species assumes not only the varieties of aspect represented in the illustra-

tions on Plate lv, but many others not shown in the figures. The forms illustrated

in the Report of the Fourth District, and referred to as varieties of Atryjya lati-

cosla of Philijps, are apparently all of this species, and not identical with the

European form.

The figures of Phillips (loc. cit.), Plate xxxrv, 153 c, d, bear a more neiar

resemblance to some of the forms of our species ;
but the figures of R. laticosta,

PiuLLiPS, as given by Mr. Davidson,* do not correspond with our species ;
while

the illustrations oi R. pleurodon by the latter author, on Plate xm, figures 11, 12

and 13, resemble the prevailing form of our species : figures 12 and 13 repre-

senting those found in the poorer greenish micaceous shales of the Chemung
group. The identifications with R. laticosta, as illustrated by Mr. Davidson, there-

fore cannot stand
;
that species being more nearly like our R. orbicularis, which

in turn presents many of the characters of the larger and more robust forms of

R. contractu. It also becomes extremely difiicult to point out difierences between

this species in its various phases, and some of those forms which occur abundantly
in the Waverly sandstones of Ohio, and I am at present compelled to regard them

as identical.

•
Monograph of British Devonian Brachiopoda, Plate xiv, figures 1-3.
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Geologicalformations and localities. This species occurs in the Chemung group,
both in the shales and shaly sandstones of the central part of the group, and also

in ferruginous sandstones and conglomerates of the upper portions, and in nume-

rous localities from Tioga county to the western limits of the State. It is found

near Owego, near Cortlaudville, at Ithaca, on Cayuta creek, at Chemung narrows,

Elmira, Painted-post, Bath, Angelica, Rockville, Philipsburgh ;
near Olean, near

New-Albion
;

near Westfield, French creek, Howard's on Chautauqua creek,

Twenty-mile creek and elsewhere
;
also at Meadville, Pennsylvania, from all of

which places I have specimens before me. I have likewise received specimens
from Dr. R. P. Stevens, collected at Bradford, Pennsylvania. Specimens from

Licking county, Ohio, have the same aspect, and present all the modifications of

form, varying number of plications on fold and sinus, and other characters marking
the New-York specimens.

Rliynchonella (Stenocisma) orbicularis.

PLATE LV.

RkynchotuUa orbicularu : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 88. 1860.

Shell suborbicular, ventricose on the dorsal valve
; width greater than

the length.

Ventral valve moderately convex, scarcely gibbous on the umbo ; beak

incurved ; outline gently curving on the lateral and baso-lateral mar-

gins, and the centre gently depressed in a broad and strongly defined

median sinus.

Dorsal valve gibbous in the middle, arcuate from beak to base ; sides

abruptly curving to the ventral valve ;
median fold beginning above

the middle of the length, and becoming more prominent towards the

front.

Surface marked "by about twenty-four or more subangular or rounded

ribs, those of the central portion being strong and elevated, and those

towards the cardinal slope gradually finer and less distinct. There are

four or five plications in the mesial sinus, and from four to six on

the mesial fold, which are moderately elevated and gently curving

[ Pal.£ontologt IV.] 45
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to the front. The plications on the sides are more or less abruptly

curved to the margins of the shell. The shell, when preserved, is marked

by fine close concentric striae : the specimens are usually casts.

I have referred to this species some gibbous forms with moderately elevated

mesial folds, in which the plications are aubangular or rounded, and the entire

shell preserves a rotund form. The original of this species is the largest one that

has been observed, and is nearly an inch in length, with a somewhat greater breadth.

The more common forms are about three-fourths of au inch in diameter.

This species presents many features in common with R. sappho of the Hamilton

group ;
and I am prepared to find, among larger collections, a gradation from

one to the other.

Qtological formation and localitiea. This species has been fouud in the higher

beds of the Chemung group ;
in Chautauque countj^, New-York ;

at Meadville, and

in some loose masses of the group on Oil creek, Pennsylvania.

Rlijuclionella (Stenocisiua) sappho, var.

PLATE LV.

Specimens from the ferruginous sandstone of Licking county, Ohio,

present all the characteristic features of R. (S.) sappho of the Hamilton

group. The specimens vary from about half an inch to three-fourths of

an inch in length, with a somewhat greater hreadth. The plications vary

from obtusely angular to rounded, and often show a distinct groove

towards the margin of the shell.

This form is common and even abundant in the ferruginous sandstones known

as the upper part of the Waverly sandstone series of Ohio, and it is introduced

for comparison with the Hamilton and Chemung forms of New-York.
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GE\IJS LEIORHYNCIILS (Hall).

Leiorhtnchus : Eai-l, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 76. 1860.

The shells of this genus are ovate, circular or transverse, with valves

unequally convex, and marked by a median sinus and fold in the ven-

tral and dorsal valves respectively.

The surface is plicated by rounded bifurcating plications which are

always more conspicuous on the mesial fold and sinus, while they
often become obsolete on the lateral portions of the shell

; concen-

trically marked by strong lines of growth. Substance of the shell

fibrous, usually thin.

Valves articulating by teeth and sockets ; the apex of the ventral valve

perforate at some period of its growth, the lower side being completed

by deltidial plates. On the interior of the ventral valve, two short

diverging dental lamellae extend into and are joined to the sides or

bottom of the rostral cavity ; the muscular impression occupies a

narrow triangular or ovate-triangular space below the dental lamellaB.

The dorsal valve has a well defined septum, often reaching below the

middle of the valve, and divided above, leaving a triangular or spoon-

shaped depression. The hinge-plates are narrow strong processes, with

sockets embracing the teeth of the opposite valve.

Numerous examples, showing the interior to some extent, have not

developed any spiral appendages in the shells of this genus, and I am

now quite satisfied that they belong to the Rhynchonellidas. Externally

these shells differ from Stenocisma in the low rounded and bifurcating

plications, and their obsolescence on the lateral margins, while they are

never interlocked at the junction of the valves. When occurring in the

same beds, the two have a different aspect ;
and Leiorhynchus is abun-

dant in the black shales where Stenocisma rarely occurs. It appears,

therefore, desirable to continue these forms under a distinct genus.

These shells are at present known only in the Hamilton and Chemung

groups ; beginning their existence in the Marcellus shale, being quite

abundant in some dark shaly beds in the middle of the group and in the
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Genesee slate, and occurring generally in the more shaly portions of the

Chemung group.

Leiorli}iiclias liniitaris.

PLATE LVI.

Orthit limitaru : Vahcxem, Geol. Report Third District Now- York, p. 146, f. 3. 1842.

Mrypa Hmitaru : Hall, Geol. Report Fourth District New-Tork, p.l82, f. 11. 1843.

Ltiorhynchut limitarU : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 85. 1860.

Shell ovate, suborbicular or transverse, moderately or extremely gib-

bous, with the sinus and mesial fold more or less developed.

Ventral valve in young shells scarcely less convex than the opposite,

becoming gradually more dissimilar with the growth. In old shells

the ventral valve is rather gibbous near the beak, and gradually

depressed below, becoming deeply sinuate, produced in front and

abruptly truncate ; beak closely incurved.

Dorsal valve more convex than the opposite, gibbous in older shells,

the mesial fold becoming developed below the middle of its length ;

umbo gibbous, and often rising nearly as high as the beak of the ven-

tral valve.

Surface marked by numerous angular or subangular plications, those of

the mesial fold and sinus distinctly bifurcating, while sometimes a few

of those on the sides are divided ; concentrically marked by fine striae

as in all the species of this genus.

In the youngest specimens observed, the ventral valve below the

umbo is flat or concave ; while in those a little older, the two valves are

nearly equal, and the shell is nearly circular. The illustrations on Plate

LVI present the principal varieties of form of this species.

Geologicalformation and localities. This species is abundant in the Goniatite

limestone of the Marcellus shale
;
and in the absence of this limestone, it is

abundant in certain layers of the Marcellus shale, always characterizing that hori-

zon, a fact which induced Mr. Vanuxem to give it the name limitaris. It is

widely distributed, occurring in the Gtoniatite limestone in Schoharie, and in the

same position at intermediate points as far as Marcelhis in Onondaga county. It

is abundant in the shale at Avon, at Lcroy, near Alden, and at numerous other

places within the State of New-York. I have not seen specimens from any western

locality.
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LeiorIi}iicIias niysia.

PLATE LVL

Shell small, suborbicular ; valves subequally convex, with a few strong

plications reaching half way from the margin to the beak of the

shell.

This species is distinguished by its small size, circular form, and proportionally

much stronger plications, of which there are at least three on each side of the

fold and sinus, terminating near the middle of the shell. In a few larger indi-

viduals, the plications have a greater extent. A single plication marks the sinus.

The length of the shell is usually less than three-eighths of an inch
;
width a

little greater. One individual measures nearly a quarter of an inch in length.

In a specimen of L, limitaris of the same size, the plications are scarcely

perceptible.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs in the Goniatite lime-

stone of the Marcellus shale, in Schoharie, associated with L. limitaris.

Leiorh^nchus qnadricostata.

*
PLATE LVI.

Orthit quadricoitata : VANrxEK, Gedl. Eep. Third Dist. New-York, p. 186. 1842.

- " Hall, Geol. Rep. Fourth Dist. New-York, p. 223, f. 2. 1848.

Leiorhynchus qtiadricottata .- Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 86. 1860.

Compare Leiorhynchut multicoita : Id. n>., p. 86. 1860.

Shell broadly ovate, somewhat gibbous, with distinct mesial fold and

sinus.

Ventral valve a little gibbous towards the beak ;
sides nearly flat, with

a wide mesial sinus.

Dorsal valve more gibbous than the opposite, greatest convexity in the

middle of the valve ;
mesial fold prominent.

Surface of mesial fold and sinus marked by three, four or five rounded

plications, which bifurcate above. Sides of the valves obscurely marked

by rounded plications, which become obsolete towards the margin, and

sometimes this part of the shell is almost entirely free from any

markings whatever.
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The epecimcns originally referred to this species occur in the Genesee slate,

and are more or less compressed or otherwise crushed, so that the real form and

pr()i)ortions cannot well be determined. The shell in this rock has been extremely

thin, and the incipient plications outside of the mesial fold and sinus are usually

almost obliterated by the pressure which has flattened the shell. In the compari-

son of a.considerable number of specimens from the black shale with those of the

bluish shales of the Hamilton group below, I am somewhat doubtful as to the

propriety of separating the L. muUicosta from this species, since in that one there

is a great variation in the strength of the lateral plications, as well as in the space

towards the cardino-lateral margins where the}' are more or les« obsolescent.

The cast of the interior shows an elongate narrowly ovate muscular area in the

ventral valve, and a strong septum in the dorsal valve, which is divided above and

margined on each side l)y the muscular imprint. The entire interior of the shell

or cast, when preserved, is l)eautifully marked by the ramifying vascular impres-
sions which enclose the papillose ovarian spaces.

The illustrations show the characteristic features of the species, as occurring
in the Genesee slate. The ordinary size of specimens is from three-fourths to one

inch in length, with a width nearly the same or a little greater. One specimen
measures more than an inch and a quarter in length and an inch and a half in

width.

Geological foi-mation and localities. This shell occurs in the Genesee slate at

Bigstream point and other places on Seneca lake
;
near Ogden's ferry on Cayuga

lake, and at other places thence to Ludlowville
;
below Ithaca, and elsewhere iu

the region of Seneca and Cayuga lakes.

Leioiliynelius multicosta.

PLATE LVI.

Ltiorhynchut mvlticosta : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p 85. 1860.

HKynchonella f iaura : Billikos, Canadian Journal, No. xxvii, p. 273. 18(50.

CoinpnTe Leiorhynchut quadricoitata (loc. cit.), nt sup.

Shell ovate, with the length and greatest width nearly equal (in com-

pressed specimens the width is often greater than the length) ;
sides

gently curving from the beak for about two-thirds the length, thence

curving abruptly to the front, which is truncate in the middle for the

width of the sinus.

Ventral valve gibbous on the umbo, curving to the sides, becoming

gradually depressed in the centre and forming a sinus which is broad
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and gently defined below the middle of the length of the shell. The

umbo is prominent, the beak small and neatly incurved over the umbo
of the opposite valve.

Dorsal valve much more convex than the ventra\, the greatest gibbosity

a little above the middle, gently curving to the sides and baso-lateral

margins ; the centre elevated in a broad mesial fold.

Surface marked by numerous rounded or subangular plications, of which

from three to six or seven are depressed in the sinus and a correspon-

ding number elevated on the fold. "The plications of the fold and sinus

are always bifurcating, those of the sides simple or obscurely bifur-

cating, and all usually becoming obsolete at one-third to one-fourth the

length of the shell from the apex ; concentrically marked by raised

thread-like striae, which sometimes become squamose imbricating

folds or lines of growth.

The cast of the ventral valve shows a narrow rostral cavity and slen-

der dental plates, with a lanceolate or lance-ovate muscular area. The

ovarian spaces are papillose-striate, and outside of these are the rami-

fying vascular imprints. The cast of the dorsal valve shows a median

septum reaching more than half the length of the shell, divided above,

leaving a triangular pit. The muscular imprint is narrow, elongate, and

marks the surface on each side of the septum more than half-way to the

base.

This species presents considerable variety in its surface characters, varying

from specimens with few perceptible plications on the sides of the shell, to those

with six or seven on each side, and from three to seven in the mesial sinus. In

some of the specimens in the Hamilton shales, the plications are numerous, suban-

gular, reaching to the apex of the shell, and showing distinct bifurcations in

those of the lateral as well as the mesial portion of the valve.

In order to make a comparison with the Canadian species, I have procured

specimens from Bosanquet and Widder in Canada West
;
and I find the same

variations among them as in those of New-York. In seventeen specimens examined,

there were two corresponding essentially with the figure of Mr. Billings (loc.

cit.), except that the plications are obsolete towards the beak : one of these

specimens is about an inch in length and breadth, and the other a little less. In

other specimens of nearly the same size, there are four or five plications on the
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mesial fold, while those on the sides of the shell are obscure or nearly obsolete
;

and were they imbedded in an argillaceous shale instead of a calcareous one, they
would not be very different in appearance from Leiorhynchus quadi-icostata.

Smaller specimens fi-om Widdcr present almost every phase of development in

the plications.

Altogether, accepting for the present the distinction between these forms, I

believe they will prove identical
;
and I am not indisposed to unite with these

the L. mesacostaUs of the Chemung group.

Geological fotTiialion and localities. This species occurs in the Hamilton group,
from Schoharie county to the western limits of the State. It is common at Fulton-

ham and Summit
;

at Plainfield and Unadilla forks
;
and also on the shores of

Owasco, Cayuga, Seneca and Canaudaigua lakes. It is less common at York, Mos-

cow, Darien and Eighteen-mile creek. The specimens from Canada West are less

compressed than those of New-York.

Leiorliynclins iris (n. s.).

PLATE LVi;

Shell small, subangularly ovoid, with a deep sinus and prominent mesial

fold.

Ventral valve convex on the umbo, flattened on the sides and deeply

depressed in a median sinus below the middle
; apex elevated, perfo-

rate, the lower side of the foramen bordered by deltidial plates with a

distinct narrow area on each side.

Dorsal valve gibbous in" the middle, curving abruptly to the sides, and

strongly elevated in a mesial fold towards the front.

Surface plicated, the plications subangular, beginning at one-third the

length from the apex, some of them obscurely bifurcating ;
concen-

trically marked by fine elevated striae and a few imbricating lines of

growth.

Oeolor/ical formation and locality. In the calcareous shales of the age of the

Hamilton or Chemung formations, near Rockford, Indiana. Eeceived from Mr.

O. St. John.
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Leiorliynelius kelloo^p (n. s.).

PLATE LVI.

Shell ovate or suborbicular, more or less rotund, sinuate in the middle ;

length and breadth nearly equal in the younger shells, the width

becoming greater in old shells
; the middle of the front abruptly

truncate.

Ventral valve gibbous a little below the umbo, curving gently to the

sides and becoming gradually flattened in the middle, and deeply

sinuate in the lower part. Beak closely incurved over the umbo of the

opposite valve, with apex acute.

Dorsal valve regularly convex in the middle and upper part, curving to

the sides : the broad flattened mesial fold usually becomes developed

below the middle of the length.

Surface marked by low rounded plications, of which there are four, five

or six, and sometimes ten in the mesial sinus, and a corresponding num-

ber on the mesial fold. There are six or seven plications on each side

of the mesial fold
;
and both these and the central ones usually extend

no more than half-way to the apex, and sometimes not so far. When

the shell is preserved, there are fine radiating strioB upon the upper

half, which are less distinct below ;
and the entire surface is marked

by fine thread-like concentric striaa, which, at intervals, are crowded

into stronger wrinkles.

The casts show a narrow ovate muscular area in the ventral valve,

with a slender process filling the rostral cavity. In the dorsal valve there

is a strong septum, with narrow muscular imprints on each side, reaching

below the middle of the length.

A large individual of this species has a length of seven-eighths of an

inch with a width of one inch. A smaller specimen has a length and

width of three-fourths of an inch.

[
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In some of its phases, this species approaches to the Jjeiorhynckus muHt'costa ;

but it is proportionally broader, and the plications do not extend so far towards

the beak, while the prevailing aspect is quite different.

Geological formation and locality. Specimens of this species were collected

in the northern part of Ohio, from a calcareous rock, associated with Stropho-
donta demissa, S. perplana, Spin/era mucronata, a species of Athyns and a Meris-

tella, by Dr. G. M. Kellogg of Keokuk, Iowa, from whom I have received them.

I have the cast of a single specimen from the Hamilton group in Eastern New-

York, which very closely resembles this one, and is probably identical with it.

Leiorh} nclius sinuatus ( n. s.).

PLATE LVIL

Compare Leiorhynchut limitarit (ut sup.).

Shell ovate or orbicular, more or less distinctly sinuate from the mesial

sinus, and truncate in front.

Ventral valve moderately convex, with the sides nearly flat, depressed

in the middle and extending into a broad shallow sinus.

Dorsal valve moderately convex and sometimes gibbous, gently curving

to the sides
; the mesial fold broad and flat.

Surface marked by about twelve to fourteen or fifteen rather coarse

rounded or subangular plications, of which four or five are depressed

in the mesial sinus. The sinus and fold are not often conspicuous above

the middle of the shell. Concentric strieB as in others of the genus.

It may be found that this form is only a variety of L. limitans, existing under

other conditions and at a later epoch. The plications are coarser, and do not

extend to the beak as in L. limitans, and the shell attains a somewhat greater size

and more robust aspect. ,

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the shales of the

Chemung group at Ithaca
;
at Chemung narrows, and other phices in Southern

New-York.

Leiorhynclius niesacostalis.

PLATB LVII.

Mrypa muacottaUt : Hall, Geol. Report Fourth Diet. New-York. lUnitrations of Fossils of the

Chomung group, 61, f. 1 a and 1 b. 18-18.

Ltu>rhyncha$ maacoitalU : Id., ThirtecnthReport on the State Cabinet, p. 80. 18G0.

Shell oval or ovate, more or less gibbous, sinuate towards the front.
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Ventral valve usually moderately convex, gibbous on the umbo, gently

curving or flattened on the sides, depressed in the middle into a wide

shallow sinus
; apex closely incurved.

Dorsal valve convex, more or less gibbous, with the mesial fold promi-

nent below the middle of the shell.

Surface of mesial fold and sinus marked by four, five or six well-defined

rounded plications, which reach nearly or entirely to the apex, and

are dichotomous in their upper part. Sides .of the shell smooth, or

obscurely marked by low obsolete folds; concentrically marked by

fine striae.

In the larger number of specimens, the lateral portions of the fossil

are essentially free from plications, but they are sometimes visible, and

in a single small specimen there are two plications on either side of the

sinus ;
and one larger specimen shows a similar character. In others,

there are inequalities of surface, indicating the plications. It should be

recollected, however, that the specimens are usually in the condition of

partial or entire casts, and these features may have been more strongly

developed in the shell.

The cast of the dorsal valve presents the usual features of all the spe-

cies in the longitudinal septum, which is distinctly divided on its upper

inner face.

It is not difficult to conceive how, by a gradual obsolescence of the lateral pli-

cations of the L. quadricostata of the Genesee slate, and by acquiring a more

robust habit in a different sediment, this form in the Chemung group may be

only a modification of that which holds a position in strata several hundred feet

holow. Although retaining the specific designation for the prevailing Chemung

form, I am quite prepared to see the propriety of uniting it with the species

just named, and perhaps even with the L. mUlticosta of the Hamilton group.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in numerous localities

of the Chemung group in the central part of the State. It has been collected near

Ithaca, at Chemung and Chemung narrows, near Elmira, Bath, etc. I have not

seen the species in the western counties of Cattaraugus and Chautauque.
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Lei<>rliynclius j^lobuliforiiiis.

PLATE LVII.

Mrypa globul\formit : VASnxKK, Geol. Report Third Dlst. New-Tork, p. 182, f. 2. 1842,

I adopt the name applied by Mr. Vanuxem to some gibbous forms of yhat

appear to be Leiorhynchus. Tlie species is spoken of as occurring "in myriads
"

in this group of strata in the Third District. I have nevertheless had an opportu-

nity of examining but a few individuals, which are casts of gibbous dorsal

valves, marked along the centre by four or five strong rounded plications, whicli

are a little elevated above the general surface of the shell, and margined by a

narrow elongate muscular impression. It is possible that larger collections may
show the propriety of uniting these with L. mesacostalis.

Geological formation and localities. This siDccies occurs in the Chemung group
in the south part of Otsego county, and elsewhere in the southeastern part of the

State of New-York. •

Leiorhynchus dubius (n. s.).

PLATE LVII.

Shell broadly ovate, rapidly expanding in width from about the middle

of its length, and wider than long ;
concave along the cardino-lateral

margins.

Valves moderately and almost equally convex
;
the ventral valve scarcely

sinuate, and the dorsal valve with a slightly elevated fold near the

front.

Surface marked by twenty-four to twenty-six slender rounded plications,

of which about six are raised on the mesial fold. Length half an inch,

with the width a little greater.

Of two well-marked specimens, one has a slight fold and sinus, affec-

ting only the front of the shell
;
the other specimen is not perceptibly

marked by this feature. The plications or striae are finer than in any

other species, and extend quite to the apex of the valves.

This species is apparently from the calcareous beds of the Marcellus shale, but

the particular locality is not known.
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OeI^LTS LePTOCCILIA (Hall).

This name was proposed in the Tenth Report on the State Cabinet

(1856, published 1857), for some forms usually referred to Terebratula

and Rhynchonella by authors. The genus was described and illustrated

in the Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, 1859.*

I have subsequently found it necessary to separate some of the species

originally included under this genus, on account of a different internal

structure
;
but the typical forms remain as first characterized. Unfortu-

nately the specimens 'have not yet yielded a full knowledge of their

interior structure.

Lept()C€plia acatiplicata.

PLATE LVII.

Jltrypa aculiplicata : Coskad, Annual Report on the Paleontology of New-York, p. 54. 1841.

This species is described by Mr. Conrad as follows :
"
Short, ovate

"
acute, compressed, with six to eight acute profound plicae ; beak of

"
larger valve acute, concave beneath the apex in front

;
three or four

"
strongly marked concentric impressed lines. Locality : Near Water-

"
ville, in Onondaga limestone."

The shell is plano-convex, varying in form from ovate acute to orbi-

cular. The ventral valve is moderately convex, with the beak slightly

incurved. The dorsal valve is depressed-convex, sometimes flat or con-

cave from compression.

In the greater number of specimens, the plications are from six to

eight on each valve, strongly angular ;
the central one on the ventral

valve depressed, and margined on each side by a larger one, while on

the dorsal valve two plications are slightly elevated, giving an abrupt

sinuosity in front. The shell is concentrically marked by strong imbri-

cating lines of growth.

• Sec Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 32 ; and Palaeontology of New-York, Vol. iii, pp. 245

and 447.
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Under other conditions, the plications are more numerous and rounded, the

squumose imbricating linos loss conspicuous, and the shell takes a more orbicu-

lar form, approaching to the L. flabellites ; but the beak is never so strongly

incurved as in that species. It may l)e doul)tful whether an examination of a large

number of specimens will sustain a separation from L. {A.) flabellites ; but while a

considerable number of individuals from two or three localities sustain the charac-

ters originally given, I shall retain it under a distinct specific name.

Geological foi-malion and localities. This, species occurs in the Upper Helder-

berg limestone, near Waterville and at Cassville, Oneida county ;
at "

Dry-lots,"

Herkimer county ;
at Janiesville, Onondaga county, and at East-Victor, Ontario

county. Specimens from the same horizon at Waterloo in Seneca county have a

more orbicular form, with more numerous and less angular plications.

With our present knowledge of the characters of the Genus Leitoc(Elia, the

L. flabellites, L. fimbriuta and L. aculiplicata will remain as typical forms of the

genus, while Leptocoelia concava, and L. dichotoma (Pal. New-York, Vol. iii, pp. 245

and 452) must be referred to the Genus Qelospira
;
to which may be added the

L. {Atrypa) disparilis of the Niagara group.

The species Leptocoelia {^Atrypa) hemispheinca (
Pal. New-York, Vol. ii, pa. 74,

pi. xxiii, f. 10) and L. {A.) planoconvexa (Ibid. pa. 75, pi. xii'm, f. 11
;
and Vol. iii,

pi. ciii B, f. 4 and 5) are apparently true Ljbptoccelia, both from external form

and from what we know of their- internal structure. I nevertheless regard it as

desirable to make critical examinations of the Clinton group species, in the hope

of arriving at a more satisfactory knowledge of their internal structure and

relations.
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GEXrS CAMAROPHORIA (King, 1844).

The Genus Camarophoria is described as having the shells of subtrigo-

nal form, with convex valves longitudinally
" divided by a sinus and

* mesial fold. Beak entire, acute, more or less incurved
; under the

'

extremity of which a small fissure is sometimes exposed : no area or
' deltidium. Surface generally plaited, with or without marginal expan-
'

sions : shell structure impunctate ; valves a^-ticulating by means of
' teeth and sockets.

" In the perforated valve, the dental plates are conjoined at their dorsal

'

margins, forming a trough-shaped process affixed to a low medio-longi-
' tudinal plate. In the smaller valve, the space between the sockets is

'

occupied by a small cardinal muscular protuberance or boss ; on either

' side of which two long slender processes curve upwards, to which
'

were, no doubt, attached the free cirrated spiral fleshy arms. From
' beneath the cardinal process, a high vertical mesial septum extends to

' a little more than a third of the length of the valve, supporting along
* and closQ to its upper edge a spatula-shaped process, considerably
' dilated towards its free extremity, and projecting with a slight upward
' curve to nearly the centre of the shell."

The typical form, C. schlotheimi (Von Bcch sp.), has the same form and

expression of a strongly plicated Rhynchonella, and diffiers mainly in

the trough-shaped process formed by the union of the dental lamellae.

Authentic examples are known in Europe from the Carboniferous and

Permian systems, and Mr. Davidson expresses a belief that it will be

found in the Devonian. Unfortunately I have had no opportunity of

seeing more than a single American species which could be satisfactorily'

referred to this genus, ^nd that one has a plicated surface and rhyncho-

nelloid form. It is with much hesitation, therefore, that I refer the fol-

lowing smooth shell of Devonian age to this genus.

In making a final examination of the obscure and doubtful mate-

rial of the Corniferous limestone, containing Meristella, Terebratula,
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Crtptonella, etc., I have found a shell of the form of the first named

genus, in which the dental lamellae of the ventr|j,l valve are united on

the back, forming a trough-shaped process, which is supported on a thin

septum extending for half the length of the valve. In the dorsal valve

there is likewise a simple median septum extending about one-third the

length of the shell, and which, on its upper margin, is expanded, forming

a shallow depression. No evidence of oral lamellae have been observed,

but in all essential particulars this internal structure is that of Camaro-

PHORIA ;
and I shall thus refer the species, for the present at least.

C'aiiiaroiilioria eucliaris (n. s.).

PLATE LVII.

Shell broadly ovate, length a little greater than the width.

Ventral valve ovate, with the beak extended and arcuate, gibbous above

the middle, curving gently to the sides, broadly flattened or a little

depressed towards the front, and terminating upwards in a broad short

linguiform extension, giving the anterior margin an abruptly rounded

or truncate aspect.

Dorsal valve gibbous in the upper part, more abruptly elevated along

the middle and towards the front, slightly concave on each side of the

broad undefined elevation : anterior margin sinuate. Beak closely

incurved into the cavity beneath the apex of the ventral valve.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae, which at intervals are crowded

into lamelliform ridges. Shell apparently impunctate.

The interior of the ventral valve has a narrow liough-shaped process, extending

about one-third the length of the shell, and supported on a thin median septum

which extends bej-ond the anterior end of the troiigli. In the dorsal valve, the

septum rises vertically for nearl}^ a third of the depth of the cavity einhiaccd hy
the two valves, and has its upper margin abruptly and narrowly expanded.

The width, in two specimens, is three-fourths of an inch, and the length a little

greater.

Geological foiTnidion and localiti/. This fossil was collected in the Corniferous

limestone of Canada West, by Mr. J. De Cew.
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE GENERA PENTAMERUS, PENTAMERELLA, STRICKLAN-

DINIA, ANASTROPHIA, AMPHIGENIA, RENSSEL^RIA, etc.

The Genus Pentamerus was proposed by Mr. Sowerbt in 1813, to indi-

cate the peculiar internal structure of P. knightii, which is the type of

the genus. Dalma5,* objecting to Sowerbt's name, on the ground that the

shell was not five-chambered, proposed the name Gypidia as a substitute
;

but the latter has not been adopted by naturalists.

Since that time, much information has been obtained regarding the

disposition of the internal parts of the shells of this genus, through the

labors of the European palaeontologists de Verneuil, King, Barrande,

M'CoY, ScESS, Davidson, Salter and others. In the meantime, however,

other species have been referred to the genus, which, having the general

external characteristics of Pentamerus, still possess features that render

their union with that genus incompatible ; and farther study has shown

the necessity of separating them. Among the European forms which are

regarded as strictly referable to the genus, are P. knightii ( Sow.), P. vogu-

licus (deVer.), P.galeatus (Dalm.), P.sieberi (Von Buch), P. pelagicus (Bar.),

and P. optatus (Bar.); while P. oblongus and P. lens have the characteris-

tic features of the genus less conspicuous, the exterior being smooth and

the form less rotund. Pentamerus liratus and P. microcamerus have a straight

hinge-line and distinct area.

In 1859, Mr. Billings proposed the separation of certain forms from

the typical Pentamerus, under the name of Stricklandia ( Stricklan-

DiNuf), which he describes as follows :

GENUS STRICKLANDIA = STRICKLANDINIA (Billings).

" Generic characters. Shell usually large, elongate oval, transversely oval or

"
circular, sometimes compressed : valves nearly equal ;

a short mesial septum
" in tlie interior of the ventral valve supporting a small triangular chamber

• Petrefacta Succana, in Konigl. Vet. Acad. Handl., 1827.

t In consequence of the name being preoccupied in botany, Mr. Biixiiras has proposed to change

to Stricelandinia.

[ Paleontology IV.] 47
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" beneath the beak as in Pent^vmerus. In the dorsal valve, no longitudinal sep-
"

turn, spires or loop ;
the whole of the internal solid organs consisting of two

"
very short or rudimentary dental plates, which, in some species, bear pro-

"
longed calcified processes for the support of the cirrated arms. In all the

"
species, the ventral valve has an area more or less developed.

• • •• • •••••
•' This genus includes thi-ee English species, which have been long known under

" the names of Pentamerus lens, P. liratus and P. loevis. All these, and the
" three Canadian species, abound in rocks of the age of the Middle Silurian,

" such as the Llandovery rocks of Sir R. Murciiison, and the Clinton and
"
Niagara groups of the New-York geologists. No species have as yet been

" found either above or below the Middle Silurian. On the other hand, the

" Genus Pentamerus occurs more or less frequently in all formations from the

" Black-river limestone to the Devonian inclusive."

The European Pentamerus liratus undoubtedly belongs to a genus dis-

tinct from P. knightii, having a straight hinge-line, an area on the ven-

tral valve, with a sensible mesial depression and corresponding eleva-

tion on the opposite valve. The species has likewise a short septum, and

supports a small triangular pit in the ventral valve ; while in the dorsal

valve the hinge-plate is divided, and the parts are extended in long

lamellas into the interior of the valve. The Pentamerus microcamerus,

M'CoY (= Spirifera? Iczvis, Sowekbt), belongs also to the same group,

having a straight hinge and narrow area, with a short V- shaped pit ;

characters unlike those of true Pentamerus. At the same time, the Pen-

tamerus lens and P. l<zvis, which are, by Mr. Billings, united with

P. liratus under the Genus Stricklandinia, appear to me to differ very

widely from that species. They have no area, in the proper acceptation

of that term, and the hinge-line is not extended. In the ventral valve,

the long V-shaped pit is supported on a septum which sometimes extends

for nearly half the length of the valve. Moreover, the dorsal valve in

the American species of P. oblongus is marked by the presence of very

extended lamellae, which are united at their origin and spread laterally

till their free margins meet the corresponding margins of the lamellae

forming the V- shaped pit in the ventral valve
;
and running parallel

with it for nearly its entire length they then become vertical, and are
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continued as far as the middle of the length of the valve, where their

extremities apparently become free. In these features, there is no essen-

tial difference between P. oblongus and P. knightii or P. galeatus.

In Pentamerus lens, or a closely allied form, from Anticosti, the dorsal

valve possesses similar characters, and there is no area on the ventral

valve. Restricting the designation to such forms as P. liratus and P. micro-

camerus among the European species, there is good ground for the sepa-

ration ; but the other species do not appear to me congeneric. Through

the kindness of Sir W. E. Logan, I have been permitted to examine

the American species of Stricklandinia, S. gaspensis, S. canadensis and

S. anticostensis (Billings), and also the species referred to the European

P. lens. The first two appear to me to be congeneric with P. liratus, and

do possess the characters of the genus as described. Limiting, therefore,

the application of the term as here indicated, I think we have a well-

marked genus, which, typified by the species above named, may also

include others heretofore referred with doubt to Spirifera. I conceive,

however, that our appreciation of generic limitations will not be

enhanced by including under the same term the P. lens and P. oblongus

= P. lavis.

Though at first restricting the genus to the Middle Silurian forma-

tions, Mr. Billings has, at a later period, included under Strickladinia

the Pentamerus elongatus of Vanuxem = Rensselaria elongata (Hall), a

Devonian species. This form was first placed under Pentamerus, from its

resemblance to P. oblongus ; and I finally referred it to Renssel^ria,

from the generally similar shape, similar muscular impressions of

the dorsal valve, and the prismatic or punctate texture of the shell ;

having at that time an imperfect knowledge of the interior structure of

the ventral valve. Now this species has no area on the ventral valve ;

but it has a V-shaped pit supported by a septum precisely as in Penta-

merus ;
while both the muscular impression of the dorsal valve, and the

structure of the hinge-plate, are precisely the same as in Renssel^ria.

I cannot see, therefore, upon what good ground this shell should be asso-

ciated with P. liratus, P. gaspensis, P. canadensis and P. anticostensis, which

have a straight hinge-line, an area on the ventral valve with a septum
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supporting a short V-shaped pit, a different muscular imprint and hinge-

processes of the dorsal valve, and a fibrous or lamellose structure of

shell, and are otherwise externally marked in a very characteristic

manner.

I have taken some pains to bring together specimens of P. (R.) elonga-

tus, and we have now the means of knowing its real characters to a very

considerable extent. As before observed, the dorsal valve presents all

the characteristics of Renssel^eria in its hinge-structure and muscular

impressions : there is the same narrow foramen beneath the hinge-

plate, a pedicle-opening, and the filling of this is preserved in several

specimens of the casts
; while this portion of the separated valve shows

the same features in a most unequivocal manner, and it is quite impossi-

ble to point out any characters by which it may be separated from the

same part of the shell in Renssel^ria. The crura are free from near their

origin, and have been traced for some distance within the cavity, and

gently curving to the ventral side
; but their termination is unknown.

When, however, we examine the hinge of the ventral valve, we find a

modification of the dental plates, which are prominent in Renssel^ria

(as shown in fig. 3 g, h km, Plate cviii. Palaeontology, Vol. iii), but which

are here produced anteriorly and united at their dorsal margins. The

incipient septum of the bottom of the valve of Renssel^ria becomes

developed, an^ sustains the united bases of the dental plates ;
and we

have the V-shaped pit and central septum of Pentamerus.

In the separated valves of this species, the margins of the triangular

fissure of the ventral valve are as clearly defined, and as free from area,

as are the valves of Athyris or Meristella.

Generic significations must have some limit, and we cannot consent

to unite three so widely differing and well-marked types as P. liratus,

P. gaspensis, etc. with P. oblongus and P. lens on the one hand, and P. elon-

gattis on the other.

There is also another type usually included under the Genus Pentame-

Eus, which may be separated with advantage. This one is represented

by P. reversus (Billings), P.verneuili and P . interplicatus (Hall), etc.
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In these forms the relation of the valves, as in typical Pentamerus, is

reversed, and the interior structure presents other important differences.

For these I shall propose the name of Anastrophia.

There is still a farther separation required among the pentameroid forms, or an

extension of the characters of the genus. The Pentamerus ocddentalis of the Iowa

Geological Report presents externally a depressed dorsal valve, with a median

fold on the lower valve
;
while there is a distinct area bordering the fissure, and

this area is vertically striated as in many of the Spirifers. The ventral valve has

the trough-like pit, formed by the junction of the lamellae, greatly extended and

extremely incurved, and the dorsal lamellae or crura are divergent and present

some peculiarities.

It is doubtless unsafe to base a distinction of genera upon external characters

alone, and even with a partial knowledge of the interior structure, we may be

misled
;
but this group of shells presents itself to us under an aspect that will

admit of the following arrangement :

1. Pentamerus proper, having rotund or gibbous forms, with the ventral valve prominent

in the middle, and the dorsal valve flattened or depressed towards the front ; lamellae of

the dorsal valve distinct : P. knightii, P. galeatus, P. pseudogaleatus.

2. Elongate forms with the valves subequally convex, lobed or Bubsinuate ; internal struc-

ture essentially as in P. knightii, and of which P. obhmgus, P. leTis ? are typical forms.

3. Forms ovate, more or less rotund, with a sinus on the ventral valve and a mesial fold

on the dorsal valve ; internal structure of the ventral valve as in P. knightii. Dorsal

valve with the crura or lamellae of the hinge-plate conjoined so as to form a separate

trough-shaped cavity, which unites with the inner surface of the valve ; a narrow area

on each side of the fissure, and a flattened space or false area along the cardinal margin

of the valve. P. aratiis and P. papilionensis are of this type. Genus Pentameeella.

4. Forms more or less elongate, lobed or with mesial fold a'td sinus ; hinge with an exten-

ded area on the ventral valve : internally a short \/- shaped pit in the ventral valve,

supported by a septum. In the dorsal valve, the crura are free almost or quite from

their origin (as in Spikifera), and forming no vertical lamellae. P. liratiis and P.micro-

camerus are European forms of this type = the Genus STaiCKLANDiNiA of Billings ;

of which S. canadensis, S. brevis, S. gaspensis and S. anticostensis are characteristic forms.

5. Short gibbous or ventricose forms ; the ventral valve much the larger, with or without

mesial fold, a large fissure, and elongate much incurved trough-shaped pit. Dorsal valve

depressed in front : an area on both valves ; that of the ventral valve striate as in

Spikifera : lamellae of dorsal valve separate and diverging. Genus Gtpidula, of

which P. ocddentalis, P. letviusculus and P. obsolescens are types.

6. Rotund or gibbous forms, with the valves, as in ordinary Pentamerus, reversed. The

ventral valve is tbe smaller, gibbous in its upper part, depressed or sinuate below, with

the \/- shaped pit sessile for nearly its entire length ; a small flattened space on each

side of the fissure. The dorsal valve is ventricose, larger than the ventral, with promi-
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_ nent nmbo. The hinge-plate is extended in -gradually converging vertical lamcllaD which

are joined to the shell throughout their length, while the crura are extended into the

cavity in thin free lamellae. Genus Anasteophia,* of which Pentamerus terneuilii,

P. interplicata and P. reversus are types.

7. Forms elongate, not lobed. Ventral valve with connected dental lamellae, forming a

trough supported on a septum. Dorsal valve with free crura : no area. Shell-structure

punctate. Genus Amphioenia : Type Petvtamertu elongatus 4Vanuxkm )
=: A.

elongata.

These modificatious of a tj'pe, of which, until recently, but two genera have

been recognized, are well marked in nature, and they seem to me to demand some

farther recognition than that of subordination to the Family Eiiynciionellid.T':. I

shall therefore propose the Family Pentasierid.I': to include the genera above

enumerated, as well as the Genus Camakophokia, and probably Triplesia and

some of the species of Camarella,! and' perhaps also the Genus Gypidia of Dal-

mas, making G. conchydium the type.J In this arrangement, it appears to mc that

Ave have a well-marked family of Braciiioi'Oda which has existed from the earliest

palteozoic epoch, and has continued throughout the entire series to its close.

• I am aware that Mr. Sraler, of the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge, in a Bulle-

tin of that Institution, has proposed the name Bkaciiymercs for these forms ; but since that name is

preocciipied for a genus of Coleoptera, it cannot be adopted in this relation; and my own determi-

nation of the generic distinction of these forms having been made long since, I shall adopt the name

proposed above.

t I cannot recognize the rhynchonelloid typical species of Caharella as congeneric with many of

those more recently placed under that genus by its author.

X In the revision of the Pbntambrid^, I am by no means sure that the Genus Gtpidia will not be

recognized. I have under consideration at the present time an American species of similar external

character, presenting certain modifications of the hinge-plate in the dorsal valve, which will require a

distinct designation.
•
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GeXIIS PEiMAMERUS (Sowerby).
•i

Types P. knightiiy P, galeaUts, etc.

Genus Pentamerella (nov. gen.).

Type p. arata,

Pentamerella arata.

PLATE LVIII.

Alrypa arata : Cos&ad, Ann. Report on the Palaeontology of New-York, page 55. 1841.

" oetocottata : Id. lb.

Pentamerut aratut i Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 120. 1857.

Shell ovate, more or less convex or gibbous, becoming arcuate-ovoid in

old shells
;
the width greater or less than the length : hinge-line

variable.

Ventral valve gibbous and somewhat regularly convex in. the young

shells, becoming ventricose in old shells, with a mesial sinus which is

more or less developed. In old shells, the form is extremely arcuate

and the beak strongly incurved ;
in shells of medium size, the beak

is obtuse, limiting the apex of the triangular fissure. There is a nar-

row area bordering the fissure and the space on either side, between

the hinge-line and its apex, is often flattened, and sometimes distinctly

limited by a faint elevation : fissure large, and nearly covered by the

beak of the opposite valve.

Dorsal valve, in young shells, more or less convex, and sometimes gib-

bous in the upper part, and often only moderately convex in older

shells ;
mesial fold usually well defined in the lower half of the valve,

sometimes reaching nearly to the apex : in young shells there is

rarely a short sinus in place of the mesial elevation.

Surface plicated by rounded or angular plications, which sometimes

reach nearly or quite to the beak, but are often only developed below
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the first third of the length : plications usually bifurcated
; the bifur-

cations irregular or unequal.
-

The interior of the ventral valve has an elongate spoon-shaped pit,

the inner extremity of which is free for a considerable extent, and the

upper part supported on a central septum which usually extends less

than half the length of the shell from the apex.

In the dorsal valve, the crura or lamellae are conjoined at their bases,

making a V- shaped trough or pit, which is attached to the valve in its

upper part and continues sessile for about one-half the length of the

shell. ^

This species, in its various phases of growth and development, presents much

variety of aspect and form. In some extreme specimens, it approaches to the form

of P. knigMii, but its prevailing proportions and characters are extremely dif.

ferent. In young shells the form is sometimes not unlike that of Rhynchonklla
;

but the greater gibbosity of the ventral valve and the bifurcation of the plications

offer ready means of distinction. In some of its forms it approaches in character

the JPerUamerella papilionensis of the Hamilton gi'oup ;
but the surface is usually

marked by a greater number of plications, which are usually more or less angular.

I have heretofore (Eeport on State Cabinet, ut cit.) identified the Atrypa arata

and A. octocostata of Conead as different phases of this shell, and farther exami-

nation has confirmed this opinion. With a few specimens, each of which might be

a typical form, it is not difficult to recognize three tolerably distinct varieties of

this species ;
but with a larger number of specimens, tliey are all shown to belong

to the same type, and do not offer the means of specific distinction.

This species, in the collection before me, ranges from half an inch in length

and breadth to specimens having a length of two inches or more, with a width of

an inch and a half.
^

Geological foiinations and localities. This fossil occurs in the Schoharie grit,

and in limestones of the Upper Helderberg group, in All)any and Schoharie

counties, New-York. It occurs in the same limestone in Cherry valley, at

Waterville and Babcock's hill in Oneida county, at Lima in Ontario county, at

Caledonia in Livingston county, and Leroy and Stafford in Genesee county ; §,nd

at Clarence hollow, and five miles east of Buffalo, in Erie county. It is known in

Canada West, and at the Falls of the Ohio.
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Pentanierella papilionensis.

PLATE LVIII.

Pentamerut papiliontntu : Hali, Geol. Rep. Iowa, Vol. i, part ii, cited p. 514. 1858.

" " Idem, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 86. 1860.

Shell ventricose, broadly ovate, often wider than long, more or less gib-

bous and arcuate in old shells.

Ventral valve gibbous or ventricose above, becoming depressed in the

middle into a bread shallow, often undefined sinus, which scarcely

reaches to the beak and sometimes not much above the middle, and is

produced in front ; sides abruptly curving to the margin : beak

incurved, obtuse, arching from the broad fissure
;
cardinal line exten-

ding for more than half the width of the shell. The space above, on

each side of the fissure, is concave and wrinkled.

Dorsal valve gibbous in the middle, somewhat regularly curving to the

sides and front ; mesial fold defined below the middle of the valve.

Surface plicated, the plications rounded or subangular, becoming obso-

lete towards the beak, and prominent below the middle : of these there

are two or three in the mesial sinus, and usually about four on the mesial

fold, with three, four or five on either side. The plications are crossed

by fine concentric strisB of growth, which at irregular intervals are

crowded into squamose imbricating lines. The entire surface is finely

papillose or punctate, and when well-preserved might be mistaken

for a punctate shell. The substance of the shell is lamellose-prismatic

and brittle.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a broad short and deep spoon-

shaped pit, the extremity of which is bent abruptly to the dorsal side.

The septum supporting the conjoined lamellse extends from one-third to

one-half the length of the valve, and in some examples may extend

still farther towards the anterior margin.

The interior of the dorsal valve is not fully known.

[ PALiEONTOLOQT IV.] 48
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This species bears much resemblance to P. arata, in some phases of the latter
;

but the plications are usually less numerous, rounded and simple, and the shell

is more regularly ovate, and never so large and extremely arcuate as in that

species.

The specimens are for the most part in a crushed and distorted condition
;
and

among a hundred individuals, there is not one preserved in its perfect form.

This species resembles P. ocddentalis (
= Gypidula occidenlalis of Iowa) in

general form
;
but the plications are more numerous, and extend farther towards

the beak, which ;s more arcuate and less obtuse
;
and the ventral valve is marked

by a mesial elevation instead of a sinus.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the shales of the

Hamilton group on the shores of Seneca and Canandaigua lakes, at Geneseo,

York and Moscow, Livingston county ;
at Pavilion in Genesee county, and else-

where in Western New-York. t

PentamercUa luicula (n.s).

PLATE LVIII.

Dorsal valve subcircular or transverse, regularly convex. Surface,

towards the beak, smooth or marked only by concentric lines of

growth ; the lower part of the shell marked by fifteen to twenty short

rounded or subangular plications, of which five or six in the middle

are slightly more elevated, giving indication of a mesial elevation.

Interior of the valve with the lamellsB converging from their origin,

and forming a pointed sessile trough, which is contracted where

embraced by the teeth of the opposite valve, and expanded near the

hinge-line. There is a short low septum just within the apex of the

pit, with apparently a narrow area on each side of the fissure.

Two specimens of this form, from rocks of the age of the Hamilton group near

Iowa city, were received several years since
;
and the character of the trough or

pit in the dorsal valve induced me to regard them as belonging to a distinct

genus, but the insufficiency of the material has caused them to be neglected until

the present time. The pit is more shallow and expandcid than that of P. arata.
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Pentamerella obsolescens (n. s.).

PLATE LVIII.

Shell small, gibbous or ventricose, about as wide as long.

Ventral valve ventricose above tbe middle
; umbo prominent : beak

abruptly incurved over a large triangular fissure, with the shell flat-

tened along the cardinal margin.

Dorsal valve regularly convex below, gibbous above : beak prominent,

scarcely incurved, with an apparent narrow area on each side the

fissure.

Surface smooth, or with nearly obsolete radiating folds.

Interior of ventral valve with a pit or trough supported on a short

septum ;
and in the dorsal valve there is a short sessile trough made by

the converging lamellae, which reaches to about the middle of the length
of the valve.

Geological formation and locality. In shale of Devonian age : Waterloo, Iowa.

Received from Mr. O. St. John.

Pentamerella dubia.

PLATE LVIII.

Spiri/er dubiut : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 90. 1860.

Shell ovoid, ventricose
;
cardinal extremities rounded

; length and width

sometimes equal, the length in young shells greater than the width :

depth of the two valves equal to two-thirds the width.

Ventral valve gibbous or ventricose, extremely arcuate, with a flattening

or subsinuation and extension of the front : umbo prominent, and

extended beyond that of the opposite valve one-fifth or more of its

length ; apex strongly incurved.

Dorsal valve gibbous, much shorter than the ventral, prominent in the

middle above, with a more or less defined mesial fold towards the

anterior margin, which is marked by four or five plications which

coalesce and become obsolete before reaching the apex.

Surface marked by from fourteen to twenty or more plications which

show a tendency to bifurcate near the margin, and in old shells are

entirely obsolete on the upper part of the valves : plications crossed

by imbricating lamelloD.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs in rocks of the age of

the Hamilton group near Iowa city, Iowa.
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Genus Gypidula (n.g.).

[Qr.}vi>, vultur ; in allusion to the strongly incurred beak.]

Geneeic characters as given on page 373 of this volume.

Type G. accident alls.

Gypidula occidentalis.

PLATE LVIII.

Pentaments occidentalis : IIall, Geology of Iowa, Vol. i, part ii, pa. 514, pi. ri, f. 2. 1858.

Not <• " Idem, Pal.New-Tork, Vol. II, p.3Jil. 1852.

Shell subovoid, gibbous, very inequivalve ; hinge-line equalling three-

fourths the entire width of the shell.

Ventkal valve arcuate, gibbous or ventricose in the upper part ; beak

extended, strongly incurved, obtuse ; fissure large and bordered by a

distinct area which is vertically striated. The spoon-shaped pit is

deep, extremely extended and incurved. The middle of the valve,

below the first third, elevated into a more or less distinct mesial fold

which is marked by two or three plications.

Dorsal valve gibbous above, becoming flattened below the middle, some-

times concave at the sides, and the front depressed into a deep and

more or less distinctly defined sinus. A narrow area extends for about

two-thirds the length of the hinge-line.

Surface plicated below by a few rounded or subangular plications which

become obsolete above ; the upper part of the valve marked only by
concentric striae.

,

Geological formation and locality/. In strata of the age of the Hamilton group,
at Independence, Iowa.
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Gypidula Iseviascula (n. s.).

PLATE LVIII.

Shell varying from subcircular to broadly ovoid, gibbous in the young

state, becoming ventricose.

Ventkal valve, in the young shell, regularly convex, with beak abruptly

pointed and neatly incurved, becoming more gibbous or ventricose as

the shell increases in size, ipith the umbo prominent and beak arcuate ;

regularly curving to the sides and front, without mesial sinus or

elevation.

Dorsal valve regularly convex in young shells
; old shells more gibbous

above, and becoming broadly depressed towards the front, without

distinct sinus. Area distinct ; beak scarcely incurved.

Surface smooth or marked by concentric striae, which are slightly undu-

lated towards the front of the shell
;
and in a large specimen, the

exfoliated surface is obscurely marked by fine striae.

The young specimens of this species have much the aspect of Nucleo-

SPIRA ; but when the cardinal line is visible, there is a conspicuous trian-

gular fissure with a flattened space, on each side. This feature is

sometimes quite marked in the separated ventral valve. The spoon-

shaped pit is comparatively wide and deep, and supported on a short

septum. In the dorsal valve the lamellae are divergent from their origin.

The largest specimen before me has a length of seven-eighths of an

inch, with a slightly greater width.

Geological formation and locality. Collected from strata of Devonian age, at

Waterloo, Iowa, by Mr. O. St. John, to whom I am indebted for the specimens.
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GeXVS AmPIIIGEXIA (nov. gen.).

[ Gr. Ofi^i, utrinque ; aud yevca, feneratio.}

Shells inequivalved, oval, ovoid or feubtriangular, more or less convex

or gibbous, without mesial fold or sinus. Valves articulating by teeth

and sockets, without area. The dental lamellae in the ventral valve

conjoined on their dorsal sides, forming an angular trough or pit,

which opens exteriorly by a triangular fissure beneath the beak, and

in its anterior extension is supported on a central septum. Dorsal

valve with a strong thickened cardyial process or hinge-plate, bor-

dered by the teeth sockets, anchjdosed to the bottom of the valve and

supporting the crura, which extend into the cavity of the shell.*

In all the specimens examined, there is a foramen extending beneath

the hinge-plate, and ending in a perforation at the beak. The shell sub-

stance is distinctly punctate, and, in exfoliated specimens, presents a

prismatic structure. So far as known, the crura terminate in slender

extensions, without appendage of any kind
;
but we have had no speci-

mens in a condition to enable us to ascertain their entire character.

The type of this genus, T. elongata, has been placed by Mr. Billings

under ihe Genus Stricklandia = Stricklandinia, from which I regard it

as differing in having no area on the ventral valve, a more extended

angular pit, a very different hinge-plate, with a foramen in the dorsal

valve, and a punctate shell-structure.

The shells of this geuus were referred by mc to the Gcuus Kexssel-^kia, for

reasons already nieiitioned. They differ from that gonus in the angular pit or

Iroisgh made by the conjoined dental lamellae of the ventrsiV valve, and (with our

• The following remarks upon the dorsal valve of Kbnssel:f.ria ( Pal. New-York, Vol. iii, pp. 454

and 455) are precisely applicable to the dorsal valve of Amphiobnia :

" In the dors.il valve, the dental
" sockets lie between the shell proper and a strong, often mnch thickened process, from the anterior
"

e.Ytansion of which proceed the slender crural processes."
* • • * •

" The cardinal process at the base of the crura is mClcn much thickened, and sometimes extends for-

" ward into the shell much more than in others ; and, when it becomes thickened in old shells, is

" often di-stinctly marked by two grooves upon it.^ summit. Behind this jirDcess, and between it and
"

the beak, there is a distinct round foramen communicating beneath with the interior cavity of the
" Talve."
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present knowledge) in the free crura of the dorsal valve without apparent appen-

dage. The muscular impression in the dorsal valve is precisely alike in the two

genera, and the shell. is punctate and externally striata in precisely the same

manner. Renssel^eria belongs to the Family Terebratulidfe
;
while Pentajierus

and Stricklaxdinia are of the Family Rhynchonellidae = Pentamerida, as usually

understood. The Genus Amphigenia, in its punctate shell and modification of the

hinge in the dorsal valve, offers absolute affinities with Rensseljeria, while in

other features it presents characters intermediate between the Pentamerida3 and

Tercl;ratulida3.

Auipliigenia elongata.

PLATE LIX.

Pentamerut elongatut : Vanuxem, Report Third Geol. Dist. New-York, p 132. 1842.

•< " Geol. Report Fourth Dist. New-York, p. 34. 1848.

Mtganttrit elongatut : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 123. 1857.

Jlensselaria elongata : Id. Pal. New-York, Vol. iii, p. 453.

" •' Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 37. 1859.

Stricklandia elongata : Billings, Canadian Journal, No. xxxiii, p. 268. Mav, 1851.

" " Id. Geology of Canada, p. 371.

Shell elongate-oval or ovate, subcylindrical, more or less convex or

gibbous, variable in form, sometimes nearly as wide as long ;
the

sides curving or nearly straight ;
front rounded or subtruncate.

Ventral valve usually the more convex, often abruptly elevated or

obtusely subangular along the middle ;
umbo prominent : beak

abruptly attenuate and closely incurved over the umbo of the oppo-

site valve.

Dorsal valve more or less convex or sometimes gibbous in the upper

part, often more prominent or subangularly elevated a]«ng the middle

of the upper part, and depressed-convex towards the sides and on the

lower part, without evidence of mesial fold or sinus.

Surface covered by regular radiating flattened striae, with fine concen-

tric lines which are often crowded into squamose imbricating ridges

of growth. When partially exfoliated, the. radiating strias are only

obscurely or not at all visible, and the concentric striae appear to be

the external markings of the surface. Entire shell-structure punctate.

This fossil is extremely variable in form
;
in the young state it is

often as wide as long or wider, the hinge-line extended, and the greatest
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width a little below the hinge, rapidly* narrowing to the front. Other

specimens of similar age are broadly ovate or oval, the dorsal valve

depressed-convex. As the shell becomes older, the convexity increases
;

though .we meet with specimens of an inch and a half in length and

width, where the depth of the two valves is but three-fourths of an inch
;

and in one specimen of a dorsal valve three inches and a half long, the

depth has been but about five-eighths of an inch. In a very symmetrical

specimen of the ventral valve about three inches long, the width is half

as great, and the depth five-eighths of an inch.

This shell sometimes reaches a length of nearly four inches
; though the pre-

vailing size is from two and a half to three inches in length. It is frequently

crushed, and well-preserved, entire and symmetrical specimens are very rare.

A specimen from Michigan, received from Dr. C. Rominger, and one collected at

Mackinac from the same geological horizon, are strongly wrinkled concentrically,

but marked with similar i-adiatiug stria which are obscurely preserved.

The species described under the name Meganteris svblrigonaUs ( Tenth Report
on the State Cabinet, page 123, 1857) appears to be only a variety of this spe-

cies, and, if found of sufficient constancy, might be thus indicated.

Geological foiinations and localities. This species occurs in the Schoharie grit,

where it is recognized by casts of the interiors of the valves. It is found in the

Upper Helderberg limestones at many localities between the Hudson and Niagara

rivers, and in Canada West. The principal localities from which I have specimens

before me, are Vienna, Ontario county ; Caledonia, Livingston county ;
Clarence

hollow and Williamsville, Erie county. It occurs in Albany and Schoharie coun-

ties, along the outcrop of the Upper Helderberg limestone, and at Cherry-valley,

Otsego county, and Bridgewater, €fneida county, New-York.

'
Auipliigeiiia eloiigata, var. uiidulata.

PLATE LIX.

Shell smaller than the preceding ;
ventral valve very gibbous, and

marked by strong concentric undulations, and obscurely by fine radia-

ting striae.

The specimens are apparently old shells and have a length of only
about an inch.

It is desirable to compare a larger number of individuals, before this form can

be entitled to specific distinction.

Geological formation and localities. In the Upper Helderberg limestone, at

Mackinac, and from Michigan : the latter received from Dr. C. RtE>UNOER.
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GEXrS ReXSSELJIRIA* (Hall).

The following species possesses many of the important characteristics

of the Genus Renssel.eria, in the elongate-oval or subcylindrical form.

The punctate shell and the muscular impression of the dorsal valve

correspond with shells of that genus.

Rensselaeria ? jolianni ( n. s).

PLATE LX.

Shell oval or subovate, and, in full-grown individuals, elongate oval in

outline, or subcylindrical : valves subequally convex.

Ventral valve, in young specimens, more gibbous in the upper part, and

eloping to the front. In older shells the valve is regularly convex,

sometimes prominent or » subangular along the middle; the beak

closely incurved over that of the opposite valve.

Dorsal valve regularly convex ; in old shells, acquiring nearly the same

convexity as the ventral valve : in some specimens, much, less con-

vex, and extended on the hinge-line.

Surface marked by concentric striae of growth, which are at intervals

crowded into stronger ridges or imbricating folds. Shell-structure

punctate.
The cast of the dorsal valve shows muscular imprints similar to those of Rens-

SEL.«KiA
;
wbHe in the cast of the ventral valve, the filling of the rostral cavity

is less prominent.

In some young specimens, which appear to be of this species, the valves arc

only moderately convex, and there is an indication of area upon the dorsal valve.

The materiabi in my possession are in such a condition as to prevent a satisfactory exami-

nation of all the parts, and a positive reference of the species can only be made from an

examiuaticn of the internal structure. The form of the shell, incurvation of the ventral

valve, and general a>pect are very similar to Renssel^ria ; but the characteristic radia-

ting striae have not been observed upon the surface.

Should its interior structure prove it generically distinct from that genus, I would propose

the name Renssklandia.

Geological formation aiid locality. In limestone of the age of the tapper Helderberg,

Waterloo, Iowa ; from Mr. 0. St. John.

•
Rensskl.kria, IIai.l : proposed and printed in Vol. iii, Palajontology of New-York, 1858; pub-

lished in Twelfth Rei)ort on the State Cabinet, p.. 39. 1859.

[PAL.E0NT0I.0aif IV. J 49
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GEXI'S TEREBRATITLA (Llhwyd, 1696).

Among the fossils of the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton groups,

several species present externally and internally the features of Tere-

BRATULA. The shell-structure is punctate, the beak incurved and termi-

nated by a round perforation, which is limited on the lower side by two

deltidial pieces. In other species of punctate structure, there is a certain

modification of muscular marking which has induced me to separate

them from Terebratula, under the name Cryptonella. With our present

knowledge of external forms and characters, it is not jiossible to distin-

guish generically those with a short terebratuloid loop from such forms

as Centronella julia, without knowing their internal structure
;
while

certain other forms, with flat or concave dorsal valve and punctate

structure, we regard as congeneric with C. glans-fagea. Unfortunately,

our specimens from the Hamilton group, though numerous, are rarely

in a condttion to show the loop or internal structure, and we are usually

forced to rely upon external form and the muscular inapressions of the

casts, N

In consequence of the finely punctate character and terebratuloid form

of l.hese shells, I refer them, with little hesitation, to the Family Tere-

bratulid^
;
and while some of them are known to be true Terebratul^

from their internal structure, others are referred to that genus from simi-

larity of external form and character. Among the following species placed

under this genus, four of them are known to possess the short terebratu-

loid loop.

Terebratula lens.

PLATE LX. ^

Tirebratula lent : Hall, Thirteciitli Report on thn State Cabinet, p. 89. 1860.

Shell ovate, broadly elliptical or lenticular below the beak, which is

abruptly tapering ; moderately gibbous, the valves subequally convex,

the greatest width a little below the middle, the width about four-
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fifths as great as the length, and the depth nearly equal to half the

length.

Ventral valve a little less convex than the dorsal
; the beak moderately-

incurved and broadly truncated by the foramen : no visible sinus or

elevation in the middle of the valve.

Dorsal valve broadly elliptical or subcircular, somewhat regularly con-

vex ; the beak closely appressed below that of the opposite valve.

Surface marked by concentric lines of growth ;
the shell-structure dis-

tinctly punctate.

The length of an ordinary specimen is seven-tenths of an inch, the

width six-tenths of an inch.

I have continued this species Under the Genus Terebratula, without having

any satisfactory evidence of its internal structure
; though it may hereafter prove

to belong to the Genus or Subgenus Cryptoneixa. This species is shorter, broader

and less gibbous than the T. {Cnjiitonella) lincklmni, or the T. (C.) rectirostra ;

and it is larger and less gibbous than the T. roomingefin.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs in the Corniferous lime-

stone, at Clarence-hollow, Erie county, New-York.

Terebratula sallivanti (n. s.).

PLATE LX.

Shell elongate-ovate or subspatulate, truncate or emarginate in front,

of moderate convexity ;
width and length about as four to six, or

seven to nine.

Ventral valve a little less convex than the opposite; the beak much

extended, neatly attenuate and perforate at the apex ;
the cardinal

slopes rounded and a little concave near the hinge margin, usually

depressed towards the front, and sometimes a shallow sinus which

reaches one-third or one-half the length of the valve.

Dorsal valve a little more convex and considerably shorter than the

ventral valve, usually flattened and sometimes depressed along the

centre of the lower part of the valve.
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Surface marked by fine close concentric striae which are neatly rounded

on well-preserved specimens, and at intervals are crowded into more

prominent ridges. Shell-structure punctate.

On cutting down a specimen of this species, it has been found to pos-

sess a short simple loop, without appendage, as in Terebratula.

The larger specimens are about three-fourths of an inch in length.

Tho shell is readily dictingiiished by its elongate form, moderate convexity,

truncate or sinuate front, and median depression in the ventral valve
;
features

whieh I have not observed in any other species in this geological formation.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Upper Ilelder-

berg limestone, at Columbus and Sandusky, Ohio
;
and in the neighborhood of

Cayuga, Canada West.

Terebratula lianiionia (n. s.).

PLATE LX.

Shell ovate or subspatulate, tapering somewhat abruptly to the beak,

convex in the middle and compressed at the margins.

Ventral valve regularly arcuate from beak to front, moderately convex

in the middle, a little gibbous above and depressed-convex or slightly

concave towards the front, the upper part narrowing ;
the beak much

extended, attenuate and arcuate, but not closely incurved ; apex per-

forate, the slope to the cardinal margin scarcely concave : deltidial

plates large.

DoBSAL valve moderately convex, some^mes a little more prominent

along th^ middle in the upper part, and depressed towards the front

and sides.

Surface marked by fine concentric lines of growth ; the substance of

the shell finely punctate.

A well-marked specimen of this species has been cut down on the

dorsal side, revealing the loop, the divisions of which extend for more

than one-third the length of the dorsal valve
;
the angle of return being

visible, but not the connecting portion.
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Young specimens, which I refer to this species, are more gibbous than

the older ones: The larger specimens are from six-eighths to seven-

eighths of an inch long and five-eighths of an inch wide.

This species is proportionally wider and with more extended beak than the

T. sullivanti, and more regularly arcuate from beak to base of the ventral valve :

it is, moreover, not emarginate in front. It appears to be a well-marked species,

and, in its larger individuals, will be readily distinguished.

Geological fonnation and localities. From the limestone of the Falls of the

Ohio (sent to me by Dr. jAiiES Knapi* of Louisville, Kentucky) ;
and also from

the Coniiferous limestone of fanada West : collected by Mr. De Cew.

Terebratula rfleiiiingeii.

PLATE LX.
.

Terebratula ramingeri : Hall, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 48. 18G3.

Shell ovate, more or less gibbous, truncate or slightly sinuate in front.

Ventral valve gibbous above the middle
; umbo gibbous, inflated

; beak

prominent, incurved over the opposite beak, and truncated by a round

foramen which is often mainly anterior to the . apex, and completed

on the lower side by two deltidial plates : cardinal slopes rounded,

often depressed in the middle towards the front.

DoRPAL valve extremely gibbous, little longer than wide; the greatest

convexity at the middle or above.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae which are often crowded into

prominent wrinkles towards the front. Shell-structure finely punctate.

The interior shows a short terebratuliform loop, which is abruptly

recurved at its lower extremities.

This species was first indicated from specimens sent by Dr. E(EMINGer, from

Thunder bay, Michigan ;
but it has since proved of common occurrence in New,

York. The Michigan specimens are usually more gibbous and distinctly depressed

or sinuate in front ; while that charactci-, though present in some of the eastern

specimens, is not constant. There is, however, no difficulty in recognizing the

characters of the species in any well-preserved specimens.

This species is the smallest of the genus, or of the family, knoAvn as occurring

in the Hamilton shales of New-York.
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Geological fommtion and localities. The original or type specimens of the spe-

cies occur in beds of the ago of the ILiniilton group, at Thunder bay, Michigan.

It is found in the same horizon at York in Livingston count}% and at Hamburgh
on the sliorc of Lake Eric. It has likewise been found at AVatcrloo, Iowa, by Mr.

R. P. Whitfield.

Terebiatula clia (n.s.).

' PLATE LX.

Shell ovate, arcuate on the ventral side
; beak prominent.

Ventral valve regularly arcuate from beak to base, gibbous in the mid-

dle and above
;
umbo prominent ; beak little incurved and Broadly

truncate by a rounded foramen, which is limited on the lower side by

two large deltidial pieces.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, the greatest convexity in the middle,

where it is about equal to that of the opposite valve. The depth, width

and length are as two, three and four-eighths of an inch.

Surface concentrically striate, shell-substance punctate.

Geological formation and locality. This siiccies occurs at Waterloo, Iowa, in

strata of the age of the Upper Ileklerberg or Hamilton group. Received from Mr.

O. St. Joux.

^ Terebratula jucuiida (n. s.).

PLATE LX.

Shell subcircular or very broadly ovate, the length and width about

equal, regularly rounded below and abruptly narrowing above the

middle.

Ventral valve gibbous in the middle, curving regularly to the base and

baso-lateral margins : beak obtuse, and incurved over the umbo of

the opposite valve
; apex truncated by a rounded foramen.

Dorsal valve rather regularly convex, the greatest convexity a little

above the middle, curving to the base and baso-lateral margins.

Length of specimens, a little more than three-eighths of an inch.

On cutting down from the dorsal side, the loop is visible, showing the

terebratuloid character.
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Geological formation and locality. In strata of the age of the Upper Hclder-

berg or Hamilton group, at Waterloo, Iowa. Received froiu Mr. O. St. John.

Terebratula iiavicella (n. s.).

PLATE LX.

Shell elliptical, subnaviform, arcuate on the ventral side, slightly lingui-

form in front.

Ventral valve extremely arcuate, flattened or subsinuate towards the

front, depressed convex in the middle, and a little prominent on the

umbo : beak extended, recurved and truncated by a rounded fora-

men almost in the plane of the longitudinal axis; deltidial pieces

conspicuous.

Dorsal valve prominent along the middle, nearly straight from the base

to the umbo, sloping somewhat abruptly to the sides.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae which are sometimes crowded

into stronger ridges. Structure distinctly punctate.

On cutting down the dorsal side, there are some obscure indications

of short crura which are not united below : but this is a common condi-

tion, the connecting portion of the loop having often been broken away.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs at Eockford, Iowa, iu

bods of the age of the Hamilton or Chemung group of New-York. Received from

Mr. O. St. Joilv, and collected at the same place by Mr. R. P. "Whttfield.

Terebratula simulator (n. s.).

PLATE LX.

Shell elongate-ovate or spatulate, moderately convex ;
the beak of the

ventral valve much extended, and truncated almost rectangularly to

the longitudinal plane.

•A specimen received from Dr. Rceminger, collected in the Hamilton

group at Widder, Canada West, shows the crura extending for about

half the length of the dorsal valve ;
but the connecting portion of the

loop is not preserved.
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Gems Cryi»toxella (Hall, 18G1).

Crtptokilla : Hall, Fourteenth Report on tlie State Cabinet, p. 102. 1861.

" Id. Fifteenth " •• •• pp. 132 & 133. 1862,

" " Sixteenth •• " "
p. 48. 1803.

Shells equilateral, inequivalve, elongate, oval or ovoid ; valves unequally

convex, without median fold or sinus,jor with this character moderately

developed and principally towards the base of the shell. Ventral valve

with beak extended or incurved, perforate; foramen terminal, the

lower side formed by two small triangular deltidial pieces, or, in their

absence, by the umbo of the opposite valve. Shell-structure finely

punctate. Surface smooth, or with concentric strios. Valves articula-

ting by teeth and sockets, the dental lamellae of the ventral valve

extending downwards into the cavity of the shell. The muscular

impressions in the dorsal valve are strongly marked above, and extend

in two narrow separated impressions more than halfway to the front

of the shell : the ventral cast shows elongated muscular and vascular

impressions.

The species of this genus are more elongate than Merista and Meri-

STELLA, and those now known are less distinctly marked by mesial fold

and sinus; while the beak is more attenuate, often a little flattened, and

rarely so closely incurved, as in the genera cited. The punctate structure

of the shell is a distinguishing character.

This genus was first described as above cited, and figures of the exte-

rior form and of the interior of the valves were given in the Fifteenth

Report. The results of some farther investigations were given in the

Sixteenth Report, and an illustration of Avhat was supposed to be the

internal appendcages of the shell. About the same time it was discovered

that some punctate shells of the same general form possessed the loop of

Terebratula proper ; and it became a matter of great interest, and still

greater difficulty, to determine the internal structure of the species. I

had referred to this genus the Terebratula lens, T. lincklaini, T. rectirostra
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and T. planirostra, species described in a preceding report. Having ascer-

tained that the internal loop in Centronella glans-fagea is essentially simi-

lar to that of C. Julia (Winchell), a species having the external form of

Cryptonella, I supposed it possible that the two genera might be merged
into one. Since that time, I am not aware that any farther investigations

have been made, tending to throw light upon this subject.

It has therefore appeared to me very desirable to learn, if possible,

the internal structure of any one of those species which I originally

referred to the Genus Cryptonella. Of two of these, C. rectirostra and

C. planirostra, I have fortunately been able .to obtain an exposition of

the form and structure of the loop, as will be shown in the illustrations

of the species.

The crura have the general form of those in Waldheimia, extending

in a long recurved loop, with long processes descending into the ventral

valve, between which and the apex the crura are united by a trans-

verse band, differing in this respect from that genus, while the muscular

impression and extended beak offer other distinctions.

I have thought it desirable, therefore, to continue the name Crypto-

nella to include these two authentic species ; while the other species

are included under it from their general form.

I have continued the Terebratula lens under that genus, without knowing

its internal 8tructure,J)ut from its external similarity with those which

have proved to belong to that genus.

These investigations have clearly shown how difficult, or even impos-

sible, it is to refer to their proper generic relations these fossils from

external form and character alone.

[ Paleontology IV.] 60
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Cryptonclla rectirostra.

PLATE LXI.

Terebratula rtctiroitra : Ball, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet,, p. 88. 1860.

'• " Id. Referred to Crtptonella in Fourteenth Report, p. 101. 1861.

Cryptonella rectirostra : Id. Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 44. 1863.

Shell elongate-ovate, subovate or elliptical ; the greatest width anterior

* to the middle : valves subequally conyex, rounded or subtruncate at

the base.

Ventral valve regularly arcuate, most convex in the middle, sometimes

a little flattened at the base : beak much extended beyond the oppo-

site valve, moderately incurved and truncated by a round foramen,

which is completed on the lower side by two narrow deltidial pieces.

Shell abruptly inflected from the umbonal slopes to the cardinal

margin.

Dorsal valve scarcely more convex than the opposite, gibbous towards

the umbo, and regularly curving to the base and baso-lateral margins ;

beak closely incurved beneath the deltidial plates of the opposite

valve.

Surface marked by fine concentric lines of growth, and often at some

what regular intervals by imbricating lamellae. Structure finely

punctate.

In the dorsal valve, the musoular impressions are narrow and elon-

gate ; and in the ventral valve the teeth are strong, and the muscular

imprint elongate, with strong vascular markings extending nearly to the

base of the shell. The crura are extended below the middle of the length

of the shell and then abruptly recurved, reaching backwards more than

half way to the apex : the crural processes penetrate deeply into the

ventral cavity, and between these and their origin the crura are connec-

ted by a transverse band.

This species varies from individuals of less than half an inch in length

to those of nearly an inch and a half. In the older shells, and sometimes

in the younger ones, the lamellose concentric lines are very conspicuous.
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Geologicalformation and localities. This species occurs in the Hamilton group,
at Bellona in Yates county; on the shore of Canandaigua lake

;
at York, Moscow

and Genesee in Livingston county ;
at Hamburgh on the shore of Lake Erie, and

elsewhere in Western New-York. '

Crjptonella plaiiirostra.

PLATE LXI.

Terebratula planirottrit : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 89. 1860.

" " Id. Referred to Cbtptonella in Fourteenth Report, p. 101. 1861.

Cryptonella planirottra i Id. Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 44. 1863.

Shell subovate or elliptical ;
the front often truncate, giving a subpenta-

gonal outline
;
the greatest width near the middle of the shell; the

length and width about as six to seven or eight. The depth of the two

valves, in well-formed specimens, is about equal to half the length.

Ventral valve in old shells gibbous, the greatest convexity above the

middle, often slightly flattened towards the beak, which is moderately

incurved and truncate by a round foramen, limited below by conspi-

cuous deltidial pieces, abruptly inflected along the umbonal slope,

often leaving an angular ridge, and the space between it and the hinge-

margin flat or concave ;
often slightly flattened below the middle, and

regularly curving to the sides.

Dorsal valve considerably shorter than the opposite, more convex or

gibbous, the greatest convexity at or a little above the centre, curving

to the sides and front where it is sometimes flattened : beak incur-

ving beneath the deltidial plates of the opposite valve.

Surface marked by fine rounded concentric striae, which in old shells

are disposed in broader belts of imbricating lamellae. Shell-structure

punctate.

The crura reach below the middle of the length of the shell,

approaching each other very closely, and abruptly recurved for a dis-

tance about half their length : they are united near their bases by a

transverse band.
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• The larger well-marked individuals have a length of about one inch ;

and a single specimen, apparently of this species, is nearly two inches

long.

In the young or half-grown shells, the valves are moderately conyex

and th"e beak scarcely incurved, while there is no perceptible truncation

in front. The flattening of the umbo and umbonal slopes are not con-

stant characters, and we have regularly ovate forms with every part

limited by curved lines.

I have received from Dr. G. A. Williams, formerly of Hardy county, Virginia,

several casts of a species of this genus, which I have referred to this. One of

those figured upon the plate is proportionally more elongate than the New-York

forms
;
but the shell has been abruptly incui-ved on the umbonal slopes, flattened

on the lower part of the ventral valve, and obliquely subtruncate in front.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Hamilton group
on the shores of Seneca and Canaudaigua lakes, at Moscow, York and Geneseo in

Livingston county, and at Pavilion in Genesee county, New-York.

Cryptonella iphis (n. s.).

PLATE LXI.

Shell elongate, subcylindrical.

Ventbal valve more convex than the dorsal, regularly arcuate from beak

to base, the greatest convexity about the middle of its length, abruptly

rounded or subtruncate in front. Beak much extended beyond that of

the opposite valve, and slightly arcuate.

Dorsal valve somewhat depressed-convex in the middle, and shortly

curving to the margins; the upper two-thirds of the length of the

valve almost equally convex.

Sckface concentrically striated, with a few strong undulations towards

the front, in the cast. Shell-structure punctate.

Length one inch ; width less than three-fourths of an inch.

The specimen is almost an entire cast, and is referred to the Genus Crypto-

nella from the elongate form, moderately incurved beak, and character of mus-

cular impressions. The punctate, structure of the shell indicates its position among
the Terebratulidas.

Geological formaiion and locality. This shell occurs in the Corniferous lime-

stone, near Cayuga in Canada "West.
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Crjptonella? lincklseiii.

PLATE LX.

Terebratula lincklani ; Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 88. 1860.

" " Idem, referred to Cktptonella ; Fourteenth Report on the State Cabinet,
p. 101. 1861.

Cryptonella linekleeni : Idem, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 44. 1863.

Shell ovate or subelliptical, usually broader below the middle, varying

from moderately convex to very gibbous and sometimes subcylindri-

cal ; front rounded, subtruncate, or a little depressed.

Ventral valve varying from moderately convex to gibbous, somewhat

regularly urcuate in longitudinal outline, sometimes a little flattened

towards the front or marked by a narrow mesial depression. Beak

more or less abruptly incurved, and truncate by a foramen of mode-

rate size : umbonal slopes rounded or subangular, and concave towards

the cardinal margin.

Dorsal valve varying from moderately convex to gibbous ; the greatest

convexity about the middle of the Igngth, and thence curving regu-

larly to the sides and base.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae of growth, which are some-

 times crowded together towards the front, causing a thickening of the

shell. Shell-structure distinctly punctate.

The internal structure has not been determined, and I therefore refer

it with doubt to the Genus Cryptonella.

This species presents some variety of form, from subelliptical to

broad-ovate. The length of a large individual is a little more than three-

fourths of an inch, with a width of five-eighths of an inch and a depth

of three-eighths ;
while another form, which I refer to the same, has a

length and width of half an inch, with a depth of a little more than

a quarter of an inch. Some of the smaller individuals are a little more

than a quarter of an inch in length.

This species is common in certain beds
;
and for the most part is readily recog.

nized. In the less gibbous specimens, it resembles the O. jilanirostra, but the beak

is more incurved, and there is less angularity of the umbonal slope, while the

outline is more regularly rounded. In a crushed and distorted condition, it is not

readily distinguished from C. rectirostra.
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Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Hamilton group
at Burchard's quarry near Hamilton in Madison coimty, and is of frequent occur-

rence at Delphi falls in Onondaga county, and near Kelloggsville in Cayuga county,

whence I have formerly received it from Prof. Hopkins of Auburn. It is also found

in some other localities, and a single specimen from Thunder bay in Michigan is

of this or a closely allied species.

Crjptonella (Terebrafula) eudora (n.s.).

PLATE LXI.

Shell broadly ovate, rounded in front
; apex obtuse.

Ventral valve gibbous in the central and upper part, moderately convex

in the lower part, and sometimes flattened towards the front
; tapering

abruptly to the beak, which is obtuse, little extended beyond the

opposite valve, slightly incurved, and truncated by a rounded foramen.

Dorsal valve depressed-convex, often gibbous in the middle above
; beak

incurved into the cavity below* the deltidial plates.

Surface concentrically striate, with crowded lamelliform ridges towards

the sides and front. Shell-structure punctate.

The prevailing length is from one inch to nearly an inch and a half •

the width, from three-fourths of an inch to an inch and a quarter. The

separated dorsal valves are often of equal length and width.

This species is proportionally broader than the prevailing forms in the Hamil-

ton group, though varying little from some specimens of the C. plantrostra,

which has a more extended beak and flattened cardinal slopes.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in some dark argilla-

ceous sandstones in the Chemung group, near Ithaca, whence most of the speci-

mens have been received. It is found also at Chemung-narrows, Chemung county,

New-York. Specimens of similar form and proportions occur in the Waverly
sandstone of Licking county, Ohio

;
and a specimen collected by Mr. Whitfield

at Rockford, Iowa, has essentially the same form and proportions.

Collections made near Ithaca, while these pages are going through the press;

show the species to be comparatively abundant in some calcareo-arenaceous beds,

which, in their weathered decomposing portions, have left the casts of the

interior.
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CiEBTUS CexTROXELLA (Billings, 1859).

Recognizing the Genus Centronella as founded on C. glans-fagea, and

taking the illustrations of the interior as given in the Sixteenth Report

on the State Cabinet, p. 47, as the true representation of the loop, we feel

warranted in uniting two or three other forms in the same generic rela-

tion, from the general similarity of form, and compact shell substance,

which is finely punctate. With our present knowledge, the genus begins

its existence in the Schoharie grit, and i§ known in the Upper Helder-

berg limestone and in the Hamilton and Chemung groups. It is not

improbable that the genus may have a greater vertical range, and that it

will be found among the terebratuloid forms of the Carboniferous period.

The characteristic species, known in New-York, have the dorsal valve

flattened or concave ; but the C.julia of Winchell has an oval form and

convex dorsal valve, giving no indication, from these features, of its

generic relations.

Centronella glans-fa^ea.

PLATE LXI.

Rhynchonella glant-fagea : Hall. Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 125. 1867.

Centronella glam-fagea : Billinos, Canadian Naturalist and Geologist, pp. 131 & 132. April 1859.

*• " Hall, Sixteenth Report on the State Cabinet. 1863.

( The iprcies illustrated and discussed on pages 45, 46 and 47.)

Shell small, broad-ovate or subquadrate ;
the sides often sloping from

near the middle to the apex at an angle of about 85° ; the front roun-

ded ;
the valves very unequal.

Ventral valve much larger than the dorsal, very prominent, often sub-

carinate along the middle and curving very abruptly to the lateral

margins, regularly arcuate from beak to base. Beak much extended

beyond that of the opposite valve, strongly incurved, bringing the

apex above the plane of the margin of the dorsal valve.
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Dorsal valve usually convex in the upper part, concave in the middle

by a broad undefined sinus, which, towards the front, often involves

the entire width of the valve : beak not incurved.

ScKFACK smooth, or with faint concentric lines of growth : shell com-

pact and very finely punctate. The shell varies from three-tenths to

four-tenths of an inch in length ;
the width usually more than three-

fourths as much, and sometimes nearly equal to the length.

The interior of the ventral valve shows two strong teeth, at some

distance below the apex, with strong dental lamellae. The interior of

the dorsal valve shows the bases of the crura to be very thick and

strong, entirely divided at the centre, and each supporting a thin fila-

ment, which becomes broader below and sends off a spur into the ventral

cavity ;
and thence curving inwards, the outer margins are united and

produced along the line of junction in a slender elevated carina, which

extends forward in a slender free point. The muscular imprint is oval,

and divided along the centre.

The casts of the interior preserve thie impressions of the features

described, and are readily recognized by the slender incurved filling of

the rostral cavity.

This species presents considerable variety in its form and proportions. The

dorsal valve is often gibbous in its upper part, with or without a median sinus,

which becomes developed below the middle. In other individuals, the gibbous

upper part of the valve is marked by a narrow sinus, which becomes broader

below
;
and in others, the dorsal valve is concave throughout its entire length

and breadth, except a slight convexity along the cardinal slopes. The front is

sometimes truncate or sinuate, and not unfrequently pointed from the extension

of the mesial ridge of the ventral valve, and the corresponding sinus of the dor-

sal valve.

In a single specimen from the Schoharie grit, the dorsal valve is quite flat
;

and another from the Corniferous limestone has the ventral valve scarcely snban-

gular in the middle, and the dorsal valve regularly and gently convex.

Geological fonmations and localities- This species occurs in the Schoharie grit,

at numerous places in Albany and Schoharie counties, and particularly near Clarks-

ville and Schoharie. It is likewise found in the Corniferous limestone at numerous

localities, but is usually somewhat rare in this rock in New-York. It occurs in the

same horizon in Canada West and in Ohio.
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Centrunella alveata.

PLATE LXI.

Rhynchonella ? alveata : Hah, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 124. 1857.

Compare Cen(ronc2/a Aerate : BiLLiHOs, Canadian Journal, May 1861.

Shell elongate-oval or subrhomboidal
; length much greater than the

width ; sloping from above the middle to the prominent beak of the

ventral valve, the .included angle being about 70°. Anterior margin
subtruricate for about one-third the width of the shell,

Ventk.\l valve prominent in the middle, from a broad, undefined, abruptly

or scarcely subangular mesial elevation : the slope thence to the sides

below the middle is scarcely convex, and above the middle the sides

are more convex, with a little flattened expansion close to the margin ;

the longitudinal outline gently arched
;
the beak prominent, erect or

slightly arching.

Dorsal valve, in the upper part, convex at the sides and depressed in

the middle into a wide undefined sinus, which, below the first third

of the length, embraces the entire width of the valve, giving it a

trough-shaped aspect.

Surface smooth : shell compact, punctate.

Length of specimen, one inch.

This species, described by me in 1857, has so much the form and character of

C. hecate, Billings, described in 1861, that I can scarcely doubt the identity of

the two
;
the only difference being in the size of the specimens.

Geological formation and locality. The original specimen of this species was

given to me many years since by Mr. W. H. Pease, as coming from the Onondaga
limestone

;
but the particular locality is unknown.

[ Pal^ontologt IV.] 61
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m Centroiiella iuipressa.

PLATE LXI.

Centrontlla impretsa : Hall, Fourteenth Heport on the State Cabinet, p. 102. 18G2.

" " Idem, Fifteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. ICO- 101. 1862.

• Shell subovate in outline, sometimes extended in front, rarely sub-

sinuate
;
width and length about as seven to nine.

Ventral valve convex, prominent or subangular along the middle and

abruptly curving to the sides
; longitudinal outline slightly arched,

sometimes nearly straight : beak nearly erect and truncated by a

rounded foramen, which is limited below by deltidial plates.

Dorsal valve much shorter than the vetftral, in the upper part convex

at the sides, and flattened or depressed in the middle and towards the

front, which is much produced and curves downwards to occupy the

sinuous outline of the ventral valve. Sometimes the dorsal valve is

nearly flat, with an impressed line down the centre, and sometimes

flattened in the upper part and convex in the lower part : beak not

incurved.

Surface with fine concentric strioe and nearly obsolete remains of very

fine radiating strioe, which arQ visible only under a lens. Shell com-

pact ;
texture punctate.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a very strong tooth on each

side at the base of the fissure, and nearly one-third the length of the

valve from the apex. The interior of the dorsal valve shows the dental

sockets and a remarkably strong thickened hinge-plate, which is concave

in the centre, the margins extended and inclosing an oval muscular area,

which is divided by a low longitudinal septum. Outside of the muscular

area there is a low longitudinal ridge extending to the anterior margin

of the shell. [In these features, it resembles, but is very distinct from,

the interior of the dorsal valve of C. glans-fagea-l The crura have not

been observed.
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This species has the general form and aspect of C. glans-fagea ; differing,

however, in a very characteristic manner. It has a similar compact and finely

punctate texture, and the propriety of referring it to the same genus can scarcely
be doubted.

Geological formation and localities. This species occurs in the Hamilton group :

on Coshong creek near Bellona in Yates county ;
at York in Livingston county ;

at Pavilion in Genesee county ;
and at Hamburgh on the shore of Lake Erie, iu

Erie county.

Ceiitrunella glaucia (n. s.).

PLATE LXI.

Shell ovate or ovoid, gibbous, with the front rounded or subtruncate

Ventral valve gibbous, highly arcuate longitudinally, more elevated in

the middle and sometimes subcarinate, curving abruptly to the sides :

beak strongly arched.

Dorsal valve convex on each side and abruptly bent downwards at the

margins, slightly depressed in the middle of the upper part, with a

more distinct sinus towards the front.

Surface marked by fine concentric striae, which at intervals are crowded

into subimbricating folds or ridges. Shell compact; structure punctate.

The cast of the ventral valve shows a deep arching rostral cavity,

and strong muscular imprints below, with deep curving dental lamellce.

The specimens are nearly three-fourths of an inch in length, with a

width of more than half an inch.

Geological formation and locality. This species occurs in some compact beds

of the Hamilton group in Schoharie county; the particular locality unknown.
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In the preceding arrangement of the materials in the collections

forming the subjects of this volume, there has been comparatively little

difficulty in assigning to each genus its approximate relations; and from

the Orthides onward, there is a very natural succession among the genera.

In this arrangement, however, two genera, Tropidoleptus and Vitulina,

are left out of the series ; nor does there appear to be any place where

either one of these can be naturally introduced.

We had originally supposed that Tropidoleptus would find its place

among the Strophomenidae ;
but there have been at all times some

important objections to placing it in this relation, while later discoveries

have rendered such a reference unnatural. Notwithstanding the con-

cavo-convex form, area, and large fissure under the beak of the ventral

valve, still the punctate structure of the shell and the character of the

crura seem to indicate its relations to be with the Terebratulidas ; and

I have accordingly placed it in an order following the authentic genera

of this family.

Gekls Tropidoleptus (Hall).

[ Gt . Tpom(, carina ; J-ctttoj-, <c«u<«.]

TBOPiDCUprca : Hail, Report on the State Cabinet. 1857.

•• Id. Paltcozoic Fossils. 1857.

" Ib. Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet; p. 31. 1859.

Shell transversely suboval or semielliptical, concavo-convex : hinge-

line extended, not crenulate ; articulating by teeth and sockets.

Ventral valve convex, vfith a distinct area, and wide fissure beneath

the beak. Dental lamella9 distinct from the margin of the fissure,

crenulate.

Dorsal valve concave, with crenulate dental fossets; a strong cardinal

process, with diverging lobes in the interior, which support slender

crura that converge to and unite with the median crest.
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Surface plicate : shell-structure punctate.

The typical species of this genus is a concavo-convex shell, having
the general form of Lept.ena and Strophomena, and was originally

described by Mr. Conrad as Strophomena carinata. It differs from all the

genera of Strophomenidaa in bothi external and internal characters, and,

for these reasons, has been separated. The shell is externally strongly

ribbed, and the texture is finely punctate throughout its substance. The

ventral area is well defined, narrow and linear. The fissure or foramen

is very large and wide, and is excavated above the area line, coming

quite up to the beak, and sometimes even including the apex which is

worn away or absorbed.

The teeth, which are a little separated from the margins of the fora>

men and not continuations from it, are strong and thickened below, while

they are deeply crenulated on the summit and exterior margins. There

is a narrow low median ridge in the cavity of the valve
;
and the divari-

cator muscular impressions are broad, and flabelliform. The occlusor

muscular impressions have not been satisfactorily observed.

The dorsal valve .has a narrow area, and a wide and strong cardinal

process which nearly or quite fills the foramen of the opposite valve.

This process is often simple exteriorly, above the limit of the smooth

or striated pseudo-deltidium which covers it near the hinge-line ; but

just within the valve it is broadly grooved in the middle, usually with

two small deep pits just within the external smooth callosity, and on each

side there is a groove and accessory lobe, frequently not conspicuous.

The divisions made by the median groove diverge and terminate below

in obtuse processes which have some similarity with the bases of crural

processes in Orthis, but have more analogy with the TerebratulidaB. These

processes are sometimes clearly broken at their termination, but are

often smooth as if the roughened surface had been cicatrized during the

life of the animal. Below these forks of the process there is a narrow

median crest or septum which reaches beyond the middle of the valve,

and sometimes nearly to the front. From the limbs of the thickened

divergent processes there proceed slender crura which, at first bending
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slightly outwards, send off a short spur into the ventral cavity and are

thence directed forwards, and gently curving, join the median crest, to

which they are attached, forming a loop of peculiar character. The occlu-

sor muscular impressions have rarely been seen with any degree of dis-

tinctness; but the depressions just at the termination of the crural

processes, and on each side of the median ridge, are striated ; and this

striation often extends in a wide flabelliform expansion, probably due

to vascular impressions. Towards the margin, the interior of both valves

is strongly pustulose.

The accompanying wood-cuts illustrate the parts referred to above. ,

FIO. 1.

Interior of the dorsal valve.

•FlO. 2.

Longltadinal sectioo of the dorsal valve.

j. Cardinal process.

b. Crenulated teeth-sockets.

c. Crural processes.

I. Loop.

a. Septum.

j. Cardinal process.

b. Tooth-socket.

c. Crural processes.

/. Loop.

s. Septum.

*Iu the punctate texture of this shell, it differs from either of the Genera Lep-

T^NA, Strophomena or Strophodonta
;
but this might not he an objection to

admitting Tropidoleptus into the family, were the other characters coincident.

The area is longitudinally striated, and presents a different aspect from any of

the SiROPHOMExn)^-, but has analogy with some of the Orthidcs. The teeth are

not extensions of the lamellae bounding the foramen, but distinct from it and

deeply crenulate or lobed, and inserted into corresponding crenulate sockets in

the dorsal valve. The form of muscular impressions, so far as known, is not very

dissimilar to those of Strophomena or Ortiiis.

In comparing the fonn of the cardinal process and its appendages, we shall

find it almost entirely similar to that of Leptoccelia, as shown in two authentic

species {L.flubellites and L.fiwhriala), and the muscular impression of the ven-

tral valve is quite like that of the same species.
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The exterior extremity of the cardinal process presents considerable variety of

aspect, when a large number of individuals are examined. In some of them this

part, if stripped of the external callosity of pseudo-deltidium* would have the

main process bilobcd, witli a sinus a little below the apex, and an accessory lobe

ou each side similar to some of the species of Pboductus.

Tropuloleptas carinatus.

PLATE LXIL

Strophomena carinata : Conrad, Ann. Geol. Hop. p. 64. 1839.

Leptana lalicatta : Hall, 1843.

•< << of Owen and others.

Tropidoleptui carinatut : Hall in Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 151. 1857.

Teopidileptcs : Genus described and illustrated in Twelfth Report on the State Cabinet, p 31. 1859.

Shell concavo-convex, semielliptical, the length sometimes nearly

equalling the width : hinge-line equalling, greater, or less than the

width of the shell, and the cardinal extremities sometimes rounded

so as to give the shell a broadly oval form ; the sides are sometimes

nearly straight, and the front broadly rounded.

Ventral valve convex, broadly subcarinate along the middle, and sloping

in a flattened curve to the lateral margins and front, which is some-

times slightly truncate or emarginate : cardinal extremities deflected,

abruptly incurved at the umbo, and the apex often imperfect from the

encroachments of the foramen. Area from half a line to about one line

in width
;

its margins parallel to near the extremities, where it slopes

suddenly down from the outer margin. The area is longitudinally

striate, and indented by a very wide foramen.

DoRS.\L valve moderately concave, sometimes nearly flat, often with a

median depression or sinus which becomes conspicuous below the

middle of the valve : apex small, projecting a little beyond the hinge-

line. There is a narrow area, interrupted in the middle by a wide

pseudo-deltidium which covers the extremity of the cardinal process.

Surface marked by about eighteen to twenty broad, simple, rounded

plications which are wider than the spaces between them
;
the cen-

tral one on the ventral valve is broader and more elevated than the

others, while there is a corresponding wider and deeper depression in
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the middle of the dorsal valve. In rare instances, the plications are

bifurcated. Fine undulating concentric striao cover the surface, and a

few stronger imbricating lamellae mark the form of the shell in its

stages of growth.

The interior structure has been noticed under the generic description.

Specimens from certain localities show no appreciable difference in the size of

the costse, and there is no distinct carination in the middle.

In its young state, the shell resembles Chonetes dejlecia, but usually is propor-

tionally longer ;
juid the absence of spines, as well as its punctate surface, are

distinctive features.

The illustrations, figures 2 a, b, c, are of unusually elongate forms, where the median plica-

tion is not perceptibly larger than the others.

Figures 3 a-k present the principal varieties of form and siie of the species; and figure 3 /

ehows a dorsal valve with bifurcating plications.

Figure 4 is a form with more numerous and finer plications, but in other respects does not

show important differences.

Figure 8 m shows the general aspect of the area and foramen, with the cardinal process.

The remaining figures show the interiors of ventral and dorsal valves, and the casts of the

same as they occur in the arenaceous beds.

When extremely magnified, the surface presents the structure shown in figure 3 s.

A similar or identical species has been recognized in Europe, and is published

under the name of Leptcena laticosta in the Bull, de la Soc. Geol. de France,

Tome iy, pa. 325, pi. 3
;
but it is there represented as having about thirty-two

plications, a greater number than any of our specimens, and it will probably

prove a distinct species of the same generic type.

Geological formation and localities. In the Hamilton group in Schoharie county,

and extending throughout the State of New-York from near the Hudson-river to

Lake Erie. Some of the principal localities are in Schoharie and Otsego counties
;

on the shores of Cayuga, Seneca, and Canandaigua lakes, and at Darien and

Eighteen-mile creek. It is likewise known in rocks of the same age in Illinois and

Iowa.

Tropidoleptus occidcns.

PLATE LXII.

Tropidoleptut Occident : Hall in Thirteoatli Ann. Report on the State Cabinet, p. 91. 18C0.

Shell concavo-convex, semielliptical, about as long as wide : apex of

the ventral valve extending beyond the hinge-line. Area linear, appa-
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rently equal on the two valves. Surface marked by twelve or fourteen

angular plications on each valve ; of these, two central ones on the

ventral valve are a little elevated, and two others on the dorsal valve

correspondingly depressed.

So far as known, this shell offers differences by which it is readily separated

from the preceding species. It may, however, prove to be only a variety.

Geolof/ical foiination and locality. In limestone of the age of the Hamilton

group, at Iowa city, Iowa. From Rev. W. H. Bakeis.

The Genus Yitulina was founded upon a species peculiar in form and

internal characters, and no others of the same type have yet been

observed. It presents many features in common with Orthis; and among
these may be mentioned the area on each valve, smaller on the dorsal

than on the ventral, and the wide fissure of the ventral valvi9, partially

filled by the cardinal process of the opposite valve. The cardinal process

itself is unlike that of Orthis, but the strongly divergent teeth-like

crura are similar ; and these, from their great divergence, would scarcely

admit of the tcrcbratuloid loop, or of spires, unless arranged as in Atrtpa.

The punctate texture is as much like Orthis as it is like Terebratula ;

while the muscular impressions are similar to those of Orthis. In its

punctate texture and papillose surface, it reminds one of Spiriferina,

but its internal structure is quite different.

With our present knowledge of its characters, I am compelled to

express a doubt as to its family relations ;
and I have therefore placed

it at the end of the series.

PlLJIONTOLOGT IV.] 52
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Genus VixutixA (Hall).

ViTcuiTA : Hall, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 72. 1860.

Shell plano-convex : hinge-line extended : valves articulating by teeth

and sockets.

Ventral valve gibbous, with a high area, and large triangular fissure. A
callosity or false area in the bottom of the fissure. Dental lamelljB

thick and strong.

Dorsal valve depressed-convex, with a scarcely perceptible area; a

strong cardinal process, which is conspicuous at the base of the fissure

in the closed valves.

Surface plicated, papillose : shell-structure punctate.

Titalina pnstnlosa.

PLATE LXIL
Vitulina pustuloia : Hali, in Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 82. 1800.

Shell subplano-convex, semielliptical : hinge-line equalling or a little

less than the width of the shell : surface marked by a few strong pli-

cations, and covered by minute papillie, which appear like the bases

of setae. Substance of the shell finely punctate.

Ventral valve very convex ;
the apex a little arcuate, subangular in the

middle above, and the elevation continued in a broad fold which is at

first flattened and then becomes grooved or duplicate below, with four

or five rounded or subangular plications on each side ; the area much

elevated, and the margin sloping rapidly from the apex to the cardinal

extremities : foramen large and wide, being half the length of the

area, and reaching to the apex ; deltidial pieces or pseudo-deltidium

unknown.

Dorsal valve flat or slightly convex, with a wide mesial depression

which is nearly flat in the bottom, and in larger specimens has a shal-

low groove in the middle towards the front. The plications on the

sides correspond with those of the ventral valve. There is a narrow

scarcely perceptible area.
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Surface covered by minute papillae. Substance finely punctate.

In the interior of the ventral valve, the margins of the foramen are

extended in two strong teeth, which are supported on the lower and

lateral margins by a callosity of the shell. Beneath the apex, a strong

callosity or false area extends across the valve and reaches to the base

of the teeth. This callosity is visible in the foramen, and from its lower

margin proceeds a «lender median septum (fig. 1 h). On each side of this

septum, at its junction with the transverse callosity, there is a small

pit for the occlusor muscle ; and beyond this a broad flabelliform area

for the divaricator muscular attachments. These features are shown in

the cast, fig. 1 i.
^

In the dorsal valve, there is a strong median ridge or septum which

terminates in a slightly lobed cardinal process ; on each side of this are

the crural processes, and between these and the margin are the teeth

sockets.

Figures 1 a, b, are of the largest specimens observed. Figures 1 c and 1 d are enlarged,

showing the character of the plications and the pustulose surface. Figures 1 e, f, are

enlargements from an entire specimen : the profile, us given, represents the dorsal area as

proportionally too wide. The interiors of the valves and the cast of the ventral valve are

enlarged two diameters.

Geological formation and localities. This species was first observed in a single

individual among specimens collected at Canandaigua lake, and was afterwards

found at York in Livingston county. More recently, and since the engravings

were completed, Mr. "WinxFiELD has found the fossil in considerable numbers

near Tully and at Tinker's falls in Onondaga county.
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ADDENDA.

Trematospira? iiobilis.

PLATE.

Rhynchotpira nobilU ; Hah, Thirteenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 83. 1860.

This species was omitted iu its proper place, in the hope of being able

to determine its true relations ;
but the result has not been quite satis-

factory. It appears, however, to be more nearly related to the Genus

Trematospiea than to Rhynchospira ; and it may be found to differ from

either of these when the internal characters shall be fully ascertained.

Shell large, broadly subovoid; surface plicated.

Ventral valve with a broad mesial sinus ; the beak large and truncated

by a large round foramen, the lower side of which is bounded by the

summits of the deltidial plates : margins of the valve subalate a little

below the beak»

Dorsal valve the more gibbousj'with a broad, moderately elevated mesial

fold.

Surface marked by numerous angular elevated plications, which are

sharply crenulated on the summits
;
the sides and intermediate spaces

finely and evenly striated. On the mesial fold there are from nine to

eleven plications, and a corresponding number in the sinus.

The interior of the ventral valve shows a strong tooth on each side

at the base of the fissure ; the rostral cavity is limited by a callosity,

and the muscular area is strongly marked and somewhat quadrate in

form, as far as observed.

The interior of the dorsal valve shows strong crural processes exten-

ding from the hinge-line for a short distance, when they become slender

and flattened ;
and below this they curve and send ofi" a process towards

the centre of the shell, as in others of the genus, and similar to that of

Terebratula.

Geological formation and locality. Iu the Hamilton group ;
at Darien, Genesee

county, New-York.
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Genus Piiolidops (Hall.)

In 1859, I proposed the name Pholidops for some minute fossils belonging

apparently to the family CRANiADiE, but differing from the true Crania in

being free or unattached to other bodies, so far as is known. Since that

time my attention has been called to the figures of Crania antiquissima of

EiCHWALD, as given by de Verneuil, in the Geology of Russia and the Ural

Mountains, vol. ii, plate 1, figs. 12, a, b, c. These are cited by McCoy as

illustra'tions of typical form of Pseudocrania. In the figure 12 a, we have the

characteristic muscular impression of Pholidops; fig. 12 b, can scarcely be-

long to the same species since the apex is subcentral. The figures of

Pseudocrania divaricata given by McCoy, (British Paleozoic Fossils,) illus-

trate a different type; the exterior is represented as radiatingly striate

with a distinct area like Trematis, while the interior presents four mus-

cular pits as in Crania, and quite unlike the Pholidops of our strata.

Prof. McCoy has cited both the above species as typical forms, but in

the present state of our knowledge I am not prepared to abandon the

Genus Pholidops.

Pholidops arenaria, (n. s.).

PLATE III, FIG. 10. See note, page 32.

Shell rather above the usual size, subcircular, discoid ; beak submarginal

and slightly elevated ;
front margin expanded and flattened.

Surface unknown ;
interior characterized by a large subcentral muscular

scar, which in the cast is much deeper on the front margin, and divided

by a narrow septum.

This species closely resembles P. oblata of the Schoharie gi-it, but differs in being

more nearly circular and in having a much larger area occupied by the muscular

impression. The largest specimens measure a little more than one-fourth of an

inch in length.

Geological formation and locality. In the Oriskany sandstone in the town of

Knox, Albany county, N. Y.

[Paleontology IV.] 53
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Pliolidops oblata (n. s.).

PLATE III, FIG. 10.

Shell suborbicular, somewhat flattened on the upper margin, discoid or

depressed convex ; the length and width about equal ; muscular area of

the interior small, circular, and divided through the middle by a longitu-

dinal septum. External surface unknown.

In general aspect this species somewhat resembles P. arenaria, but differs very

materially in the form of the muscular impression.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the shales of the Hamilton group, at Car

tor's Mills, four miles south of Aurora, Onondaga county, N. Y.

Pliolidops ? linguloides (n. s.).

PLATE III, FIG. 11.

Shell broadly ovate, with an obtusely pointed beak, which is apparently

terminal.

Surface covered by rather closely arranged, strongly lamellose concentric

lines of growth, which reach the margin of the valve near the beak.

Length of shell sixty-two hundredths of an inch ; greatest width, fifty-six

hundredths of an inch.

This species differs from any of the described forms of the genus Pholhwps in

its terminal beak and subnacreous shell. There may be some doubt regarding the

propriety of its reference to this genus, but at present no other group seems so well

adapted to its reception.

Oeological formation and locality. In concretionary layers of the Hamilton

shales, on Canandaigua Lake, New York.

Stropliomena rhoniboidalis ?

PLATE XV, FIGS. 15, 16.

Specimens of shells having the characters of this species have been

obtained among a collection from Mallet's Creek, two miles north of York
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Centre, Medina county, Ohio, in rocks pertaining to the Waverly group.

The specimens present no characteristic differences from those of the Lower

Helderberg group, or any modifications which cannot be detected among
the collections of specimens from that group. Individuals may be selected

from any of the formations that will show strong and well marked differ-

ences, either from these under consideration, or from each other, but a

series connecting the extremes from either the Niagara or Lower Helderberg

groups will contain individuals having the same characters with those pre-

sented by the Ohio specimens. x

The occurrence of this species in this Geological position, is the more

interesting since thus far, it has not been found in the Hamilton or Che-

mung groups of New York.

Sti'opliodonta siibdeiuissa.

PLATE XVII, FIGS. 2 A, 2 i.

Slrophodonta lubdemitta : Hall, Tenth Report on the State Cabinet, p. 145.

Strophodonta demista : Hall, Geological Report of Iowa, Vol. I, part 2, p. 495, pi. 5, a, b, c. d

Strophodonta dimota ? [demissa] Owen. Geol. Survey of Wisconsin, Iowa, Minnesota. Explana-
tion of Table III a, flg. 14.

Shell semicircular in outline, with more or less extended and soifietimes

mucronate cardinal extremities.

Ventral valve depressed convex, somewhat regularly arching from beak to

base ; area narrow, crenulated.

Dorsal valve concave, nearly following the curvature of the ventral valve ;

area linear, crenulated.

Surface marked by strong radiating striae, which are increased by intersti-

tial additions becoming finer and more numerous near the margin in adult

individuals. The striae are themselves longitudinally striate on well pre-

served specimens, having from three to six striae on each of the larger

ones, near the middle portions of the ventral valve.

I have hesitated to continue this as a distinct species, and have so indicated on*

page 114 of this volume. The Western specimens, however, show a constant dif-

ference in form and in certain peculiarities of the stri^. While the New York
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forms are usually longer than wide, the Western ones are as long as wide, and

sometimes wider, and the cardinal extremities are usually extended and frequently

mucronate. They are likewise less ventricose, the space between the valves being

less, and the muscular impressions not so strongly marked. In these respects,

however, the New York specimens of the Chemung group more nearly resemble

the Western ones.

Geologicalformaiion and locality. In rocks of the age of the Hamilton group,

at Eock Island, 111., and at Independence and New BuflUlo, Iowa.

Spirifcra iiiaia.

PLATE LXIII, FIGS. 6-13.

jithyrit maia : Bilunqs. Canadian Jour. Ind. Sci. and Arts, May, 1860, p. 276.

Shell below the medium generic size, ventricose, wit^ rounded cardinal

angles, giving a longitudinally ovate outline, with a depressed subglobose

form ; hinge line very short
; cardinal area narrow and sometimes hidden

by the beak.

Dorsal valve suborbicular, moderately ventricose, with a distinctly elevated

rounded mesial fold.

Vkntrax valve more ventricose than the opposite, with a large, tumid

incuired beak, and a moderate, subangular mesial sinus.

Surface destitute of plications, but marked by more or less distinct concen-

tric striae of growth.

This species is of the type of, and in some conditions greatly resembles, S. lineata,

of the Coal measures, but differs in the projecting beak and more ventricose dorsal

valve, as also in the surface markings. It is also very similar to S. suhumbona,

of the Marcellus shale, but is a larger form, and differs in the shorter hinge line,

larger beak and more ventricose dorsal valve, and in the surface markings.

Geological formation and locality. In the Corniferous limestone of Ohio and

Canada West. The specimens figured are from Rev. H. Herzer, of Columbus, Ohio.
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Spiiifera whitaeyi.

Spirifera whitneyi: Hall. Geological Report of Iowa, p. 502, plate 4, f. 2. 1859.

This species is referred to on page 245, as derived from beds of the age

of the Hamilton group, in Iowa. More recent observations, with pretty

extensive collections made in several localities in Iowa, by Mr. R. P. Whit-

field in 1866, have led to the conclusion that this species, together with its

associates in the same locality, are of higher beds than those of the Hamil-

ton group and should properly be referred to the age of the Chemung.

Some further notice of the species thus associated, will appear in the

State Cabinet Report.

Spirifera mesastrialis.

PLATE LIT, FIGS. 14-22,

This species, in its varieties of form, has heretofore been referred to the

Chemung group only. More recent collections, with better knowledge

of the limits of the Chemung and Hamilton groups in the eastern part

of the State, have shown its occiu-rence in the two formations. The speci-

mens from Schotarie county are from rocks of the Hamilton group, and are

separated from those in Delaware county by almost non-fossiliferous beds of

several hundred feet in thickness. It is a little remarkable that while the

geographical range of the species is less than two hundred miles, its vertical

range should be so very great.

RliyDcIionella (Stenocisma) contracta var. saxatilis.

PLATE LIV A, FIGS. 44-51.

Among the collections from Rockford, Iowa, there are some specimens of

Rhynchonella, which possess many of the characteristic features of R. con-

tracta of the New York Chemung group, and also those of R. eximia

of the same formation. The examples figured on plate 54 A, figs. 44-49,

have much the appearance of the former species, except in size, while the

[Paleontology IV.] 54
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specimens, figs. 50 and 51, are of the type of R. eximia, of small size.

Although there are few examples in the collection, tliey still show a

gradual increase in the plications, from those having the least to those with

the greatest number, without any possible means of drawing a line of sepa-

ration between them ;
while among the New York specimens the separation

is comparatively easy. Considering these facts, the specimens are for the

present referred with some doubt to R. contractu, until more material can be

obtained, oflFering better means of comparison.

Terebratula lincklseni vai .

PLATE LX, FIGS. 32-37.

Compare T. TraversentU, Winch. Rep. on Grand traverse region, p 96. 1866.

Among some Terebratuloid shells obtained from Thunder Bay, Michigan,

there are a few having some resemblance to T. linckleni, but differing in

some points which, if constant among a larger number of specimens, might

prove to be of specific importance in a group of shells of such close charac-

terg as Terebratula. These shells are usually more ventricose in the um-

bonal region than T. lincklczni, with a larger and more strongly incurved

beak, the perforation of which is also larger ;
the front of the shell is likewise

much less gibbous, often being thin and somewhat flattened below the mid-

dle, and the greatest width being above the centre instead of below, as in

that species. Taking into consideration these points of dissimilarity, it

may be desirable to recognize it as a distinct variety until more material

may show its proper relations.

Terebratula Ontario (n. s.).

PLATE LX, FIGS. 45^8.

Shell small, very broadly ovate or subcircular, with depressed convex

valves of nearly equal depth ; beak•'of the ventral valve incurved and

strongly truncated by a circular perforation, the lateral margin subcari-

nate.
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Surface marked only by distant concentric lines of growth.

This species resembles T. lens more nearly than any other in the New York

rocks, but is a little more convex in proportion to its size, and the beak is com-

paratively higher and less incurved, while the shell is more nearly circular, aud

has its greatest width nearer the front.

Geologicalformation and locality. In the Hamilton shales on Canandaigua Lake,

N. Y.

Centronella ovata (n. s.).

PLATE LXr AT, FIGS. 47-i9.

Shell small, oval or slightly ovate
;
width and height as four to five, great-

est width near the middle of the length.

DoKSAL valve depressed convex, without perceptible sinus.

Ventral valve much deeper than the dorsal, subcarinate along the centre,

most ventricose just below the beak, which is strongly incurved
;
lateral

margins of the beak slightly carinate.

Sruface marked only by concentric lines of growth.

This species resembles O. julia in form, but is a narrower shell, with a less con-

vex dorsal valve
;
the ventral valve is more ventricose and carinate along the mid-

dle, and the beak more strongly incurved.

Geological formation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg limestones at

Cayuga, C. W.

Centronella julia.

plate LXI a, figs. 41-46.

Centronella julia : Winchell. Proc. Acad. Nat. Science, Phil. Vol. xiv., page 405. 1862.

Shell small, lenticular.

Ventral valve a little more ventricose than the opposite, scarcely carinate

along the middle.

Dorsal valve regularly convex, without sinus.

Surface unknown.

This shell closely resembles O. ovata, but differs in several particulars, as indi-

cated above.

Geological formation and locality. In the Marshall sandstones, Point aux

Barques, Mich.
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Centroiiella liecate.

PLATE LXI A, FIGS. 27-29.

Centrmtlla hecate: Biilinos. Canadian Journal, May, 1861, page 272.

Shell elongate, half as long again as wide, with a slightly incurved project-

ing ventral beak.

Dorsal valve regularly arcuate from beak to base, with a moderate mesial

sinus, which is angular in the bottom.

Ventral valve sharply angular or carinate along the middle, with flattened

sides.

This species resembles 0. alveata in form, but is much smaller, the sinus is less

deep and the cardinal margins not rejlected while the lateral mai-gins of the beak

are rounded instead of being sharply angular.

Geological foitnation and locality. In the Upper Helderberg limestones at

Cayuga, C. W.~

Meristella lenta (n. s.).

PLATE LXIII, FIGS. 19-22.

Shell small, broadly ovate, or transversely oval, with a slightly projecting

beak and very unequally convex valves.

Ventral valve nearly flat in the upper part, with sharply angular cardinal

margins becoming deeply and subangularly sinuate towards the front,

where it is slightly bent upwards.

Dorsal valve very ventricose in the umbonal portion, and subangular along

the centre, with the sides somewhat flattened.

This species differs from any described form of the genus so far as it can be

ascertained. In the form of the ventral valve it approaches somewhat the M.

{Pentagonia) unisulcata, but the sinus is narrow instead of embracing the greater

part of the valve, and it differs so materially in other respects that there is no dan-

ger of confounding the two.

Geologicalformotion and locality. In rocks of the age of the Oriskauy sand-

stone or Upper Helderberg limestones, near Cayuga, C. W.
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Rliyncliuspira snb^Iobosa.

PLATE LXIII, FIGS. 23-25.

Among the collections from the Schoharie grit, there are a few specimens

of Rhynchospira which have much the general appearance of R. globosa of

the Lower Helderberg group. They differ in having a smaller number of

stronger plications, with a single, more prominent one in the middle of the

dorsal valve, and a corresponding wider depression on the ventral valve
;

while in R. globosa there are one, two or three smaller plications forming
a kind of mesial sinus on one or both valves, which is a constant and

characteristic feature of the species, as also of all those of the Genus in the
'

Niagara and Lower Helderberg groups.

This simple mesial plication, together with the globose form, will distin-

guish this from any described species of the Genus.

Remarks upon the Character of the Crura and Loop of Terebratula and
Cryptonella illustrated in this volume.

A careful examination of the interior structure of the Terebratuloid

shells, has shown sufficient ground for the separation of the Genus Crypto-

nella, and the external character of the shells would seem to afford the

necessary means of distinguishing the Genera. Among the species included

under the Genera Terebratula and Cryptonella, there are three distinct

forms of loop which are in some degree connected with an external differ-

ence in the form of the shell.

The simplest form of loop observed is similar to that of Terebratula

proper, but with the anterior extension of the crura free, or not connected

by any visible extension of the calcified substance of the loop, the extremities

appearing as if broken. There may have been some connexion of the parts

by ligament or otherwise during the life of the animal. This form of loop, so

[Pal-sontoloot IV.] 55
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far as observed, is characteristic of the short ventricose shells, usually having

their widest portion anterior to the middle, as in T. jucunda, T. simulator,

and T. harmonia. Probably the New York forms of T. ramingeri would

show this feature could specimens be obtained suitable for cutting.

The second form of loop is short with the anterior portion sharply re-

curved and twisted in the curving. As examples of this form we have T.

sullivanti in the figured specimen, and T. ramingeri, from Thunder Bay,

Michigan. These forms are rotund or appressed.

The third form of loop is like that of Waldheimia, but has the crura

connected by a band on the dorsal side opjiosite the crural processes. The

external form of these species is more or less appressed in the upjier part

of the shell, with a flattened beak. The principal forms known are Cnjp-

tonella rectirostra, C. planirostra, and C. eximia.

The first form of loop mentioned is probably of generic importance, as

there are several species which show it clearly. The second form of loop

is the same as that of the third, with the exception of the dorsal band, the

reciuyed portion being quite short. It does not, therefore, difier essentially

from Waldheimia except in extent. The third form differs from Wald-

heimia only in the possession of the connecting dorsal band.
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EXPLANATION OF FIGURES.—PLATE 1.

Page

Fig. 1. LlMQULA SPATULATA 13

1 a. A specimen of the natural size.

1 6. An enlargement of the specimen 1 a.

Fig. 2. LiNOULA LIGKA 7

2 a. The exterior of a valve, natural size.

2 6. The interior of a valve which shows faint indication of muscular or vascular marking about

the middle of its length.

Figs. 3, 4. LiNOULA MELIE 14

3, 4. Show the extremes of form among a considerable number of specimens.

Fig. 5. LlNQTTLA CUYAHOGA. 15

5. A single valve of the natural size.

Fig. 6. LiNGlILA PUNCTATA 10

6 o. A young individual of the natural size.

p b- An individual of the ordinary size, which is a little wider than usual.

6 c. The interior of a valve.

5 d. An individual from which the shell is nearly all exfoliated, showing the peculiar muscular

impression.s illustrated in fig. 6 e, which is enlarged two diameters. It is probably
'

the ventral valye,

6 /. Another individual which shows the muscular impressions of a little different form, with a

longitudinal depression. It is probably the dorsal valve.

6 g- Is an enlargement of the surface showing the texture of the shell.

Shells having these int-erior characters should properly be separated from Lingula.

Fig. 7. LiNOCLA PAL.a:F0RMI8 8

7. A .specimen (probably the ventral valve)
,
natural size.

Figs. 8, 9. Lingula exilis 7

8. A specimen, natural size, with the beak imperfect.

9. A more convex individual which may belong to this species.

Figs. 10, 11. DiSCINA NEWBERRVI 25

10 a. A dorsal valve of this species.

10 4. A ventral valve with the shell nearly all exfoliated.

11 a. A dorsal valve of this species.

11 6. A profile of the same.

11 c. A dorsal valve of different form, but probably of the same species.

Figs. 12, 13. DisciNA neglecta 24

12. An impression of the dorsal valve with a part of the shell remaining in the centre, and

showing the muscular impressions.

18. From a gutta-percha cast made in the impression of a dorsal valve.
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PLATE 1—Continued.
Page.

1^'ig.
14. DiSCINA LODKN8I8........ . „..^. ,...^. 22

14 a, b, c, € Varieties of form of the dorsal valve.r^n .,il( ^iiltriw^ni bovIbt -jtiaeqiJ?- d ,<! ,*

14 d.f. Ventral valves of the same species. . =v.-

Fig. 15. DiSCINA THUNCATA i 23°
' B V .IR..

15 a. A dorsal valve of the natural size.

15 6. The same enlarged.
/, 1 r 1 I '

Fig. 16. DrsciNA minuta iJ.uvii.-i; 16

16 a. A dorsal valve of the natural si ".

16 A. The same enlarged.

Fig. 17. DiSCINA ALLEOHANIA . . . 25

17 a. The dors.'il valve of a large individual. [^ yi
•

j

17 6. A pn/fllc view of fig. 17 a.

17 c- The ventral valve of the same species.

Fig. 18. DiSCINA ORANDIS /.' 17

18 a. A dorsal valve which is somewhat distorted.

18 b. The interior of a ventral valve of the same species.
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Page

Fig. 1. LiNOULA C ERYX 5

1. An imperfect valve ia areoaceous rock.

Fig. 2. LiNOULA DESIDERATA 6

2 An imperfect valve enlarged to two diameters.

(Fig. 3. LiNOULA MANNI 6

3. A single valve of natural size. , , _.„_.,* .banniJnoO— r 5iTA.fi

Figs. 4-6. LlNGULA NCDA 10

4, 5, 6. Separate valves presenting the nsnal variety of form of this species.

Fig. 7. LiNOULA PUNCTATA , 10

7. Profile of a specimen retaining both valves in connexion.

. 11 "
I

Fig. 8. LiNOULA LioEA var .'. A ?{ . 8

8. A specimen of this species from the Portage group, at Trumansburgh, N. Y.

Fig. 9. LiNGULA DELIA 12

9. A specimen of the natural size, showing the mark of a linear septum.

Figs. 10, 11. LiNOULA DENSA ^ . i . ..i . i. « *i *.».». w. . 11

10,11. A ventral and dorsal valve of the natural size.
' '

'''.„
'

^.

Fig. 12. LiNOULA LEANA
., j,. .^.^^ ,j,,^j

9

12. A ventral valve of the natural size.

Fig. 13. LiNOULA MAIDA 9

13. A specimen of the natural size.

Figs. 14, 15. LiNOULA ALVEATA 12

14. An impression with the remains of the shell on the margin, showing the mark of a longitu-

dinal septum.

16. A larger individual; the impression in shale shows what appears to have been a triple

medial septum.

Figg. 16, 17. DiSCINA TULLIA 22

16. Vertical view of a dorsal valve, natural size.

17. Profile of the same.

Fig. 18. DiSCINA HUMILIS 16

18. View of a ventral valve.
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Figs. 19-22. DisciNA DORiA 19

19. Vertical view of a specimen of an upper valve
; enlarged two diameters.

20. Profile of the same, from Canada West.

21. A dorsal valve of the same species, natural size.

22. A group of specimens attached to a univalve shell.

Figs. 23, 24. DisciNA seneca . . . r 20

23. Vertical view of a dorsal valve, natural size.

24. Profile of the same.

Figs. 25-28. DisciNA media 20

26. 26. Dorsal and ventral valves, natural size.

27. A ventral valve enlarged two diameters.

28. A specimen of the ventral valve of this species, from the Chemung group.

Fig. 29. DisciNA MEDIA var 21

29. A ventral valve from the Marcellus shale.

Figs. 30, 31. DisciNA doeia.? 21

80. A vertical view of a dorsal valve, which Is rather more convex than usual in this species.

31. A profile of the same.

Figs. 32, 33. DisciNA ORANDI6 17

82. A profile showing the usual elevation. The line surrounding this figure gives the ele-
'

vation of a specimen referred to this species, Plate 1, flg. 18 a.

33. A fVagment of rock with a group of four individuals of this species.

Fig. 34. Disc INA RANDALLI , 18

34. The lower side of a ventral valve, natural size.

Fig. 86. DisciNA LODENSIS 22

86' A group of three ventral valves, natural size.

Figs. 86, 37. DisciNA truncata 23

86, 87. Dorsal and ventral valves enlarged to three diameters.

Figs. 38, 39. DisciNA ELMiRA 24

88. A dorsal valve, vertical view.

89. Profile of the same.

40. Undetermined.



PLATE 3.

P»ge

Figs. 1, 2. Pholidops ovalis.

1, 2. Vertical and profile views of a specimen retaining botli valves. From the Niagara^oup
of '^Valdron, Ind. Enlarged to five diameters.

Fig. 3. Pholidops arenakia (See note on 32)

A cast of the valve fVom the Oriskany sandstone, enlarged to three diameters. See p. 413.

Figs. 4, 5. Pholidops akeolata 31

4. An impression of the dorsal valve.

5. An impression of the ventral valve. The figures enlarged to three diameters.

Figs. 6-9. Pholidops hamiltoni.*: 32

6. The exterior of the shell, enlarged to four diameters.

7. The interior of ventral valve, showing the muscular impressions.

8. An impiession of the ventral valve.

9. The opposite or dorsal valve of the same species, enlarged to eight diameters.
if.ii. nil Ijluli'l syihV !»lJi(t>. .

Fig. 10. Pholidops oblata 413

10. AnimpressionCapparentlyof the dorsal valve), showing the muscular impression; enlarged

to four diameters.

Fig. 11. Pholidops i lamellosa 413

11. Ventral ? valve of the specimen; enlarged to two diameters.

Fig. 12. CeaNia auroka 27

12. An impression of a ventral valve.

Figs. 13-16. Crania crenistriata 28

13. The dorsal valve of a small individual.

14. The dorsal valve of a large individual, the margins having been crushed.

15. Vertical view of a broadly elliptical dorsal valve.

16. Profile of the same.

Figs. 17-23. Crania HAHiLTONi.fi 27
;

! . ..ii. -J irfl 111 li'^ifiirj e07lir/ f/Hlnr/ fcttju f««-n>U

17. Vertical view of a dorsal valve.

JL-

18. Profile of the above.

'19. Two Iildividuals attached to the surface of a shell of Tropidoleptus, one of them having

carried the form of the ribs of the shell into its growth.

20. The interior of a ventral valve.

21. A group of ventral valves attached to the surface of Microdon bellastriata.

22. A ventral valve having the cardinal border modified in its outline by the presence of Spi-

rorbU angulata a, a, attached to the same shell surface with the Crania.

28. An enlargement of the specimen fig. 22,intended to show the muscular and vascular markings

more distinctly.
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Fig. 24. Crania GREOAEiA 29

24. A large bivalve shell with numerous individuals of the Crania attached to its surface. There

are also the remaias of the ventral valves of C. hamiltonice, and the smaller ones are

perhaps only the yoang of that species.

Figs. 2.5, 26. Crania leoni ? 30

26. The dorsal valve of this species.

26. A profile of the same.

Figs. 27-30. Crania leoni 30

27. Dorsal valve retaining the shell, supposed to be of this species.

28. Profile of the same.

29. The cast of a dorsal ? valve of this species.

30. The cast of a ventral 1 valve of the same.
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Figs, 1,8,9, 10. Orthis peloris 34

1. The ventral valve from a gutta-percha cast of an impression in the stone.

8, 9. Natural casts of the ventral valve.

10. A natural cast of the dorsal valve.

Figs. 2-7. Orthis ALsus 36

2. The dorsal valve of this species ? from a gutta-percha cast of an impression of the exterior.

8. The exterior of a dorsal valve, showing a mesial depression.

4. A cast of the interior of a ventral valve.

6. A cast of the interior of a dorsal valve.

6. A cast of a ventral valve which is nearly flat.

7. A cast of a dorsal valve, the muscular impressions being scarcely defined.

Figs. 11-19. Streptorhtnchus chemunoensis, var. pandora 68

11. A cast of the dorsal valve of a young individual.

12. A gutta-percha cast of an impression of the exterior of a ventral valve.

13. A cast in stone, of the dorsal valve.

14. A gutta-percha impression from a cast of the dorsal valve.

16. A cast of the dorsal valve retaining the shell on the margins.

16. The cast of a small dorsal valve.

17. The interior of a ventral valve, from a gutta-percha impression.

18. The cast of a ventral valve.

19 A ventral valve which is more finely striate than is usual with this species; probably an

extreme variety.
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Figs. 1, 2. Orthis lenticclaris 35

1 a, b. Dorsal and ventral viewa.

1 c. Profile of the above.

1 d, e. Cardinal and front views of the same shell.

2 a, 6. Dorsal and ventral views of a larger shell. •

2 c, d. Profile, and front view of the same.

2 e. Interior of a ventral valve.

Fig. 3. Ortiiis PROPINQ0A 43

3 a, b. Ventral and dorsal views of a small gibbous specimen, from cherty layers of Comiferous

limestone at Lapham's mill, Ontario county.

3 c. Profile of the above.

3 d, «. Ventral, and dorsal views of a large individual, from near Columbus, Ohio.

8/. Profile of the above.

'& g. A. cast of the dorsal valve, showing muscular and vascular impressions; from Avon, N. Y.

Fig. 4. Orthis livia 38

4 o. 6. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen ft-om the Comiferous limestone of Western New
York.

4 c. Profile of the above.

Fig. 5. Orthis sp. ? 39

5 a, b. Dorsal ttnd ventral views of a specimen.

Fig. 6. Orthis vanuxemi ? 40

6 o, 6. The exterior and interior of a ventral valve.

Fig. 7. Orthis semele 40

7. The exterior of a ventral valve, showing the extent of the hinge-line.

8. The interior of a ventral valve. The specimen occurs in the same stone with fig. 7, but the

hinge-line is imperfect and does not appear to have been so much extended as in that

specimen.

Figs. 9, 10. Orthis cleobis 41

9. A cast of the dorsal valve, showing the impression of the area.

10. A cast of the ventral valve.

Fig. 11. Orthis idas 42

11 a, b. Dorsal and ventral views of the same specimen. O. eryna, see Errata.
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Fig. 1. Orthis lepidus 46

1 a. Vontrul view of a s|)Ocimen, natural size.

1 b. Dorsal view, natural size.

1 c, d. Ventral and dorsal views, enlarged to two and a half diameters.

1 e,f. Profile, and front views, same enlargement.

Fig. 2. Orthis penelope , 50

2 a. Dorsal view of a young individual.

2 6. A ventral view of an older individual.

2 c. A dorsal view of a specimen of the ordinary size.

2 d. Dorsal view of a large individual.

2 «. Profile of the above.

if. Cardinal view of the same.

2 g, A. The interiors of ventral valves, showing the form of the muscular impression.

2 i. The same, with the shell much thickened around the muscular impression and towards the

front.

2 Ac The interior of a dorsal valve, showing a thickening of the cardinal process.

2 /. An enlargement of the surface, showing the character of the stria, the ordinary puncta, and

the elongate tubular openings.

2 m. A cast of the dorsal valve of the same species, from Cumberland, Md.

Fig. 3. Okthis VANnxEMi 47

8 a, b, Ventral and dorsal views of a young individual.

8 c. Ventral view of a specimen of medium size, presenting the ordinary form of the species.

3 d. A ventral view of another individual.

8 e. Profile of a specimen.

Zf. A. ventral view.

i g. Dorsal view.

S h. Ventral view of a large individual—the largest which can be satisfactorily referred to this

species.

3 i. Dorsal view of the above.

3 At Profile of the same.

3 I. Cardinal view of the same.

S m. The interior of a ventral valve.

3 n, 0- The interiors of dorsal valves.

3 p. An enlargement of the surface striae, showing the puncta and tubular openings enlarged to the

same degree as fig. 2 /, ofiering a comparison of the character of striae mode of bifurcations,

tubular openings, etc.

8 r. A cast of a ventral valve supposed to be of this species, from -Cumberland, Md.
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Fig. 1. OrTHIS 80LITAEIa 45

1 o. Dorsal view of the specimen described.

1 6. Ventral view of the same.

1 e. Profile of the same.

1 d. Front view of the same.

Figs. 2, 3. Orthis ctclas 52

2 a. Dorsal view of a specimen enlarged to two diameters.

2 6. Ventral view of the same.

8. A ventral valve enlarged to two diameters.

Fig. 4. Orthis lkucosia 48

i a. Ventral view of a small specimen.

4 b. Dorsal view of the same.

4 c. Dorsal view of a specimen of ordinary size. Larger specimens have been obtained since

these figures were made.

4 d. Ventral view of the same.

4 e. Profile of the same.

4/. Cardinal view of the same.

4 g. The int«rior of a dorsal valve.

4 h. The interior of a ventral valve.

4 t. A cast of a ventral valve which is probably of this species, iVom Cumberland, Ud.

Fig. 5. Orthis tulliensis 55

6 a. Dorsal view of a specimen of ordinary size.

6 b. Ventral view of the same.

6 c. Profile of the same.

6 d. Cardinal view of the same.

5 e. Front view of the same.

6 f. Ventral view of a more gibbous specimen.

5 g. Profile of the same.

6 h. Front view of the same.

6 i. Dorsal view of a cast of this species.

6 k. Ventral view of the same.  
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Fig. 1. OrTHIS LE0NEN8IB ? 62

I. Cast of ventral valvct

Fig. 2. Orthis thiemei. ? 63

2 Cast of the ventral valve.

Figs. 3-8. Orthis leonensis 62

8. A dorsal valve.

4, 5. Casts of dorsal valves.

6, 7. Casts of ventral valves.

8. Exterior of a ventral valve.

Figs. 9, 10. Orthis leucosia ? 63

9, 10. The exterior of a dorsal valve and cast of the ventral valve.

Figs. 11-19. Orthis impressa 60

II, 12. Casts of ventral valves of young individuals.

13. A dorsal valve retaining the shell.

14. Cast of a dorsal valve, showing muscular impressions and vascular lines.

15. Ventral valve retaining the shell.

16-18. Casts of ventral valves of the usual forms.

19. A cast of an unusually large specimen of a ventral valve.

Figs. 20-29. Orthis tiooa 59

20-23. Illustrations of the dorsal valve.

24, 25. Casts ot the dorsal valve retaining impressions of the surface strise.

26, 27. Ventral valves showing the mesial elevation.

28, 29. Casts of the ventral valve, showing muscular impressions.

Figs. 30-32. Orthis carinata 58

80. Cast of a ventral valve of this species.

81. A dorsal valve with the shell partly.exfoliated.

82. A cast of the dorsal valve showing the form of the muscular impression.
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Figs. 1 - 12. StREPTORHYNCHUS CHEMUNGEN8I8 var. ARCT08TRTATA 71

I, 2. Ventral valves of young specimens where the beaks are somewhat distorted, and the strite

not alternating in strength.

8, 4. External and internal views of a dorsiil valve of similar ch.iracter.

6. Interior of a dorsal valve, the strise of which arc sharp and equal in size.

6, 7. Exterior and interior of a larger dorsal valve, the strite of which are distinctly alternating

in strength.

8. 9. Ventral and dorsal valves of a semicircular form, where the strise are sharp and of equal

strength. Original of Orthisina [S.] arctostriata, 13th Report on State Cabinet.

10. Cardinal view of specimen, fig. 2, showing the distortion of the beak and the covered fora-

men; enlarged to two diameters.

II. Interior of a ventral valve of a specimen having equal striaci showing muscular impression,

teeth and covered deltidium.

12. Enlarged view of a cast of a specimen having sharp equal stria;, and showing the imprint of

the adductor and retractor muscles very well preserved.

12. t Enlargement of surface strlse, showing their alternating character.

Figs. 13 - 17, 26. Streptorhynohtjs chemungensis var. perversa 72

18, 14. Dorsal valves of specimens, showing the alternating character of the strise.

15. View of an imperfect ventral valve.

16. Ventral valve of an individual retaining but a portion of the shell.

17. Cast of a large dorsal valve showing the impression of the alternating slrise.

26. View of a very convex finely striated dorsal valve; referred with doubt to S. perverta.

Figs. 18-25,27. Streptorhynchus chbmunqensis var. pandora 68

18, 19, 20 Dorsal and ventral views and profile of a very symmetrical specimen of the species.

21. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions, cardinal process and socket

plates.

23. Interior of a ventral valve, showing muscular impressions, cardinal area and teeth.

24, 25. Casts of a dorsal and ventral valve, showing the characters of the muscular impressions,

27. Exterior of a large ventral valve.
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Figs. 1-26. StREPTORHYNCHUS CHEMUNUENSI8 67

1. A dorsal valve of symmetrical proportions, which has a convexity a little greater than that

of the ordinary specimens of S. pandora in the Corniferous limestone. The striaj are

bifurcate, and in their partially preserved condition, arc unequal at the margin of the

shell ; a few finer ones between the larger reaching half or two- thirds the way t.o the apex.

2. The exterior of a ventral valve which is nearly flat, being slightly concave below the middle;

the apex is prominent and very slightly uusymmetrlcal.

8. A cast of the same valve showing the muscular impression.

4. The exterior of a dorsal valve which is regularly convex; the strise are sliarply elevated and

fasciculate, there beiug two or three fluer ones between the stronger and more elevated oMs.

6. A cast of the interior of the same valve showing the muscular and vascular impressions.

6. A dorsal valve ofmoderate convexity with one of the cardinal extremities abruptly rounded,and

the other distorted, apparently from some accidental cause. The stria! are fasciculate,

there being one, two or three finer ones between the stronger sharply elevated ones on the

lower half of the valve, while tpwards the beak they are all sub-equal. This is the origi-

nal of Strophomena pectinacea.

6 o. An enlargement of striie, from specimen fig. 6, S. pectinacea.

7. A convex dorsal valve with the cardinal extremities slightly rounded; the stria; are, in some

parts, sub-equal, and in others alternating in size, and the stronger ones are sometimes

interruptedly depressed. The mesial portion of the valve is flattened The specimen

shows the striae curving upward to the hinge line in a most remarkable degree.

8. The cast of a large and very convex dorsal valve with the extremities abruptly rounded. The

surface is unequally striated. The umbo is large and very prominent, while the surface

below the umbo to the front is somewhat depressed convex, and abruptly depressed on

each side, leaving the space between that part and the hinge extremities concave. This

specimen may be compared with fig. 26, Plate 9, from the Corniferous limestone.

9. A cardinal view of fig. 8.

10. A slightly concave ventral valve where the striae are sub-equal and bifurcating, or increas-

ing by interstitial additions. The character of strise is precisely similar to those of

the Corniferous limestone specimens of S. pandora.

11. A dorsal view in which the striae are sharp and sub-equal ; of the type of Stropkomtna arcto-

itriata.

12. A specimen of similar character which is extremely unsymmetrical.

12 a. An enlargement of the strite which characterize the specimens like those from 11 to 17.

J3. A ventral view of an unsymmetrical specimen. •
14. A cardinal view of the preceding specimen.

^6. A proQle of the same.

16. A car4iQal view of specimen when the apex is less extended.

}7. A profile of flg, 16. The specimens 11 to 17, are of the type of Strophomena arctottriata,

showing various degrees of distortion.

J8. A ventral valve with rather deep and coarse strise.

^9, 20. Cast» of (jlorsul valve« of nearly symmetrical forms.

<21, 22. Casts of ventral valves,

28. k cardinal view of a cast of a large ventral valve which is symmetrical on the hinge line.

^\. The cardinal profess froD) a gutta-percba cast from specimen fig. 9.
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Figs. 1-8. Strophodonta alveata 81

1. The interior of a dorsal valve as obtained ft-om a cast in the Schoharie grit.

2. The cast of a ventral valve.

8. A smaller ventral valve of the same species.

Figs. 4-10. Strophodonta callosa , 82

4. Interior of a dorsal valve, iVom an impression in the natural mould, showing muscular impres-

sions and cardinal process ; enlarged to two diameters.

6, 7. Casts of ventral valves, natural size.

8. Interior of the dorsal valve, from an impression in the natural mould, showing muscular

impressions, cardinal process, and the crenulatt'd hinge line ; enlarged to two diamett^rs.

9, 10. Cardinal and ventral views of a cast of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impres-
sions very distinctly; enlarged to two diameters.

Figs. 5, 11. Strophodonta parva 85

6. Impression of a dorsal valve of this species.

11. Cast of a ventral valve, enlarged to two diameters, showing muscular impressions and the

crenulated hinge.

Figs. 12, 13, 18 - 21. Strophodonta crebristriata 86

12. Exterior of a small ventral valve.

13. Exterior of a smaller ventral valve, enlarged to two diameters.

18, 19. Exterior and profile of a larger ventral valve.

20. Enlargement of the surface striiE.

21. Exterior of a very large ventral valve.

23. Interior of a dorsal valve, from an impression in the natural mould. Doubtfully referred

to this species.

Figs. 14 - 17. Strophodonta demissa 81

14. View of a ventral valve taken from an impression left in the Schoharie grit by the decay of

the shell.

16. Internal cast of a ventral valve in the grit.

16. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions and cardinal process.

17. Cast of the interior of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impressions in a very perfect
manner. From the soft shales of the Hamilton group.

Fig. 22. Strophodonta perplana 92

22. An impression of a ventral valve of this species.

Figs. 24-31. Strophodonta iNKQCiRADiATA 87

24, 25. Profile, and vertical view of a ventral valve with distant coarse stria).

26. View of a cast of a ventral valve showing a narrow muscular impression.

27, 28. Front and cardinal views of a cast of a ventral valve, showing muscular and vascular

impressions in a very perfect manner.

29. Cast of a large ventral valve.

80, 31. Impressions of the exteriors of dorsal valves, showing sharp distant strise.
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Figs. 1-5. StROPHODONTA DEMIS8A 81

1, 2. Dorsal and Tentral views of a small individual.

8-5. Dorsal and ventral views and profile of a larger specimen. This individual is the largest

one observed in the Corniferous limestone.

Figs. 6-8. Strophodonta inequisteiata 93

6, 7. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen of ordinary size.

8. Profile of a larger and very gibbous specimen.

Figs. 9-11. Strophodonta patersoni. ? 89

9. A ventral valve of a specimen of ordinary size, but more convex than usual.

10. A profile of the preceding specimen.

11. An enlargement of the strite from the same shell.

Fig 12. Strophodonta inequiradiata 87

12. The cast of a ventral valve which may belong to this species.

Figs. 13-15. Strophodonta perplana ... 92

13. A young individual corresponding in size and character to the original of S. crenittria

as described in the Gceol. Report of the 4th District.

14. A dorsal view of a large individual of the same species.

16 A cast of the ventral valve of the same species in chert, from Indiana.

Figs. 16-18. Strophomena rhomboidalis 76

16. An individual with numerous regular undulations. This is of the type of S. undulata, of

Vanuxem's Geol. Report of 3d District.

17. A specimen with few strong undulations.

18. A east of the ventral valve showing few undulations.
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Figs. 1-5. Strophodonta patersoni 89

1. A ventral valve, of medium size, and depressed convex form.

2. A larger imperfect specimen, showing more distinctly the transverse wrinkles.'

8. A large individual in which the strias are not so .strongly marked as in the other specimens.

4. A cast of the ventral valve, showing the muscular impression, and preserving the marks of the

exterior strire.

6. A profile of fig. 8.

Figs. 6-11. Strophodonta inequiradiata ;... . 87

6. A ventral valve of an individual of medium size.

7. A larger individual, having the cardinal extremities produced.

8. A cast of a large ventral valve.

9. A profile of fig. 8.

10. The cast of a ventral valve of this species.

11. An enlargement of the muscular impression of the same specimen.

Figs. 12, 13. Strophodonta hemispheric a 90

12. A ventral valve of e.xtremely gibbons form, from Poil Colbome, Canada West.

18. A profile of the same. This specimen presents some variations from the usual form and

character of those from New York and Ohio, which have been referred to this species.
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Fig. 1. Stbophodonta AMPLii 93

1 a. A dorsal view of a young individual.

1 6. An impression of a dorsal valve of a specimen of medium size, uliowing the cavity left by

the cardinal process.

1 e. A ventral valve of a larger individual.

1 d. A profile of the specimen fig. 1 c.

J e. A dorsal view of a large individual.

I /. An enlargement of the surface, showing the transverse strise and the elongate, pustulosc

elevations upon their surface.

1
g-. The cardinal area ofthe ventral valve with a narrow, linear callosity closing the deltidium, and

a smooth triangular area which is continuous with the other portions of the sane (urface,

and hag apparently never been a foramen.

1 A. The interior of a ventral valve, showing the strong flabelliform muscular sear. The margin

of the area is brol^en (a usual condition) by tlie removal or the separation of the dorsal

valve.

1 t. A cast of the ventral valve from the Schoharie grit, showing the muscular sear and the

strongly punctate surface.

Fig. 2. Strophodonta oonoava 96

2 a. View of a ventral valve which is constricted just below the cardinal e-\tremities.

2 6. A profile of the same.

2 c. The interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions and cardinal process.

3 d. A cardinal view of a cast of the ventral valye, showing the muscular impressions.
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Figs. 1-5. Strophodonta concava 96

1. Interior of the dorsal valve of a young individual, sliowing the muscular impressions, cardi-

nal process, socket plates and crenulated hinge; enlarged to two diameters.

2. Interior of a deeply concave dorsal valve, showing very large socket plates.

8. Profile of specimen, fig. 2.

4. Enlargement to two diameters of the central part of an adult dorsal valve showing the mus-

cular impression, cardinal ))rocess, socket plates and crenulated hinge.

6. Cardinal view of the specimen, fig. 4, showing the elevation of the cardinal process and

socket plates, crenulated hinge, and the absorption of the base of the cardinal process,

to accommodate the margin of the opposite valve
j enlarged to two diameters.

Fig. 6. Steophodonta pateksoni 89

6. Interior of the dorsal valve of a specimen, referred with some doubt to this species.

Figs. 7, 8. Strophodonta pkrplana 98

7. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impression, cardinal process and crenulated

binge.

8. Cardinal view of specimen, fig. 7, showing the elevation of the cardinal process.

Figs. 9, 17. Strophodonta junia = S. textilis of text 108

9. E.xterior of a ventral valve, from the TuUy limestone.

17. Cardinal view of a specimen, showing hinge area, deltidiuni, etc.

Figs. 10, 11. Strophodonta inequistriata 106

10. Interior of a ventral valve, showing the arrangement of the muscular impressions; enlarged

to two diameters.

11. Enlargement of an imperfect dorsal valve, showing the highly elevated muscular impres-

sions, cardinal process, etc.

Fig. 12. Strophodonta scbdemissa 414

12. Interior of a dorsal valve of this species, from the Hamilton group of Iowa.

Figs. 13, 14. Strophodonta mucronata Ill

13. A ventral valve, showing mucronate extensions of the cardinal extremities.

14. A dorsal view of a specimen without mucronate extensions.

Figs. 1.5, 16. Strophomena rhomboidalis ? 414

15. Exterior of a ventral valve, from the Waverly sandstone series of Ohio

16. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions, cardinal process, etc., from

the Waverly sandstones of Ohio.
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Fig. 1. StROPHODONTA CONCAVA 96

1 a. A ventral valve which is carinate along the centre.

1 6. A dorsal view showing the area of both valves, etc.

1 c. A profile of specimen fig. 1 b.

1 d. A large ventral valve which is less convex than the usual forms and somewhat undulated

or sub-plicated on the margin.

1 e. The exterior of a dorsal valve, showing the extension of the cardinal process above the

hinge line.

1/. The interior of the specimen flg. 1 e, showing the muscular impressions, cardinal process,

crenulated hinge line, etc.

1 g. A profile of the same, showing the geniculation in front, and the muscular scar.

1 h. The interior of a ventral valve, showing the area and muscular impressions.
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Fig. 1. Strophodonta perplana 98

1 a. A young iDdividual.

1 b. An individual of medium size, having the cardinal angles extended.

1 c. A large ventral valve, having a cicatrix along the median line—a feature of not uncommon

occurrence in this species.

1 d. A dorsal valve which is somenliat contracted on the liinge line.

1 (. An enlarged cardinal view, showing the areas of the two valves and a slight callosity on the

dorsal area. The area is much wider than usual.

If. The exterior of a ventral valve from the Hamilton group, at Kock Island, Illinois, show-

ing the unequal or fasciculate striae.

1 g. The interior of the same, showing the mu-scular impression.

1 h. The interior of a ventral valve from the Hamilton group of New York.

1 i. The cast of a ventral valve, showing more distinctly the large flabelliform divaricator mus-

cular impressions and the small occlusor muscular impressions.

1 k. An enlargement of the interior of a fragment of a dorsal valve, showing the peculiar form

of the cardinal process. The continuation of the process along the centre, forming the

median septum, is exfoliated.

1 /. A further enlargement of the hinge line, cardinal process, etc., ft-om another individual.

The cordiform extremities of the process show the striated surface for the attachment of

the muscles.

1 »i. A longitudinal section.

1 n. An enlargement of the surface strise of a New Tork specimen, showing the suh-equal strise.

1 o. An enlargement from a Kock Island specimen, (1/,) showing the alternating or fascicular

arrangement of strise.

Fig. 2. Strophodonta demissa 101

2 a. A young individual.

2 4, c, d. Ventral valves of the ordinary form.

2 e. A dorsal valve having strong sharp stria;.

2/, g. Dorsal valves of the ordinary form, showing the area.

2 k, I, m. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of a large individual.

2 n. Profile of a moderately convex specimen.

2 o. A profile of the specimen flg. 2 c, which is more than usually gibbous.

2 p. An enlarged cardinal view, showing the areas of the two valves which arc destitute of a

central callosity.

2r. The interior of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impressions. The area has been

broken by the separation of the opposite valve.

2 ». The interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions, the cardinal process and

crenulated cardinal margin.

Strophodonta bubdemissa 214

2 A, i. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen (Vom Rock Island, Illinois.
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Fig. 1. Strophodonta nacrea 104

1 a, b, c. Ventral valves of this species, showing varieties of form.

1 d. A dorsal view of lig. 1 c.

1 e. A profile of the same.

1/. A profile view of 1 a.

1 g. Interior of the ventral valve. The open deltidium is due to accident.

1 k. The interior of a dorsal valve.

Fig. 2. Strophodonta inequistriata 106

2 a, b, c. Dorsal views of three individuals, showing the extremes of the ordinary forms.

2 d, e,f. Ventral views of the preceding specimens.

2g. A profile of fig. 2 6.

2 h. The interior of a dorsal valve.

2 t. The interior of a ventral valve.

2 k. The interior of a ventral valve enlarged to two diameters, showing the peculiar dental

lamvllte and the vascular impressions.

Fig. 3. Strophodonta textilis 108

8 a. A ventral valve of this species.

8 6. A ventral valve which i» more elongated tlian the usual form.

8 c. The dorsal side of a large individual, showing the cardinal area of the ventral valve and a

narrow callosity in the centre.

8 d. The interior of a portion of an imperfect dorsal valve, showing the small muscular area and

slender cardinal process.

8 e. An enlargement of the surface, showing the character of striae, etc.

4. A cast of a ventral valve which is apparently of the same species, much extended on the

hinge line.
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Figs. 1-5. Strophodonta cayuta 110

1. A cast of a small ventral raWe.

2. The more common and prevailing form among specimens of larger dimensions.

3. A ventral cast, which is very gibbous and aub-plicate in the middle, with the cardinal extremi-

ties greatly extended.

4. An enlargement of the surface striae, as shown in an impression in the stone.

5. An enlargement of the ventral muscular impression, and a part of the cardinal line, to show

the crenulations

Figs. 6, 7. Strophodonta ccelata 112

6. An impression in a fine sandstone preserving the marks of muscular impressions, etc.

7. The iapression of a convex dorsal valve supposed to be of the same species.

Figs. 8 - 12. Strophodonta dkmissa 114

8. 9, 10. Casts of ventral valves, of variable and somewhat distorted forms.

11. The cast of a ventral valve of the ordinary form of the species.

12. The cardinal view of the same.

Figs. 13 - 16. Strophodonta perplana, var. nervosa 113

13. The interior of a ventral valve having the form and general aspect of S. perplana, but with

the fine striae characteristic of S. nervosa.

14. A specimen having the cardinal extremities greatly produced. This specimen is the origi-

nal of i'. nervoia

15. A portion of a large ventral valve with sharp, strong, undulating striae, which are some-

times elevated into pustules and again abruptly depressed. This character of surfaca

prevails in all the specimens in certain beds of the rock.

16. An enlargement of a part of the surface of the preceding specimen, showing the peculiar

features of the striae.

17, 18, 19. These specimens are casts of the ordinary forms of the S. ptrplana = S.delthyrU

(Conrad), as it occurs in the Chemung group.
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Fig. 1. Chonetes muceonata 124

1 a. Ventral valve of this species; being a small specimen enlarged to two diameters. From the

Corniferous limestone.

1 6. Ventral valve of the natural size. From the Gorniforous limestone.

1 c. The specimen fig. 1 b, twice the natural size.

1 d. The profile of fig. 1 c

Fig. 2. Chonetes muceonata ? 124

2. The flgare is twice the natural size of the specimen; the plications strong and angular.

Fig. 3. Chonetes lineata 121

8 o. A ventral valve natural size.

8 b. The interior of a ventral valve, with a piece of the dorsal valve attached.

8 c, d. Dorsal and ventral views of specimens twice the natural size.

8 e. An enlarged figure from the cast of a ventral valve.

if. A section of the two valves.

Fig. 4. Chonetes tandellana 123

4 a, 6. Dorsal views of specimens of the natural size.

4 c. A ventral view of the specimen 4 b.

4 d. A longitudinal section of the two valves.

4 e. The specimen fig. 4 a, enlarged to two diameters.

4/. An enlargement of the interior of a ventral valve.

4 g. An enlargement of the interior of a dorsal valve.

Fig. 5. Chonetes acutiradiata 120

6 a, b- Ventral views of two individuals, one being much more convex than the other.

6 c. A profile of fig. 5 a.

Fig. 6. Chonetes hemispheric a 118

6 a, b. Ventral views of a small and a large individual.

6 c. A profile of 6 6.

6 d. A cardinal view showing the spines upon the margin.

Fig. 7. Chonetes arcuata 119

7 a. A dorsal view of an individual.

7 b, e. Ventral views of difi"erent specimens.

7 d. A profile of 7 c.

7 «,/. Ventral and cardinal views of a cast of this species, showing the muscular impression and

apparently crenulated border caused by the spine-tubes.

Figs. 8, 9. Strophodonta callosa 82

8. The interior of a dorsal valve, taken from a gutta-percha impression.

9 o. A cast of the interior of the ventral valve, showing the muscular impression and the thick-

ened border of the valve.

9 ft. A cardinal view of the preceding individual . The figures are all enlarged to two diameters.
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Fig. 1. Chonetes mucronata 124

1 a. A ventral valve, natural size.

1 4. An enlargement of fig. 1 a, showing more distinctly tlie cliaractcr of Ilie spines.

1 c. A profile of the same. This form lias few strong strise npoii tlie surface.

I d, e. A dorsal view, and an enlargement of the same, fiom anotlier individual. The surface is

marked by more numerous stria; than the siKJcimens 1 a, 1 b.

If, g. A ventral view, and the same enlarged. This one is intermediate in number of strife

between figs. 1 a and 1 d. The above figures are from siHJcimens from the Marcellus shale.

Fig. :i. Chonetes setiueba 129

'2 a, b. The ventral valve, natural size and enlarged.

Fig. 3. Chonetes koninckiana (cited) 13f)

3. This figure of a siMJcimen of this si)ecies is given for comparison with the varieties of C.

coronata.

Fig. 4. Chonetes sc itula 130

4 o, b- Ventral and dorsal views of a specimen, natural size, of the ordinary proportion*.

4 c. A ventral valve of a smaller individual.

4 d. A profile specimen of fig. 4, it, b.

4 «. An enlargement of the interior of the ventral valve.

if. An enlargement of the interior of the dorsal valve. i

Fig. 5. Chonetes lepida 182

5 o, ft. Ventral and dorsal views of a large individual.

5 c. An enlargement of a ventral valve.

5 d. An enlargement of the dorsal side, showing the area and spines of the ventral valve.

6 «. An enlargement of the interior of a dorsal valve, from which the cardinal process has been

broken.

Fig. 6. Chonetes piTsiLLA 12>

6 a, ft. A ventral and profile view of a specimen of the ordinary size.

6 c. A si)ecimen of the .same species, (Vora the Corniferous limestone, .showing an extension

of the cardinal extremities.

Figs. 7, 8. Chonetes deflecta 12(1

7 a, b, e. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of an individual ot the ordinary form and size.

7 d. A ventral view of an individual which is a little more transverse than the others.

7 e. An interior of the dorsal valve of the natural size.

If. An enlargement of the same, showing the muscular impressions, cardinal process, etc.

7 g. An enlargement of the interior of the ventral valve.

8 a. The dor^l valve of a specimen referred to C. gibboia.

S b, c. A ventral and profile view of the original of C. gibbosa, the s])cciftc distinction of which

is doubtful, as noticed imder C. d^ecta, pp. 126 and 12S.
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Figi. 10. (9, 11, 12.) Chonetes coronata 133

10 a, b. Dorsal and ventral views of a small individual of this species.

10 c, d. Ventral and profile views of a specimen of medium size and somewhat more than usual

gibbosity.

10 e,f. A ventral and profile view of a specimen which is more extended on the hinge line, and

a little less gibbous than the preceding.

10 g. A dorsal view, showing the area, etc., of a specimen which is unusually short on the

hinge line.

10 A, i. The exterior and interior of a large ventral valve.

10 k. Interior of a dorsal valve of medium size, showing a quadruple termination to the cardinal

process.

10/. Interior of a larger dorsal valve where the cardinal process has only two divisions. Tlie

reniform muscular impression, characteristic of the genus, is very distinctly shown. Tlie

foregoing specimens arc all from the soft shales of the formation in New York.

The following are introduced for comparison with authentic specimens of C. coronata.

9 a. 6. Ventral and dorsal views of C- tuomeyi. These specimens and the two following

figures are from Bake-oven, 111., the original locality of the species, labelled by Messrs.

Norwood & Pratten, and received from Dr. Norwood.

11. A ventral valve of C. maclurea.

12. YeDtral valve of C. martiui, partially denuded of its shell.

Fig. 13.
'

Chonetes strtalis (referred to) 133 and 135

13 a, b- Exterior of shells of this species.

13 c. Ca.«ts of a ventral valve of the same.

13 d. A cast of the interior of a dorsal valve. The outline of the reniform impression is not

distinctly preserved, and in consequence presents a dilTerent expression from fig. 10 I.
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Figs. 1-5. Chonetes setioera 129 and 142

1. A ventral valve enlarged to two diameters, showini; two spines on each side of the apex.

2. A more transverse form of the same (natural size), the »))ines not being preserved. These

specimens are Irora the Clicmung group near Meadvllle. Pa.

3. A sjiecimen preserving three spines on each side of tlie beak. This specimen is from Pen-

field, Ohio, and has the general features of C. tetigera, but there may be some question

as to absolute identity.

4. A small individual (twice enlarged) from Painted Post, N. Y. This, and other s|>ecimcns

from the same locality, are proportionally longer than the typical forms.

0. A portion of the surface stria: of a specimen from the Marcellus shale, six times enlarged.

FiK8.6-ll. Chonetes 8CITULA ,, 130 and 141

6. A cast of the ventral valve of a very transverse specimen, twice enlarged; the spines are very

short.

7. A specimen having the base a little more ronnded than is usual in this species; twice en-

larged.

8. A specimen of the natural size, which is slightly distorted. From sliales of the Chemung
group near Tioga, Pa.

9. An enlargement to two diameters from a cast of this species, showing the muscular and vas-

cular impressions. The si>ecimeu is from the Hamilton group in Virginia, and has a

more rounded outline than the prevailing lornis in New York.

10. A cast of this species, preserving strong marks of the surface stri«, and casts of the spine

tubes in the area. Chemung group, Cattaraugus county, N. Y. Enlarged.

1 1 . An enlargement of the area and upper portions of a specimen from the Hamilton group; show-

ing the area, foramen and cardinal process; the spine tubes of the area in their inclination

towards the apex of the valve, and the bases of some of the spines turning directly out-

wards from the margin. (Sac pages 116 and 117-)

Figs. 12, 13. Chonetes lepida 132 and 142

12. A ispecimen from the Marcellus shale, twice enlarged.

13. A specimen from the Chemung group at Forestville, six times enlarged. The specimens of

this species in the Chemung group are minute, with the .strim coarser than those of

Hamilton group, but otherwise haviug similar features.

Figs. 14, 15. Chonetes illinoise.nsis (referred to) 14.'»

14. An individual from which the spines have been removed; natural size.

16. A specimen of somewhat different form, preserving the spines of the hinge linit; twice en-

larged. These specimens are from the shaly sund.st^nes of Eastern Ohio, associated with

C. logani.

Figs. 16-28. Chonetes looani var. aurora I:;?

16. A specimen of natural size.

17. A specimen enlarged to three diameters.
^

18. An enlargement to six diameters of the surface stria-. The preceding figures are from

specimens in the Tully limestone of New York,
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19, 20. Specimens fixni tlic f-liales of Eas^tcm Ohio, enlarged to three dismeters to correspond
with the enlargtment of the specimen from tlie Tully limestone.

21. A specimen of somewhat difJerenl, form ft-cm the sime locality as the last, enlarged to two

diameters.

22. A cast from the same locality as the last, enlarged to three diameters, showing the filling of

the hpine tubes in the area.

24. A ventral view of another individual, showing the spines of tlie cardinal margin ; the curved

line by the side of the figure shows the convexity of the valve.

25. The interior of a dorsal valve enlarged to two diameters. These specimens usually pre-

serve the surface marking but obscurely.

23. A dorsal view, natuisl size. This, with the two following figures, are from specimens

from the arenaceous beds below the Burlington limestone, at Burlington, Iowa.

26. A sp<'cimen from the oolitic lime.»ti.ne at Burlington, Iowa, in which the surface markings
are well preserved; natural size.

27. A portion of the surface stria; of specimen fig. 26; enlarged to six diameters, for com-

parison with fig. 18.

28. A portion of the surface enlarged twenty-four times, showing the peculiar undulating ruga;.

Figs. 29-43. CUONETES MURICATA 143

29,30. Impressions of the exterior of the dorsal valve of this species, one of them showing the

marks of a few surface spines.

31, 82. Impressions of the exterior of dorsal valves, with truncated apices, one of them show-

ing the impression of the catdinal process. Both specimens show marks of numerous

surface spines.

33. A representation of the interior of the dorsal valve, obtained from an artilioial cast of an

impression left in the stone.

34, 36. Ventral valves of two indiuduals, one of them having a truncated beak. Fig. 34 shows

a few cardinal spines, as usual in Chonetes, while there are numerous smaller ones on the

surface. I'ig. 85 has a shorter hinge line, with wrinkled ears, which are studded with

spines as in Pruductut.

36, 87, 38. Specimens of tlie casts of the ventral valves having the features obscurely pre-

served, showing three forms of the shell.

39. A ca.st of the venlral valve, witli adhering stone, preserving impressions of the cardinal

spines.

40. A cast of the ventral valve, showing the marks of the muscular impressions very distinctly.

41. A cardinal view of the 8i)ecimen fig. 35.

42. A cardinal view of the specimen fig. 88.

43. An (Milargomcnt of part of a. ventral valve, combining the characters of muscular impres-

sions, etc., observed in several individuals.

Fig. 44. Chonetes aecuata 119

44. A cardinal view, shmving the distant slender spines. From the Cornifcrous limestone.
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Fig*. 1-3, 9-11. Prodictella navicella
,

15(>

1, 2. Ventral views of two iiulivicluaU, from the Coruiforous limestone.

3. Profile view of specimen flg. 1.

9 - 11. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a more elongated speuimen, from the Hamilton

group.

Figs. 4, 5. PrODUCTELLA SUBACnLEATA? 154

4. Ventral valve of a specimen, from the Fulls of the Oliio, showing spine-bases and one long spine.

5. Interior of n dorsal valve of a similar cliaiacter, from East Victor, >!ew York.

Pigs, (j -8. PaoDUCTELLA 8PJN ULICOSTA ?=/'. ihuiiiardiana 1(50

6. 7, 8. Ventral, profile and cardinal views of a specimen from the Corniferous limestone near

Louisville, Ky.

Figs. 12-24. Prodi t-TELLA truncata 100

12. Interior of ailorsal valve, enlarged to two diameters, from the Marcellus shale.

13. An enlargement of a portion of the interior of a dorsal valve, show ing the cardinal process.
14. An impression of the exterior of the dorsal valve, allowing the area of both valves.

15. View of a vx-utral valve preserving several of the spines; from the MurcelUis shale.

16. The exterior of a dorsid valve, from the limestones of the Marcellus shales.

17. A ventral valve, of small size, having the beak but slightly truncated.

18. 19, 20. Ventral, cardinal and profile views ol a sui:ill individual, having a large truncation;

from the limestones of the Marcellus slialcs, enlarged to three diameters.

21,22. Interiors o<" dorsal valves,

ii. An impression of the dorsal valve,, and the area and be»k of the ventral valve, showing a

narrow deltidium.

24. A ventral view of a specimen which is somewhat largely truncate. Figs. 21 -
24, are from

siiecimeiis from the Hamilton group. Figs. 12, 14-17, 21-23, are eiilarged to two

diailieters; fig. 13 to six diameters, and fig 24 to three diameters.

Figs. 25-^. (35-37). Prodlctella spinulicosta 160

(All the figures of natural size except fig. 26.)
. — ^ -.

25. The interior of a dorsal valve.

26. An enlargement of a portion of the above to three diameters to show the cardinal process.

27. A ventral valve of a small broad form.

28. Ventral view of an individual of larger size.

29. Profile of the same.

30. Cardinal view of the same.

31. A smaller individual imbedded in the rock, and showing .spines attached.

82. Profile view of a specimen from the Tully limestone; probably of this si)ecies.

33. Caidinal view of tlie same.

34. A fragment of shale with crushed specimens of this species, preserving the slender spines.

35. A ventral view of a spocimen from the limestone of the Marcellus shale, which clo.sely

resembles the P. skumardiana from the calcareous bands below the Burlington limestone.

30. Ventral view of a specimen ol P. thumardiana, from Burlington, Iowa.

37. Profile of the same.

Figs. 38-40. Pboductklla du.mosa 162

38. Ventral view of a small specimen.
39. Profile of the same.
40. Ventral view of a larger siieciraen, showing the base of spines remaining, and the pustules

becoming elongated and a.ssuming the form of costic. The specimen is a little crushed.

Figs. 41 - 44. Productella tuli.ia 164

41. An impression of the exterior of a dorsal valve preserving the cardinal process; from the

Hamilton group.
42. A dorsal valve of larger size; fi-om the shale of the Hamilton group.
43. A large dorsal valve from the Tully limestone.

44. An enlargement of the i)ustules and surface striaj, as shown in figs. 41 & 42.

Figs. 45, 46. Productella exanthemata 163

45. 46. The interiors of the dorsal valves of two individiial.-i, natural size.

Figs. 47, 48. Productella sp ? 165

47. The interior of a dorsal valve, natural size.

48. A profile of the same.

Fig. 49. Productella subalata 165

49. Ventral view of an individual, from the calcareous shale at Rock Island, Illinois.
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Figs. 1-9. PrODUCTELLA RARI8PINA 170

1. The ventral valve of a young individual.

2, 8, 4. Three views of an adult individual, showing an irregular fold on the ventral vajve.

6. A ventral valve, preserving two of the spines and tlio bases of several otlicrs.

6. A ventral valve, which is unusually symmetrical, and retains the marks of very few spines.

7. A cardinal view of a ventral valve.

8. The interior of a dorsal valve.

9. Profile of specimen fig. 8.

Figs. 10-16. Productella boydii 16'.»

10. The ventral valve of a young individual.

11. 12. The interior of dorsal valves, showing pustules from the indentations of the exterior.

13 - 15. Ventral valves of this species, preserving some of the spines.

16. A profile view of the specimen fig. 16.

Fig. 17-29. Productella hirsuta IGti

17. The ventral valve of a young individual.

18. 19. Ventral valves of large individuals.

20. An impression of a dorsal valve.

21, 22. Ventral valves preserving some of the submarginal spines.

23. A profile of the specimen fig. 22.

24. A .symmetrical ventral valve with short hinge line.

25. A profile view of the proceding.

26. A large and somewhat distorted ventral valve preserving some of the submarginal spines.

27. The interior of a dorsal valve with cardinal process.

28. An enlargement of the cardinal jjrocess from fig. 27.

29. An enlargement of a portion of the surface, from a well preserved specimen.

Figs. 30-37. Pboddctella hirsuta var. reotispina 1(58

30. The dorsal valve of a small individual.

31. A convex ventral valve.

82. A large ventral valve.

33. An impicssion of the exterior of a large dorsal valve.

84. A large and somewhat distorted ventral valve.

35. A profile view of the same.

86. The interior of a large ventral valve from which the shell has been mostly removed, pre-

serving the submarginal spines.

87. The interior of a dorsal valve from an impression in the stone.
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Figs. 1 - 11. Prodcctella specios.v 17:')

1. An impression of the exterior of a dorsal valve, showing the murks of the cardinal process.

2. The interior of a dorsal valve.

3 A pro81e of specimen fig. 2.

4, 5. Views of ventral valves.

6, 7. Profiles of specimens figs. 5, 8.

8. A ventral valve which is broad and depressed and strongly pustulose.

9, 10, 11. Ventral, profile and cardinal views of a very gibbous individual—the specimen from

which the original description was given.

Figs. 12, 13. Productklla exanthemata 1(53

12, 18. The interiors of dorsal valves.

Figs. 14-21. Productella striatula 177

14, 15. The interiors of dorsal valves.

16. A profile of specimen fig. 15.

17, 18. Ventral view and profile of a specimen of symmetrical form, showing scattered spine-bases.

19, 20, 21 . Ventral and cardinal views and profile of a specimen of broader form—fig. 20, showing
the muscular impressions.

Fig. 22. ProduCtella arctirostrata 182

22. An exfoliated interior of a dorsal valve, referred witli doubt to this species.

Figs. 23-28. Pkoductella lacurymosa 172

2.3, 24. Impressions of dorsal valves, one with numerous pustules, and the other nearly desti-

tute of pustules.

25, 26, 27. Ventral valves of this species; the figures 25 and 27 show some remains of .spines

and elongate pustules; 26 is a broader form with fewer pustules.

28. The ventral valve of a yoimg individual of the same species, showing numerous elongate

pustules.

Figs. 29-32. Pkoductella lachrymosa var. liaia 174

29. A ventral valve which is regularly convex and sliowing short pustules.

80. A profile of the same.

31 . A shorter and more quadrate form with a mesial depression ; the pustules very symmetrically

arranged. The specimen con-esponds to the original description of P. lima. Conrad.

32. A cardinal view of the same specimen, showing the muscular markings and cavities left by

the teeth.

Figs. 33-41. Productella lachrymosa var. stkjmata 174

33. An impression of a very large dorsal valve. _

34. An impression of a more concave dorsal valve, showing the form of cardinal process.

35. A profile of the same.

86. An impression of a more symmetrical dorsal valve, showing regular and larger pustules, and

also an impression of the cardinal process.

87. A very convex ventral valve, showing pits left by the spine-bases.

38. A cardinal view of the same.

89. A ventral valve preserving a greater nuinlicr of sjiinc-lKisos.

40. A profile of the same.

41. A cardinal view of the same, showing imistiilar impressions.
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Figs. 1-8. Pboductella iiystricila 17H

I, 2. InipressioDg of dorsal valves, one of them sliuwing the truncate apex, and both of them
sliowing tlie marks of the narrow linear area.

8, 4, 5. Casts of ventral valves, the curvetl lines showing the relative convexity of the speci-
mens.

C. A restored specimen, showing the spines am preserved in impressions in the sandstone.
V. The interior of a dorsal valve enlarged to two diameters, showing the form of the cardinal

process and the small dental sockets.
8. A cardinal view of a cast of a ventral valve, showing the narrow area and bilobed apexj en-

larged to two diameters.

Figs. 9 - 15. Prodcctella costatula 180

9. The interior of a dorsal valve, with an enlarged cardinal process from another individual.

10. A front view of the ventral valve of a narrow individual, showing elongate pustules at the
bases of the spines, but with no continuous costa).

II, 12. The front view, and profile of an older individual, showing continuous costse.

13 - 15. Front view, profile, and cardinal view of another individual, showing continuous eostsv.

Figs. \(i - 23. Productella arctirostrata 18*2

10, 17. .^n impression of the exterior of a dorsal valve, with piv^fllc of the same.
18. The impression of a dorsal valve, showing strong concentric wrinkles, with an impression of

the cardinal process; having fewer pustules on the surface than fig. 16.

19-21. Front, profile and cardinal views of a ventral valve, of the same variety of form and
surface marking, as fig. l(i.

22, 23. Two views of the typical specimen of this species; the ventral valve is distorted
to some extent, but the mesial depression is apparently a natural feature.

Figs. 24 - 28. Productella ^ialveata 18ii

24. A small specimen of a ventral valve, showing numerous concentric wrinkles, with a greater
number of spines towards the front than usual in specimens of this species.

25. A young individual, with incon.«i)icuous wrinkles, and a well defined mesial sinus.

2t). A larger individual, which is nearly destitute of a sinus.

27. A larger individual, with distinct wrinkles and spiue-Uuses on the cardinal margin, with a few
siniilur mstrks on one side, in front; llie mesial sinus is but faintly developed.

28. An imperfect specimen, with faint concentric wrinkles and numerous spiniferous tubercles
near the front; the sinus is strongly developed.

Fig». 29 - 42. Productella onusta 184

29. The interior of the dorsal valve of a young individual, showing the cardinal process and
socket ridges.

80. The interior of a large dorsal valve, showing concentric wrinkles, the cardinal process and
median septum, with the muscular and vascular impressions.

31. The interior of a dorsal valve from whicli the shell is partially e.xfoliated; the cardinal pro-
cess is much stronger than in fig. 30.

32. A cardinal view of the specimen fig. 31, siiowing the convexity of the inner surface.

83. A fragment of a large dorsil valve, showing the termination of tlie renil'orm vascular irapres-
siiin on one side, with an oblique vascular impression diverging on each side from the
termination of the mesial septum. The outline is restored to sliow the relation of the

parts prest'rved.
84. A dorsal valve which has been doubtftilly referred to this species; it is nearly flat, with a

few obscure wrinkles, and a cardinal process similar to others of this species.
35. The ventral valve of a young individual.

8ti, 87, 88. Ventral and cardinal views, and profile of a large ventral valve of this species.
89. 40. Cardinal views of casts of two ventral valves, sliowing the muscular markings, and in

39, the deep pits on the sides of the beak left by the removal of the dental lamellas.

41. An enlargement of the surface of the shell, showing round spine-bases, and irregular lines of

growth.
42. An enlargi-ment of the surface of the cast of a ventral valve, showing the irregular striatioa

aiul distant pimcta.
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Figs. 1-4. CyRTINA HAMILT0NEN8IS 2

I, 2. View-s of casts of a dorsal and a ventral valve, from the Schoharie grit, the latter

showing the line of tlie medium septum.

3, 4. Front and cardinal views of a ventral valve ft-ora the Corniferous limestone, the latter

view showing the covered deltidium.

Figs. 5 - 10. Ctrtina biplicata :2(J6

5, G. 7. Dorsal, cardinal and front views of an individual of this sjiecies, from the Schoharie grit.

8. A ventral valve of a si)ecimen from Michig.in.

9, 10. Ventral and cardinal views of the original specimen of this species.

Figf. 11 - 12. Ctrtina crassa 207

II, 12. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen of this species from the Corniferous limestone.

Fig8. 13 - 16. Spirifera duodenaria 189

•13. A young individual, which is a partial cast.

14. A ventral valve of this species.

15. The cast of a dorsal valve.

16. The cast of a ventral valve. These specimens ar* all from the Schoharie grit.

Figs. 17 - 28. Spirifera macra 190

17. A young individual of this species.

18. A full grown specimen retaining the shell. The extremities ai-e restored ft'om other spcci-

mens.

19. 20, 21. Dorsal, cardinal and profile views of a specimen retaining a portion of the shell.

22. A cast of a large dorsal valve.

23. A cast of a ventral valve.

24. A cardinal view of a cast of the ventral valve.

25. The cast of a ventral valve of a small individual of this species. ?

26. 27. Dorsal and ventral views of an individual which Is less extended on the hinge line than

the usual form. The specimen is somewhat weathered.

28. Profile of the above.

Fig. 29. Spirifera grieri 194

29. A dorsal view of a cra.sbcd specimen, from the Schoharie grit.

Figs. 30-34. Spirifera raricosta 102

30. The ventral valve of an exfoliated shell.

31. The ca-st of a dorsal valve, showing the teeth sockets and median septum.

32. The cast of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impressions, central septum, and filliiig

of the rostral cavity.

33. 34. Ventral views of two young specimens, referred with doubt to this species.
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Figs. 1- 11. Spirifera qreqaria 196

1. Dorsal view of a young individual.

2. A dorsal view of a specimen of tlie ordinary size and form.

3-6. Ventral, dorsal, profile and front views, of a large and gibbous form.

7, 8. Interiors of ventral valves. These specimens are from the Falls of the Ohio.

9, 10. Dorsal and cardinal views of a cast of this species in chert, from Indiana. This speci-

men shows a distinct depression in the mesial fold wliich is not a usual feature.

11. The interior of a ventral valve and part of a dorsal, showing the crura and the last turns

of the spire. From the Falls of the Ohio.

Figs. 12 - 16. Spirifera Formosa 220

12 - 16 Dorsal, cardinal, profile, front and ventral views of the typical specimen of the species.

Figs. 17-23. Spirifera orieri 194

17 - 20. Four views of a specimen of small or medium size.

21. A dorsal view of a large specimen, showing several plications on the mesial fold.

22 A ventral valve, where the hinge is much extended, and the plications are less defined in the

mesial depression.

23. A front view of the specimen fig. 21.

In the collections of the Canadian Geological Survey, there is a specimen of this species

of much larger size than those observed or figured among the New Tork collections.

Figs. 24 - 33. Spirifera duodenaria 189

24,26,29,80,31. Dorsal, ventral, front, cardinal and profile views of a well formed and char-

acteristic specimen of medium size.

25, 28, 32. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a more gibbous form.

27. Ventral view of a large individual.

33. The interior of a small ventral valve.
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Figs. 1-8. Spirifera oweni 197

1. Dorsal view of a young specimen.

2. Dorsal view of a larger individual.

8-7. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal, profile and front views of a specimen of ordinary size and char-

acteristic form.

8. Interior of a part of a ventral valve.

Fig. 9 - 18. Spirifera acuminata 198

9. Front view of a young individual, from New York.

10 - 18. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal and profile views of a specimen of ordinary size and form,

from near Sandusky, Ohio.

14. Front view of a small but extremely elevated specimen, from Williamsville, N. Y.

16. Cast of a ventral viilve, showing the muscular impression of greater width than usual; from

Albany county. New York.

16, 17. Ventral and cardinal views of a cast in chert, from Camp Creek, Ind., showing muscu-

lar impressions, dental cavities, etc. The mesial elevation has been injured by weather-

ing, and the outline shows the probable extent of the elevation.

18. Dorsal view of a specimen from the same locality as the preceding, showing the peculiar

muscular markings of the dorsal valve.
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Figs. 1-9. Spirifera raricosta 192

1. A dorsal view of a young specimen.

2. A dorsal view of a larger individual preserving a portion of the shell.

8-6. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a specimen which is very short upon the hinge

line and of very gibbous form, with less than the nsuiil number of plications.

7. A ventral valve which is very much extended pn the liinge line, presenting much the appear-

ance of S. perlamellosa.

8. A front view of a specimen, showing the elevation of the fold.

9. The interior of a ventral valve which is much rounded on the cardinal extremities.

Figs. 10 - 15. Spirifera disparilis 204

Compare with S. pyxadatus, of the Oriskany sandstone.

10- 12, 14. Dorsal, ventral, prolile and front views of a sp.,>cinien of ordinary character.

13. Cardinal view of another individual, showing the area and foramen.

15. Dorsal view of a larger .specimen, showing stronger lateral plications. The figures are all

enlarged to two diameters.

Figs. 16 - 20. Spirifera mac rothtris 202

16. Dorsal view of a large specimen showing the area and foramen of the ventral valve. The shell

is almost entirely removed, leaving a partial cast on the dorsal side.

17. A large imperfect ventral valve.

18. A cardinal view of another specimen, showing the foramen and the striated cardinal area.

19. Cardinal view of a young individual, showing a more elevated and sharper mesial fold.

20. A partial ca-st of the ventral valve, showing the filling of the large muscular imprint.

Fig. 21. Spirifera UNXCA 203

21. An imperfect ventral valve. There is a strong probability that this is identical with S.

areno$a, of the Oriskany sandstone.
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Figs. 1-4 Spirifera varicosa 205

1,8,4. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a specimen of the ordinary size and form of those

from the Falls of the Ohio.

2. Dorsal view of another individual, showing a more strongly rugose surface. From the same

locality as the preceding.

Fig. 23. Spirifera varicosa var 206

23. A ventral valve with the hinge line much extended, from Western New York.

Figs. 5-8. Spirifera seomenta 207

5-8. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal and profile views of the original specimen of this species, from

the Falls of the Ohio.

Figs. 9, 10. Spirifera arctiseqmenta 208

9, 10. Dorsal and cardinal views of the original specimen.

Figs. 11-13. Spirifera euruteines var. fornacula 211

11 - 13. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a specimen from Bake-oven, Illinois.

Figs. 14 - 19. Spirifera euruteines 209

14 - 17. Ventral, cardinal, profile and dorsal views of a specimen of ordinary size and form.

18. The interior of a ventral valve containing the spires, which are covered with chalcedony.

19. A cardinal view of a young individual.

Figs. 20 - 22, 24 - 30. Spirifera manni 211

20-22. Dorsal, cardinal, and front views of a characteristic specimen, from near Sandusky, Ohio.

24, 25. Dorsal and cardinal views of an imperfect specimen, from Williiimaville, New York.

26 - 80. Dor.sal, ventral, cardinal, front and profile views of a large imperfect specimen fVom N.

York, which is much more extended laterally than the usual form.
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Figs. 1-9. Spirifera divaricata 213

1. An imperfect dorsal valve of this species. From the Comiferous limestone.

2-6. Ventral, dorsal, profile, front and cardinal views of a large and very perfect specimen, from

the shales of the Hamilton group.

7. An enlargement of the surface, showing the bifurcating plications and the concentric stria.

8. Still further enlargement, showing the rugose character of the concentric striae,

9. The cast of a ventral valve, from the Comiferous limestone.
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Figs. 1 - 21. Spirifeka fimbriata 214

1. An imi>erfect dorsal valve of this siwcies, from the Oriskany sandstone.

2. A view of an imperfect ventral valve of this species.

8. The cast of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impression.

4. A view of a cast of a dorsjil valve. This, and tlie two preceding figures, are from speci-

mens found in the Schoharie grit.

5, 6. Dorsal and ventral views of a small individual, from the Corniferons limestone.

7. A dorsal view of an individual of medium size, from the Corniferous limestone.

8-11. Profile, dorsal, ventral and front views of a full grown individual, from the Corniferous

limestone.

12, IH. Dorsal and ventral views of a small individual.

14. Cardinal view of a short individual of this species.

15. A ventral view of another specimen which preserves the fine .setiform spires of the surface.

16 - 19. Profile, front, dorsal and ventral views of a large sized specimen. Figures 12 - 19

are from specimens from the soft shales of the Uamilton group.

20. A cardinal view of a cast of this species, from the Hamilton group, Hardy county, Va.

21. Enlargement of the surface of specimen fig. 18, showing the pustulose markings.

Pigs. 22 - 30. Spirifera strBUMBONA 234

22. 23. Dorsal and profile views of a specimen of this species.

24. Dorsal view of another individual.

25 - 29. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a large and rather gibbous specimen.

80. Enlargement of the surface, showing the small pits that result frorti a partial exfoliation of

the shell. These figures are from specimens occurring in the limestones of the Marcellus

shales.

Figs. 31 - 35. Spirifera PR.a;HATURA 250

31. A ventral valve of a small individual.

82. A larger dorsal valve, showing the pustules of the surface. This, and the preceding figure

are from New York specimens.

83. Cast of another dorsal valve, showing the impression of the median septum.

84. View of the cast of a ventral valve.

85. Ca.st of ventral valve of another individual, having a much larger rostral ^avity. This, and

the two preceding figures, are from specimens occurring near Meadville, Pa.
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Figs. 1 - 23. Spirifera mucronata 216

1, 2, 4. Dorsal valves, showing variations in tiie extension of the cardinal extremity.

8. Ventral valve of a specimen from the Marcellus shales, very much extended on the hinge line.

5, 6, 7. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of medium size and ordinary form.

8. Dorsal view of a specimen in which the hinge line is not extended.

9. Dorsal view of a specimen which is extended on the hinge-line, so as to give a triangular form to

the shell.

10. Dorsal view of an individual, having a semicircular outline.

11. Ventral view of a large and well preserved individual of ordinary form, showing a

deeply impressed line on the mesial fold, with a corresponding plication in the sinus.

12. Dorsal view of the above.

18. Profile of the same.

14. Cardinal view of the same.

16. Ventral view of a specimen where the hinge-line is considerably extended.

16. Dorsal view of a specimen from the arenaceous shales, in which the cardinal extremities are

greatly extended.

17. Ventral view of another specimen of the same character.

18. Front view of a specimen of ordinary form.

19. Ventral view of a short gibbous form with an angular mesial fold and sinus. This form

approaches in character, 8. ziczac.

20. Dorsal view of same.

21. Front view of same.

22. Interior of ventral val ve .

23. Interior of dorsal valve. <
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Figs. 1-9.
'

Spiripera tullia 218

1-3. Views of dorsal valves, one of them showing rugose markings on the plications.

4. A ventral valve of the ordinary form.

6. Cardinal view of a ventral valve, showing area and foramen.

6. View of a ventral valve, having the cardinal extremities unusually extended.

7, 8, 9. Casts of ventral valves of this species, showing great variations in the rostral portions

of the shell.

Figs. 10-14. Spirifera 8CULPTILIS 221

10. Dorsal valve of this species, from which the shell is partly exfoliated.

11. View of the ventral valve, showing the strong concentric ridges.

12. Cardinal view of the ventral valve, showing area and foramen.

18, 14. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen, which is with doubt, referred to this species
—

the concentric ridges being more closely arranged and finer than in the preceding figures.

Figs. 15 - 23. Spirifera ziczac 222

16. Dorsal view of a small individual.

16, 17. Dorsal and ventral views of an individual of ordinary size.

18 - 22. Dorsal, ventral, profile, front and cardinal views of a large and well preserved individual.

28. Interior of ventral valve, showing the extension of the dental lamcUce into the body of the

abeU.

Figs. 24, 25. Spirifera acuminata 234

24. Dorsal valve of this species, showing the bifurcating plications and the angular mesial fold.

25. Cast of a ventral valve, showing the strongly marked muscular impression and the filling

of the rostral portions of the shell.
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Figs. 1 - 13. Spirifera oranulifera 22:{

1. Dorsal view of a small individual.

2. Cardinal view of the same, showing great'height of area.

3. Profile of same.

4. Ventral view of another specimen, showing an angnlar mesial sinus.

5. Ventral view of a well preserved and jwrfoct siwcimcn of the ordinary size.

6. Dorsal view of the same.

7. Profile of same, for comparison with flg. 3.

8. Front view of same.

9. Cardinal view of the same.

10. Dorsal view of a larger and less gibbons specimen, showing more of the ventral area.

11. View of the interior of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions, area and dental

aockets.

12. View of the interior of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impression, cardinal area,

and the callosity within the apex of the foramen.

18. Enlargement of a part of two plications, showing the granuloee structure of the surface.
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Figs. 1-4. Spiripbra granulifera var. clintoni -I'l'-i

1. Dorsal view of a small individual.

2. Ventral view of the same.

3. Profile of the same.

4. Ventral view of a much larger specimen.

Fig. 9. Spirifera medialis ? 227

9. Dorsal view of a young specimen, doubtfully referred to this species.

Figs. 10 - 20. Spirifera marcyi 220

10. Dorsal view of a small individual of this species.

11. Ventral view of the same.

12. Ci^rdinal view of the same.

13. Dorsal view of an unsymmetrical specimen of gibbous form, showing the area and foramen.

14. View of a ventral valve of another individual.

15. Ventral view of a more extended form. The front of tha shell is shortened by crashing.

16. Profile view of specimen fig. 13, showing the great rotundity of the dorsal valve.

17. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the cardinal process and dental sockets.

18. Enlargement of surface, showing the elongated pustulose markings characteristic of (liis

species.

19. Cardinal view of an mdividual, which is imparfeot at the extremities. The valves are less

gibbous than in fig. 16.

20. Interior of an imperfect ventral valve, showing the broad muscular impression.
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Figs. 1 - 25. Spirifeka medi.^hs 227

1 . Dorsal view of a small and very symmetrical specimen.

•i, 3. Dorsal and c.irdinal views of a lftrp;er sjiccimen. having tlie extremities of the hinge line

extended; fig. 3, shows the cardinal area and foramen.

4-6. Dorsal, cardinal and profile views of a more ventricose specimen, with a narrow incurvod

area and strong concentric lines of growth.

7, 8. Dorsal and cardinal views of a specimen of medium size, having a higher area, which is

but slightly incurved.

9- 11. Dorsal, profile and ventral views of a specimen having a high area and a semicircular

dorsal valve.

12, 13. Dorsal and cardinal vie»-s of a specimen of slightly unsymmetrical form and rather

strong ribs.

14-16. Dorsal, front and ventral views of a large specimen, having a small area and

slightly projecting ventral beak.

17-20. "Dorsal, ventral, front and profile views of another specimen corresponding in size with

the last, hut having a higher area, more projecting ventral beak, and higher mesial fold,

presenting a strong contrast between figs. 17 and 14. and between 19 and 15.

21, 22. Cardinal views of two individuals with high areas, showing considerable variatien

in the proportions of the deltidiuni; contrasting strongly in these respects with fig. 13.

28, 24. Interiors of dorsal valves, showing the muscular impressions, socket plates, etc.

25. Interior of a ventral valve, showing the mH.scular impre.ssion, cardinal area, teeth, and the

callosity filling the apical portion of the dcltidial opening.
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Figs. 1 - 22. Spiripera macronota 231

'1-8. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of one of the smallest 8])ccimeus which liave been

satisfactorily recognized as belonging to this siwcies.

4-6. Ventral, cardinal and profile views of a specimen of medium size, with a high area and

stronger plications than is usual in the species.

7 - 10. Dorsal, front, ventral and cardinal views of a somewhat characteristic specimen. Tlie

dorsal valve has been slightly crushed, giving a little less rotundity to the shell than

natural.

11, 12. Ventral and cardinal views of a very characteristic ventral valve, showing the typically

fine plications, shallow sinus, and vertical area.

13. Cardinal view of a large individual, having a very high area, and preserving the covering of

the foramen in place. The specimen is somewhat crushed, giving an appearance of

greater rotundity to the dorsal valve than natural.

14. View of a large dorsal valve possessing the characteristic form, with the fine plications.

15. Cardinal view of specimen fig. 14, showing the high vertical area and narrow deltidium.

16. Profile of specimen figs. 7 -
10, contrasting somewhat with fig. 0. in the Iieight of area and

proportional depth of the valves.

17. 18. Views of two characteristic dorsal valves, showing considerable variation in outline.

19. Cardinal view of a ventral valve, showing a much lower area than figs. 5, 10, 12 and 1-5.

This, and figures 10 and 15, show the callus within the foramen extending to varying

distances from the apex in the diflTcrent individuals.

20. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the dental sockets, cardinal process, and muscular impres-

sion.

21. Interior of the ventral valve, fig. 19, showing the muscular impression and dental plates.

22. Interior of a smaller ventral valve, showing muscular impression, dental lamelln, etc.
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Fig8. 1-11. SPIRIPERA MEDIALI8 227

1. Dorsal valve of a small specimen, with extended cardinal extremities and Bne plications.

2-4. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of an extended form, having a high, nearly vertical,

cardinal area and narrow deltidial opening.

6, C. Dursal and cardinal views of a s|)ecinicn of medium size, having fine plications, a high

area, and extended cardinal extremities.

7. Dorsal valve of a sjK'cimen having a triangular form, fVom the great extension of the hinge
line. This is a somewhat unusual form.

8 - 11. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal and profile views of a narrow ventricose form, having a semi-

circular outline, and a high, almost vertical area. The surface is strongly marked with

concentric lines of growth.

Figs. 12-18. Spirifera MEDiALis var. BATONi 22!>

12- 15. Dorsal, profile, cardinal and front views of a specimen of medium size and ventricose

form, characteristic of this variety.

16- 18. Dorsal,, cardinal and front views of a larger and somewhat unsymmetrical specimen.

Figs. 19 - 22. Spibifsra hedialis var 227

19. Cardinal view of a ventral valve with a high vertical area.

20. Cardinal view of a still narrower form which is somewhat distorted. The area is vertical

and the foramen very narrow.

21. 22. Ventral and cardinal views uf an exfoliated specimen, having very fine plications and

high area, which is somewhat receding towards the ai>ex; from limestone in the Uamil-

ton shales, at Eighteen Mile Creek, shore of Lake Erie.

Figs. 23-32. Spirib'era angusta 23<i

23, 24. Dorsal and ventral views of a young individual of a short form.

2o-27. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a larger specimen, having the hinge line more

extended.

28-81. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal and profile views of a large specimen with extended cardinal

extremities and a high sloping area.

32. Ventral view of a cast of a specimen with a short hinge line and rounded fVont margin. The

mucronatc extensions of the hinge are so nearly solid that the filling of these portions of

the shell is rarely preserved in casts, and owing to the loss of this part they appear to

have a shorter hinge line.
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Figs. 1 - 12. Spiripera l^vis 239

1. View of a cast of a dorsal valve of a small individual.

2. Cast of a ventral valve of a small individual, showing the muscular impression.

3. Dorsal view of an imperfect specimen, showing the ventral area, and the deltidium in place.

4. Cast of a dorsal valve of a large individual.

5. Cardinal view of a ventral valve, showing the deltidium in place.

6. Int<'rior of a ventral valve, showing the area, mnscular impression, with the deUidial plate.

covering the upper part of the foramen.

7. Exterior of a large ventral valve preserving the shell and showing a remarkably wide suban-

giilar sinus, with obscure plications on the sides of the shell.

8-11. Cast* of ventral valves, showing considerable variation in the sise and proportions of

the muscular impression.

12. Cardinal view of a cast of a ventral valve.
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Figs. 1 - 13. Spirifera mesacostalis '240

1. 2. Dorsal and ventral valves of small individuals, from Ithaca, N. Y., which do not jwsscss

the plication in the sinus.

3. Dorsal valve having the cardinal extremities very much extended. This is the form origi-

nally described in the Fourth District Kept., as Spirifera acuminata-

4. Dorsal valve, showing the character of the specie.*-.

6. Ventral valve, having the general characters of Spirifera mucronata, but possessing the pli-

cation in the mesial sinus.

6. View of the dorsal valve having the mesial fold composed of three equal plications.

7-9. Ventral valves presenting the ordinary characters of the species, but showing consider-

able variations in the cardinal extremities.

10. 11. Casts of ventral valves of this species.

12. 13. Cardinal view of ventral valves, showing considerable variation in the height of area.

Fig.s. 14 - 22. Spirifera mesastrialis 242

14, 15. Dorsal valves of small individuals.

16, 17. Dorsal valves of larger individuals, having the cardinal extremities rounded or hut little

extended.

18. Dorsal valve of a specimen of this species, having the cardinal extremities greatly extended.

19-21. Ventral valves, showing some variation in the extent of the cardinal extremities.

22. Eulargement of sinface, showing the striated plications, and in one part the fine concentric

striaB which cancellat* them. The latter feature is only seen on the most i>erfectly pre-

served specimens.

(Figs. 16, 18, 19, 21, were intended to show flue striations on the sinus, but these unfor-

tunately are only shown upon the early impressions.
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Figs. 1 -19. Spibifkra disjuncta 243

(Tlio references to this plate on page 246, should bo to plate 42.)

1-3. Views of small iiidividitals with short or rounded extremities.

4. Am individual with the cardinal extremities much extended.

S -
!•. Specimens showing some variations in the extent of the cardinal line, but all possessinjc

a simple mesial fold.

10- 16. Specinjeus .showing variations in the form of the valves having a double mesial fold.

17. Cast of an individual preserving both valves, with cardinal extremities extended, the

mesial fold Iteing narrow and angular.

18. Profile view of specimen, fig. 1", showing the gibbosity of the valves.

19. An individual with extended cardinal extremities, and a broad rounded mesial fold.

(The figures on this plate are all dorsal views.)
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V PLATE 42.

Figs. 1 - 20. Spirifeiia disjincta i!4.'>

(The references to this plate, on page 246, should be to plate 41.)

1. A small narrow form retuiuing the shell.

2. A cast of a young individual.

8. Cast of a valve of usual form.

4.5. Valves of small fonns, having the uardiual e.\treuiities short ami rounded; the hitter

tigure showing the extension of the denial lamella! nearly to the front of the valve.

C. Cardinal view of a spcciiiK-ii having a very- high area and wide foranieu.

7, 8. Forms in which the cardinal area and foram;)ii are proiKirtionally narrow.

9. 11. Individuals of the i>revailHig form retaining the shell.

10. Cast of a broader form.

12, 14, 1.5. Specimens showing extreme variation of muscular impressioii.

13,19.20. Individuals showing great extension of the cardinal exlremitieo. Spiri/cra (Ihl-

thyrit) perlaia, Conrad. D. mspidata. Ilall.

16. Cardinal view of the si>ecimen. fig. 15, showing shod thiekened denial lanielUe.

17. Cast of a small individual, showing dentul lamella; extending to the front of the valve.

18. Interior of a specimen pre^CTving a portion of the shell and showing the form of the louii-

cular improssion.

(The figures on^this plate are all ventral valves.)

\
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Pijis. 1-8. Spirifera alta 248

1-3. Caste of dorsal valves, showing the extent of area, dental cavities, and muscular impres-

sion.

4, 5. Two views of a cast of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impression and sinuate out-

line of the valve in front.

•, 8. Cardinal views of a ventral valve taken from gutta-percha casts, from natural moulds,

showing a partial closing of the triangular foramen by shelly matter, which is not the

true deltidial plate.

7. Cardinal view of a cast of a ventral valve, showing the cavities left by the removal of the den-

tal lamellse, and the concave impression of the inner surface of the shelly plate, which

pailially closed the foramen.
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Fig*. 1-6. AmBOC(ELIA PEiKUMBONA 2(i2

I, 2. Dorsal valvrs of specimens of the ordinary WM and form.

3, 4. Veotrul and profile views of the ordinary form.

6. Ventral view uf a uarrow elougiUud individu.il, which is not an uncommon form in Homc
localities.

6. View of a cast of a ventral valve, showing muscular impression and pustulose markings of

the central portions of the shell; enlarged to two diameters.

Figs. 7 - 18. Amboc(elia umbonata 259

7-10. Dorsal, ventral, prolilo and cardinal views of a large and well preserved individual, pos-

se-ssiug all the ordinary features of the siK^cies.

II, 12. Interiors of dorsal valves.

13. Interior of a well preserved ventral valve.

14, 16. Enlarged to three diameters from figs. 11 and 12. to show the variations in the cardinal

processes, dental sockets and muscului impressions.
16. An enlargement to tluee diameters, of specimen fig. 13, showing the cardinal area, trian-

gular foramen and teeth.

17. Ventral view of a specimen, showing the internal spires; enlarged to two diameters.

18. View of a specimen, from the Marcellus shales. This is the form originally des-

cribed as Jlmbocalia {Orthis) nucleus; enlarged to two diameters.

Fijfi. 19-25. AMBOCtELiA umbonata yar. gbeoaria 261

19. Dorsal valve; enlarged to two diameters.

20. 21. Ventral and profile views of a si>ecimen preserving the shell.

22. Cast of a dorsal valve.

23. Cast of a dorsal valve of another individual, enlarged to two diameters to show muscular

impressions and cavities lelt by the removal of the cardinal process.
24. Cast of a ventral valve.

26. Cardinal view of the cast of a ventral valve.

Figs. 26-33, 38-52. Cyetina hamiltonensis 26S

26-80. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal, profile and front views of a large individual as it occurs in

the State of New York.

81, 32. Dorsal views of two individuals, which show a variation in the number of plications.
33. Dorsal view of a specimen which has the beak of the ventral valve strongly curved laterally.
88-40. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a large s|)ecimeu, from Canada West, showing a

strongly curved beak, the foramen covered by the pseudo-deltidial plate which is perfo-
rated in the upper part.

41, 42. Dorsal and ventral views of a still larger specimen, from tlie same locality with the
last. This specimen also shows the perforated pseudo-deltidial plate.

43. Interior of a dorsal valve; enlarged to two diameters.

44. A still further enlargement of the hinge portions of specimen, fig. 43, to show the cardinal

process, dental sockets, etc.

45-47. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of an internal cast, showing the muscular impression
and cavity lell by removal of the mesial septum and dental lamella;; figures enlarged to

two diameters.

45. Longitudinal section, showing the dental lamella: of one side and the form and extent of
the mesial septum of tlie ventral valve.

49. A transverse section through the middle of the ventral valve, showing a section of the

spiral cones, and of the dental lamellic and their junction with the mesial septum.
60. Enlargement of an individual, from the Corniferous limestone at the Falls of the Ohio,

showing the mesial septum extending from the beak to the centre of the valve, and al.so

the 8i>iral cones with their apices directed into tlu; rostral cavity of tlie ventral valve.

W. Dorsal view of a specimen of this specie.'f, from lndei>eiulence, Iowa.

62. Knlargement, slkowing the jmstulose character of the surface.

Figs. 34-37. Oyrtina hamiltonensis var. eecta 270

84-30. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a 8i>ecimen of this variety, from the Uaniiltun

group.
37. A ventral view of a specimen of tbi* form, from tlie Chemung group.

Figs. 53-55. CvETiNA ccrvilineata? 27i>

68-56. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of the si>ecimens described.
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Figs. 1-6. Khynchospira lepida 27(>

I. A ventral view, natural size.

2-4. Dorsal, ventral and proHle views of a specimen of the prevailing form; enlarged to two
diameters.

6. Dorsal view of an individual of an elongate form, in which the sinus of the dorsal valve
is more strongly marked than usual (enlarged).

6. A still further enlargement of the rostral portion of fig. 2, for the purpose of showing delti-

dial plates, foramen, etc. (The lithographer has unfortunately omitted the lines marking
the limits of the deltidial plates.)

Figs. 7 - 15. Thematospira qibbosa 272

7, 8. Dorsal and ventral views of a small specimen.
9. Dorsal view of a specimeu of medium size.

10-14. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal, i>rotlle aud front views of a full grown individual.

15. Kniargement of the cardinal portion of a dorsal valve of this species, showing the peculiar
cardinal process aud slender mesial septum.

Figs. 16 - 32. Thematospira hirsuta 274

16. A dorsal view of an individual, from the Cornlferous limestone of Louisville, Ky.
17 - 19. Dorsal views of specimens, showing variations in size and development of the mesial

fold and sinus; tig. 19 being essentially destitute of these features.

20. Ventral views of a large individual.

21, 22. Dorsal and profile views of a round and gibbous specimen.
28-27. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a full grown individual.

28. Interior of a dorsal valve.

29. An enlargement of the upper part of fig. 28, showing cardinal process, dental sockets, and
ba.ses of the crura.

30. Interior of a ventral valve.

81. Enlargement of the beak of fig. 30, showing the teeth, false area and foramen.
82. An individual having the greater part of the dorsal valve removed, showing the internal

spires and bases of the crura.

Figs. 33-57. NucLEosPiRA concinna 279

88. Cast of a ventral valve, from the Schoharie grit.

34, 86. Dorsal and profile views of a specimeu, from the Upper Ilelderberg limestone.

86, 37. Dorsal views of small individuals, from the Hamilton group; the latter preserving the
fine huir-like sela; on a part yf the shell.

88, 39. Dorsal and profile views of a speoinum where the valves are of nearly equal depth.
40,41. Dorsal views of flattened specimens which preserve the fine seta; very beautifully.
42-40. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a large aud well preserved si>eci-

men where the valves are of unequal depth.

47, 48. Interior aud profile views ot a dorsal valve, showing the size and form of the cardinal

process.
49. Enlargement of the cardinal process, showing the small elevated pad for the attachment of

the cardinal nmscles, the dental sockets, and the points for the attachment of the crura.

60. Interior of a ventral valve.

51. Enlargemcut of the beak of the ventral valve, showing the teeth and false area.

52. View of a s|K!ciraen showing the spires.

&i, 57. The internal cast of a dorsal and a ventral valve; enlarged to two diameters.
54. The cast of ft ventral valve of the natural size.

55, 56. The caats of dorsal valves, of the natural size, showing some variation in the form and

markings.
68. Enlargement of the surface, showing the fine seta:, and the bases of others which have

been broken away, giving a minutely pustulose surface. It is this feature which
gives the apparent punctate texture to the surface of these shells.
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Figs. 1-4. AtHYRI8 VITTATA 289

1-4. Dorsal, ventral, proftle and front views of a specimen from tlie Falls of the Ohio, pre-

senting the ordinary characters of the species.

In the description of the internal spire-s of this .species, page 290, the letter h is used to indi-

cate the junction of the intercalated lamellsc, hui was accidently omitted from the

figure on page 289. The corrected figure is therefore inserted in this place.

Figg. 5-31. Athtris spirifekoides 285

5. A small individual without mesial fold or sinus.

6, 7. Views of small specimens, of ordinary form, in which the fold and sinus are partially

developed.

8 A larger specimen, showing a strongly lamellose surface.

S. Dorsal view of a laterally expanded specimen.

10, 11. Dorsal views of rounded gibbous forms.

12. Dorsal view of a specimen of the ordinary form and of medium size.

18. Dorsal view of an extremely broad individual.

14. Front view of specimen, fig. 13, showing extreme elevation in front.

15-19. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal, front and profile views of a well defined and moderately

gibbons form.

20-24. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal, front and profile views, of a rounded, gibbous and thickened

shell.

26. Dorsal view of a large specimen, showing a strongly lamellose surface.

26, 27. Interiors of a dorsal and a ventral valve, showing hinge structure and muscular im-

pressions.

28, 29. Dorsal and ventral views of an internal cast of this species, from the Hamilton group,

Hardy county, Va., showing very distinctly the impressions of the muscular markings.

80. Ventral view of a cast from the same formation in New York, showing tlie muscular and

vascular markings in a still more perfect state.

81. A specimen, which has been cut to show the spires. The intercalated lamellte are not seen

in this view. (See page 284 and plate 47, fig. 8.)
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Figs. 1-7. Athykis CORA 291

1, 2. Dorsal and ventral views of a small and well preserved specimen.

8-7. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a full grown and perfectly formed

specimen; the shell is somewhat exfoliated, aud does not show the exterior surface char-

acters.

Fig. 8. Athyris spiuiferoides 28r)

8. The ventral side of the specimen fig. 31, pi. 46, showing the intercolated lamellaB of the

syires near the upper part between the cones.

Figs. 9-20. Athyris ANGELICA 292

it- 13. These figures are from specimens which preserve the external shell and surface charac-

ters, and illustrate the great variety of form presented by this species. Fig. 9, is of a

dorsal valve; the others are of ventral valveu.

14. A cast of the ventral valve of a young individual.

15. The ventral side of a large and rather elongated specimen, showing the muscular markings

and filling of the rostral cavity.

16 - 19. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of the internal cast of a short vontricose indi-

vidual.

20. Enlargement of the surface to show the lamellose concentric strite and the finer radiating

lines.

Figs. 21-33. Athyris polita 293

'21, 22. Dorsal and ventral views of a small individual.

23-26. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a specimen of the ordinary size and propor-

tions. The shell has been almost entirely exfoliated from the specimen.

27 - 29. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a more gibbous and more perfect cast of the

species, showing the muscular impressions and filling of the rostral cavity.

30. The exterior of a nearly perfect specimen, showing the surface stria;.

31. Dorsal view of a ca-st of the species, showing the muscular impressions.

32. 38. Ventral views of casts, showing the muscular impressions and filling of the dorsal cav-

ity. The species not verified.

Figs. 34 - 88. Meristella sc itula 302

34, 35. Dorsal and ventral views of a s|)ecimen of medium size.

36-88. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a larger individual.
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Figs. 1-25. Meristella nasuta -iSMl

1. The cast of a large dorsal valve.

2. The caNt of an imperfect specimen of the dorsal valve, showiug mure distinctly the muscular

impressions.

8,4. Cast of ventral valves of an elongated form, with deep muscular impressions.

6, 6. Casts of ventral valves of larger individuals, .showing somewhat different forms of muscu-

lar impressions. The above are from tlie Schoharie grit.

7-9. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a young individual of a lenticular form, which is not

produced in front.

10. A small elliptical form which is produced in ft-ont.

11, 12. Dorsal and profile views of a larger and proportionally shorter form than fig. 10.

lo. A front view of a specimen, showing an extreme elevation of the ventral valve.

14. Dorsal view of a broad form of the species.

15, 16. Dorsal and ventral views of a large individual of a broadly oval and somewhat quadri-

lateral form.

17. The interior of a dorsal valve, showing the hinge plate and muscular impression.

18. The interior of an im|)erfect ventral valve.

19. Dorsal view of a specimen, showing the internal spires and median septum.

20. 21. Dorsal and profile views of a cast in cliert, from the Corniferous limestone.

22. The cardinal view of another cast, showing the muscular impressions, the filling of the ros-

tral and teeth cavities, and the spaces left by the removal of the dental lamella;, liinge

plate and median septum. Figs. 7-22 are of specimons from the Upper Helderberg
limestones.

2.3 - 25 Dorsal, profile and ventral views of a large individual, which is much produced in front

and having a comparatively shallow dorsal valve; from the Schoharie grit. This is the

form originally described as Meristella elista.
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Figs. 1-4. Meristella meta 308

1-4. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a specimen of the ordinary size.

Figs. 5 - 22. Meristella barrisi 304

5 Dorsal view of a small individual.

6, 7. Dorsal and profile views of a very gibbous form.

8, 9, 11. 12. Dorsal views of speciiiiens illustrating the prevailing size and forms of the species.

10. A ventral view of the specimen, fig. 9.

13-15. Dorsal, profile and front views of an unusually elongated and gibbous form.

16 - 19. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of large forms, the front view offering a strong

contrast with fig. 16.

20. A ventral view of a broad form of the species. •

21, 22. Dorsal and ventral views of casts of this species.

Figs. 23-35.* Meristella haskinsi 306

23-25. Dorsal, profile and front views of a small lenticular form which shows little gibbosity.

27, 26, 30. Profile, dorsal and front views of a more gibbous form.

28, 81. Dorsal and ventral views of a larger form, showing a greater extension of beak.

29, 32, 33. Profile, dorsal, and ventral views of a specimen of the ordinary size and form.

34. Dorsal view of a large individual, showing the foramen and deltidial plates.

35. Cast of a ventral valve.

36. A dorsal view of a partial cast. The specimen is referred with doubt to this species.
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Figs. 1 - 12. Meristella doris 80:j

I. A dorsal view of a small specimen, from the Scholiarie grit.

'2. A dorsal view of a small individual. This, and the following figures, are of specimens from

the Comiferons limestone.

8. 4. Dorsal and ventral views of an unsymmetrical specimen, of medium size.

6, 6. Dorsal and profile views of a specimen of medium size and perfect form.

7. Ventral view of a large individual, whicli is .somewhat imperfect at tlie beak.

8-10. Dorsal, profile and (rout views of a large individual.

II. The dorsal valve of a large individual.

12. Cardinal view of a cast, showing the muscular impressions and the cavities made by the

removal of the dental lamellae and median septum.

Figs. 13-17. Meristella rostrata "M~

18- 16. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a specimen.

17. Dorsal view of a specimen, having a somewhat ditlerent form from the above.

Figs. 18-35. Meeistella (Pentagonia) unisulcata 30i)

18-20. Dorsal, ventral and cardinal views of a small si^cimen, presenting the ordinary charac-

ters of the species.

21 . Dorsal view of a small individual, having a less extended hinge line, giving the shell a more

triangular form.

22, 23. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen of medium size.

24. A cardinal view of a somewhat larger individual, showing a deep siuus in the mesial fold.

26-29. Dorsal, ventral, front, cardinal and profile views of a large but not very gibbous specimen.

30-32 Ventral, front and cardinal views of a narrow gibbous form, from the Falls of the Ohio.

83, 34. Interiors of the dorsal and ventral valves, .showing the hinge structure and muscular im-

pressions. From the Falls of the Ohio, communicated by Major S. S. Lyon.

35. A cardinal view of a specimen, from the lliimilton shale.s of New York, showing a second

fold on the cardinal margin of the dorsal valve.
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Figs. 1-9. AtEYPA IMPRESSA 315

1-3. Dorsal, ventral and front views of a specimen of tlie ordinary form.

4. 5. Profile and front views of a very gibbous form, liaving the mesial portion of the dorsal

valve more than usually inipresscd.

6. A cast of a dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions and the imprint of the crenulated

socket plates.

7. An enlargement from the upper portion of a specimen similar to that of figure 6, showing
more distinctly the crenulations left by the removal of the socket plates.

8. A ca-st of an extremely gibbous dorsal valve, with a very prominent muscular scar, showing
vascular lines and papillose ovarian markings.

9. C;ist of a ventral valve, showing muscular impression and dental cavities.

Figs. 10-24. Atrypa reticularis , 316

10. A dorsal valve of a broad form, with coarse plications, showing the marginal extension of

the lamellsB ; from New York.

11. A ventral valve without sinus, of the ordinary form of this species, as it occurs in the Cor-

niferous limestone.

12-13. Profile and front views of a specimen from Cayuga, C. W., having a sinus in the ven-

tral valve; of the ordinary size and form, as it occurs in the Coruiferous limestone of

New York and Canada.

14-16. Dorsal, profile and ventral views of a large individual of this form, from New
York, the ventral side having the shell removed, showing the muscular markings and

the papillose surface of the interior. The specimen fig. 10, this and the following ones,

present some characters which might be regarded as of specific importance. The external

features, general form, striae, elevation of beak, etc., are distinctive, and may be found

useful in characterizing a form intermediate between those with fine striae, like repre-

sentations in figs. 11 -'13, and the .4. aspera or jl. spinosa.

17. Dorsal view of a small specimen, from the hydraulic beds at the Falls of the Ohio.

18 - 22. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a specimen illustrating the prevail-

ing form in the hydraulic beds at the Falls of the Ohio.

23. Interior of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impressions and papillose surface.

24. The hinge portion of the dorsal valve of the preceding specimen, showing the ba^es of

crura and crenulate sockets; from the Falls of the Ohio.
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Figs. 1 -12. Atiiypa reticularis, 316

1-3. Dorsal, profile and cardinal views of an extremely gibbous form of this species, from tlio

Falls of llie Ohio.

4 - 6. A very gibbous form with the ventral valve extremely elevated in front, and the surface

with somewhat strong lamellose lines. Specimens from the Bake-oven, Illinois.

7-10. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of large gibbous forms, in the Corniferous limestone of

Albany and Schoharie counties. These specimens present many features in common

with the Jl- desquamata of Sowerby, but the shells are more gibbous and the beaks less

elevated. The foramen and deltidiul area are not preserved in our species except in tlie

young individuals. It is probable that they will eventually prove to bo specifically dis-

tinct from the smaller forms referred to ji. reticularis.

11. The interior of the ventral valve, showing muscular imiiressions and teeth.

12. A cast of the ventral valve of a smaller specimen, showing the muscular and vascular

markings

I'igS. 13-19. CtELOSPIRA CAMILLA (CONCAVA of text) 32f

18. 14. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen having the ordinary size and characters of those

from the Lower Hclderbcrg group; enlarged to two diameters.

15-17. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a larger and more coarsely plicated form; enlarged

to two diameters.

18. Interior of the dorsal valve, showing the cardinal process and dental sockets.

19. Interior of the ventral valve, showing nin8cular_ impressions and teeth
j enlarged to four

diameters.
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Figs. 1, 2. AtRYPA P8EUDOMAROINALI8 8:i7

I, 2. Dorsal and ventral views of an individual of the spccius.

Figs. 3-19. Atkypa reticularis '.lUi

8. Dorsal view of a young individual wliich preserves the deltidial plates.

i. Enlargement of the beak of specimen, fig. 3, showing the deltidial plates and perforation

of the beak.

6-7. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of a specimen of medium size, of the ordinary form of

those from the shales of the Hamilton group of New York.

8. Ventral view of a larger individual, showing the extension nf the lamella! on the sides of

the shell.

9. The interior of the dorsal valve, showing muscular impressions, hingt-plate, and crenulated

socket plates.

10. An enlargement of the cardinal portions of specimen fig. 9. more clearly showing the

characters of the hinge and points for the attachment of the crura.

II. The interior of a ventral valve, showing muscular impressions, teeth, etc

The specimens, figs. 3-11, are all from the shales of the Hamilton gioup, of New York.

12, 13. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen, from Lime Creek, Iowa. su])posed to be of the

age of the Chemung group.

14, 15. Dorsal and profile views of a large form, common to the Hamilton group, at Independ-

ence, Iowa.

16. View of a large individual from Waverly, Iowa. The donsal v.alve has been broken away,

revealing parts of the spiral band and the loop connecting the cones.

17. Dorsal view of a well formed individual, from the Chemung group, of New York.

18. An impression of the ventral valve of a more coarsely ribbed specimen, from the Chemung

group, of New York.

19. A cast of the ventral valve, of a very finely ribbed specimen, from the Chemung group. The

form of the valve and the great extension of the cardinal border, presents considerable

resemblance to those from Independence, lowaj figs. 14, 15.
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Pigs. 1 - 14, 18, 24, 25. Ateypa spinosa 822

1. Dorsal view of a young individual, from tlie Cornifcrous limestone, showing the perforated

beak, and the extended lainellie near the margin of the shell.

2-4. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen, of the ordinary form and size of thost^

<Vom the Upper Helderberg limestones of New York.

6. Dorsal view of a large specimen from the Upper Helderberg limestone of New York.

ti. The interior of a ventral valve, from the Falls of the Ohio.

7. The interior of an imperfect dorsal valve, from the Falls of the Ohio, showing the socket

plates and muscular impressions; enlarged.

8. 9. Views of a small and medium sized specimen, from the Hamilton shales, showing the

spines.

10; 12. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of ordinary size, showing the surface

denuded of the spines; from the Hamilton shales.

13. Dorsal view of a large specimen without spines, from the Hamilton group.

14. The interior of a ventral valve, showing mu.scular impressions, teeth, etc.

18. Dorsal view of a specimen, from the Chemung group, of New York.

24. Dorsal side of a specimen, showing the spires, crura and loop.

25. Ventral side of the same specimen showing the position of the spires, loop and attach-

ment of the crura to the hinge-plate. From the collection of Mr. R. P. Whitfield.

Pigs. 15-17. Atrypa HY8TRIX 326

15. Ventral view of a small specimen which preserves the marginal spines.

16. View of an individual preserving several spines toa length of nearly three-fourtlis of an inch.

17. View of an individual having very strong symmetrical i>lications.

Figs. 19-21. Atrypa aspera var. occidentalis

19-21. Veutral, profile and dorsal view of a specimen, showing the prevailing form of this si)c-

cies as it occurs at Inde)>cndence, Iowa.

Pigs. 22, 23. Atrypa reticularis 316

22. The vential side of a specimen, sliowing the position of the spiral cones, with their attach-

ment to the hinge-plate, and tlie loop connecting tike spires.

23. Dorsal side of the same specimen. Fr<mi the collection of Mr. K. P. Whitfield.
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Figs. 1-8. Rhtnchonklla (Stenocisma) tethts 385

1 -8. Dorsal, yentral and profile views of a small specimen of the species.

4-8. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a large individual of the species.

Figs. 9-13. Rhtncuonella (Stenocisma) billinobi 336

9. An enlarged dorsal view of a yovmg individual, specimen, fig. 11.

10. Enlarged dorsal view of another 8i)ecimen.

11-13. Ventral, profile and fVont views of a specimen of this species.

Figs. 14-19. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) Carolina 337

14 - 18. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a cast, showing the general features

of the spc ies.

19. Front view of a less gibbous specimen.

Figs. 20-23. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) royana 338

20-23. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of the specimen described.

Figs. 24-32. Rynchonella (Stenocisma) horskordi 339

24. Dorsal view of a specimen of medium size, which is somewhat thickened on the margin.

20. Front view of a smaller individual.

26, 27. Dorsal .lud profile views of a more globose spucimen.

28-32. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a large, well formed, and charac-

teristic specimen of.the species.

Figs. 33-43. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) sappho 340

33. Ventral valve of a specimen, referred with some doubt to this species, ^'rom the Upper

Heiderbcrg limestones.

84, 35. Dorsal and ventral views of a medium sized individual of the species.

86. 37. Dorsal views of two individuals of a larger size, showing .some variation in the general

outline of the shell

88-42. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a large and characteristic specimen
of the species.

48. Front view of a still larger individual, showing a greater gibbosity.

Fig8.44-59. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) conoreoata 341

44, 45. Dorsal and front views of a small globose fomi of the species.

46-60. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a full grown and characteristic

specimen.

51, 52. Ventral views of casts of the species, showing considerable variation in the form of the

muscular impressions.

68, 54. Ventral and cardinal views of a more elongated form, showing the cavities left by the

removal of the dental lamellte and hiiige-plato; also the median septum and the filling of

the small triangular fissure in the beak of the dorsal valve.

65. Dor»il view of a cast of this species.

66, 57. Enlargements of the cardinal parts of the casts of dorsal valves, showing the filling

of the rostral cavities and fissure.

68, 59. Enlarged views of artificial casts made in the natural moulds of the dorsal valves, show-

ing the hinge-plate, dental sockets, median septum and triangular fissures in different

stages of development.
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Figs. 1-10. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) prolipica 343

1-8. Dorsal views, showing gradation in size nnd form.

4-6. Veqtral, profile and front views of specimen, fig. 8.

7. Front view of a small specimen, in which the mesial elevation is not distinctly marked.

8- 10. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of an unusually large specimen.

Figs. 11-20. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) dotis 344

11-14. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of an individual of medium size, having sharply

angular plications.

15-18. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a broad form where the plications are

rounded.

19, 20. Dorsal and front views of a more elongate form, showing a greater mesial elevation.

Figs. 21-23. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) carica *. 344

21 - 23. Dorsal, ventral and front views of the specimen described.

Figs. 24-43. Rhynchonella tenustula , 346

24, 25. Dorsal and front views of a small ventricose specimen.

26, 27. Dorsal and front views of a larger but less ventricose, and more finely plicated specimen.

28, 29. Vontiiil and front views of a specimen not fully grown, showing eight plications in the

mesial sinus.

30-32. Dorsal, ventral and front views of an immature individual, with a slight elevation in

front and only four plications in the sinus.

• 88. Front view of an immature specimen, showing six plications in the sinus.

84, 85, 37 - 39. Dorsal, ventral, profile, front and cardinal views of a full grown and gibbous

specimen, having only five plications in the sinus. The ventral side is denuded of the

shell and shows the vascular markings.

36. Enlargement of the specimen, fig. 35, to show the ramifications of the vascular lines, and

their origin in the border of the muscular im])ressions.

40, 41. Dorsal and front views of an unusually broad individual.

42, 48. Front views of specimens which are extremely elevated in this part, with a maximum
number of plications in the sinus.

Figs. 44-49. Rhynchonella (Stenocis,ma) coNTRACTA? var. (see addenda). 351

44-48. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a characteristic specimen of this

form.

49. Enlarged ventral view of a smaller specimen, showing a greater number of plications.

50, 51. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen, with finer plications, resembling the R. (S.)

eximia.
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Fig8.1-8. RlIYNCHONELLA (StENOCISMA) EXIMIA 348

1. Dorsal view of a small individual of the siK'cies, showing no mesial elevation.

2, 8. Dorsal and ventral views of a larger s|>ecimeu.

4-8. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and fVont views of a cast.

Figs. 9-16. Rhynchonella (Stknocisma) STEPHANi 349

9. Ventral valve of a young individual.

10. Ventral view of a cast of a larger sj>ecinicn.

11, 12. Profile and front views of the cast of a dorsal valve, having narrow angular i>lication9.

18-15. Dorsal, cardinal, and profile views of a cast, showing the characters of the dorsal

portion of the hinge.

16. Ventral view of a cast, showing the muscular impressions.

Figs. 17-25. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) duplicata 350

17-20. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a characteristic specimen of ordinary size.

21, 22 Casts of dorsal valves, showing muscular impressions, etc.

28. Cast of a ventral valve, showing muscular impressions.

24. An enlarged figure of a gutta-i>erclia impression taken from specimen, fig. 22, showing the

mediaa septum, hinge-plate and crura, and a thickening of the cardinal portion oi the

interior.

25. An enlarged figure of a gutta-percha impression of specimen, fig. 23, showing muscular

impression, teeth, etc.

Figs. 26-39. Rhynchonella (Stenocisma) conteacta 351

26. Ventral valve of a small specimen with fine plications.

27. Dorsal valve of a specimen having stronger plications.

28. Ventral valve of a specimen, showing only two plications in the mesial sinns.

29-83. Dorsal, ventral, profile, front and cardinal views of a characteristic specimen of the

prevailing size.

84, 35. Dorsal and cardinal views of a cast, showing the cavities left by the removal of the

hinge-plate, teeth, septum, etc.

36. Ventral valve, showing four plications in the sinus.

37. Cast of a ventral valve of unusually large size.

38. Enlarged view of the cast of a ventral valve, showing muscular impression and filling of the

rostral cavity. From the Hamilton group, four miles south of Cardifl', Onondaga Co.,

N. Y.

39. Ventral valve of a specimen of this species, from the Waverly sandstones of Ohio.

Figs. 40-46. Rhynchonella (Stenocis.ma) okbic Claris 353

40. Cast of a dorsal valve, showing the triangular filling of the fissure in the hinge-plate.

41. Cast of a dorsal valve of a broader form, which approaches very closaly to R. contracta.

42. Cardinal view of the cast of a dorsal valve.

43. Cardinal view of a cast, showing the cavities left by the removal of the hinge-plate, teeth, etc.

44. Ventral view of a cast, showing muscular impressions.

45. Dorsal view of the cast of a large siK;cimen from Cliautauque Co., N. Y. The otherfigures

of the 8i>ecie8 are all from bi)ecimens collected near Meadville, Pa.

46. Enlargement from the cast of a ventral valve, showing muscular impressions ami dental

cavities.

Fig». 47 - 52, RHrNCHONELLA (Stenocisma) sappho var 354

47. 48. Views of dorsal valves, showing some variation in form and number of plications.

49-61. Ventral valves of this species.

62. Front view of a crushed specimen.
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Figs. 1-5. Leiorhtnchus mvsia 357

(Tlie figures of this species are all enlarged to two diameters.)

1-3. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of the ordinary size and characters of

the sjiecies.

4. Dorsal view of another individual, having a less prominent beak and duplicate plications.

' 5. Dorsal view of an unusually large specimen, with sloping cardinal line.

Figs. 6-21. Leiorhynchus limitaris. 356

6-8. Dorsal and ventral views, and profile of a specimen of the usual form and size of those

from the limestones in the Marcellus shale of Schoharie Co., N. Y.

9. Ventral view of another specimen, with fewer plications in the sinus.

10- 12. Dorsal, profile, and front views of a somewhat larger specimen.

18, 14. Profile and front views of a very gibbous form, having numerous plications.

15-19. Dorsal ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of an unusually large and broad

individual.

10. Front view of a very gibbous form, which is abruptly elevated in firont and having only

three plications in the sinus.

21. Dorsal view of a flattened specimen, from the thinly laminated black shales.

Fig8. 22 - 25. Leiorhynohus dubius 364

22. Dorsal view of a specimen, with a slightly elevated mesial fold.

23-25. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen, with a more distinctly elevated

mesial fold, and stronger plications.

Figs. 26-40. Leiorhynchus multicosta 858

26. Dorsal valve of a young individual. .

27. Dorsal valve of a larger individual.

28. Dorsal valve of a si)ecimen of medium size.

29. Cardinal view of a gibbous specimen.

30. Dorsal vie.w of a crushed individual of ordinary size.

31. 32. Ventral valves of elongated specimens, showing considerable variation in the plications.

88. Cast of a dorsal valve of unusually large size.

34, 35. Dorsal and ventral views of a young and much elongated specimen, from Widder, C. W.
36-40. Dorsal, ventral, profile, cardinal and front views of a full grown and well preserved

individual, from the Hamilton shales of Canada.

FigB. 41 - 43. LEioRHYNcntTS iris 360

41 - 48. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of the specimen described.

Figs. 44 - 49. Leiorhynchus quadrioostata 357

44. Dorsal valve of a crushed and flattened individual of small size.

45 -48. Views of dorsal valves of this species, showing gradations in size.

49. Ventral valve of a large individual.
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Figs. 1- 12. Leiorhynchus kelloogi 361

1-3. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a small individual.

4, 5. Dorsal and front views of an attenuated form.

6. Front view of a gibbous form, contrasting strongly with fig. 5.

7-11. Dorsal, ventral, profile, front and cardinal views of a full grown and characteristic

specimen of the species.

12. Cardinal viow^ of a cast, showing the cavities left by the removal of the dental lamella:,

hinge-plate and septum.

Figs. 13-17. Leioehynchus sinuatus 362

18. Ventral valve of a small individual.

14 - 16. Dorsal ventral and front views of a small attenuated individual.

17. Front view of a more gibbous form.

Figs, 18 - 25. Leiorhynchus mesacostalis ^ 362

18. Ventral valve of a small individual.

19. Ventral view of a larger individual. *

20. Cardinal view of a large individual.

21-23. Casts of dorsal valves, showing variations in form, and number of plications in the

mesial fold.

24. Ventral valve of a perfect and characteristic specimen.

25. Cast of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impression and a narrow mesial sinus.

Figs. 26 - 29. Leiorhtnohus globdliformis 364

26 - 29. Views of dorsal valves of this species, showing the rotundity of the shell and the form

of the muscular impressions.

Figs. 30-39. LEPTOCCELIA ACtTTIPLICATA 365

30, 81. Dorsal and ventral views of a small individual, having a slightly concave dorsal valve.

82, 88. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen of medium size.

84-87. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a large and characteristic specimen of the

species.

88. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing a slender median septum, cardinal process and dental

sockets.

89. Enlargement of the interior of a ventral valve, showing the teeth and muscular impression.

Figs. 40-45. Camarophoria eucharis 368

40-44. Dorsal, ventral, cardinal, front and profile views of a characteristic specimen of the

species.
'

46. Ventral view of a specimen, showing the triangular or spoon-sliaped cavity of the ventral

valve.
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Figs. 1 - 21. Pentamerella arata 375

1. Dorsal view or a young individual.

2-4. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of a small well formed individual.

5-8. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a characteristic specimen of the ordinary size.

9. Cast of a large dorsal valve having peculiarly fiu.\uo8C plications.

10. Cardinal view of a large cast, showing the cavities led by the removal of the parts of the

hinge.

11, 12. Profile and front views of an unusually large and arcuate ventral valve. This and the

foregoing specimens are all from the Schoharie grit of Albany and Schoharie counties,

New York.

13-16. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a specimen from the Upper Helderberg lime-

stones of New York.

17, 18. Interior of dorsal and ventral valves, showing the hinge structure, from the Upper Hel-

derberg limestones of New York.

19. Dorsal view of a specimen from the limestones at the Falls of the Ohio.

20, 21. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen from the limestones at Waterloo, Iowa.

Figs. 22, 23. GrpiDtJLA L.a!vnJ8CULA 381

22, 23. Dorsal and ventral views of a specimen of this species.

Figs. 24, 25. Penta-merella obsolescens 379

24, 25. Exterior and interior of a dorsal valve of this species, showing the small tri.ingular pit

and the fiattened space or area on each side of it.

Figs. 26, 27. Pentamerella micula 378

26. Exterior of a dors.il valve of the species.

27. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the triangular pit.

Figs.28-37. Pentamerella PAPILI0NEN8IS 377

28. 29. Dorsal views of small individuals of the usual form.

80. View of a dorsal valve where the plications are somewhat angular, as in many e.vamples of

p. arata.

81-34. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a full grown and characteristic individual.

86. Ventral valve of a crushed specimen, showing irregular plications and strong concentric

lines of growth.

36. View of a specimen where the beak of the dorsal valve has been cut away to show the

extent of the spoon-shaped process of that valve.

37. Interior of the ventral valve, showing its spoon-shaped process.

Figs. 38-43. Pentamerella dubia 879

38. 39. Dorsal and ventral valves of a small individual.

40-43. Dorsal, profile, cardinal and fVont views of a large and characteristic specimen of the

species.
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PLATE 58 A.

Page

Fl^S. 1-8. GrPIDULA 0CCIDENTALI8 380

1-5. Dorsal, ventral, profile, front and cardinal views of a very characteristic specimen, show-

ing plications extending some distance from the margin of the shell.

6, 7. Profile and front views of another individual which is entirely destitute of plications.

8. An enlargement of the upper half of the shell, showing the area and foramen.

Figs. 9 - 20. Rensselaeeia (?) johanni 385

9. A dorsal valve of a young and moderately convex specimen.

10. 11. Dorsal and profile views of a larger and very ventricose specimen.

12. Ventral view of a specimen of medium size.

18-15. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a crushed and somewhat distorted specimen.

16, 17. Dorsal and ventral views of a characteristic specimen, somewhat larger than the

ordinary size.

18. Ventral valve of a very broad and unusual form.

19. Dorsal view of a cast, showing muscular impressions, dental cavities, etc.

20. Ventral view of a ca-st, showing the muscular and hinge-pl.ite imjfressions.

Figs. 21-24. Amphiqenia elonqata 383

21 - 24. Views of specimens, showing gradations in size and varieties of form in young indi-

viduals of the species.

Figs. 25
- 27. Amphiqenia elonqata var. rNDCLATA 884

25. Ventral view of a specimen from Mackinac, Michigan.

26. Interior of an imperfect ventral valve from the drift of Michigan, from Dr. C. Rominger.

27. Cast of a'large ventral valve from the same source.
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PLATE 59.
Pago

Figs. 1-11. Amphioenia elongata 383-

1. Dorsal valvo of a specimen of racdivim size.

2. Dorsal view of another individual of a more regularly elliptical form, showing a strongly

striated surface.

3. Ventral side of a much elongated spacimen preserving the shell on the upper part.

4-G. Protile. dorsal and cardinal views of a specimen of medium size and form.

7. Interior of an imperfect dorsal valve, showing the hinge-plate, dental sockets, vascular lines, etc.

c c, points for the attachment of the crura; /, foramen which passes beneath the hinge

plate and opens between the septa; t s. the double septum bordering the adductor mus-

cular scar.

8. Dorsal view of a partial cast, showing muscular impressions and vascular lines, the cavity

left by the removal of the hinge plate and at /, the filling of the foramen which passes

from the beak beneath the hinge plate.

9 Cast of a large dorsal valve, showing the muscular impressions and the cavity left by the

removal of the hinge plate, the filling of the foramen, etc.

10. Longitudinal section of a specimen, showing the septa and processes of both valves: a, the

thickened shell of the dorsal valve; c, the crura with its expansion to form the loop; ds,

dorsal septum; s. ventral septum; x, one of the dental lamellae which unite on the sep-

tum to form tlie spoon-shaped process of the ventral valvo.

11. Cardinal view of a large cast of both valves; /, the filling of the for.imen of the dorsal

valve, showing itj connection with the interior ; s, the cavity left by the removal of the

septum; x, the filling of the inside of the spoon-shaped process.
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PLATE 60.
p»g«

Figs. 1-4. Terebratula lens 386

1-8. Dorsal, ventral and prolUo viows of a specimen of the ordinary size and form.

4. Dorsal view of a larger but somewhat distorted specimen.

Figs. 6 - 10, 68. Terebratula sullivanti 387

6-7. Dorsal, ventral and protllc views of a small specimen of the species, from Columbus, Ohio.

8. Dorsal view of an imperfect specimen, from Cuyuga, Canada West.

9, 10. Dorsal and ventral views of a large imperfect specimen, from the same locality as the last.

68. Enlarged dorsal view of a specimen from Cayuga, C. \Y., showing the reversed loop. This

feature, so far as yet ascertjiiiied, is peculiar to this species, and may possibly bo due to

accident in the specimen e.\amined.

Figa. 11 - 16. Terebratula harmonia 388

11. Dorsal view of a young individual.

12. Ventral view of a larger and broader form, from Cayuga, ^. W.
13. The dorsal side of the same specimen cut down to show the loop.

14-16. Dorsal, ventral and protile views of a more elongated specimen. This, and specimen

fig. 11, are from the Falls of the Ohio.

Figs. 17 - 2.5, 66, 67. Terebratula ikeminoeri 389

17 - 19. Dorsal, ventral and profile view of a large rotund form, from Hamburgh, N. Y., on the

shore of Lake Erie.

20, 21. Dorsal views of two specimens from New York, one of them showing an emargination
in front, and the other rounded ; enlarged to two diameters.

22 - 24. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen from Michigan, showing a distinct emar-

gination in front and a sinus on the ventral side; enlarged to two diameters.

25. Dorsal view of another individual from Michigan, which is destitute of sinus or emargina-
tion; enlarged to two diameters.

66, 67. Ventral and profile views of the loop of this species; enlarged fVom a specimen, ft-om

Michigan.

Figs. 26 - 28. Terebratula elia 390

26-28. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of the specimen described.

Figs. 29 - 31. Terebratula jucunda 390

29-31. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of the specimen described.

Figs. 32 - 37, 71. Terebratula linckl.«ni var 418

82. Dorsal view of a young shell of this species.
83 -35. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a full grown shell.

86, 37. Dorsal and profile views of a more gibbous form.

71. Ventral view of the loop, showing the disconnection at the anterior extremities.

Fig8.38-44. Terebratula NAVioBLLA 391

88-40. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a large specimen of the species.
41. Dorsal view of a .smaller individual.

42-44. Dorsal ventral and profile views of a more slender specireen of the species.

Figs. 45
- 48. Terebratula Ontario 418

45. Dorsal view of a round symmetrical specimen.
46-48. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a larger and slightly longer specimen.

Fig8.49-65. Terebratula LiNCKL.a;Ni 397

(This species referred with doubt to the Genus Crtptoneli.a on page 897, has proved to be a

Tekebbatula.)
49. Dorsal view of a young specimen.
60-52. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a larger specimen.
68-65. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a more gibbous specimen, which is much thickened

on the front margin.

66, 57. Ventral and profile views of a small and very gibbous individual with strong varices of

growth.

68, 59. Dorsal and ventral views of a young individual having a much broader or less elongated
form than usual.

60. Dorsal view of a larger specimen of the same fortn with the last.

61-68. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a full grown specimen of the broad form.

64, 65. Dorsal and ventral views of a cast of this s|)ccies, showing the muscular lines and also

the cavities near the buak left by the removal of the dental lamellse.

Figs. 69, 70. Terebratula simulator 391

69, Dorsal view of a specimen which has been out to show the loop; enlarged to two diameters.

70, Profile view of the loop, showing the long crural proo.jsses; enlarged. The connexion at

the anterior end is theoretically restored, but may have been connected during life by a

ligament only.
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PLATE 61.
Pago

Figi. 1-8. Geyptoniilla bectieostra 894

1. Dorsal view ut° a small elougtited specimen.

2-4. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a larger and somewhat broader form.

6. Ventral view of a specimen of large size.

6-8. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of a broad unsymmetrical form of the ordinary size.

Fig». 9 - 27. Cetptonella planirostra 895

9-11. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a young individual.

12, 13. Dorsal and ventral views of a larger specimen.

14-16. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of the ordinary size and form of the

species.

17. Enlargement of the rostral portion of a ventral valve, showing the foramen, deltidial plates

and teeth.

18, 19. Dorsal and profile views of a much thickened and gibbous specimen.

20-22. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of an unusually large specimen, which is much thick-

ened, giving gi-eat gibbosity of form. This form is much less common than that of ligs.

14-16.

28, 24. Dorsal and ventral views of a cast of this species, from the Uamiltou group of Hardy

county, Va., showing the form of muscular impressions.

26. An enlarged ventral view of the loop of this species, showing its form and the existence of

a band across the dorsal side near tlie base of the crura.

26. Dorsal view of a very large specimen referred with some doubt to this species. Tlic specimen
• in this figure, is represented with the beak broken ofl', I'or the purpose of showing more

clearly the filling of the rostral parts of the dorsal valve. The muscular impressions

and groove left by the slender septum is faintly shown.

27. Ventral side of the same individual, retaining the beak and showing the muscular impres-

sions of this valve.

F^. 28-30. Cryptonella iphis S96

28-30. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of the specimen described.

Fi^s. 31-41. Cryptonella (Terebkatula) eudora 398

31, 32. Dorsal and ventral views of a small, thin specimen of the species

88. Dorsal view of a small individual, from the Waverly sandstones of Licking Co., Ohio, pre-

senting all the specific characters of those from the Chemung group, of New York.

34, 35. Casts of dorsal valves, showing the muscular impressions.

36. Dorsal view of a cast, showing the cavities left by the removal of the teeth and dental

lamelln.

87-89. Ventral valves, showing a variety of form and proportions, resulting in some cases from

distortion.

40. Ventral view of a specimen from which the shell is removed in the upper part, and partially

preserved below.

41. Ventral view of an individual of the ordinary size, from the Waverly sandstones of Licking

county. Ohio.

(In the progress of this volume it has often been necessary to print the descriptions in advance of

making up the plates, and in the present instance the descriptions were printed in ad-

vance of the drawings of Tbrebratuda and Cryptonella, and all tlic figures were

referred to Plate 61 . In consequence of a greater number of figures tlian antici-

pated, it hfts become necessary to designate an additional Plate as 61 a.)
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PLATE 61 A.

Pago

Figs. 1-21, 25, 26. Centronklla olans-fauea 399

1, 2. Dorsal and ventral views of a large specimen of broader form than usual.

8-5. Uorsiil, ventral and profile views; enlarged to three diameters, from a specimen of ordi-

nary form. This, and the preceding specimen, are I'roni the Schoharie grit.

6. Dorsal view of a large individual, from the Upper llelderl)erg limestone.

7* Dorsal view of a specimen from a drill pebble of limestone near Aim Arbor, Michigan,
which has the dorsal valve entirely Hat ; enlarged to two diameters.

8-10. Dorsal, ventral and protile views of a large specimen from the Onondaga limestone of

Erie county, N. Y.; enlarged to two diameters.

11 - 13. Dorsal, ventral aud profile views of a very gibbons form, which shows tlie foramen and

deltidium, enlarged to two diameters. The specimen is from the drift of Michigan.

14, 16. Dorsal and ventral views of a small specimen of somewhat different form, from the

same locality as the preceding; enlarged to two diameters.

16. The interior of a dorsal valve, shovJlng the muscular inijircssions, cardinal processes, the

points for the attachment of the loop, and the dental sockets ; enlarged to tliree diameters.

17. Dorsal view of a cast of a large specimen from tlie Schoharie grit, showing the muscular

impressions, etc. ; enlarged to two diameters.

18. The cast of a ventral valve from the Schoharie grit; enlarged to two diameters.

19. Dorsal view of a cast in chert from the drift of Michigan, showing the muscular imprints,
the filling of the rostral cavity of the ventral valve retaining the imprints of the delti-

dial plates.
20. Enlargement of the loop of this species, taken from the ventral side showing its

attaelmieut to the hinge-plate of the dorsal valve.

21. Protile of the same.

26, 26. Dorsal and protile views of a very ventricose specimen having the character of C
tumidu, Billings, but of smaller size. The specimen is from the Upper Helderberg
limestone of Cayuga, C. W., and the figures are enlarged to two diameters.

Figs. 22-24. Centronella alveata 401

22 - 24. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of the specimen described.

Figs. 27-29. Centronella hecate 420

27-29. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of this species from Cayuga, C. W.;

enlarged to two diameters.

Figs. 30 - 38. Centronella impressa ^
402

30-32. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a young and somewhat circular form.

33-35. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a full grown specimen of the ordinary size.

86. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the cardinal process and the strong callosities to which the

crura are attached.

37. Interior of a dorsal valve of circular form, showing muscular and vascular markings; en-

larged to two diameters.

38. Interior of a ventral valve, showing the teeth and deltidial plates.

Figs. 39,40. Centronella glaucia 403

89. Partial cast of a large dorsal valve.

40. Cast of a ventral valve, showiug the muscular impression and filling of the rostral cavity.

Figs. 41
- 45. Centronella julia 419

41, 42, 43. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of this species; enlarged to two

diameters.

44. Ventral view of a large broad form ; enlarged to two diameters

46, 46. Ventral and profile views of the loop of this species, made from specimens which have

been broken, so as to show parts of the structure iu difi'erent individuals from which this

has been restored. Specimens loaned by Prof. A. Winchell.

Figs. 47 - 49. Centronella ovata 419

47 -49. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of the specimen described.

Figs. 50 - 52 Tropidoleptus occidens 408

60-62. Dorsal, ventral and profile views of a specimen of ordinary size.
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PLATE 62.
Pagf

Fig. 1. VlTlLlN A PU8TUL08A 41t>

] o. Ventral valve of a large individual.

1 6. Dorsal valve of a specimen of corresponding size.

1 c-f Ventral, dorsal, profile and cardinal views of an individual; enlarged to three

diameters, showing the pustules of the surface. Fig. 1 /, shows the area of each

valve, and the cardinal process and socket plates of the dorsal valve as seen througli the

broad open deltidium of the ventral valve.

1 g. Interior of a dorsal valve, showing the cardinal process, dental sockets, and median septum ;

enlarged to two diameters.

1 A. Interior of a ventral valve, showing the teeth, cardinal area, and the thickening of the

shell in the rostral cavity; enlarged to two diameters. •

1 i. Cast of a ventral valve, showing the muscular impression and filling of the rostral cavity;

enlarged to two diameters.

Figs'. 2, 3. Tropidoleptus carinatus 407

2 a. Dorsal view of a young specimen of an elongated form ; from Eighteen Mile Creek, shore

of Lake Erie.

2 6. c. Enlarged dorsal and ventral views of the same.

3 a. Ventral view of a young specimen of the ordinary form.

8 6, c. Dorsal and ventral views of young specimens of larger size than the preceding.

3 i. Ventral view of an individual, showing finer plications than usual (erroneously printed

fig. 4, in the t«xt on page 408).

3 e. Dorsal view of an individual of medium size.

3/, ^, A. Ventral, dorsal and profile views of a specimen of the usual form and size.

8 i, j, k. Cardinal, ventral and dorsal views of a somewhat larger and thicke led shell.

3 /. Dorsal view of an unusually large individual, showing the plications bifurcating beyond
the usual size of the shell and liecoming obsolete near the thickened margin.

8 m. An enlargement of the rostral portions of a spacimen, showing the area, with the broad

triangular open foramen filled by the callus of the dorsal valve.

3 n, 0. Interior of a ventral valve and an enlargement of the same, showing the strongly crenu-

lated teeth. The point of the beak and margins of the foramen, have been broken away
or absorbed.

S p. r. Interior of a dorsal valve and an enlargement of the same, showing the cardinal process,

crenulated dental sockets, the projecting processes for the attachment of the loop, and

the median septum which supports the outer end of the loop. (See wood cut page 406,

of text.)

3 *. Enlargement of a jiortion of t'le surface, showing the strong punctse.

8 /, u. Cast of a ventral valve and an enlargement of the same.

3 W; X. Cast of a dorsal valve and an enlargement of the same, showing the impression of the

cardinal process and the cavities left by the removal of the crenulated socket plates.
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PLATE 63.

( Supplementary. )

Figs. 1-5. Orthis ID0NEU8 52

1. Dorsal view of a small and somewhat distorted individual.

2 - 5. Ventral, dorsal, profile and cardinal views of a large and characteristic individual.

Figs. 6-13. Spiripera maia 416

6, 7. Dorsal and ventral views of a young specimen.

8-11. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of an elongate specimen.

12. Dorsal view of a broadly oval form, where the cardinal line is short and gradually rounded.

13. Dorsal view of a partially exfoliated specimen, showing a large area.

Fig. 14. Spikifera disjuncta 243

14. Cast of a ventral valve, 'showing the impressions of the dental lamoliss reaching to the

front of the valve.

Figs. 15-18. Meristella rostrata. .' 307

15 - 18. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of the specimen described.

Figs. 19-22. Meristella lenta 420

19-22. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a specimen of the ordinary size and form.

Figs. 23-25 Rhynchospira subglobosa 421

28, 24. Dorsal and ventral views of the cast of a specimen of medium size.

25. Dorsal view of the cast of a larger specimen which has been slightly distorted by pressure.

'Figs. 26-29. LEiORarNCHus multioosta •

358

26 - 29. Dorsal, ventral, profile and front views of a cast of this species, from Richmondville,

Schoharie Co., N. Y.

Figs. 30 - 32. Strophodonta plioata. . . . i. 114

30 - 32. Dorsal, profile and ventral views of the specimen described.

Figs. 33-36. Trematospira (?) nobilis 412

38. Dorsal view of a crushed and distorted specimen retaining both valves, and showing the

surface marking in a very perfect manner.

84. View of a dorsal valve, showing the beak and part of the crura.

85. Fragment of another dorsal valve, showing the impression of the crura and their attachment

to the hinge-plate.

86. Interior of a ventral valve, showing the teeth and the elevated plate bearing the muscular

impressions.
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